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How Teachers Teach the Writing Process

Part I: The Project as a Whole

Teaching is an instinctual act,
mindful of potential, craving of
realizations, a pausing, seamless process,
where one rehearses constantly while
acting, sits as a spectator at a play one
directs, engages every part in order to
keep the choices open and the shape alive
for the student, so that the student may
enter in, and begin to do, what the
teacher has done: make choices. [A.
itartlett Giamatti 1980. p.24]

Teaching and Writing

The way Giamatti describes teaching resembles the way an
increasing number of scholars and researchers view writing.
Writing, too, can be thought of as a seamless process.
During this process, writers rehearse, sit at times as
spectators and engage themselves to keep the shape of what
they are producing alive PO others may enter in and see what
the writers themselves have seen.

This view is offered to call attention to the similarity
between two major areas of study teaching and writing --
both conceived as processes. The research described here is
based on the assumption that an adequate understanding of
teaching and writing must be based in part on observations of
people as they engage in these processes. This study, then,
is descriptive. The research team documented what happened
in the classrooms of public school teachers who were and
still are continuing to develop a process approach to the
teaching of writing.

Basic Research on Writing

Taking a process approach to the teaching of writing is
relatively new. Systematic investigation of the composing
process only began within the last 15 years. Before that
time, writing was generally taught, measured, and evaluated
on the basis of a finished product. Such questions as what
writers did during the composing process or how that process
might he facilitated in the classroom were rarely given
careful attention.
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It was not until Janet Emig (1969) used a case-study
approach to observe writers during the act of writing that
empirical data concerning what writers do began to be
collected. Since that time other researchers have followed
Emig's lead and observed how writers of different ages and
abilities compose. Some have used videotapes to examine the
moment-by-moment interaction between writers and their
emerging texts (Matsuhashi 1981). Others have sat beside
students and watched them, recording their observations in
fieldnotes (Calkins 1983; Graves 1982). Still others have
used Emig's original technique of asking writers to compose
aloud and devised methods for analyzing composing-aloud
protocols (Flower & Hayes :#.979; Berl 1979).

It is fitting that all of this work has been in the areaof basic research. It would have been inconceivable for
teachers to take a process approach to the teaching of
writing without sufficient prior research into the nature ofthe composing process. Now the accumulated findings of basic
research into the .composing process are beginning to provide
rich, new perspectives for the teaching and learning ofwriting. Very little is known, though, of what happens in
classrooms when teachers' practices are informed by this
research and theory.

While ethnographic studies that examine the procesil of
schooling are increasing (see Ethnography in Education
Research Forum 1980-1984), so far only a handful of
ethnographers have chosen to examine the teaching and
learning of writing (Clark & Florio, 1981; Clark, et. al.
1982; Nelson 1980; Woods-Elliott 1981).

This work is an important and impressive beginning. Moreneeds to be done, as indicated by Donald Graves (1981,
p.106), director of the Writing Process Laboratory at the
University of New Hampshire and a major researcher on
children's composing processes:

The teaching of writing needs major
focus for the 80's. But we can no longer
afford the errors of the past when
experimental designs were used to study
specific teaching methodologies. Our
preoccupationn with the correct stimulus
for writing, correcting and grading final
products, or with exercises to increase
sentence complexity need to be abandoned.
So much more is now known about the nature
of the process itself, children's
development as writers, and the importance
of the context of writing that a new focus
is needed on the teacher. Even though
much of our research has focused on
teachers in the past, we have never
actually studied the process of teaching
writing. We have never studied even one
teacher to know what ingredients are
involved in teaching writing. Whereas the

2
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case study was the gateway to
understanding the writing process and the
ingredients involved in it, the same
approach is now needed for the teaching
process.

The Present Study

Objectives

The goal, then, of our research project was two-fold: (1)to document what happened in the classrooms of teachers whowere trained in a process approach to the teaching ofwriting, and (2) to provide those teachers with occasions todeepen their understanding of the process approach bycollaborating with them in the documentation of classroompractices and by assisting them in conducting small-scalebasic research studies in their classrooms.

The Research Site

This study was collaborative, involving teachers,students, parents; and administrators in the Shoreham-WadingRiver School District on eastern Long Island, New York.Shoreham is a predominantly middle-class community with atotal population of 8,300. Surrounded by Long Island'spotato fields, it is more rural than suburban, yet it isclose enough to New York City to retain more urban influencethan the term "rural" commonly suggests. Since 1970, whenLILCO began construction of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant,increased tax revenues have enabled the district to expandits school system and support innovative programs in itsclassrooms. There are now three elementary schools, onemiddle school, and one high school in the district, with atotal student population of 2,200.
Shoreham, however, was not selected as a site for thisresearch on the basis of its budget or its demographicprofile. In fact, Shoreham became the obvious site for thisresearch only after a number of events had taken place.In the summers of 1979, 1980, and 1981, a total of 65teachers and three administrators participated in 3-weekwriting workshops based on the Bay Area Writing Project modeland led by Sondra Perl and Richard Sterling, the directors ofthe New York City Writing Project at Herbert H. LehmanCollege of the City University of New York.
The model, originally developed at the Bay Area site atthe University of California at Berkeley, is now cperating inmore than 100 sites across the country. In Shoreham, it wastailored to meet the needs of teachers in the district andwas influenced by the writing process research of Janet Emig,Donald Graves, and Sondra Perl. The writing processorientation is summarized below.

3
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The Writing Process Orientation

The writing process orientation constitutes a complexshift in attitudes, behaviors, ideas, and approaches -- whoseramifications for the classroom have barely begun to beexplored. What is known to date can be summarized as nineprinciples. Before we present them, though, it is importantto note that we do not present any of these principles
didactically at the beginning of a writing project. Rather,we allow for teachers to discover each principle by engagingin a number of activities. At the end of a summer project,teachers generally have sufficient experience as writers tosee a new role for writing in their lives and to discover forthemselves fresh approaches for presenting writing in theirclassrooms. Usually they arrive at decisions to initiatechanges in their approaches to teaching that are consistent
with some or all of the following principles.

Principle 1: Experience -- People learn to write bywriting. If teachers are interested in teaching theirstudents to write, they will provide opportunities forwriting in their classrooms, and they will model the
behaviors of writers by writing and sharing their writingwith their students.

Principle 2: Invention -- The place to start is at the
beginning. Choice of subject often determines the course of awriting experience. Teachers, using various invention
strategies, can help their students find, either within
themselves or in the world around them, topics worthy oftheir sustained attention.

Principle 3: Revision -- A first draft is only a
beginning. Student writers, like professional writers, needtime to revise their writing. Teachers who value the
exploration of meaning and honing of craft that revision
makes possible will encourage students to take their piecesthrough cycles of drafting and revision, and will make time
for revision in their classrooms and homework assignments.

Principle 4: Range -- Writing includes experimenting withand mastering a number of different genres and forms of
discourse. Exploring content through different points ofview and different literary genres is one way of developing
an understanding of form.

Principle 5: Collaboration -- teaching students how toread and respond to a piece of writingf.particularly a pieceof writing in progress, is one of the central tasks of ateacher in a writing class. Teachers show students how torespond by modeling a technique called "active liateniny."
Students learn how to "say back" what they consider to be thegist of another student's piece of writing. This technique
encourages writers to develop what they mean without
teachers' and peers' judgements intervening prematurely.This technique becomes the basis for conferencing.

Principle 6: Audience -- Writers need real audiences fortheir writing. Having students in the class read their
writing to one another in small groups or in pairs makes the
concept of audience concrete. Students gain the experience

4
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of being readers and writers for each other anu thus are
better able to understand the relationships that develop
among writers, readers, and texts.

Principle 7: Authorship -- The ultimate responsibility
for writin) lies with the author. Authors choose what to
write, how to write it, and how much response they require.
Learning how to accommodate to the demands of an audience is
also tha job of the writer with the support of the class and
the teacher.

Principle 8: Connections -- As we beJome writers, so we
become readers. Reading is an integral part of the writing
process. Young children can learn to read through writing;
older students who study their own writing and the writing of
peers are learning skills that enrich their understanding of
reading and literature as well as of writing itself.

Principle 9: Observation and Reflection -- All writers
have composing processes. Understanding how the composing
process works for individual writers is one of the goals of a
writing class. Keeping notes in "process journals" is one
way for teachers and students to record what happens when
they write. Sharing these notes builds a body of knowledge
about composing that is based on each person's experience and
generally leads to discussion of such notions as
recursiveness and discovery in writing.

Teachers

Prior to the summer workshops, none of the teachers in
the district had received any substantial training in the
teaching of writing. Few were aware of the research on the
composing process, and even fewer had ever seriously thought
of themselves as writers. Thus, before the project, these
teachers were similar to many thousands of teachers across
the country; they were talented, capable, and intelligent,
but they had rarely given sustained attention to the theory
and practice of teaching writing.

In the course of the summer workshops, however, they
wrote, studied their own writing processes and those of other
writers, and became familiar with current research on
composing. And in the winters following the workshops, they
began to report changes in what they were doing in their
classrooms. Excited by these changes, by the innovative
teaching we saw on our follow-up visits to the district, and
by the teachers' own enthusiasm for what they were doing, we
proposed to undertake an extended, collaborative study of the
teaching of writing in Shoreham-Wading River.

All participants in the summer workshops were eligible to
collaborate on the research project. Many were interested;
in the end 10 volunteered to invite researchers into t:%eit
classrooms to observe and study their teaching. Most of
these teachers had taught for at least 10 years, several for
close to 20. Three were former Peace Corps volunteers, all
but two had children of their own. (Two became grandparents
during the course of the study.) Four were men; six were
women. All had had at least 1 year of writing project

5
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training before the study began, three had spent 2 years
using writing project techniques in their classes, and one
had been involved for 3 years prior to the start of the
research project. They were distributed across grade levels
as follows: one teacher each from Grades 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10,
11, and 12 and two teachers from Grade 8.

Data Collection

We used a case-study approach to examine the teaching and
learning process. For the first year of the study, the three
researchers spent each week a minimum of 3 days, and more
often 4 Cayes in classes taking fieldnotes. Each researcher
was responsible for a particular level: Carter, elementary;
Peri, middle; and Wilson, high school. Each followed either
three or four teachers for an entire school year. The
breakdown is as follows:

Researcher Teacher Grade Level
Carter Pekala, R. 1

Schwartz, J. 2
Graves, A. 4
Silver, B. 4-5

Perl Sitver, M. 6
Burkhardt, D. 8
Burkhardt, R. 8

Wilson Glassmar- P. 10
Allison, A. 11
Schutzman, L. 12

In addition, we each interviewed students, teachers,
parents, and administrators; we attended school and community
events; and we supervised the teachers' basic research on
students' composing processes. Since the district was not
within commuting distance of our homes, we lived in the homes
of teachers. The fact that we were not returning to our
homes each night gave us hours of after-school time to meet
with teachers and to write, reflect, and talk with each other
about the day's events. We read our fieldnotes to one
another until late in the evening and kept a log of patterns
and themes as they emerged.

As part of our collaborative work, we met with the 10
teachers in a 2-hour study group each week. During this
time, we wrote, shared our perceptions of classroom events,
studied current research, and strengthened our understanding
of what it takes to develop a process approach in the
classroom.

The teachers also kept teaching journals. In these we
asked them to write about how and why they made choices and
to articulate what cuided their behavior in the classroom.
In addition, we collected students' journals and written
products for an entire school year.

During the second year of work, wp spent the major
portion of our time analyzing data and writing, returning to
the district only for study group meetings and occasional



classroom visits. Three teachers (Glassman; Schwartz, and
Sitver) loft the study group at the beginning of that year,
one to take a sabbatical leave, the others to pursue other
interests. At the end of the second year one of the
researchers, Carter, left the study to return to his own
teaching job. In the third year, then, a core group
remained: seven teachers and two researchers, writing,
thinking, meeting to discuss our perceptions of patterns and
themes as they emerged from our observations, sharing our
reflections, comparing notes on our findings, and together
formulating new questions.

Summary of Results

Writing as a Social Act

Most striking to us whenever we entered any of these
classrooms was the nature of the writing community. Whether
we were in first grade or twelfth, fourth, eighth, or tenth,
what we observed flew in the face of what observers normally
expect to sea in a traditional classroom: a teacher, up
front, talking, explaining, assigning work; students, at
their desks, listening, speaking only when called on, working
quietly. Instead we found ourselves immersed in a community
that often had a life of its own. To be sure, there were
rules to guide behavior, but the rules, too, derived from the
sense everyone had that making writing meaningful was the
task at hand.

To make writing meaningful, students were encouraged, and
expected, to learn from each other. Whereas in traditional
classrooms, writing is often seen as a solitary endeavor, in
these classrooms, it becomes the central concern of
everyone. Students work together, help one another, form
pairs, trios, small groups, alongside their teachers, with
one aim: to produce writing they are proud of, that says
something, that speaks to and further develops the community
of writers there, in that room.

These are rooms in which collaboration -- and talk -- are
central to the learning that occurs. For example, in the
early grades, the act of writing is accompanied by and
embedded within speech. First graders talk nonchalantly as
they write, explaining their intentions, qualifying their
ideas, borrowing phrases or topics from one another,
frequently just thinking out loud. rourth and fifth graders
in the midst of writing frequently run around the room,
buttonhole a friend, ask a quevItion, and return to their
texts. They pass notebooks back and forth, giggle, lean over
their chairs and continue writing. Elementary teachers in
these classrooms learn to listen selectively: it's not the
noise level they pay attention to but the type of noise. A
creative chatter, an identifiable busy hum is what they're
listening for and what they encourage.

Middle school and high school students and their teachers
enjoy the slightly quieter hum of a writing classroom where
everyone is actively pursuing some private thought. As



students become older, they seem to prefer to write in quiet
places with few distractions. Yet while silence is important
during drafting, collaboration becomes crucial afterwards.
Replacing the spontaneous chatter of children is the reading
of writing aloud and the writer's reliance on readers'
reactions.

One fear voiced by critics of this collaborative approach
is that students who rely so completely on their peers for
feedback and response will become overly dependent on
others. What happens, they ask, when no writing groups are
available? Our research points to two answers. Students who
work in groups frequently invent useful ways of reading and
asking questions. These are rot predetermined responses
prepared for them by a teacher and handed out to them on a
worksheet. They are the responses and questions that evolve
quite naturally when one becomes a serious reader of
another's text. Once students learn to approach texts
usefully and creatively, -- they can do it anywhere -- even
in response to their own writing. This serious prolongad
group work benefits students and teaches them skills that
paradoxically foster their own independence. As Matte an
eighth grader put it, "Last night at home, I didn't have a
group, so I did what I thought was a writing group on my
own."

Finally, writing as a social act is so firmly grounded in
students experience, that they see no reason not to have the
support of their peers. When Suzanne, a graduating high
school senior, was asked how she'd survive in college without
a writing group, she said, "If my friends at college don't
know how to respond, I'll just teach them."

Teachers are Unique

If these classrooms all look so similar, aren't the
teachers doing similar things? Aren't there shared patterns
or themes that tie these teachers together? These are the
kinds of questions readers often ask and researchers try to
answer. For example, people often asked us, "After studying
teachers for so long, what common traits have you
discovered? Aren't there, after all, "types" of teachers who
work beat with this approach?" And, we answered, we have
found similarities -- themes we call them -- but what
interests us more are the variations. For, we discovered, no
two teachers do any one thing alike. And the more we try to
find generalities that tie these teachers together, the more
trivial our findings become.

What emerges most clearly, in fact, after studying
teachers and their teaching in depth is their uniqueness. We
have come to believe that just as there is no one way to
write so there is no one way to teach the writing rrocess.
Rather how teachers t.rch writing, or probably anything else
for that matter, is a function of who they are, what matters
to them, what they bring with them into the classroom and who
they meet there. How they go about their work can be
affected in certain important ways by conditions in the



school, in the community, in the culture at large, but what
affects teaching most deeply and dramatically are the themes,
the interests and the deeply felt concerns that affect and
give shape to teachers' lives.

Thus even the themes we identify as common, as
influencing and shaping how teachers go about their work, are
merely guideposts: beacons that ahed light on different
aspects of teachers at work.

Themes and Variations

Teachers as Writers

All of the teachers we studied find ways to teach writing
through writing. All make it the central act in their
classrooms; all know that engaging in it teaches in a way
that talking about it doesn't. Yet, even making the act of
writing central, by modeling, demonstrating, writing along
with students, doet, not lead us to a set of presciptions.
For what it means tc be a writer with one's students is
colored both by the role writing plays in teachers' lives and
the goals they set for the learners in their classrooms.

Ross, for example, often reads or performs his writing in
public. Performance, for him, is part of the process, a
piece of writing not quite complete without it. Wanting for
his students the same enjoyment he has, he seta up
opportunities for them to perform as well, and in years when
his teaching goes well, they do, in shows, skits, and plays.

For Audre, on the other hand, writing is primarily a
private act, "what you do for yourself." Unlike Ross, she is
nervous about reading in public, and shows it. But she goes
on writing, in class and out, retorting her failures more
often than her successes. Audre's students see in her someone
who is not afraid to make mistakes and to flounder. They see
as well someone who uses writing as a way to make discoveries
about herself, the world she lives in, what she is thinking
and feeling. Following her lead, they, too, be. in to take
risks in their writing, and some come to write, as she does,
"for selfish reasons."

To Len, writing is a lens through which to view students'
growth. A writer along with his students, he lets them in on
his process, shares his struggles and his pride with them, as
he expects them to do with him. Reba, too, looks at student
writing and sees personal growth. Timid as a writer, she
gives her students the confidence she wishes she had herself.

Bill approaches writing the way he approaches all
subjects: as a tool for puzzling out the world. A
problem-solver himself, he teaches writing as he teaches
math, by studying the strategies students use to solve the
problems it presents. A questioner himself, he want his
students to learn how to ask questions. The heart of writing
time, for him, iv the individual conference, in which he
talks seriously with his students about their writinr' and
their writing processes.
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By contrast, sharing time is often the focus of Anita's
writing class. Anita, as a writer, often produces pieces
that make people laugh. She reads deadpan, managing to look
surprised each time the laughter explodes -- as if to say,
"Who me? Did I say something funny?" Sharing time, for her,
becomes a way of providing for her students an audience of
persons who listen and, sometimes, laugh.

Diane uses writing as a way to know herself and to know
others. In class, writing becomes a bridge, a way for har to
develop and sustain the relationships that sustain her as a
teacher. Students in her class see someone whc values
writing, who uses it daily to clarify her own thinking, and
who uses it to reach out to them through notes, memos, and
responses in journals. When her class is going well, talk of
writing permeates the air and students come to use writing as
she does: as a war to make meaning for themselves.

It struck us that teachers who write do so for very
different reasons. Ross, Reba, Anita, and Bill write for --
and sometimes about -- their students; Audre and Lenny
frequently write along with them; Diane more often than not
writes to them. All of them write -- and yet for different
purposes. And all of them find ways to make writing serve
their own goals as teachers.

These distinctions, not obvious to us at first, made us
question what else we had not seen. We challenged each other
and the teachers in the study group to look closely and to
examine just what the job of a writing teacher entails. What
is it, we wondered, that writing teachers do when they teach
writing? This questioning led us to see that we all agreed
on one central notion: the job of teaching writing is not
one of imposing a rigid set of rules that dictate the kinds
of writers students will become but rather one of setting up
the conditions that help students discover the kinds of
writers they may be. We called such teaching the creation of
"enabling circumstances."

Teachers as Enablers

The six teachers we studied all believe in letting
learning happen, in setting up conditions that support
students' growth as learners and respect their intentions as
writers.

For all the teachers, being enablers means working from
their students' strengths. In first grade, Reba marvels at a
six year old's first story; in twelfth, Len beams at a
17-year-old's insight: both accepting wholeheartedly what
their students produce, marvelling, listening, appreciating.
Yet enablinT students to grow, to write, can also mean
"getting out of the way." And this notion, too, carries
different meanings for different teachers.

Finding a balevice between imposing and allowing, between
controlling and letting go is often difficult. The teachers
wrestle with it in their own ways, seeking to use their
expertise in the service of their students' growth. Anita
has learned "to have plrna and backup plans but to be
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flexible enough to drop them all if a child finds an
interesting bug climbing up the wall." Bill says, "It's not
an either /or thing, like one minute you're standing in the
road and the next either you're hit or you're not." In fact,
Bill writes eloquently of the pain he often feels as an
enabler:

Can I convey the overwhelming
difficulty of giving up control, of having
patience, of "knowing" in my heart of
hearts that probably the less I do, the
more and better kids will write? Getting
out of the way is a hard thing for an
activist teacher. 'It's the feeling of not
being needed or wanted. It's the pain of
setting up a circumstance that makes me
superfluous in so many ways.

Others, like Diane and Audre, want to amend and refine
this notion, to make clear what they mean by enabling
students to learn. Diane writes,

I don't know about getting out of the
way. Yes, get out of the way in terms cf
thwarting or limiting kids, don't be the
reason they can't grow, but I don't want
to be out of the way. I want to be with
them on the way. I like the image of
partnership better than the image of the
teacher collecting dust in the corner
while the students merrily do their thing.

And to Audre, setting up In environment for learning
means having the Students ge! on ahead her and then, if
they choose, to invite her to join them. She puts it this
way: "You get the party together, Veen call me up." Each
perspective has implications for teaching.

For Diane, "being with students on the way," means
forming a Pond with them in class. She watches them
carefully, listens to what they have to say, shares her
observations and questions with them, writes thoughtful
responses in process journals and enters, as much as
possible, into the students' ways of thinking in order to be
able to help them take the next step.

Audre, wanting her students to "go on ahead," usually
hears about what is happening in students' writing processes
or in their writing groups when everyone else does: in
whole-class meetings, when everyone cones together to report
on what is going on. She and her students trade stories,
tell each other news about writing -- writers together,
talking shop.

Ross, a natural performer, probably wrestled the longest
and hardest with this notion. The first year of the study
was a difficult one for him. The give and take he was
accustomed to with his students never materialized, and the
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failure of several important projects led him to reconsider
whether or not he was, as he'd like to be, an enabler. He,
and we with him, wondered whether his role as performer was
too overpowering, too dominant. In taking center stage, was
he, after all, leaving too little room for students to grow?
Was he, in other words, too much in the way?

In 82-83, a year the study continued but not in his
classroom, Ross experimented. He tried to "get out of the
way." He deliberately read his work last -- or not at all.
He visited other teachers' classrooms, notably Diane's, to
see how they "did it." Yet, as the year went on and Ross
talked about his teaching in our study group, we saw that not
being a performer forced Ross to work against his own grain.
Whatever benefit he had created for students, hR seemed not
to have created for himself, a strong enough role as
classroom leader

Ross' struggle brought several questions to light: Was
performing at odds with enabling? Are "performers" too
focused on themselves to be of help to students? Yet all the
teachers in the group knew that they, too, at times, took
center-stage; they too, performed and controlled studenT'
attention and students' actions. Audre and Len, for example,
are often the first in class to read their writing,
especially when students seem hesitant or shy., Diane speaks
of herself as a "benevolent dictator": controlling,
orchestrating, in charge of what's going on even when it
looks as though she's not. Bill, Reba, Anita -- all impose
limits and set deadlines. Thus, Ross' dilemma shed new light
on aspects of these teachers' behavior -- aspects not so
readily visible before.

At the same time, Roes was discovering a new balauce tor
himself. He discovered that enabling did not exclude
performing, but that he could, at times, share the stage more
readily with his students. One telling example became
visible when we returned to his class for a brief visit
during the second year of the study. We had all become
accustomed to seeing Ross' many drafts of a piece displayed
on a wall in his classroom, showing the changes and revisions
he made as he moved from draft to draft. This day, as we
entered his classroom, we saw displayed on the wall several
drafts of a student's piece of writing. Above the display
was the sign "Writer of the Week." Ross' reply, when we
asked him about it, was "Oh, this is just a way I thought of
to let kids see I'm not the only one who revises a poem 6
times. Isn't Andy's poem great?"

Ross taught us that it was not what a teacher does --
performing or something else -- but what a teacher
communicates that has the greatest impact on students. In
1981-1982, when Ross' year turned sour and he lost touch with
his students, he turned inward. His performances became
fewer and those he did were self-involved, hollow. When,
however, in subsequent years, his performing was once again
imbued with the spirit of enabling -- when he used himself
and his poems to reach out to kids -- his teaching was, once
again, empowering.
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Thus, we came to see treat enabling students to learn,
like so many other facets of the writing process approach, is
not a matter of learning a simple set of procedures or
techniques. It is a result of the way teachers thlnk and
believe and act and of the way they bring to bear the stamp
of their own personalities on the classroom, the curriculum,
and the students who learn with them.

Teachers as Learners

One reason these teachers are effective enablers is that
they are not afraid to make mistakes. Their students see
them learning, risking, trying new things, and as a result
the students, too, are empowered to learn, to risk, to try
new things.

For example, Audre often chooses for class study poems
and stories she doesn't fully understand herself, so that she
and her students can work their ways towards understanding
together. Bill makes sure his students know that he himself
doesn't always know how a given experiment will come out.
Reba stamps her own work-in-progress with a rough draft
stamp, letting her first graders know that she doesn't have
to get her writing right the first time either.

Many of the teachers discuss their teaching with their
students. They consult tnem about changes of direction, ask
them to evaluate methods and materials, admit it when they
think they have miscalculated. They go out of their way to
show students how the mastery of craft, whether of writing or
teaching, devolops from reflection, practice, and constant
questioning.

During the years of the research project, the teachers
often talked about their research questions in class. Some
shared the writing they were doing for the study group with
their students. And of course we researchers, too, with our
notebooks and pens and constant questions, provided evidence
that the teachers were engaged in what a high school student
referred to as "something important -- bigger than just
school." Students could see that their teachers were
learners, engaged in an ongoing process of experiment and
change, of mastery and moving on -- learning that doesn't
stop when the school day ends.

Committed Teaching

If teachers enable students to learn, what enables the
teachers? What conditions help to make the teaching of
writing, as we have described it here, poasfhle? Our answers
to these questions load us in several other directions: to
the type of reflection that occurs when teachers are
committed to looking deeply at their own teaching; to the
impact this reflection has when it is shared in the spirit of
inquiry with others; and to the climate teachers find
themselves in when they went tf, make changes in theic
teaching.
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The Act of Reflection

Reflection is not usually an ongoing part of school
life. Teachers are too busy: outside interests beckon. Yet
when teachers take the time to pause and to examine what they
are doing, they frequently feel rejuvenated, enercsized.

Often, although not always and not for all seven
teachers, it was the teaching journal that occasioned the
deepest reflection. Writing, at home, at night, or at
school, early in the morning, or on trains, buses, or
ferries, on school trips, or in hotel rooms at conferences,
the teachers made plans, wrote notes to themselves, recorded
their thoughts and feelings, reported on students and
classroom events.

Although the teaching journal was originally a
requirement for the study group, for most of the teachers it
took on a life of its own. Diane wrote, "I want this journal
to be for me -- I can't do it if it's just an assignment for
a course." Diane was asking for something most of the
teachers wanted: a way to have her writing about her teaching
be meaningful for her. She was bringing to her jourael a
commitment beyond that required from a .:nurse. When she and
the other teachers used their journals in ways that were
meaningful for them, they frequently made discoveries. The
-journals became a way t. stand back and examine teaching as
it unfolded.

Sometimes the teachers saw. as if for the first time, the
learning taking place riGht before their eyes. "Writing
about my teaching has already changed me," wrote Audre, early
in the first year of the study. "I'm listening harder,
hearing more, and therefore finding delight more often and
sometimes in the smallest comment which at another time would
have gone unnoticed."

At other times the teachers focused on w, at wasn't
working, at what discouraged or upset them, as in this
excerpt from Bill's journal:

The thing that I find most
frustrating is the continual battle over
having things completed. When half the
class doesn't have drafts done, or never
freewrites, or does a draft and then
doesn't look at it for a week -- these
make it hard to do anything with
continuity. I feel like it all starts acid
stops, like a broken car. I can get some
parts fixed, but then something else.,
doesn't work, and there's just, more..
aggravation.

Frequently they mused about particular kids and what was
happening to them. Reba, for instance, wrote about Jeremy:
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Jeremy didn't share today. I'm
really not sure how to light a fire under
him. He does write when there is an
assigned topic, but somehow it d5esn't
seem to be going anywhere.

When they wrote in these ways, and particularly where they
raised doubts, and questioned themselves, wondered about kids
or about what they themselves were doing in class, the
teachers were engaging in an act of. inquiry. They were
saying, at least to themselves, that their teaching was open,
subject to change and revision. Such thinking holds within
it the key to further growth. Teaching evolves because, in
the act of examining it, possibilities not visible before
begin to emerge.

Collaboratinn: Reflection in Concert with Others

When the teachers brought their teaching journals to the
study group and read from them to one another, the act of
inquiry was shared. And as so often happens in groups, it
sparked not one or two other inquiries, but dozens.
Something Ross said or wrote made Bill reconsider what he was
doing; Bill's comment affected how Anita or Audre saw
something; what they said in response had an impact on the
whole group. Week after week, for two years. Our original
question, "How do teachers teach writing?" broke open, flew
apart, fell in pieces around us. What does process mean?
What is process anyway? How do we teach it? What does it
mean when we say we want our kids to write? What is teaching
anyway? Or writing for that matter?

Through writing and speaking about such questions, we
entered into a dialogue, one that cut across traditional
school boundaries. Elementary school teachers pursued
questions with secondary school teachers; we, as university
researchers, brought our questions to the schools. We lived
there and chose to learn there. Together we formed a team,
teachers and researchers writing and thinking together,
trying to understand, to formulate knowledge, to shed light
on the act of teaching.

What was renewing about this was the constant questioning
and opportunity for dialogue. Tired after a day's work of
teaching, or of taking fieldnotes, we all often left study
group awake, excited. Those few hours together reminded us
that our work extended beyond the doors of each classroom,
that we were, each of us, members of a community of
inquirers.

Collaborative inquiry of the sort we describe can occur,
we imagine, in any school in which teachers and researchers
agree to meet after hours and examine issues of concern to
all. What made our work all the richer was that we, as
researchers, were there the during school hours AR WP11.
Occasionally our study group discussions focused on the ways
in which our presence affected classroom practice.
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We were aware, of course, that we could never know
whether each teacher's teaching would have been different had
we not been there. We were there and our being there was
part of the story. Accepting the notion that we can't
separate the act of observing from the person who engages in
it, we never tried to "fade into the woodwork." Rather, our
approach was to take our own presence into account, to
document how and in what ways we entered into classroom
life. In fact, becoming part of the life of the classroom
was an integral part of our research method. And what we
learned about teachers, their teaching, their approaches and
convictions came, we feel, primarily through immersing
ourselves in the classrooms and coming to see them as the
participants themselves did. Learning the classroom
routine*: plArticipating i ;hum, talking them over with the
teachers enabled us to see teaching, to make it visible.
Interestingly, our seeing offered the teachers a fresh vision
as well.

Lenny put it this way:

Having a researcher in my classroom
inspired me to look deeply into my own
teaching, to reflect upon it and really
examine it in a way that I was unused to.
I had taught on my feet a lot and always
done a good job but the extra pair of eyes
made me much more aware of what was
happening.

Diane, too, felt that our eyes highlighted aspects of
classroom life:

)id you ever think that all your
presence and Jamie's and Nancy's did in
our classrooms was to magnify what goes on
anyway? The presence of another pair of
eyes and ears means that it seems bigger
or more apparent that it would if there
weren't an observer other than ourselves.
By ourselves (alone) we can ignore what we
see or close our eyes or look away to
other things. With you here we are always
in some ways seeing things through your
eyes.

Ross saw our presence as "a truth squad," keeping him
honest about his own perception of his teaching. Bill
thought that it was our constant questioning that led him to
view his teaching freshly.

All of the teachers agreed that opening the doors of
their classrooms and invitiag a researcher inside was risky.
What made the risk worth taking was what they found on the
other side: a colleague, someone who came to know the
students as they did, who rejoiced in the students' growth,
laughed at their jokes, smiled at their gropings,



commiserated about their failures. In sharing the life of
the class, the teachers shared their lives with us. And by
working and learning along with them, we became not only
their partners but also their friends.

The Climate for Inrovation

It's not easy for teachers to make changes in their
teaching. Trying something new or different, even if it's
something we believe in, is risky. What enabled the teachers
in Shoreham to initiate changes, to experiment, to talk
openly with us and other teachers and administrators about
both their successes and their failures, was a climate
receptive to them and their growth.

In :01w,Leilow, adminisr_rators view teachers as
professionals, as the ones with the answers. And they view
their own role as supporting this professional growth.

Teachers are not required to teach writing or anything
else according to a prescribed curriculum. They are free to
choose not only what they teach but how they teach it. For
instance, no one was required to take the summer institute.
Instead it was made available to any interested teacher.
Those who took it and found value in it were encouraged to
use as much or as little of it as they wanted. When the
teachers said they wanted a second and then a third summer
institute, administrators were not only pleased, some of them
also signed up and wrote in it along with the teachers.

As the writing project gained momentum, parents became
curious. What is this new approach, they wondered. How are
my children being taught to write? With questions coming in
all directions, administrators and teachers formed a
committee. Together they designed evening workshops for
parents. Led by Reba, Audre, Rosa, Diane and several other
teachers, parents were initiated into the writing process
approach. In small groups, in each of the schools, they
began writing, reading their writing aloud, learning writing
the way their children were learning -- by writing.

Even beyond the writing project, teachers participate in
making the decisions that affect them. In the early days of
the district, teachers and administrators helped to design
the environments they work in: the branching wings of the
middle school and high school, the lofts and study corners
and colorful carpeting of the elementary schools. Teachers
and administrators worked together writing the "Statement of
Philosophy" posted prominently in the middle school.
Teachers serve on committees to design new courses and revise
old ones; they meet regularly with administrators to decide
what courses will be taught and who will teach them, and to
discuss the philorophy, pedagogy and practical day to day
running of their schools.

Of course, support in terms of budgetary items is easy to
,:ome by when a district has the generous backing the LILCO
power plant makes possible. But our point here is
different. Many school districts in the country have budgets
based on substantial tax revenues, yet the school bards who
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control them all too often choose not to put their resources
so directly in the hands of teachers. But, even more
important, what we find as the crucial ingredient in Shoreham
has little to do with money. Even schools with depleted
budgets can enable their teachers to grow, to risk, to
change. The writing project is merely a case in point, but
obviously the one we know best. And in this instance, rather
than control the direction the writing project was taking,
administrators allowed the teachers to control it, to shape
it, making it a project the teachers felt was truly theirs.
What these administrators did, in essence, was demonstrate
the kind of faith in teachers that empowers them to do their
best teaching.



Part II: Supporting Documents

Introduction

Writing has been part of every stage of this project. The
seven teachers and three researchers involved in it since its
beginning have written constantly, from the first day we
began work in 2horeham-Waling River until the day, two and a
half years later, our ::Lajle group disbanded. Many of us are
writing still.

We wrote, at the beginning, to formulate questions, to
set goals, to discover and articulate our dreams and hopes
for the study. As time went on, we wrote to record our
observations, to capture our reactions to them, to try to
understand them. We wrote to share our thoughts, back and
flrth to one another in the pages of the teachers' journals.
We wrote together, in study group, to explore issues that
concerned us all. The teachers kept teaching journals, and
wrote articles on teaching and case studies of individual
students; we researchers wrote memos We discussed with the
teachers, later chronological narrative accounts of classroom
events, later still "portraits" of teachers organized around
themes rather than chronology. And the teachers commented,
in writing, on what we wrote about them.

Since writing has been woven so tightly into the fabric
of this study, we have chosen to present, as part of our
final report, not only a set of "findings" -- extracted from
the materials, smoothed and shaped to a pattern -- but also
the fabric itself: a rough tapestry, with the texture of its
weave showing, and its edges still untrimmed. We have
chosen, from all the writing generated by seven teachers and
three researchers over a period of three years,
representative samples of the kinds of writing produced at
each stage of the project. Some of the pieces we include
have been revised and edited for publication; others,
especially those we wrote as "in house" pieces, appear in
working drafts.

We have organized these materials chronologically, "raw"
data first, followed by pieces in which teachers and
researchers stand back from the data, organize it in
different ways, look at it from different perspectives.

The first section, Ethnographic Inquiry in Progress,
contains samples of handwritten fieldnotes (from the
researchers) and journal entries (from the teachers), most of
these from the first year of the study. Notes and journal
entries are followed by what we called "calendars" -- sheets
on which we summv,ized main events in classrooms, in order to
give ourselves an overview of life in Shoreham-Wading River
writing classes. Roughly contemporary with these are what we



came to call "Thinking Aloud Memos": summaries of major
themes in the world of each classroom, reflections on
particular issues or events we thought might turn out to be
significant, and further questions generated by these
reflections. These memos served as the basis for our
dialogues with teachers: first attempts to analyze what we
were seeing and to make our analyses available to the
teachers about whom we were writing.

While we wrote our first memos, we asked the teachers to
join us in our inquiry and to write about their own views of
teaching before they saw ours. We asked them to reflect on
their teaching and to write about it in what we came to call
their "Implicit Classroom" statements. These, too, are
included in this section on early data generated during the
study.

By our second year, we were spending less time in
classrooms and more in our office, sifting through the data
we had collected, and thinking, talking and writing about it
from different perspectives. During this second year we
composed, from fieldnotes, teachers' journals, tape
recordings of students' writing groups, teachers' assignment
sheets and handouts, and students' writing (including drafts,
finished pieces, process journals, reading logs, etc.,)
narrative accounts, each 500 to 800 pages long, of the main
events in the three classrooms we observed most regularly.
From the bulky notebooks containing these accounts, we have
included representative or significant sections to illustrate
how we went about this second level of analysis. Here, too,
we have included seven short, impressionistic studies of
teachers -- "instant portraits," we called them --
emphasizing themes that emerged most strongly from the
teachers' journals as we read and reread them at various
stages of the project.

While we were writing our narratives and portraits, the
teachers were writing about their forays into the world of
classroom research. Included in the second section,
Products, are fifteen articles written by the teachers on

theory and practice, three of which are case
studies.

Although we spent much of our time as researchers writing
to discover what we knew, at other times we wrote to share
what we were learning with a wider audience. In section
th e.: Products, we present five articles we wrote for
pul5i anon and three papers we delivered at conferences.
IncAuded here, too, is a list of the work that has grown out
of this study.

And, finally, while all this writing was going on, groups
of teachers, researchers and students were meeting together,
writing and traveling to conferences to present, to audiences
of other teachers and researchers, samples of the fruits of
nur tesearch. The fourth section of this report,
Dissemination, contains a list of conferences attended by
participiiiiirn the study and handouts from some of our
presentations.



The last section contains a bibliography c" the works of
writers, teachers, researchers, ethnographers and
philosophers who continue to influence us as we continue to
study the lives of teachers.



Section 1

Ethnographic Inquiry in Progress
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Sample Fieldnotes
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Fieldnotes from Ross Burkhardt's 8th Grade Class
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Fieldnotes from Audre Allison's 11th Grade Class
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From the Teaching Journal of Ross Burkhardt

BAJ 2 - 9/28/81

If you add to that the Bump journal entry, the three process entries,
and the two social studies pieces done as homework, you get some fourteen
or f of

.

(the Dr. Bell letter had a list, a rehearsal sheet, and perhaps two
or three drafts to it alone, so it is.hard to figure out exactly how
many pieces they had). Suffice it to say that they did a lot of writing
in the opening sequence of days, and I am pleased with the fact that they
did. I think it has set an expectation in their minds that they will
be doing a lot of writing, and it has given me some good baseline data
to look at and to use as a base for comparisons later in the year.

Myftpaans-4tow-eara...tio..harkirtapliscaastuLffeerisemiztaand
ratialltitlifflik- they can do any of the three ICWs or the three pieces,
or they can create something brand new. But I want to start on a magazine
and get something published quickly to complete the cycle, and then
begin all over again.

In fixing up their folders, I noted the kids had horrible difficulty
dealing with the organization of it all. "What order do they go in?"
"I'm missing something." "Am I doing it right?" "What do I put in
next?" It just seemed to me that they were far more thrown by the task
of arranging the pieces of writing chronologically than I thought would
be the case. In the second class (Eng.B), I think this happened less
because I structured it a little more by putting a coyaplete list on the.
board (I had not done that in Eng.A) and by being more specific in the
instructions. But I was surprised that they'seemed to have a problem
organizing all the info. I guess it was a case of me knowing what to
do and assuming everyone knew what to do.

Now that the folders are set up. it is my intention to read through
each one and get a new sense of their writing and take notes on same
in my special journal on their writing. I also wait to read through
their process journals and comment on those. If I can finish all of this
by Thursday it will be a miracle, but I can dream. At any rate, I plan
to start and get on with it. One of the things I was not good at last
year was giving specfic feedback to specific kids. This Is an attempt
to do the kind of thin? Di would do. She is very good at thst, and I
think the feedback is incredibly important for the kids if they are to
grow in their writing.

One last thought I had over the weekend -- Iwas thinking about Sondra
at Leisure Village with the Americanism Essay Contest -- and how much
fun it would be if one of Di's or my English A kids was a finalist
so that she would have reason to come along and seethe "publication"
aspect of that event.

I read through all the BUMP journals yesterday and wrote extensive coments
on their entries. About half the kids did a decent job, about ten percent
did a super job, about ten percent were really poor, and the rest a little
less than expected. But I am convinced that by responding seriously and
at len;th to what they wrote and by raising questions with them for
clarification in the next entry, I will spur them to better entries during
the course of the year. These journals can become incredibly importnatnt,
and thus the first response they get has to be a strong positive one.
I was leased with their suggestions and reactions --4.14LLALAarsury

itude

1 -'17 106



BAJ -- October 7, 1981

So much happens in so many areas, and so much of it affects other
areas, that it is hard to keep up with significant events that ought
to be in this journal on my teaching of writing. How do I dissassociate
one thing from another when one of my goals is to create an interlockingseries of experiences that feed one upon the other? How do I not write
about the Yardleys concert this Friday afternoon when I believe it will
be a source/inspiration for some writing of kids? How do I neglect to
mention all the stuff in socialstudies about the BUMP entries and
yesterday's great leap forward when the process I used is so grounded
(atial a nice ethnographic term) in Bay Area? Its*indethiwiejournIstabeomingriaoh-elore- of: .19t411.* tschO9ardbcPwaganoalieurnalakn41°Ljuat'atmegaftatilyitsh writinti . And that is how it should be, but God does it
take time.

Yesterday's class with the writing group (3:30 p.m. class) pushed me
ahead in my understanding of the task of these two years. Coming outof the class was a decision on my part, influenced by Sondra, to select
both Shruti and Becky as subjects for observation and case studies, if
they are ameanable (and I assume they will be). I had considered Craigbecause of his flamboyance, and Jeanine because of her positive serious-
ness, but I was not. really firm on any one. I had doubts about the
value of selecting two obviously strong writers -- hei.much.itgpArLcomjjoAgon,them, Iasis...mystailf? Since they are already so good and
so "formed" in their writing processes, what can I do to impact on them,
and how mach is there for me to learn from that as compared with taking,a student who is average or slightly above average and seeing what itis that I do that has some significant impact on them. But then, Becky
and Shruti are examples of the "good" student with good skills, and each
year I get kids like that who ha-ve talent. How do I nurture that? Whtaimpact do I have with what I do? And how widespread beyond the "receptive"
writers is that impact? Knowing Marcia helps -- she would be receptive
to her daughter Becky participating in this activity. And I feel tl?e
Rajans would also -- given the friendship of the girls, my work in R&T
with Lakshmi, and what has transpired so far in English this year.

ad7'.-

Xbidkr.:Jancl...Mixtiti., have some interesting similarities -- each has a talented
older sister; each comes from a family that is cultured and "academic".
Becky has gone to SWR all her life; Shruti is new since 6th grade (I
think she used to live in North Carolina - or was that Asha?). They
have been good friends since 7th grade at least. Some interesting
questions to pursue -- how does one affect the other? How do I affect
either of them? What motivates them? Why is Becky's "voice" when she
reads her stuff so much more powerful than Shruti's? Why does Becky
write expressive, artistic stuff and Shruti more of the reportorial
kind of writing? Sondra said pick people with whom you don't mind
spending time; both girls are talented yet unaffected by it; they are
each different, yet they have a wonderful friedship and share many
common traits. It ought to be an interesting study.
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Thinking Aloud Memo 81 November 2 1981 Diane Burkhardt, 8th Grade
What fume I learned about this class, this teacher, so far?

If one were to catalogue the activities in Diane's English classes, one would
quickly assume that she teaches a model writing class: writing begins on Day 1,
right after students' names are callei; students keep process journals and idea
logs (a place to store private writing and ideas for new pieces); Diane writes,
too, and on Day 2 composes aloud in front of her students so that they can observe
and describe her writing process; on Day 3 students rehearse various approaches
for a letter to Dr. Bell about the changes in the Middle School; on Day 5 they
practice the "say back!' technique learned last year; on Day 6 they are sharing
drafts of their letters to partners; by the fourth week of school they are working
independently in writing groups on pieces for publication (deadline: November 19);
by the fifth week of school, they've done drafts of several pieces in progress,
several in-class free writings and many process entries including short in-class
responses to questions like "Do I care enough about this piece to revise it, to
take it to publication?" Generally Diane runs the class, more recently we've

divided the class in two and each of us has led process discussions; lately two
days were set up to provide students with options: they can work on revisions,

use their process journals to think out changes, conference with Di, me or a
classmate, or go outdoors and begin a new piece.

While this description may approach the ideal, in reality Diane faces a number
of problems upon beginning this school year. With changes in the Middle School
-schedule, Diane no longer teaches English every day: her English class meets
.eithtr three or four times a week, depending on the rotating schedule, and when
it does meet, it is at a different time period each day. While some teachers are
merely unhappy with the schedule, Diane finds its inconsistencies devastating
because it works against building the kind of rapport and trust that forma the
underpinning of what she does in the classroom. Second, Diane's students did not
have a particularly good experience with writing in seventh grade. At the mention
of process journals, there are groans. Kathy comments that she "wants help to
understand them better because last year they were a waste of time." Silence
greets Diane's announcement of publishing as a goal for the year. Frequently in
the first few weeks of school, students' questions include, "Do we have to do 'x'
like last year?" Third, Diane stems particularly concerned about what she labels
"the quietness disease." Except for a few outgoing students, her students talk
quietly, hesitatingly and occasionally seem unwilling to share what they have
written. On Day 15, when Diane asks in response to a remark that "sharing writing
is stupid", "Are you accustomed to having people tell you your writing is stupid?"
Many students have stories about judgmental comments made by their peers in writing
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groups about their pieces last year. Thus, initially it looks as if the "quiet-
ness" is not only a function of newness or shyness, but also of students'. fear of
judgment.

This is the environment in which Diane degins slowly to build a community of

writers -- based on trust, respect and honesty. She treads a fine line, wanting

to Wild on what students learned last year and yet needing to undo some of the

negative attitudes that get in the way of their developing further. By Day 2,
she begins carefully. "Compared to last year, some things may be familiar, others
different. We may use the same terminology, but we may do things differently."

She knows, however, that statements are not enough and it will take time for kids

to know they can believe what she says.

Each day she lets kids know that she will treat them with respect. In ex-

plaining idea logs on Day 5, she says "I keep one, too. This is just for me."

Then in response to the question, "No one reads yours. No one reads ours but

you?" she says, "Good question. The same rules apply. I don't want anyone to
read mine. I will not read yours." Later that day when a demonstration of "say

back" fails because kids immediately respond by judging and evaluating each other's

writing, and Margaret asks, "What's the purpose of say back?", Diane responds not

only by answering her, but by encouraging them all: "That's good. Always ask
what the purpose is if you don't understand." Toward the end of the lesson, when

students ask if they "have to write process" for the Dr. Bell letter, Diane knows
she can start joking with them: "No. We're going to go slow here, I have to win
you over. Soon I'll bring in candy." And in response to Matt's question about

whether she wants to check their idea logs, she ends class by letting thug': know

that she won't because she trusts them.

As the weeks go on, Di alternates between humor and seriousness. Classes
begin with a reference to the Jets (particularly on Monday), General Hospital,

something a student is doing, the schedule or whatever else is going on. For
instance, on one day when a girl had her sneaker off, Di begins "You need your
p.j., your idea log, your letter to Dr. Bell, you need your mind, your heart,

your soul and your shoes. Okay? Ready?" Later that day, she talks seriously

about h,. of viewing of the process journal: "In the process journal, you
write about your 4riting. You pay attention to what happens. You crawl outside

your body, sit on your shoulder and look at what is going on in your brain." Or

she Ulm, honestly about what she is trying to do: "I'm working on expanding your
notion of what process writing is It's important to me that you understand

what you are doing when you explore process."
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In spite of the problems the students bring with them, they also come to
eighth grade with a vocabulary to talk about the writing process and some sophis-
ticated notions. After Di composes aloud for the class, one student tells her
that it is hard to describe what is going on because "we don't know what you are
feeling." Tara, on the other hand, thinks it is easier "to write about someone
else's process than our own" because later on "it's hard to look back and know
what was happening." Diane D. describes Di's writing process as "Confused. Your
ideas are rushing you on and off. Suddenly you start up; you reread constantly,
piecing your thoughts together." Hike notices that "You wrote for yourself."
Jeff says, "You get dissatisfied or satisfied when you reread." And Tim adds,
"You reread, I think, to get ideas from what you already wrote."

In the second and third weeks, Di introduces writing groups and explains why
each group uses a tape recorder. She tells students that she wants to be able to
hear them "speak through" their pieces and that the tapes enable her to help them
with their writing group skills. After listening to group tapes, Di tells the
class: "I'm always impressed hearing you talk about your writing, listening to
each other. It makes me feel good. I think you are all doing the bast job you
can I'm pleased." She then introduces things "we can practice" for respond-
ing and a major focus becomes showing kids ways to work together without evaulating
and judging each other's writing. She begins again with active listening and talks
about the listener "as an active participant." She introduces a "holistic" (brief)
response to the whole piece and asks students for alternatives for "saying back
everything." Kathy and Seth agree that readers can say what they feel; Kristen
says you can "give a picture," Diane D. says you can tell "what point got aczoss."
Nancy explains that as a writer "I have a picture in my head. I want to see if
they have the same one." And Regina demonstrates how to move beyond a literal
"say back": "You give the whole message in a few words. We don't need to repeat,
'You have a dog named Spot.' We know more than that. We can say, 'I can tell you
really love your dog named Spot.'"

These responses do not develop all at once. What Diane is particularly
skillful at is building classroom talk, relying on kids' responses as a way to
make points. Often she opens with a question and then directs her gaze around the
room waiting for responses. Sometimes she stands at the board and writes down what
the students say. Other times, after a discussion, she leaves her chair in the
circle, moves to the board and asks the kids to summarize what they've said. As
a result, it is the students -- their ideas, their talk and their writing -- that
form the center of this class.
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As students begin to understand what is expected of awn in writing groups
and they are given some latitude about what and when to write, conditions seem to
ease. Brian, who early on said he "hated process," begins to use his journal
"to plan new stories." Tim who did no homework the second class takes a piece
through several revisions. While many students still seem hesitant and have not
yet made a serious commitment to writing, much has already changed.

What emerges now as an important focus are the students themselves. Will
they develop better listening skills for writing groups? Are their attitudes
about the writing process really changing? If so, how do they view this change?
What are their notions of revision? How do they incorporate suggestions from
peers, from Diane or from me into their writing? What can we tell from an analysis
of their process journals? How many kids will move to producing "impelled" writing?
What kind of impact do Di's conferences with kids have? What develops there?

Finally, one other question to think about: What really accounts for the
change in this classroom -- consistency? Honesty? Following through? Or some-
thing we have yet to think of?

vg-11/3/81
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Thinking Aloud Memo #2

MAJOR EVENTS

Diane's class January 1

Class Publication completed by November 23

Kids went from writing groups to editing groups. An editing checklist was
elicited from the kids in advance. Diane also brought in a piece of her own
writing with deliberate errors and asked class to edit. Problem was "hyper
correction". Margaret insisted that perfectly fine sentences were "too short".
Others insisted that you can't start sentences with "and" or "but". Some good
questions, too -- particularly Matt D. wanting to know how to punctuate dialogue.
New editing process included having kids work in pairs, reading their piece into
tape and editing together during replay of reading. Question: Were most kids
plumed with this approach? I recall a few saying that they stopped using the
tape and just reread slowly. Diane mainly felt bad about having so little time
to spend on editing in context since kids were leaving for class trip the follow-
ing week. Editing process too rushed for much of it to stick, we think. One
other highlight: some kids making excellent use of process journals, particularly
Margaret and Chrissy T.

Boston/Salem Field Trip

Everyone but April and John P. went. Three school days were missed. Diane had
kids retell parts of trip to me upon return. (Way for them to relive it, re-
flect on it, way for me to be included.) Lots of special moments, jokes, phone.
calls, food, witches, museums. Matt D.: "The teachers gave us lots of freedom."

Letters to Authors

Kids writing to students in their class and in Ross' class about pieces in a
class publication. Eerie silence when class magazines are passed out. Diane
finds it strange. I think it shows a special kind of concentration . . . kids
reading each .,ther's published writing. Diane mentions that "one dictatoiial
thing" she will do is check their letters before they are sent. She returns a
few for rewriting.

Kid's comments on Ross' book: "Their stories are shorter." "Lots of stories
had no high point." "It sounded like they were reporting." Tom says, "Then I
woke up . . is a cop-out ending." Diane asks Tim if he agrees. This is .a
humorous reference to his original ending which each of us said we felt ripped
off by.

Also, Matt D. amazes us by mentioning that, like other students, he also felt
nervous and embarrassed when his fatner showed his published piece to a friend.

Poe Short Stories

Two-three weeks spent on reading, talking and writing about Poe. From Margaret's
mention of "Unfortunato" to 1latt's mimicking of "A-mon-ti-llado" from recording,
class was alive. Seth mentions he learned about "irony" in French class . . .

"that's where I learn all my English." (Meaning grammatical and other terms.)
In each class, size of crypt is demonstrated visually with Diane or a student as
Fortunato. Before Diane gives out Point of View writing assignments, Matt asks,
"Can I write a play about this?" After being given assignments, Jeff says, "If
Poe were looking at choices, what would he do? No way t can come close to him.
You can picture it perfectly the way he does it . . ." (Similar to adults'

s I22.
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Memo #2 - Diane's Class
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responses in summer with same assignment). Lots of lively discussion each dayabout the stogies and more questions on writing: Jeff: "How can you end withhim (F) dying?" Regina: "Can you switch to a narrator?" These suggest to meboth an interest in tie story/assignment and real wrestling with composingissueo.

With Black Cat, some discussion on supernatural. Kids advancing different theories.Near end of discussion, Dire says, "That line reminds me of the devil -- you knowthat's the last thing mmesOF would leap to." (Interesting - she now assumes theyknow enough about her to give credibility to that interpretation.) Near end ofunit, kid Jead pieces aloud - Brian does one from Point of View of Black Cat;Diane attempts new story in Poe's style; Diane shares a "processjournal" entry by Poe. Poe's life is discussed. Interesting questions by MikeS. - "If Poe was happily married, why'd he write such morbid stories?" Test wasgiven at end.

One other interesting thing surfaces during Poe. Diane asked kids to begin thePoint of View writing in process journals. Some did. Some didn't. In beginningclass, Diane faces issue squarely and asks for "confessions". Seth says, "It'sbetter to fake it than get a zero." Diane argues for honesty. "I'd rather haveyou write, 'I refuse to experiment, to go along with your reasonable requestt"Then she explains: (1) I'm still trying to get you to open up your notion aboutwriting and process, and (2) You have to do it simply because.I want you to.(Theme of benevolent dictator emerging again.)

Kathy says she still doesn't know why they do process journals. I respond withcomment about their knowing more about their process than teachers know -- theyare experts -- process journals is place for them to inform us so we can teachbetter. In her process journal, Kathy later writes that this and other explana-tions helped.

Radicals and Tories

Colonial diaries and roles developing. Kids burst into arguments over issues.Radicals start refusing to sing "God save the King." The day when Jeff 0. saysTories are doomed - Revolutionary War is coming, kids respond: "He can see intothe future. A WITCH! A WITCH! A WITCH!" Diane pulls it back with, "You'rein good company, most people who try to figure out the future aren't listenedto either." Greg H. surprises us with some rational arguments, seeing bothsides of different issues; Kristen seems more involved and some kids write morein diaries than they've ever written in English. During one lively discussion
Brian asks, "Can't we read our diaries?" (Is he more comfortable with readingthan talking? Did he like what he had written?) During another class, Brian .holds up a sign, "Tories tell stories." Kathy responds with "Radicals rot."Lines and points of view are growing stronger. I don't know if Diane has similarquestions to Ross about historical accuracy, facts being incorporated, etc. Ques-tion: Function of less time to talk or not as big a problem here?

PRCT Practice

Two weeks on business letters, reports and persuasive essays. At end of practice
sessions, Diane mentions that there is a "completely different atmosphere when wework on these things." I ask kids about it. These are some responses: April -"I hate the word limit." Diane DeLuca - "It holds you back from what you reallywant to write." Matt D. - "I don't like writing on someone else's topic. I likemaking it up." Diane DeLuca - "It's hard to make it my own if they are givingyou directions on how to do it." Diane finally reads from her Journal: "Howhorrible it would be if we always approached composing this way. I used to dothat and worse."
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Memo #3

Diane, 8th grade

March 31, 1982

ti

3.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS--

JANUARY THRU MARCH

lst week of January:

PCT testing all week

High school orientation

Hock talk selection

Radicals & Tories: section meetings held

First piece begun for individual magazines

2nd week of January:

Continental Congress (Tuesday & Wednesday)

Kids update info on requests for writing group
members

Writing groups begin sharing of pieces

Test on Radicals and Tories/discussion of
colonial diaries

3rd week of January:

Free writing done every day for 5 minutes

Diane begins bringing in models for kids to

imitate; interior monologue this week--kids
do two
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Discussion on usefulness of process journal--most
kids don't like it or understand it: "I do it
for you, Mrs. B." Leads to first discussion
on choices and to .process jOurnal hand-out fcr next week.

Assignment: Write about yourself ass writer based
on past process journal entries.

4th week of January:

More free writing

Board meeting on BAWP

Process journal hand-out -- eerie silence -- "I

didn't realise all those thoughts I had were
process."

Sharing of interior monologues from last week

Model: Detailed sensory description of familiar

event--do one for homework.

Sharing of sensory descriptions

Assignment: Observe parts of building and write

sensory description

1st week of February:

Sharing of sensory descriptions

Model: Free verse (poems)

Assignment: Do 1 or 2

Sharing of poems/ talk about process

Guidelines for Composing: Lead- to discussion

of students not wanting to share personal
writing. Beginning of trust discussion.



2nd week of February:

CLM test

Booktalks

3

Interior dialogue assignment on trust done in class

Second discussion of choices, opportunity for
writing Iroups

:lids write about what they would need to trust their
writing group members and whether they can be
counted on as trusting writing group members

View "Lord of the Flies" (Friday)

3rd week of February:

Vacation

4th week of February

Film: "12 Angry Men" (Monday and Tuesday)

Beginning of Social Sciences media project

(Wednesdays) Trust hand-out-- from kids' journals
-- eerie silence

Guidelines for Composing--pieces to be shared on
Friday

(Thursday) Procuis discuisions /writ4ng group
requests

(Friday) Writing groups -- breakthrough

1st week of March

Writing groups

Film: "Occurrence C.; Owl Creek Bridge"

Discussion on writing groups

I - v3`
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Discussion on options --moving from guidelines to
piece of writing

Another piece due Thursday--different point of view

(Chris incident)

2nd week of March:

Double per. writing groups

Diane introduc"s idea of theme for magazine

Diane conferences with individual students on themes

Guidelines again (I do them)

Magazine assignment -- hand -out.

3rd week of March:

Some writing group changes

Kids setting own schedules: writing, group',
conferences with Dane or me

IDiane DeL: writir; 20 page pieces, excited

Writing groups -- going well

Margaret: breakthrough on theme

4th week of March:

Writing groups going -- kids doing more pieces

Parent Conference day

Grades due

5th wok of March:

tiane had feedback for each kid on writing

group participation, process jcirnal, and
pieces -- "progress report" on magazine

Model: Essays written by kids i by professionals

S. WI
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ON PCT TESTING

On Thursday morning after the essay part of the test,

kids are talking quietly.

Tom: I had 153.

Costanza: I had 155.

Jeff: It's your fault Mrs. B] if I fail.

were told "was" and "and" don't count.

Tim: You have to have three letters to equal
one word.

When we ask if he got this information from a reliable

source, Tim says, "At Miller Avenue, I wrote 150 words

that I think of as words." Diane asks kids if they were

all conscious of the word limit. Jeff answers, "Every

sentence. I ended at 130, so I had add on some 'buts'

and 'ands.'"

These are kids who have no trouble writing page after

page.

ON RADICALS AND TORIES

By January kids are vTry much in their roles as

radicals, Tories, or moderates. Section meetings occur.

The moderates question the Tories, then the radicals.

The moderates: Why do you Tories fear

independent?

The Tories: We don't fear it we already
have it.
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Kids prepare for the Continental Congress and references

to the game occur in other contexts.

Diane (in English): Let's get moderately
serious now.

The kids: No, let's get radically serious.

Signs appear: "Danger is here when Tories are near.";

"Don't pay English taxes to a German king." "Vote

Loyalty": "Tory is glory."

On the day of the Congress, kids dress up: Nancy

in a long hoop skirt, Jeff in a tuxedo shirt, ruffled

wrists, cufflinks ("I'm a rich Tory," he says), boys put

powder in their hair and roll up their pants. Diane DeL

has on a long dress and matching bonnet. When the

J

Congress is assembled, all rise and sing "God Save The,

King." Then the speakers rom each side present their

arguments to the colonies:

The Radicals: We're only English when

they want to tax us. Do you want British

soldiers (ex-criminals) with guns living
in your home?"

The Tories: If radicals don't want violence,
why do they carry guns? . . . I'm proud to be
loyal. I have freedom already.

Then Sam R., as leader:

Sam: Now it's time for the most important

choice of our lives. Vote for independence

or loyalty. There are no abstentions. We'll
alphabetically by colony.
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each colonist stands and casts a vote. each vote is

marked on a large scoreboard by Gina T. In each game,

independence--the Radicals--wins.

On discussion how the voting went, Margaret (a

Tory speechmaker) says: "I went through all this (speech-

writing] for nothing." Kristen explains: "I would have

betrayed the person in my diary if I changed my vote."

And Costanza: "I personally think the Radicals were

right, but the Tories did a better job. So I voted for

them. Some kids voted for the Radicals because of

history."

In terms of writing, kids produced colonial diaries

--a unique form of writing in itself, lists of questions

for Radicals and Tories, answers to questions; some stu-

dents prepared peaches for the Continent 1 Congress,

IIIothers wrote essays like "Why I'm Proud t Be a Tory."

At the end of the game there was a test.

In response to kids' questions ("What will test

be like?"), Diane says, "I'm not trying to trick you.

The question is, can you relate one thing to another- -

what logically led to what? Can you remember the order

of your diary entires?" Kids look relieved at this

suggestion. Then Diane adds: "The purpose of the test

is to bring this to a close--not to defeat you."



COLLABORATION: TEACHER AND ETHNOGRAPHER

During the second week of January, Diana andI go over

Memo #2 and have several talks. We identify several issues:

(1) the "go hams and write" syndrome- -kids knowing a piece

is due and producing perfunctory writing-- writing anything,

a made-up kidnapping, a murder mystery, a story with

Martians from outer space -- writing that seemingly is not

connected to anything real in the student's life; (2) the

need for helping kids comsat to something deeper; (3) the

need for models as kids will know options available for

different pieces; (4) the need for a thorns to emerge for

each kid for magazine so written pieces for magazine will

be unifi in some way.

At end of one talk, Diane says: "It's now falling

into pla in my mind. We nisd some whole class exercises.

After t or three weeks, we'll have them work intensively

on different pieces. They can set their awn schedules.

We'll have to watch who's digging a pit to fall into and

we'll also have to fit editing in."

What follows is the result of this planning.

ON FREEWRITING

Diane says: "It's not natural to write while we're

all in a circle." Kids become comfortable moving chairs

around, facing the wall, moving into corners for writing.
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Diane introduces freewriting: "Hook up your arm to your

brain and let go If you don't control it, you can

find out what's on your mind. The point is, don't break

the connection Some call it automatic writing,

some call it freewriting, some call it. . ." Brian inter-

rupts with "stupid." Diane responds, "No one I've read

says it's stupid." Brian continues: "I don't understand

why we are doing this." Diane: "Peter Elbow says it's a

way to pay attention to what's on your mind Start the

energy flowing Go"

The next day before beginning, when Brian says: "Just

wait til I get some thoughts," Diane responds: "The

thoughts are there, Brian, just put your pen down." By

the next day, Brian is volunteering to read his aloud and

ithe class is used to "going on atuomatic" for the first 5

to 8 minutes of the period.

After freewriting, discussion begins: "How was it

compared to yesterday? Did you notice any difference

today? How many stayed on one track? Jumped around?

How many jumping minds? How many one-tracked minds?"

Tom tells us, "I didn't lose any thoughts. One almost

slipped away, but it didn't." Diane Deli:: "I leave out

little words, but I just keep going." Nary: "Yesterday,

it was about other people, today about me."

We focus then on the process of doing freewriting.

We ask kids if they do freewriting in sentences. Then we
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ask if they think in sentences. Some seem angry at the

question and think they've done it wrong.

Kristen: This is idea log. I don't

like to write like that.

Margaret: You're not controlling yourself

if you write in sentences.

Brian (to Diane): You showed us wrong. You

wrote in sentences.

Others see it differently:

Nancy: When I talk to myself, I don't think

in sentences.

Chrissy C.: My mind goes faster than I can

write.

Jeff: If you really pay attention, you

don't think in sentences.

Seth: You say freewriting clears your head- -

but when you look up, you get more, so

you never clear your head.

The process of freewriting leads us to a discussion( of the

process of writing and we're on to a sensitive are*--one

that surfaces and overshadows everything else for the next

few days.

THE PROCESS JOURNAL ISSUE

On Wednesday 1/20 Diane says: "It's time for us to

take another look at process journals. I wrote about it
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over the weekend in my journal." She reads to class from

her journal: "Let's do 40M0 research to find out how use-

ful the process journal is. If you went back and reread,

what might you find out about how you 'wrote? I

remember our controversy--some of you didn't see value

before. I'm wondering where you are now."

Diane then reads a few excerpts from process journals

of unskilled college writers and hands out an assignment

sheet--a description of how you write. She then commerity,

"What Kristen said Ion freewritingl is right. Xt doesn"t

mean anything. Just answer, 'What t you know about

yourselves as writers?"

On Thursday, Diane ask3 kids to share what they wrote.

Responses vary. Nor goes:

lipBr an: I lied about my process in the beginhing

of t e year. I thought I had to do it a

cart in way. Now there are a lot more

ithin s I realize proomss is.

Kristen: I noticed that sometimes I have the

idea, but I don't have the words.

Kathy: I don't weite for myself. I'm too

concerned about what others think.

Hatt N(?): I take notes on different things--

then I put them together.

Then, Chrissy C. asks: "Why do we do this?"

Matt: I don't know.

imt
185
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Jeff: It's for you (Mrs. B]. So you know.

Mike S.: I learned something negative.

Reading it over didn't do anything for me.

I'm trying to please you, not help myself

when I write in process journal.

While some kids say they like it, it's helpful, others

"don't see the value of it," and concludes with Chrissy:

"I don't hate it as much this year." Discussion continues

during lunch with Diane showing her process journal to

Matt, Margaret sharing hers with Chrissy, who says, "I'm

writing my process journal like I .4 walking backwards- -

even if it's not right, it's the way I know."

Diane comments about this in her journal: "Thursday,

Jan. 21, Will this (discussion] be significant in terms of

what happens next for some kids? Any kids? One kid ?.. .

This is the "heaviest" class discussion weave had to date.

The honesty is the main thing that stays with me. At

the beginning of tonorrow's class I plan to say that they

haloes choice to make about their process journals. They

know now (I think) that their process journal is mainly

for themselves, not for me. ',Do they know this? It's

more accurate for me to say that they've been told this.)

The choice they have right now is to use the process jour-

nal in such a way that it is helpful to them 2r to have it

be a chore, a bore, a drag, etc. Assuming they'd

like to choose to make it useful and meaningful for them-

114ir 186
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selves how can I help them? Modeling? Xeroxing several

entire. fzom their peers' process journals? I'll ask them

what they think would be most useful.

"Friday, January 22. In class Friday, I raised the

issue of honesty. . . I stayed out of discussion, exchanges,

etc., for the first 15-20 minutes. Then a silence fell. I

waited. Finally, Seth said, 'What do you have to say?' I

read. part of what I had rTitten Thursday night - -the part

about the choice that Lis theirs right now and asking their

suggestions. Most felt 'models' or 'samples' would be help-

ful perhaps not from= journal though. I asked that they

indicate whether or not I had permission to 'publish' an

entry or excerpt from their process journals anonymously.

I mention that there seem to be three categories of

people on the issue of process! lournals: (1) those who

do it for emselves and ind it really useful (minority);

(2) those w o like the Jo rnal okay, and don't really mind

writing in it but don't find it useful, valuable, necessary;

and (3) those who do. it Merely because it must be done,

who write only to please me, etc.; they find it a drag.

Jsit: 'Mrs. Burkhardt, I'm in the second category, but I

really want to be in the first one 4nd I would appreciate

any help you can give me 'so I can move there.' All

day long I thought of the question of how or why I should

or could try to get everyone to use their process journals

for themselves. I didn't really think about whether it was
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a good thing to do or not. Implicitly, I believed that

it is. But in our CLM discussion I began to wonder about

this. At what point should I 'give up.' Is it cognitively

inappropriate for most kids? I will be thinking about this

in the next few weeks. ."

Over the weekend, Diane puts together a hand-out

consisting entirely of excerpts from students' process

journals. She describes this activity in her journal:

"I have been obsessed with process journals throughout the

weekend. I watched very little of the Super Bow111 The

feeling I've had is a very good one. I have worked with a

passion for the task. I was pleasantly surprised by what

several kids had written--very touched at some of what was

shared. I've had little sleep, but feel tremendous energy.

I've been driven to read and respond quite carefully/

thoroughly to all the 'What I Know About Myself As a Writer'

pieces and then to look for a variety of entire. to 'pub-

lish.' I guess I'm waging war or something, but with guer-

rilla tactics rather than heavy artillery. One of the

forces driving me has been my desire to be ready first

thing tomorrow with some examples of entries and proceOs

journals to return. I'm ready and that feels good. Must

not get hopws too high for 'results.' It's a personal and

individual thing for each kid."

And on Monday, January 25th, in class, she writes:

"I am trying to be comfortable with this silence. Every-
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one is reading the emerpts from process journals. It's

been 15 minutes of utter silence- -not easy to deal with

.. . They are reading things written by each other. Is that

what it does?"

Tuesday, she initiates a discussion: "I'd like to

hear your responses to the hand-out" Slowly, kids begin:

Greg: I don't write in process journal before

I start writing. This showed me different

ways to begin writing.

Matt M.: When people wrote in process journal

before writing, it was like brainstorming.

That helps.

Brian: [reads his reaction :] Good, long piece.

Scott: I always thought I didn't do it right.

Now I see lot of people do it the way I do.

Dawn: Lots of ings go through my mind that I

didn't write down cause I didn't think it

was part of the process.

Seth: I like it. It helped as a lot. Now I

have more ideas of how to do it.

Kristen: I have a question. A lot of people

get off the track of the story. If you

do, what would happen?

Diane: When this works for you, you get some-

thing out of using it. It's okay to let it

go where it wants to.
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Tara: I want to rj writing during the piece.

April: I learned about extra little parts.

Things happen to me. I don't include them

because I don't think they are part of the

process.

Mike 8(?): I thought there was one perfect way

to do it- -now I see there's not one style--

they almost did automatic writing.

Regina still questions the purpose: Why should

we have to learn to like it? If it makes it

harder, whl lo it?

And, characteristically honest, Diane answers:

I've asked myself that. If you were using it

the way I'd like you to and those chose not to,

I'd accept that. If it could be for you what

it is for others, I wonder if you'd say that.

You asked a good question. Maybe I answered

with the wrong answer. I think it's an impor-

tant tool to help you understand your writing

and your writing will be better because of it.

Matt, after more discussion, concludes: Now that

I understand how to use it, I may become one

of those people who needs it.

We shall see where all this leads.

1-141 190
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SOME COMMENTS ON MODELS FOR WRITING

After reading a model of an interior monologue

taken from Moffett, kids write interior monologues. Brian

asks, "Are we going to read? Can I go first?" Kids do

well. Chrissy T. about driving into a pool. Tara about

inviting people to a party. When Bill P. says his is

stupid, Seth responds, "No one will shoot you down," and

Brian, "We'll laugh with you, not at you." Fran parachuting

to skiing to being at the doctor, they are great. Kids like

them, say they sound "real - -like you are right there."

Diane reads hers and explains, "Mine is real. I pictured

a particular moment in ninth grade. The boy was Stan

Medbury. I thought I couldn't talk to him."

Kids do sensory observatilons. First one is abou

something they do every day, basedion an exempla by ffett.

Some write the assignment from memory- -not as it is occur-

ring. Brian's is detailed. We think he did it Step-by-

step. He tells us no--we laugh. When Greg reads his ob-

servations of mien office, Brian says (to me), "It sounds

like you," picking up the pure description of the f.n.'s.

Diane talks of focus--of seeing close up and far away.

Free'verse is next. We read poems that don't rhyme.

Brian thinks "it's classier when it rhymes." Kathy says

you're not as limited when you're not rhyming. Diane DeL.

comments that this poetry sounds like freewriting: "It's
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not full sentences--just little bits." Tom says, "The

more I read it over, the more I get out of it." The

assignment: "Think of people, moments, moods--be humorous

if you want. For a source of material, look at your auto-

matic writing. You may find ideas to take off on. Some of

it may be free verse already. Try one. If it goes well, do

another. Play around with words. Have a good time."

The next day we share poems. I write one at SG

meeting. Some kids are pleased with the results. Scott

knew immediately what he wanted to write. Others found it

harder. April comments, "When I thought of it as writing

it was easy, as a poem, it was hard." John P. relates,

"My father wanted to read it. He said it doesn't rhyme."

We all smile. Matt adds, "Mr. B's poems rhyme," and Diane

explains: "He forces rhymes for amusement--but his serious

poems rarely rhyme." Margaret reads a serious poem, and the

kids are impressed. Diane acknowledges impact kids have

on her writing. To Seth, "Last week I didn't write the

piece I had planneu because you had already predicted it."

We go around and read, clapping whenever someone is

finished.

GUIDELINES AND BUILDING TRUST

On February 4, Diane did the Guidelines for Composing

with the kids. We thought they'd had enough experience

with form and that it was time to help them discover some-
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thing real, something of importance to them, to write

about. We hoped they would discover a theme that counted

for them, that would lead to impelled writing in their

individual magazines. We wondered whether this would work

much the same way it does for adults in the sumer, but

we really had no idea.

At the end of the period, kids respond to the

process:

Mike A.: I couJ.d think about what's on my mind.

It was good to think on paper.

Chris H.: It's better than freewriting. With

freewriting, I feel I have to write, so

sometimes I. make it up--I pretend. This was

good--I could think.

Regina: It brought things out you would never

think about to write--little things that mean

something.

Olrissy: I lost you after the first question.

My thoughts focused on one thing and I did

that. It felt good.

Then, when Diane asks if students can take their notes and

turn them into a piece to be shared, many kids say, "No,

it's too personal."

Diane, surprised, assures them that they will not

have to share, but that a piece based on guIdelines is

expected. This leads us into the trust discussions.

1-is: .193



Friday is a discussion developed and extended the

following week. Monday was filled with CLM testing to

booktalks, so to connecte Friday with Tuesday Diane asks

kids to write an "interior dialogue about sharing." She

reminds them about last week and how they didn't want to

share their writing from the guidelines. Today, she says,

"We going to pick up from where we left off by doing some

writing." She asks kids to notice the little voices in

their heads. She tells them that they can have a conver-

sation with this voice on paper. It starts by asking the

voice a question and then writing whatever answer comes in

response. Like fxeewriting, it's done without stopping.

The goal is just to keep going, having a conversation,

moving from Voice 1 to Voice 2. She then reads one she

has written as a model. She says, "Get the two voices

going. Write about whether there is something too personal

for you to share." I explain too about how to have a con-

versation with yourself on paper and add, "Ask yourself

questions about sharing. Why? Why not? What would I

need in order to share?"

The kids start in and then read them aloud in pairs.

Grey: [a] What would it take for me to share?

lb] A miracle.
[Extended
samples of

writing
Diane DeL.: (al What would it take to share? are included

[b] Someone I trust.
at the end.]

After kids finish reading, I ask, "What would it take to
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have trust?" Kids respond: people who won't talk after

class, who won't laugh. Sondra: People who take it seri-

ously, respect the writing, and keep it confidential?

The kids: Yes.

Diane: How many want that?

Kids nod, raise their hands.
Kathy comments: We all feel the same things.
Diane: We have a chance to do something about

this if we want to.

On Wednesay, the discussions grow: on respect, risk-

taking. Seth says you have to know people a while before

you can trust them. Greg says you can respect people, but

not want to share your writing with them. Nancy says that

some people have proven you can't trust them. Other kids

are more eager. Chrissy says she'd like to be able to

trust and take a risk, but doesn't know if she can. Tim

responds that it would be easy if everyone would do it.

Diane comments, "I want a writing environment that works

for all of us. I want writing groups to be safe places- -

where you can bring what you want."

Diane also speaks strongly about writing: "I under-

stand the importance of writing things that are never

shared. That's the purpose of the idea log. Now, we're

talking about the writing you will be doing for your

magazine. What do you want in it? Stuff that is impor-

tant to you? . . . What most of you've been willing to

share in meeting groups so far is crap. I don't mean to

195
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put down what you've written. But if I say writing is

due, you go home and make it up. The other day, you

wrote something real. I want yoi to write real stuff."

I too comment on the issue: "We have an opportunity

til June to make writing groups count. The question is

'what's missing?' trust? What kind? I mention that this

happens in the summer with adults--everyone faces the

question of how honest or revealing to be--we want to

treat the kids like adults, too. This is a rare oppor-

tunity."

Diane then adds the next step in this process: "In

process journals write about what you would need in

order to share your writing with someone else or with a

writing group."

On Thursday, kids read their answers: someone who

won't laugh, make fun; someone's who's honest; someone who

won't take the piece out of the group; they should be willing

to share with me too; someone who takes it seriously; some-

one who will listen, not criticize; friends who will

understand; people who are serious, who won't talk at

lunchtime; these are repeated as we go around the room.

Jeff then adds: With people I trust, I could

write anything.

Chrissy: If I knew the group would stay the

same, I could build up the trust.



Diane responds: That's true. If you would

risk one week, the group would move. The

first time is the hardest.

April: If I could be in a trusting group,

I could also start writing more personal

things.

Chris: I'd want that--to keep the group

together.

Diane: You're saying here's what I want. How

can I make it happen? I've always wanted

writing groups in class to be the same as

they are for me in the summer. Teachers

wonder if kids can experience the same level

of trust adults can.

Now one more writing step: In process journals, answer

the question--Can I be counted on to give to others what

I want for myself?

After kids have written, Diane closes the class:

"Everyone of us has just given our word that we can be

trusted by others. It's important to set aside past

judgments. Allow room for the fact that someone may have

changed. There is the opportunity now to create a new

level of writing group sharing. You will be able to

carry your experience of this with you for the rest of

your life--no one can take that away from you." On this

note, and after a film on Friday, kids leave for February

vacation.
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iniGgaji OUP THOUGHTS ON TRUSTING OTHERS ENOUGH TO SHARE OUR WRITING
'February 24, 1982

All of a sudden the thought came to my head that all it takes for me to be
trusted is to trust others. Is it really that simple? Is that all you are
saying? All I have to do is risk. Yes, I can do that.

I need respect for my piece.
Someone that will
listen and When I wrote about trust
not laugh. last night, I thought I

could only trust
Now I think I could trust
my writing group. We just
have to be willing to risk.

Don't we all want the same trust? Then let's do it!

I was so involved in listening to
people in class that I forgot I was
there. Everyone seemed to serious and
mature. I changed my opinions of
some classmates for the better.

I,would feel good if someone respected me and trusted me enough: to share I will
definitely respect other people's writing If someone tells me something very
private, I can't tell anybody else about it because it mikes me feel guilty I can
trust my group if I share it I would not laugh unless I'm supposed to laugh....I need
honest, trust, and someone that will listen and not laugh I think I am honest and
I know I can respect other people's writing no matter what it is.... I don't think anyone
should be laughed at when they read their piece because I know how much it hurts when
my piece is rejected.

Trust I need trust.

I need someone honest with me.

Yet, I'm not blabbing about
someone else's piece.

I need experience to trust the person.

I can give to other people what I would like them
to give back to me because I know how they feel.

I can be trusted.
It's only fair for me to give
to others the same trust that
I need from them.

I know I could respect their piece
and take it seriously because these
are the things I want them to do to me.

Yes, Sure. I wouldn't ask for
these needs if I couldn't funill
them.

I would never tell someone's piece and I
would be serious.

I can give trust to people when I am trusted.

1 would share if everyone was going to share
because then I would be the only one that was
taking a risk.

Yes, I could do this because I would definitely demand these for my own story. I know
I wouldn't go telling others because then I would not be trusted again.

I'm definitely sure I can treat the other people in my group the same way I would like
them to treat me. If I couldn't, then why hould they have to treat me good? I eink
everyone wants this trust.

Yes, I can be trusted. I cant take a piece seriously and not take it out of the
writing group.

I need to know they won't tell
anyone else.

Yes, I can.
If they will
for me, I

definitely will.
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If they depend on me to be

trusted I can, I would keep
it in the group and give
them what they expect of me.
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fuck it up. How often as a teacher have I felt that the

next work I said or decision I made for the class was

very critical. These are the issues and shared experi-

ences that are irrevocably woven into the glass fabric.

They're there always to be part of us and the special

quality of our 'groupness.' I have been very excited

by both of these opportunities. I think kids sense their

importance jubt as much as I. They become the BC/AD of

our class year as in "Before I saw all the ways to write

process entires " or "ever since we talked about

sharing and trusting " When I hear kids say things

like this I beam. I have always had one or two

things like this every year. It's been a while, though,

since the "critical moments" have been so closely con-

nected to "THE CURRICULUM."

GUIDELINES, WRITING, AND WRITING GROUPS

On February 24, we do Guidelines for Composition for

a second time. Diane introduces this by saying, "Guide-

lines are always personal, not shared. Don't write in your

process journal. Use your idea log. What we do now is

between you and yourself. It amounts to notes, phrases,

incomplete sentences. It doesn't result in a finished

piece of writing. After you do this, you decide how to

shape it." Then, Diane talks about the connections between
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the mind and the body and explains why she will direct

kids during the Guidelines to go back and check how they

are feeling--bodily. I emphasize that they are creating

notes now which may lead to discoveries.

After people have finished writing, we have a few

minutes for response.

Brian: It didn't help me. Maybe it's the

subject I picked.

Kristen: It worked for me. I cleared out my

mind. I found out some things I didn't know.

Bill: I wrote about the same thing as last time.

Chrissy: I have a piece that's very different

from last time.

Matt 0.: I have a piece that's personal, but I

think I can share it.

April: I definitely have a piece. This helped

me. I focused on one thing and then lots of

ideas came--I didn't plan just started

coming.

FROM GUIDELINES TO PIECES

Diane and I notice a recurring problem. She writes

about it in her journal: Its obvious that many kids

don't know what the options are. Those who wrote based

upon guidelines didn't 'disguise' much, if anything at

I-146
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all. Also, they didn't really write 'pieces'--basically

they just wrote it, raw, unformed, unshaped to achieve a

particular purpose. It seems that what must be done is to

work on how to take the notes of the Guidelines and put

them into a 'public' piece. This will involve discussing

all kinds of modes and point of view stuff. . . . Of course,

then, there are the kids who never used their Guidelines

for this piece anyway."

Diane brings this up in class: "Let's talk about

what you do after Guidelines. Lots of you wrote how well

it went, how into it you got, how good you felt. Then

you went home and looked someplace else for the subject of

a piece. Sondra and I discussed this. We think one of

the problems is that you aren't aware cf all the options- -

or what you can do with your Guidelines. Some of you

think, 'I can't write about this because it's dull or

ordinary, or it's too personal.' But let's look at the

options. What forms can possibly used in writing?"

On the board goes:

poems--haiku, free verse, tanka, sonnet

"A poem like Mr. B's 'Tong Lament'--lyric

Stories--true/fiction

1st person

3rd person

dialogues/plays/monologues/essays

personal /persuasive
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diaries/letters/memoirs/

reports/songs/comic strips/

cartoons/biographical entry/

Diane then asks what the options would be for the idea

that interests Matt S., "sailing," since his first piece

of writing was a poem. Kids volunteer: a memoir on his

feelings about sailing; a journal entry on a race he was

in; a story about it from his mother's point of view; a

dialogue between Matt and some sailors; a dialogue between

Matt and his sailboat.

Then the assignment: "Write a piece based on

Guidelines if you haven't done that already, or, take

the piece you write from Guidelines and write it in a

different mode or from a different point of view."

At this point, Diane and I meet with students to help

those who are uncertain. Karen tells me that she had a

whole series of questions come to her during the Guide-

lines and that now she doesn't know what to do with them.

I ask, "What about a poem just of questions, or could they

become a dialogue, say, between two girls, or are they

the kind of questions someone might write in a diary?"

With the last suggestion, her face lit up: "Great. I

know exactly what to do. Thanks." She ran off to write.

Diane and I both marvel at the powers of this

process. Is it writing, the Guidelines, or what? She

thinks out loud about this in her journal: "Guidelines

.:*
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seem to work for the kids no matter what. I really amazes

me. I need/want to find out from the kids more about why

the guidelines work and what happens, etc. I fully ex-

pected a rebellion the first time we did it. I didn't

think they'd take it seriously at all; thought they'd be

furious, joking, not serious, etc. That's why I dreaded

doing it so much. I was scared the kids would think I was

nuts or lose their confidence in my ability to plan good

classes. I think it amazes me almost equally that the

second time with the guidelines is viewed positively

before we get under way. No one in either class moaned,

groaned, said 'Oh no, not again,' etc. So what is it

about this that works so well? I guess before I'm

so astounded I should wait to read their pieces. For all

we know, they have written, ' and then I woke ;up'

pieces, or 'Martians invade from outer space and kidnap

my two best friends,' etc."

FROM GUIDELINES TO WRITING GROUPS

As kids return to class with first or second drafts,

they discuss the process of writing and the process of

sharing.

Regina: I took my first sentence from guide-

lines, but it turned out to have a different

meaning for me.
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April: Mine was exactly the same, but it developed

more as .1 wrote. I wrote a dialogue.

Tim: I did an interior monologue.

Jim: I did a poem.

Mike A.: I didn't waste a 3ot of time thinking

last night about what to write. I had an

idea during the guidelines.

Patti. I took notes during class, then I put

them together, changed them, added different

words.

Chrissy: I took my piece right from my notes.

Diane: What form?

Chrissy: An essay or a poem.

Diane: There's a big difference.

Chrissy: Well, I wanted a poem, but it came out

an essay.

When Diane asks kids to compare this time with the last

one, some respond like Patti:

Patti: This time it was harder for me because

it was more personal. I had to stop end say

"Can I trust people?"

Diane: But you went ahead and wrote?

Patti: Yes.

Diane uses this for her next point: "I'm glad you men-

tioned that. I want to talk about writing groups. It

doesn't work out neatly to put you just with people you
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request. I'd like to treat you the way we treat adults

in the summer. Lock at your interests, compatibilities

and assume you will establish trust because you want to

and can.

Greg responds: It wouldn't work. I would

want to recommend who I wanted.

Kristen feel differently: If you say that, you'll

never build trust with anyone new.

Diane: I know some great combinations. They

would work if you'd give them a try. I'd

love you to let me do that and you give your

pledge that it will work.

Diane passes out pieces of paper: "Write whether you

would let me put you with anyone or if you have special

requests."

The next day, kids are excited. Diane records in

her journ11 or. February 26th: "Writing group hub-bub

all day--much more importance attached to them today

starting with some kids asking first thing this a.m. to

know who was in their group--ending just now (a few

minutes ago) with Matt, Margaret, Diane and Chrissy

coming back late from their group meeting all beaming. . . .

Dennis commented that kids were talking about groups in

maL--how much they could trust, etc. No one reported

anything negative to me. I am high from the feeling of

investment, commitment, importance they seem to have for
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their groups. Not all kids of course, but a lot. Ninth

person on a Friday afternoon!!! It might just as easily

have been Tuesday morning for all the difference that

seemed to make.

1.14i
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THEMES

COLLABORATION

We work our way through it--we create it. Ws

ong-'ng and as difficult as it is wonderful. It's intru-

sive and revealing. It produces strains and insights.

Diane (on the strain in January): "I feel too ex-

posed--under a microscope. What if you were an observer

I never interacted with outside of class? What if you

were someone I didn't respect? When I volunteered last

spring, I didn't anticipate dealing with this kind of thing.

Maybe I just want you.to sit in class and tell me every-

thing is wonderful. Does ethnography always lead to this

type of personal examination of self and relationships?"

My response (2/3): "I think this is precisely the

nature of ethnography when it's at its deepest. Our friend-

shipliving situation, gmelliMiNIMMIMMO4 makes this more

like a true anthropological study than an educational

resell:Am project. . . . I value it. I can't imagine want-

ing to do it any other way--by not risking, not asking

the scarey Trucial questions."

Diane (1/7): "I see that I control what I've written

here. I'm now aware of other issues that go right to thc.

core. What am I really doing? How does one class relate

to the next? (Later on How do we get kids to view

themselves as writers? We talk of the power of writing.
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Do kids experience that? What about a power that comes

right at the moment of writing, of shaping the meaning, or

of writing from the corei of one's being?"

Sondra (2/3): "You asked about our implicit assump-

tions- -what we're after. I think it has little to do with

getting kids to expose themselves or to emote on paper. It

does have to do with the power of language and thought, with

shaping experience in a satisfying way and into a satisfying

form--and we can't do that if we don't pay attention to our

experience."

Diane's journal, my responses, and our lengthy talks

lead us to identify a number of issues--most importantly- -

whether eighth graders can experience the power of writing.

We ask, "Can't we do better than what we've done so far?"

And we plan--partner our way through--a series of events.

Diane writes: "You were a very important part of

the week and what went into and came out of class. We

planned and carried it out together I felt that this

was very important and that I was too close to it to see

the whole thing. I depended upon you to help me plan the

next step and i.i class to mention vital points at appro-

priate times. I truly feel that we 'partnered' our way

through the week (as we continue to do now)."

I respond: "I also love our partnering, the way we

moved into it, planning, testing out ideas with each

other I think our instincts are often the same in
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the class. I see now that I have not been willing to

be just a notetakor."

We also feel the "strains around the edges of our

partnership."

After an SG meeting in March during which Diane was

visibly annoyed, I write: "I don't like when Diane resists

what I'm doing. It's as if she feels me imposing something

--as if I'm asking her to put something other than teaching

first, and as soon as she senses that, she gets her back up."

She says that after so much partnering, she "resents"

when she feels me pulling away and telling her what to do.

[excerpt from journals - -is there one?]

This gets me to think and express my purpose once

again to her in her journal (3/30): "I want to convey the

deepest and best stuff--to show what's possible when

teaching really occurs--and to do that I need to have a

sense of the whole--of where we're going, of what's possible

and this requires distancing myself and sometimes asking

all of us to do that too.

Collaboration means that we continue to examine

ourselves and our relationship. Out of this examination

comes insight. It allows us to ask probing questions from

which we design solutions. As she (primarily) tries

them cit in class, I participate and observe. We talk

about what happens. She returns to the kids and her

journal; I to the SG and my field notes. At times, it's
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hard. We feel the tug of different demands. We are not

the same. In collaborating, we serve as sounding boards

for one another. My presence enables her to try what she

might not otherwise have done. Her questions and concerns

get me to say what I might not otherwise have said. As

each of us responds, we create the next step to be taken.

THE TEACHER AS TRUTH-TELLER

What jumps out at me is Diane's basic honesty.' When

issues arise, she listens to kids and she lets them know

what she's thinking and feelings. There's a give and take,

but she also doesn't mince words. The kids know she expects

honesty and that they can expect it from her too.

rrom her reading to them from her journal to the

process journal discussions, to the ease with which kids

talk with her at lunch about classroom, as well as other

issues, the general tenor of discussion, whether humorous

or serious, is one of candor.

There are moments too when she's not only direct

with them about their performance ("what you've been

willing to bring to writing groups is crap"), but also

about how she's feelings "Look/there's something I

have to say. Maybe I b.ave a loudness hangup, but I like

class time to be used productively. It scares me a bit.

It looks like you're out just to have a good time--it

"r" 21.0
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doesn't seem to matter if what you're doing is related to

your writing. Mayk4 I'm being too uptight--I have to

feel there's a nice Atmosphere in here" (3/16).

Or, "If I was short with you today, it's because I'm

frustrated with this tingling in my hand."

She even notices this in her journal: "Today, when

I sat down with 516 kids in a circle, I realized that the

vibes from me were bad and said, 'I'm not making it poss-

ible for you to ask questions of me or to share your

thoughts about a theme. I'm angry, annoyed, etc.' I men-

tioned my resentment at not being able to work and do

thing I wanted to do and also my annoyance that Scott was

absent, Regina was absent, Seth didn't: have a piece, etc.

Being truthful got me off the anger for that period, and

we talked comfortably about possible themes."

What does this allow for? For kids to be honest--to

say what's on their minds. For kids to ask questions and

to know they'll be answered.

In the process journal discussions, kids could admit

that earlier in the year they had "lied," had made up

entires, faked it in order to get a grade. Others now

are not afraid to say that process journals don't serve

any purpose for them.

It's possible to notice, too, in the classroom dis-

cussions, that kids are not generally argued with. Their

points of view, at least on the experiences of writing, are
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valid. How they go about writing and their perceptions

of writing are seen as contributions. All kids are encour-

aged to share. What they say in class discussions is not

judged.

One other point about honesty: It's not license

for brow-beating, punishing or putting kids down; Diane's
4

honesty is based on "taking a sense of the kid" into

account and speaking from hex experience of that--her

comments are not intended to hurt but to support.

KIDS (WRITERS) HAVE CHOICES TO MAKE

With process journals, writing groups, what to write,

themes, points of view, multimedia shows, kids have

choices. Diane creates a structure--a context, really--

in which kids can act responsibly. To what degree they do

so is a function of their willingness and her guidance.

Most kids thrive. Some require some watching.

For her, this is not an excuse for slacking off.

Rather/ it's like setting a stage and letting a play

unfold,

Secondly, the choices--what to write, whether to

let process journals and writing groups be meaningful- -

are issues of investment, not competence. Diane's

preference is clear, and it's always in. the direction of

what would enable kids to grow. When that happens, the

joy of teaching is almost tangible.
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EVERYONE WANTS TO BE TRUSTED

We discovered this, too, when everyone was willing

to be honest. Kids don't want to share their writing

(real writing--that means something to them) because of

past experiences. The fear is "someone will laugh at me,"

or "someone will talk about me behind my back," "I won't

be taken seriously." For kids, probably for most of us,

it's easier to play it safe. "I'll write about something

that doesn't matter to me. Then no one can get me or, if

they do, it won't really matter."

In Diane's series of assignments, though, we find

out something else: Kids say, "If I could trust people,

I could write anything." Whether or not kids produce

"real" writing, then, rests on how they think others

will respond to it.* They question then becomes, "How do

we create a classroom in which kids trust one another?"

It wasn't hard. All kids had to do was ask themselves

if they could start fresh--forget what they did last

week or last year and begin now by being trustworthy.

There wasn't anyone in the class who didn't want that

and the one person with qualms about a partner situation

spoke up. Beneath the facade of "I can't" or "You'll be

sorry," we discovered that everyone wants to be trusted.
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TREATING KIDS RESPONSIBLY

Kids at 13 and 14 understand. When treated

responsibly, they respond. This may be the most startling

finding of the study. We were never sure eighth graders

could take writing seriously, but we were willing to pro-

ceed as if they could. The results are not in yet, but

this is what Diane has recently written:

"Thursday after school, Matt D. asked me something he

has asked me before about the guidelines. 'What did you

expect? You must have known that it would lead to very

personal stuff.' I tell him what I've said before, that

I was very surprised at that reaction the first time with

the guidelines. I didn't really know what to expect, but

I certainly didn't expect that. He can't seem to gra59

that I didn't know what would happen. I start talking

about what I thought I knew about eight graders versus

what I know now. Actually, it's not things I know but a

continuing awareness that I must not assume I know what

will happen or what they will think or do. It's a sense

of limitlesshess, boundlessness, expansion, an "all

things are possible" kind of feeling. Nothing that

happens should surprise me. I should be open to their

openness. In other words, I knt-Jw nothing."
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CREATING A CONTEXT FOR WRITING

"Proceed as if you know nothing." This is not a flip

remark. It's meant to suggest that the limits we place on

kids and writing are our own. We don't know how far kids

can go or how powerful writing classrooms can be until we

set aside our presuppositions and assumptions.

Think for a moment of the ideal: Kids who find

pleasure and self-discgga! in writing, for whom writing

is a joy, who understand its connection to learning, who

see their teachers as writers and go to them for help, and

who count on their classmates for support, 'who are fluent

and versatile as writers, who can produce pieces of writing

in many different forms, who are responsible for making

sure their writing is presentable in a public forum, who

are sensitive to the difference in form, who appreciate

literature as writing and their own writing as a form of

literature.

There may be other ways to describe the picture of

an ideal student of writing. My focus is not on the words

but on what we might need to act as if we took this ideal

seriously. We've probably all known one or two exceptional

students who functioned the way I describe. We may arm,

think that we helped them along or that we had nothing to
44/eit+.

do with their particular Mims. What I'm wonderinc, about

is whether we can create a classroom in which all students
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begin to function like our exceptional ones. I believe

it's possible. I think I've even seen it. For now, here's

what I think is needed to create a context for writing:

(1) Truthtelling--where teachers are as honest as

they expect students to be.

(2) Trust--where people can expect that they will be

respected, listened to, and not judged.

(3) Responsibility and choice -- where people are

given options and guided on ways to make choices. .

(4) To believe and act as if students can be

trusted to do whet's best, when they don't, to let them

know it, then to give them the opportunity to begin again.
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SAMPLES OF INTERIOR DIALOGUES

John P.:

How come you won't share it?

Because it's stupid.

That's no reason.

Tara:

Maybe not, but it's too personal.

Yeah, but . . .

But what?

I don't know.

That's dumb.

I'm just too damn shy.

You have to stop somehow from being shy.

Yeah, but not yet, I don't..

It's now or never.

It's never, because the real reason is it's'

too personal.

Oh, now I see.

I don't want to share it. Why should I?

It would make you more self-confident and people

will think more of you.

But it has nothing to do with anyone in this school

and if I did read it some certain people would

find out a lot more than I want them to,

They probably will find out sooner or later.

I'd rather later than sooner.
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Why don't you share your piece with the class?

Because it's too personal.

But if you do, it might catch all their minds.

But can't you see, this is my writivs and it's

something I feel I don't want others to know?

Chrissy C.:

Why do we have to share?

Because maybe she wants to see if the technique

works.

Can't we just tell her?

What does it matter if we share or not?

It's too personal.

What would it take to get you to read it?

A new story. I don't mind sharing some of my

thoughts, but others are just forme.

Mike S.:

Why the hell should I let everyone read what's

inside my head?

You're right, why should we share it; it's our

personal thoughts.

People would think we're total queers.

Maybe we should have Written something sharable

so we won't have to keep making these stupid

excuses.

1 -119
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Mike S. [cont'd]:

What's the purpose of this? Do they want to get

inside our head?

Now, don't start getting paranoid.

It's just too damn personal.

What would it take for us to share it?

I don't know about you, but it would take a lot

of forceful action to get me to share.

Me too.

Everyone probably thinks I'm a queer for being

so protective.

There you go getting paranoid again.

Margaret:

ME: Hell, Myself. How are you today?

MYSELF: Helloy.I'm fine, and you?

ME: I fine, well not exactly, something's on my mind.

MYSELF: Yes, I know. I gcess I lied when I said I

was fine.

ME: I wonder they don't share.

MYSELF: Who az- they?

ME: Everyone in our class. We shared, why can't

they?

MYSELF: Well, Me, does that make us mad?

ME: I don't think we've decided quite yet.

MYSELF: That's true.
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Margaret [cont'd]:

ME: How come we can share our personal feelings

and they can't?

MYSELF: Who says we share all of ours?

ME: Why we never thought of this. We can share

pleasant writing about friends, but maybe not

about other things.

MYSELF: I don't think we took into consideration

that other people might be writing and might

be much different.

ME: True, we only shared a pleasant piece of

writing, what we haven't shared was different.

MYSELF: Would we share that?

ME: Should we?

MYSELF: We can't, not to everyone.

ME: Why not?

MYSELF: Well, I think it was nice of us to read about

C.C., because it was positive. But I don't know

if we should read something we wrote that says

not-so-nice things about the people we know.

ME: I feel we should only share things that aren't

negative about people that the class knows.

MYSELF: That sounds good.

1101101W411111114
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Thinking Aloud Memo #1 October 27, 1981 Ross Burkhardc 8th Grade
What have I learned about this class, this teacher, so far?

Ross uses everything about him to teach -- school incidents, anecdotes about

students, my presence in the classroom, his own interests, the 90 or so posters

suspended from the ceiling and covering the walls, news events, a lot of poetry.

As a result, all of the objects in his room carry some special significance --

from the Darth Vader poster called into use on Day 1, "You think he's bad? You

don't want to find out what I will do if you don't bring a writing implement to

class," -- to the multi-colored signs on the writing process that appear and are

pointed to as Ross introduces a new concept. Even chairs and tables are used to

indicate particular activites -- writing and reading aloud are done at tables

formed into a large circle, with Ross joining the group as a member; poems are

recited into a microphone in front of the room to students seated in three long

rows; didactic lessons have chairs and tables turned in one direction facing the

blackboard; writing groups meet in three's and four's at individual tables. On

one morning when I arrived early, Ross, busy rearranging tables into a circle,

explained quickly, "I like to have it organized before they come."

Once students arrive, they may spend time writing (often a ten- minute free

writing exercise), sharing their writing (pieces they ere working on for homework

and/or their process entries), talking about the writing process, listening to

Ross' writing, studying and reciting poetry, learning how to respond to each webers'

writing or learning how to prepare pieces for publication.

Except when students are asked to write a letter to him ("Write me a letter

about your writing program last year and your goals for yourself this year.") or

to Dr. Bell ("Write a letter to Dr. Bell about the changes in the school this

year."), Ross does not assign topics for writing. Free writing is used as a way

of helping students discover something they can write about, but generally a piece

of writing is assigned and students develop their own ways of handling it. To help

them see how writers discover what to write, Ross often talks about his own writing,

indicating how events and perceptions in his life become the source of his poems

and stories; for example, in explaining two poems he had written he mentions the

dead cat on the L.I.E. and the stray dog in the morning fog -- Noah, I gotta write

about that," he tells the class. Ross also states quite emphatically, "Want to

see me go crazy? Crumple paper and throw away drafts. Do you know why? In that

paper may be the seed of the best writing you are going to do." The point is made

over and over again -- everything around us is the source of our writing.
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Thinking Aloud Memo #1 page 2

During the first few weeks of school Ross establishes routines. Everyone

will write, including him ("If I give you an assignment, it's important for me

to do it, too"), writing will be shared (by Day 3 everyone has read something to

the class), and everyone's writing will be respected. One thing Ross will not

tolerate: noise when someone is sharing a piece of writing (If I have a value,

it's silence." - Day 10; "If there's ever a time to be serious, it's when someone

is reading his or her writing." - Day 12). The day Ross asks a student to leave

the class because he is making noise while another student is reading, Ross tells

the class "to mark this moment indelibly in your memories so it won't happen

again."

By the seventh week of school Ross prepares his students to work in writing

groups. Until now, they have practiced active listening in the large group (with

Ross and me modeling renponses), they have read pieces to a partner and they have

read their articles for the DNL in groups of three. Now, to prepare them for in-

dependent group work, Ross has devised two plans: in one class Diane, Ross and I

train a group of students in a "holistic response" to writing on one day and then

become a model writing group for students on another (Di and I responding to a poem

Ross has written); in the other class, Di's students come in and spend two class

periods "training" Ross' students in writing group techniques. One of our future

interests will be to see how well groups function and how closely students follow

our modeling and advice.

Other things we also need to look at more closely include revising, the use

of process journals and the idea of ownership, After Ross introduces the idea of

revision to students (Day 6), Frank asks him, "Why should you write about what

you've already written?" Ross recognizes the dilemma and answers in teems of his

own revision of him poem, Fog Dog. But will Ross' taking revision seriously be

enough of a guide for his students to take it seriously? Similarly, Ross is serious

about the notion of ownership. On Day 5, he asks rhetorically, "When does stuff

get finished?" and answers, "I can't give you a rule. You decide. You *men to be

satisfied. You are responsible for your writing." Again, we have to wait and see

whether, how and at what point students begin to feel responsible for their own

writing. On Day 18, Ross tells the class that he is not pleased with the entries

in their process journals. He brings two new signs into class on the writing

process and writes lung comments in student^' journal,. Another new focus:

whether, how and at what point the proceab entries begin to change.
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Thinking Aloud Memo #1 page 3

room:

Finally, there are several things that come across clearly iu this clasp-

1. Ross is comfortable in his room: he moves about it frequently,

occasionally standing outside the circle of students with his

hands on someone's shoulders; sometimes kneeling down next to

students talking quietly or joking with the group; at other

times crossing from one side of the circle to the other just

to make a point.

2. Ross' love of poetry forms a part of the fabric of this class.

This begins on Day 1 with the Team I meeting which Ross opens

amid music and fanfare by reciting a poeM and continues with

his frequent sharing of the poems he is working on and the

poetry recitations every few weeks (even he and I do them).

3. Ross shares with the class not only his expectations of them,

but his pleasure when they live up to his demands: after kids

read aloud on Day 1, he says "I thank you." After a process

discussion on Day 3, he concludes class with "Thank you. I

thoroughly enjoyed this." After the first poetry recitation

on Day 7, "I was pleased with your support and participation.

That's important to me." And after reading some BUMP journal

entries (a social studies assignment), "I really enjoyed

reading your BUMP journals. I learned so much. You were an

incredible audience,"

So far, I've learned that Ross' statement "Everything is grist for the mill"

is realized in this room. Events are carefully orchestrated, an early experience

serves as the point of departure for a later one, reflection is ongoing. In this

room Ross composes not only writing but also a world.
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Thinking Aloud Memo #2

MAJOR EVENTS

Notes on Ross' Class December 30, 1981

A class publication was completed by Parent Conference iRay - November 20, 1981

To do this, writing groups became editing groups; typed copies were proofread;
Ross wrestled with the problem of "correcting" student writing that was tech-
nically "incorrect". He decided to leave it the way the author created it and
let the authors learn the notion of being responsible for their own work.

Letters to authors were exchanged

Students wrote to two people in Ross' class and to two authors in Diane's class.
I have no data on what happened when they received them. Any response? Did
they save them? (How did kids view this activity?)

BUMP has become "Life's Tough, Ain't It?"

Activities have been moved into English class. Kids working intermittently on
committees, slides, logo, etc. Interesting discussion about whether logo should
be "cute" or "serious". Kids divided on this. Not resolved yet, I think. Ross
expresses "nervousness" about committee work when he's not sure what kids
are doing. Interviews introduced here. On one of my visits to social studies,
Ross interviews me as model for kids.

Also when kids are discussing possible logos, Rims reminds them that the show
is their's: "If you spell it TUFF, you're going for cuteness, I think. It's

a choice you have to make. You are kids making this. You will have to live

with it for the rest of your lives." (Day 50)

DNL

One piece due for DNL after Thanksgiving. Done in one week span with one
writing group (I think). (I did not see any of this writIng,becsuse the Deans
and David S. were here.) CS kasemiksid- 11144y, itoi 0, D4.46)6' Hod.")

Work on PRCT's

Practice writing sessions occurred the last week of December. Kids wrote
business letters, reports and essay. Some were exchanged for proofreading.
Sample reading passages were also done. RCT's scheduled for first week in
January. Rob, reading Ross' letter, jokes, "I'm going to smoke you."

Poetry Recitations

Three were done since last memo. Two memorized. One read from scripts. Shruti,

Becky, Frank and I did "The Raven".

Ongoing Writing Assignments

Kids continue to write in class -- ten minutes free writing, an occasional exer-
cise ("describe something in slow motion"), process entries continue. Between

ICW's and homework, about one piece per week is due.



Memo 02 - Ross' Class page 2

On Ross

He continues to make slide shows (for Bay Area, Strotman and Dartmouth), writes
in his journal, is encouraging Don Strotmai to use writing in science, does re-
search with case study kids, continues to write powas and share them with his
class and/or eighth grade team, goes carolling with students, attends concerts,
wrestling matches and volleyball games at school, maIrtains a conscious concern
that the Middle School not lose sight of its mission, dines with the Deans, and
graciously allows all kinds of visitors into his classroom.

Questions he has come to so far include:

How do I get kids to really care about what they write?
Are kids only producing perfunctory pieces?
How do I conduct a writing conference?
Why do I know to do 3, 4, 5 drafts without feedback?
How did I learn that?

a& Is it me, Ross Burkhardt, students write for or is it Bay Area that is clear
'w to them and allows them an audience and a sense of power?

I have not resolved whole thing about writing groups or about the teaching of
literature. What happens if kids get "addicted" to my comments on papers?
What effect on model?

4J, bOurma ast&C.h &Mom as cesumodsContinuing Themes (SriuelkitZt.41.-Aftt, "gift . wad,. tauctj.,60. .184.,sed k).,A
SS inn4."4.. atAAA41.0

&SWAN)
Ross usin himself as model sharing his own feelin s erce tions and thou hts.
When he makes a mistake doing a poetry recitation and kids laugh, "I don't
laugh at you I'm a person before I'm a teacher." (Day 33)

When he's not sure of something: "I feel discombobulated. Too many things
going on. You know, car in winter, wheels spin and don't go anywhere." (Day 52)

On David Smith's observation of.Ross (arguing freely with kids; bending down
on knees): "I was cheered up by bin observations. You made me feel good."
(Day 58)

On Christmas dinner: "Arthur touched my heart (said in relation to reading
passage) at dinner last night." (Day 67)

Writing Process Concepts

On BUMP interviews: "We're learning about our audience, parents, teachers who
will see it." (Day 36)

On BUMP title: "You will have to live with what you decide. You are the kids
making this." (Day 50)

Actions have consequences/discipline

This activity (editing groups) does not work if you change your mind. You need
to stick to what you tell me. You have to respect me and your classmates if
you say something. Lee messed me up Becky, other, didn't have copies.
I bust my a-- butt (laughs) getting things done. I expect the same from you.
I'll paint it out when you don't do it. (Day 37)

(Kids making too much noise - not paying attention) You will have your time.
I want mine. I don't think I'm asking too much., I get upset. I'm a human
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Memo #2 - Ross' Class page 3

being. You cut me, I bleed. I'm like you . . . Strive to keep a good relation-

ship. I don't like being put in a'ban mood by kids who are disrespectful.

(Day 38)

Acknovled ement

I had incredible reading experience over the weekend. Thirty-six process

journals and forty colonial diaries. "My hat is off to you You did a wonder-

ful job." Ross reads to them from his journal. (Day 48)

"I was pleased with your writing. Nice to see 2, 3 drafts, different modes.

One person wrote that Rob B's poem was an inspiration. (Day 53)

On colonial diaries - "I love what you did, Frank, it's super. Kristy read

yours. Yes, it's wonderful." (Day 54)

On poetry rIcitation: Basically, I was pleased. You worked or dramatic expres-

sion, more people put humor, sadness in there. Hearing it was good. (Day 58)

Writing as Therapy

I noticed some kids have been mad, upset, confused. Have used writing. I'm

like that. Sometimes I'm so mad, I have to write it cause I can't trust myself

to say it. Then I throw it away. I'm not angry anymore. Craig agrees - "Yeah,

I wrote two pages once . . . I hate my mother." (Day 53)

t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

My Questions:

Haw. to sustain kids' interest in writing, move from perfunctory to impelled?

Is it useful to incorporate free writing as a base?

Is it useful to incorporate other techniques? -mapihni (t 4tAirsh)

How to resolve literature issue (what is it?)?

How to resolve writing group issue?
What will happen in Radicals and Tories game? Will writing other than

colonial diaries be done? Should any be done?

What's happened with writing in science? Is it different for English?

vs - -1/7/82
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THINKING ALOUD MEMO j1 Oct. 13 11th Grade Audre Allison
.,t AlMor .t

What' have I learned, about this class, this teacheio. so -*far
What works for the people in this room I 7 .1 :';'*e'

Writing is central to this class. Audre and her students write
everything from memory pieces to responses to literature to practice
Regents exams -- and then write about what happened as they wrote,
how writing groups worked or didn't, what choices they made as writers
and people in the course of writing, and what followed from those choices.
And as writing is central to the class, so choice -- of what to write,
of where and how to write it -- is central to the process of writing
in the class.

Choice, for Audre's class (or classes, I've visited three), often
leads to movement. Teacher, students, furniture -- all move in an
easy, fluid fashion from one activity to another, from one position
to another. eiudre describes herself as "the famous table mover," and
in fact she moves tables around often' into an open rectangle for
large group work, a smaller rectangle for work.with part of the class,

:

'..-..-.

various arrangements of scattered tables for .small groups work..,)311 -.-g ;Y
yond that, students are encouraged to move -- to make themselves,icoM
Portable -- when working on writings they work sprawled on the carpet
in the hall outside Audre's room, at tables in the corners, with backs
to the room or feet up on the windowsills if that's what suits them.-..11:..4-

irAudre moves tool visits around from table to table, sometimes ineeeling.t4i--4:-.
beside a student to confers about a piece; site quietly at a separatet-.:V.,..:7'
table to write; joins the groupat a large table for discussion,. f ..45.

:-.

Audre is a member of this community of writirss a fellow struggler:
From the beginning, she has asked students to take responsibility for
the working atmosphere of the room, so hat she too could participate
in writings "Let's quiet down so that an writei .." She models the be-
havior of a committed writer, both by iting in front of her students 5 .:..!: .2

and by sharing with them her struggles and stuck points. She reads toiL4-41;--
them from her process journal, choosing especially entries that show'.4.;,,tX-Wi,
her discouraged, distracted, dissatisfied with what she has written.'.-''' .'T-'..,..,_,.

Andre lets her dtudents know she feels strongly abbut the issue-
of ownership of writing; she comes back to it again and again, saying 1
in many ways that each student is the owner of his/her piece of writings:
"When it satisfies you, that's the best of all" and "A writer can risk
for and take adviceut the piece is still hits/hers" and (in response
to a question about correctness) "The important thing about writing is
to say what you want and say it clearly." ( A.4" c,benze -)

In the first few weeks of class, Audre and her students have pram-_24
tined the skill of active listening -- in the large group, with process P;- 1
writing; in small groups, with pieces students have composed. FromIte
the beginning Audre has stressed good listenings "Iisten...say baCk....4--
but don't evaluate." She has backed up what she says with several
diffiiia kinds of guidon to responding in groups, from step-by-stsiAlo
instructions to follow while working to worksheets to be completed mgtera$,-
listening to a piece. Both Audre and I have noticed that the mostV

.k.
2 .

sefectiye groups go far seen to :be thosedwhose-membersj:sak;backthe .41..

''most iuestion e 'are asking egethers'Is ffectiveaiiay
,r
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beck" the key to effective groups work, or does genoral confidence

mith writing, with peers) carry over into "say back" as well ? If it

is a key, how can students who haven't yet mastered "say back" be helped 7.

fa learn it
ft .fit ,*0 ..vtir4

. . , 4. ; I.

Andre addresses her students as people who bring with them into

tIr class a great der, of knowledge and experience, about writing as

well as about their laves. She has asked students to think about their

previous experiences as writers, what helped them and what didn't; what

worked for them. "You've been a writer for a number of years," she told

them as she asked them to reflect on past writing processes. and to be-

gin to build their own models of what works and what doesn't. She askr

students to choose their own groups, and then both to respond thought-

fully to others' pieces and to help and direct others' responses to their

own. She listens to the students' opinions on assignments, and some-

times changes an assignment for a particular student or group if she agrees

it should be changed.

11th grade teachers are subject to pressure from parents, administra-

tors and students to practice test-taking in preparation for Regents and

SATs. Audre responds to this pressure by joining Elsa in preparing vocabu-

lary and usage quizzes and presenting practice exams, but.at the same tine

is honest with the students about her donkrts about the value of these prac-::.

tikes. She points out the inadequacies of test questions, and continues to'

cmphsize the idea that you learn to write by writing not by taking tests'' '

or doing usage exercises. Whe '7ehe does use test questions in class (topics

from a Regents essay, for instance), she tries as far as possible to inte-

grate them into regular writing work, with revision, group listening, etc.

:

-

Andre revises her teaching as she revises her writing, by asking for

'mind using feedback friam her students. She asks them, for instance, to .=

evaluate the work of their groups, using their comments both to revise her'

teaching plans and to encourage students to look at and evaluate themselves

as learners as well as writers. I see this as part of the process approach

to teaching and writing, a recognition that how you go about doing some-

thing is at least as important as what you do, what you produce at the end.

'Andre assumes that her students are mere like her than not; that, like

her, they will be interested in and be able to learn from the study

themselves as writers and /earners. "Process" in this class means more- -.6.

than a journal.
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THINKING ALO J MEMO #2 Dec. 1 11th Grade Audre Allison

Looking Back Over the Last Seven Weeks

In the last seven weeks I've beet trying to focus on students.

I've watched them, listened to them, tried to make connections be-

tween what teachers say and do and how students perceive and act on

what teachers are doing. In Audre's classes, for instance, I've

wondered whether or not students share my excitement about Audre's

teachings whcther or not they will understand and imitate her

model. In particular, Audre and I have been trying to look more

closely at students in writing groups -- those that are working

well and those that aren't -- to try and get nearer some answers

to the question of What makes a writing group work ? To this end,

I have been following students in three groupss one in which stu-

dents, for the most part, help and support each other; one in

which, for the most part, students attack each other; and a third,

in whiteh students, though often full of interesting and relevant

things to say about the world; seem to have little idea of how to

put their intelligence to work in helping each other with writing.

Listening to students and sitting in on groups has been a humbling-

experience for me; the connections between what we teachers do

and what our students see and do seem less clear to me the more

I look at them.

I have become a part of the scenery in the three of Audre's

classes I visit fairly regularly. Many students have lost their

shyness with me, and now come over to ask, "Are you writing short-

hand?" or "Are yoU learning to be a teacher ?" and, often, "What

are you writing down ?" In response to the last, I have now read

back my notes to every group I observe regularly -- sometimes more

than once. Students seem both impressed by the detail of the notes,

and puzzled as to why I find them and their talking and writing

so interesting. A few have responded to my saying that teachers

want to know more about how students see classes; they agree that's

something we don't know much about.

"Bay Area" has many meanings to the students in Audre's

classes. Enough of them have been exposed to it in some form or

other to muddy the waters of any set expectations fo some stu-

dents, "Bay Area means a set of techniques that have orked for

them in the past and may be expected to work in the uture; for

others, "Bay Area" is tangled up with what they see as past failurep

something that didn't work for them in the past and can't be ex-

pected to in the future. In this way, Bay Area teachers in

Shoreham-Wading River start at a different stage from teachers

almost everywhere else they 5nherit, along with the successes

of the procer ;s approact,, its failures.

For even here, in Shoreham-Wading River, suzely the best of

all possible writing worlds, students' memories of past writing

classes include a lot of red ink. In an early discussion of

teachers' comments, studfnts dismissed the thoughtful analyses

we agonize over for hours, "If the grade is good, I barely read

22(,)
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3.the comment; if it's not, I read it a little" (Sul, Day 3) and
"I remember mostly the bad comments, not the good onesT.(Tom, Day3).Many students think teachers don't pay much attention to what you
are saying, but "get carried away" when it comes to correcting
punctuation. Writing groups can be "confusing -- too many different
opinions" (Dave, Day 1), and as for revision, "Are we going to write
the story 1.0...hundred times this year, like last year ? It never
gets any better." (Day 10)

So the students cone to groups with mixed memories, some
eager to repeat past success; some afraid they will repeat past
failure. All of which must surely feed into how they then conduct
their groups.

Membership in the Period 1 group I sit with varies, but many
of the students who have joined the group for shorter or longer
periods (Sue, Sandra, Cumhur, Steve, Todd, Cathy, David, Kristen,
Doug, John) have tasted success,before. From the first, they
supported one another. The first time Sue "said back" to Sandra
(after a complicated piece, read fast). I asked Sandra if she
thought Sue had gotten it. Sandra said, smiling at Sue, "It was
perfect; couldn't have been better." (Day 10) Last week, Cumhur
was in the middle of reading a long, evocative piece about hie
grandparents and their small village in Turkey when we were inter-
rupted by a previously scheduled quiz; nearly all members of the
groups chose to stay with Cumhur, listening attentively as he read
out loud, while around us, in silence, the rest of the class took
the test. It's been like that all along. lots of mutual support
in this group, real interest in, one another's writing -- but also
lots of laughter, appreciation of words and word play, and easy
flow between large questions of meaning and purpose and small ones
of exact words or shifts of nuance. They push on, too; even when
they are not enthusiastic about what they are doing (as on the second
day df answering questions about Babbitt), they get vhe work done.
Evaluating group work, their main reservation was the thought (Day
11, early in the term) trat they migh', have gone "deeper" into the
work.

In contrast there is the 3rd period group consisting of (on
and off) Juliet, Tim, Kym, Tina, and Georges plagued by absences
and missing homework, offering orip another very little support and,
on occasion, being actively destAtives "Tear it up 1" "Start all
over again !" "Drop out of school !" (Day 11) They tell me that
these and similar comments are "just kidding;" that nobody takes
them seriously, etc. -- but Audre and I have noticed that no one
in the group seems in a hurry to bring in work to be read. A land-
mark meeting for this group, just last week, was one in which no-
body called anybody else "stupid." So far, group members have
skipped or refused to try most stages of "say back" or other res-
ponse -. and yet, somehow (because of the atmosphere of the class ?
Audre's support ?) several of the students in this group. have
written pieces that seem to be important to them --
cases not for the eyes of the group. And one, Kym, surprised us
all one day by breaking into satire in response ro the Community
Journal letter, and was appreciated for it.

i -140
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Students in the fifth period gz'oup I've watched have confidence

in themselves as thinkers,, but are wary of the writing group. Dave,

Tom, Walter, Steve, tndlEmil tend to use their writing as a takeoff

point to talk about..4'414 -- but they often don't come back to

the writing as writing. Dave still insists that "process ie garbage"

and doesn't work for him (yet dopy write, and is beginning to revise),

Emil pretty well refuses to adryo or alter %vat he writes on a first

draft, and they all refuse to follow step-by-step directions for

group work -- so hardly ever "say back" or look closely at what one

of them has written. Yet inspiration does arise in this group,

from time to time (for instance, in their indignation over the

Community Journal letter), and there's usually good talk going on

in their corner.

A new group- I've joined in fifth period is showing various

kinds of resisitance to group work, including avoidance of the set

procedures and destructive "kidding" --

So -- I'm left with more questions than answers. Are.the "best"

procedures as vulnerable as the "worst" to sabotage ? Are the odds

better (ae we keep hoping they are) for "Bay Area" than for other

approaches to eventually win out over the resistance of some students ?

Will the pull of writing and writing groups eventually draw in all

but the most reluctant ? (There are some signs of this.) Will the

increasing skill at questioning shown by some students and groups

pull others along in their wake ? They may. Audre keeps up a

patient counterpoint to potential destructiveness, reminding students

that "we all know how to correct spelling and what's wrong...That

comes easily to us; what we need to do is find out what's good

about writing"; visiting groups to encourage cooperation ("Are you

hearing from everyone in your group ? ")s urging personal reactions

rather than general statements about and evaluations of work ("Did

you tell her it was confusing or you were confused ?"), and repeating,

over and over again, in many different ways, the messages Listen --

Say back -- question; don't evaluate. Will Audre's continued

seriousness and support7FiF that writing and listening

are important to her personally as well as professionally, sway

some students: Even in the most resistant group I've seen, there

have been moments, especially in the last week or two. when students

encouraged one another (That was good "). Will we see more and more

of this as the year goes on ?



THINKING ALOUD MEMO 03 Audre February

The last two months have been full of frustrations as well as some un-

expected pleasures. tackle the frustrations first.

Teaching and Testing

The teaching vs testing controversy, present in one form or another since

the beginning of the year, has threatened to overwhelm the lith grade English curriculum

in recent weeks. Regents,PSAis, and most recently RCTs -- the air has been thick with

them. In Sept, ber, Audre's first writing sequence was disrupted by pressure to prac-

tice for Regents, in October PSAT.., threw the class off course; in January, the

curriculum was completely derailed by RCTs.

From Audre's Journal: "Should we treat the State's inane injunction as if it

were really a writing task ? ...Perhaps I'll say to myself that the kids have been taken

away for a month of 11th grade to be prepped -- programmed -- or -- prepared for later

life cheating on income tax etc. Some call tt survival." (inn. 131

Audre, In her Journal, is embattled, angry;;, at times discouraged. Her own clear

sense of what matters is continually at war with the emphasis on testing in the Ilth -

grade. Tests play havoc with the pace and timing of her writing sequences, do violence

to her plans, threaten to drown her in a wave of activities she doesn't believe in.

Ten-minute vocabulary and usage quizzes invade writing group: meetings; writing about

The Scarlet Letter, which the class saw on film in early January, is cut short to

( ake room for RCTs; reading and writing units are rushed, crammed into what space is left

between test practices; and Audre finds herself teaching against her own best instincts.

"1 don't like what I'm doing," she writes It a low point. In the classroom, in meetings,

in her journal she struggles to find a way to teach 11th grade honestly -- without

sacrificing writing or her students.

Batt'e lines were drawn -- or, more accurately, underiksd - at the Jermory 25th

school Board meeting. In response to students', teachers' ari researchers' glowing

eh:counts of writing process work, including a demonstration )\/ -ix of Audre's students

of a writing group in progress, Board members talked measurereni: Cnn we measure im-

provement in vocabulary and grammar ? Are our children scoring higher on tests ? One

Joard member described Bay Area as "a means to an end," and wantsiprbofwthat we are

reaching that end. A discouraging evening.

Sequences

Against this background, some mil es. Una fully developed writing sequence,

in November: a "place" piece, started duldelines, taken through revising and

editing In writing groups, read in whole-class session, published in group booklets.

One cyci of readings (books chosen from among four or fit' ossibilltles, including

Huck.i!Itaoralam, The AutoblogEmiyjAllalco1mX, Catcher in thelie4AculmInatIng In

4 !' .
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group presentations to class. Film of The Scarlet Letter accompanied by writing inresponse-to-literature journals. (Some students ask to borrow the book. -A fewactually read it.) Then a split on the rock of RCTs.

Some students in each of Audre's classes had to take RCTs; others didn't. TheRCT students spent -ten days or so preparing for the exam, either with Audre or withJim Casey. Students who didn't have to take RCTs (because they will take Regents)worked on their own on anwirTSTYsis of literature" packet prepared by Audre, who triedto find something for them to do that would be interesting to them but not so inter-_esting that the RCT students would feel deprived. The group in first period thatwent before the Board worked on their writing, after as well as before the meeting,undeterred by the Board's rudeness to them.

Other Events

In and around the regular class work, a ferment of writing outside of class, forextra credit and/or to serve some purpose in a student's life: Kristen's angry letterto her basketball coach about unfair treatment of the second team; Clenn's writinghis version of the "love triangle" piece written by Alicia; Greg writing his version67What happened between Glenn and Alicia. All unsolicited. Glenn: "I had to get itoff my chest." (Day 70) Audre (in her journal): "This is the stuff real writing ismade of."

Which brings me back to the joys. Even with interruptions, even with teststaking over, real writing has surfaced too. Audre noted some of the good moments in herjournal: "...had an enjoyable day watching everyone writing, completely engrossed...It's a most wonderful feeling to be In a classroom with 24 brains clicking and pens andpencils moving nonstop -- furiously across a sheet of paper -- electrifying." (II/8)"Everyone shares with whole class. They listen perceptively and it is wonderful. EvenDoug, Steve and John read. I love today..." (12/2)

And, in these moments when Audre is free to concentrate on what she really caresabout, those other questions emerge -- the real ones. How can we support the lessskilled, less confident writirs so that they, too, can have (in Audre's words) "theg)od feeling that comes with disc6vering that you've said something genuine and clearand said it in your own voice" ? Why do some writing groups work better than others ?'hat makes an effective writing group so effective ? and so on.

Writing Groups

After discussing my last memo, Audre and
I found ourselves sharing number ofquestions about how writing groups Kirk -- or don't work. The "don't" seemed easy orat least possible to answer: we could see students in some groups aviod dealing withwriting and each other in several obvious ways-- refusing to read pieces out loud, forinstance; or reading out loud but refusing to comment (or commenting silently); skipping"say back" and in consequence having nothing to say about a piece ("It's good") and.of course, not doing the work at all, or claiming to have done it but "I left it athome /in my locker/ in my other notebook."

What we wanted to know more about was why some groups do work. Our own experiencesas hea4ers of writing groups suggestec to us thilt genuine interest in other people'swriting might be a key -- but we don't know how to teach that. What else is crucial ?111_
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mf 2/r
We decided I would follow one successful group over a period of several weeks, and tryto find out.

Some of the members of this first period group (the students who presented tothe Board) had worked together before; others were new to the group. All had beenchosen by Audre as especially good group 'members. Some -- but not all -- are alsoespecially good writers. Current members are Sue, Cumhur, Dave, Suzanne, Sandraand (from a different class 4- 3rd period) Lynne. After several weeks, a few thingsstand out.

-I) When these students are absorbed In group work, they become oblivious totheir surroundings: the rest of the room seems to fade out for them. When we listened,together, to 0 rapt I had made of group meeting conducted during RCT practice, we wereall amazed at '..he amoun t of background noise we could hear on the tape; none of us hadbeen conscious of it at the time.

2) Tney seem to divide Jobs or take on roles in the group, complementing eachother, each one com;ng at the writing from a different angle. Dave, for instance,hones in on feelings: "You might write about what it felt like to run -- where ithurt... Get the feelings out there on the paper." (Day 49) "If writing can bring outsomeone's feelings and their thoughts and make them think about stuff then that'sgood..." (86) "It makes you want to reach out." (90) He often asks the writer howhe or she felt about the topic, or about writing about it. Cumhur will oftenpick up a global feeling: "It really hits you" (49); "There is much love in thestory" (85); "The ending -- It's beautiful" (86). Once he said he couldn't comment ona piece because "it remembered me of something...I flew away." (53) Suzanne willoften repeat and underline a particularly striking word or phrase ("'his eyebrowspeaked -- That's good"), and encourage a writer to reach for telling detail: "Youshould take a chance on it." (86) Sue will often ask a question about a word orphrase that lies at the heart of a piece ("You say, 'but that was all' -- Could youread that again?"), and Sandra, who describes herself as "critical -- picking outwhat's wrong," will often help a writer sommoth out some lapse of tone (e.9.. a para-graph of "statistics" interrupting the flow of Cumhur's piece about h:s grandparents (86),sometimes giving an example form her own work to show how she deaWwith a similar prob-lem.

3) They use "say back' differently -- more flexibly-- than other groups. Audrehas explained that "once you really understand what these steps are for, then you don'thave to have such a rigid approach" (48); these students don't. They use spy backmainly to clarify, when someone is confused about meaning; their first comments on apiece are more likely to do with something important that has struck them than withliteral telling back of content. Or they will say back the feeling rather than thefact of a piece.

4) They recognize differences in stages of composition, and allocate timcflexibly on the basis of that recognition: spend more time, for instance, working witha writer who is trying to decide what to do with a piece than on one which needs
only minor editing before it is finished. The wrItler himself or herself will oftenmake the decision on this, saying that he or she has a lot to do on the piece, andneeds help, or is pretty well satisfied, and doesn't.

5) They are discriminating in lleir use of suggestions frommembdrs of the group.Often a writ:21.- will report that he or she has thought about what the group said, de-cided to follow uome suggestions but not others. Dave: "If I think of something
(specific example) I'll put it in; If not,guess it doesn't belong there." (90) Suzanne,after the group discussed Bier "subway" piece at the Bolikrd meeting, reported step by
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step esht4h advice she had incorporated into her piece, and which she hadn't , and why.

6) They move easily from consideration of specific points In particular pieces
to discussion of broader issues raised by these pointei: Does one write for oneself or

an audience ? How can a writer make "universal" messages clear ? etc. (86)

7) They pace themselves -- laugh, Joke, take breaks. They are very serious --

and they kid around.

I reported some of the above tentative findings to the students themselves,
asking them first if they could describe their own cliaracleristic styles as group

members. They were interested, and agreed to think ahout some of the questions
my observations raised, e.a. Do these students act the same wey in other classes,
other situations, or is their behavior here a function of the groups interaction ?

We'll get back to this and other questions.
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THINKING ALOUD MEMO no. 4 Audre May 10, 1982
NIECELIII:ELELLIIIIIII:13r1111111711:171M11111:17111111111:110111111.1111T2Eili

Writing about Literature

Teaching, like writing, is often "'in process' and
subject to revision," Audre writes in her journal on the

second day of school. As I review classroom notes, Audre's

journal, handouts, assignment sheets, students' reading logs,
and miscellaneous records of writing and conversation about
literature since the beginning of the year, I am struck by

how closely the teaching process resembles both the writing

proces: we study and the reading process Audre and her stu-
dents are beginning to describe. Audre has been working out
a new literature curriculum, one based on writing and an

awareness of process; the major themes that run through this
work have been there, in one form or another, from the

beginning, but constant revision has clarified them,

extended them, and revealed their 02pths.

Literature "teaches one whet it is to be human,"

Audre believes--but it does not teach a passive audience.

The reader is "ar active participant in creating the art."

If one believes that art is the communication of
honest emotion, then the participation of the
reader/listener is an integral part of the artisticcreation. [Journal, probably about Day 95]

Part of the reader's participation is a recognitiuii

of craft: "When kids discover the craft of a story an ahD
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occurs not unlike the aha one feels when our own writing

begins to do what we want it to do." She compares the

experience to playing music and then to reading a story by

Faulkner: "Faulkner makes you participate actively--play

musi,--become a part of it, and this takes Mork." She tells

students that the arrangement of Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily"

"is just as important as what happens in it" [Day 95].

I've been trying very hard with each piece of
literature to get the kids to see themselves as
writers--to look closely at how the writer has
created the story. . . What did the writer do
that led you to feel --- ? [early March]

The other part--and a major theme of Audre's work
1ortA 5

with literature--is what the reader big to the story or

poem or essay: the reader's history and emotional response,

his or her reaction to the work read, his or her questions

and changes of mind--in other words, a reading process,

analogous to the writing process; which may be observed and

studied. In study group, responding to Mary Jane's questions:

. . . it's the working at it that's valuable - -I don't
guarantee my product--I jus',-. provide a process
whereby a product might be born. Summarize, analyze
and sequence are not what I'm after--I want listeners
to look within--notice what happens inside their heads
as they hear, experience someone's writing--and then
I want them to recognize. . . what made them feel or
react that way--and then I'd be delighted if they
could verbalize this-- To allow themselves to experi-
ence the writing - -to know it and feel free enough to
spontaneously react--not analyze. [12/1, Day 52)

She tells students she doesn't want a summary of plot,

but rather "your thoughts, your reactions . . . an honest

voice" [118). "Concentrate your energies on seeing what an

author says. . . . Trust yourself." Tells them they may see
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things the most sophisticated critics have missed. "Tnat's

where pleasure really comes in reading"--from individual

response, from seeing connections that have meaning for

you. Reading, like writing, "is very subjective.. . .

That's how it is; how it ought to bc.' [119]. When you read,

you bring something of yourbelf to it 1127].

Etsuence

In October, after listening to a tape recording of

Death of a Salesman, Audre asks students to use their

response-to-literature journals to write

. . . a response to the author: a kind of "sayback."
. . . If as you write you find you have something to
say about the play, go ahead and write. . . . It
might be a large issue--"dreams"; "illusion and
reality"--or as small as taking a statement from
the play and reacting to it [reads examples]. . . .

Just begin to write reactions to the play. [221

Refers to guidesheet to help those who have trouble. Guide

questions for responding to DeatyLQL.L..5414s1114.D:

What kind of people are these characters? What do
they do? What do they say? What do they feel? How
does the author tell you what kind of people they
are? What significant statement is the author try-
ing to make? How does he show us? What is your
reaction? [22]

Reminds students they are working towards "a serious state-

ment" about the play.

Audre writes, too. Later looks up to say, "If it

leads you away from the play, to something that happened

to you, that's all right." Smiles. "I'm saying that because

that just happened to me" [22] .
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Tho next day, some students in the Period 3 class

say they've had trouble with the assignment. Audre suggests

questions they might ask themselves, and turns over class

time to more writing about play, explaining, "This is for

you to discover the impact the play h on you. . . . Begin

to think on paper and concentrate. . . . If you write freely,

you begin to understand what you think about something" [23] .

Audre models, reading her own response:

This play is having a very profound impact on me atthis time. I suppose it's because my father justdied and I remember how over and over he comforted
himself by recounting all the things that had gonewell in his life..-[23]

(She goes on to connect with Willy Loman, throughts about

people's/our expectations of life.)

In October, Aug'- . launches the first of a series of

reading units. Students may choose among several books

offered; this time choices include Babbitt, Main Street, and

Daisy Miller. Students are asked to meet in groups to dis-

cuss the books and respond to questions prepared by Audre;

they are also asked to do point-of-view writing.

Sample point-of-view assignments for literature:

Daisy Miller:

We see Daisy through the eyes of Winterbourne (henarrates the story), yet Daisy possesses a mixture
of qualities that tend to confuse poor Winterbourne.
Create a dialogue between an imaginary American
friend of Daisy's and Winterbourne. Let the friend
attempt to help Winterbourne to understand Daisy
better. [10/23]

Babbitt:
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Assume the voice of a teenager today and createa dialogue between Ted, Eunice or Verona. Youmight discuss the similarities or differences
between teenagers today in Shoreham or Wading
River and those in Zenith when the story takesplace. Your dialogue may be about anything youchoose but must make reference to the things that
happen in the book.

They write dialogues, diaries, rewrite incidents from other

points of view, etc.

Audre tells me that the point-of-view writing, while
in some cases imaginative and fun, leaves her unsatisfied.

The students, many of whom she taught when they were in 9th

grade, don't seem to have added much to their use of point-of-

view writing in the last two years. She feels that, as 11th

graders, they could go further, do more with writing about

literature.

Some students have a lot to say about their books- -

like the Period 1 group, who discuss Sinclair Lewis's

version of the Americ=n Dream- but many flounder. Eve says

Babbitt "puts her to sleep," but can't say why; Tom says

it's "dreary"; others trade complaints ("it's boring") but

can't or won't say what bored them [Day 31].

In November, during the period in which students are

working on letters to the Community Journal, Audre writes,

What is it that effective letters have? It is one
step to actively listen and enjoy or not, but a
second step is to know why? What did the writer
do that affected you--and a third step--to describe
the response it evoked in you. This takes such prac-ticed concentration. [11/13; approximately Day 433

Later that month, while students are writing and

revising their "place" pieces, Audre asks them to read memoirs
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by J. Agee and J. Kazin.

November-December. For the next set of readings

(including Huckleberry Finn, The AW-obiography of Malcolm X,
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, and Catcher in the Rye), Audre sug-
gests a new set of questions. This time, a "What is your
reaction?" question, which ended the last set, leads off:

Here are a few suggestions to help you becomeconscious of your response to the literature youare reading. Ask yourself these questions andsoon you'll be learning to verbalize your response.This of course makes you a more careful reader anda most valuable responder when you're working withyour peers on their writing.
What do you like? How does it make you feel?

How does the character talk? . . . What doesit make you think of? Remind you of? If youwere asked to rename the book, what would youchoose as a title? Listen to the sounds andthe rhythms of the writing. What do they add?[11/16]

This cycle of readings ends with group presentations,

just before Christmas. Sample topics for presentations

(groups):

These books have been banned from time to time orit has been suggested they be banned. Discuss whythat is so and what ideas in the novel conflict withcommonly held views about morality, race relations,the worth of the common man.
Tell what the effect of the book was on you.What did you learn or experience?
Tell about the author's life and work. Showpictures or photographs.
Talk about the author's style. When does theauthor use his characterTs to expound his own ideas?When does he disagree with one of his character'sthoughts or actions? How can you tell? (This in

reference to fictional accounts.) [December]

In early January (about Day 72):

. . . approaclinq this business of writing criticallyabout a particular piece of literature. I intend touse of coursE the B.A. approach but I have to
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discover some way other than point-of-viewwriting. This may fail, but I was not completelysatisfied with the dialogue, diary entries, etc.kind of writing we did with another piece of litera-ture. Well--here's hoping something new will comeof it. Writing about literature has been deemednecessary in 11th grade so even though I don't thinkthey are all ready to do this, perhaps tyring withthe Regents kids makes sense. . . .

Do students believe that experience in writingabout literature is important? Probably those whoare Manning to go to college--or those who areambitious?--or those who are indoctrinated?
Perhaps beginning with a "critical analysit"--(what works, why--examples, etc.--all positive")of another person's paper--another student's paper,might help.

While catching film version of The Scarlet Letter,
Audre asks students to "speculate" about what's happening,
and to record their thoughts and observations in their jour-
nals. She is not satisfied with the results. Most, she
finds, are "slim pickings"--brief plot summaries, not much
more. She asks them to keep journals wit them while
watching, so that they can put down ideas as they come
along, but still finds many "barren." Dawn writes, "The
name of the movie was The Scarlet Letter. . . " etc. Eve:
"Hester was a lady who broke the law of the land by having
a child with a man who [she] was not married to. . . . "

Tom: "Many things weren't clear until the end." Some,
however, are full and lively, like Suzanne's (below). After
the last installment of the movie, Audre asks students to
read over notes and "prepare one statement of significance
for tomorrow" [77].

"Statements" grow out of observations and are read
in class. A sample (Suzanne S., Scarlet Letter log):
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The sin has made Hester a strong woman, a woman whocan deal with almost anything. She can even try toinfluence Aurthur, who is not so strong, who is
extremely fragile and who is less trusting and self-
forgiving. . . . Would somebody smack that Pearl.Talk about brats Because of Hester's sin
Hester feels she must do whatever the child wants.
Pearl needs a little discipline. Overall I
feel, as clever as N.H. was, the plot was a little
far-fetched from reality and all too coincidental.
If would be highly unlikely for Chillingworth to
stumble upon his ex-wife in the midst of new, un-explored land

Mid-January [about Day 77? 80?]: "Argumentative

writing is no problem if the topic is self-chosen. The prob-

lem arises when critical analysis raises its pointed head."

Don't ask kids to do critical analysis: "If they want to

try because they have made a passionate discovery or experi-

enced a passionate resper well, let them of course but

this so seldom happens. I don't believe I ever felt com-

pelled to 'analyze.'"

In FebrJary, another cycle of books (including Summer,

The Bell Jar, Ordinary People) . Audre guides students

through free writing on books they've read outside of class,

using some of the following questions [2/22, Day 98]:

Thinking of the book you've just read, begin to
write non-stop about that book, or about the author,
and continue writing for 10 minutes. [After a
while,] Go back and read what you have written. Ask
yourself what matters about all these thoughts. How
did you feel while reading the book? Were you
frightened? envious? happy? hopeful? disappointed?
depressed? Explain that. Why did you remember
the parts you remembered? . . . Did any one of the
characters remind you of yourself in an" way? Whichone? Why? Did you like him or her?, .

Go back and read your free writing . . keep
asking questior.s such as these. Treat your
writing with respect . . expect to find answers
there. . . . Now . . underline the sentences or
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phrases which seem most significant to you . .mean something to you.
Can you write a general but significant state-ment about how you responded to the book or how youfeel about the book or just what you think is sig-nificant in the book or a big question you mighthave about the book. . .

She continues along these lines, asking students to keep

writing and k3ep examining what they have written for themes,

patterns. At one point, asks them to make lists of "ideas

that speed through your mind as you think about your general

statement"; at another to "underline the items that mean

something to you. Can these be grouped as general or

specific?"

2/23: Book discussion, in groups, starting with

general statement from day before. Additional questions to

guide discussion include:

Plhen was your book written? What can you rememberof events happening in the world at the time the
book was written. (Not of the time written about.)

Does the story push some profound truth that
everyone learns sooner or later? What is it? . . .What is the beginning situation in the story? . . .What are the major complications in the "rising
action"? . . . Do the characters seem real to you?Explain. [and thirteen more)

Walter takes a gallant stab at The Bell Jar:

I remember always the feeling of depression and
loneliness that the main character was suffering
from throughout the book. Always the feeling of
no confidence or self-esteem was present in her
mind. . . .

He goes on to thoughts on time, which he describes in the

margin as "rambling on, on, on." Mostly general statements;

not too many specifics.
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This unit ends with a test.

February 22 [Day 98]: Audre writes: "Began with

focused free writing on novel they've read in attempt to put

them in touch with some personal response. . . . I think it

was a good exercise to precede a novel test. They used their

notes--seemed pleased."

In March, students write "sagas," collaboratively

written stories around adventure themes--like episodes for

a TV series. At the same time, they read short stories and

discuss the process of writing fiction. Audre brings in a

piece by Diana Chang about her writing process, and they

compare notes. Audre writes that next year

. . . instead of worrying about the scheme for
literature--chronological--regioral--thematical--I'll just use it as a way of responding, listening--to a writer.

. . . the discussion of process. . . makes them
aware of the craft or skill or art of putting apiece, a story, a novel etc. together-- It can help
them see literature. [Day 112]

She goes on to compare to bike-riding and ballet: understand-

ing the process through having tried it, then being able to

look at what you and other writers/riders/dancers have done.

In April, Audre's classes read in class and than see

the film of A Streetcar Named Desire. During the reading,

Audre asks students to write in journals every night. She

starts them off with questions:

What's going to happen next? . . . Predict . . . Guess
. . . Do you think Blanche's presence is going tochange the relationship between Stanley and Stella?
. . . Do some ruminating about that scene. .. . [and]Show me that you're going to know this play
that you're going to make it yours. . . . Do something
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with it, . . . Run it through your brain. . . .

Ask yourself questions about it, and answer them.
. . . What's the point? [and] Keep writing down
reactions to what you read and hear. When you look
back over your notes, you may find you have a thesis
--that's how people write critical reviews. [and]
Get busy . . . so that you really have something from
the play--not just a vague, fuzzy memory Do
some heavy thinking about the play . . . and writing.
[118]

3/15 [Day'113] : Questions given out "in order to

stim,Ilate your thinking about" A Streetcar Named Desire in-

clude:

Summarize if you must, but only for a bit. What
questions occur to you as we read the play? Can you
answer them? Now does Williams reveal his charac-
ters to us? As you reflect on the action of the
play so far, what conng!ctions do you make? To your
own experience? to your other reading? to other
people you have known? to movies you have seen?. . .

What can you predict will happen? . . Let your
writing go wherever your ruminations take you.

At the beginning of each class, Audre asks a few

students to read from their journals--to reflect on what

they've read already and speculate on what is to come.

Perhaps because of this, students seem to be writing more

regularly.

Towards the end of the reading, Audre encourages

students to look back on what they've written, to try to

locate opinions that might become thesis statements.

When Todd writes,

It seems ironic that the discovery of (Blanche'A
age in the full light, and the confession of her
past come out together. It's as if Blanche knew
all along that once the veil of darkness was lifted,
the truth of her being would be revealed just as
clearly as the wrinkles on her lace,

Audre writes in the margin, "Great! another thesis statement."
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After a discussion in class, Kristen writes in her

I was especially surprised by what we came up with
for Blanche. Williams describes Blanche as moth-
like. He mentions the fact that her beauty can't
take the strong light. In the first scene she tells
Etella not to look at her in the light. "I won't be
seen in that glare." Moths are attracted to light,
but the light kills them.

During the reading and viewing of Streetcar, Audre

has tried to get kids to look more cicsely at their own

responses. In class one day, she asks them to

review your reading process and try to find someincident in your experience that has influenced youto feel the way you do about the play. Try to findout why you interpreted the play the way you did.
[120)

For the next cycle of readings, started right after

Streetcar, all of the above come together in a new set of

directions for keeping a reading log which will lead to "a

response paper based on your reading." Students are reading,

among other books, The Great Gatsby, The Sun Also Rises, For

Whom the Bell Tolls, and A Farewell to Arms.

The log is described as "the search for a topic for

your paper." On the direction sheet, Audre suggests

exploring with the following: [lists them) I beganto think of. . . I wonder why. . . I know the feel-
ing. . . I noticed. . . I love the way. . . I was
surprised. . . I can't rgally understand.

. . I
thought. . . I can't believe. . . If I had been . . .

and describes, perfectly, exactly what she wants the students

to do:

As you are reading your novel, keep a daily log
where you discuss the ideas in your book. In this
way you will begin to connect these ideas to your
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experience, making the novel your own, a part of
your storehouse of knowledge. As you reflect,
ruminate, and question, listen carefully to your-self and attempt to describe the effect the bookis having on you. This is your reading process.Examine it and take note of what you do with thematerial you read. Write honestly, respone deeply,admit confusion, expand on the author's ideas,
attempt to discover your own. [126]

Reading through response journals part way through
the reading, Audre calls attention here and there, with

marginal notes, to what might be emerging V, ses.

And the students seemed to be released: it's as if

Audre's question have freed them to ask their own--the ones
they need to ask. As if Audre had found the key she has

been looking for--the one that enables each student to make
his or her own real connection to a work of literature.

So often, as teichers, we work to find the "right"

questions about a work of literature. We review a novel,

cram in a critical essay or two, try to pin down the essence
of a story--to ask questions both stimulating and profound,

thought-provoking, yet not out of reach of our students.

Our "perfect" questions, however, often fall flat. Reading

student logs, Audre pnd I begin to see why. The students

ask themselves questions we would never think of; would not

know how to ask.

In these most recent logs, retellings of plot have

almost disappeared. One or two students (Debbie, for

instance) still cling to them, but the rest are too involved

in questioning to be content with mere plot. Todd and

Walter, among others, mention reading sections two and three
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times. Many--perhaps most--of the logs go on for pages

and pages: 8, 12, 15. Student after student backs up
statement or question with examples, quotations, excerpts
from the book.

Some, free to ask the questions they really need

to ask, start with almost total confusion. Steve M., on
A Farewell to Arms, writes

I wonder why the book had five different books init. This book was the first I seen with books andchapters.

Greg (on The Great Gatsby):

Is it Gatsby speaking in the beginning? I'mconfused.

And Eve, also on The Great Gatsby,

I can't really keep up w/ this book. I feel likeI [am) reading one thing and all of a sudden itstarts telling about something else. For example:I[t] said how beautiful Toms wife is and how hugeand great Tom is, then it will switch to how his
house looks like an eyesore compared to Gat.sby'shouse. . . . I don't unders*and why the characters
will be talking about one thing in a sentence andthen start talking about someone else. For example,when Mrs. Filson was talking to Mrs. McKee, theywere having a long conversation about feet (?) andall of a sudden something about a dress came inthe conversation which didn't make sense.

Reading on in the book, she asks. "Why was Gatsby nervous

about Tom being there? Did I miss something?" And then,

encouraged perhaps by Audre's and my enthusiastiz responses
to the first part of her log, begins to write her way toward

he beginning of self-confidence:

There's something very wierd about Tom. He seemsto want Daisy more than ever and now she's just
coming to her senses (it's about time) and seemsreally to be leaving Tom this time. I change my
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mind I just realized she was having a more serious
affair with Gatsby than I thought. . . For thefirst time in the book I understand what's goingon.

Audre has asked students to let their minds wander, to
allow associations to books they've read, movies they've seen
or whatever entersrtheir thoughts and reading logs. A

lively discussion in Period 3 one day centered on whether

or not Blanche, in A Streetcar Named Desire, was like Tiffany,
a character in "General Hospital." Lynne says that Tiffany,
like Blanche, acts "as if she thinks she's so great," but IS

really afraid of being hurt. Lynne's readinj log for The

Great Gatsby shows an equal involvement in the romantic plot:

I can't wait till Daisy sees Gatsby. What will shesay? or do?. . Gatsby has a lot of love for Daisy.
I'm glad. I hope they get together and she leavesTom. I never liked him. And I don't think Daisy
ever really loved him. . . . I'm so glad that Daisy'sbeen seeing Gatsby. I think it strange that Daisy
kissed Gatsby when Tom was right in the other room.Does Tom suspect anything? It doesn't seem as thoughhe does. This whole thing is weird, very very weird.
. . . I can't believe it! Daisy told Gatsby that sheloved him and Tom saw. Now what? This is getting
to be ridiculous. I can't believe that Gatsbytold him. Tom says that he still loves her and
that Daisy loves him. Daisy told Tom that she neverloved him. "I never loved him," she said with per-
ceptible reluctance.

At the end, she draws a conclusion:

I feel so sorry for Gatsby. Why did he have to die?I wanted him and Daisy to get together. I'm so mad!Daisy and Tom seemed to mess up everyone's lives.And they ended up with no problems but the peoplethey were involved with died. That's a real shame.

Kris S. agrees with Lynne and adds (describing the end of

the book):

1- 2.10
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He is in the pool and Myrtel's husband thinksthat Gatsby killed his wife and he kills him inthe pool. At first I didn't understand becausethe author doesn't just say it out. You have torealize yourself who killed Gatsby.. . . Then thisis really strange. No one attends Gatsby's funeral.I thought he had so many friends Jut then no oneshowed up. Nick called a few people but everyonegave him excuses. This was a sad ending. . . . Ihoped that Daisy and Gatsby would get together.He loved her so much. He even took the blare ofthe death of Tom's mystress. What a sad ending.

Tackling confusion head-on, many students, like Eve,
ask themselves questions about how a book is put together or
why certain themes or images recur. In The Great Gatsby,

according to Lynne,

Boy, the story line jumps about. One minute hetalks about Daisy and Gatsby, then there's a con-versation between Jordan and himself, then he jumpsback to the garage. Why does the story jump aroundthis way?

Steve M., on A Farewell to Arms:

I can't really understand why it rained a:1 thetime in the story. Everytime something happenedit rained.

Some students try to imagine what the writer had in
mind. Emil, in an otherwise skimpy log, imagines Yimself "in
4J or 50 years," sitting down like Ernest Hemingway to write

a book like The Sun Also Rises:

This. . .made me realize what Hemingway was doinghe wasn't writing for my benefit but for his bene-fit. If I liked his book and bought his book itwas a bonus, but the purpose for writing it was tosatisfy his inne, and his own mind.

Emil, like many students, picks out what is of interest
to him in the book he has read: bullfights and fights

between men, for instance, in The Sun Also Rises. The rest
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is "boring." James find a special interest, "gas masks and

guns," at the beginning of A Farewell to Arms and says, "I

get a perfect picture of this soldier." Lynne is so intent

on the love story in The Great Gallia that she resents the

interruption of Chapter 6: "This chapter is borirA me. I

don't want to read Ebout Dan Cody and his dumb yacht."

A number are shocked or disturbed by fictional

characters' handling of situations they can imagine themselves

in. The scene in The Great Gatsby in which Daisy kisses

Gatsby in Tom's presence bothered several readers ("He has

to mind; it's his wife! " -- -Kris S.). Several boys responded

to Catherine's pregnancy in A Farewell to Arms:

Catherine is going to have a baby. For this
reason I would be very careful about fighting.
I wouldn't want my child growing up with one
parent. [James]

If I had been Catherine I would of married
Frederick Henry so he could take care of me. If
she was living she would of needed support and
help fox. the baby and her. But I think she really
didn't love him. [Steve M.]

They describe their reactions to the chara.:ters and

events:

I don't like Catherine. She's kind of strange.
She gives herself to Tenate. She says anything
you want, I'm yours. I'll do whatever you want.
[James]

Kim D. writes:

I didn't really know if Ms Barkly really loved
him or if he really loved her. Everything seemed
so fake about it. I did like the ending though.
There, I made up my mind that they did in fact
love each other. It was a vory big shcok to
learn that the baby had died and so did Catherine.
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It really made me feel bad. To think of losing
2 people at the same time. And when he was say-
ing goodbye to her in the room (when she was
dead) hurt.

Greg again, later on in The Great Gatsby:

The incident with the car surprised me. That she
walked away from her husband and wmt with Gatsby.
Tom was pissed. I know the feeling.

Tom D. reacts and tries to locate reasons for his reactions:

As I finish the chapter I feel great sympathy for
Nick, as the odd person out of the threesome at
Gatsby's house, and as if Gatsby was just using
him all the time to find Daisy. . . . While Gatsby
seems to be getting what he wants, he seems afraid
that it won't be "perfect," the way he sees it.
It seemed like he was putting Tom down when he kept
introducing him as "the polo player," making him
into a physical specimen and nothing else.

John S. reads the book in two great gulps:

I got up to page 91, about halfway. I love it!
I still think things are the same way as far as
the attitudes of rich people are concerned. . . .

[quotes great chunk of description from book, to
illustrate how well F. Scott Fitzgerald does it.]
[Later:) Done. How bizarre. This man is weird.
By the end, you don't know how to feel about
Gatsby, whether to hate him or feel sorry fea. him.

Sandra, striking off on her own to read The Portrait of a

Lady, uses her angry reaction to denry James's plot to ask

questions about effect and purpose, carrying on a debate with

the author as well as with herself:

. . . how astonished I am. Isabel, I feel like
ripping her out of the page, roughing her up and
saying I told you so. But no she married and
stayed with that idiot Osmond. Perhaps there is
something here which I do not see. But I wonder
wily she stays with this man who robbed her of
everything that made her significant. . . . Perhaps
I misconstrue this however and the author is show-
ing Isabel's strength in facing a bad situation
rather than running from it Nevertheless I have
doubts.
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Cumhur lets Hemingway suggest broad questions to him:

In the war lots of things chan,e but there are
things which don't change. Frederick and Catherine
find love during the war. Especially the days which
they spent in the hospital for the whole summer
was very good. Being together all the time, talk-
ing about love, making jokes, sitting on the porch
on the breezy summer nights and watching the city.
It sounds lovely, romantic. But on the other side
the war is going on. People die soldiers at-
tack, soldiers retreat yet under all these
adverse conditions we can find love. . . . What is
the meaning of love for man and woman? . . should
we restrict our freedom when there is war; is it
fair to please ourselves when the rest of the people
suffer?

and ends with his reaction:

The end of the book effected me a lot. I felt
sorry when Frederick did, I felt melancholic when
he did, I felt excited; and finally felt I lost
everything that I have when Catherine died. It
was as if I were Frederick and I had all the ex-
perience that he had. The reason might be
because I wanted to feel in the same way.
Besides this the events which occurred at the time
when I read the [book) shaped me to behave in that
way. I'd felt lonely, lost; was very sensitive
too. Therefore when all these effects came to-
gether, I felt sorry, excited, melancholic, and
lost everything I had.

to which Audre replies, "Yes, this is the way in which we

all connect. Your experience with experience of the novel

creates something unique, your own and yet it is also shared."

Where do ideas about literature come from? Not, in

Audre's view, from "outside" somewhere -- enshrined, for

instance, in the work of respected critics--but neither do

they spring, full-blown, from the head of a reader at the
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moment of first reading. Like the writing process Audre

knows so well, the reading process she values is complex

and ever-changing; it unfolds in stages as a person reads.
As her conviction that there is a reading process as indi-

vidual and varied as the writing process has deepened

through the year, Audre has used students' knowledge of

themselves as writers to help them study those works of

other writers we call "literature." In the process, many

have developed an appreciation not only of the craft of

great writers but also of their own strengths as readers.

In a traditional high school English classroom the

teacher is the intermediary between author and student. It

is the teacher who decides what is significant to study,

what is worth attention in a work, and what is not. The

teacher asks questions, and the students answer them.

In Audre's classroom, there are no intermediaries.

The students are their own teachers. They struggle with

works of literature, asking the questions they need to ask

in language with which they are at home. In the process,

some reveal depths of confusion a teacher would never guess

at, while others soar to heights a teacher would never

dare to hope for. Many, starting from their own confubions,

work their way towards the beginnings of undeastanding of

form and symbol. Steve M., for instance, would probably be

bewildered by the kind of question about symbolism teachers

ask ("Describe and analyze the significance of weather in

A Farewell to Arms"), yet his own observation, "Every time

I-21C 4.,WOr7;rt
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something happens it rained," points to the beginning of an

understanding of Hemingway's use of rain. Lynne's page after

page of romantic soap-opera-style questions lead her to the

observation that Daisy and Tom "ended up with no problems

but the people they were involved with died"--a conclusion

that a more sophisticated reader might well have expressed

in more academic language. And her question, "tally does the

story jum? around this way?", could be the first glimmer of

an understanding of F. Scott Fitzgerald's craft. Among the

more experienced readers, Sandra's angry debate with Henry

James and Cumhur's deep identification with Ernest Heming-

way's protagonist go far beyond what any teacher could

think to ask for.

Audre's question starters - -' can't really under-

stand. . . ," "I can't believe. ," "If I had been. . . ,"

etc.--seem to tap into these personal reactions, make them

legitimate, give students permission to ask themselves

questions not usually heard in school. I am excited by the

freshness and clarity of the voices heard in the reading

logs; by the power of minds at work released onto the page.

These reading process journals, like writing process jour-
d

nals, seem to invite students to extent themselves--to ask

more of themselves than we would ask of them. The "honest

voice" Audre has been looking for speaks loudly, clearly

through the journals. One after another, students observe

and often analyze their responses to what they are reading.

1- 2.14.
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Then an "idea"--a thesis statement--emerges, it is not from

a vacuum, but rather from a rich mine of explored thought
and feeling. The students are making literature their own.
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THINKINKING ALOUD MEMO 01 Feb. 8 12th Grade "Len Schutzman

What have I learned about this class, this teacher, so far ?
What works for the people in this rocm ?

"Writing is a deeply personal activity," Len tells his 12th grade students
(Day 49); one which involves risk-taking and willingness to leave yourself open.
You have to be willing to share, at least to some extent and with some people, if
you want to do it well. This invitation to take risks, to share personal experience,
lies at the heart of Len's writing class; and Len's own openness, as a writer and as
a human being, his own willingness to take risks and share with the class, at the
heart of his teaching style. It's not that writing has to be confessional, he re-
assures his students c many reluctant to chance revealing themselves; Just that
"you're going to wrife best about what you know best." (10) He gives the e*ample of
high Jumping as something not too personal that he himself might write about from ex-
perience, and adds, "Some things that are personal I may never want in tell anybody;
others I'm willing to talk about with some people. I'm willing to take risks in a
writing group because others are willing to take risks too." (II) He encourages
the students to join him in taking risks: when Mary hedges nervously around the impli-
cation of incest in a fair tale ("I don't really want to say this"), Len tells her,
"You have to be brave in this class." (70)

It was hard uphill work at first. Many students were wary of writing, and
especially of writing groups. Some put their fears in words: "It's like a part
of yourself...You're opening yourself up, inviting people to take a pot shot at it."
(Jeff, Day II) Len respects these feelings, and acknowleges the achievement of those
who reach beyond them. He thanks Cindy for thinking "deeply" about writing (28), and
thanks Neil and Scott, the first to read their writing to the whole class, for doing
"a brave thing." (15)

If risk-taking is a major theme in this ,:lass, then the reluctance of some
students to take risks, the willingness of others to try, and the progress of the
class in the direction of becoming "brave" is another. Speaking again about writing
on personal topics, Len says "I sense you're resisting that." (II) As the year goes
oi, Len brings to the attention of the students, again and again, his perceptions of
what is happening in the class: the process more than the products of writing, lis-
tening, learning to share. "I feel I'm not in touch with you about what you are doing
with this writing" (II) or "I get the feeling in the group that we're getting to a
point where we're willing to trust one another... I have a good feeling about what has
happened today." (12) or "I need to know where you are on this." (37) These comments
on the process of the class are part of Len's larger committment to asking his students
to observe and reflect on what is happening to them while it is happening. During a
discussion of writing process, for instance, after actiltaly listening to Cindy, Len
stands back to ask Kathy, "What did I Just do?" Kathy says, "You asked questions to
get her to talk more," and someone adds, "You left some sentences open, so she finished
them." (28) Before turning discussion back to the students, Len points out that what
he is doing is "modelling" a way of responding to what someone says. He often stops
to call students' attention to what he is doing; to rpen up his thinking about and
goals for tne students to them. When he gave out copies of the "writers' manuscript"
set I brought to school, he also distributed the argyle by Louise DeSalvo that ex-
plains the philosophy behind using manuscripts with students. When I mentioned to
Len, after class one day, that I had noticed that most students seemed more willing to
take risks than they had been, he brought my comment in to share with the class the
next d],/
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Len encourages -- pushes -- students to take responsibility for themselves

- :
and one another: shows them that they can, and helps them improve their skills in listen-
ing to and supporting one another. In additionto modelling, he gives examples of what
supportive comments might be ( "I like what you did about that leaf in the stream"), and
explains that, for instance, it's hard to read in a large group, "even if you've done
It before." Listeners, he says, need to be supportive, appreciative; that way readers
will be "less anxious" if not completely comfortable. .15)

Len questions students closely, helping them clarify their thinking, refusing, for
the most part, to give answers, and reminding them that they can explore their minds
and feelings further to come up with their own answers: "1 think you do know, Chris,
but you haven't said it yet...."(48) He turns questions back to students againamd
again, and asks students to join him in learning how to do this: "Can anyone ask a
question that will get Tom to talk about it ?"(12) "Ask him a question, Kim, to help
him make what he's saying clearer." (48) Wnen Beb says to Marie, "You should try to..."
Len interrupts with, "Stop ! Bob, don't tell her what to do. Can you think of a
question that would help her think ? " (12) When a student's question is particularly
good, Len often ;tops 4'0 repeat if with an enthusiastic "Good question !"

Buildfng community, Len redirects students who speak to him alone: "Not Just
me -- everybody." To check that everyone is involved, everyone has a c hance to
understand, Len uses "say back" constantly: for listening to writing, of course, but
also for checking understanding of literature or even Len's own assignments. Before
you comment, he tells students,-tetis. make sure we understand what he/she is saying.

Underlying and supporting this concentration on bu!!ding cooperation and trust
between class members is Len's acceptance of feelings, his own included. "You sourd
angry,' he will say to a student, or "How do you feel about your writing group?" or
"about writing this ?" As a participant in the class, writing and revising along with
students and observing the same deadlines he ,i,ets for them, Len contributes his own
feelings as a writer and group member. "I'm overwhelmed by my story; don't know how
I'm going to fi:lish Tt by Tuesday'.'"(19) "I start these stories and they just go on and
on... out of control" (62) "I need to tek to someone about this." (18) He de-
mands respqpt.as a writerrin the group: "I need to write, TI/eresa. If you have a
question, t-

let's.ask it later4'." '(18)
71

Academic work had been.centered around writing from the beginning.
So far, there hay e been 57/y "major" pieces of writing, on topics chosen
by the students themselves,, a two-part case study, eko44essays and some
writing about a play read in class. Recently, Len has led students through
a unit on fairly tales, mainly reading and class discussion for a while,
only now easing into a writing assignment. (Len felt that many stu_lents
were "written out" by January; needed a change of focus for a while.)

Len, more than most of us -- or 7erhaps more consistently --
hi-;self to class. Whether. he is telling srtories about his three-year-
old to illustrate a point about the Oedipts complex, or sharing his doubts
about a piece of writing or his feelings about a student, he uses him8elf
as an instrument, to measure and shape what happens in his class.



THINKING ALOUD MEMO 1 October 2 1_1981 .....1st JEtmle Reba Yekala

What nave I learned about tnis class, this teacher, so far?
What works for the people J.n this class?

Four mornings a week, for a half hour between snack and
recess, these 8 boys and 7 girls are discovering the world of
writing. Working singly or in small groups, with frequent
self-shuffling of places and partners, these 1st graders are
talking with each other, composing aloud, swapping and shari..,,,
crayons and ideas, and working(drawing and or writing) in large
fold-over booklets of 5 pages each. Each is exploring an individualcomposing process: in coloring and penciling; with dashes and
invented spelling; in struggle and success. Each is aiming for

A published book has a history of this sort behind it. FourRough Draft (defined as "not real good ...it can be better")stories,with an inked stamper to prove it, a teacher conference and choice
of one, a typed (by RP) transfer of story to white paper(half of
an e-0(1111), a titled cover, and a brief biography of the author.

Reba models what they will practice. On Day 4 she composesaloud and with them begins a story from her board drawing of .2 dogson a bed. Together they write, over 6 dashes:
mi dogs El on my bied (My dogs sleep on my bed)

As the story continues, certain patterns emerges that the drawing
or writing "doesn't have to be perfect"; that she welcomes
suggestions from others, as well as acknowledges we all "have a
story inside"; that dashes hold the place for words; and that spellingis invented. David volunteers a tough word for the class to
spell and his pronounced superdelilicious becomes for the class
sprds. And a final anxiety- deflator- -that it "doesn't matter if
you write or draw first."

Advancement is a very individual thing. The students are
encouraged, not pushed, and Reba notes that it can take them
"four or five booklets" before they are "caught in a subject."
!'r hat works here is that the children are choosing their own topics,
working at their own pace and discovering their own composing
styles and strategies in a well-managed environment rich in drawing,talkirT, collaborating, creating, and writing.

2 f; 0



THINKING ALOUD MEMO #2 December 8 1st grade-Reba Pekala

How do you handle an ethnographic itch--one that is just out of reach?

AN'ter 25 days or so of riding the crest, ethnographically speaking,
of classroom observation, we know we were right in "casting a wide net"
to capture a sense of a class coming into being, of a group forming
itself around rules and routines. Even as we tentatively dropped down
to peek at individual composing styles, we sensed an irritant. Moving
from an overview of fleeting sketches of this or that child soon meant
missing much by our very efforts to cover more. What was slipping away
was the detail, the substance of discovery.

So it was time to step back and look at what our cast net might
hold. But from where do you stand? To make a closer inspection it was
time to spend a couple of days "at sea" with the crew, not just dropping
aboard for 1/2 hour visits. Here's a log of that journey:

Day 30

9:00

Class begins with acknowledging the helper for the day (Jeremy).
He begins by moving the pumpkin on the calendar to October 26th, leading
the class in the pledge, and helping with attendance. Amy reads her
first published book "Space" to an attentive audience, and with arm-
around-the-shoulder support from Mrs. Pekala is led back to her seat
in the circle. A homework assignment using the letters j and d is col-
lected by Reba with lots of one-on-one comment and encouragement.
Ever-alert Jaime twice notices aloud my presence: "You're not supposed
to be here now!" she's quite miffed about that, you know. The phone
buzzes and Craig and Lauren are called down to speech. Meanwhile,
because it's raining outside, Mrs. Pekala explains Alternatives program- -
which includes Arts & Crafts, 2 games rooms, ball games, ping-pong,
jump rope, and Library--indoor activities set up for when weather
prohibits outdoor play. Kids seriously select choices.

9:30

Class activity shifts to Assured Readiness program. Flash cards
review earlier sounds and introduce today's sound: ch as in cherries.
Kids call out other samples and guesses including: checkers, cheerios,
truck chilly (chili), trauma, travel, etc. She corrects confusion on
tr vs. ch and adds "So if you have a letter with a c in it, you better
look at what comes next."

1 -'21.1
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Out cornea clay to roll the snakes and shape ch. I watch Dean Lun
his hands t(Al times over his ch as he chants the so1nd ten times.
"Mrs. Peka]a, I'm all finished!" and she answers, "Save your snakes,
fold them up a little. bit." As mats and clay are put away, the lesson
ends with another maple of rounds of shouting out quickly the sounds
on cards Reba flashf.s. Derek takes on all comers.

10:00

In comes Mrs. Glide pushing a cart laden with peg boards, bowls of
marbles and rubber bands, ditto packets, etc. Three different groups
form and exchange practice with the visual motor skills part of the
Assured Readiness program.

11:00

Cart lady departs and snack time arrives. As apples, pears,
banannas and peanut butter cookies appear, Reb. announces "After snack
today is writing." David shouts out "Good!". Over her coffee, we dis-
cuss ch lesson and their confusion on tr and ch sounds. Reba: "They're
like little sponges. I love it." Craig rushes to library-wants to be
back in time for writing. Natascha off to read her first book to
principal. She and Denise (1-,zr chosen companion) return immediately
because Neil's not there.

11:15

Writing time. I join Amy, Kara, and Lauren at their table. Kara
pours two dozen small sea shells onto table top and composes her first
page: a sil i lit (a shell I like) and traces shells' shapes onto that
page. Others discuss shells and haggle over which ones they can "have".
That table turns into a talk fest, but not before I watch Amy draw two
purple hills and a big storm--a wild drawing with this explanation:

i we a sea (It was a stormy night)
ni pg. 3

She turns over page, announcing "Page Four" and with pencil and heavy
hand on red crayon explains field of "full hot lava". She's losing
control of lava, so she pencils it back with a line and writes,

A H L vir (a hot lava)

(she adds this when she sees what I'd written)

Page 5 ends with pencil drawing and:

H L HL HAS (hot lava in the houses)

12:30

After alternatives and lunch, Reba reads Leland Jacobs' April Fool
for fifteen calming minutes, pre,ping them for his visit in November.



Next is Math Games. As they rest heads on hands she announces, "Mr. Carter,
we are just starting our math program. First we do games and then we do
worksheets." Kids group for "Just before and After", "More than" and
"Animal spots" through arithmetic card games. This is the Winroth Program- -2 to 3 weeks of games before worksheets; it's ungraded, self-paced with
attention to addition, multiplication, and then subtraction. Parents come
in to help. If they finish early, kids could choose to read, write oe
draw.

1:30

Leaf lesson. Actual samples and four page ditto packet illustrate shapes
and kinds of leaves. Kids note pointy and rounded lobes and other features.
Then they go through packet and do some coloring in with extra time.

2:00

Gym time. They clean up work area before lining up to go down to gym.
By 2:20 chairs are up, ccats and lunch boxes are gathered, and Reba reviews
two school rules:

1) Not to hurt anyone's feelings.

2) Not to hurt anyone's body.

Once there, Toby takes kids through hall games for motor skills--"tries
to give as much one on one time as possible." Lots of bathroom visits
and more progressive ball bouncing games: sit, stand,bounce (little, medium,
high), until moving throughout the gym. A final game, Farmers & Chickens,
wraps up last three minutes and its time tc line up, put coats on and file
out to buses.

Day 31

9:00

Kelli is helper for the day. She sets weather on the map, handles
attendance and pledge and makes her choice first for the day's Alternativ,sactivities. Rest of class bargains seriously for options (today only two
can go to certain activities. Natascha cries after losing coin toss and
Is consoled by class.

9:10

Magic Circle today. Only third time held so Reba reviews rules.
They remember:

1) Not allowed to bring anything to Magic Circle

2) No put downs

3) Sit Indian style, except ii wearing dress.

1. 7.-1.3
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Today's topic: "A good feeling and a bad feeling." All kids share both
and then review.

9:50

Magic Circle is over and five kids from Middle School (Mr. Vlahkis' class)
enter as part of Community Service program. Older kids conduct circle,
choose games and tell stories. First graders join in with their spooky
stories: Robby excellent rendering of his version of "The Monkey's Paw",
Kara on a witch/ghost story. Activity concludes with older kids serving
ahlloween "goodies": pretzels, popoorn, candy bars, cookies, candy corn- -real healthy stuff--I got a plate too.

11:15

Writing time. Craig, Natascha, David, Jaime and I discuss Craig's dinosaursand I tell them of a mix-up just discovered at Yale on misplaced dinosaur's
head. It doesn't matcn the body it's been attached to in the musuem since1909. Craig erases and redra'ds his dinosaur's head.

12:30

After lunch Reba reads Morris and Boris and Tucker is off to read his first
published book to the principal. Tucker has a hard time deciding which
friend to bring along. Kids offer bribes. Finally heads off with Dean to
read to Neil "Super Apple and Super Orange". Then Math Games and Clean Up,and line up for Music.

1:30

Dan Grable leads them in songs, like Barnacle Bill and a scary Halloween
song ("Have you seen the ghost of John?/ Long white bones with the rest all
gone".) Hands out tambourines, bells, drums, clackers for rousing renditionof "Hurry, hurry gotta toomba" and finale of Miller Avenue School song.
Back to classroom for a brief review of ch sound and word recall. Reba
adds match, latch, and they add catch, chain, change,"chit is a curse",
cheese, chalk. They count up to 17 ch's. Then they prepare to go home
trom Art.

2:35

Claudia works with them on shapes and textures lesson. Kids collect textures
off (sandpaper, doilies, walls, scissors, etc.) and rub them with crayon onto
paper. "Hey, Dave, you're walking around with a great texture right here!"
(his belt buckle). Kids hand in their masterpieces, clean up and collect
puppPts from last class and rush up stairs to the buses. Whew!



Kids and Chronology

On Day 32, I stepped away from my notebook and stood behind the
video lens to view the class. That perspective focused several observa-
tions for me. First you can't take field notes and run audio-visual
equipment. Second, you see things differently and cause all kinds of
changes in doing so. First graders turn into hams and play to the
camera, relishing reruns. More familiarity and exposure to video
should decrease this medium's intervention in their writing activities,
but I learned a bigger lesson. Panning to include the whole class,
"casting the wide net", I was struck by their individuality, their
specialness, and that picture helped me know that closer looks at par-
ticular students were due next.

The s"bstance of their differences could only be gathered by
discovering more. I would need to remember the advice of the poet
John Moffitt when he wrote:

"To look at any thing
If you would know that thing
You must look at it long:"

And so, I'll continue with closer looks at individual students.
Along with that focus, here's a chronology of what's been going on in
Reba's class:
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On Day 33, Jeremy produces two rough drafts oa "Fall" and "Winter"in one period. He makes connection of silent e first in Nice (Nise),Ic. (loyse) and then really understands it in (Slide) in Winter.

p. 1) Winter p. 2) Winttr
is nise

is fon
I iLie

Blios i
winter

can scate
p. 3) on ioyse (first written as

oys. I work on i
sound. He adds ice)

p. 4) And I can

yous p. 5) But I hav
my now

no hil ("look at that!"sled
to slide he says)

on
On "Fall", he carries over confusion some had on ch sound (Day 31):

p. 4) My Chrys
havit

tord lalrse
yet

("trees")

Jeremy has been on a quantity kick from the beginning, producing roughdrafts almost as fast as he can turn pages. On Day 23 he proudly announcedto a small group of us, "You won't believe this, I just finished my 12thbook!" and gets stung by Natascha who replies "So who really cares? Right,Derek?" On Day 41 Reba notes "A nonchalant feeling about writing"-he justdoes it. It doesn't "enthuse him." In art, Jeremy "doesn't care aboutdrawing", his figures seldom have "ears, nose or mouth". Reba recalls anearlier incident when she returned a typed story for him to complete andmore than a week later he still hadn't done the drawing. Yct he is pouringout stories, sounding out words quite accurately and bursting with ideasof interest. On Day 54 he adds his suggestion in a conversation regardingRudolf's red nose. He thinks Rudolf should drink white wine so his red nose"won't show up so much." That is followed by heateL. debates with Robby overerasers past and present while both shift away from composing.



Day 35

Reba is concerned about the number of conferences she's having and
wants to improve the quality of them. Kids are "sloughing off three"
to conference on a fourth. She now sees a shift "to a sentence or line
on each page "and hopes to upgrade the quality "now they know they can
write". Robby, an exception to this category, and we agree I'll zero
in on him. "Every day is a different kind of high" for him she notes and
we wonder "where his mind's at" and hope to "find out his feelings about
what a story is." Since publishing his first book he "just doodles so
much."

Day 37

I begin to watch the elusive Robby. It's the day of the Columbia
Space Shuttle's first effort to b'ast of and with the T.V. blaring in
the room, Robby begins on a rough draft:

J.C.:

Robby:

J .C. :

Robby:

"How do you feel about that topic?"
"Good--you know what I want to write about soon is
how the President got shot and all that...I can't
write about the Columbia." (Starts to draw in pencil
on the cover and says, "The Columbia and other rockets?"
"Are you going to write about that?"
"Yep." (He turns to page 1. Draws and says "There's
the seat -- I'm in the seat." As he draws more I ask
him to think out loud. "Buttons and all this stuff up
on the roof." Runs off for more crayons. Continues
drawing and days, "This is the screen, I'm facing
away from the screen - -I'm drawing and this is the earth
and this is Saturn--or whatever has the ring around it."
He makes going-around-the-earth noices. "What's that?"
I ask. "That's the arrow that shows they are going
around the earth." Later he adds a "box for food" and
has the "bad guy ship" attack. Turning pages, he
adds a runway and wheels. David comes over and says,
"The Columbia wasn't in a war." Robby responds "so, I
can make it in a war." And then adds "I show myself
in the control panel." David answers "Excellent!"
'timing last page, Re)by immediately starts to write in
pencil:

H

E N
D

and asks vie, "How do you write end?" I sound it out and
he adds an A before ND--(This makes sense I later learn
because Reba says they haven't learned E yet.) I ask
"Is it over?" And Robby says, "No, I'm going to make the
space ship land on Mars." Then Craig is over to swap
rough drafts with Robby and the time is up.



Day 39

Reba delighted: Kids just "came in and all sat together and quietly
wrote." Looks like writing time is now at start of the day!

Day 40

Dr. Jacobs and poetry lesson

Day 41

Kids work on their "Big/Little" poems and Reba introduces letter s
and shifts to comparison/contrast idea:

Big as

Derek's start:

Big as

elfent

And Natascha's:

Big as

a tree
a person
a building

Little as

Little as

latebug

Little as

an ant
a flower
a blanket

(with lovely drawings)

Reba notes that at least four have chosen Space Shuttle pieces to
publish and wonders at giving topics as above two, and what motivates
their choice of topics. We'll watch that. As of 11/9 this class has
published 45 books (15 kids) compared to last year's 44 books (19 kids).

Day 42

Kara, who informs me she is soon to move, begins to copy published
books of her classmates on to rough draft booklets. She is doing this so
she'll "remember everybody". What is also interesting is that in copying
Derek's book and trying to read it she discovers what she doesn't know.
I ask her the title of it and she gets as far as "The Buh" ("The Bear")
and ask her that her plan is if she doesn't know something: "go back to
it later". As she dopies drawings and words she sounds out each letter
ane watches me write. She brings over her own book "The Guppies" and
tells me she has added something. tad is wt-Itten in upper left corner
of page 3. I ask about it."tee ah duh tad"-she announces. I ask "what's
a tad?"

Kara:

J.C.:
"A frog...and a fish."
"You're wonderful!" We agree to meet more on "The
Guppies" later and she shows me a "felt heart" she is
"making for someone special in the class."

Meanwhile the Columbia goes up.



I continue work with Robby. We work on "Hiawatha and the Alligator".He "reads" it to me and then switches to show me his "book I made with mymother." I ask, seeing drawings, "You draw the picture and she writes
the words?" He days, "She sits down and says 'What do you want to happen
here?'" He shows me through "stories" on Batman, The Lone Ranger, "This
is supposed to be Silver", "these are very, very bad people right here"
(shows a page with swastika drawn) etc. We start to work on "Aliens in
Space" and he writes The Alen (s). Then he numbers pages in book 3+4+5+
6+....9 he avoids completely the sentence and then starts to play with my
extra pen, clicking it absent mindedly. And before we know it we run out
of time. On Days 49 and 51 we conference again--and he produces this
line in a story about "the world": ADUMANDEV (Adam and Eve) p. 2. On
page 3 he draws a cave man. And he asks for another conference "because
I have so many ideas in my head."

We discuss how hard it is to concentrate and hope to set up a way
for both of us to write. On Day 54 he works on Santa story:

BitI stadup
I Hed

I sawr sit
cos

(but I stayed up and I hid)

(I saw Santa Claus)

I can't hang on to this little Proteus--but it's sure worth trying.

I worked with Kelli on her story "Me and my Mommy." As she watches
me record her title, she proclaims, rI spelled everything right--I knowed
everything right."

p. 1 says "Me and my mommy are pretty"--slashes 6 dashes and draws the
two figures.

p. 2 Kelli looks around, draws 6 red slashes, grabs a blue crayon
and writes: Me And My Mommy

B PIC
and asks me "Do you know what that says?" "No, tell me." Kelli: "Me and
my mommy are digging." She immediately draws the picture. I try to ask a
question about "writing and drawing and thinking" but Lombgetting "I
write words and pictures...once I do the words, I try to make-like say
when I did 'Me and my mom are digging'I draw me and mom digging." So
it seems pictures represent the idea as simply as the words do. One
doesn't embellish or add more to the other hLt are both parts of compcwing.
Once again I am struck by the mystery of so much of this.



The- e longer visits in the classroom and closer looks at individual
writers t still elusive and exploratory. For me these observations
open more questions regarding topics, conferencing, and sharing writing.They raise questions too about how writing time draws from the energy
pool kids have to make it through their days. And on our own abilities
to decipher the codes that make these students learn to compose.



THINKING ALOUD # 3 REBA PEKALA 1st GRADE APRIL 1982

This memo covers the time and events from the new year through March.
Since Day 70 I havecbserved Reba's class ten times and recorded at least as
many video sessions in and out of class. My data, therefore, are found in
two forms: fieldnotes and videotape,cassettes. I would like first to comment
briefly on my work behind the camera, then sketch the chronology of events
since January, and conclude with a close charting of one student's development
as a writer from

September to March.

VIDEO: A DIFFERENT LENS

The problems inherent in "successfully" videotaping students at writing
are legion. Yet like a young Don Quixote I ventured forth, cheered on by a
certain Sondra and Nancy. he knew hours of analysis were needed to study
minutes of recorded observation. We knew I would have to set aside my ethno-
graphic notebooks to master the machinery. So I began experimenting, gettin;,
me used to the equipment as well as the students. The theory was that throu,,A,
enough exposure to the equipment, ,t would "disappear" for them. Our plan was
then to begin documenting individual writers, representing different abilities,
at various stages cf their composing processes.

On into the fray. One by one 1 would invite a student during writing time
dow:i to a quiet section A. the library and turn the camera on. One on top o!
another I would sweat my way through a variety of problems: lighting; microphone
placement: camera positioning and focus; and especially frustrating, finding a
useful balance between being with the kid and not intervening in his/her composing
process (under the circumstances).

By next September, when we will need to launch a series of video recordings,
we hope to have worked out enough of these wrinkles so that we can successfully
document kids' writing. At present, I will not concern myself with analysis of
previously recorded data. But for the record I present a catalog of those do:en
episodes shot:
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an.3-S

ClflOVIMI CIT SESIION7, VIDEOTAPED

WHEN
h110

REGARDING
Day

79
Tucker ( David

Exposed MIC in library proper80
Denise

"Things"
84

Jeremy
"The Library"

85
Jeremy

"Mlr Carter filmed me"86
Natascha

"rlorida Birds"
95

Denise
Story & ethical issue96

Natascha/David/JaAle pot luck
99

Robby (silent)
"Concentration Camp" story100

Tucker
"The Big Fight"

104
Derek (silent) t Jeremy
(assisting)

"Lassie"
105

In class practice
Writing time

111
keba & Conference

Chris, Derek, Denise 1 ::ass

nrrv.'.(17 Or rvINTs

Herein is a running ca-nentary, a Joycean le,; weel by wel, of 0:at hapr.t.7-:s

ir. Reba's class as related to the kids and their wrting. It is intrmded az, a
deAcrirtive sketch not a precise summary; it set. a context for ha: fellows:

keha and ! agree to :ero in cn one student F"lc:: Nala,-:In a. a 1% candi-
aaWi. Fht. uurks ('Ti her I... P. of "A bol ral ied into the rot!" and cenferenees i;;;.

. Piece does%st c to put%lication.

an.11-1:; Natascha cor.:plete!- "Me" and share: it Wit1'. ClaES. an3 Derek on
companion stories entitled "The Big Snow" -. Reba continues to write on Wednesdays.
Kelli and Denise share love stories with Neil. Thursday N Yids play in mow,
leaving a note on the board for me to come out and join them.

an.18-22 Kids begin work on capital letter.4 and long A sound. I start video taping
first David and 'Ducker, then Denise in the library.

an.25-29 Two days of videotaping Jeremy. Thursday with Natascha and her "Florida
Birds" story. Kids are in writing circle when we return.
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Feb. 1-5 I am studying for exams.

Feb. 8-12 Kids continue capital letters, Reba now giving students choices of
lines or unlined comp. paper. Another Video of Denise in the Library.
Ethical questioh: "Do you let people listen to this?" comes up for her.
Kids continue .WI:ard of Co: story 4egun week before (during reading time).Feb. 15-19 SWR - Vacation

Feb. 22-26 Seventh graders continue regular Tuesday AM visits. Progress with
Derek in :.4olication of "The Parakeet" and Robby with "The Man From the
Moon". I video Robby on his "Concentration Camp" rongtfraft. Also video
Tucker. Kau notes kids are "capable of value Judgments" and of recognizaig
41141 after Zitiag and discussilviDOek's story.
Reba has 3 composing tapes on Jeremy. Capital letters now to J, K, L.

.Video experiment with Derek and Jeremy in Library. Reba and class brain-
storr on hook; for 'th graders talk about beginninid2lei/lind of such
story. Reba meets with Jeremy - he stilt not writing. She tries listing ;dca.
No charvs.

nar. S-1.2 Kid woe,. on rcl of 'th graders stories. Ber:in retying of Charlcttre.f.
'Act). Also start writing on a planting/seedling idea for Jack's Victory Carden.
Oinesaur steps)

Book he!clrtsA Start to stretch doum the hall wall. ,Sight word: showin;.. ur in
(David!. koi''.Ny es:pecially "on purpose" with 'th grader story - Reba pleio.c.i.

Nor. 17.1:1
'.4:40!. effort 1.::t!. 3eremy t...)rh;n.; en Fsigne] tviie ;letter

t. -rjvr heport card: due.
'lar. a:2-2c Ancther writin,: circle - Lid:;.1;scuss when they art an. hell each

othvr :41ong it!. ;zu.;.;etions write. in :nacv Suttle.
graders visit. Still reading Charlotte's heb.
Duel row using chapters in his story "Tote and 02".

'!ar. (fur ,!entaui ketreat

Afar 1-5

.3

A wrTTri. rnaoriv. - NAT.VMA crIVOY

or several reasons, Natascha is the ideal candidate to begin with. She
is a verbal, active, intelligent child who ably to interact with peers
and adults in a range of activities. Secondly) I have a lot of data on her,
since early in January Reba and I decided Natascha would be a likely .student
to focus upon. Coincidentally, she is also the daughter of a friend and Collef,Ue
of mine from hoslyn, and I know her family and something of her home life.
Finally I like her and have formed an easy rapport with her based on our play

1 2.3 3
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and work times together. All of these combine to produce this unique set of
circumstances, and give us a solid base to initiate in analysis of a first
grader's writing development.

I would like to start by physically describing in a sequential and

cumulative fashion, and then examine, thrrigh my cut and pasted fieldnotes and
a text analysis, her progress as a writer.

As the school year has unfolded Natascha has exhibited' a growing diversity
and range in her writing behaviors. Her neatly clenched right fist has held
first crayons, then a pencil, then a felt-tip pen, as she has moved from pictures
and dashes to printed "words", and then to script - from September throu0 March.

While her actual writing has grown more expressive and facile,* so to have her
mannerisms during writing time. Her early habits of "baby talk" and of
interrupting me or others gradually faded as she took her work more seriously.
Reba notes that Natascha needed at first, "lots of reinforcement and feedback
for each written page", that she would "interrupt conferences to. show me Fingle
completed attempt at,a sentence "(1n/14). After this slow start and a pc:-
functory first book (she just "did it", says Reba) Natascha does indeed grew
more involved in her writing. She would lea hack or forward to think, starting
out to focz on what's next, on an idea or a sounding out struggle. Sometimes
sho would hum or sing to herself, er chatter with Jame or Derek while standing
splay-legged over a rough draft. She would share her book with others, pninting

NJ*, words for tnem, even holding her boo; upside down so another ,across

her could follow better. On one surh day, she reviewed her earlier publisnoJ

5oos with me, observing, "It's embarrassing".about "Dog" her first published

hook. I ask her what she means and she says, "I'll show you". After reading

it to me she plaintively sighs, "les just not good enough for me"... I don't

like anyone to see it because I would be embarrassed." (1/12/82) that

is quite a leap from haphazardly reading a series of 27 dashes as "ry

eleonant is in his barn he likesto eat peanuts I hope he is there." (9/21).

Test Analysis

In the chart below !have grouped Natascha's first four rough drafts

and published books with two later rough drafts for a developmental depiction

of these samples of her writing. A number of interesting discoveries surface

one especially being , the increase through time in the number of words and

See Text Analysis Chart
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S.

related decrease in the number of illustrations. As her confidence and facility

grewi Natascha reliedless-end less on pictures telling the story (see Appexdix

11). Another related change is the consolidation of "writing" strategies

toward script (sc) shown in column 5. A closer examination of other aspects

of the chart and the appendicies offer further insights into her growth

as a writer. A look at the jump in invented spelling between draft 01 ("The

Dog") and Draft 02\("Haunted House") shows her steady grappling with

beginning, middle and end sounds. Later explorations in using 2 and 3

syllable words show further progress.

An area of particular interest to ine is the relationship of the skirful

drawer with the beginning writer. Here's a child who begins with a clear

talent for drawing. 4hen the task is tc. "tell a story" and the child operas

with a dependence on drawing which literally disappears as her writing Oil'

progresses) I'm intrigued, What were her composing strategies? What is the

relationship of drawing to writing in the mind of a child with a story to

tell? What about the child who hasn't the motor skills and success with

,drawing? -What are their composing strategies? How can we learn more about

what kids need to express themselves in school? This chart and accompanying

appendicies are exploratory in nture-early probes into understanding the

development of a 1st grade writer. Witascha is the first student we have

looked at in this way. Thirteen others await a similar scrutiny as we move

deeper into understanding 1st grade writing.
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1. Without making a big deal of it, Anita includes herself
in a community of writers(I get one too, because I'm going to
write in the journal too."). She connects with Eric by making
"the same mistake" he did in designing the journal cover.
She also wrote her name upside down on the outside cf the cover,
as he had just done.

2. Steps in Writing

i

1 Write first draft
2 Have a conference with a writing partner
') Decide how you want to change or add to your first drift
)Write a second draft

5)Confer with a writing partner and check for capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling

6)Mect with Mrs. Graves
?)Write your final draft



THINKING ALDO) MEMO #2 December 8 4th Grade-Anita Graves

How do you handle an ethnographic itch-one that is just out of reach?

If the metaphor I employed in launching Reba's memo can be re-
called I'd like to build on it as a way of understanding some of the
similar shifts occurring in observing Anita's class. Here too was the
ethnographic itch, the bothersome dilemma of successfully "casting the
wide net", only to discover that we were not capturing the needed detail
of students' writing processes. At about the same time that the Columbia
Space Shuttle was blasting off in Rgba'a class, Anita was recognizing
the need for subtle shifts in the pitch and yaw of her students' composition
course.

By the first weck of November, she noted that some kids ,ere
"sharing just to share" rereading the same viaces, while a fey others
still had not shared. The problem was to "get those regular sharers to
reduce quantity and improve quality". Revision. was gently introduced
on Days 26 and 27 when.John and Christine reported back changes in their
stories suggested by their audience the previous day. Anita: "Yesterday
we told a couple of people how they could improve their stories--as part
of sharing". John is askftd to read his piece on Hawaii and ape-killing,
with changes, and Anita asks those who made suggestions if they "notice
any differences?" Most agree it's "faster-paced", "has more action in
it" and "an improvement" nods Richie. Anita concurs, "It's much clearer
.now". When Christine starts to read hers, John reminds her right away
of some needed correction,' and she reminds.him, "This is just a rough
draft." As she continues, she does insert one of his on-the-spot sugges-
tions, but a couple of other kids aren't so gentle with their interruptions.
Anita and I wonder how to handle criticism anu revision in subsequent
sharing groups.

Other adjustments are tc come, but I think it is useful tc imagine
Anita operating as a benevolent ground control to her fourth graders and
for us to catch what happens els the following chronology unfolds.

Day 40

Students have been working on dialogues and a few :In pairs or trios
are on their third dialogue.

Characters include:
V

Fen and Pencil (Sharon)
George, a Hyena and Harriet, a Bobcat (Matt)
Clock and Watch (Amy Beth)
Abbott & Costello (Mike, Jeff, Rich & Eric)
Jeckle & Heckle (Maureen & Janine)
Cat and Mouse (Amy K.)

r,
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Tom, starting his 3rd, describes them:

1st story: "Army man & Jap." "took place in a Japanese fort--
any war".

2nd story: "house and a fly in a stable"

3rd story: Mr. and Mrs. Silly ("young people having an argument")

Christine's three are:

1st story: Vinnie & Cindy-"people in a house in New York"

2nd story: Rachel & Sammy-"people in Westhampton arguing...how
much it costs for pizza and cigarettes".

3rd story: "Davey & Sandy in Grease"

Anita observes haw much they "love to do this with a partner"
though she has not restricted how they group, if at all. I mention my
intervit in wanting to focus on individual students and we consider Eric
and others as likely.

Day 42

A typical schedule is up on the board:

12:45- 1:00-Journals
1:00- 1:30-Publications
1:30- 1:45-Sharing

Kids are comfortably overlapping kinds of writing, asking permission
for using one another's names in stories and swapping ideas. Anita moves
about asking "where are you in your publication piece?" with the goal
being to "get something in the book from each one of yov." Eric and I
plop on the rug and go over the P.A. announcement he is preparing to
read on class's UNICEF cookie sale that afternoon. It needs lots of help
so instead of playing the editorial heavy, I call Richie over to act as

4

"another reader." I'm aware that Eric is not really judging his work and
say, "Richie is a good guy". Eric begins "See if you think this will sell
cookies for us?". He reads and Richie comments "Tell them what kind of
cookies--" "--Chinese almond cookies".

We discuss other changes, check the size of the just-baked cookie,
decide on prices, and Richie rewrites it fror Eric. A first draft. They
read it to Kenny and he adds more changes, %here are you?" and they go back
to word choices--the rhetoric of selling cookies: "fresh baked-get 'em
while they're hot...today's the last day!" They grow excited over the
best strategy for selling the "giant" cookie--"There is one giant cookie
for 50c". We arrow and edit and discuss how they'll physically get cookies
around school. Conscious now of audience we supply appropriate information
For those hearing the announcement. Richie is a big help and a good "fast
writer" admits Eric.
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Day 48

I follow up on Eric/and ask how the announcement went. "It was
scary." "How come?" Eric: "Well, because the whole school was listening"
he asks me to reread what I've just recorded and chuckles. I ask for a
copy and ha c.cka_witll_itichie-and--says "it's thrown away."

He's also lost his piece for publication so we agree to begin a new
piece together. for an idea:

Eric: "I'm probably going to write about Thanksgiving. Every month
I have something sikecial to write..."

4th of July- Revolutionary War
April - Easter

January-New Year's Day
December -my birthday and Christmas
November-Thanksgiving
October -I think of...Halloween

September -I think of

August -I think of vacation.

February -I think of ...what would I think...Washington & Lincoln's
Birthday

MarchuiI think of St. Patrick's Day
May -I think of my mother-birthday
June -I think, I think of the soon coming 4th of July

I've got all the things now "- -he counts them up-- "hell done." I
acknowledge. (I continue in some detail because of what happens next.
It turns out that Eric is going to South America with his mom and sister
in a few days!) "Since I'm not going to be here on the last days of
November, I'm not going to write about Thanksgiving I m going to be
here on December 2nd so I'm going to write about Christmas and my birth-
day." And then another turn in the search for a topic. I refocus his
efforts: "All of a sudden we have lots of possible things to be writing
about now." He continues "My mother and sister--trip to South America"--
he bolts for the globe and points to Guyana: "My mother has an airline
that flies there" (she's a flight attendant). Seeing a far off look in
his eyes, I ask "Is there something troubling you?" Twice he repeats
"I'm so excited about going to Guyana this Thursday." "Is that what's
troubling you? I repeat. Eric: "It's slowing my work down. Lately the
only thing I've been thinking about is leaving." His voice has dropped
and leveled. "How does that make you feel?" "All of the excitement is
making my work not get done-because I'm thinking about it so much."
"Anything else you want to add? You OK?" He nods and asks to go over
my notes. And it's time to join the group for sharing.

Later I learn Eric's parents are divorced, and in Anita's words,
he leads a "yo-yo existence". I wonder what the next day will bring.



DAY 49

Eric comes in from recess with a bloody lip and a headache. Kevin
asks him "What's the name of the story?" and Eric answers "The story of
my life just kidding."We review our talk yesterday and he expresses
insecurities about the heat, Sunburn, etc. When he makes no mention of
discovering a topic, I ask general questions on writing.

When you think of writing what comes to mind?

Eric: handwriting, penmanship, journal, publication piece and
cowboy book. Art." "Art?" I ask. "Because everytime we go to art we
have to write at least one thing--I write things in art like I have to
put my name on the project."

We move to the hall to continue. I ask him to picture himself in
the act of writing. His headache is in the way so we both settle to
write. I give him my brown folder as a desk for his journal. Over the
next five minutes he checks several spellings "Fort? we furious"forouse
(his way). "What's cooking?" I ask. "A lot" he replies. Says receive
and spells it r-e-s-e-a-v-e (now starting p. 11 of journal.)

Splat, Splat!--the fire alarm over our heads sends us scurrying
outside to line up with class. Anita motions toward Janine "She's writing
again in the fire drill". and says to me "Kevin claims if there were a neutron
bomb going off you would be writing about it."

(What I'm writing was what Eric had just said about spelling:

"I just think how to spell. If I can't remember I ask, and I ask,
well, uh, I ask someone if they can spell it for me. I say another couple
of letters and if I'm right they sty "right" and if I'm wrong they spell
It for me.")

As we file back in, Tom smiles and says, "Janine couldn't sacrifice
her journal", and Eric and I resume our seats in hall. A class comes at
us. "A stampede of buffalo!" I say aud add, "kids are great" he. agrees.
He writes away. I ask the topic. "I'm always working on this--Indians."
"By choice?" "Yep." Moments later I ask "...How do you feel when I'm
writing about you?" "I feel alright. I feel normal. My headache's gone."
He's on ,p. 12 and we agree and sign that if Eric pulls the top of the pen
off that is a signal to keep his comments "off the record."' It's time to join
the class for sharing.
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THINKING. ALOUD MEMO 0 3 ANITA GRAVES - 4th GRADE APRIL 1982

As I work through the 150 pages of fieldnotes on Anita's class since 12/1/81,
I'm overwhelmed by how much is here to see and, moreover, by how much is here that we
may not yet see. Shaping this memo is done in the spirit of that dilemma, for I sense
that much of what we will discover is embedded in layers of information we are pre-
sently, perhaps, too close to in both time and perspective to discern.

Nevertheless, certain patterns and themes are emerging and it is to these
that I would like to attend. Since Day 52 (12/1) I have observed Anita'. class
30 times (including two full days), interviewed a half dozen students individually
outside of clays, fussed with'video equipment to record kids' writing processes, and
joined Anita Graves in an extended conference with her ease. study's mother (audio
taped 3/25). Therefore, data include fieldnotes, journal entries, audio and video
tapes of kids' composing, and interviews. Out of these sources I've construed
a number of themes and observations. In this memo I Will focus on a handful of
them: Anita as a student-centered teacher, kids and their ideas on writing, sharing
time and publishing, and writing process approaches in math and science activities.

"ThE CKILDRCI LEAD TEE TEACHER Follows" (DONALD CRAVEN) 1,

Descrit;ing herself as a "student-centered teacher", Anita quotes her namesake
above in an early December journal entry,and adds "It's much better tc take tne Cjt?.:;
from the caildren." This theme is borne out days later du rinr snaring tine (Day !,-).
Jeff had just read his foot3all story "Ziants pears" and a few students direct th.iir
responses on it to Anita, not to him. Knowing this was cnly his second time of shlrinl-
ana catcning his sense of being left out of the feedoack process, enite 'quietly sr.

wit:1 -1aF., on tae steps and let Jeff field the questions. Naturally tne comments
s:Lifted ft mom. he's to her, to v=ls to nim and tney addressed author not autnority-:igune.
itnita c=nlimented him with a zIL smile. "Sounds like tne:: liked a lot of thing: ysu
wrote, Jeff." Two days later Jeff was up and sharinc again. Later she noted in ncr
journal: "It seemed the right thing to do. I often follow tnes2 imculses without
thiaxinr mush -about it." That recalls forme the rIllosophica: advice attricute:
Yorj. 'Jerre fcr successful base.,all "Tnere ain't nobody tnat ca.. nit an: tnink
at tie sa::&.

On anotne occasion waen tae class had accumulated too many demerits for acting
up in art class Anita acknowledges and adjusts the schedule to fit the idea Cindy
volunteers . one had suggested tat writing time came just JJefore art time instead of
snaring, time, "so we won't be so wild." The kids would enjoy nearing one anotner's
:pieces so much that they would move, ratner -keyed up, into wnatever activity was next.
Cindy's caling stnategy worked as the class quietly lined up leave for art at

Wnat we have here is a teacner who descrL.7 ntzsalf as a "practical realist"
responding and respecting the needs of er students. Th3se mid-flight adjustnents are
indicativc of her interest in vnat intakes a class work, not who. When modeling goo"
reading and writing nits (as ner oral readinrs or .1ournal writinrs dc. it is bran
for them and from them.) It cotes out of a.conviatio% of wnat's rirnt an: what wQr1:s.
As a student -: entered teaCaer she han a deep appreciation and respect for tne roods that
cone .per way courtesy of her students and 7.rovides-fo! easy connerce in the give and
take of classroom manarement and learning.
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Most kids love sharing time. They check the schedule on tne board, eye theCloak and rallo0 over to ins steps ready to participate. ;sow ane then a couple willstraggle over, still caught up in their writing or in some need not to join the propthat day. Usually Anita lets them continuo is:obtrusively at their desks; within ear-shot but apart. *Nut for net, iner4nr is the' 'het .ticket in tam. Eric: or Tat orKevin will have scurried about eareur famentisr interest and excitement $n theirn respective pieces. Jeff, Cindy or AR K. will signal in lass overt ways their-desireto shame their writing. Any kay elegant in the pattern Mom is sharing time isigaggemag, of getting up and presenting a piece. There it an air Of inmediacy, .of spontaneity, and of risk which has al distinguished dram free parts Publishedv stories "settle" into the si-G look but &rafts: burst ra and alive day/after-day, fullof the topics of their lives, both haw and School.

;Sancti:nes their enthusiast needs checking and to ha: consequently shifted theuses \of sharing time to core appropriately menage its

Day 51: "Sharing time needs more structuring and lip-going to
try previewing pieces ahead of time... enldren arescribbling dam any old thirty in ostler to have some-thing to sham." (AG journal)

Day 57: "...I think the quality of tnarinr time ha3 started to
improve. I don'. feel sc mud:. like :IL in tne Star Lars
barroom' scene during sharinr time." (A" f:ourr.al)

4nonr that many :ids were writinr 1s. drafts, snarinr, and tnen rx.nr enotart other 1s crofts witnout followLnr. tnroygh togards,puLlicatien
alicut.thisicaanpe:

Ay 75: "'You may writ* 3 lot draft: but one cf these muot oe
taken mourn tae writinr-steps and then puLlixici.
Tne cnIldren arreedthat this was fair. hi: wiz L:s:
.ne t;re'the Class stoppe6 saarinr
could ccncentrate on puaisning. It's putlion orperi:h 11-2:" (Ara journal)

:ohn was a rood example / of why tni: chanre was put inn : effect., :ftv. taeone to nare, ne seldom tr,Jk a piece throutIN to puko:Lcation. :Ariz, one of niL
rut it gimpy, "He likes writinr and he likes sharing." (Da7 71). Cie!. rumae:, saidsn defense of JOhn, came cut

tiny
Anita.had-sugreoted he 'work an the football piece. hehad just shared for publication).. I. couple of days later I fat tO him cuiou3wham would motivate him to take\a piece tnrourh to publication. I repeated Chris'

remark to ante? its accuracy and he concurred with her masesament addinr that he talent,"go, all the way with this piece." appreciated A7's crIzoura?cment; offerinr, "nowI dal': feel stuck because cf:is. :.1.1"3VW30" (Is tnis What he assuened wanteC tc near?)

I'd like to collect kids' perception: of what "publicatinr" or "mini: all the way"with a piece means. Amy perceives pullishinr as "rood" because "you nave to fill upthe book". Uhat kinds of strokes do they 'et for publisninr and from whom - themselves,their classmates, us? I'd like to learn more about what $ th graders rot out of sharing
time as well, and I snare with Anita the desire to have snsrinr be a vital pert oftneir compcsinr processes.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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-Marini! tint.sucoseses have naturally spread to visits with other Wading Riverclams. At present the Say Area Caravan bas toured .4 claiies.. Cr: Day 75 I cocci pardedwaster of cataraties Tam. H. and chalf dor& stars to Johnson's 4th strode class.After.Tco's,opening reiarks. a salecticn.of .published and inkiraft pieces were read ..and a discussion followed.

Qs "Me did you gat Your ideas?"
-A: "It acmes in 'our brains, it cans in our brains. we write What we' want to."Eric respcodi..
Q: *Hai long did it take you to get Your drafts finished and a final copy?"
As "About a wsek.- John quips setterofibfactly.
M. Jahr:scats kids said they do "one story a month -until it's.done" and )..ids frier .both Classes batted back and forth writing tires and corposinc habits. The 4. onesware proud of their bark and volunteered this PR notice wart writing: "We hate tostop writing. When SSR time acmes it's, 'Oh, cams an! we want to keep Writing:"We left her class with an Invitation to have them care read their pieces' for us_some-.thall Other pings of 4-6 kids have performed for 2nd and SS grads 'classes withsimilarly encouraging reactions and experiences.

F.

Colonial :iaries
A

The uses of sharing time Frey to include a visit from Di Exkhardt's middle
sohoolers on Day .94. Anita's kids were betinninr a stud,: of the clonial perim an;the cicier students cane to share their diaries as a way to demon:trate different 7oints
of view botn in writin; and in nistory. 4th graders were amazed to hear .the variety

.of points of view and to hasr 1st hand how meny sided a historicilbtruth can be.

ES :C 4=M:7o ;: =AS

Wye Just looked at how handle tne performing part of a writing petiod.
I':: not - :ins t6 focua on cnroing themes of collaboration and of raininrpermls.ficn touse one AnzlnerIS na me in tic memo, b4t will instead foc..is hers on r:re::;t1:nson Witia:, :n wnert tney get an idea from, and what roans ti=es a rood one.

is' clearly an idea market for many of the students.. I wzrte. with Kevinon La; 54, we agree "to write togetner" - he on isiallsuya ," nir piece on the new
T.V. ser:.e.., and n on him. We bath like that "write-together" phrase and settle intooar respective writings. Along, the way I ask, "How dc you write?" And Kevin tneorioes,
"I write wnatever pops into my mind. When I see T.V. and it shows wrecks and Llo Up
I just take 'sin and switch Ism and write lem down little and use 'em in irrstory...
here comes a funny part. I got it already in my head." Back to writinr: "He was
drinking Jack Daniels booze and got drunk and- flipped over in your truck." Picnie
(Day 13) also works on a T.V.-inspired story called":trike Force." He announces
"SaturLay I wrote 2:1 pp. "and tells me he is going for a 57 pp.stcry wnich would
beat the 5-3 class record for last year. (This later rinrs a bell and I recall onDay ra Licnie's interest in writing nosy pages on Chinese family custom. Length is

real issue for him in attaining writing stardom. He also wants to compete for "the
:40 or something like that, that Tbm won last year" for a story). I asked Ricnie,". :rat makes a rood story?" he quickly responds, "putting expression in it... if you
say in Jaws 'this Lig riant shari, cane up'. Or if it bites somobody's leg you could
say, '1 EM feel tns snack's...' That's wnat Tommy did in "Raiders of the Lost Arc:

/ 'Ealny tentacles wrapping around...'
J.C.: What else?
Mani. "Action. Like I said in my story if somebody jumps or a car falls off a bridro
or snots... You could read this (handier me his 20 pp draft) if you want." I nod so
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and continue, Nilhere else besides T.V. do :your ideas care from? "books." he pram;t:ty
replies, nenling9 "buns bunV, RIpredy Ann and a little book called Mr. Grape.", also
adding ;hat the idea icr n.s Science report "beavers" came free a bOok.

Besides television, =miss and books kids note -other sources. John volunteers
that he got the idea forme football story from "the tumbling of the kids in playrround
today." Ica., as another day, develoce his sources for ideas, "from books, playing with
friends, jokes that you tell -Ahat's where you get ideas for comedies."
J.C.: "Anywhereielse?"
Tau: Other people's stories...when you think, 'I pot to put that in a story!" Kevin
joins us and.I pursue Tan with, "which story do you like best in your journal?"
Tan: "Hard to decide. Usually the latest (pause) 'cause I think I can get somethinr out
of it, but usually I don't... I could do a real great story but I do what Kevin does -
leave it off too short."
J.C.: "How could you .fix that?"'
Tom "Just keep on writing... and,tninking. (Kevin nods in agreement) rot to thin). hard
Ito get a. good story... I re-read it and correct it and ay' to make it better. by
the time I finish I got one of the best stories."
J.C.: %bore do you get your ideas from?"
Tbra "Just thinking - getting in different moods everyday.
J.C. "Different moods?"
ear.: ( yes nod) I feel I have tc write azout semetnint - can't discard the idea."
Nevin: Can't discard the idea? (quizzical)
ear.: "Can't just tnro..: it away.
Nevin: On.

(.A1ter ;or, to define ds for me:
"It's like the different wise': vou chanre everniay."

on tc discuss tha. often =nit kna.., waere our ideas or mood:: comu from an
apiee to help eac'n other keei.. tract: of wnat we discover aocut writinr.)

he girls too are not immune to the influoncc cf television ant movie: _`or
writing ioeas. Dri day 62 Cnristine ant a couple cf otners write a story
Luz: ao:Iut roundinE' u; permiosion from "'oovc to be in love witn". Ciad... on tae sea day

-^r."cer'n- can't met goinr on a moo. .dea. n_.
: ; - 9% .1"."

ala Rm. es M. 464 $

tne .ae ...greases tc talk &cut
began from "a fur coat my non was wear.lng in

stay witn Private beniamin and care up with

a story sac
tne car".
an idea...

'mu, in t.le Z.rc.

u: it's clear now sn..: w-nts

S: family, friends, c:Joks, daily event:, but npeciall:: :.V. and mcvie: many
of the uth readers witn ideas for tneir stories. Clearly the Litruo test is the
popularity of the piece curint sharinf time. I'm curiour al.out tnat. Will the act
of snaring, with its immediate delivery and feediack, dra...r more interest than poinr
throug.n the writing steps? I'm curious a!Jout wnether there is life after 7..iLlioeti^n
for a piece in tle 14; book. students' interent wane. once the piece is "finisne.:",
packed away in published form? Is the product 4 tokan or morento cf tae proces:0
I'm. curious too about what impact the 7.,iece has on readers once it is separated from
tne autr.or': vcice. how well tnat distxice influence future nieces for tne author?
Ia,fiara, I'd like to learn more wpout tne balance between the popularity of snarinr
tine ant, the paioff of publication for kids in 44 and haw ratcncs tneir compoz..inr
needs.

ir17112 scima

As the Science Fair approached (Loy 67) the class used sharing time tnat week to
rehearse and get feedback on 'noir science reports. The usual encourerginr rusponses to
.an autlor's work (eg. %hat pnrase struck you as the be:t? 1:hat's one rood thing you
neard?") wnich are desirned to lead the writer on took on a pointed significance as
tney prepared for an audince outside the classroom. Anita,set the stare for tneir
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work, acknowledging that, "this may by. the only chance for you to hear each other's
reports." Mike reads his on gunpowder and is asked to be sure about his facts:
gunpowder - "What'powder is it? Are you sure about it?" John says to Mikee."1 knew

. you'd get that comment." Amy stuMbles on the word hereditary on her Guinea Pi
report and Tom suggests that parts of her report darriniII7 sound like her -'too

/.complicated." Rich and Kevin have the same vocabulary problem on their collaborative
2 pp .report titled, "Rockets and Rocket. Propellant." Then Anita raises the biggiei
"Should you write it down if you don't know it?" _Which leads the class into a'
discussion of the relative value of encyclopedias (Day 84). The following day Cindy
advises Christine to,"totally try to Change a sentence", to"have it in your own words."
Next she intones, "Sncyclopedias give information but they don't make it sound good."
In. addition, Anita features"say back or"tell back" to sharpen kits' listening skills,
retentive abilities and accurate retelling. She asks them to "remember as much as
they can remember" 4111 kidscontinue to try out their reports as the Science Fair
approaches.

WRITING AND MATH

One of the several benefits of observing full days is to see how writing is
integrated in other disciplines. On Days 101 and 103 I observed how a writing process
approach was constructive in creating word problems in math.' Kids conferenced,
helped each other through stuck spots, brainstormed together, or worked in isolation.
Ise task was to produce their "best addition and best subtraction ".word problem!' on.

3x5 cards for an audience.that "counts" - another 4th grade class. It had tc bt neat
and it had to be correct (gueAlon on one side, answers on the other).

According to the schedule on the board it was math time but it sure sounded
like writing time, Eric whispers advice to Lich: "Just sit tncre and try to tLiLk
of something." Momenta later he produces:

"One day we had an MAN clean-up. Mike and I got 7 M&M'S each. How many MV''s
did we-have together?" Kids warn one anotner, "She's going to give these to
Flaster - handwriting will ntwe to be perfect:" Mike nervously calls out, "IL
has to.be in the neatest, Mrs. Graves?" Anitc. doesn't hear that as she conferencen'
with Cindy on her word problem: "You're ahead of things. Save it". (Cindy ha:'
a multiplication problem.) Tom, working by himgclf, acts:

"Harry wanted to divide 6 oranges into 4 of his friends. How many did each
person have?" (That will need help) Cindy completes her addition problem:

"One day I went to the zoo. I saw 2 elephants, 2 ostriches, 1 walrus, 4 snakes,
2 white tiger and an albino lion. How many animals did : see altogether?"

Mike prefaces his reading of his with, "Mne stinks - it's too easy":
"I went to the fair with $2.00. At first I bought a box of popcorn for a $:.00.

And then I bought a candy bar for :490. How many cents do I have left?"
Kids argue over the correct answer to Christine's: /

"I filled 4 gte. of water in a pot. lh gts..evaporated. How much did I have
left?"

What was taken for granted here was a process approach to solving a problem.
The students simply grafted what worked in writing: drafts, 'conferences, rehersalr,
awareness of audience and individual composing styles, etc., to complete the task.
Anita observed it similarly: "After attending a math workshop, I started doing the
sensible, logical thing-having them write their own word problems. They naturally
fell into the pattern of writing 1st drafts, reading them, to a partner to see if they
made sense and editing their final copies." (AG journal)
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There are other themes and ideas shaping and awaiting further study'as we Nos
Day 120 of this lit years Tne nature and extent of collaboration for kids during
writing times-the continued issue of gaining permission to.use classmates names for
story characters, conferencing between peers, and with Anitas the kinds and qualities
of student writings and closer look, at kids processes. Recently. in the

. study group a growing interest has been our collaborative explorations in the
onnections'betwoen literature and writing.. Within-the last month Anita and I have
derided. to introduce additional stories, tales and poems at the start of the after-
noon writing.pariod. Besides knowing cTal rsadings have a calming effect on kids
in from recess, -we are curious What effect carefully-selected samples would have
on their awn writing. Will these juxtapositions flavor their own choices in genre,topic or form? What-kinds of connections will they make between reading and writing?

Wound up with this interest in literature and writing is the second ard..related
theme - that of the growing partnership Anita and I share in 4-G. We both felt
sight in my reading to the- class as.they flew in from the playground. I could set
aside my notebook and actually participate in the class' - in fact, having Kevin or
Kenny take fie/dnotes while.I participated. Anita's Journal entry of Feb. 27th put
it this ways

"I realised-I feel different havinr Jamie in the room now from the way I
did at first. At the beginning he was an observer and I.sometimes felt obliged to
make things entertaining, or at least "not boring" for him... Now I feel more like

did when I was team teaching.,It4s-move of a joint effort with both of ur parti-
cipating actively.. It remindfme of something Diane. burknardt said once., "Next
year is going to feel awfully lonely'. We won't have anyone Around who we can talk
to about our kids and. who-understands what we are trying to do."

As a fledgling ethnographer, I began as an observer, sensitive to capture all
that I could without intervening - knowing I was woefully myopic. What right did
I have to butt in when the last elementary cassroomi I had been in were my own in the
50's? 41.11.. the 4-G kids have ways of winning you over, and by becemoer 1 Zelt.a.
little surer about what.was going on.

The real privilege is to accept the partnership of a dedicated teacher committed
to her class. I'm grateful to observe and participate and recognize thait in mazy
ways we have only just beglin to learn 'from the kids of 4-G. So these and other
themes discussed above as well) as those still embedded in what we already "know"
suggest much more fruitful tillage.
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What have I learned about this class, this reacher, so far?
What works for the people in this room?

This is a mixed class of 4th and 5th gradIrs seven of whom
were 4/1 Bill's class last year. He and Harvey Heilbrun team teach
theirTclasses, with Bill handling the writing for both groups
this year and Harvey the social studies. To simplify things.
Bill and I agreed.I would observe only his 21 students, even
though he would be teaching, the same things to HarV*yls kids.

--The claisroom is divided in half by lockers with a rug area
on one side, and work tables and a few desks on the window side.
There is a small area used for student-teacher conferences
set up next to Bill's desk and filing cabinets and storage areas
sprinkled about the room-- a room which is designed to offer
lot* of choices to suit indiVidual and small group preferences
for work and study. During writing time kids are comfortable
lying on the rug, sitting on sr at tables, sinks, and even one
composer in an "Oscar" barren-

In the ten observations so far this class has done free
writings, memory chains, mapping activities related-their
social studies time-lines, and process exercises*. This is a
class committed to 4 process approach to composition. At each
step, writing and talking attends to the process of composing.
Time is taken to pay attention to the bows of writing. Students
are advised to write through stuck points and discuss the nature
of them. After a first draft of their memory story, and of other
writing episodes, numerous questions and commentary centered on
how they found the writing, the Aging of it. '4-

-

Writing Was discussed as a series of back.and forth steps
including pre-writing, lst drafts, rewritincsmd revising,
conferoncing, and editing` . Nap ping was seen as a kind of rough
drafting 9"a place to make notifies"' place to carry around ideas
for a while...to got you started." Talk mattered.. The dialogues
on recalling previous years of schooling goner ated details and
lots of lively verbal flashbacks. The teacher supported their
search and their questions. Studentstook walking tours through
school to refresh their memories after Bill had modeled his
years teaching at Miller Ave. Friends met to goad one another
further and deeper into earlier school memories. Rereading was
emphasized to retrieve ammunition for their memory stories
for Ma and Fa to read on Parent's Night.

What was clear too was what constituted a good story s A
story was good ifthe writer was satisfied and the read u interested.
The atmosphere and attitude for producing such writing is clearly
a criterion for making writing work in this class.
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THINKING ALOUD MEMO #2

MAJOR EVENTS

)142.loween Stories

February 18 Bill Silver

After a couple free writing activities on
Halloween as the topic, a brainstorming session filled
the board with lists of Halloween words and phrases.
Next step, a first draft, was due on October 27. With
that, students paired and lookst for three things
in their draft's sufficient information, proper
sequencing, and specifics. Stories were shared on the
Friday before the big day and final copies were due
11/6 (Day 39).

Wrktips Cvc1 Nes

The main event of the five weeks before the
Christmas holidays was introduced on 11/10. Lots
and lots of writing anticipated a final piece which
would be due on December 23. Two long, student -
generated writing / sharing free-for-0.11s (on Days
52, 53) culminated in the following schedule to
meet this goals

12/41 2 drafts or pieces

12/111 3 drafts or pieces

week of 12/148 move. toward Publishing,

12/23s Final deadline.

On Day 53 Bill acknowledges, "An awful lot going on
that was really nice yesterday 3 or 4 students
shared pieces with me. At least four different groups
sharing stories with each other. Hope that was useful
don't know .how it got going. Lot of people just sitting
and writing -- let's go for two in a row today ."

To enhance this environment Bill reintroduced challenge
cards and "gallery of words" materials as starting
suggestions for writers "if you get, stuck." He
encouraged lots of writing, stressing, "All of you ought
to be writing at home every night 5, to, 15 minutes

some kind of Tree writing :or working on a story
every night." Thic enthusiasm/aarried over into that
day's journal entry (12/7) where Bill notes the purpose
of this writing cycles
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Memo #2 .Page 2.

"A) to encourace lots of starts and
experiments.

B) to discourage them from tearing
pages they didn't like out of
their notebooks, and

C) to show them that not everything
need be finished; even good
things can wait."

As kids wrote they classified themselves
into one of three groups depending on the kinds
of drafting patterns they fell,intos

Type A is (let draft revise,2nd draft 4 ed t)

Type B = (ist draft/1st draft/Ilit draft)

Type C' (junk/Ist'draft) /

There were four A'si 3 or 4 C's and allithe rest
were B's. Interestingly, Bill'notes, ?most had hooked
into one piece they intended to start revising."
He was quite pleased with the efforts some kinds
put .into revising. He wonders, "I rattly think .

in the long run the 'best' writing comes from
themselves -- their topics, their ideas and forms --
not from provision. I make. Yet they also need
to explore forms. Animay " (12/15) As
a note of comparison he also observed that the
finished publication of his students vs. Harvevy's
group showed the former to be substantially longer,
perhaps due in part to their attention to
revision.

piop:rut' cal jaterviews

This is the first leg of a three part unit.
Down the road Part 2 will halie students interview
members of their families (preferably oldest ones,
e.g. grandparents) about where they grew up and
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their childhood. !Part three will be a formal research
report on the country or state where their interviewees
came from. January's focus, however, has been on. Part
I. Harvey prepped both groups 4n DeceAber on inter-
view questions Ind the p conductisame on one another.
Day 71 finds them pairing and I observe Andrea acknow-
ledge as she works on her draft of Scotto."I didn't
give Scott much answers toga on." Moments later he
is over to ask her,

"What hospital were you born
in?"

Andrea,

"I don't know but it was/in.
Hicksville."

Kids check with pfertners to clarify answers and
chatter about thitir pasts.- Jennifer Chan, paired
with Bill, runs over to ask what century he was bor*
ip. Andrea, running out of time, pumps Scott for
more details. on his childhood. She learns of the
rafts he used to build out of lumber scraps at his
summer house on the lake. (Day 71)

Writing groups are introduced the next day,
and, armed with worksheetsothe students in groups
of 3 or 4 record notes on sequence, information,
specifics, as well ae help the reader/Writer focus and
trim unnecessary details from the draft. The
following day a different group is formed made up
'of two sets of original interviewer/interviewee
pairs and they meet to check accuracy and listen for
introduction, sequencing, and conclusion (Day 75).
The interviewee's job is to verify the facts while
the others listen for the structuring of the
piece. Editing, and designing silhouettes of interviewed
students were final components in the empilation of class'
publication entitled, "Biographies."

ilath21=

The work in progress aims to put together a
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class magazine, containing selections from the four
previous major class writings'

Memory Stories (October)
Halloween Stories (November)
Writing Cycle Idea (December)
Biographies (January)

Students opted for threes groupings as tb how they
approached this tasks

A) take one' of the above four meet
with writing group and revise, edit
andlmlish.

B) find a piece already begun and draft
and revise and work it through a
writing group.

c) S t a heiv piece.

Deadlines we e then set with drafts due and first
meeting of iting groups for January 22. The next two
weeks were volved with revision group meetings. As some
students co inued, others, who-had finished; went on with
the free writingioxercises. The more talented drawers
vied for the colir design. On my last visit (Day 95) Kelli
was coloring up VI': balloons idea selected by the-class as
best cover design. Krishna got the honors on the back
cover and Shannon will Work on 'her rainbow design for the
Table of Contents.

At present, Bill is completing the typing of the
last of the students' papers sad soon will xerox
thirty-five vies or so for members of the class, other
interested parties, including librarians, other teachers, the
principal and this resident ethnographer.
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The kids I te.ch are. in the throes of adolescent. turmoil. English (or any other

subject) is lust about the least-important part of their lives. How can 'academics'
have any meaning when your best friend' just. showed the very private and personal note
you wrote her to the three people shi was sitting next to in the assembly or when you
aren't sure who you are going to be rooming with on the Boston field trip.

I

Most of4Lunhappy moments. about teaching come when I lose sight. of this and when the
academic curriculum becomes the center of what I'm doing: Therefore, my primary
curriculum is not the teaching of English, but the building of relationships with the
kids I teach: This is basic to everything else I do. My classroom becomes a home
we share for 180 days and English provides us with lots of shared experiences upon

A ' which to build. .

\

Relationship-building is a two-way street. If I'm to get to know my students,'
they must also get to know me. Itirsxkixdxforxes3duosiduboaquiskixtrasuctkam If net°
have an impact on their lives, I can't be distant or removed. SO, part of my Curriculum

31

is being very open and honest with them. In fact it often occu s to me -that I find it
much easier to reveal my human frailties to, my students than to my friends. By trusting
them and\risking on a personal level, I'm teaching them that these are the keys to
meaningful relationships.

I
As I begin to know each student at the beginning of the year, r

AL
qtry to look beyond

his words and actions to a self which exists within. It'.s that true self which I. often
talk with or, write to. I encourage each one to discover that self along with me'and '

I like being part of the search. With some kids each year this becomes more overt than
with others, but it is implicit with each. Since most of the kids don't know who they
are from one day to the next and feel very insecure about themselves, I think it's im-
portant to reflect to them the person that I see/feel within.

The growth of individual relationships has an impact on the group rapport. Although
I always want to feel that my classroom is relaxed and comfortable, I know that it
doesn't start out being as comfortable as it will be once we all know one another and
stop hiding things from each other or stop playing teacher/student games.

I like to laugh and joke and have fun in all the things we share together, but
basically I'm very serious about what I do. I think that one of the ways I can best
show that I care about my students is to take them, the work they do and the time.

\
.
we spend together very seriously. I put a lot of thought into planning what we do in
'class. This may seem to contradict my initial statements about the relative unimportance
Of English, but not really. It's important i6,me that everything b' planned well and
that it fits into a total picture. \It's OK that it's important to seas long as I
understand that it isn't the main thing in their lives.. It's merely the 'stuff! we do
to give us a wide variety of experiences to learn about ourselves and each other..
Working hard, putting in a lot of time, organizing things well, being on top of 'th ngs--
all this shows the kids that I dare, It's also the source of much of my energy bec use
I don't lose sight of individual kids while I do what I do. And the more I stay in
touch with the kids, the more energy I have to.do even more.

Perhaps it's time now to focus more specifically on writing and the teaching of
writing. Very often I feel quite lucky to be teaching writing because it lends itpe;1
so well to accomplishing my main goals in teaching. Sharing writing with each othei
efiables us to know one another so much more deeply. - '-i

I always knew the power of communicating through writing -- for years I have frequently
written notes to my students . and they have written back. But ever since I began to
be a writer in the classroom along with my students and since we began to discuss
our writing together I have felt mch more like the partner-in-learning that I've wanted
to be.

2 9
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So far this year we have fbcused exclusively or writing in English
class. The kids have written several revisions of the pieces they are preparing
for publication. We've worked a 1,,t an process journals and hog to use a process
entry to erclore and discover facets of the canposing process. Writing groups
have net al rost weekly=vigilien specific feedbadc to individuals and groups
about their writing group participation. I have plots of opportunities to that
informally with kids about their pieces.

I think the fact that we've devoted so mudi time to writing shows than
its irrixrtanoe to me, and I think their natural response to this will be to make
it more important in their own lives.

I wanted to go through the °replete process fran first draft to editing and
publication so that the kids will know I'm for real that I will do what I say
I will do whether it's responding tO process entries, listoningEtapeal, or
publishing a class magazine.

I believe that all kids want to succeed, want to do things as well as they can.
If they rren't succeeding right now, it's iv/ job to help them understand better
what itis that they have to do:

I can always tell hod things are working by hcm.I feel inside. *Each year is
a different year because the individuals are unique, and painful as it may be,
I must build the relationships each year. But the rewards cane as trust and rapport
increase. Thingi are beginning to work now and I know it will only get better.
I hope that if the day ever as when I dar't see and feel that teaching is loving, .

that I will have the good sense to pack up my chalk and leave.



REPLECTIONS'ON TEACHING, by Ross Burkhardt 11//2/81

I have been asked by Sondra to enumerate and explain my "impl*cit
theories about students, teaching, and writing, about what-works in
my class, about what students do," To attempt to sum up in\a couple
of pages the hard earn'd knowledge and experience of some twenty
years in the classroom :s not easy. But here goes.

Middle School students have specific needs that a teacher and a classroom
environment should respond to. Kids need leadership -- oftel7 they
want to do things or want to participate but they need to be nudged
intp it. In the "doing" they discover enjoyment, fulfillment, and the
joy of participation and accomplishment. But often kids tkis age
will hang`back and wait. Thus the need for leadership, encouragement,
and a press gang mentality ,t times ton the vartIcf the teacher.

Kids (herinafter meaning 8th graders at SWRMS, the group with which
I have been most closely associated during the past nine years) will
'go with almost anything; they are "receptive" to ideas that are
presented intelligently and with some degree of rationality. They want
"organization" and an "organized" classroom; by this they most frequently
mean that the teacher gives clear directions, that promises are
kept, that things happen as planned, and that fiascos don't occur with
every project or task. Kids need a model, an example. someone to
show the way, to point out how things can/ought to be done. It (the
model) does not guaranteethey will follow the example, but they do
like having a model.

Kids like doing, producing, making. Projects that have a hands-on
orientation tend to be successful because they get mind-body working
together and call fcr total involvement.

Kids like to explore and burn out fast on many things. Kids do not
like being singled out or being different or treated differently
from others. Kids have a strong sense of fairness and justice
("That's not fair," they will say) and yet at the same time will give
a substitute hell (which isn't fair).-Kids are very inconsistent,
since they are exploring roles as to who they are.

Kids love to try on roles, be it in changing their names (spelling
Debbie as Debi, Debye, Debby, or Debbi), wearing costumes, etc.

The have some needs that need attention, like public speaking,
spe ing comfortably in front of a crowd, expressing their ideas,
focussing on themselves. They are idealistic and need activies that
draw upon that idealism.

Teaching is fun. It is renewing and invigorating. It allows me to be
creative, to respond with all my senses to the shifting tides of
emotion and commitament running through every class and group of kids.
Content is, in many ways, irrelevant to kids and to me. The process
of shaping ideas and activities is much more rewarding and demanding
and involving than a specific content. And since there is so much
to lean, whatever curriculum is selected is selected at the exclusion
of several other equally as important or as worthwhile topics, so
I see content as second to process and methodology.The challenge of
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teaching is important to me -- what new risks can I take, what new
frontierS need to be explored, what haven't I done. I do not like to
repeat myself, and I like to develop new ideas and new approaches.
I also like refining certain tasks to get them "just right," if even
there is 'a "just right."

ONO

I believe in order and respect for others, and that I am the educational
leader in the classroom. My twenty years has not been for naught --
I know many things about kids and learning and teaching, and thus I
am 'running the show: This does not mean that I should be. or am
arbitrary. -or dictatorial: I'do try to listen and stay .with my
students. But there are times when what I do is important to me in
the gyerall (every kid learning "The New Colossus".before going to
Ellis Island) that I allow no individuality.'On the other hand, there
are many times when I am willing to accept.alternatiVe approaches
to things and alternative responses because they meet with the needs
of the kid at that specific moment.

I believe there is a time for structure and a time for relaxing, and
that a good classroom has both, and that a creative tension ought to
'exist in the room that spurs kids to explore things.I believe in
changing the furniture, the pace, the approach, etc. Variety rather
than routine. And yet, I believe that certain routines are valuable
because kids need the security of knowing the expectations. And so
I try to weave variations off the theme (as with Memorization #4, in
which the task is the same but a new wrinkle has been added -- they
go out and find their poems themselves).

Writing is very important to me, in part because I feel I actually
know how to teach it and also because it is'tied in with so many
other gaols and activities that I have in"my bead. In the past two
years I have revised considerably my' approach to the teaching of
writing. I use the Bay Area model og/rehearse;draft, 'revise, edit,
and publish. I want kids to pay attention to audience, purpose,
and topic. I wrote a "What I Now Believe About the Teaching of
Writing" paper this past January which explores these ideas more fully.
I believe the teacher should serve as a model for kids in terms of
writing (as well as in terms of many other things). I believe kids
have things to say, and that they need outlets through which to say
them. Expressive writing is very important for this age level kid,
and they need'to express themselves in journals (process, BUMP, etc.)
to get in touch'with their feelings,. I believe transactional writing
for most kids is the hardest/most distant kind of writing from them
and their experiences, and thus I do not have kids do as much of it
as I have them do expressive or poetic writing. I believe writing needs
*to be shared, needs an audience, and needs feedback, and so I have
set up writing groups to that end. I also believe every kid has a compulsive
need to write a "...then I woke up, and it was a dream" piece!

2.4L
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What works in my class? I have. recently. developed the concept of
"grist for_the mill," the artici ation of a practice of many years

-. .standing*.one which stems origin 11y-from TEACHING.AS A SUBVERSIVE
ACTIVITY. Neil Postman wrote. of the judo-Christian ethic, taking

;

whatever comes your way and pull ng it towards 'and past you'and
incorporating it into the stream things rather than throwing up

. the invisible gardol-shield to w rd off and repel outrageous comments,
new ideas, suggestions, events, appenings, etc. And so I try to take

.

anything 4126;ccurs and weave it into a tapestry of events for the
kids, som via slides, someOmes via poems, sometimes via
acknowledgement in class of something. Go with the flow? Perhaps, but
perhaps more accurately, recognize the flow, and be aware of it and
how to rechannel it before it gets too far afield. I try to-connect
A lot of things so that one event is seen as part'of the whole, as

-.-impacting-on the" rest of the events. 1 try -to be _myself. If I am happy
_it shows. If I am angry,'it shows, and I expreis it. I try to commemoraite
things that occur and lift them from humdrum reality to exalted

.-, status as "an event", and thus give meaning and memory to the lives
-of my students. I try to be funny, because I believe that when you

I

laugh, you relax, and when you relax, you are more "into" receeing
whatever is being sent out. .

I try to respond fully to questions*(exCept in those cases where
telling the answer will spoil the upcoming activity or experience).
Kids need and want and 'deserve, answers, and 7 like to be up front About
things.I try to explain why things are as they are, and I try to keep/
kids informed about me, about the school, about life. If you feed
information in, later on kids get less confused because they
are already in touch with some of-the background needed to understand;
certain events.

I try to validate kids and what they do._I try to make them smile.
I try to laugh and let kids know that I care abbut them in all kinds

..- of ways.

Why do I do all this? Because .I had good teachers when I was a kid.
Because life is more fun when I am happily tired after pulling off
a biggie. Because \kids need memories. Because I am still a kid in
many ways. Becuase 1 try to think of how I would have liked it were,
I still a kid, and then try to do it that waylif it seems to fit.
Because it is my job and I get paid good monefr for it. Because Dian
serves as a model for me. Because I want to leave footprints on the,
sands of time,.and affecting ,positively the lives of kids is one way,
to do that.
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In other words -- why do I do what I do?

My first succinct answer is, "for selfish reasons," and

I have a gripping desire to leave it at that. Honestly, it is

a beautiful afternoon and so many other facets of _Ey life beckon.

I'm tempted to direct you to Moffett Macrorie, Elbow, Murray, Brown,

etc.,etc., whose theories are well known and whose theories I agree

with. All right, I suppose I must plummet, once again, into an

explanation of motives and instincts, but I hate going back and

repeating my, by now worn outkplatitudec. That means of course,

that I must then go forward and try to look again, more closely and

perhaps discover or clarify what I feel abom, what I do. So here

goes..."Once more with feeling." (Could this all be a wind up for

a strike out?)

Try to ignore the crisp sunny afternoon just try

My theories

About students;

Students learn, not by being taught but by discovering, by

appropriating and by assimilatiTig experience.

Students learn best when given the opportunity to work with fellow,

learners in a group or with at least one other.

Students learn best when in a comfortable accepting environment

that nurtures self. worthl where defensiveness is unnecessary,

and where questioning is, more important than answering.

("We have the answers, all the answers; it is the question that

we do not have." A. Madisish)



About teachings

I'm Miring a little difficulty with the word teach. I reject

Webster's #1.a. definition, "to cause to know a subject." Heaven

only knows what my behavior may cause my students to know. If I think

of myself as a teacher it is only to the extent that I held responsi-

bility for arranging resenting ingredients which I hope will result

in learning for my students and for myself. I hope that students

learn as a result of what they experience in my classroom, but I

don't teach' I learn with them.

About Writings

I think that you lefirn to write by learning about your writing

and so I believe-that if a writer can count on accurate, honest, human

feedback, with all the contradictions that will arise in any group

of responders, that the writer will, often enough, write the

very best he/she can. Inevitably thegfear that chokes the writer,

that fear that she/he will be unable to do it right, will disappear.

Eventually the writer will come to trust his/her ability to convey

ideas in writing.

This means then that my job is to work at setting up a

trusting climate that allows people to help one another, to share

without fear of humiliation as writers and to feel safe responding

to a writer honestly. This means that the response ought to be

descriptive and not evaluative. It should describe what goes on

inside the listener or reader as he/she hears the writer's words.

I want ay students to acquire a sense of freedom, a sense of fluency,

and a sense of discipline so that they can feel the joy that comes

from communicating meaning accurately to others. Once this happpens,

I believe they'll keep on writing.
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ResponsT from a skilled group is a basic ingredient for improving

writing in school, and .so the training of that group is a number

one riority. Writers seem to have to progress through a series

of st ps, although some seem to take the steps'in one bounding

lean nd others don't move from step one. The well known steps

for relsponding are really a series of accOmplishments. First

a student must learn to listen actively and this is no small step

for some who are not'usedto listening or bei listened to.

But it is the basic step . Then as a responder e/she must begin

to consciously note his /her reaction to the words and then the next

step is to be able to dwscribe that reaction:

Sometimes it seems there is no progress and at those times I have

to rebind myself that just because the.students are not taking the

step want them to takeiit doesn't mean that they're turning

to turnips. So I look again and remind myself that even if they

haven't reached step one; if they only are responsible enough to

get a piece of writinetf the writing group, at 1Pert there I always

see an eagerness to shar that writing. If I don't see "active

listening," "sayback," et . at least I see some lively communication.

They are having discussion hearing points of view they might never

have thought of themselves, striking familiar chords, finding they

share thingsthey thought were secretly theirs alone, learning and

making connections with others.

$4 In the end teaching is a kind of balancing act between creating

freedom and applying constraints. I want students to have the freedom

to begin to act on their own motivation, but if they don't.

begin to feel the pressure of "the material to be covered" even

though at least half of the time I want to say, "but if we don't
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liner h .re, how will we discover what material is necessary to cover."

Well there I've done it, gone right to the platitudes, lest somOne

misconstrue my selfish stance.

I

/
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Writing is a form of communication, If the students in my

class can begin to communicate their :.ideas and feel free to

express these ideas in writing, they have started on a path

toward becoiing an individual with a sense of self-worth.

Students can early experience the joy of writing. Joy is.

.quickly parked when.the children become authors of their own

published books. Dashes, lines, and inventive spelling are

some devices used to free the children from the "I CANTS" of

writing.

The students chose their own topics---fact or fiction..

Usually little or no prodding is necessary. They proceed to

write four rough draft stories, drawing pictures to illustrate

their meanings. If the Student is unable to write the sound/

symbol that he wants, he may use dashes or lines to represent

his words. At the beginning of first grade some students find

it difficult to even write one or two sound/Bitola, thus they

will use lines, or simply dictate their words to correspond with

their drawings.

As a child writes more, learns more sound/symbol relationships,

grammar, and punctuation he/she will attempt to use them in his/her

writing. Actually being able to "take a chance" on using new

writing techniques, or tools, sparks a child's eagerness to try



to even better express his thoughts on paper. To me, this is an

important step in a child's writing development. The student

finds that he/she has commalf his own words, and will try new

ways of expressing his meaning.

At conference time (when a child has finished four rough

draft stories) ha /she will chose one which he/she would

to publish. In a separate GoAploca I write the date +d title

of the chosen rough draft story. Also I include a good, remark

about the piece of writing. We proceeed to read the story together,,

revising as we go. At the conclusion of our revision ;rccess,

we decide on a new goal for the child's next set of rough draft

stories. This is written in the child's oggis BOOK. /

The revised draft is typed and returned to the child. The

child draws the corresponding pictures, reading the correctly

typed version of his/her story. Next the story'is bound, and

once again returned to the child for re-reading before he /she

shares it with our class. After it is shared with the other

students, the book is taken home to be read to relatives and friends.

The child then returns the book to our classroom bookshelf where

his/her classmates flay check it out. Thus this one book has been

read many, many times.

The pattern of writing four rough draft stories, publishing

one of these, taking it home, returning it to school, and sharing it

for the remainder of the year is a reoccuring process for the

students in first grade.



Revision becomes easier as the child realizes that he/she

has power over his words. Great strides will occur in some student

writing, while other writers will not experience that total command

of words. For these children, their individual maturity and develop-

ment has not progressed to that point. Children can ad be forced

to write at plateaus higher than their own developmental time table.

By allowing the children to write frequently, by putting'

very little academic pressure on their writing skills, and by

trying to be non - judgemental of their chosen topics, writing will

develop for each child, at a faster rate than when the children use

traditional methods of grammar exercises.

The final aide in freeing children's fears of writing is the

use of a rough draft stamp. By stamping their booklets with this

phrase, "Rough Draft", trey no longer have a fear of criticism from

their parents, teachers, or even each other. To them this stamp

says, "it's o.k. to write, draw, color, crossout anything they want

in, their own stories." Later, after the story has taken shape,

they'll fix it, and polish it, and be very proud to own it!

By using these techniques, by being very patient, by gently

guiding a child's development, the children will experience many

rewards of good writing within their own learning time frames.

Reba Pekala

First Grade Teacher

Miller Avenue Elem.



A RAMBLING REFLECTION ON TEACHING az.....4.414e,a..,

Two things which I was aware of as a child in school have

invluenced the way I teach. The first, thing was inconsistancy;

teachers who were hot and cold and you never knew where you

stood. You never knew exactly what was expected of you and it

was a worry. The second thing was promises di plans which got
*I

kids excited and then never materialized. I resolved to be as

consistent as possible and to let children know in concrete

terms what I expected of them and to Promise nothing which I

could not keep.

I try to explain things to children concisely and as

briefly as possible. I think often teachers talk too much.

I don't want to bore my students because then you've lost them.

On the other hand I encourage children to come uo to me if they

don't understand something. I compliment them for asking questions.

I tell them my job is to help them to understand. I was shy

as a child and afral7d to ask- I know how not understanding one

thing snowballs into massive misunderstandings and downright

misery. As a child begins to. gain confidence I say "What do

you think you should do here?" If the answer is anywhere near

right I praise and clarify and encourage independence.

I was influenced by Hyam Ginot, a psychologist who wrote

"Between Parent and Child" and "Between Teacher and Child."

He' recognized the importance of expressing back to a child his

emotions. "You feel very angry and upset because Suzie took

your paper and tore it." Just stating this has an amazing effect

in getting a situation sorted out and tempers cooled down.
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I found that fooling around with kids, teasing them, and

being Playful doesn't work for me. It does wonders in other

classrooms and there is established a real bond of affection

between teacher and student but when I tried it, it just wasn't

natural and the kids responded by being wise guys.

I feel its silly to teach certain things at the level we

do. Most second and third graders can't undeistand maps- Many

fifth graders' ow the difference between states, cities

and countries. ost third graders shouldn't be allowed to

use aspostraohies. I have them this year sprinkled like

pepper all over every paper. I've already expressed nvi negative

feelings about outlining elsewhere in this journal. I suspect

that cognitive level matching may have a beneficial effect on

what we teach at various grade levels.

Teaching Head Start and Nursery School made me very

aware of howthcimmediate environment has an influence on children's

behavior. An \overheated roomkthe wind, can cause terrible fidgets

in 4 year olds. A visiting pet, a new face, a scary T.V. show

seen that night could produce extreme excitement. With older

children we tend to forget how much impact their home and school

surroundings have on them. Four year olds have about a 10 minute

attention span when it comes to a teacher directed activity. I

learned to have many plans and back up plans but to be flexible

enough to drop them all if a child found an interesting bug

climbing up the wall. I also learned never, never to let children

run ahead of me on any walking field trip.

I used to have my 5th grade children write scary, Halloween

stories because this.was one kind of writing they enjoyed. Most

writing assignments(before Bay Area) were given as homework -



( writing and that the important thing was :: i ...aunicating thoughts
#

and ideas on paper. I had ideas about the whole process of

Some were started in class and completed at home. I would

always try to 'correct" each paper with the child standing

or sitting next to me. It was usually a case of the child

acknowledging his errors - these were mostly editing corrections.

Very little attention was paid to content,, unless it was

terribly disorganized or especially well written. As a result

of this, Pieces tended to be short - The less #ritten, the

fewer mistakes would be made. Adventute stories ran on and on,

with one episode, tersely tolds'after another and punctuated

with then, and then and so then. Reports were a problem because

the encyclopedia spelled and punctuated things so well! Maybe

a few words would be shifted around but generally, World Book

had done the thinking.

Three years ago, before I took the summer Bay Area Writing

Course'we had a writer in residence.Mr. Hawkins was a genuine

writer Aind he came once a weAketo teach writing for a half hour.

I learned quite a few things from his. He treated the children

like fellow writers. He had them write about their own experiences

and he 4ntroduced us to duologues. He had two people arguing in

duologue and the kids loved it. Sometimes he.would read his own

writing. One piece was about a visit to a slaughter house in

South America. None of us will ever forget that.

After I took Bay Area writing my whole attitude toward

writing changed. I realized editing was just one part of

teaching the writing process but I was afraid to begin. I

waited two weeks and then I plunged in. I decided to go ahead

with one activity and see what happened. I started with them

1.2.73
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mapping their rooms, telling a partnerfabout it and then

writing down essentially what they told their partners. This

worked well as a starter so when it was time to begin writing

--this year, I tried it again, with 11th graders. It seems to

work well because it is personal and concmte. The end results

arn't spectacular but as a way of learning the process, a tour

through a childs' bedroom works.

I found last year that milting was one way of reaching some

less motivated and less able children. Two of last years most

prolific writers were the two lowest children in the class.

One was learning disabled and the other was considered for retention.

1
The individual attention they received thru their writing was a

strong motivating factor. Brian wrote a 12 page star wars piece

and.Melinda wrote piece after piece about her family. Both children

felt a great satisfaction with their writing and even enjoyed

revising!

Fourth graders are responding to Bay Area Writing quite

differently from fifth graders. Fourth graders love to share

with the group of peers. Since my technique this year is

basically the same as last year I attribute the differing

responses to age. It has been much easier for fourth':graders to

choose something to write about. Fifth_sraderstalt_constrained

to choose just the right topic. Fourths seem to put a lot more

gusto and feeling in their writing. They are much less inhibited

and don't seem to lack confidence in their choice of subject matter.

As the year progresses I wily learn a great deal more about

fourth graders and about Bay Area Writing. These selected ramblings

are an attempt to answer the question"Why do I do what I do in

my class? and "What do my students do?" It is not a finished piece

of writing since I am not a "finished" teacher.
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Reflection on Teaching 10/19

What strikes me most about this task is the limitlessness of it.

The question can be addressed in two ways; one, a philosophical treatise

aboUt education and teaching; the other an accounting of how and why

we do4things we do on a day-to-day basis. Either way, such a paper

could stretch on and on. Therefore, I propose avoiding such an

unfortunate occurence (and taking you at your word of "just a page or

two") by taking neither of the two approaches outlined above.

I suppose the central core of my teaching has always been the goal

of developing independent, competent, caring students. Practically,

this means giving children the responsibility for planning (when 4

how to do things, not necessarily what to do). The opportunity to

try out different modes of learning to discover what works best for

them, and teaching ways of looking at the world (conceptual frameworks,

if you like, and models) that can be applied in various circumstances

to many kinds of subject matter.

Such an approach to teaching and curriculum design requires a

belief that children are active learners. I believe that most kids

come to school to learn, be successful and be well-liked by peers and

adults - their statemerrs to the contrary not withstanding. Give the

opportunity to plan their own schedules, decide when to do things, and

be responsible for their own progress, most will learn to do for

themselves what adults had always done for them. They will discover

that they have control over themselves, and to a. degree, what they can

do - and what they shouldn't do.

My role as a teacher, therefore, is not that Of impatter of

knowledge. I need to establish structures and procedures that assist



and support children as they teach themselves to be independent and

responsible. Philosophically, the "Bay Area" approach is compatible

with my overall beliefs and teaching style. The idea that children

ought to be responsible for their own writing, help each ocher, and

learn about their writing processes makes sense to me. Substituting

almost any curricular area for the word "writing" in the last

sentence would still leave, the sentence true to my intent when I

organize a classroom. Children.having control over a part of their

lives, and exercising that control responsibly, is probably the Blest

important thing we can do in school.



Selected Narrative Accounts of Three Teachers,
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Never Badmouth the 'Jets: The First Day of Writing in Diane's Room

September 9th, the first day of school. Diane's greeting, "Mello writers"

is'mat with a few groans. As students squeeze their chairs into a circle,

Diane passes out * folder and paper to each.

Chrissy: "These are our writing folders."

Matt: "We're going to write already? Now I feel about writing, right?

That's what we did last year."

Diane pauses. "No, that might be next. Now I want to see if I know

everyone's name, but before I do, we will write about what's on our mind this

particular moment. This is just to get into the mood of the day. No one will

ever see it, unless you want them to. We'll staple it into your folder."

Seth: "No one will ever see it? That's great."

Diane: "O.K. For five minutes. I'll watch the time."

When the time is up, Diane staples her writing into her folder and asks

the kids to do the same. She then goes through her class list, acknowledging

those students she already knows and telling the class.a little bit about

herself.

Diane: "It's good to wear greekand white in here. Do you know why?"

Tim: "Because of the Jets?"

Dime: "I am an obsessed Jets' fan. When the Jets lose, you have to

be gentle."

Greg: "You mean if we wrote, 'Jets stink,' you'd get angry?"

Diane: "No, I think I'd cry."
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Diane then changes pace. "Let's talk about English this year. We

will be doing a lot of writing, studying the process and working in

writing groups. We will be publishing, too. I'd like the first

publication ready for the parent conferewes in November. It will be

a class magazine in Which you publish anything you want."

Her announcement is met with silence.

"We'll also be studying literature, reading some American authors.

But we'll start off with a big focus on writing. Do you have any

questions?"

Marg: "What do we need?"

Diane: "Oh, thank you. You need a three-ring loosclearto keep

papers in and two other spiral or bound composition note

books. One will be your process journal."

(This announcement is greeted by more groans.)

"The other will be your idea log -- a private place to

keep ideas and do different exercises."

(This last announcement elicits some questions.)

April: "Can we carry over stories from last year?"

Matt: "Can ye throw away our folders from last year?"

Dina: "Do we have to organize our stories like last year?"

Mike: "Do we have to write process for each story we write?"

To all of these, Diane answers: "Don't worry too much about last

year. 'Some things may be familiar, ethers different. I may use some

terminology you are familiar with, but may mean something different."

And one last question from kids: "How do you get an 'A'?"

Diane: "Never badmouth the Jets and if I lend you a pen, give

it back."
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Beginning a Piece for Publication

Day 7: Class begins and Chrissy has her sneakers off. Diane looks around the
room, makes sure everyone is in the circle and begins:

"You need your process journal, your idea log, your heart,
your mind, your soul and your shoes. O.K. Are we ready?
I want to define the purpose cf your two notebooks. Very
often we'll be writing in class. Your idea log is where
you jot down the idea you get. This is mine . I'll
show you the cover, but you can't read it. It's where
I put the things that are on my mind."

Kathy: "I understand that no one reads yours. Do you mean that no one reads
ours but you?"

Diane: "Good question -- no. The same rules apply. I don't want anyone to
read mine, so I will not read yours. Now I'd like you to open your
process journals. We've talked about publishing a piece before
November 19th. Next week I'd like you to bring a piece of writing to
class. It can be a poem, a play, a dialogue, whatever. Whether you
know it'or not, yoU've started thinking about what you will write.
I'd like you to write right now what you are thinking in your process
journal."

Mary: "I'm thinking nothing."

Diane: "Why don't you start with that?"

After eight minutes, Diane says, "O.K. I think everyone's finished," and kids
respond:

Scott: "That seemed more like the idea log than process."

Mary: "Well, the first step in the process is your ideas, so to me it seems
more like process."

hoTh
Kathy: "I thought it was - - I wrote in the 'rocess journal, then I put it in

my idea log."

Diane: "I'd like us to share what we wrote."

1-210
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The following,are some samples of kids'AMOMMONINIMmomm

"I reallYdon't know what in the world to write!!! Everyone is busy at
work, but I feel so out -of- place! I still don't know what she means by 'idea
log' or 'process journal 1. As a matter of fact, I have no idea in the world
why we siz here and write about things that I don't know anything about.
Stories we've written, read, heard? What?

This page, must probably sound like I've got to be the dumbest person in
the world!! But I can't help it -- I'm just starting to know the teachers
and I don't have any friends here, except for one -- Dyane. But I don't know
what I'm complaining about -- one's better than none!"

Chriss H

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
"Mrs; Burkhardt said 'You have a story due Monday.' I am thinking

c1 ,v, this is another assignment I have to do over the weekend. I have too
much homework anyway to do tonight and it is only third period. Why do they
do this to me?"

Chrisay T.

* * * * *

"I'm thinking what am I going to write? What kind of writing? How long

or short? How will it begin -- end? Now I'm thinking it's due-in five days.
Don't worry,_you'll think of something. I'm almost empty of thoughts now. ",

Gregg H.

*

"What I am thinking when she gives us the assignment . . . As I put in.my

idea log, I want to write a story about racquetball for Tuesday's assignment.
I will have the glossary and stuff in it. I haven't yet decided if I am going
to be in it or two 'professional' players will be in it, or I will make the

players up. I would imagine the glossary will be big. This is more idea than

process."

Scott L

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
"Mrs. Burkhardt said to have a writing piece Tuesday. What should I write?

A story? No. A poem? Maybe. What about something I like. Reading books?

Reading? What reading does to me? How I feel when.I read? Good. I have a

topic. But I'm not sure if I like it. Itni-Glah. I think I'll write about a

little kid. My baby sister. Yes. What she does, what she looks like. I'll

be very descriptive. I got this idea because I have to watch her tonight."

Nancy M

sees eseeeeeeeeeeeeee
"I started to think about what I wrote'in my idea log. The kidnapping

story, but to me it sounds very unsophisticated. I'll either do that or do a

kidnapping story about a dark, stormy night and a girl walking home at 9:00 p.m.

from her friend's house and gets kidnapped. I guess I should write this in my

idea log, so that's what I'm going to do."

Kathy H

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Process Iry

Kids' amieseieellaelaisme - cont'd

"I'm thinking of nothing. I've got it . . . going to take one of the
ideas I Wrote down yesterday in my Idea Log and use it. I'll probably use the
one about the girl mly age. It's going to be what happens to her over summer
vacation: So it will be really long. I'll probably take a piece of paper and
write down periods of time. Like on June 12 (last few days of school) July,
whatever -- July 20, then she goes to camp until August 5, etc. So I'von't go
day-by-day and drag it on. I like tragic endings, so she'll probably kill
herself or her boyfriend will O.D. or something."

Marg. C.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

After kids read from their process journals, Kristen salmi a concern: "I
thought process was after, you know, what stages you vent through in order to
write."

Diane: "I need to help you expand your notion of what process is."

Tim: "You want us to love process."

Matt: (Jokingly) "No, you want us to hate you."

Diane: "Do you hate me yet? I think your writing process is unique.
interested in learning how you write.. I think of all of you as

I lit
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writers. Think of all the times you write -- notes, letters, assign-
ments. You know there is a thinking process going on all the time
that makes up the writer part of us. Do you know what happens to me
when .I know I have to write something for next week? Let me read
from my process journal: 'No idea -- I envy people who know
immediately .1 Now this weekend, at least pay attention to
where your ideas come from."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Diane's Journal:

IJ

I like the idea I had for Engli$h today. I told them that an assignment was

due Tuesday (today was their last cass until Tuesday) then immediately I asked

that they write whatever they were ,thinking in their process journal. My theory

is that one begins composing the minute an "assignment" like that is given. At

some level we think about what to write, how to do it, etc. Conscious or un-

conscious -- all the time until 4/t's done. Perhaps I talked too much in the

midst of the sharing time. Some kids right away had ideas. Most seemed to

write about what to write kind of the same thing I mmmieuestend to write

in my process jour:al when I begin to compose a piece. I asked them to do one

#ther thing -- when they settle on an idea, write in th:ir process about where

the idea came from. This is/all part of my direct attack on their narrow

definitions of what it means, to have a composing process. I want them to

understand that it takes place before, during and after the actual act of

writing. While writing this I had an idea for my own piece -- to write about

writing process . . . maybe make it a humorous piece or semi-humorous with a

point of course.

1 -113
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Writing Groups Begin

"You are 13 or 14 years old. You are not serious all the time.

No one is. I've been in writing groups in moments when something is
fulviy. So don't worry. Be yourselves."

This is the way Diane introduces writing groups. Since these students

used groups last year, she feels it is best to begin with what they know and to
use tape recorders to monitor how each group develops. This too, she explains:

"Let me tell you why I use tape recorders. It's helpful to as

to hear youi voice reading your piece. I ueed to hear you speak
through it. It helps me make comments to you and also I can help
you improve your writing group skills.

Kristen asks: "Do we do what we did last year?"

Diane: "You'll read the piece twice, each person will
respond briefly and then you'll each takE a turn
going through the piece. You'll leave the tape
recorder running the whole time and you won't
judge other people's writing.

Following this and Diane's brief explanation of how she/mixed boys and girls
randomly into three-person writing groups ("I want to explore different combina-
tions and find out what combinations work well this year"), the kids collect tape
recorders and xeroxed copies of their first drafts and head out of the classroom
to scour the school for quiet places to read and listen to one another's writing.

We decide that neither she nor I will sit in and observe, leaving the kids
free to work on their own. Some groups return early. Diane is surprised and

uses this time to'neet with individual students. During the next few days,
Diane gives feedback to each writing group before the students go out to continue:

To one: "You were in a terrible. location. You need to find a quieter spot."

To another: "Everyone needs time to respond. You may need to wait a little

more before rushing on." To a third: "I was impressed with the comments you

made about Tom's piece." To another: "Deal with the writing in front of you.

You have the opportunity to make notes. Circle things that strike you. You

can be more active."

However, after a few days' work and careful listening to. tapes, Diane

records the following in her journal:

"I listened to a lot of tapes today. I think that spending

some classtimeon 'active listening' would be a good thing to do.
Most kids seem uncertain as to how to respond to a piece of writing.

This uncertainty covers both a holistic response and "taking a turn"

in discussing a piece with its author. On the tapes I hear anxiety.

I'm not sure they ever really relax and simply deal with the piece.
I also hear in this anxiety their desire to 'do it right.' Is this

anxiety left over from last year and being graded A, B, C, D on writing

groups or is it part of their attempt to please me?"

"When kids respond holistically (which most don't), they either

repeat the plecc verbatim or do a 'I got the picture . . -- this

is never followed by a visual image or 'I got the feeling . . .' and

this is never followed by a feeling or 'the point you were trying to

get across .' and this is rarely followed by a point or message.

It's as though they have learned standard or stock phrases, but

at si
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these are not rounded in anything coicrete enough to have meaning.
How to deal witn t is? It is very difficult to 'teach' a way to
respond. There isn't a formula that works for every piece of
writing (thank God). So it's hard to talk about what to say init-
ially about a piece. In the pad! I've tried to get kids to be
brief with their first response. I guess I've done that mostly by
modeling in class. So that seems like the logical thing, to do
tomorrow."

"But will anyone voluntarily read his/her piece? My sense of
this group is that they have a lot of fear of being put down, laughed
at or whatever. One thing I could do is ask certain kids to read
their pieces. By doing this I could also 'arrange' a range of pieces
that lead to different types Of response. Sondra and I can do a
couple -- chances are we would respond differently. or we could even
set that up in advance. .Nah, too phony. If it happens, it happens.
I would ask kids to write down their initial response to a piece
before anyone spoke."

"The second major W.G. thing we need to work on is how to 'take
one's turn' in discussing a piece. Too often the W.G. sound like
interviews is though. all they can do is ask questions: 'Is thista
true story?' 'Where did you get the idea?.' 'Why did you write
this?' etc., etc."

"What is listening? What is actIva listening? What's the
difference? What do I hear in this pjece when you read it? How
to be an active listener? Active auit;i4 Much depends upon the
author. How much does he/she care about what is written? Listeners
take their cues from authors. Author has something there -- he
wanted to do something with this piece, maybe several things. Did
he do it? Vital to know."

"Would it be possible to work on this tomorrow, too? Or is that
trying to do too much?"

Diane begins class the next day by checking her perception of group work
with the class.

Diane: "I'm caught up with tapes now. I'm always impressed hearing
you talk about your writing, listening to each other. I think you
are all doing the best job you can. There may be things you could
avoid doing, maybe there are things you forget, but I believe you
are .not consciously trying to mess up. Basically, I'm pleased."

"In writing groups, there are some things we can practice.
Let's see. What do you do first? You read out loud, right? Then
everyone responds, right? Nod your heads. When someone reads in
a group I'm in, I want to respond with something that captures
briefly what I feel or see or the point the writer is making. I

say my response; then, for example, Karen says hers, then Patti
says hers."

"Do you know when you are doodling, you're not listening? My
voice floats over your ears. I'd like you to pay attention cause
what I'm saying is important to me. I want it to be important to
you."

"After someone reads, you think, 'Oh no, what should I say?'
Right?" 1-sse



Kids:

Diane:

Seth:

Brian:

Diane:

Seth:

Diane:

Seth:.

Diane:

Diane:
DeL.

Diane:

Chris C.:

Diane:

Regina:

April:

Diane:

Kathy:

Kristen:

Greg:

Diane:

Nancy:

Seth:

Greg:

"Yeah."

"We're talking about a holistic response. How can we deal with it?"

"It's hard."

"It's dumb."

"It's based on relaxing and listening carefully to the whole piece. For
example, how do I know if you are listening to me?"

"We hear your words."

"Yes, but that's not a very active process, is it? What does it mean
to be an active listener? We want listeners to respond to what's in
the pieces, how the author reads, how the life and vitality come
through."

"You mean, say-back?"

"Yes, but the problem is some of you say back everything. What else can
you do?"

"We can't say 'I like it."'

."Do you know why we make such a big deal about that? It's a limiting
response. I go overboard in trying to get people not to say 'I like
it.' I'm glad I' do that because when people learn other things toilay,
they can offer much more help to the author."

"I know what I wrote. Someone doesn't have to tell it to mer"

"Is there a better way than repeating?"

"Summing up. You can say the whole message in a few words. If we
repeat, 'You have a dog named Spot,' that's stupid. We know more than
that. We can say, 'I can tell you really loved your dog Spot.'"

"Right. It's like I want the feeling."

"That's good. Let me summarize on the board. (Diane writes: what I
feel -- what I see.) What else can you do?"

"Hob you feel."

"The picture you get."

"You can say where you get confused."

"I'd want to save that for later.' Now we're working on how todids,the
first holistic response. What response would you want as an auth3r?"

"I have a picture in my rend when I write. I want to see if they have
the same one."

"I rather have a feeling."

"The response depends on if you care about the piece."
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Diane: "I assume you will write only what you care about, as such as that is

humanly possible. Let's practice responding."

At this point, Diane reads a piece she has written. She asks the students

to jot down their responses on a sheet of paper. We all practice ways of re-
\

\ sponding to her text; then we discuss which responses were effective and how
to classify them. Was it brief? Did it contain an image? A feeling? Did it

help clarify? Practice in responding and group work continue for the next few
ays until Diane decides that it's time to discuss revision, editing and

p blication.

She writes in her journal:

"I want kids to think seriously about what they've written so far
too and make a decision about a piece to revise for publication. They
may not be very aware of their needs right now, but what I think they
need to do is make some decisions about a piece o-publish :11----

"What if I had them start off with their pr cess journals and
write specifically on the question: How do I fe 1 about the pieces

I have written so far? Do I care about them? How much? Do I care
enough to revise several times? This is the assessment part of
composing just in case they want to know why this is process. (I'll

tell them that qt tht. beginning.) After writing about these questions,

should I ask -- Who needs to write a new/different draft? Who has a
piece he/she likes/cares about enough to publish? Seems like there
would be a natural division into the 'yeses' and the 'noes.' Those

who are ready to revise can begin revising. First, write ideas for

revision in process journal. What if someone says, I need to get
another opinion? Why not have Sondra talk to anyone who says this?
Physical split -- two different locations. Kids who stay here write
in process journal about ideas for revision, talk to each other or

talk to Sondra. They also begin revision after writing in process

journal. *Hand in Process. Journals. I go with kids who feel they

need to write a new draft. I talk with them as a group or individually

about topics, ideas. Use idea log -- etc., etc. Have them use process

journal the sane way I do. Draft due Friday. Is the revision due

Friday, too? Yes. Then Tuesday can be for writing group."

"If I collect all process journals today, that means two things:
1) reading and commenting in the journals for me (there goes Thurs-
day), and 0 the kids can't write process -- except they could do that

first thing on Friday."

"I like this plan I just came up with, except it doesn't free

me for conferencing. Maybe this is more important. Mkt I need to
do is view conference- as ongoing -- try to do one a day or some-

thing like that. Tha tee me from having to plan busywork."



From Reviling to Editing

By October 30, most students have revised their pieces. Now they maim into

editing.- If the magazine is to be typed, proofread, xeroxed and collated by

November 19, then students have only one week for editing since a social studies

field trip to Boston will interrupt the school schedule. Diane plans many possi-

ble approaches in her teaching journal:

Kids finished up writing groups yesterday (Friday') and we discussed

the "next step." For most this is editing which means it's now time to

come to grips with this. How will we do Ads? In order to meet a dead-

line, I'm willing to sacrifice certain editing specifics, but whatever

role the kids do play must be meaningful. Pairs are better than four-

person groups. I probably should do something in the first class of

the week (the one during which their pieces are due) in order to prepare

them for working in pe.rs. The obvious thing is to xerox a page of

someone's piece and use it for,practice. Kids could work in pairs,

then we could use the overhead. ProtIlems with chits are:

- it isn't the kid's own piece (except for the one person's
whose it is).

- the scope/range of corrections needed may be too limited
or too broad (depending upon what selection I use) to be
applicable.to the class as a whole.

-=-the kids who know lots about mechanics will pick out
everything. The kida who know little will feel over-
whelmed and incapable of doing a good job.

- always a danger with doing this with a large group
where the knowledge of specific skill. varies greatly.
Danger of losing kids or confusinc!

How can'I teach t process to go throLO rather than specifics?

Especially since this has to be rushed! 14,4 co be done by Friday.

What is the process?

- Authors will have questions -- spelling, punctuation, etc.
Or if they don't have them, they ought to. So is that a
first step': The author's careful proof-lading to mark
places he/she questions. But we know how ineffective this
1as proved to be in the past. It way just be a total
waste of time.

- Is the first itti, to get right into paire?, First kid reads
piece -- tape it. Both listen to the taped reading and
make corrections on xeroxed copy !hen they discuss/agree/
etc. or put aside to ask me, Sondra, or someone else who
knows.
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- Second kid reads his piece and process is repeated for
his.

- Original copy is used to indicate corrections and is handed
in to me.

- Tone should be questioning -- is this how you spell ?

Should there be a "," here? Could you eliminate this word?
Not an ordering or directive tone.

Again, I return to a basic question w at kind of preparation can/f

should I do in Monday's/Tuesday's class? The ne in which they hand in

their pieces. What if I write something which illustrates many of the

errors on our editing checklist? What if instead of using an editing

checklist developed last year we use part of the first class of week to

generate things to look for in editing. I like this better, Could

they look' at their own pieces to do this? Could we do this first, then

Use something written by me to put our newly developed checklist into

practice? Would there be time? Yes, I think so. (The thing I write'

should have the lines numbered just to make it easier to talk about.)

- .Does it matter what kids are paired together? Strange
thought occurs to me that length of piece should be a
factor so that the two partners feel an equal tradeoff.
Should the pairings be fresh? Kids who haven'tmorked
in writing group on this piece-that might be good, but
hard to do. As always, personality must be a factor.

I'm not sure how all this will work, but I think it's worth a try.

Great! Now I've given myself something else to do th4s weekend --

write an error-laden piece.

- Need to borrow tape recorders and get more tapes.

- Would two different colors of ink be good? Confusing --
one more detail to remember.

Maybe the whole class should not work on editing my piece together.

Maybe they should work in pairs. Good idea! I could collect them and

see what was spotted by each. Or we could discuss it together after

? minutes of them working.



A Class on Editing

Diane begins class: "O.K. It's time to devote some attention to editing.

Let's use process journals for this." While Brian, Bill and Matt S. go to their

lockers for the journals, Diane continues: "Turn to the next available empty

page. Think about editing. What are the specifics we need to pay attention to?

It's O.K. to do this in the form of a list." .

As kids begin writing in their journals, Diane moves to the board and

writea, Editing Checklist. Then she asks the class to call out suggestions.

Matt says, "Spelling." Coleen, "Punctuation." Kristen mentions verb tenses.

Scott says, "Sentence combining. You know when two short sentences can be

joined." In response to WIV suggestion "grammar," Diane says: "All of

this is grammar." Within ten minutes, Diane has covered the board with the

following:

spelling

punctuation

end of sentence

middle of sentence

? ,
%

quotation marks

capitalization

par. graphs

usage - to, too
there,. their

Sentences - complete
run-on

words left out

neatness

sentence combining

overuse of words

stick to one person (1,2,3)

dull vocabulary

While students copy the growing list into the journals, some quibble over

meaning:

Tom: "It's O.K. to make suggestions for words, but I don't think

it's necessary to change them.°

Regina: "Sometimes it's O.K. to have first and third persons in the

same story."

Diane tells them that they-will do a practice editing session on her piece.

Scott responds: "It probably has a million mistakes in it." Diane hands each

of us a xerox copy of her piece and puts us in pairs. We work for about 15
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minutes. Then Diane

with her some of the

verb tense and Diane

puts her original on an/overhead projector and has us review

editing changes we made. We argue about sentence length and

and I are both surprised as many students argue that per-

fectly correct short sentences are "too short" for an essay.

Diane comments in her journal:

Editing!!!! Yesterday's class (Eng. B) went very smoothly

nice leyel of involvement and general agreement on how my piece should

be "fixed" -- some of the major things "wrong" with it. Today's class

(Eng, A) reminded as of how complicated it is.

/ - First of all, there's such a wide range of/knowledge. Kristen
was talking about consistent verb tenses. II wrote it on the
boani knowing full well that half the kids don't think they
know what a verb is, let alone a verb tense. One consideration -
how to make the vocabulary of grammar and "mechanics more famil-'
Jar. How silly for a kid to say, "I don't know what a verb is."
Of course he does. He just doesn't know What it's called.*

- Second of all, it's correct to emphasise editineat the appro-
priate time in preparing a piece, but miwben we're operating
under such a tight time deadline that we Oan't do it justice.
95% of me is embarrassed to be giving this little time to it
in its proper ,:ontext. Done properly right now, there could
be some big accomplishments in terms of really improving kids'
skills or understanding of specific grammatical points.
Actually, I'm not sure how I would do it even if had
weeks right now. Somehow I have to think of an appropriate
way to practice editing more frequently or more regularly.
If I had "answers" from last year, I would have a good

. starting point, but if the truth were to be known, I've not
mastered the editing bug-a-boo yet.' Does the secret lie in
an expanded notion of writing groups -- giving them a new
task? This is very scary because writing groups are not
yet wonderful just in terms of giving feedback and responding
well.

- Third, what about kids being wrong? Today, for'example, Kathy

and Margaret two of the more able writers (joined by a
chortle of others) were absolutely convinced that I must re-
place then with a comma. If 1 omitted it and put a period,
the previous sentence would be "too short." Here was-another
place where I needed to stop and spend more time. Burl didn't.
It is frightening to think of what might happen in the next two
days of pieces being edited.

This is something that I really need to get my head together on. It's

too easy not to grapple with these issues because at earlier stages of the

process we simply say: "Not appropriate," and that's it. I must be com-

pletely out of touch with the thinking I did in July during our two weeks,

because I remember feeling much more confident about all of this back then.



7,

The next few days' ould be quite an adventure. I'm going to end

up feeling shitty about it, I know.

Despite misgivings, Diane has students work in editing pairs for the next

two days. She explains the procedute.

1. Turn on the tape recorder.

2. Read your piece out loud.

3. Play back the tape.

4. Listen with your partner to the sound of your voice taading
See if what you are saying corresponds to what you have
written. Edit whenever necessary.

As students leave for editing groups, Diane and I join Margaret, Scott and

Kathy as they listen to the changes in Margaret's latest revision. We are all

.involved as Margaret reads aloud the changes she has made. In one section,

Margaret reworked a tricky passage. Kathy responds: "Oh, that's much clearer.

That solves it" Later on, we all joke about where Jo, the main character,
I,

kicks Tony, th boy who's chasing her. When I tell Margaret that the dialogue

sounds realist c \he quips, "It is." Neither Diane nor I are happy about the

.._

final part of the piece which ends in murder and_suicide. Margaret, too, feels

"it doesn't work" and is "trying to find a way out."

Diane records her observation'of this session in her teaching journal.

While sitting with Margaret, Scott and Kathy (writing group), I

practiced being a more careful observer. Margaret never read a

section entirely without both "crossing out or adding to it" while

reading and trailing off at the end with an "I don't know" type of

comment, an uncertainty and, at times, a frustration. She also moved

constantly -- shifting in her chair, jiggling her leg, etc. This

apparent discomfort is not usually part of her. Was it due to both

Sondra and me being there? Or to her anxieties about the piece? If

I were to ask her, would she even be aware of the apparent anxiety?

Kathy's reoponses and questions were particularly impreisive.

She and Margaret are very comfortable in a group together. If they

stay together, will this help Kathy feel more secure in her relation-

ship with Margaret?
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The students spend two days editing their pieces. Once everything is handed

in, Diane asks students to write in the process journals about four items:

1. Specific feedback about writing groups.

2. Evaluation of the editing process.

3. Evaluation of piece; Do you feel proud, etc.?

4. Do you have a suggestion for a title for our magazine?

Below are some student responses. Before Diane reads the pieces and the

journals, she comments:

I will now go through the pieces and see how the,editing process

worked. My expectations are not very high. I'll make corrections of

obvious spelling errors, etc., but that's all. One thing for sure

is that there must be more time set aside for editing.
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teStig.

Sultry 812

ibvember 6, 1981

I wrote my final draft and it was easy because I just bad to copy it down.
It took me a long time because I had to correct all the spelling. I'm sure
that there's slot more words that are spelled un-correctly because Tara really
didn't pay attention to it. I can't work well with Tara because she always
tells some corny jokes and laughs at them and just fools around. I'm an awful
speller and I know it but she is a little higher than I am but she still says
my spelling is wrong when it sometimes is cornet. It was hard for me to
correct her piece because I didn't Understand her whole story. It was so
confusing that I thought we were to do another writing group. 11411 I guess

she will just halm to explain it to everybody who asks her about it. In thi
begining, I was anxious to show it to people and have them read it but now
I'm not sure. Since I'va gotten bored with it I feel it's not my best work.
I get bored with a piece easily and end up never, getting past a first or second
draft!! I'm scared about what people are going to think about my piece. That
they think it is dumb or something like that. I always am!! We read our
pieces into the tape and then played it back. Then looked for all mistakes.
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November 5, 1981

This was simple because all I had to do was check over my piece and look

for anything I was suspicious of. My editing didn't help-much because I'
always careful in ihecking if everything is correct even on first drafts. Habit

I guess.

Entry #17
November 5, 1981

As I thought about the soccer game I'd had this afternoon I also th ght

about our varsity being county champs and wrote sort of a fantasy. As I to

I could feel the suspence,myself and I could just feel the presure on mysel E\

But being it was a fantasy I made the shot with du problem. I like this atoll

because if other people read it they would think I was conseeded.

Entry #18
November 6, 1981

One thing I could say about writing groups is I really don't like when In

given a group. There are people that I know of who don't really care about
doing it and are also too stupid to do it. People I like to be. with are people .

like Tom Herten and Mike Abate who knows what he's doing and isn't rawdie.

I really wasn't too happy about the way editing groups were arranged, not

because of who I was with but because only one person can't in my opinion can't

catch as many errors as two or three people.

About how I feel about my v .ece is simply In tired of it because I've

known it too long. To as it'' woring but that usually.happens to me when it

goes through the revision process.

After thinking about a name I came up with "Free to Write." I don't think

it's good but that's all I could think of. I have an addition to my list of

people to be in my group. Jeff Osika.

"Mike,

I have to disagree with you about some people being too stupid to

participate in writing groups. Some of the most intelligent students I

know are among the worst group participants because they seem to think

no one can offer them a single thing.

If you're talking about people who seem not to know what to do,

that's different. In most cases it's a matter of them lacking confidence

or feeling very scared of what you will think of what they say.

Regardless of who you are with in a group, you should be supportive

and responsive." bLe
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OJOrt./
.Procebs Journal Entry
Final Duckling Story
November 6, 1981

I find writing groups pretty helpful if I have the right people in a group.
One person I don't like to be with in a group is Tara. I like her but she doesn't

help me with my piece at all. She gives a lot of unnecessary stuff for ideas and
seems to just think up questions that she doesn't really care about. It's just

like she makes them up for a response. I like to be with Claim Teufel in a

writing [group]. One reason is because I feel comfortable reading my pieces to
her and discussing them probably because we're good friends. Also, she gives
ma useful ideas and asks good questions. I think the editing process is good
because listening to my own piece lets we see and correct my own mistakes. I

like my finished piece a lot and I am very proud of it. It is exactly What I
wanted to write and I would like to have other people read it. .

.1Dmv." b,
Entry 010
November 25. 1981

1) Writting groups are helping me to get more ideas and to learn more on how
to structure my own types of stories.

I would like to be with Matt Donnelly because we're good friends and I
think he could really help we because he knows the way I write.

And possibly Mike Sloane because I'm used to the way he gives we alot
of feedback and I can usually make many good changes that I like.

2) I didn't really like editing groups because in pairs it just seems harder
for me to relate with just one person. It's weird.

3) I'm not very proud of it..but I am anxious to gather feedback from the
class and my parents because I feel it's basicly a good story but
sometimes when I toad it it just doesn't seem or feel right.

I want my parents to read it but I don't want to hear. "Oh! It's a good
story!" But I want to hear more ideas about how they felt when they
read it. But I feel too,, embarrassed to just come right out and sayit.

4) Writting in Our Minds Our Writting
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Scott

Orgeberp-6, 1981

1. I like my writing group just the way it is. I have Margaret and Kathy in
my writing group. I think we work well together. I also like it because
they really help ay story a lo with many comments.

2. I believe the way you did the ed ing groups were excellent. Working in
pairs I think was good'because the e was plenty of time to get to each
piece. The idea of the tape was go d too because I found a lot 'of errors
on my own piece.

3. The way I feel about my piece is that could have dondra better job. I
really didn't put through enough writin groups. I had the chance but
blew it.

:r
ntwrY

w. k.
8E 9

I kept the story the same after editing. I didn't change it.

Entry 99 (11/6/81)

I think a good group for as was Tim C., Tam H. and me. I thought me and

Tim were good. I got slot of spelling eras taken care of and punktiation.

I lik;my piece now that I'm don with it even more then before.

I don't know. I feel kinda shy that every one reading my story. People

coming up to me and saying that story you wrote was really sick or that was a
stupid story you wrote. I can't take the emberisment and then people coming up

to and saying that was a good story you WON! than I'll say was it? ,I thought

it stunk to hide the emberisment back and I'll start blushing and get real
nervous and when my mother reads it and my step father and they start to convent

on'it then my mother takes it into work and every one reads it and when she has

a party and they say he's the one who wrote the story and she'll say "He's the

one."

I think the proses was very good. It was clear for as to understand it.

I think a good name would be All 112: Us.
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Chriss II

% 1. Writing Groups -

Since I switched English classes, my writing groups have been going well.

I feel it's better to get the real beef from a friend. Dyane and Regina tell

as honestly what they thought of my story and sometimes how I can change it

to make it better.

Editing Process -

The process we used was/is a good one. It helped make things easy in

the end, even though at times I couldn't think of things to say -- it worked

out for the best. It helped the story shape up.

3; Finished -

I think the piece I wrote this year, this time, was the bast piece I've

ever written. I'm very proud of it and would love to share it with anyone

who wants to hear it, and I really hope someone will read it.

4. A Good Title Would Be -

8th Grade Camels Run in the Desert

(or)

8th Grade Camels That Spit Hay

(or)

An 8th Grade Camel Stalkes the Night

Matt D.

Entry #9,

1. Specific comments about your writing group. (Let me know now who you want or

don't want to be' with and why.)

I want to be with them and Sondra. They helped a lot. So did Mrs.

B. with her comments on my piece. I feel it's stronger because of

my group.

2. Evaluate the editing process me used (pairs, taping, writing, reading, etc.).

Pairs are better than last year when we had 4 people. You have more

time on your piece and the type isn't used like we use them in

writing group.

3. Now that your piece is completed, how do you feel about it? Are you proud,

anxious for parents to read it?

I like my piece as it is. I don't want (to) change it. I want

my dad to read it to see what he has to say. I. in
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816

1) I like the writing group In in or was in last time (me. Matt. John and Sondra)
because I got [the] most out of it for my piece and agreed with what they said.
So it helped me more than the other ones I went to. They also responded good

to my questions. They didn't just say nothing.

3) I feel pretty good about [it]. but I'm getting a little sick of writing it
over and over again. I don't know if I'd want other people reading it
though.

4) Our writings. It really didn't knock the socks
I mean. I thought it was alright, but I was so
like it because I'm so sick of it. Most people
wish there were more questions then there were.

off of me. if you know what
sick of it. I really don't
said they liked it. But
but I really didn't mind.

"Chris.

It's hard for me to tell how much of this reaction is just your
natural tendency to put your writing down. I guess 1 have to assume
that .you are being as honest as possible in here. don't I?

I'm a little surprised that you still feel 'sick of the piece.'
Usually (or often) that feeling passes once a piece is done and
published and you can feel that your revisions and copying over were
worthwhile.

Maybe that piece wasn't something you really wanted to write. Are

you writing lots in your idea log these days? I bet you're not. I

definitely recommend it. Wits-'t there a time earlier this year when
you were writing frequentiv in and liking it? How about you and I
'making a pledge to each ott.r Ciat we will write in our private
journals (idea logs) for at iwast 10 minutes a day from now until
Christmas vacation? I get mad at myself when a few days go by without
writing so this would be a good thing for me to do too. How about it?"

.4!
Love.

DiB. 12/7/81



Kathy H.

I-.

1

November 7, 1981

I'm so rushed! I have so ouch homeowrk and my algebra I don't understand.
At least we get a sort of break from school at Boston. Well, about my story.
So far the people I have worked with in .a writing group are Margie, Scott, Nancy,,
Chrissy and Pam Stubbe. The first 3 are excellent because they give as a lot of
feedback. I especially like working with Margie and Scott becaU e of the large

%Pim
amount of feedback and also all of'us aren't shy with each other, o we aren't
afraid to say or ask anything which helps a great deal. I didn't r lly like
working with Pam and Chrissy because the feedback they gave Is wasn't really
helpful, and they are both kind of shy. I don't want 'people who are shy and
unhelpful to as because then I get nothing done. I felt that the editing\process
went very well. It's easier to work in pairs than in groups like last year\be-
cause too many people talk at once and people argue.and fool around a lot. S ott

and I worked well together, but a few times we got stuck for a long time. To
solve this, we just worked at the problem for awhile and eventually we found the
answer. The tape recorders didn't help at all because it went too quickly \
(listening) so after the first time, we just stopped playing the tape and just \

. .

read it to ourselves to make corrections. It's a lot easier. Yes! I'm very \
proud of my piece. This is the first time I've written real dialogue and a
story about teenagers. I'm anxious to let my parents read it. Even during

different drafts I kept on asking them to read it to see what they thought. All

I got back was "That was really good. What a weird turnaround!" I *ant everyone

to know. that I've finally finished my piece. After all it was hell! (Excuse my .

language.) But now in the end I'm really glad I stuck with it!

November 8, 1981

My god! I can't believe it. As I was breezing through my journal to see
how many entries I've written (there are 7), I remembered my field hockey piece
and it was about me scoring the winning goal. (Uh oh, Mrs. B.'s gonna kill me.

I forgot to leave comment space from page to page.) At that I took a double

take and freaked out. (HoW do you like that hippie talk?) Just last week when

we played Port Jeff, I scored my first goal and it was the winning one too! We

won 2-1. Isn't that weird? Well, I just thought I'd share that little freaky

info with ya! Bye! Bye!

"Kathy - I agree that you and Margaret and Scott were a good

writing group. Between the three of you, you seemed to cover just

about every aspect of each other's pieces. You and Margaret will

stay together in W.G., but I might switch Scott to work with some

different people. I'm not sure though and it will still be a week-

or two before we return to intensive writing, so I don't have to make

up my mind just yet.

After you' saw our magazine and saw yout piece in print, did you

feel that all of your time and struggle was worth it? I hope so.

The other day (when Sondra's boss was in advisory lunch), you
made a comment about process journils -- I think it was that you
still don't understand why we keep them or what you're supposed to

getout of it. Am I remembering correctly?

I need to know more about what you're thinking about that Are

you concerned that you 'don't know what to write?' I'm putting this

on my list of things to talk to you about. We'll have to get together

soon." (DLB, 12/7/81)



(1) Kathy and Scott are really helpful. They are the people I've worked best
with so far. Scott suggests basically small changes, minor things. While Kathy
notices major things. I guess that she picks up. The other things are in and IN4 Mk

14. Po
comments on the overall piece. So it's a good combo. m

;6

I' not sure if what I said about K. and S. is right, that Scott suggests
1 1

§
blct.,

small things while Kathy's are larger, but it just seems to me that they aren't ..:.pl.
giving se the same comments. So we cover the whole piece. They pick up every- .1 fiTo p
thing-and then if I ask they give me good suggestions.' I think that's because ' 1 I"
we're basically on the same level with our writing. We work good. im mr

("Level of thinking too! ") l ai
. . oq+

(2) I feel O.K. about C
m2

ils piece. The only thing I'm worried about li when other
people read it will they know, what's going on? Did I Make it clear? I think I i

did. I'm pretty proud of it. ("Good!") It. was a lot of work. I'm not having
my parents read it until it's typed and in the magazine. Noreen has read.draft
2 and 3 so she'll be surprised at how I've changed .it. She'll like it.

$

I just hope-the piece can- be understood when it's read by other people that
haven't read all 4 drafts.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *



Diane's Comments on the Editing Process and Publishing Process

English B no.

Pieces are handed in. Boston excitement reigns. Rooming list has been

posted. Lots of questions.

Chris C is upset that she did not experience the editing process.

She counted on doing it today, but did not give me her piece to be xeroxed until

this morning because she was still revising. There are a few others who did not

go through it yet: Regina (still writing), Matt Sq (lessons), Matt S

(absent), Margaret cstill writing) and Seth (brought it in this morning).

Chris has mentioned it to me several times this period. There are a few

of those kids.for whom their dilly-dallying around will affect their grade. I

make a clear distinction between Margaret and Seth (foe example) as far as the

reasons for not going into the (just had a funeral for my last black Visiex pen

which died a rapid death in mid-sentence) editing procdure as everyone else did.

Seth plainly was not using his time well. I'm sure (whether he knows it.or not)

that he was not committed to this piece. Plus he seems to have the Lane family

"no homework syndrome."

There's been a nice feel to these classes today as we sit and write and

talk qu!nly every now and then. I'm very aware of a sense of completion and

told each class at the beginning that they had every right to feel very proud

of themselves for the work accomplished in getting their piece finished.

Generally, the feedback on the editing proceis is positive. Some good

points were made about the value of a group of three as opposed to two. It

would be possible to have some three's and some two's and let them choose.

A few kids thought that taping it was very good. Others thought it was a

waste of time. I wonder if they really did it the way they were supposed to.

I think one of the things I do well is teking with kids one-pn-one. I

have always been comfortable with that.
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Diane's Comments on the Editin- Process and Publishin Process - cont'd

I just read through all the process journals. Real range of views on the

prospects of publishing a magazine and having it read by others. Tom Herten

does not feel like his piece. is ready to publish. He's not proud of it yet,

and feels he rushed it. A number of kids don't want their parents to read

what they have written because of anticipated criticism. ,Jim K. anticipates

embarrassment if other kids read his piece regardless of the tone'of comments

they will make to him.

After thinking about this, I think it's O.K. that some kids are really

nervous or uncomfortable. For one thing, maybe that feeling will change once

they get some feedback on it or once they actually see it in print. For

another thing, their fear shows an investment of self. If they're worried

because they think their piece is shitty, maybe they'll care more about the

next piece. If they're worried because they may have put themselves on the

line too much, I don't think there's anything wrong with that.



Using Nbdels for Writings Interior Nbnlogues

In January, Diane distributed an example of an interior monogogue:

JUSTICE?

Why'd she have to pick on me? I didn't have my hand
up. She could have picked on any other kid in the class.
I don't know the answer, and she knows it. Why doesn't
she pick on some other kid instead of staring at me?
The whole class is looking at me; waiting for my answer.
If I'm bright, so what, big deal; there'll just be an-
other time. What could the answer be? Good, she's
looking around the room; maybe she'll pick on someone
else. Then I'll be the one that Can laugh and make fun
of him. I'll be able to stare at him; make him nervous.
No? She's looking back at as and I still don't ',..now the
answer. Don't look at me, you idiot, pick on someone
else. Wish there never was school or teachers. Good,
she's looking around the class again, somaybe she'll
pick on someone else. She always picks on me; pick on
someone else! I wish the bell would ring -- oh no!
She saw me looking at the clock! Now she's mad. The
bell!!! Saved!! No! She won't let the class go; she's
keeping us after. She can't! At last, I'm free!

After students read it silently and aloud, Diane asked the students to write
their own on a subject of- ,their own choice for class the next day. She also told
them they could begin planning their interior monologues in their process jour-
nals. Below are excerpts from process journals on this process.

Chr:'.ssy T.

When I sat down to write a monologue for tomorrow's assignment,
I had no idea at all fbr it. So I tried doing some of that automatic
writing. I don't really, know if it helped me or not. I wrote but
constantly without lifting my pen but all I wrote about was all the
tests I had this week because that is what was in my head. I also
wrote that I had no idea at all as to what I was going to write
about. After I read the page on which 1 did my automatic writing,
I got an idea. Why not write about the minute right before I get a
marked test paper back and the tense moment it is. Then I thought
that I'd better not do that becau a not many people get nervous
about getting a test paper back.

I sat and thought some more. Then it was time for me to get
the clothes out of the dryer. I didn 't want' to do this task though

because the dryer is in the cold basement. Everytime I go down

there I freeze. I walked to the door of,the basement still thinking
about the story I had to write. I stood and the door debating whether
I should open it and freeze myself. Thinking this reminded me of

going into a pool and how the first step is the hardest because the
water is so cold. I liked this idea and thought it would be good to
write my monologue about it.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Using Models for Writing: Interior Monologues page 2

Kathy

Just some thoughts about writing. I think the hardest part of
writing is to first get an idea. Then, when you get the idea some-
times more ideas on the topic come and it's hard to decide which idea
to use. Ya know what .I mean? It's hard to describe. Well, interior
dialogue. I was in the shower thinking of what to write. I didn't
want to do school because the Justice piece was about school. I know,
'it's a big topic but I still wanted to do something different. Then I
thought about family life. Mine in particular. I had been thinking of
what Scott had done for his states and capitals map. Then I thought
Scott, what if I did how he scares the heck out of me all the time and
how he attacks me (not what you think), only foolingaround, throwing
the dog's sock at we Sitting and waiting for the attack. I'll try
it. That was so incredibly easy.. In the beginning I wrote I am
afraid I read it over and said, "I'm not afraid but I'm not sure how
to explain the way I feel." It's like a funny kind of afraid. That's
about the only place I stopped. I was waiting to see when I'd stop
but I never did until I reached the end. I can tell I didn't stop
too because of writing so fast and hard I have writer's cramp. Yuk!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Kathy H.

We were reading our interior monologues today in class and after
Mrs. B. gave the assignment to do another one except from someone
else's point of view and she said something about a cat but I can't
remember what. Anyway I immediately thought of my dog Cindy a 4 when
we feed her she dances and we tease her not letting her have the food.
One night my Mom said I wonder what she's thinking when we do this
to her. It seemed like a great idea - to think of what the poor dog's
thinking about all of this - to use for the assignment. I'm going to
try it!

No problem. I finished in 5 minutes. It was fun to imagine what
the dog thinks. I added what we do at her dinner time and things she
does, stretches, etc.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Karen

I just wanted to tell you how much I enjoy interior monologues.
I think I have alot of thoughts that I can write for one! One
question of mine is if we can write one of these monologues as a
story well monologue on our own personal magazines. I really like
writing a monologue as being some[one] else. Like are last'monologue
being my dog.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Margie

I really don't know how to
I would of had him (Larry) come
to use dialogue but I couldn't.

end this. If it wasn't a monologue
over and start to talk. I wanted

It really didn't take me long and I
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got the idea right away. I don't think that I could have done as good
without the example. It was helpful. I could have gone on with this
but I just didn't feel like it. If I was you (Mrs. Burkhardt) I'd be
pissed that so many people aren't here. I am. Where are they?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Matt D.

I found it was easyier then I uselly write. I was thinking when
I was writing how easy it is. Some reason I enjoy writing like that.
I' try more like that.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

April

This was very easy because these were my thoughts just a few
seconds ago when this happened I want to do another one. I think I
will. I really enjoy this type of writting. I'm back. I just ate
dinner. My second monolog I will problly use parts of for the story
I am writting now.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Scott

I'm going to write about me going into a racquetball tournament.
I will walk into the court and see this kid that is great. And what
will go thru my lead.

I just wrote this with no problem but didn't know how to end it.
So I read the sample and ended it the best I could do.

I'm going to write about the kid that he has to play. He will
see him walk into the court and think how easy this kid looks.

I decided to have the kid change his mind in the middle. He
looked at what he was wearing and got phsyced out. I still had
trouble ending it.

Leslie

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Let's see, I have to write another interior monolouge (sp?) Mabey
I'll do one from yesterday. I don't want to do the trip. Well. I want
to make the topic out of school. Mabey in home or out side. Humor.

Mabey I'll write about my B-day. Let's see, I'm out of die r'om, stand-
ing at the door and everybody is going to jump out at me. No. Tara
is going to accuse me or sombody else. I don't like [the] idea anyway.
I think I'll be entering a dark room and wondering what is inside.
Yea. I like that!! OK! That's what I'll do. Now, how should I start
it? Hum.

Oh, why don't this dumb hall light work. Now I have to fumble in
the dark. Let's see, I'm positive there are 13 steps and my door is
at the top of the stairs to the left. The door knobs even with my hip
then twist to the right and the light =witch is even with my elbow.
Now all I have to do is try it.
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Jeff 0.

[Before writing] I'm not sure wither or not I should write some-
thing having to do with school. I don't think I should or I might
start sounding like that kid we reed about. I really don't have any
ideas. Maybe because I'n not exactly sure how an interior monologue
goes. Does it have to be just like that kid's but on a different
subject or can it just be you talking about something just not with
anybody and with no dialouge?

[After writing] It was easier then I thought if it's right. It
took me a while to think of an idea and I had to write 2 drafts , a
1st and 2nd, but it's done.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Chrisey T.

Today I was told in class that I was supposed to write another
monologue but write it ea if I was a different person. Right away I
knew what I was going to do for my monologue. I wanted to write as
if I was four years old and I was waiting for my.sister to come home
from school. I don't know where I got this idea from, .I just thought
of it.

When I sat down to write today, I had no trouble at all.. I put
myself in the place of a four year old kid waiting for her sister
and wrote how I felt. As I wrote I tried to make the monologue sound
as if a little kid was thinking. I wrote in simple, uncomplicated
sentences that only a four year old would think in.

I thought that writing a monologue was very simple. The hardest
part was thinking of an idea.

* * * * * * * * *1* * * * * * * * * * *

The next day in class, Brian asks, "Are we going to read?" To Diane's
affirmative response, he says, "Can I go first?" Diane says, "Let's go around
the circle, OK?" Chrissy T. goes first and reads the following about diving
into a pool:

THE CHILLS

The water looks so icey and cold. The first step is the hardest
one. I hope that once I am in the pool I don't turn into an ice cube.
Maybe I should just dive in, that way I will get all wet at once rather
than going in slowly and getting the chills. On the count of three I
will jump. One . . . two thr--. No, I can't do it, the water
seems so cold. By the time I get in the pool it will be dinner, then
I won't have any time all for swimming. Okay, I will jump in now
and get the first stet ,ver with. This time I'll count to five and
jump. One, two . . . three . . . four . . . five. 'SPLASH!! Oh, the
water isn't as cold as I thought it would b2, in fact, it is quite
warm.

Then Leslie reads about answering the telephone:
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The Phone Call

page 5

-Ring- Was that the phone? Yes? Oh boy. What should I say?
Should.! pick it up? I've prepared a speech, let's see, where is it?
Oh know! I've lost it? Check back pocket? Check right, check left!
NO! Oh no!! Check front, right, NO! It's hopeless! Oh, there's
still left!! Ah, here it is! Is it him? Oh boy, is my heart in my
throat? It sure feels like it Is it going to ring again? Comon!
Please don't! Phew, it Aidn't! My hands are trembling! -icing -
"Hello ?" Klunk!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

When we got to Billy, he says, "Mine is stupid."

Diane: "You're calling a first draft of something you've never done
before, 'stupid'?"

Billy: "Yes."

Seth: "No one will shoot you down."

Brian: "We'll laugh with you, not at you."

Billy is still reluctant. Di resolves the issue by saying, "OK, don't
read now. Maybe you'll want to read later."

We continue around the circle, until everyone's had a chance to read. The
kids say "they sound read -- like you are right there." Diane reads hers and
explains, "Mine comes from a real experience. I pictured a particular moment
in 9th grade. The boy was Stan Medbury. I thought I couldn't talk to him."

Below are more samples of what students wrote:

Brian

First

Come on, it's easy. Shutup fool! How does he go down so easally
it look like a pro at it. OK know, which goes first, the left ski or
right, or maybe both? Should I ask someone? No then they would think
why I am out here for what's the use and maybe think I am kidding and
forget to tell me and go down the hill. Hay!! Who did that, who juit
push me. It's that boy he probley didn't mean it. Oh no, I am going
to crash!! I'm going to end up like one of those guys that get there
leg mangled up and end up in the hospital for 3 weeks. Wow, a close
one. Thank God he moved. Oh no, a boy fell in front of me. Should
I yell "watch out"? Wow. Oh no, I just went over a jump. Oh lord,
please don't let me die. Please as I landed with a thump. And the
whole experience ended because the rest of the ways I went on my rump.

Greg

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Homework

Why does it always happen to me? .I always forget homework and
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the teacher doesn't believe me. I have a F+ final grade in effort and
not much better in content. I think that the teachers think that I
don't even try. Oh no, my math homework is at home and I have math
now. "O.K.. George. What's your-excuse this time??!!! . . ."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Chiles El

I'm Too Smart for Them

Oh, please, please don't come over this way, you fool! Go away!
Please! If anyone saw me I'd die, my parents would kill me; after they
ground me 'till I'm 80 yrs. old! What an I thinking! Sometimes
as stupied as they Are; their not gonna catch me, no not.me, never.
I'll just shove it in my jacket an act normal -- my God! Did they see
me? I think my hart has speed up? Why the hell am I shaking? Don't
worry, Chris.. You got it, now to get out of here. fast. Ahh!
out! I did it! I really did it! Those stupied jerks, think thier so
cool. I really burnt them! As I turned around I saw the Store manager
and a security cop; as they just stood there shaking thier heads
staring down at me. I said to myself - "They really burnt me!"

Scott

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Tournament

Oh my god, look at this kid. Is this who I have to play. He
is going to kill me! I don't want to play him. Should I give up?
No, I will try my best. That is just the luck of the draw. I will
never win a racquetball tournament with draw's that are like this.
What should I do? What should I do? The only thing I can't do is
win. I musn't give up. I'll just try my best, that's all. Maybe
there is some mistake. Maybe I don't play this kid. He does look a
little good for this age group. Well, let's go. I had better play
good, that's all.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Margaret C.

I must look like a jerk sitting here next to Linda. She's the
most popular girl in school. Oh God! Here comes Bobby. The prom
is coming up and I want him to ask me. But I can just dream on because
he's walking over now and he's gonna ask Linda. He's so close! Oh
damn. He's saying Hi to-Linda. I must be invisible-or something.
Oh, my heart's broken. He's just asked het to the prom! My life's
over! Guess what. Now here comes Larry. He's so fat and ugly.
What a bore. I've got to say Hi he's looking right at me No,

no. Don't ask mei!. Too late, he's asked me.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Matt S

Trouble

Oh no, here she comes. She's gdnna blame it on me. She always
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does. Iverything that happens she blames it on ma. I don't know
why. I' not a bad guy. I do all my work. I hope she accuses
someopielse. To late, she accused me. I doR't know what to tell
her. I always fold under pressure.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ab\\* * *

Tim

paws I

I realy blew it this semester. Boy, when PkmOmme's the grade on
my math test-she's gonna kill $e. Maybe I'll hide it. No, that's
dumb. She has to sign it sometime. I'd forge it if \I could write as
neat as her. No way. Mr. A. isn't blind. He's had le for a year. He
got to know my handwriting. Maybe I should just show\it to her and
get it over with. On, I don't no what to do. If I et it to her, I
could get in slot of troble and if I forge her signatu e and Mr. A.
finds out, I'll be in troble with him and he'll tell my\Mom anyway.
So; no matter what I might get in troble. Oh, what theihell, I'll
show her Mom. ,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1

At the end of class, Diane asks: "How about writing another interior
monologue for tomorrow ? What if, this time, you try'doing the inner thoughts
of someone else?" The kidi think it's a good idea and begin talking about

'options as they leave the room. "Could you be a member of the opposite sex?"
"Could you be an adult or a child?"

Below are some more interior monologues:

Brian

Should I help him? He looks confused. Well, if I go over there
and ask him if he needs any help -- but then if he knows how to ski
he will think I am a jerk. Well, there he goes down the hill. He
looks like he's in trouble. I better go help him. But what can I
say? On no, I better move that guy so he doesn't hit him. Oh no!
He's head[ed] right at the.jump. Thump!! I think he's OK.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Leslie

Scared of the Dark? No Way!

Why won't anybody change'this dumb hall light? Now I have to
_fumble in the dark. Let's_see. once I counted the steps, there's 13.
Once at the top turn left one pace." The door is right there. The door
knob is even with my hip and the door knob turns to the right. The
light switch is even with my lower shoulder. Simple! Know all I have
to do is try it!

OK, here are the steps. Ready? OK, 1 . . . 2 3 4

5 . . . woops! Thud! Ow, I hurt my knee! (sigh) Now were was I? Oh
yea, 3 . . . 4 5 6 7 8 9 -- 11
12 There, at the top! Now, turn left one pace. OW! How'd that
wall get there? Matey I should walk forward a little. Thump. Oh

I $10
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brother, I'm positive there were only 13 steps. How did 2 more get
there? I better be more careful! Get to your feet bit be careful!
OK, feel to see if ANYTHING is in front of you! No! Good. At the
top (and this time I mean it!). Now, turn left one pass, at the door
. . . Boom! Tup, it's there. Hip; door knob, OK! Got it! Hu, what
was that? A noise, it came from inside my room! Oh no! Should I
open the door? Yes, just a crack, reach your hand in. Oh know, where's
the light? 'Oh know, ah, there it is. Click.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Chriss H

I should never have come to work with this cold, : don't like this
job. Maybe I'll go see Gerry in Men's underwear. Gee, it sure is
crowded today. "Hey, sweetie, I saw that," T felt like saying. When
I saw that girl stuff something in her jacket. I just followed her
around untill she left. When I noticed I wasen't the only one follow-
ing her, so was the manager. We both went out the door after her, she
turned around and we grabbed her.

Scott

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Tournament II

Is this the kid that I have toplay? Wow, is this going to be
easy. I can tell just by the way he is looking at me. Look at his
face, he looks dumbfounded. He walked in with no confidence. I can
tell he isn't so good.' But wait, look at him. I mean what he is
wearing. He has on addidas! Woe, is he lucky. Ane he has a 1

I don't believe it! He must be good. I think I'm in trouble. If
he has an addidas and a , he really must be good. I think I
better play hard because he looks like he is good. No confidence,
but looks like he might be good.

Chrissy T

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Waiting

When is she going to get home from school? I've been waiting all
day to show my sister my new Raggety Ann and Andy game. .1 wish I was
allowed to go to school, but I am only four years old. Mommy says I
can't go to school untill I'm six. That's not fair! What a bummer.
I wonder what it is like to ride on one of those big yellow school
buses. I'll have to wait two more years to find out the answer. What
a bummer. Oh, I hear the front door opening. At last my sister is
home. I'd better get my new game ready to show her.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Tim

Boy, I don't know what I'm going to do with him. I know he can do
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Tim

better than this. He usualy does very well in math. I wonder what
happend with this test. Maybe I should have a talk with him and ask
him what happend. I don't know, he might think I'm being a nag. I
don't want to be a nag, but I have to do something.

1
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PROCESS JOURNALS AND WRITING GROUPS

On Friday, March 12the.Disne provides kids with a written description

of the magazine assignment. (See following page for a copy.) From this

point on, students will be working at their own, pace, drafting pieces in

different forms or from different points of view, meeting in writing

groups, and using their process journals fitr planning, revising, and

communicating with Diane.

Also during this class Diane asks fur written feedback on writing

groups and she collects process journals so she can read through them

quickly. She comments on all of this in her journal:

Friday, MAGAZINE REQUIREMENTS
. They read these.

We discussed a bit. Few questions.
Tom G got very negative. Thinks it's going to

be "impossible!" I don't know exactly where he's coming
from. Ma sure doesn't do himself any favors with his in-
class reactions sometimes. He seemed to expect more sup-
port Friday from his classmates. What helot was dumped
on. I quickly intervened...the last thing he wanted, I'm
sure.

Chris told me that the piece about a yen close friend
who happens to be a boy that she had writtiial her idea log
a long time ago can now be -shared. She's revising it over
this weekend.

Writing Groups:
Talked about writing groups. "I don't like four people

in a group, etc." "How do you like the double periods, etc."
After a few minutes talk, they wrote me info about their cur-
rent groups. Most are positive. Even some of the four-person
groups intend on staying together.

April is very positive about Chris, being with her and
Karin. That one surprised me.

Tim, Jim, and Mart S want to stay together all year.
There are some who aren't completely content so I have

some tinkering to do. *i mad. Caws, 110.61A41# Dicti -

I don't know-whatothey all want to stay together.
Margaret is the only one to perceive the dynamics, but she
has no specific suggestions.

I want to work on it later tonight. I told the kids
that I needed to spend more time With groups, that they were
not of the quality.I thought they could be. I explained
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INDIVIDUAL MAGAZINE ASSIGNMENT March 12, 1982

ASSIGNMENT: Each student Will publish his/her individual magazine containing
original pieces of writing. All pieces will be drafted, discussed in writing
groups, revised and discussed again as necessary, edited and prepared for
typing. -

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
1. You must have a theme for your magazine. All pieces most relate. in some

way to your theme.
2. Your magazine most contain pieces written in at least three (3) different

modes or forms. (such as poems, dialogues, monologues, essays, first-person
narratives, third- person narratives, diary, letters, etc, etc.)
Switching the point of view for a piece will also count as a different mode.

3. Your magazine most be a minimum of three (3) typed pages not including the
front and back cover.

4. Your magazine must have a cover designed by you with the title, your name,
the date. You should work on your cover after you finish writing.

S. Inside the front cover of your magazine there must be a POMEWORD. The foreword
is a brief statement explaining some information about your magazine, its
theme, anything you want to say about the pieces you have written, thanking
the typist and all those who have been helpful to you. If you wish you may

--dedicate your to someone.-
THE FOREWORD WILL BE THE LAST PIECE YOU WRITE FOR YOUR MAGAZINE.

6. Inside the back cover will appear ABOUT THE AUTHOR. This is a biographical

your interests, etc. This piece may be written at any time.

(amain) Illustrations for your pieces are pptional.

DEADLINE:All pieces must be ready for editing by April 8, the day before spring
vacation. (It's possible that some will need an extension. Special
arrangements will be worked out as necessary with no penalties.),

PROCEDURES AND USE OF CLASSTIME, ETC.

-Most of you will have a lot of choice in deciding bow you proceed. You may
wish to write drafts of several pieces before revising any one piece. Or you may
wish to work on one piece until it is finished before beginning a new one. You
should do what makes sense for you. BUT YOU.SHOULD WRITE EVERY DAY.

Pieces must be turned in to as so they can be xsroxed and so you can receive
credit for the work you are doing. PLEASE HELP ME KEEP MY RECORDS UP TO DATE by
following this simple request.

PROCESS JOURNAL. Do I even need to mention that you will use your process
journal in the way that is most htlpful to you for all pieces you write and all revisions,
and for all thoughts you are having about your pieces? No, I don't need to mention it.
YOU MUST hand you p. j. in to me.st letrtAmmtAw weeke-Youmay-do-this-at-your-own
convenience (times when you won't need it for writing, etc.)

(please turn the page)

1.114
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Classtime should be'used primarily for writing groups, conferencing with me
about your pieces, conferencing with a frierdo etc. Classtime may also be
used for working on pieces, writing in p.j., ';.riting in idea log etc.

Writing groups should decide their own weekly schedules--whatever the group
wants. In other words, if you want to schedule two or three class periods
per w1164k for writing group discussions, you may. Just make sure that pieces are
handed in for xeroxing NO ONE MAY XEROX HIS/HER OWN PIECES WITHOUT A NOTE
FROM NE.

HELPFUL HINTS: When you are revising, put your time and energy into those
sections of a piece-Which need to be rewritten rahter than spending time merely
recopying parts that you are already satisfied with.

In order to make revision easier, USE THE CUT AND PASTE REVZSIONmethod. Write on one side of a page so that the page can be cut apart.
Double space your revisions so that when it comes time for final drafts and
editing, it will be easier for you to prepare theme

Write in pen: black or red are better than any other for
xeroxing. o.k. Pencil xeroxes very poorly!II!!!

-44.7.VIN;;-READ-AIAL-THIST-44HAT-QUESTIONS-DO-Yee-NOW-HAVE?

QUESTION:

ANSWER:

(7:7E5710N:

':SWER:
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this as something that was true (I thought) because of my
priorities. I hadn't made writing groups as high a priority
as some other issues. t want to listen to tapes. It can
be so time -coneuming. But-it must be done. V -e*

Feedback on double period writing groups ie positive.
Dennis likes it, the kids like it, except they don't like
having a double period of Math at all. They'd like the double
period of English without having tErdouble period in Math!
I have this in writing from kids. The drawback to double
oeriods is the number of kids who can't do it because they
do..'t have Dennis for Math. It oNtets'nore groups than I
would like. But since most kids like it I guess it's worth
trying to do again.

Process Journals:

I collected English B's process journals to read quickly
9th period. I always tell myself when I'm reading process
journals during the day in order to return them quickly that
I will not write very much. Inevitably I can't not respond.
This makes as rush other thing:, or ignore them. Like I still
haven't turned in the stuff from Monday becaupe I refuse to
take time to do that rather than do stuff that relates to
kids. That's why I don't hang out in the teachers' room
either.

A disum thing about process journals right now is the
growing awareness on the part of some kids that When they
complete their first process journal that I supply the
second. (unless their first one has a bunch of pages ripped
out and that's why it's full now) The other day I gave
Margaret process journal #3. Matt, sitting next to her,
was amazed. Leslie and Dawn received theirs yesterday.
Diane Deluca is almost ready. Kathy too. It's becoming
the "in" thing.

This makes me think about conferencing which is not a
new thought lately. It's been on_my mind. One day last
week while I was responding in process journals it occurred
to me that the dialogues I maintain with kids through their
process journals are a form of conference. Leslie and I have
great communication in writing and have for a month or more.
Just recently does our direct communication (in person) feel
as good as our written dialogues. In her social studies
journal she has begun writing to me about cliques and groups
specifictilly what she calls "Margaret's group"- -the group
that can never get hurt. It's very ironic. Margaret
worries what Leslie et al. think of her. Leslie says she
won't talk in class if Margaret's there for fear of being
hurt, put down, etc. Can I be a link between them? I've

told each that they really belong in the same writing group
and that someday I'm going to be brave enough to do it.

Another written conference is occurring between Matt
Sq and me over the issue of trust - -trusting me enough

to allow me to work with him. He lied a process journal
entry aboutapiece having to do with his guidelines. He said
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it did but later confessed that it didn't at all. Each time
we've done guidelines it has not been a positive experience
for Elm at all. After I point\blank asked him if he was
being stubborn (answer yas or no) and what it would take for
him to trust me enough to talk to me about his guidelines.
linally.we talked for a few minutes after school on Thursday.
This is a beginning. Nett is tightly closed and very distant
from others. He likes it that vay--it's safe.

I guess I think of almost all the journal responses I
do as a form of conferencing. Jeff and I have been writing
about reldt+enwhdps Ns askt qustions and draws arrows
like this showing me exactly where to write my answer.

In neazly all cases, the writing back and forth in
process journals or social studies journal eventually leads
to an in-parson conversation aboUt something that's been
written.

Now as magazine work begin' I think I have a good basis
for talking to kids even though/I have had only a few
"official conferences."

ti

4
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WRITING GROUPS AND WRITING CONTINUE

Monday, March 15th, is Curriculum Conference Day. Tuesday, March

16th, Diane works on switching some writing groups members to other

groups. From, her journal:

What I should be doing right now is finalizing the
writing groups based upon the notes writtelto me Friday.
I know though that waiting until 3rd period means it will
get done with less agony, because it will have to be. I
vent the kids to turn in a schedule te.-day of their writing
group time for the week. I'm so tempted to put Margaret and
Leslie together. Leslie wrote in her Cf. journal about
Margaret and "her group"--she wrote in response to a question
I had asked about something she had written previously. I
wrote back a long response about how they both worry about
the same things,. etc. Leslie thinks Margaret has no prob-
lems, no worries--she is accepted by everyone, respected,
etc. If only she knew. Time for conference with Margaret.

Period 3: Writing groups are straightened out in a
way I fairly satisfied with. Margaret was a help. So
was Chris. Margaret suggested Brian as a third with Diane
and her and suggested I ask Chris about John Pratnicki with
the two of them. Chris slid, "No problem." Leslie, Dawn,
and Kristen are together and that worries as a bit, but
maybe Sondra can get them off to a good start tomorrow. .

Wonderful talk with Margaret this morning. We both
agreed we could have used twice as much time to talk.

Diane begins class by discussing writing groups and reviewing class-

room procedures for the magazine project.

Diane: I made changes in writing groups based on what
you wrote on Friday. Since it may never be per-
fect, you need to keep on working and keep me
informed. Also from now on I won't be able to
tell you what to do during each class. It's up
to you and the schedule you set for yourself and
your group. We won't have writing groups today,
but I will want your writing group schedules for
the rest of the week.

You mean if the three of us want to meet tomorrow,
we just tell you?

Margaret:

Diane: That's right. You can also schedule two periods
of English as long as you have a double period
of Math the next day.

Istr 358
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Brian: What do we do when we're not in our group?

Seth: Write in our process journals or our idea log,
right?

Diane: You can say that louder, Seth. Yes. You can use
class time for working on a piece, for writing in
yourjdea log or ifi your process journal. But it's
important that yoU talk to me or Sondra so we know
what's going on.,

Jeff: Do we have to stay here?

Diane: You can leave this room, but_i_mant---tiriiiow where

you are going. I'd like alit people to stay here
or be close byt---laio, we'll-can-cal-this option the

first time I hear something negative or you are seen
where you're not eapposed to be.

Chris: What about handing in pieces?

Diane: We follow the usual procedure. You hand in your
first draft with the date on it to me. I will check
it in, xerox it and have it ready for your group for
the next day. It's my need to have it organized and
orderly so you need to follow these steps, okay? Are
there any other questions? Okay. You can write
today or conference with me, Sondra, or a classmate.

ti

I talk first with Nancy. Her theme is nonverbal communication. She

talks about algebra and how the slightest movement in Mfr. ies face

frightens her. She's written a poem and wants to try an interior mono-

logue. When I ask her if she's interested in reading what others have

written on nonverbal communication and writing an essay, she tells me she

has already been to the library and checked out some books.

Chrissy T looks perplexed. On her desk is a piece of notebook

paper on which she's drawn a chart of the days of the week. She says:

Chrissy: I'm trying to figure out when to write, when to do
my process journal, how to get the piece in for
xeroxing and when the group will meet, also when
will I be able to fit in revision and a second
group and I'm only one person?

Sondra: Chrissy, the hardest part of all this for you will
be not to worry too much about the schedule or
about controlling the order and the pace. You
know you can just keep writing and let, the schedule
take care of itself.

1.311 359
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Chrissy: Oh, I can just do it one day at a time?

Sondra: Sure. Just say in touch with your writing
group. ,[Visible reliefj

Karen shows se a new piece about a girl talking to her father. She

asks, "Can I also do a dialogue and a diary entry?" S: "Sure." Karen:

"Can I do more than that?" S: "Absolutely." Karen: "You know, this is

the first time English ever helped me with communication at home."

Diane DeLis excited about her twenty-page piece. She says,

Diane: I'm organized for my writing group. I have a twenty-
page story and also an interior monologue from the
guidelines. I've just decided to go through last
year's writing folder and see if I have anything I
want to use. It's funny to see how different I
wrote.

Sondra: What do you think the difference is?

Diane: This year it's more real. I put my feelings in.

Sondra: Why is that?

Diane: Last year, I hated my process journal. This year
I think it's different because of our discussions.

At the end of class, $iane gets up and interrupts us. "I'm thinking

something. I'm not sure I should say it but I will. I think it's impor-

tant to get off to a good start. I'd like to feel that there's a nice,

productive/atmosphere in here. Right now, I don't. It's not here now.

I have the feeling people are thinking, 'Let's have a good time. It

doesn't matter if it has anything to do with writing or my theme.' That

scares me a little. That's what I'm thinking. Does anyone have anything

to say, especially if you think I'm wrong ?"

Everyone is quiet. After thirty seconds of silence, I speak. "The

people I spoke with were serious, but I agree that there's a chaotic

feeling in here today. Mike joins in: "My general area was noisy, but

I was still able to write." Diane: "Look, maybe loudness is my hangup
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and I'm being too uptight. I need to know that classtime is being used

productively. Okay?"

For the next three days (Wednesday 3/17, Thursday 3/18, and Friday,

3/19), kids meet in groups or conference with Diane and me. Diane records

her conferences in her journal:

March 17:
Period 4, Tuesday: Talk with Leslie about what I had

writ en in her journal. She was very sincerely surprised
tharMargaret ever thinks about her at all. V. also talked
about her piece and about the possibilities of using this
real life situation with Margaret and her as the basis for
a piece -- talked about diary entries, etc. as possibilities.
She has a positive attitude about trying it; also has lots
of other ideas for pieces on her theme.

English I: Very frustrating to talk with Chris and
Matt Sq . Chriss H too. Chris C and Matt Sc
were working on pieces that had been written already as
first drafts'trying to fit them into their themes. Chris'
was about a husband and wife - -the husband is killed in a
car accident --she has had no experience that even remotely
resembles it. She said she wanted to try it as a challenge
just to see if she could do it. Matt Sq . was working
on a piece about a guy who escapes from jail. He repeats
what Chris said about the "challenge." He was sitting
close enough to heir my conference with her. Chris and I
also talked about using her process journal more for
planning and rehearsing. She gives lip service to it so I
confronted her with, "As such as I say write in process

11

journal you're sitting there sayi g, "No, I won't:" She
smiles and nods. I tell her that her stubbornness is only
robbing herself of the experience of knowing what can hap-
pen if she tries it. Chriss H was a pain in the ass too.
She had decided on trust as a theme but now wants to change
it because it's too boring and there's not anything she
could possibly write _Actually I guess that's true for
her - -someone who is not very truthful or very trustworthy.
She does not want a theme that anyone else has- -too common.
I tried to explain that even if everyone had the same theme
that the writing they did would each be individual and dif-
ferent. She argued against each suggestion I made. I
suggested that she write privately in idea log or someplace
about what was stopping her from settling on a theme that
could produce some real writing. At the end of this period:Cliodle011:1
I think it will take lots and lots of 'individual talks with encesiaei

kids to help them see that a theme is not meant to be limit-
ing and to understand how to write real things without
revealing more than they want to revel.

Isssi 361
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Margaret called after I got home last night. She is
experiencing some difficulty with writing. She has lots
of ideas based upon the guidelines but anything she has
*started so far hasn't panned out. She thinks she needs to
talk over how to write without revealing too such and also
how to use various forme. It's an offer I made to her last
weekend. So we'll get together today after school. That
should be very pleasant. The three main writing-related
issues that upset her were:

1. Not wanting to.write real things because

she didn't want to be upset and deperessed
by them. (I argued that she had already
experienced feeling better as a result of
writing.)

2. Not wanting to "tell the whole world
everything" about her - -privacy.

3. That she. is afraid she Will not write
anythlng that's as good as "Images."
This fear of failure seemed to be the
basis of all the difficulty.

About her difficulty in writing-.4amething that I just
told her on the phone is that she should trust herself that
she will write when she can. It comes from /within her. She
can't crank it out like others unless she feels it.

One last wonderful thing from yesterday was Diane
Del 's process journal. It had been a week since I had
read it, and I was totally unprepared for the quantity and
quality of what she had written. She handed in two or three
pieces including one 20-page story. She wanted her process
journal back .so she could write more last night so I read it
and responded after school and delivered it to her at basket-
ball practice.

That about wraps up'TUesday. I was flying when I left
school - -feeling very IV Now this morning I have xeroxed
pieces, gotten tapes reading for writing groups, had a con-
ference with Chris in which we had a wonderful discussion
about her responsibility in "The Incident," etc. Period 3
is almost over and I'm set for the class. Some kids will
have a double period of Math today and double English tomorrow.

Thursday, March 18:
Love how this is going so far.
Last period 30 kids met in writing groups (10 groups

meeting at once). I borrowed many tape recorders. Math
class must have been veil Ntall. Just remembered that I
have to listen to April, Kari, and Chriss - -their tape from
yesterday. April, and Karin had some c9mplaints about Chriss.
Have to do that before next period.

I had the pleasure of meeting with Margaret, Diane and
Brian since there was no one to conference with. We did
Brian's piece about a race.

Now the tape.

I- 2. 362
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SSR: Met with April, Karin and Chriss separately.
Talked with each about their pieces-- Chris. has a theme now:
friends. She seems to fe-1 okay about it. Ths tape wasn't
as bad as April and Zarin had said. Just sometimes when
Chrism was inattentive. I handled it with Chris. by com-
plimenting her on the quality of her responses and questions
and telling her how important it wasthat she be there fully
because she was very important in the group. I think s
got the point and also felt good. With April and Sarin I
talked about using diary entries and/or letters as a form.
Gave each several Interaction booklets to look through. I
must meet with Mitt Sq first thing tomorrow. Re's
floundering I think. Mitt D also seems pained today.

Friday, March 19, Quick Overview:
En lish IS: I met with Matt Sq and_talked exten-

sively a out escape as his theme and some possible ideas.
Gave him a copy of "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" as a
model of how he might do a piece about a kid daydreaming in
class. Also suggested an idea for revising an earlier
piece about finding fool's gold. Be liked both ideas and
seems to be in better shape now.

Also talked with Mitt D. Suggested ideas for revising
his piece. I still don't think he's happy with his theme or
with the piece on wrestling. Re said all he could think about
today was how hungry he was since he's not eating in order to
try to make weight for a wrestling tournament tomorrow. How
stupid is it for a 13 year old kid to stave himself to make
a weight!

Also talked with Regina. She has numerous ideas, but
doesn't write at home. I told her she'd have to.

English Matt H. and I had long talk about the
situation he's s experiencing with John P. and his
brother and haw to use that for a piece or pieces. Mainly
I think he just needed to talk about what's going on. He's
very clear about not wanting any adult intervention and I
respect that.

Also talked to John 11, about how to do several
diary entries that tell a story. John isn't setting the
world on fire, but he's doing okay --much hetter than any-
one thought he would.

Talked to a few others briefly.

For the next three weeks (3/22-4/6), Diane's English clasitOom

becomes a workshop. Mondays are for class meetings. Everyone sits in

a circle Diane reviews schedules, makes announcements and provides

models of forms students 'may want to use in their writing. On two

occasions, students read essays, to acquaint themselves with various

1.42.3
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styles and techniques for essay writing.

Diane also puts a sign-up sheet on the wall so that writing groups

can inform her quickly of their daily plans. The class begins to take

on its own rhythm and only occasionally do we need to remind students

about what to do:

Diane: Yes, it's important for you to keep writing.
You set your own schedule and inform us. Yes,
we are treating you like adults in the summer
writing project.

Sondra: Yes, you need to be responsible for telling your
group what you want from them. Particularly if
you are stuck, you need to let your group know.

Diane: Yes, you mAy end up spending an entire writing
group session on one person's piece.

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays become days for writing

group meetings, for writing quietly in class and for conferencing. Stu-,

dents are diligent about setting themselves to Math, although they do.n't

always want to. The latest joke is whether they can schedule writing

groups instead of Spanish.

During this three-week period, parent-conferences occur, Diane

does grades, I attach myself to a few writing groups and by and large

kids write. Scott runs in, on March 26th, before the buses leave:

"Mrs. B., I don't want to hand in my process journal. I need it for

over the weekend when I work on my piece."

Instruction occurs primarily through dialogues, either individual

or in small groups. Relationships among kids, between kids and me,

between kids and Diane, and between Diane and me grow. Diane and I

check in with each other at night, to compare notes,- to review what

happened during the day and to see if any adjustments need to be made

in the week's schedule.

$.32.4 364
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Diane, as usual, records her perception of classroom events and

emerging problems in her journal.

3/25 Other Stuff This Week
Magaigleiial seems to be going well. On Monday I

talked about a few problems I had experienced the first week:
needing to know what everyone wa . doing, process journals not
being handed in, etc. I had put up wall charts--space for
each person (including me) to write what we do each day. Also
made up a sheet upon which writing groups schedule their
class time. Also asked kids to indicate a preference of which
day they would like to hand in process journal.

One thing I wanted to do today but didn't was to sit
down and take stock of where everyone is and see who is not
succeeding with this so well. It'a easy for me to think
about Diane Del April, Karin, Kathy, etc., etc., and
feel like this is going very well for everyone. [Diane is
such a joy these days. When we see each other in the halls
she gives me a special little smile that seems to say, "Isn't
everything wonderful?] If I can tonight, I will assess the
situation and be able to talk with "needy" kids tomorrow.

I am stuck with the different ways in which kids work.
Diane, for example, has written 5 or 6 piecemehe wrote them
all last week. She works on them one at a time in her writing
group. April has also written a zillion pieces, Kathy too,
John P: . even! Chrissy T feels guilty if she
doesn't write every night -nd has tried to figure out an
exact schedule for herself. Margaret and Nancy M. are two
who provide a contrastworking on one piece to get it
"rigL.." No thought of the next piece, totally focused on
this one. This makes me think of how much I have dealt with
kids as though they were all identical, as though everyone
could write a piece for Tuesday and another one for next
Tuesday, etc. I really have never taken into account their
individual differences.

Earlier today (about 8 or 9 hours ago), you and I
listened to Kathy, Nancy, and Chrissy on tape. Yes, it's

impressive, but we shouldn't be surprised that they are.
Hopefully this weekend I'm going to listen to every group.
In a way I'm really afraid to do that. Afraid to find
out how bad they may be.

3/26 English B Today
Long talk with Matt D. about his piece. He returned

from writing group (they had a double period scheduled)
feeling very down about his piece. He said he was bored

reading it. I said, "Matt could it be that this isn't
really snnethincr that you want to write right now?" I

reminded him of the things on his mind the day we did the
guidelines and how he had forced himself to pick wrestling,
not either of the *1 things on his mind. I talked about how
the guidelines might have gone if he had picked either one

I.325
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of those. He said he had done the guidelines' WRONG. He
felt so bad that I just wanted to hug him. So I suggested
re-doing the guidelines on one of the other topics or in
order to find a completely new theme. I gave him a teeny
little notebook and 4 or 5 guidelines questions to do by
himself over the weekend. Then we got into a discussion of
his process journal. I think he had been talking with Chris
or Diane. He felt that he was still doing it wrong. Such a
pained look on his face. "A11 of this, everything up until
now has been a waste of time." "Matt, nothing is ever a waste
of time. You had to do all that before we could ever have
this conversation. Therefore it's not a waste."

During class today, I talked with Greg and Christian and
gave them feedback about their group (Billy was skiing). Also
talked with Greg about that piece. Good discussion of group
stuff. I think they were totally "taken aback" by my posi-
tive approach and my praise for the good things. Bad discus-
sion of Greg's piece. As soon as it was just the two of us,
he became very defensive. Probably because there was no
"positive" foreplay. (Hat Hal) I guess maybe what was
bothering him in social studies, could have stemmed directly
from English.

English A: I had listened to 3 writing group tapes:
those that I feared might be the worst: (1) Greg. Billy P,
and Christ F; (2) Matt H, John B, and Matt Sq' , and (3)
Pam, Costanza, Tara, and Colleen. I listened to these tapes
in the early morning. Much to my surprise, they weren't
nearly as bad as I thought. The main problem is one of haste.
Rushing through a piece. "Are yoiWrie Are yadIEWP rather
than carefully considering a piece, finding strengths, asking
questions, etc. Another problem is one of not pursuing ques-
tions or points. "Why do the teachers become so nice all of a
sudden?" (This is asked of John B. by Matt H.) "I don't
know," says John. "Oh," says Matt. End of Discussion. The
same thing happened in a discussion of Greg's piece wherein
the main character does every coneivable drug, kills a man,
and runs from the police- -all because the girl he liked would
not go out with him. Christian asks him why he had the main
character do all the drugs and kill a person? "I don't know."
End of discussion. You might be wondering how I could find

-anything good in the midst of such as this. To me the good
part is that those questions were asked in the first place.

Sunday, March 28
I am in the midst of one of those obsessions-this one

involves listening to writing group tapes. I'm listening to
all that there are getting a real sense of how each group
functions. While I listen I sort through papers, clean up
areas of my room, etc. I listened to a lot yesterday, then
took time to watch 11/2 basketball games. Then back to the .

tapes. My joke with Ross is that I'm at the Commack Motel
this weekend. (He had started that joke Tuesday afternoon.)

316 366
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Also thinking about how to give feedback tomorrow.
I can't really talk to all groups simultaneously and as
nice as it would be to sit with each for a while and talk,
I bet I couldn't meet with all of them in the available time.
So I think I'll give individual feedback via a "form letter."
I've been thinking anyway about the advantages of letting kids
know "where they stand" with regard to number of pieces,
process journal stuff, etc. So I think I'll compose a stan-
dard form-type thing-with blanks in it and quickly do it for
each kid.

My overall impression of writing groups is very posi-
tive. There are things to work on, but so far I'm impressed
with the care and the seriousness with which they discuss
each other's' work.

Later Sunday Night
It probably won't be too long before you arrive. I

still have two groups to listen to and I've only done a few
of the letters. The worst group I've heard is Dvarq, Regina
and Patty. I put aside one of their tapes. Tim, Jim and Matt
Seif are a close second.

Want to write down my list of things to do in class
tomorrow.

1. Freewriting
2. Distribute letters (feedback about progress

to date, writing groups, and process jour-
nals)

3. General writing group announcements
-- basically pleased
-- whatever isn't right is my fault; this

hasn't been a priority
- - say what you irel
- - ask author what he/she plans to do

with the piece
4. Contemplations Deadline-April 5
5. Suffolk County Reading Contest-April 9
6. I won't be here Tuesday (MSSC)
7. Guidelines-Wednesday if anyone wants
8. Writing Group Schedule-don't forget
9. Share Essays-examples (xerox in a.m.)
10. Other? Problems? Questions?



THE !AST ENGLISH CLASS 0 THE YEAR ENDS WITH FREE WRITING

The last English class. Kids automatically move chairs intoia.,

circle. Diane begins: Sendr,/and I-were talking about how we

needed to have everyone togeAher today and have a final class,

tommorow I anticipate lots of other things going on with the memory

minute and the grail will be larger. First I have a couple of announce-

ments. You don't have to do the letter to self- only if you want to.

Who's going to 8th grade night? Everyone raises a hand

except Matt. After we look at him, he says, "I'm just waiting for

people to ask, "You're not going?". Of course I am."

Diane: I want you to make sure you hand in your p.j.'s.
Normally, I would return your writing folder and p.j. to you.
This year S and I wilt to keep everything. She needs it for

her research.

S: That's right. When I'm writing next year and I say, for
example, that you did interior monologues, I will need

examples to show what you did. If it's alright with you,
I'd like to keep everything, even some samples of free

writing. I'll return everything when I'm finished with it.

Chris C: You can keep it. I wouldn't want it back.

S: Why not?

Matt: As you get older, it all seems like such babyish stuff.

S: Well, I'll be careful with it, in any case.

Brian: Are you really going to write a book?



S: yup.

Srian: On us?

S: On how you learned to write this year.

Matt: Will you have a writing gp?
1

S: Yeah, I will. The ftretreader will be Diane but also the
other teachers in our project.

Matt looks troubled: But that's bad.,%.

Diane: Why?

Matt: Because Mrs. B knows
knows us. She wouldn't be

Diane Del jumps in: That's
because she's the only one

what you are writing about. She
a good judge.

not right, she'dibe the best judge
who knows what S.j is trying to say.

Matt: But that's the problem.

Kids: You need .2 writing gps.

S: That's right. I think the first and the best audience is
Diane and you because it's about you. But I'll also need
others who weren't here because I want other teachers to be
Able to understand it.

Diane then direct us to do some free writing. "Write about what-

ever is on your mind, this last day of class." After ten minutes, she

calls us back. "Maybe we could break, come to a close."

As we come together, Diane begins: While writing I realized sit.

You know the last week of school is alwayp hard for me. But it just

dawned on me that you guys are goin% to have a book written about you.

I don't think I need a book to capture everything, but this has been

an incredible year and it's all documentea. All of a sudden I'm

in touch with the joy of the end of the year. We have alot to be happy
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about. I want to say thank you. I may even be able to go through

the rest of the week without feeling miserable.

Now does anyone need more time to work on memory minutes?

I bet S. could jog our memories if she read to us from the world's

most complete set of notes.

Tke kids., 10) 31 , lenS: Call out a day. .

I turn to Day 79 in my notebook and begin reading. The class

ends with me reading and the kids listening and laughing.

From Diane's Journal:
Tuesday, June 22:

I actually felt quite good Tuesday for our last class.
I liked being with the whole group, talking about/hearing
about your Olans, .hearing field notes from day 96 or what-
ever it was.

One of the things I wrote in our few minute' of writing
was the joy I felt that even on day 178 (?) kids will write
in class when give') the opportunity. What's that say about
the power of writing?

I also got very turned on thinking about a book being
written about this year (An unusual way for me to feel about
that), very full of love thinking of you and what you've
meant to me, to the kids, to the things we've done, very
much in touch wirth what a wonderful year it has been and
how great the kids are.

Why be sad? I write.
And later I made a little progress report to the kids

on how I was feeling and dealing with my end of the year
sadness.

English B was just as good with the added touch of
Tim and the 'Um. Very good to laugh like that. "Cute"
discussion about who is the best w.g. for your book about
the class...Matt thinking it should be strangers, Diane
thinking it should be me and others who know what really
went on.

Do-.they have a sense of how special this year has
been? How can they? It's only 8th grade year they have
ever had.
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FIRST DAYS

It's the first day of school and everyone is writing. Shawn sits with

his back to the room, feet up on the windowsill, notebook on his knees. Sue

Cevtru" pie ple Ott Arse Aeli;
bends over her notebook, -let Sandra sits upright and still,

her back straight, only her pen moving as she writes. Other 11th grade

students spread out around the room, some sprawled on the floor, others around

the tables arranged, this morning, in a large open rectangle. At a small table

at the back of the room, Audre, their teacher, is writing too.

The topics on the board, which Audre has suggested after a brief introduc-

tion to the year's work, are "Why writing is important" and "Why writing is not

important." `Students can write on either. "Write freely, as many thoughts as .

you can get down,tI won't ask.you to hand it in," Audre has said "But I will

ask you to share."

A student mutters to himself, "Because you -- because you learn how to"--

you learn about -- because you learn how to express yourself ..." Another

stares into space. Three boys compare notes on cars ii the parking lot. Two

girls show each other what they have written, and laugh 'together. As the hum

of conversation begins to swell, Audre looks up to say, "Let's quiet down so

that I can write." The talk stops; everyone writes. The room is so quiet you

can hear chalk tapping on the blackboard of-the room next door.

After a while, when most students have put their pens down and begun to

move around, Audre gets up and circulates, checking progress andcanswering

questions. "Sure you could," she says to one student; "I want you to be

honest." When nearly everyone seems to be finished, Audre asks the tudents

to move their chairs around "so everyone can see every one else." Papers

rustle as people put their writing together and prepare to read. "I'll start,"

371
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says Audre, "even though I didn't get to write very such ..." She sterts to
4/04.--ircatt-c

read, "'Writing is important then stops to say, "but then I didn't like
/4

that, so I crossed it out. 'The ...,' but I didn't like that either, so I crossed

it out. 'The magic of writing intrigues me -- watching a pen scrambling across

a page casting gems along the way --1 I wrote 'dropping' first, then changed it
r410/tini.+4 pee, rc r (.4( re er cow 9c4.4. r. 4 16:0.67

to 'casting' is a mysterious phenomenon -- How does it happen? Where does it
rLv

come from and how do we dredge it up?'" She Cew.e...e rtt'S 10 "It's not really

on the subject, but that's what came out."

She asks for volunteers to read next. No one volunteers. "You should call

on people," says ; "We all have things to say, but people

are afraid that if they volunteer the\ others will think they lave a swelled head."

(CHECK Audre's J., Sept. 1982 for this.) Audre asks several students to read.

Eventually Sue does, then a few others. -- "When something is hard to say, you

can write it down." Students listen, smile. nod; when says,

"Compared to everyone else's, mine isn't very good," Audre says, "Don't evaluate

lurself like that. Just go on." Time runs out before everyone has read.

Audre's j.: "Wonderful day - all write."
A

By the second day of school, the students come in prepared to write. One

of the goals Audre has shared with the class is "We are looking for ways to make

writing easier for people." Today she asks students to think about what makes

writing easier. "You've been a writer for a number of years," she tells them,

"You know what's been helpful to you." In particular, she asks them to write

about teachers' comments on written work. "What comments have teachers made that

helped you to be a good write,

Again students spred out to write. "Get comfortable," Audre says, and

comments that she herself can't write easily sitting too close to other people.

When most autdents seem ready to come back to the group for sharing, Audre

reminds them, "We are gentle responders;" we listen carefully and don't evvluate.
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Today, she says, we will practice "say back." As each person reads, the

person to the right of the reader will "say back" what he or ahe has hard.

Kathy starts. "La2t year I wrote a paper about the pros and cons of

smoking marijuana. The teacher wrote that I'd done it all wrong. There'were

red marks all over it. I never did understand what she meant; I think she just

didn't agree with what I said." After reading, Kathy describes what she has

read as "junk" and "slop." Audre reminds her,,. gently, "Don't evaluate."

Tingo.."says back" with a little help from Audre. Audre asks Kathy, "Did Tina

get pretty much what you said?" Kathy says she did. Audre nods to Tone, who

reads her own piece. "Last year my teacher wrote all over my papers. There were

run-ons -- all kinds of mistakes -- I didn't understand what she wanted me to do.

I think my writing got worse." Kris "says back," and we proceed around the room,

reading and saying back.

Kris: "Every teacher wants you to write a different way; what's right for

last year's teacher will be wrong for this year's. By the end of the year you

write like the teacher."

John like the way I write. I don't want to change it. I don't pay

much attention to teachers' comments -- sometimes I don't even read them."

Sandra finds teachers' comments more valuable than gradest "a sentence

circled with a 'good' is helpful," and Shawn adds that comments on ideas are

mote helpful than those on grammar.

Kim: "It's discouraging to get back a paper all covered with red lines."

Kurt: "It gets me pissed off when I work hard on writing something and

the teacher scribbles all over it with a red pen."

Suzanne says she often can't read teachers' handwriting. "By the time they

get to me their writing is illegible. If the grade is good, I barely read the

comment anyway; if it's not, I read it a little."

John C: "Teachers usually make a lot of corrections -- spelling, run-ons,

I. 1153
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punctuation, capitals -- even when the story is good."

Trish: "I'm usually told to be more specific. I start off good, but end

quick."

Dilly: "Teacherb usually flay my handwriting is sloppy."

Mike Sliablibx- Sett,--40-,--1903: "I really don't remember what exactly

teachers have said in previous years. I only remember basically what they have

said. Mostly they say that my imagination and writing is good it's my form of

writing that is bad. For instance, I don't write very well in script. am more

comfortable printing; some teachers prefer that you write in script. I feel my

writing is good although I write very sloppy when I write fast but altogether

I'mconfident about my writing. Granted ft.tould be improved but it wouldn't

'my style be, you know."

Dave E.: "In the past, in other classes, the teachers never seemed to spend

any time reading my writings. They sometimes jotted down a comment like O.K. or

good or excellent or work on spelling. I suppose that they don't have the time

to really "get into" reading a student's work but their comments always seem

so impersonal; kind of like a computer readout. When I get a more individualized

response from a teacher, it encourages me to work harder or to write better

because I like to please peorle and I like to be told that I'm doing a good job."

Tom: "Teachers usually say my content is good, but they correct punctuation

and form. I like to ramble ... I want to write without worrying about form ...

I remember mostly the bad commend, not the good ones. Maybe there just were

more bad ones."

Alicea: "I can't stand it when teachers read my story, then just correct

spelling, punctuation, and grammar. Cause then it's not worth putting the effort

into the story."

Dawn "Teachers say I use run-ons. I forget to put in periods, because

get involved with the story I don't think to put in punctuation. Teachers get
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carried away when they start to mark punctuation."

agrees: "They get so involved in correcting

punctuation they don't pay attention to what you're saying."

Tim: "Most comments are no good. live teachers didn't write it, so they don't

know what you're trying to say, so they can't know if you've said it or not. It

doesn't matter anyway, as long as you understand it ,yourself."

Allison: "I like it when the teacher helps me say what I want to say."

Walter: "Teachers say I repeat I am very rarely commented to about my

originality or creativity."

Donna: "I don't remember anything anyone ever said about my writing."

Audre reads. "I really don't remember comments, I think I felt at ease with

writing and more or less ignore what teachers said lAen I try to remember my

teachers from high school, the only things I remember about them are the kind or

nice things they did. Some who were extremely mean sand out in my memory as

ogres, but the individual acts I don't remember. I know they didn't help me.

I do remember a teacher I had in college. I remember him well because he

contested my criticism of Hemingway's Farewell to Arms. I was sa4sfied with

what I had written."

She half reads and half tells a story about writing back to 'p teacher --

arguing with his comments. Some students laugh appreciatively, and Audre invites

anyone who wants to to respond to her comments on their work. "You ought to have

a chance to respond to me; there's no reason I should have the lust word."

Audre: "Not everyone of us made comments on what was helpful ... Try to

think about what does help."

In her journal, Audre comments on the day's work. "rood writers sound as if
pia) bfq1JELP

they "own" their writing, poor writers are confused Lebow:. who to please, and seem

more easily shattered by corrections. They seem to be saying that they try so

hard to make it what the teacher wants and so - feel personally affronted by

%SC
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having errors pointed out. Good writers like what they write and more or less

disregard negative comments - I like it anyway.' May or may not take

'helpful' suggestion - Get more angry at teachers that% hurt."

By the eAd of the third day of classes, when everyone has written and read

at least once, Audre's students are well launched onto a year of writing.

They've put words on paper, some perhaps for the first time since last June.

They've read their writing to an audience. They've begun to listen to one

another's writing in a new way.
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In November, an irate citizen Writes to the Community Journal, a local

newspaper. Under the title, "Do You Know Where Your Teens Are," the writer

describes Wading River teenagers as gang numbers who spend their time "vandal-
.% *Aft con 011esslot 01

izing and terrorizing our homes with cycles, litering and loitering . !'Teens

are riding our public roads and highways, breaking the laws we all have to

abide by Tern parties leave garbage, drink cmailtaLs.511. drugs,

vandalize and foul mouth community families How many of you have been too

scared to call [the police) when vandalized or terrorized by j'venile delinquent

teenagers? . . . Where are teens on Rec. Wight? Out wrecking ':b town . .

out wrecking small busiesses and community and private properties. We should

not be prisoners in our oun homes, afraid to go out " The letter continues

in this vein for eleven paragraphs. It is signed "Name Withheld." I.

The opportunity is too good to miss. Audre reads'this let%.,er to her

students and, catching their indignation at its height, ask them to write in

response to the questions: "How does this make you feell and "Whet do you

want to say about this?" She describes this writing as "4 searching" ant. "a

rehearsal." Several students suggest writing back to "Nene Withheld" or to

the community, but "Don't make decisions about audience yet,' Audre instructs

the students; "not until after the search -- ?Alen we disq:oyet 'hat we want to

say."

They list possible audiences, for fvture r-i.f.!rence:

1. "Name Withheld"
2. Editor of the Community ..!wornal

3. Readers of the Communit7 Jovrnal (general population;

4. School Newspaiter (student poWation - "teens")

3. A friend
6. Parents
7. Teen Rec.
8. "Cops"

Walter: "Can we really send theqie fo the Community Journal? Make it

mor than a class project?"

Audre: "047 course. This it real."

Awir C e,ee of to xerox the "archeTs" for sharing in groups the next day.

4 Ai+c4 r p 7%-c -1-
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Everyone 'rites furiously until the end of the period.

The next day. Audre distributes xeroxed copies and explains how the groups

can use them. "This is not for correction . . . It's to help the writer zero

in on audience and purpose. When you were writing freely, you didn't have to

worry about audience. Now you will want to think about it . . . and purpose."

She review; the list of possible audiences and makes a new one headed "purpose."

Studente contribute:

1. Revenge
2. Convince people it's not true
3. Show another side

Audre: "The more you think about it and write about it, the more
purposes you will find."

Students add:

4. Show that he/she exaggerated
5. Tell how you feel
6. Blame parents
7. Where do kids learn this behavior?

Students begin to read their "searches":

Clikplik. says: "I tried to think into the feelings of the woman who
wrote . ."

Audre: "Woman?"

An argument breaks out: Is "Name Vithheld"awoman or a man? SPru says

the writer mist be male? 'Women are more conTassionats." Steve M. saya

mutit be a VoltaW "Men don't get upset about these things." Audre and I can't

recast the bait and get into it ,too, asking etudent(1, to examine the assumptions

behind their lssumptions. Dave 41.: "I think an English teacher in school

wrote it to get us to do this assignment."

(- #14 cei- to G-
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Dear Mr or Mrs Name Witheld

I don't know where you get your information from or should
I say misinformation. I am a teenager and I have lived in Wading
River for 15 years I have never once experienced a motercycle
run o "er my garden or chasing me across my lawn. Also I have
never heard of a teen or anyone else maiming or killing anyone other
than themselves while riding a minibike or motercycle... In reference
to your "gangs 1" as you call them I have seen groups of friends
walking around but, what would you expect every kid to walk around
alone that's not possible there is and always wil: be cameraderie
between all ages of people and juste because there are a group of
teenaged kids that you see walking along the road that does not
indicate that they are off to fight a gang war... (Emil)

see In my opinion I feel that this letter is a little far fetched
only because every teenager in Shoreham Wading aren't hoodlems and
mad killers... And this person who sent the letter in is not to
brave because she didn't sign, ner name to it. And I am sure rhen
her children were young they were not perfect angles, as she claims
them to be ... (Alicia)

...1un't it a shame that all parents weren't as sucessful with
chaild raising as Name Witheld. If all teenagers were as perfect
as Name Witheld's, we'd have no problem here. Unfortunatley, the
rest of us here is this community are human beings with human faults
and a realistic outlook.

Teens are so busy aline time. They ara in school foi seven
and a half hours, so that leaves sixteen and a half hours for them
to concentrate or all of that destruction they are doing. If you
take out 3 hours a day for the sports, in which we have championship
scsccer, cross country, golf, and gymnastic teams, that leaves 133
hours for vandalization. They gobble their food, like true j.d.s
and olfiy take a measly 3 hour to eat. That leaves 13 hours for all
this vandalization. Of course they never study, all their grades
are handed to them: We fear for Yale and Harvard and all universities
large and small that we are sending our j.d.s to. They only sleep
for four hours, not to take time sway from their destruction. That
leaves us with 9 hours full of vandalization by all teens.

We must applaud Name Witheld for a wonderful job in stereo4ng
an entire generation as lost cases. Well, scrap lhat group, we can
always try again. (Kristen)

I thirkihe article is a bunch of /)

I thiA that the person who wrote the letter is making up
the incidentl, himself (George)



My response to this writing is very negative. I am
going against it. Because when you have a motorcycle and
you are involved in racing you really have no other place to
practice and ride. The person who wrote this doesn't know
about serious riding.... (Steve M.)

In my opinion your letter is slightly exaggerated. From a
teen's point of view you sound as though you are against all teenagers.
And that disturbs me very much 1 The biggest gang I have
ever seen in Wading River is a group of eighth graders walking to
the general store for a bar of candy or a couple of sixth graders
going to the ponds to feed the ducks.... (Lynne )

I can hear in your writing that you are bitter. The way
you expressed your feelings,I feel was awful.... (Karen)

You make it sound like the vandals are gangs of 4 or 5 with
leather jackets, as the 60's, but gangs like those have ceased
to exist.

You also cAlaim mini-bikes as deadly weapons, but how many
people do you rtriow that have been runned over by minibikes.

Parents als6 can't check where their children are every
minute. We have to give them some privacy. How do we kn9w tat
you guarded your children. Maybe they weren't Angels etpere. (Joe T.)

If all these events happen as much as you say, we would need
a separate jail just for Wading River teenagers.

If a cycle hit a fence or sign, as you say they do all the
time, the cycle and the person driving it would be demolished....
It sounds like Wading River has a bunch of motercycle gangs going
around having fights and destroying the town

I think what you are saying is that all parents should go
around with their teens on a leash and have them to bed by eight.

(Chuck)

I think this artical is directed at teenagers my own age and
violently offends me.. If two mailboxes are destroyed in two
weeks it is beleaved by people who live around the area this is
a gang war or death squads on the prowl.

I had a motorcycle.once and took it on the trails and some-
times even on the road but that was just to go to some other trail.
I don't see how this endangers anyone except the rider who rides
onfis own risk. (Mike M.)

Lal parents seem to label all teenagers as *hies, alcholics
and destroyers. What about us rood kids. who don't do those things.
... You parents do a lot 3 lling, talking and complaining.... (Rick)
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think that the person who wrote this article is very mis-

infottmed. She has no references to back this up. Except for
predjudices and personal beliefs. What you have here is
garbage without the FACTS ! and no one will listen to what you
have to say unless you get them.... (Walter)

In this article it becomes very apparent to me that the
parent complaining is of a much earlier generation. Besides the
fact that his/her chidren are already grown up, the writer's tone
has the characteristics of a cranky adult who has nothing better
to do than criticize our generation.... (Todd)

I've always thought that SWR was a peaceful town. Couple
of incidents a year but nothing compared to some other L.I. towns.
The kids here are not terrorists I

Though vandalism is a problem I think that extreme paranoia
is a much bigger one. Since when do mini-bikes maim and kill ?
Do all teens terrorize homeowners in their own yard. Do any ?
What businesses have been wrecked ? I'd like to know

This letter also attacks my parents, saying that they're
irresponsible. No way. The person who wrote this letter obviously
doesn't know my parents or my friends. (Dave H.

Dear Witheld,

The exaggerated letter which the public has read is a
fictional story written by a very creative writer (James)

Dear Unknown,

I'm not sure where you get your information from but I can't
believe you live in Shoreham or Wading River. I can't help but have
mixed feelings about you, a side of me feels extremely sorry for
you... But another side of me says you have a very closed mind....
Now I'm sure some of the miner things you are saying is true, but
we're not living in a dream world and there are a few troublemakers
around, but as far as I can see we live pretty close to that dream
place. (Eve)

I think this story was totally untrue. Not even half the things
said about Wading River is the truth. Shoreham Wading River is one
of the nicest, safest places to live in Lnng Island. The people
(so-called teens) are really pretty calm. Shoreham schools give th'
studentaaa lot more freedom then any other schools. They do that
for a rson, becasue Shoreham people can handle that.... (Dawn)

Whoever it iL seems to have a serious problem with stereo-
typing people.... I have news for you ! Adults leave garbage
lying around, make noise and d; ink (much more than teens) and by the
way alcohol is a drug.... (Dave E.)



11'

I think your letter is very unfair. You are giving ficticious
information... My friends and I sometimes walk on the streets at
night, sure. But we have a destination. We are not walking around
as a gang looking to scare or hurt people. I am a normal person.
I don't carry knives and chains. I don't have a car so how else could
I get around this town,? I have never trudged through somebodies
vegetable garden. (Tom D.)

. . . At the end of the period,- Audre sends students home to revise their

searchets" or (if they prefer to) to write new drafts, keeping audience and

purpose in mind. She also asks them to write process on their revisions: what,

how and why you revised.
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The next day, Audre arranges tht tables in a large open square and gathers

the whole class around them. "What I'd like to talk about is how you revised.-

What helped you make decisions." She calls on Steve M., who says, "I changed

it the way you told me." Audre, with a horrified expression: "Wait a minute.

Are you accusing me of telling you what to do with your writing?"

Steve: "Yeah. Well, sort of. You said - uh - about a word. I just
changed it. You said you liked one part so I added more."

Kristen: "I kept the first and last paragraphs. I changed everything
else. I wasn't satisfied with the first draft to begin with,
but I had to hand it in for xeroxing. I changed it as soon as
I could."

Audre: "Did anything your group said help you?"

Kristen: "I didn't like the way it sounded and they said they didn't
either.'!"

Audre registers dismay: "Is that what your group did fOr'you?"

Other membere of Kristen's group chime in: "She was wrong about "
" Some of it was sarcastic and some wasn't ."

Kristen: "Now it's all sarcastic."

Suzanne: "When I started my pre - writing, I wasn't sure. There was
time pressure. I didn't know what I wanted to say."

She refers to her process entry:

"I revised mucho because when I first wrote it, it really
wasn't anything. It had no real meat. So I really wouldn't
call this a revision, but a mere continuation. I changed the

second paragraph because the idea was exactly what my point
was, but it was said very unclearly. I think it's clearer now.
When I arrived at the last paragraph, I hadn't finished what I
wanted to say so I just expanded more and I threw in a one-line
conclusion. Very often my conclusions are one liners, or two.
Did you notice that? My paper is directed to the audience of
the Community Journal. I want people to know that I am disap-
pointed that a member of their community has offended many in
his/her attempt to scorn vandals."

Audre: "What helped you decide what your point was?"

Suzanne: "I don't know. It just came to me."

Audre: "Can you pinpoint at all what led you to that decision?"

Suzanne: "I'm not even sure that's what I really believe. I'm

sure somebody feels that way, but I don't know if it's

me.
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CT, ?c. re-e diCf
"The recent View Point published in the tLiitIotaComrnl

expressed a certain negative attitude towards teens and their
neighhorhood activities. Many SWR students have been offended.
The author has made a serious genertlization by stereotyping
all young adults in this community. -"I am offended by these
accusations, such as: vegetable garden destOing, foul
mouthing adults or wrecking small businesses -- [none of which]
has ever been a part of my weekend activities or nightlife.
And I'm sure I have never caused mental disturbance or loss
from work to any community member in this town. Also, I know
many teens in SWR who can say this honestly. The article has
been written in poor taste and without consideration to the
many teens who are not involved in vandalism. Due to the
faults of few, I do not deserve or approve; of the label I am
forced to wear because of such articles."

Todd (who has said earlier that he doesn't revise): "I had some
sentences about 'all parents.' I realized that that'a
not fair either, anymore than .'all teenagers.' I was
as guilty of making generalizations as the author of the
article. So.I changed those parts."

Audre: "You mean you revised? That's wonderful. -.That is, if
that's what you wanted to do."

Todd: "My group told me it didn't relate to the article, so
I went back to the article to make the relationships
clearer."

Audre: "So your group helped?"

Todd: "They gave me a new direction."

Slindra: "I'd written the first draft for myself. Then I had to
decide who else I was writing it for. I decided on 'the
community,' but then I had to go back and change the whole
first section.. 'At one point, I couldn't decide between
two words, so I left them both. I hoped the choice would
be clearer when I read it again."

Kristen: "Yes. ThaL happened to me, too. I'd addressed some of it
to 'Name Withheld,' but not all. I had to go back and
change it so it would all'be to one audience."

Debbie: "I rewrote the whole thing. There was no connection between
the first draft and the second."

Audre: "So you found a new way to write about that. Did anything
your group said make a difference?"

Debbie: "When I listened to the others' letters, they were more
descriptive, so I changed mine."

Audre: "So listening to other people's writing can help . . ."

Kathy: "I was reading my paper out loud and it just stopped. I

felt stupid."
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Audre: "So reading out loud made you aware of what you wanted to

change?"

Kym: "My group told me to stress the satire more, so people would
know itwas a satire."

Audre: "You increased the exaggeration?"

Kym: "Yeah. I made it so exaggerated anyone would know."

Audre: "How do you feel about it now that you've revised?"

Kym: "I like it."

MOCICP 649*aft : Wading River: A Criminal Town

"We better get out soon or they will be after us. Hundreds
of them, just waiting for us to step out of our houses so they can
destroy our property and annihilate us. We tremble at the sound of
a car passing by, or footsteps on the street we live. Wading River:
calm,peaceful Wading River has become a threatened place to live
and there's no way out!

It was never like this when I was younger; nh, occasionally a
war, but that needed to be done. We had to have peace and that was
the only way to accomplish it. Everyone knew and actually loved
each other and didn't think of vandalizing our neighbors.

These teenagers are becoming monsters and don't cure what
happens to others. They are like demons coming into our lives and

crn't get them out. Their parents lust want to get rid of them
oecet these adolescents are too much to handle.

LLPC has to be done? Someone needs to stand up for the rights
lomill?e people in this town; even though it's frightening . . . the

has got to be taken. I'll be the strong one, the leader of
the victims. I'll speak for us all and soon the battle will rage
and we, the people who once knew this town as pleasant, will conquerlr

-5-
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Debby: "My group liked one point especially, so I developed that.
I added more specifics."

Audre: "It's true that being more concrete and specific often helps."

George: "I changed the whole thing completelyput it in a different
form."

Audre: "Would you read it?"

George: "No."

Audre: "Can you describe the difference? Even hold it up so we can
see the difference in length?"

George holds up papers.

Audre: "You stretched it."

Juliet: "Mine is different. My revised draft is shorter than my first."

Audre: "What helped you revise?"

Juliet: "Myself. I wasn't in class for groups."

Audre: "Talking to yourself can be useful. I often think about
writing whan I'm doing something else like cooking dinner.
I get wonderful ideas. Then I have to stop and rush off
and write them down . .

"Who else revised? Eve?"

Eve: "You always pick on me...Did I revise? Sort of."

Audre: "How did you choose what to change? Can you show us?"

Eve: "Can we just skip it? Ask someone else."

Audre: "I want you to understand that this is very important to me.
I want to hear how people revise."

Dawn says she has some more, but hasn't actually revised.

Audre: "Part of becuming a better writer or the best writer you
can be -- is to have some discipline about it. You wanted
to revise. You had ideas, but you didn't. What stopped
you?"

Walter: "I expanded my first response. I added more of the facts,
not just my personal opinion. People aren't going to listen
to someone who gives only opinions and no facts. That's what
'Name Withheld' does."

Audre: "Did anyone in your group help you with your paper?"

Walter: "Yeah. Dave was the one who pointed out that the writer
didn't support her generalizations."

Audre: "Her?"

-6- 1-344i.
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Dave H.: "I got good idea last night."

Audre: "Where did you get it?"

Dave H.: "A bolt of lightening bit."

Emil: "My group said I should keep it the way it was. That it came

out right the first time."

Audre: "Why do you think that happened?"

Emil: "They said you could tell I was mad -- that came through. If

1.1.2.1.4Tou write your real feelings, how can it be wrong? is-tekel . . fkr
v- guts to put your nsme at the bottom."

When I wrote the response to name witheld. There was an
angered toue to my first draft which I was trying to supresse
I think I was mad at name witheld because thcigot away with a
"cheap shot" let alone publishing false stereotypes and lies. (Dave E.)

When I had reread my letter I saw many points which confused me
a great deal.. I felt that I was sliding off the track of vandalism
in Wading River. I began to write about vandalism in New York City.

After I changed this my letter seemed very clear and to the
point. (Tina)

In my first draft, I was too agitated after reading the article
that I accused an individual. Its not that I changed my mind, but
I felt if I wtote it different more people could like it. (James)

stimulation. A cat clawing at me and a b who could shriek at any
Today I wrote while babysttting, ee rimate atmosphere for

moment ... I don't find the topic that difficult yet I would prefer
a story.. crumbled pages litter the table...I continue. Then
using the same technique I often do I slam the notebook and hope
that when I look at the paper once again some sort of magic wand
will have struck it.

(Si-A4rc-
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The class ends with a brief diocussion of deadlines.

Audre: "You have to bring in something tomorrow. If you can't revise,
write process about why you can't. That may get you going
again."

She adds that tomorrow we will decide which letters are best, and why;

and choose some to submit to the Commuoimial and/or the Wildcat Pause,

the school newspaper.

ice.

From AUdrels journal:

Good, perhaps final drafts of letters due. Today I'll
try asking kids to consciouiiy note and verbalize what it is
that effective letters have ? What are its qualities ? It is
one step to actively listen and enjoy or not, but a second step
is to know why ? -- what did the writer do that affected you --
and a third step -- to describe the response it evoked in you.
This takes such practiced concentration.

c hex,- efoci
Good groups get stuck on choosing (the best lettel -- rood

sign -- They are all hfppv with what t_py've written. I say --
forget choosing -- You'll be asked to read one or two letters .

aloud, but see if you can identify qualities that all or some
possess, Do they-have any qualities in common ? If not -- what
are the qualities of each. Thi6 makes them more comfortable and
I've learned something valuable. Perhaps these kids really do own
their writing -- I think so. In Sandra's group they finally
decide that although each letter has qualities -- that perhaps
Sandra's might be best tr the newspaper because it sounds so in-
telliegent and hearing from an intelligent' voice would impress
upon the community that there are really serious, nice kids here.
Sandra immediately defends Sue's paper as being equally "intelligent"
but Cumhur helps make the decision to read Sandra's to the class

Of the letters submitted, five are published: Todd's, Kristen's, and

Tim's in the Community Journal, Sandra's in Wildcat Pause, and John's in both.

(See next page.)
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Tb the Journal,
Recently the Journal published a

letter entitled, "Do You Know
Where Your Tams Are?' This dealt
with vandalism and today's teens,
and the author was less than com-
passionate. Rather, be or ahe
unconscionably slandered an
-entire sector of society.

Granted, mangled mailboxes
and broken beer bottles are not rare
eights these days. little insanities
seem to be almost everywhere and
we in upper middle-class suburbia
are not a:inapt from their presence.
One -can not deny that it is more
than .frustrating to am mauled
wordy. Such anger, prompted,a
Wading River citizen to voice
his/her opinion in your neyrs-

.. paper. This letter is blatantly caus-
tic and openly attacks the

.community. The anger In which
those words were written is under -.
Mendable, yet the proclamations
and generalisations take
unfounded liberties in what is
clearly undaunted prejudice, cone"
demnation, and stern

The author finds it..his or her
place to denouncie anlintire genera-
tion. The loud senseless examples
of a few are taken, and the guilt
thrvat on all. The author finds it

.4siy to forget the overwhelming
majority who have never taken
part in, 'teen wrecking and terro-
rizing," rather he or she chooses to

think of us all as delinquents ram-
pantly roaring our motorcycles,
with a ludic, in one hand and 'joint
in the other. The letter neglects to
mention the brilliant athletes,
anted musicians and promising
scholars. It ia forgotten that in the
next decade we will became the
young doctors, .policemen and
senators. Contrary to this, the let-
ter dwells on and exploits the nega-
tive, claiming that these pointless
acts are the trademark of our
generation.

Shoreham-Weding-itiver is over-
flowing with teens who have yet to
wide motorcycle through some -

yard, on the contrary, the
town has a multitude of students
with. promising futures. How any
one voice can be so staunchly con-
demning will -always cause me
wonder. I do not think I will ever
understand why someone would
Choose to protect the negative
aspects of a generation while
almost intentionally tuning outthe
positive.

Like gem/rations before us we are
less than jpelect. Yet time and
understanding will be imperative,
as we are gradually initiated into
the adult society. "Name With-
held," gives us none of this. I earn;
estly hope that he or she, does not
speak for the community as a
whole.

By Sandra Kromer



In imports. hn NNW&
- On the Community Annual

.IDsar Warne 'Withheld:
Your letter opened ay ayes to lot of activities wing an hi SheW River area. in fact, you placed me and &lot troths, inmostb art Into agroup of people who engage is bias activities.ybe you never thought we would resent being placed in such agroup. Or, maybe you thougiht non* of the teenagers InVisiding Riverwere innocent bystanders. If this is the case, you thought errong.....*
The "terrorizing" and "vandalidm"Utoultelof Obi&You 'Pegbelong to small group.Tdoubt that Ws smallgrosphas romieWadingRiver residents "prisoners of our own home." ..
Teenagers 'drink and me en drugs." Thanks agaii for ginemlizingthethe whole for what. part is responsible for. I guess the quash=mawmind about your letter to the Journal is: How dorm know?Raveyou

. analysed each and every one of as to .find out these things?
"Wrecking, terrorizing, and vandalising"These are the words youuse to describe the activitiesqlf every teenager on the weekendor onfree time. Then,out of nowhere,you bring up the topic ordogsrunningloose. May I ignorantly ammo that you have placed us in the acmecategory as stray dogs? I'm in worse ,tape than I thought. ..
You neglect to mention ill the good that the teenagers ofthis com-munity have c.;natributed.You nailed to mention the students from thehigh school and middle achool who give ap, their own time to visitnursing homes and other places where their help is counted andappeciated; the many hundreds of students whoparticipate inscholastic sportssports and other activities which *summit -.AVimprovement mt. praficonfidenceseem to have ganieniently *pp"!your mind._

t4?What about thereosatcroes-burningst Youseem tot thinkthat all theacts you mentioned were committed by tesnagess.Cross-huminge arething of the 11Cu liar Klan, an drganhation that does not lamelyconsist of teenagers. How.can we know if this crimewas commithd bykids, or racist !minded parents in the commuttite
Teen Rec. doss itabest to keep peopleout ofttouble. The oeganizatikilwas formed by therequeet ofparents in theeomm unitynbeare not toblame.

. .Finally, I ask you tothin k aboutniycomments next timeyouwaUttolash out against the teenage population of the community. .
John Squillant* - -
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indents at Shoreham-Wading
River High School and are in
sponse to Do You Know Where
'tour Teens Are?" (The
Ninsenunity Journal, Novem-
no 14. 1981.)

Response to a Viewpoint
In a recent edition of The

Community Journal, an article
was published addressing the
problem of teenage vandalism in
our community. The writer
m.nained anonymous, and with
good reason.tnagers are often society's

.The article exempti-
ng' the bet that when there is
urmoil the adolescent often
ears the blame.

Dear. NameWithbel.i:
In your recent letter to The

Canumadty Jeered, you wrote
* letter to the people stating that

the people of Wading River will
not stand for terrorist acts any
longer. You accuerteenagers and
parents alikeof samevery serious
acts.

I'm it sixteen year-old student
at the Shoreham-Wading River
High School..I stand behind you
100, Many kids in my class
responded to your letter saying
that you exaggerated. I can only -

shrug this off and try to forget
the days when I was si vandal. I

The writer states thatteeneare --Was fourteen "ere old at the
Wrecking and terrorizing the
own," vandalizing, littering.
olierinit, using drugs, and even
destroying vegetable gardens.
Ow problem of dogs roaming the
tighborhood has even been
tesociated with Wingers. How
an our responsibility for that

possibly be justified?
Even the media and press seem

ke emphasize the downfalls of
teenagers, leaving the many good
aspects of a unique generation
hidden behind shadows. Why
isn't the stray placed on the
academic achievement, athletic
accomplishment, or community
service of today's teenagers?

MR Teen

Smith Est e
continued from page 1)
the Town of Brookhaven.

Around 1790, William Smith, a
great- grandson of the original
patentee, Colonel William
Tangier Smith, established a
homestead in the northerly
section of the original patent,
which was designated
Longswamp and later given the
designation Longwood.

Sometiine shortly after 1103,
William Sidney Smith took
contro: of Longswamp
(Longwood) and spent the
remainder of h'- Vie at this site

a. '1(11

time, a heavy marijuana and
alcohol user. I was in a gang
called' The Means." We would go
out every Friday and Saturday.
evening with intent toot wasted
and vandalize everything in
sight. I feel ashamed to say that I
totally wrecked Wading River
real estate, illabosekeirtivimtd
everything in my path.

That was two year and three
arrests ago. I've turned myself
around. Recently some teenagers
painted some vulgar things on an
elderly couple's fence. When I
saw the elderly woman re-
painting it. I immediately
stopped and aided her. My friend.

und 1 paint.A. the ware Li ve of
charge.

Wading River, like many
towns, has its vandalism .
problems. but I hope the kids who
vandalize will soon realize that it
isn't cool and will start helping to
make Wading River the beautiful
town it ought to be.
Shorehesn-Wading River 'Amager

:4

In response to Name Withheld:
There definitely is r problem

with some teenage. s, but it is
unfair 'to judge a group by the
actions:4 a few.

I am 'a teenager, but I do not
ride a Folisibike, I have not egged
housseind I have not terrorized
anyone. That is not to say that I
have hit been victimized.

My father's car has been

__...0011111h

yr

:brim.. list& . au. . u
and firecrackers have beei.
thrown into our window. Tiles(
actions, while being dangerous.
do not scare me; they just make
me angry. Still, tut dots nut
cause me to condemn everyone
from ages thirteen to nineteen.

I am a teenager; I know
teenagers I know it is but a small
Minority that cause trouble. It is
my conclusion that these few
need professional help so that
they can become a productive-
rather than destructive-part \of
our society.

High School Student

. How many Wilts do parents
rosily spend per week with their
teenagers? Isn't it a shame that
all parents aren't as
with _child raising ame.

:vet at. Name
we'd have no

':.rtunately the rest
'nay isfullothuman

.1 e Jman faults and a
rtain....ic rok.

Name Withheld seems to
possess unbelievable perception.
Those minibikes and cycle, are
wonderful toys. They keep
teenagers occupied and out of
their parents' way for hours on
end. They are the best thing since
TV was invented. There are a
few underprivileged teenagers
who don't have a minibike or
cycle so they can't destroy
vegetable gardens. speed and rad
down owners on their own lawn

We must applaud you, Name
Withheld. for your wonderful job- (eantlireed on page 8)

LEARN STAIN
BEGINNING TO ADVANC

Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday. Ss
SIGN UP NOW AND RECEIVE

Bring This Ad and Take 10% 0
GLASS: Over 100 Types and Colors PA

;.1. CUSTOM WORK: Made.To-Ordar
IF YOU DON'T SEE IT ASK STOP IN

D GLASS
D CLASSES

rday and Evenings
0% OFF on Glass,
F CLASS FFE
RNS: Over 300 Chokes .
Your Decor ,

D BROWSE

ti.

I

Hours: Idly. Thursday 7:30.4:30 If.kr tilajousidavidaV. trlday 10 .1410.0 P.M. - Saturday 10 A.M.-4 P.M.

VICTORIAN STAINED CLASS LTD.
701B Rte. 25A N. Herber Plaza

Rocky Point, N.Y. (516) 7445860

--
SALE STARTS

THURS., JAN. 21ST!

411.01mmo#0***".'
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Owl Mtg. Ittmillest to Instate%
"PetkS wsMMS Netts%

Att a* setts make he if.s- NO Osaka, veneepee
Jewelry is Watch Repair

Guaranteed 100%
Hte. 25 & Crescent Bow Rd

'Ridge. N.V.
924-6411

ANTENNAS INSTALLED
WE AND SERVICED

op.avtacz1-..,
WHAT drdIrep.

WE SELL
IG.E. Major
Appliances

744-9818'
1

COAL., WOOD KEROSENE
ASHLAND WOOD & COAL CO.

LOW ASH CONTENTS HIGH S.T.U.
FOR STOVES & FURNACES

QUALITY HARDWOODCUT TO ANY SIZE '
DAN MITACCHIONE

Huai* & Sound Ave.
Walken Rho.. N. Y. 11712

ACROSS PROM STAMEN BUILDING MATERIALS

516-929=4100 DAY

LEGAL
RES'JLVED, that pursuantlo

Section 64(11) of the Town Law,
the News Review, Suffolk Life.
The Long Island Traveler
Watchman, The Wading River
Community Journal, and TheSun, be and hereby are
designated as official newspa-
pers for the publication of all
notices, resolutions, ordinances,
and other matters required by
law to be published for the Town
of Riverhead for the year 1982
and the Town Clerk shall publish
therein only at the directionof the
Town Board, and be it

FURTHER RESOLVED, that
the News-Review is hreby
designated as the official
newspaper of the Town of
Riverhead.
STATE OF NEW YORK,
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK ss.:
TOWN Or RIVERHEAD,

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that I.
the undersigned. Town Clerk of
the Town of Riverhead. County of
Page 6 / THE COMMUNITY

391'

Suffolk, New York, have corn-
' pared the foregoing copy of A

resolution with the original reso
lution now on file in this office
and thich was duly adopted on
the Ah day of January 1982, and
that the same is a true and correct
transcript of said resolution and
of the whole thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto set my hand and
the official seal of the said Town
of . Riverhead, this lith day of
Jailuary 1982.

Oren. J. Pendzick
Irene J. Pendzick

Town Clerk
SEAL

The Battle of Bunker Hill
was unique in that thousands
of spectators in the Boston
area had ringside seats for the
spectacle. They sat on roof.
tops, in treetops, on church
steeples, and in the rigging ofthe ships in the harbor.

JOURNAL / January 20, 1982

sm.... .. 4.) Asi:lh votis I.
fit RE ,

.,. ONly.faimd.s,Who..
HALee I -MU" '

Write For Newsletter To::
Person To Person .t...*

P.O. Box 608 .11;..?:1;

Shoreham, N.Y. 11786
4111.11117.,

f 14K GOLD JEWELRY
DIAMONDS WHOLESALE

TO THE PUBLIC it
Watches, Rings, Chains, 1:

Pins, Charms
Charm Holders, Ect.

Rocky Point ilk:
GOLD & SILVER

EXCHANGE ".
P.O. Box 438 r,P.'21 Rocky Point Rd.

I X616 744-4446, M

Rocky Point, N.Y. 11778

744-4688
1 MILE EAST OP BROADWAY, ROCKY POINT
13 MILES WEST OF WM. FLOYD PKWY.

SHOREHAM PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

799 Route 25A
INSURANCE ACCEPTED

.

Rocky Point

Wait's TV,
Service 0,

VISA
111.11.11

,JJe, ^a.

EXPERT REPAIRS ON
ALL MAKES & MODELS
ANTENNAS INSTALLED
FOR HONEST RELIABLE

SERVICE
WALTER J. YOUNG
CALL 2218141

Where the Teens Are(continued from page 3)In stereotyping an entire
generation as lost cases: Because'
of your keen insight, we can: lave
ourselves from wasting the next
twenty or thirty years of our lives
trying to better the youths. Well,
scrap this generation, we can
always try again. Better luck
next time.

Outraged Teen

Dear Name Withheld, :1:
Your letter opened my eyes tea

lot of activities going on in the
Wading River area. In fact, you
placed me and a lot of other
innocent bystanders into a group
of people who engage in these
activities. Maybe you never
thought we would resent being
placed in such a group. Or,
maybe you thought none of the
teenagers in Wading River vve
innocent bystanders. If this is the
case, you thought wrong.

The "terrorizing.' and
vandalizing teenagers of ve,lich

you speak belong to a 'small
group. I doubt that this smallgroup has made Wading River
residents "prisoners of our own'homes."

Teenagers 'Wok and are on
drugs." Thanb again for the
generalizing the whole for what a
part is responsible for.

You neglect to mention all the
good that the teenagers of this
community have contributed.
You neglect to mention the
students from the High School
and Middle School who give up
their own time to visit nursing
homes and other places where
their help is counted on and
appreciated. Themany hundreds
of students who 'participate in
interscholastic sports and other
activities which encourage self -
improvement and self-confidence
seem to have conveniently
slipped your mind.

Granted, some of the acts you
mention do happen in some

JOHN'S ROCKY

POINT.

TEXACO
T. 25A & HARRISON ST

ROCKY POINT
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIRS

FULL SERVICE - TIRES
BATTERIES TUNE UP

FRONT END. ETC.

N.Y.S. Emissions,
Inspections Staten

744-8258

communities. But I can't help but
think that possibly because you
were a victim ofone f these acts
you mention, that you may be
exaggerating the extent of these
crimes.

What about the recent cross-burning' You seem to think thatall the acts you mentioned were
committed by teenagers. Cross-
burnings are a thing of the Ku
Klux Klan, an organization thatdoes rtIt largely consist of
teenagers. How can we know if
this crime was committed bykids, or racist minded parents inthe community?

Teen Rec. does its best to keep
people out of trouble. The
organization was formed by therequest of parents in the
community. They are not to
blame.

Finally, I ask you to think
about my comments next time
you want to lash out against the
teenage population of the
community.

John Squillante
r ''

r.
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Letters, Opinion's.. T1

A recent letter, *Do, You Know Where Your Teens Are?" printed In the 1stw
Community Journal, draws responses from students:. '

VIEWPOINT:
PtHow many hours do parents

really spend per week with their
teenagers? Mine are grown up and
I must admit, never have they done
the mischievous vandalism we
have andured here in Wading
River.

There are many hours spent in .

the neighborhood by teens vandal-
'king and terrorising. our homes
with cycles, littering and loitering.
Mini-bikes and cycles are bought
for teens; they keep the kids out of
the parents' way. Thaw machines
are weapons and 'can maim and
kill. They are unregistered, unin-
sured and driven by very in
rienced teenagers or juveniles who
harass the public.

The noise and dust and damages
are caused to citizens on their own
properties by these cycles and mhd-
bikes. Teens are riding over public
roads and highways, breaking the
laws we all have to abide by. Veget-
able gardens have been destroyed,
(no apologies nor compensation
from the parents wen ever made,
for the damages caused by juve-
niles riding cycles).

The responsibility is the parents'
too. Teen parties leave garbage,
make noise, drink and are on
drugs, vandalize and foul mouth
community familia* from their
own front and back yards. We may R.
be the first to speak up and fight'
back, but it's got to stop some
where! We have town fathers and
police, who are there to answer our

, many calls to them for help:
%How many of you have been too
'scared to call them 'when 'vandal-
ized or terrorized* Juveniledelis-
quent teenagers? They are never
put on report! Fences 'and signs .
have been . demolished by cycles
and teens. Now the law requires
parents to pay for the damages, did
you know that?' "

Where are teens on Rec. Night?
Out wrecking the town. Not all of

them ars it Teen Rec.. night, do you
ever call to cheek where your teens u'
are? They are out wrecking small 1
businesses and community and ,

private propertiee. We should not
be prisoners of our own homes,
afraid to go out and leave the house

How many times has your mail-
for a while.

box been destroyed? Mail is not to .

don, fence wrecking, bikes speed-
ing

tampered with! Sign destruc-

ing through gardens, running
down owners on their own land,
the "Clean Mr", law is dust from -
cycles. Raw eggs are thrown on pri-
vat* signs and private property
even before Halloween.

What's happened 'to our laws?
Doge run loose, littering and loiter-
ing, bottles are everywhere. We are
tired of cleaning up!

The terrified residents are afraid
to speak up for their rights. They
have been and still are terrorized
by the teens and their gangs. This
has been going on too lon3 and
ignored too long. Batteries have
been stolen from cars and yard.,
windshields busted. How would
you like the gangs walking
through your back and front yard
daily and foul-mouthing you as
they did? .

I' 313

Something has to be done about
the teen wrecking and terrorizing
here in town. It cannot and will not
be ignored any longer. The incon-
veniences caused by unsupervised
juvenile offenders and their par-
ents' lack of responsibility or car-
ing about what they do of where
they are, is inexcusable.

This has amid us time and
money, mental disturbance, doctor

. bills, loss from work and it's about
time the help we are pleading fur so
long; is no longer ignored, welowid

. . rights and feelings toof-Thitak you
for your time.

Name Withheld

395
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NONW1ER "PLACE" PIECES

"We need a change of pace," Audre tells me in mid-

November', a break from the small-group work'which, for some
slid&wc,
seesaw has begun to drag. "I want to get the whole class

together again and play some games* ftor be a community."

[Check: il with Audre.]

On November 17, a Tuesday, she arranges the tables in a

large open square and gathers the students around her. "The

sentences that open stories are often packed with meaning,"

lintEshe sayso "When you're younger you start most stories
pel

the same way: 'One time, father and I. . . butwhen you

really begin to craft, the beginning gets to be very

important." She reads the opening sentences of "tea Early

Spring," "The Fall of the House of Usher," and [?].

"William 0. Douglas nearly lost his life on a

mountain," she says. "How do you think he starts his

account of the experience?" There are 0.
GC V, CCeS
14mobse: "One

time I nearly lost my life. . . ," "The most important

experience I ever had . . ." Audre reads: [description

of mountain; get exact quote].

"What I want you to do now is think about a place

Close your eyes... Think about a place that has some

significance to you. Now take a pencil and write one

sentence that might be the opening line of a piece about

that place." Everyone writes for a few minutes; then

39E;
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Audre asks for volunteers to read what they have written.

No one volunteers. She callsoistudents, going around the

room. As the students read, Audre: responds: "Gosh! ...

Intriguing Is that going to be a scarey place?

bet that story is going to be about a deer hunt ..."
klart
Kerr: "Sorry to disappoint you. Mine is very short."

Audre: "Several of the ones I read were short. That's

fine." Every so often she stops to say, "These are great

opening sentences--I love them!"

11-J1e7.1
When her tie comes, Audre reads, "In the winter the

urine froze in the chamber pot under &a bed as we lay

snuggled in down listening to the voices of the adults

in the parlor below, but in the summer we climbed through

the windows and perched in thn walnut tree to spy on them."

There are several snickers at "urine," especially when it

turns out that Cumhur doesn't know what it means. Someone

gets a dictionary for him; someone else whispers in his

ear; Cumhur blushes, and there is friendly laughter around

the room.

Audre: "We're going to make up a story together,

each person adding a line, starting with one of these

openings. Whose shall we pick?" Several voices:

"Yours!" Audre starts, and the story, beginning slowly,

builds up steam and continues, though with halts now and

then and gaps in continuity, until the 10-minute bell

and today's usage test.

I- 351.1" 397
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The next day, Wednesday, Audre tells students, "We are

going to. write in class today.' You can go back to the place

you wrote about yesterday, or choose a new one--as long as

it's a place you can write about in your own real voice.

You don't want to sound like a recorded announcement from

the phone cOmpany: 'That will be 25 cents, please I

"Take out a piece of paper... Relax Close your

eyes. I'm goingto take you on a guided tour of your place.

We're going to try to loosen up, see things from a' different

angle. This will be a prewriting, and I expect you to

explore--really stretch out--find a fresh way of looking at

something. We're looking for something that strikes a spark.

"You can listen to me ...or drop in and out... I'm

going to dmime on... You can take notes... I want to see

everyone writing. Right now, though, close your eyes

No one will get you, John. Close your eyes so that you can

see this other place. In your minds, go to this place...

Look around and see everything, see everything that's there.

Look up, look down, look very carefully ... See and feel

the time of day What time of year is it? Winter? Take

a deep breath and feel the quality of the air... What do

you smell? ... You can start writing...

"Now, listen! What do you hear in this place? Listen

very carefully... Is it a loud noise you hear, or are you

listening ids silence?... Stay there for a while... How is

your mood affected by being there? Imagine you've been

I- SS 4. 398
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there for a whole year... Tell how it might have made you

better... Now tell how being there might have made you

worse Now imagine that you're a tiny little animal...

What do y,u notice that human beings don't notice?

Now, as this tiny little animal, what do you think human

beings notice that you don't? Now--here comes someone.

Who is it? Who do you see there?...

"What weather seems just right for this place? What

weather seems completely out of character--absolutely

wrong? What mode of transportation seems right for this

place? A rocket? Horse and buggy? Scooter? Now imagine

you're someone who thinks this place is absolutely

beautiful. Describe it... Now someone who thinks this

place is ugly. How would you describe it? Someone who

thinks it's boring...

"What are the colors you think of? Bright? Electric?

... Imagine that your body is the world Where on your

body is this place located?... Make up a slogan, or saying,

or proverb that the inhabitants of your place would

use Just continue writing . "

Aside from .a few snickers at "smell" and "body," the

students have been quiet, writings andilistening to Audre's

questions. When Audre stops questioning and begins to write

herself, they settle down to writing and continue until

nearly the end of the perio4 $hen Audre, apologizing

for interrupting them, asks them to stop and write process.
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At the very end, she asks a few students to share either

their process entries or what they've written so far.
A cAt- 1...1r

Suzanne readi about her room:

PICCAXII-11%

---- -

y
t

Snow on trees blends in with white walls.
The whole room is eliminated. Smells like
a dirty shag rug. When the shades are down
it's like a dungeon. In the moring hear
the birds outside the window, the cars on
25-A going to work. At night there is
silence.

Mood: incredible thinking _Iry '!_±

Room grows. Maybe it's not a room any
more, it's part of tie outside. Little
animalseeso many objects in the sjo'll of
room and huge field in the middle.

No one is ever here. Just me. Another
person--mother-geti this place fixed up.
There is so much crap.

What she doesn't know all this Cfae makes
up the special feeling I get in this room.

Winter is my room, this place reminds me
of walking on a path in a field with weeds,
tree stumps along side.

Beautiful place, open, room to room,
everything in place yet somethings want to
be in place.

Boring boring. Everything in same place.
Can't find easily.

Exciting. Creates different mood than
most rooms, frig4dP,' yet in a closed room.

[Beginning of piece starta--Itere:] My
room is an interesting place to visit. The
walls are white with a four-colored rainbow
streaked across each wall and angled on the
ceiling in a never ending never beginning
circle. The ceiling is powdered blue, sky
colored, with fluffy white clouds arranged
randomly Across its high surfact. In each
corner EL-cc r or nlir :j

Overall-promeof I would like to mention
that the way you/got the class writing was
the best way for me to start: By having you
speak of different things, many original ideas
come to my mind. It's very hard to start
from scratch, but you set the mood very well.
And overall I think it gave everybody in the
class a direction. I stuck with my main
description of my walls and after many times
of rewriting sentences I discovered a
theme or reason. It really took me a while
though.

1-iff 400
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Kristin's process:

When we started yesterday, we had to think
of a place. In my mind I had had an image.
It was of the room in my grandmother's house
that I used to sleep when we stayed in Maine.
It was more a definite feeling I had then a
thought. I could smell the warm night, hear
the sounds and just got the fuel of it. When
you said write about the place, I didn't think
I could put this feeling into words, so I
picked a nice, easy, general topic.

Today, as I sat here I imagined the same
setting. I just wrote words and snatches of
things that came to my mind. This room
especially reminded me of the 4th of July,
so I started to write of the feelings I had
when I was considered too young to go to see
the annual fireworks display. As I thought
of the show itself, I started to envisage it
and sort of changed from topic to describing
that.

Kim D. writes about the beach, and then:

I wrote the first paragraph of this piece
in class. I really liked it and decided to
keep on..pAith it. AL we continued to write,
Ms. AlVageread things aloud. It gave me
.ideas and lots of ideas. I described it so
well I thought I never could. I loved the
piece. I couldn't believe that I wrote it
myself.

Audre, in her journal:
(')

Tried an Elbow Womilobve00441ple exercise and
had an enjoyable day watching everyone writ-
ing, completely engrossed. I had intended to
have them write for about 20 minutes, then
stop and share, but since they were furiously .

writing, I didn't stop them until about 5 mits4"'v
before the end of the periodand I was pleased
with results shared by SWI(Fistin, and Cumhur.
I hope all the concentrated writing is an indi-
cation that they were able to get something
going that pled them. Tom wrote for the
whole periodldie usually chats nonstop.
Third period did as well. It is a most won-
derful feeling to be in a classroom with. 24
brains clicking and pens and pencils moving
nonstop--furiously across a sheet of paper- -
electrifying.

ssi
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!Groups meet ou,015 lst4 composed drafts, xeroxed.

Audre reviews steps for group work. "Once you understand

what these steps are for, then you don't have to have such

a'\ rigid approach. Until then ... "

The-tottowtm-Mondirs Dave E. has written about his

summer at Lutheran Youth Camp. He reports, "When Ms.

Allison asked, 'Where is the light cominTfrom?' I

thought, 'The light is from the facesP I '7w the faces

of my friends clearly in my mind. I'made a list of their

names and started to write."

Rich, Maryanne, Sue, Lorraine, Sean, Wendy,
Allan, Pastor Babs, Gwen, Ronnie,, Patricia,
Kim, Sheligh, Steve, Patty, Trine.

__, It is a place where people go to for rest
and relaxation but the ;e is opportunity to
hike, fish, swim, padd#C, or row.

It is on a large piece of rural property
with a lake and stream and perhaps the most
evident thing here is invisible. In the
midst of nature at its best are people living
with each other and nature,. and God, a harmoni-
ous life with much satisfaction and with each
day a growing feeling of belonging. There
are so many friends to make. So many people
depending on you, but that is what life is
about, people\depending on each other. I
never knew how intricate and complicated a
human is. I n ver knew that I'm not the only
one who has fe lings. I lea

\i

learned that it is
possible for,p ople to live hand in hand with
God and still be vital, effective individuals.
I have found the key to a long and satisfying
life. I understand some thing that the
wisest person is baffled by.

Group members comment that.the names Dave listed didn't

get into his piece, "and you haven't told us about them.

What happened at camp that made you feel that way? Did

you go on hikes? Did everyone live in the same place?

1- 340 402
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What else do you remember?" They are interested; they

underline "the most evident thing'here is invisible" and

"how intricate and complicated a human is," and "living hand

in hand with Godr";Algant to know more. Dave, -*Once- I-

got to know'the people, I found myself overlooking their

faces; I saw behind them." ihs tells about camping, and\says

he will add to his piece.

Sandra reads a piece she describes as "not very good"

about an ice hockey match.

... They had come by the thous-nds clutching
their tickets. Lights glared brilliantly
throughout. Hair styles showed that they
had spent the day beneath woolen caps. Young
children sat glassy eyed. Styrofoam caps of
coffee were devoured as the steam reddened
winter cheeks. Mothers were being pestered
for small change. Cameramen hustled about.
Yet it was the scoreboard and the fogged
hockey floor which captured all eyes

Time waned. The game became tense. Even
the weariest of eyes became hypnotized by the
action on the ice. The boots thundered on the
cement, keeping time with the entzancing chant,
"U.S.A.!! U.S.A.!!" It took only a black puck
at the stick of an American to send thousands
cheering. Smiles blanketed faces as the men
in R.W.&B. took a lead. Cameras flashed,
hands clapped. Flags waved. My neighbor
asked, "Where're y'all from?" We talked. He
was from Texas and we were friends.

The green lights of the scoreboard flashed
only minutes to go. Children threw popcorn.
Frisbees soared through the st.,nds. Strangers
danced. Neighbors embraced. We were all
friends...

Group members laugh at "He was from Texas and we were friends."

"Don't change a thing," they say, "You've caught the feeling

of the match."

i-sios 405
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Cumhur opens his notebook to a long piece. Sandra:

"Everybody sit back." Cumhur: "Everybody ready to get

bored." ha starts:

r-



land. When I look back to my childhood, it's hard to realise how many years

10 oelk1/ I love the East Black Sea. When I go there I change. I fed better,

I feel different. It seems to me that there is not any time limit in my

have passed, but as I remember those years I live them again.

Fife is continuous, working chain there. Your world is made up of

your family, house, fields, farm, and town. An endless motion without any
hurry. (As I said, it seems that there is always enough time. This effects

me very much, maybe this is the most important part that I like ) A world

where you can live in peace with your family, with your surroundings, and

know how to work to be happy with what you have.

Close to sunset with the bright but half warm lights of sun, I hear

the rushing of the river far away, effecting as deeply. I smell the odor

composed of soil, various ripe fruits, and smoke from the houses as we

return home. The first thing that we do upon arriving is clean up. I go

to the spring, take some water, bring it home and use it for myself,

cleaning my face, hair, neck, arms, legs, and feet. I almost haft a bath.

My grandmother gets angry at me because of water, but not in a bad way, in

a humorous way. In summer if it doesn't rain for a long time, a shortage

of water occurs, water hardly comes to the springs. Tou have to use it care-

fully. Although I try to use it carefully I use lots of water. More than

anyone else. I love it when I feel water dripping from my face and my neck,

clean and fresh. I always clean myself in front of the house in a cemented

area. Then I sit on the sofa under the big mulberry tree, lie there and

watch the blue-white sky. The great mulberry tree, its leaves move as if

they were dancing in the air with the wind which comes from the Black Sea.

The wind doesn't smell of iodine, I wonder why? While I am lying there my

grandfather came home from town. His arms ari full of packages. I run and

take some of them, when I meet him. I carry them and talk as we walk home.

I feel great, powerful and important. As we enter the house he changes his

clothes. Then he comes and site on the sofa. Vitt, my cousins we rush to

sit on his knees.

At the same time my grandmother prepares the teed for the cows which

in composed of damaged vegetables from the garden, water, salt, and various

tninge. She feeds the© very well. She loves ther nut when they do some-

thing wronr she becomes angry and may hurt the; wl.ich makes me sick. During

the feeding I see my moether milkier the cows, talking to them. They listen

as if they understand, smell the air with their feed-filled noamo and go on

eating. I love to watch my mother milking the cows. I sit near my mother

and watch and then I try. It feels strange when I touch it. But I can do it.

I. 345.
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After this I go home with my mother and pour it in a big bucket.

Tomorrow we'll make butter and ayran out of it. Then with my mother, I
go to the sofa under the mullberry tree where my grandfater has already
been sitting. Later on everybody

comes and sits. We talk about the day,
what we did, bow the garden is doing. Then my

grandmother asks my grand.
father what

happened in town, whom he met and who vas there? As it starts
to become

darker and the sun goes behind the hills and the
sea, spreading

its seven colors in all
directions, reddening the sky,

my grandfather
talks

about his
childhood and the old days. At this time I look out at the sea,

see it gently reaching the brown sand with the last light of the sun and
curling as if the top of the waves wanted to get higher and higher. I hear
the sound of it, in harmony.

Then the sea becomes
darker, now you can

only hear the noise of the white frothy staves. it grandfather continues
talking, about the

independence war, how Russians came to the
river of

Hareit, how Turks
fought and what Turks did. All of us but

especially
me, my sister, and my cousins

listen to him with
attention in

astonishment.

We love to hear about the old days. We listen as if they
were stories and

compare our lives with them.
As it gots darker we hear the water a few feet from us and the noises

of night
creature in the bushes.

They talk and sing songs in their own
language, but we can

uaerstand it, songs from
nature which nature wrote and

composed. Meanwhile neighbors come Iron town back to their houses. My
grandfather lights a fire. As they pass, they stop, sit around the fire,
and chat for a few minutes about the prices, what they bought, what was
happening in the

market, who was at the bazaar. Between the fire, and the
mild night wind you try not to feel cold. But sooner or later you do and
gradually come closer to the fire. All the neighbors come, stop for some
time and go. But they never go without stopping and talking. All of them
love and respect my grandfather. Then at last the widow of my

rrandfather's
cousin comes. She has been working for the hazelnut factory may be for
fifteen years, and working harder since her husband died, leaving home early
and coming

home late. She is a Tea] hard worker and a ntronr woman. She
has been

looking after seven children,
successfully. A woman whom we all

respect and some what feel bad for. She sits, talks for a long time. We
tell her to An:- for dinner but she says the children will wondcr where she

ie so she leaves. We sit for half an hour more and then go back home.

N.1



I sit in front of the big sooty fireplace with oq' grandfather, so do

some of my folks. Looking into the fire, my grandfather puts some %mod

into the fire in order to make it go on. Silence fills the room for a

moment, only the noise of wood burning, and,our breathing can be.heard.

Without looking back his eyes pointed to the fire, my grandfather talks

to my grandmother, my mother, my aunts, while they sit with him or

prepare the meal. Then he goes outside, takes some more wood to burn.

As the time goes he moves closer and closer to the fire, loosening and

relaxing. I lie on the floor. I am also half asleep with the comfort

of the tire. A sweet sleep embraces me. I try to be awake and listen to

the talk of my family. fly mother and aunts talking to their father. I

see the door wide openplight and dark mixes somewhere near the door. Now

when I think of these times I can smell the meal. Our cats and dog come..

We play with them. We trick them by throwing something into the darkness

as if we were giving them neat. They run after it, can find nothing and

come back. Their eyes pointed 'to the pan full of our meal. The cats

meowing, the dog moving his tail from left to right, up and down. After

a short play ye give them their meal, close the door and go back.

We help to set the table, the meal is ready. The table is prepared

and we all sit. In joy we eat our meal. You can't find the mood, the

condensed feelings anywhere in the world. Vs are close to each other, we
talk and laugh. There is corn bread which is our favorite, meat with

onions, and butter, homemade pickles, soup, beans and yogurt which comes

to every meal as a tradition. Then sweets. Supper takes a long time.

Fbr me it is the best time of the day when everybody comes together, talks

in harmony, laughs, understand their love, realize how much they love each

othet. Later on we clear away the table. But not my grandfather. Then,

again we sit in front of the fireplace. The gasoline lamps are lit. My

grandmother waohes the dishes in the sink. I lie on the carpet and begin

to play by myself. Prom the door which has a basin and a hole for cold

water comes. I can hear the whittle of the wind, and the trees whispering.

And wonder how they do it. I go and look out of the window. I see the

trees in the woodo in front of the house bending tr% each side, dark green,

half shadowed, half lighted. Then I see the vit..0 on the other hill,

lights shining from scattered houses. The noises of night creatures, sing-

ing, crying talking comes to my ear. Far away a frog sings for his lover

and a picks,' howls strongly. As the cove hear it, they become frightened.

Then I feel cold, and lonely, as if I am outside alone, and shiver, suddenly.



Then I go back, 'it in front of the fire on the wooden floor. The whole

family is now sitting there including my aunt and her husband. The thing

that I don't like is that, my father is not here. We're all here but he

is not. He is working. I wish he were here like my aunt's husband and

we would all sit together, chat and have fun. But he is not. He is working.

After a couple of hours the tiring day show its effect. I get tired
and go to bed. Light is coming through the window. As I enter idle bed I

feel this lovely old covering my body. It feels retlly good. The bed
becomes warm. In bed I think abote. everything. About the sea, ricer,

forest, house, town, the path which leader to town, the main road, the
people whom I know and love, the village, my whclv. Lazo. Then I sleep.

I can't think anymore.

13
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Before Cumhur is finished, the 10-minute bell rings. Stu-

dents all around us take verb test, but most of our group,

joined by Audre, continue to listen as Cumhur reads on

in the silence.

1st writings, cont'd:

Sue W. heistates before reading her piece. She says

it is "private":

There is no time in my place, no season.
It is not touched by age. I is a world in
itself. Beyond the pit, and the starry sky
of lights, lie the seats, covered with a
coarse cloth, labeled with numbers. The red,
slanting carpet, leading into the bowels of
the (my) place.

A gentle push of air rushes by my face.
Its warm grasping touch caresses me. The
dark stairwells that lurk beyond miniature
(shrunken) doors lead upward, further into
the murky night. Night, it is always night
in my place. Dark, deep, comforting, silent,
my place. The small shriveled door that
leads to the sun is bolted, almost as if it
forbids us to escape. We unbolt the door
sometimes, cracking the door, the light
blinds us momentarily. Stumbling, we emerge,
not far from the opening-..just far enough to
feel the first few dregs of air enter our
lungs, almost stifling us. Then we return.
We always return to the cold cinder block
walls, the black musty curtains, the
splinte'ae wood floors, and the catwalk
railing, lich span my place. Our place.
I see tL4fl all, snuggled together on the
red couch, sleeping, drowsy. They lift
their heads as I approach, making room
for my body to merge into one with theirs.
This is our placeno one knows it like we
know it. The fistful of keys 4s our
passage; the place belongs to the demons-
of-the-red-throne.

After her reading, silence. Finally Cumhur: "It really

hits you." Dave: "What went through your mind when Ms.

I- lot 411
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Allison asked the questions?" Sue: "I stopped listening

after the first two sentences. I thought about being in

the light booth, and about being backstage ... " Group

members seem at a loss for words. Sue: "I know it's very

personal; I mainly wanted to know if there's anything in
tl

here you can understand. I say backstage is evidently a

world within a world, one that outsiders never see. Sue ;

You can't see it; only those who live it can."

John Y. doesn't want to read. When group urges him to,

he says, "Promise you won't laugh." Reads short piece

about a track meet. Sandra: "Was that the big meet in

New York?" John: "Yeah." Dave: "Did you run in it?"

John: "Yeah." Dave: "You should-- No, I can't tell you
weq-c

what you should do, but maybe you might
A

about what it felt

like to run--where it hurt--how you felt', charged up?"

John: "Scared." Dave: "Get the feelings out there on the

paper.
K!.00v,

[More 1st group meetings. Julliet, Klab, George,
Iceu

Tina, Tim, p. 112; Walter, Dawn, Eve, Bon, p. 117. Eve

writes "beach" p460, traces over the letters of each word

with pen. Dawn makes "joke," writes "stupid," "boring,"

"put me to sleep," etc. on Eve's piece (p. 122). Audre

and I flip. Eve says she thinks Dawn's "joke" is funny

(p. 124)j

These first group meetings take two class periods,

during which students work on pieces in different stages of

s-316 412
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revision. Some meet twice with their groups; others spend

some time working on their own. Audre asks everyone to

read James Agee's "Knoxville: Summer 1915" anti Alfred
tootle:19.e,, -vier",

Kazin's "Brownsville" (place piece and takes one class

period to discuss these pieces and respond to them in

writing. Then we break for Thanksgiving.

After the break, students continue to revise. Some

move on to editing completed pieces. As many students

approach the final stages of revision, Audre sends them

back to groups with guide questions: "What impresses you

about the piece? What do you especially like? What is the

significance of it? What would, be good title?" Group

members wtite their responses to these questions for each

piece; then share and discuss them.

Todd and Suzanne disagree about Kristen's piece.

Kristen reports:

In my group today we spent the entire period
on my paper. Todd really ripped it apart.,
For every comment he made, Suzanne would
counter-comment *,h it. At the time he
made all these comments me-ontegettietieberityi
I didn't agree at all. When I got home to
re-write this, I revised as I went along.
I must have kept his comments in mind, because
I found myself changing it in the way the
comments suggested, and I liked the way it
sounded. Each copy I would change another
sentence or paragraph. It took me 4 copies
of revisions to get what I considered a decent
story. I then read it to Dad, who made some
comments. The one he felt strongest about
was one of Todd's comments that I'd chosen
to ignore. Of course, once Dad suggested it
I decided I really ought to change it.
(Funny who you listen tol) I made revisions
and another draft of the story. I then read

1.511
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that to my dad, who told me it still didn't
sound right. Finally, by my 6th copy I am
kind of happy with it. Since it is now 1:15
A.M., whether I'm happy or not doesn't matter
a heck of a whole lot because I'm going to
bed now anyways.

Suzanne comments:

I especially liked the tone of Kristen's
short descriptive sentences mixing with an
occasional long description. I liked it
better before she changed it, though. (No
offense.) Actually, the tone was effective,
but I liked the let phase's tone better, but
since she changed it I guess it sounds good
the way it is.

Audre'writes in her journal:

Many seem genuinely pleased with what they've
written. When Todd vehemently insisted
Kristen get rid of her short monotonous
sentences, she answered that she liked the
sound, simple and lulling, and had done it
purposefully.' Suzanne agreed with Kristen.
But, today she's come in with changes.
She's combined sentences and has decided
that Todd was right or at least intimidating.
Suzanne is sorry to see it changed.

[Audre takes charge in third period group; directs George

to revise. As he talks, she says, "Write 'neigOorlis-dog-

hiding-behind-tree'" (p. 126).]

As groups meet for final editing and proofreading, Audre

asks them to transfer final, edited pieces to ditto masters.

Each group will publish its pieces in a group booklet.

Students design cover for these booklets, and transfer

these also onto ditto masters.

Emil delays reading his revised piece to his group.

He says, as he had said before, that he "hates" writing--

"but I did kinds like writing this piece. I even revised
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it. I cut out a lot of stuff You'd have to be there to

understand."

BECOMING ONE
I am sitting in the corner of a dark and

gloomy corridor. I can see good old Mike
typing at his desk through the gleaming plate
glass windows which have athletic posters
attached. It is middle spring at about 2:45
p.m., and I am going through my pregame ritual.
There is a poem in my hand, which reads:

WHEN YOU GET WHAT YOU WANT IN
YOUR STRUGGLE FOR SELF AND THE
WORLD MAKES YOU KINOPFOR A DAY
JUST GO TO THE MIRROR AND LOOK AT
YOUR SELF AND SEE WHAT THAT MAN
HAS TO SAY.
FOR IT ISN'T YOUR FATHER, MOTHER
OR WIFE UPON WHOSE JUDGEMENT YOU
MUST PASS THE ONE WHOSE VERDICT
COUNTS MOST IN YOUR LIFE IS THE
ONE STARING BACK FROM THE GLASS.
I can feel my thoughts flowing toward my

concentration, and the task at hand. The gray
dismal smelly room which acts as my prepara-
tion place is letting my thoughts wander and
I feel like I am almost ready to go wild.
My blue and gold uniform perfectly pressed
lays next to my newly sharpened razor's edge
cleats that seem to help create the mood I'm
working so hard to achieve. My mind and body
are approaching unity. Suddenly I spring to
my feet and face the freshly painted lockers
which will be my final.conquest, my entire
self becomes one and I proceed to bang my
head with all the brute force I can muster
against the sturdy steel lockers, after the
tenth crash against the locker I am totally
psyched; and am both physically and mentally
prepared to endure whatever it takes to WINII

Emil's piece reminds Dave H. and Tom D. about getting

charged up for soccer, discus throwing, and other sports.

Then about playing by the rules versus playing to win.

Discussion expands to include questions about sports and

life, but :ICA about writing.
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Walter, who has just rejoined the group, has a revised

piece, but no one is

drafts. Audre stops

listening; the others are copying

by to theft them, "Stop being selfish.

Give Walter some help." She stay:3 with the group,
S

insisting on "ray back," until the students take charge.

Walter reads:

It is the fall. That clean crisp feeling
that comes with it in the air is ever present.
The ground outside is covered with yellow, red,
and brown leaves, that have made their fall from
trees. Birds and squirrels dash about ner-
vously, come waiting for their to take
them 5:A.ti),others to find enough food to hold
them over for the winter. There is peace in
the air..

8:38 a.m. I wake up. The sun is up now,
and I break out of the world of sleep. I begin
to notice things in this room that I had not
even seen the night before. Through the
window I can see birds flying by.

From my bed I can see the many things that
make up a typical college room. The refriger-
ator that can have almost anything in it, from
beer to the last nic;ht's dinner. A stereo in
the corner that didn't have a speck of dtut
on it. A desk that resembled a junkpile of
papers, books, pencils and old coffee mpg,
that probably had been there for days, and a
small desk lamp.
41m, On the pink wall opposite me was a miscellan-
eous array of important papers, letters and a
few postcards, all stacked up on a very large
bulletin board and on just beside it a few rock
posters.

To my left a closet. In it

Emil: "Instead of 'beer' and 'old food' in the icebox, what

about 'a sixpack of Lowehbrau and a slice of old steak?'"

Tom: "What kind of mugit might be playing on the radio?"

Dave: "Sounds as if you're attracted to the "free spirit

of college life." Walter says that's so.

1-314 416
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Sandra has brought wnat she calls "a different piece

entirely" to har group. She has put aside her "ice hockey"

piece, which everyone agreed was flashed, and returned to

and revised an earlier one, written during the "memory"

unit, about the "magic" and "mystery" pf the Canadian

woods as she saw them as a chila. Dave E.: "It almost

sounds sad that you lost--didn't appreciate those things

after a while." Cumhur says he can't comment on Sandra's

piece because "it remembered me of something... I flew away."

Sue asks Sandra why she chose to return to this piece.

Sandra: "It meant something to me." She talks a while about

what it meant, and Dave summarizes again: "You mean the

simple things didn't--uh--please you? I guess that's not

the right word to use. You didn't appreciate the simple

things after a while... " Sandra asks which piece, this or

the "ice hockey" one, she should edit and copy over for the

group booklet. Dave: "This one. It's more personal."

Sue: "I see the real Sandra Kroeger in there."

George says he hasn't added yesterday's material to

his piece. "If I'd revised, I'd have to read it, and

that's embarrassing." I ask why; after all, other group

members have read. George: "Yeah, but nobody's is as

stupid as mine." He won't budge, even when Audre comes

over to insist the group get to work. The other members

of his group won't either; they say they are "not in the

mood."

1-sir
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Dave H., Emil, and Tonlare copying finished pieces onto

ditto masters. Dave mutters, "I hate this piece. I'm sick

of it." Emil: "It's boring to have to write the same

piece over and over again. I kinds enjoyed this one the

first few times, but by the fifth or sixth it got boring;

I practically have it memorized ... It got better every

time, but it was still boring to do it." Tom: "I usually

stop revising after about three drafts; otherwise, I might

lost sight of what I wanted to say in the first place--

spoil it by adding or changing it too much. I felt that

happening with the piece I just finished, but I stopped

in time. Now I like it." Emil: "We've worked on this for

such a long time--and no one's gonna read it." Tom:

"Having other people read it isn't the point. Basically,

I write for myself." We question Emil: doesn't the group

count as audience? Emil: "No.° The class? °No." Who would

count? Emil: "The New York Times."

Groups go on revising and editing. Kris has revised

7 times; reports that she is satisfied now.

Kim D. writes:

When I re-wrote this, there really wasn't
much change because I liked it so much the
first time. I did change some words around
and even added words that I thought would
make it sound better. I wanted it to sound
kind of poetic in a way.

But I am very very satisified with the
way it turned out. I. 4P

James has found a focus for his piece about his

father's still - 'inbuilt -upon land in East Hampton. From
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an early draft, in which he drifted from one thought to

another, he has pulled out the line, "This land is like

the heart in my body, because it is the heart of the

Wilderness." He has made this line his conclusion, and

the piece itself a meditation on change and the encroach-

ment of civilization on the wild. [James',S draft good

example of finding focus. Use somewhere else?]

Kristen, collecting her 28 pages of drafts and

revisions, adds a final note on her process:

When we went to Maine for Thanksgiving vaca-
tion I read my piece to my grandmother, Mimi.
She gave me some hints about changes I needed
and also some eaggestions to add. I took
some of those and I didn't take some. That's
how I got my final revision.

Audre, in her journal, comments on the extra time stu-

dents have spent on this piece:

Everything is working in period 3 today.
I wonder why? Is it because I've slowed
down so that they'll be sharing finished
drafts when the "Lehman Deans" are visiting.
The thought of speeding up in order to begin
a new assignment made me feel ill, and so
although this seems a long time spent on
1 composition, it may be worth It. Some
kids Jost don't seem to crank up easily
and then (perhaps) I get nervous about
their inactivity and pros; them with
"Well, a final's due tomorrow." Do Y. do
this? Perhaps in more ways than I know.
Perhaps not. Nevertheless, if everyone.
ends up with a piece they like--and own
--I'll feel wonderful.

On December 3, nearly three weeks after the start of

this sequence, Audre gathers the whole class around an open

square of tables for what she calls "a thanksgiving."
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"We re going to appreciate the hard work you put in ... the

help you got from your group " She calls on students,

one by one, to read their finished pieces to the whole

class.

The listeners are attentive, responsive. They laugh

at James' refusal to give directions to a city type who

wants to pave the wilderness, ooh and ah at Lynne's story

of the .1.-r,x1 babysitter ("Did that really happen ? "),

applaud Tim's piece about the city, with its "smell 'of hot

pretzels, pot, and pollution." Audre encourages responses:

"Do you want to tell him/her what y

:
u liked about it?"

Eve puts off reading until the las possible moment. When

she finally does read, half hidden behind her long hair,

Audre thanks her for doing it, "When I know it's hard for

you."

From Audre's journal:

Everyone shares piece with whole class.
They listen appreciatively and it is wonder-
ful. Even Doug, Stayer and John read. I
love today! I feel it has been worth the
time. If some have taken advantage of the
freedom in order to goof off--others have
taken the advantage-opportunity to work and
re-work their writing into something they
like.

The sequence ends with publication of the group

booklet.

I



RESPONSE TO LITERATURE: A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE

Having built their own fictions, the "sagas," Audre's students

turn once again to the creation of a published writer: in the middle

of March they begin Tennessee Williams's A Streetcar Named Desire.

They will read the play in class; write responses to it, scene by

scene, at home; and end the sequence by seeing the filmed version.

Building on the daily response journal writing she asked for

while students were viewing The Scarlet Letter and the focused free

writing questions she developed for the last cycle of novel readings,

Audre passes out a new set of instructions and questions to start

students writing about the play. Once again, she leaves options open:

"You may wish to do the following... unless you're inspired to write by

some thought that occurs to you as we are reading." (See Insert A.)

In class, she explains what she is looking for: not plot

summaries, but "your thoughts, your reactions... an honest voice.'

Show me that you're going to know this play... that you're
going to make it yours.... Do something with it.... Run it
through your brain.... Ask yourself questions about it, and
answer them.... What's the point? Keep writing down reac-
tions to what you read and hear. When you look back over
your notes, you may find you have a thesis - -that's how
people write critical reviews.... Get busy... so that
you really have something from the play --not just a

vague, fuzzy memory.... Do some heavy thinking about
the play... and writing.

At the beginning of each class, she asks a few students to read what

they have written about the scenes read the day before. During class,

she punctuates the reading with questions students might ask them-

selves: "What's going to happtn next?... Predict Guess.... Do
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% Act v and at a of play.

4i...........

In order as stimulate your thinking abcut the p:ay, please writ, daily
en whatever parts of the play we have nomploted reading in class. You
may wish to de the following ...unless! you're inspired to wtite by
sose thought that occurs to you as we are readint.

1. Summarise if you suet, but only f)r a bit.

iv. What questions occur to you as wl read the fliv? Can you answer thou?

3. How does Williams reveal his characters to us? W.lat lines are
very telling? what de these lines tell ysu about the characters?
About Blanche? About Stanley'. About Stella?

O. As you reflect on the action of the play so far, what: connections
do you make To your own exper!onco? to your other Neading? to
other people you have known? t' movies you've sell? Itc.oto.

3. what conflicts do you seseedovel,ping? How are time conflicts
presented? How does Williams vggest these to us? Is tAero
foreboding? What makes you see It coming?

6. What can you predict will happel? How de you see IN! plot develop-
ing? What are the complicaticrea

7. Let your writing go wherever' pur ruminations tots Feu.

Please' put a proper heading on eaci right's writing. Bt. sure it
ie &tads and be sure to list the Acts and scenes that SAO covered

in your writing. You will be oxpeted to ablto a leg ntly for,
each day's reading eovered. This will be graded instsad If an exam
or an essay on the play.
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you think Blanche's presence is going to change the relationship between

Stanley and Stella? Do some ruminating about that scene.... What do

you think of Blanche singing 'Paper Moon' through the last scene?

What do you make of her wanting to take all those baths?"

Students, for the mo part, read scenes out loud with

enthusiasm, getting into the parts. Audre encourages shy readers.

Eve won't read, but Sue eventually does. Sandra, who has been reading

ahead at home, reads so fast that she changes words as she goes along;
dr

the meaning however, remains intact. [3/9] Kristen, too, reads for

sense rather than accuracy. Tim makes Stanley come alive. [Check

with Audre.] Audre compliments the class as a whole: "I wish I had

a tape, to record this and compare it with the film version." At one

point she does tape a scene, and plays It back in class.

At one point, Audre asks everyone to write brief descriptions

of the main characters. The next day's class begins with a discussion

of Blanche who, Kathy D. says, is like Tiffany in "General Hospital."

Audre asks how, and encourages viewers of "General Hospital" to explain

the connection. Kym: "Tiffany--she acts as if she thinks she's io

great, but really she's afraid of being hurt; that's like Blanche."

Kathy: "Blanche can only go with strangers--people she's never going

to see again." Tim: "She's tie original fantasy queen--singing 'Paper

Moon' in the shower, having sex with the paper boy." A chorus of

protest: "C'mon. She didn't exactly---" A number of students who

don't usually talk in class get into the argument.

,,, As the play nears an end, Audre suggests questions that will

encourage students to look more deeply into it. She asks the j, for

1-311
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instance, to coppare

superior? Why? How

Blanche, despite her

3

the Kowalekis' world to the Dubois'. Which is

might a reader justify feeling sympathy for

past life, her deceitfultmls, her me4-40.6eiity?

Would a marriage between Mitch and Blanche have been the perfect

match if Stanley hadn't interfered?

In considering these questions, she asks them to "review your

reading process and try to find some incident in your experience that

has influencedikyou to feel the way you do about' the play. Try to

find out why you interpreted the play the way you did:' She encourages

them tc "conce...itrate your energies on seeing what an author says

The more you look the more you will see.... Trust yourself.... You may

see something the most sophisticated critic has missed.... That's

where pleasure really cones in reading: from nur own individual

response, from seeing connections that have meaning for 22H. Reading

is very subejctive--like writing--that's how it is--how it ought to

be.... Don't try too hard to figure out the author's meaning. Just

truat your instincts and let yourself respond to the work."

And they do:

[John S.]
Scene VI. So. Will you look at tit!.. Blanche Dubois

person? I don't know where to begit. I luess by talking
about Blanche's light fetish. She sense o pi.efer, firac

of all, to carry on all her carrying :n w%th Mitch in the
dark. She also mentions the "searchIll of her life
being shut off when her husband killeJ hicself. She
seems to think of light as a source of happiness and
youth. We mustn't forget youth. Blanche is scratching
and clawing for all the youth she can get. I think her
obsession with trying to be young is going to whack her
out. I also think that's why she prefers ro keep the
light off--to hide her age from Mitch.

scene VII. liu-oo! Stanley's got the poop on Blanche,
and the shit's 'ng to hit the fan! At /east that's what

3/1
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I think. Now Blanche is going to be forced to accept
some kind of reality. I guess singing "Paper Moon" in
the bathtub while Stanely was rattling off all those
things about her was supposed to be symbolic.

Scene X. Now I'm really confused. Why, after
treating Blanche like dirt, would Stanley want to go to
bed with her? And why on the night his baby is going to
be born? I know he's a bit dumb, but stil4 how could
he?

Scene XI. Well, well. Blanche is off to Pilgrim
State. They'll probably wrap her up somewhere on the
fifth floor, locked away in some tiny room. Well, it's
all for the good anyway. But what of Brando? Apocalypse
Nowl I wouldn't be surprised.

[Steve G.]

.IL Blanche and Stanley don't look like they are
going to get along very well. Blanche is hiding the
fact that she drinks. Stella doesn't seem to be happy
with her marriage.

Ati. Blanche's drinking will come out in the open:
I think Stanely wants Belle Reve or the money from it.
Stanley and Stella's marriage will probably be ended
in the story.

VII;. All the characters seem to be looking for a
way out. Maybe a way out of themselves. They "all"
seem to have something, or somethings to hide....

ITC; Blanche says to Mitch, "I'm accustomed to
having no more than one drink. Two is the limit, and
three! Tonight, I had three.

This doesn't make sense. From the beginning Blanche
has tried to cover up her drinking, but she's not doing
a very good job of it

What will Stanley say or do to Blanche after he
hears what she thinks of him? The author doesn't show
you, yet, what Stanley will do. Also, why does Blanche
flirt and kiss the young man from the newspaper? Why
does she flirt with most of the men she comes in contact
with? The author doesn't tell as yet....

Blanche will lose Mitch. Stanley will kick Blanche
out, and I don't know which way Stella will go. She
will either leave with Blanche when Stanley ki.cks her
out, or she will stay with Stanley and try to express
how sorry she is about the whole mess. to Blanche.

I think Blanche is looking for a way out of what
she is and was (the author hasn't told us what that is
yet). But, she will probably be turned down by every-
one: Stanley, Stella, and Mitch, and then she will move
on to somewhere else.
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Why does Blanche keep lying? Myabe she doesn't want
to blow her "last" chance at a decent life. Will Blanche
leave with Mitch and marry him. This was not answered yet.,

Blanche is a liar. But she seems to want Mitch a lot.
Mitch is strong and masculine, but in a soft and loving
way to Blanche.

There is going to be a surprise ending to the story,
but the reader (me) is blind at this moment.

Mitch is going to find everything about Blanche sooner
or later, and when he finds out about her lies, he's going
to be mad. One secret is that she drinks too much....

Mitch is the exact cpposite of Stanley. Stanley is
"harsh" in a way, while Mitch is soft and gentle. Blanche
is like a judge of both of them. Every time Blanche is
around those two, it seems to bring out the true nature
of them, "harsh" and "gentle"

Stella ii like a person in between a fight. She is
friends with both fighters, so she doesn't want either one
of them to get hurt. But this is not possible. One of
the fighters must lose and one must win. Stella will have
to decide the winner by staying with that fighter and
letting the other one go.

Stanley and Blanche are the "fighters." Stella is the
"referee"

The author reveals Stanley as cruel and unfeeling for
Blanche. Blanche is in a pathetic state. Stella feels
sorry for Blanche, but I don't think there is much she can
do.

Blanche's life seems to have been shattered by Stanley.
What will Blanche'do to Stanley? Does she have any

power over him? This was unanswered....
No one can ever trust Blanche, again. Because she lied

to everylady. To Mitch, Stella, and Stanley.
What else will Mitch do to Blanche? Wil Mitch be cruel

to her?
Blanche will leave. She's still going along with her

own lies. She thinks they're all against her. Maybe they
are.

Blanche is starting to believe her own lies. She's
actually lying to herself. I think her one major problem
is drinking. Through personal experience, I know that
people who have drinking problems do things that make
other people think they should be lo04d up. And even
though they do sick things, they don't realize what they
are doing to themselves and other people. They believe
their own lies, just like Blanche.

Summarize: Stanley comes home drunk after he takes
Stella to the hospital. Blanche is alone with him. She
tel2s another lie to him, but he realizes it this time.
Stanley rapes Blanche.

Wri didn't Blanche leave wen Stanely gave her a
chance to? Not answered. Why does Stanley rape her?
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Not answered. Maybe that was his way of showing his
anger to her.

Blanche is in bad shape. She doesn't talk sense
anymore. She sounds crazy. Stanely seems to want to
make friends with Blanche at first, but then she turned
away so he started being cruel to her.

Blanche could have been nice to Stanley, but instead
she turned away from him.

Blanche lied to Stanley after all the other lies.
She didn't have to lie more. Why did she?

Blanche sounds like she's becoming messed up. I can't
predict anything yet.
/ Stanley wasn't going to hurt Blanche until she asked

him not to hurt her. She put the idea of raping her into
his head.

That was pretty stupid. After this part where Stanley
rapes Blanche, she's going to be a madwoman.

Stanley must not be very loving, because while he's
raping his wife's sister, his wife's pregnant)

Summarizing: Blanche tells Stella that Stanley raped
her, but no one believes her. Stella is sending her to
a mental hospital.

Where will Blanche go? Will they treat her right?
Will Stanley, Mitch, or Stella ever visit her? None
were answered.

They're all sympathetic to Blanche, but they still
think she's crazy.

Mitch really seemed to care for Blanche, and when she
turned out to be a phoney, it hurt him a lot.

Stella will probably always wonder if she did the right
thing or not. Did she?

Stella will probably never know the truth about Stanley
and Blanche.

No one believed what Blanche told them because she had
lied so much in the past that they thought it was another
lie. (The boy who cried wolf.)

[Kim D.]
In this scene, Blanche does most of the talking and that

is trying to get Stella to leave Stanley. Blanche can not
believe that Stella could possibly survive under these cir-
cumstances. She thinks that Stanley is inhuman (an ape to
be exact). She wants Stella to leave somewhere with her.
I guess just anywhere away from Stanley.

Personally, I think Blanche is overreacting. She refuses
to see that Stella really loves Stanley. Or, maybe she
doesn't want to see it. She also can't understand how
Stella could possibly be happy living in her 2-room apart-
ment, with wik poker parties, and a husband who is, to
Blanche, an animal.

1- 311S'
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Poe T.
Stanley Kowalski is a stubborn, rough type man who

would stand up for what he believes in. He's not an
instigator, but he has his eft set of morals. He enjoys
hanging out with the guys, playing poker and drinking

Blanche continues to lie, this time to Mitch about
her teacher's salary and her reasons for staying. She's
fearful of Stanley, calling him her executioner, which
probably means he knows too much about her lies which
could destroy her later....

Blanche calls Stanley a commoner, a Polock, which
angers Stanley. Blanche continues lying, this time
she claims to be 27 years. old.

Stanley figured Blanche has been leeching long'
enough, and buys her bul

Blanche is now totally into space dust. She whips
up a beau, Shep Hunteleigh, who will take her away on
his yacht. Blanche seems so involved in her stories
that I think she believes in them.

Stanley and Blanche finally have their fling that
was expected since they met. I'm not sure why he was
attracted to her; maybe he wantdd her to realise he was
special, or maybe he wanted to teach Blain,* a lesson
where 'nobody would believe what happened. Maybe Stanley
wnated\t see how he compared or matched up with Blanche's
high -clan beaus. In any case, if Blanche doesn't change
soon, she'll live a lonely life....

I think that Blanche put herself in a position where
she thought 'he was richLin control and could manipulate
things, but then she hadbuch pride to say that dealing
with problems the way she had,'was wrong. She coudln't
take a fall. If she did she'd have to come back two more
steps. I hope now she comes to her senses, or else she'll
never have any real feelings, just mechanical.

Questions: The reader feels sympathy for Blanche at
the end of the story because she's limp and weak and she's
being taken away by the doctors in front of everyone, but
I personally didn't feel any sympathy. She was a bum.
Others had figured her out and told her to face facts.
Her world affected others because it involved them. I
think she deserves a good kick in the behind.

[Leonard M.] '

Blanche arrives to visit her sister Stella. The
first person she talks to is Eunice. She can't believe
that Stella lives in such a rundown neighborhood. She
then goes inside. You can tell that she is nervous and
insecure by her actions. One example of this would be
when Blanche finds a whiskey bottle and sneaks a drink.
One other example of this is when she goes into hysterics

u-3n.
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when she tells Stella that she lost Belle Revs. When
Blanche first meett,Stanley she seems very nervous,
almost afraid to stand face to face with him. She lies
to Stanley when she turns down his offer to have a
drink, by saying she rarely touches it. Her need to
lie is another sign of her insecurity

In Scene Three it is poker night, and even more is
revealed about Stanley's personality.' The characters
of Steve, Hitch, and Pablo are introduced. Stanley gets
drunk and gets into a fight with Stella, further showing
his barbaric tendencies. Blanche shows her dislike of
Stanley for abusing Stella, further showing her spoiled
upbt inging.

[Greg F.]

Stan tells Stella all he found out about Blanche. He
also told Mitch. If Blanche found this out, I think she
might try to kill herself. Everybody knowing the truth
about her. That she was kicked out of a.town. Stella
is not sure about all of this. She is uncertain. She
must be emotionally upset, suddenly finding all this
stuff about her sister's past.

[Dave H.]

Blanche reveals to Mitch her romantic past; her first
love. She married him and later fount:gout that he was
gay. She embarrassed him in public about it and he
killed himself. This reveals some of the cruelty that
Blanche was or might still be capable of. She said that
there hat been no other since him but rumor, via
Stanley, says differently.

Blanche is revealed even more as a person living in
a make-believe world. She denies her past and lives
in the days before her degradation in Laurel.

[Lauren]
Stella: She is very content where she is. Livinb in

New Orleans is all she wants. She loves Stanley and we
can see that she accepts him for what he is. She under-
stands him when he's drunk. She recalls their honeymoon
when he broke light bulbs. His being destructive
excites Stella.

Blanche has feelings for Mitch. She wants him but
doesn't want him to lose respect for her. She's very
confused. She can't deal with problems.

Scene Six: Mitch and Blanche had gone to an amuse-
ment park. She tried to have a good time, but she
didn't. She talks about leaving soon because she's out
stayed her welcome. Mitch is doubtful whether or not
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he should kiss Blanche. He feels that she is reject-
ing him. She is a very strange woman. She has philoso-
phies about everything in life. She is trying to pretend
that she is the innocent type, but then she admits to
being a little bad when she was losing Belle Rev., and
with Mitch she asks him in for a night cap and wants the
lights out. And she seems to enjoy drinking, yet she
seems to enjoy drinking,. yet she explains that she doean't
do it much. She speaks French to Mitch and once she
realizes he doesn't understand she says "Voules -vous
couches avec moi ce soft?" She is very forward, yet
she proclaims she had old-fashioned ideals. In this
scene Blanche again dhows her concern for people's
talk about her. She also becomes edgy about her age
and doesn't like to speak of it. She does speak of
loneliness and what the death of her young husband was
like. She seems confused about life. She really
doesn't know what she wants.

[Suzanne] ,

Stanley seems like this really street smart rough
guy who is rlalistic and a good judge of character.
I think he and Blanche are very similar, yet very
opposite at times, so there might be a lot of upcoming
conflicts, because both are such strong characters

Stanley's ill manners and crudeness and mareelitsa
really come out in this scene. Blanche tries to snow
job Stanley about her background and Stanley is no
dummy; he can see it. It was kind of careless for
Blanche to slip and mention something about her dead
husband who was only a boy. I'm dying to know the
details of this mysterious boy. Poor Stella, it
looks as if she's going to get pushed between these
tvo, bumped back and forth.

At the end I'm certain there is some heavy symbol-
ism when Blanche says the blind are leading the blind
and then a 4avwchic vendor yells, "Red-hot!" It sounds
like danger to me

A lot of symbolism pops up with reference to the
streetcar named Desire - -how Mitch desires Blanche,
Stella and Stan desire each other, as Eunice and
Steve do. Blanche desires youth and self-respect.
Stanley desires Blanche to leave his home

Stanley's self-centeredness macho clearly comes
out as he has no regard to his wife except that they
used to have fun before Blanche came here. Also, he
doesn't care that it makes his Stella happy when her
Blanche is happy. Instead, he's making everyone
miserable with his hypertemper.

1.31'4'
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[Emil a.)

A Streetcar Named Desire enlightened me to the fact
that three is a crowd, and that Blanche was a carousing
lush who couldn't handle the pressures and responsibili-
ties of adult life and in the end she goes crazy because
everyone catches on to the lying ways she uses to become
friends with everyone.

[Cumhur 46]

Blanche, a woman who is lost, who is not sure of
herself and who rode the streetcar named Desire. She
came to the point where she is, on this street car.
Loneliness, losing all the time, not knowing what to do,
escaping from problems, becoming more lonely, almost
having a nervous breakdown.

Stella is riding on the same car, too, but she hasn't
lost yet. She sounds innocent; needs somebody to lead
her and is not strong enough to cope with the problems
that arise, becoming dependent on Stanley. Stella can't
decide what to do, and if there's nobody who she can
hold onto she becomes a handicapped person, riding the
streetcar, down the hill....

The book reminded me something as it described the
place where Stella an? Stanley live. Something thtt I
can recall. But I do, t know where from.... 4 t

1,0,4 digt, p
During the poke. ,,arty, Tennessee Williams show us I

characters very well. Blanche acting as if she were
innocent, not knowing about the life of the poor sides
of the city. Mitch also acticas if he were a pure,
trustworthy man; he probably is more understandable of
all the men, but if he sees that you are the type, he'll
get you.

Stella and Stanley are really tied to each other.
They fought. Stanley hit her with his hand. Then
Stella left home to stay with Eunice. ate cried, said
she would never go back, but when Stanley called her,
said that he'd not leave the porch until she came,
Stella came down and they both went in. They fight,
but they love each other and know that they want each
other. A kind of a relationship where you can't find
in noble families. But theirs is simple. Whatever
they do they'll get together again. Maybe it is
because they are not rich. They don't have anything
but each other. And they don't want to lose what they
got.

[Kristen 41.]

We are introduced to three main characters. I
noticed that Tennessee Williams tends to be very ironic.
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In the beginning, he gives us a description of a poor neigh-
borhood, not a great place, but better than many. He names
it Elysian Fields, which means Paradise. Blanche takes a
streetcar named Desire, to Cemeteries, to Paradise.

When Stella and Blanche meet, they seem happy to see
each other, but there also seems to be some hidden under-
current to everything they say and do.....

Tennessee Williams was even more subtle in his hints
than I picked up in Scene 1. We went over the characters
in class, and I was especially surprised by what we cams
up with for Blanche. Williams describes Blanche as moth-
like. He mentions the fact that her beauty can't take the
strong light. In the first scene, she tells Stella not to
look at her in the light. "I won't be seen in that glare."
Moths are attracted to light, but the light kills them....

Throughout the first scene, the reader is introduced to
the three major characters. From their dialogue you can
determine a great deal about their personality and back-
ground. The plot and future course of events has been
revealed, although a few personal habits and incidents seem
to be leading to a major theme. Blanche has come from home
to visit Stella (her sister) in New Orleans. It appears
that she has not emu for a friendly visit. There are
many things that are bothering Blanche, and her nerves
and drinking display this openly

It seems ironic that the discovery of her age in the
full light, and the confession of her past come out
together. It's as if Blanche knew all along that once
the veil of darkness was lifted, the truth of her being
would be revealed just as clearly as the wrinkles of age
on her face.

Blanche begins a long lie in how she received a wire
from a millionaire friend who invited her on a cruise in
the Carribean. The story of course does not fool
Stanely in the slightest, but perhaps it is not really
Stanley that Blanche wants to fool. She needs more
than anything to convince herself that there is a future,
and that her life will not be forever filled with disap-
pointments, running, deluding, and hiding....

Stanley became violent and proceeded to get physical
with Stella. Blanche was stunned by the brutality which
Stanley displayed. She and her sister went up into the
next apartment to get away from Stanley for the &light,
and what amazed Blanche even more was Stella's returning
to him in the night. The next morning Stella has com-
pletely forgiven Stanley, but Blanche cannot understand
it. She tells Stella how they will get away from Stanley.
When actually Stella has no desire whatsoever to leave
Stanley

I would strongly predict that some ty'l of relationship
will later arise between Blanche and Mitch....

I - 310
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In reading through t e same chapters, I found myself
much more perceptive. B ing familiar with the dialogue
and events, I was able to oak closer at what was actually
taking place in the story.

The day starts out ordina ily in the apartment. Blanche
rambles in lnr,common dreams f gentlemen and elegance...
then Stanley. He mentions the name Shaw to Blanche. She
tenses and recoils, strangely. a has not made the
acquaintance of any she sayk, but it is obvious that
the has struck a soft spot. Ihe Hotel was men-
tioned, and had the same effect;..

This leaves me with a few unanswered questions. First,
what is it about "Shaw," "Hotel ," and "Laurel" that
raises Blanche's blood pressure, and what secrets are hid-
den in such places and people?

[Sandra

The characters Williams depicts are intorduced through
their actions and thoughts. The characters are believable
and life-like. Stanley seems like someone who loves life.
He is ready to jump off the page at any moment. He is
happy bowling, playing poker and washing down beer.
Stanley doesn't feign intellectualism, rather he is happy
with life the way it is. One witnesses this from the very
introduction of his character when he throws the meat to
his wife.

The story is of course laden with symbolism. The lines
and descriptions are fraught with adumbrations. One can
see a conflict developing between Blanche and Stanley.
Blanche is the last of what seems to have been a dynasty.
She is seemingly living with what once had been. Stan in
contrast seems to be a man of the moment. He is carefree
and will get to it tomorrow....

Blanche doodles upon the past in all her actions. She
has love letters from past affairs and fox atolls from
past acquaintances. For her things were better in the
past. She is a habitual flirt and does not relinquish
this attitude with Stanley, despite the fact that he is
her sister's husband. She playfully sprays him with the
perfume and he smashes it upon the dresser. While Blanche
lives for the past, she also condemns all but herself for
the loss of Belle Rave. One can, however, infer that this
is only a cover to hide her own deep guilt.

Personally, I like Stanley. He is honest and without
pretense. He may in gruff or even crude, yet he is a
wonderful contrast to Blanche, who embodies many character-
istics whiuh I loathe....

At this point in the play many questions still plague
me. Does Stan. ey love Stella? What is the significance
of the title? 4rd what is the significance behind the

Si I
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recurrently mentioned piano? At this point I am beginning
to surmise that the piano shows that which is constant
as it has been mentioned at least once ineach scene.

In earlier scenes I felt a preference for the character
of Stanley, because he seemed so carefree and without
inhibitions. Ye) as the play continues to develop I
find my sympat4sios pointing more and more toward Stella.
Stanley seems to love her, but he is 'crude towards her.
Blanche is critical of her almost every action, insulting
her life, her husband and her surroundiigs. Stella has
War broken away from the weights Blame still carries
with her. She knows things are not wonderful, yet she
will do her best. Stella is patient and caring. Adair-
able characteristics in her circumstances.

Blanche is quick to criticise and assume things. She
calls Stanley common and brutal as she bounces around in
her gawdy attire making herself judge. Blanche is a
character that evokes contempt in me. She is many things
I do not like. She is ungenuine, haughty, bombastic and
even cruel. Yet later one finds that she is to evoke
sympathy. Quite a character, indeed. Blanche thrives
on tradition, memory ,and what might have been, a meager
fake to live by. She tries to better herself not by her
own blood and sweat but by lowering others in an attempt
to raise herself, a tactic not known for iti success

Blanche flirts with a paper boy in this 1CACe I feel
sorry for her. It is almost as if she is trying to catch
these people. She wants and needs someone and her way of
finding this someone is to be superior to.them. She is
coquettish and this once again exemplifiei her life of
pretend.

In this scene I also notice that Whenever Stanley
enters there are trumpets and drums playing in the back-
ground. Perhaps such stern instruments to emphasize his
machoism.

Scene \Six is the evening which Mitch and Blanche
spend together in Stella's apartment. Blanche is her
usual self-feigning to be someone she is not, but wishes
she was. Early in the scene Blanche speaks French with
Mitch, giving herself an air of refinement. To this
charade Mitch replies simply, "Yaw"

Immediately, one can see the conflict impending here.
Mitch for all'his simplicity is honest and forthright.
Blanche, on the contrary, is a dreamer, so much so that
her life is a dream. She even refuses to face the reality
of aging. Blanche and Mitch will never make it. Mitch
will demand only honesty of Blanche, and that she simply
cannot give. Blanche would demand everything of Mitch
and curse his crude simplicity. She would forever tell
him she could have married a millionaire. They are two
very contrasting characters. Mitch is going to take
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what he is given and accept the fact that he will not
become president. Blanche will forever bleieve that she
was destined to "make it"....

Scene Seven may be considered a crucial turning point
in the play. Stanley reveals to Stella what he has
learned. Through the entire discussion betrefasStanley
and his wife, Blanche can be heard singing Wass all
alluding to fragile hopes and dreams. Almost as if she
were unknowingly excusing the things she had done. At
first Stella calls this a pack of contemptible lies.
Yet she too soon realizes that they are true despite
the fact that Blanche is her sister. Stanley has told
Mitch what he has learned and one can see that the
fragile relationship of Mitch and Blanche will shatter
at once

The collapse of Blanche. and Mitch's relationship
follows in suit with the themes of the play. It shows
that magic is wonderful, but when placed in a cage with
reality it will inevitably be conquered....

Scene Eight develops wit Blanche realizing that her
secret cannot remain foreve hidden. She sits with a
light artificial smile," ai'everyone is well aware of
the vacant seat at the dinner tabld. Blance tries hope-
lessly to break the icP telling a story which amuses
no one. The story it Itstif seems relevant to the play
as Blanche tells of s oarcot who cussed like a trooper
yet would be quiet as a mouse while hidden beneath a
covered cage. Yet the parrot could not hide itself for
long and soon its true colors began to shine. Blanche
and her situation are somewhat analogous. For example,
Blanche is truly far from pure. Yet she hides herself
in the dark and covers what she can. This guise will
however not hold up well as eventually, inevitably her
true colors too, will shine.

[Walter 16]

Stella seems very stable to me. It doesn't seem
like she is very intelligent, but In fact very wise,
woman. She is blind with happiness. It's kind of like
she is in her own world. Basically she has her baby
to take care of

There is going to be a point though when they both
go at it full force. I can't quite see what is is yet.
But I do suppose it will be quite a scene to watch the
4100 go at it.

Stella is really starting to show signs of being
torn apart by Loth of them. Her almost unbr :able

calmness is starting to crumble with the t J. tor-
tured by the whip of Stanley's ramarke and poked with

needles emerging from Blanche's tongue; she begins to
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wither herself into an almost sil figure between the
two, only separating them with shadow.

Being stood up by Mitch was t aumatic for Blanche;
it was the point at which she really wants to go crazy.
She knows that her reality is being broken apart

Mitch in this scene seems to remind me of Stella.
He is very stable and sound - minded with her 0.04 de
acts as sort of a mediator between Blanche and Stanley.
It's almost as if it didn't matter if Mitch was mean to
Blanche, only that there was someone there to take away
from her own loneliness az Stella had done before chat.

Mitch reminds me of Stella so much so that it almost
shocks me to think what might happen in the end....

Stella is always the mediator between the cat claws
and dog teeth.'

Stanley puts the knife in the dead camas, so to
speak, when he gave Blanche the bus ticket. After being
stood up by Mitch, Blanche tries again to cover up her
feelings by trying to tell a story to.pick up the mood
a bit. Stanley blows up at the both of them, but not
because of his hatred for Blanche, but for his pride of
being a man.

Stella has taken a side with Stanley and she turns as
cold as ice to Blanche. At the end of the scene Blanche
knows that it's finally over for her.

The final conflict between Blanche and Mitch took
place in this scene. Mitch finally literally sheds the
light on Blanche's life, you might say that he saw her
for the first time. The increasing oound of the music
tells us that her last hope of love for Mitch was gone.
When she knows that he knows, she goes back into her
little world of "magic."

Again the music comes from the past, signifying what
her past is about. The music increased throughout the
scene and came to a climax when Mitch turned the bright
light on her.

She leaves the scene with a desperate attempt to make
Mitch leave her, by screaming "fire" after having been
terrified by the poor Mexican woman selling flowers for
the dead. She is terrified because somehow there is a
connection between losing Mitch and buying flowers for
the dead. The two have An common one thing that is
obvious--the end of Mitch and the end of life....

1, Kowalski vs. Dubois: The obviously superior
world is the Kowalskis' world. People cannot go on
living a world of make-believe and pretend and expect
to get along with each other. In the Dubois' world
you never knew if what that person was saying to you
was true or not. Contrary to that of the Kowalski
world nothing is ever real and nothing is ever taken

5
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seriously either. Trust is.an essential part of the way
that people interact with each other, because in order to
have any sort of interaction of people you have to have a
common base for everything to work from. With the Dubois
world there is no base in which to work from.

The Kowalski world is the truthful world. With knowing
that whatever someone says will be the truth there is a
firm base set between those people who are in it. The
Kowalski world had not only this aspedt,.but it also eceerto I
amused the more real world along with it more than the
DuBois, because there was no confliction to mix which
story was which and which lie was which, the truth is
right at the fingertips of everyone who wants it, because
there is no confusion of what is the truth.

2. My reading process was a "catch some at first glance
but really understand a second, third and-fourth glance."
It really took a lot of inspection and linking of phrases

and words to understand just a small part of the play.
My process formed into one of a hopeful expectation
process, hoping for my hypothesis to come true and

c't vobe `4<
specifically looking for them also.

va
Audre collects these logs twice, after Act V and at the end

of the play. As she reads through them, she makes checks in the

margins opposite interesting points, and asks further questions:

"What does this all add up to?" "What is evidence for this?" "I know

what you mean, but it could be a little clearer here." She underlines

what seems to be on target: "Yes!" Next to Todd's

It seems ironic that the discovery of [Blanche's] age in
the full light, and the confession of her past come out
together. It's as if Blanche knew all along that once
the veil of darkness was lifted, the truth of her being
would be revealed just as clearly as the wrinkles of
age on her face.

she writes, "Really good point to notice!" and "Great! Another thesis

statement." When he writes,

In reading through the same chapters, I found myself much
more perceptive. Being familiar with the dialogues and
events, I was able to look closer at what was actually
taking place in the story.

she writes,
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A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE

3/16/82

Is Blanche an aloholic? She seems to have

rya C.
is mode even to her own

Is she always that way.

sister. Why is Blanche

dot'
Blanche constantly

Lynne Russo

Scene 1

a serious problem. Blanche

shaken up and neiveus? What happened?
eistaC4c.4

Stella "Oh, you've gained weight."

I think that's awful thing to say. Blanche finilly begins to explain. She

says that Stella was never there. Blanche had to see the death, Stella didn't.

I think that Blinche has hurt feelings towards Stella. I guess because Stella

left Belle Relit:
lcuftc 101 el r

Stella seems polite and quiet, she is Maxims opposite. Stella said that

Blanche talks so much that she can never get a word in.

I think that Blanche may cause trouble, between Stanley and Stella. I mean she

lies (Blanche she said she doesnlet drink whe she does. Blanche is annoying, she

tries to act sweet when she throws out her-rude comments. The thing I don't understand

is that Stalls doesn't say anything back, she just takes it.

Stan,e, (Stella's husband) the T shirt type, seems to be a tough guy. I

think he's crude and I don't like the way he treats Stella.

In the play Tennessee Williams describes Blanche as moth -14ke. She's untouchable,

she has to stay away from the light. "Her delicate beauty must avoid a strang

light."

I wonder what that means. Blanche is critical, she wants sympathy, she's

bitter when talking to Stella. She may be an alcholic, she lies, and she's talkative

U.
and unstable. By instable I mean she's nervous and she fluxuates throughout the

first scene, changing her mood constantly.

I. 314
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Scene 2 STREET CAR NAMED DESIRE

Cleart il v\d'I '
1k-'t CukeditiC=ttel 4-.41ci°

Stanley can be pictured a little more and Likes to har4 out with the guys.
/N

BlanChe flirts with Stanley, I think that she acts like a child. And why did

Blanche tell Stella that she was flirting. Stanley is self-centered and only

cares about himself. Why doesn't Stella want to tell Balanche about having a baby.

I understand why Stanley accused Blanche of selling Belle Rive, she did have nice

clothes and jewelry. I think Blanche is turned on by Stanleys tough macho attitude,

why else would she flirt I hate the way Blanche tries to fish for compliments from

Stanley,she is so nervy. Blanche tells Stanley that he's simple, straight forward

and honest, but a little primitive. Stanley doesn't fall for her compliments and I

like that. She puts on a big act.

SCENE 3 and 4

All the guys were together on Poker night "they are men at the peak of their
p

physical manhood, as coarse and direct and powerful as the pumery cdlors."

Blanche was so worried about her appearance as usual. Blanche is nervous

again. I don't see why she's always so nervous and when she's nervous she takes

a bath.

All the men are drinking and arguing about the deal. Blanche flirts with

Mitch, one of the guys. You know what really bothered me? She said that she

usually only has one drink. Blanche is such a folly. I can't believe that she calls

Stella her little sister when Stella is older, Why?

Why did Stanley go into such a rage and throw the radio out the window. Was he

jealous of Blanche and Mitch or was he annoyed at Blanche?

Stanley is awful to hit his awn wife and Stella just takes it, She doesn't

want to leave him. Stella is not unhappy with her relationship with Stanley. She

loves Stanley and doesn't want ,to leave him. Blanche keeps on saying "Your married

to a madman." Blanche wants Stella to leave him and also Blanche seems to be

attracted to Stanley. Stanley and Blanche have moved away, there not close, they

are totally opposite. Stanley overhears Blanche 'Acing against him, but he
I-1141
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doesnq say anything. He makes believe he didn't hear. What is Stanley going

to dot I thought in the beginning that Stanley and Blanche would get together

but now I'm sure there not.

Scene six

She thinks that Stanley hates her. She asks Mitch if he knows anything.

MG.
"He was going to be my executioner. That man will destroy.agl."

Her husband killed himself because he was a homosexual.

"You disgust me." reference to light.

How does this make the character Blanche?

Why did she lie?

Blanche writes a letter to a man named Skip. She wanted her and Stella to

live and Blanche figured that it was her way out.

Blanche says that she's not going to stay around until Stanley throws her out.

I think she's just making exuses. She's not planning on leaving.

Blanche is going to go out with Mitch. Mitch is a sweet and shy gentleman.

He is also very sensitive and he seems to like Blanche. Why does Blanche lie to him?

( Stanley)

Why did Blanche kiss that young boy? Why c.id she act so childish. What

meaning did that kiss have? What is Blanche up to.

I- 3111'
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Lynne Russo

Scene 6

Mitch seems to really like Blanche. I think it's funny how she bosses him

around to find her door - key and open the door while she looks at the sky.

Blanche acts so shy and innocent. Lying again Blanche tells Mitch that she has

old-fashion ideals.

Blanche tells Mitch how she lost a loved one it was her husband "There was

something different about the boy, a nervousness, &softness and tenderness which

wasn't like a man's although he wasn't the least bit effermenate looking-still-that

thing was there." Then she found out that he was a homosexual. Her husband shot

himself and Blanche feels guilty because she said just before his suicide "You

disgust me" Instead of offering her help. Blanche did the opposite.

In the beginning of the play Tennessee Williams described Blanche as Moth-like

delicate, sensitive and untouchable. Moths are sensitive to strong light. When

the headlight of the locomotive glares into the room Blanche is sensitive, delicate

and pure not like usual. She is different when under, the light she is honest and

true.

Blanche said - "I saw! I know! You disgst me..." And then the searchlight

which had been turned on the world was turned off again and never for one moment since
1

has there been any light that's stronger than this kitchen candle.

Under the light she is a sensitive and truthful perrion and the search light

had been turned off when she shoved no feelings and said 'You disgust me...'

"It was like you suddenly turned a blinding light on something that fled always

beer ramd in shadow, that's how it struck the world for mift

The blinding light miy represent love and when she mentions the"Sitchen candle"

maybe she's found love again.

311
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Scene 7

Blanches Birthday

"Blanche vas regarded as not just different but downright loco-nutr."

Blanche in her world and Stanley in his.

"They kicked her out of that high school before the spring term ended and I

hate to tell you the reason that step vu taken! A seventeen year old boy -

gotten mixed up with!"

Maybe that is why in one of the last scenes, the one with the young man that

Blanche kisses, Blanche said that she must stay away from children. She thinks back

to her husband.

Stanley told Mitch, and now Mitch doesn't want to see her any longer.

Stella is trying to make exuses for Blanche.

Blanche is in a panic because she expects something is going on. She knows that

Stanley and Stevie were talking about her.

Stanley gets jealous when Stella gives Blanche more attention.

Blanche is going to have to face reality.

There is a big connection between the paper boy and the 17 year old did in

the high school. She looks at them the way she looked at her young husband.

SCENE 8

Blanche has been stood up. She asks Stanley to tell a story.

Why does Stanley get so angry?

"Don't ever talk to me that way.

"Pig - Polack - disgusting - vgilgar - greasy!"

These kind of words have been on your tongue and your sister's too much

around here!
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"Every Man is a King!"

Stanley doesn't like to be put down and I feel that he blames it on Blanche.

What I mean is ;hat I don't think Stella said anything like that until Blanche arrived.

S CENE 9

She told the truth. (BLANCHE)

Everytime the light is shone on her, she tells the': truth.

It bothers me when Blanche greets Mitch as though nothing happened. But I

do feel sorry for her. I think she may really have feelings for him.

When Mitch tore the paper lantern off the light bulb at first I didn't

understand. But now I do. He said that "So I can take a look at you good and

plain."

Blanche doesn't like harsh reality and.

She tells him that she Stan says what ought be true.

She tells the truth.

She confesses to what she is all about (Blanche.)

SCENE 10 and 11

I really feel that Stanley raped Blanche. I have'such pity for her now.

I feel so sorry for her I can really understand her how all that flirting was just

an act, deep down inside she was hurting and she knew that she was living in an

imaginary world. I really was suprised when she was afraid and tried to move away

from Stanley, I don't think play ever really shoved her like that. Before I

would have thought that she would jump right into Stanleys arias, but she did the

opposite. And I know that there wasn't any feeling between Stanley and Blanche.

Stanley liked to show power and I think he was trying to prove something.
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SCENE n

The first thing that came to mind vas, "does Stella know?" Why didn't Blanche

tell everybody and make a big thing of it? Did Blanche tell Stella and Stella didn't

believe her? What happened to that trip with Skip? Was that a lie too. I never

thought of Blanche to be totally crazy I just thought she had a few problems.

How could Stella have her sister put in an institution? Is that right? Was

Blanche brought to some kind of mental institution? that's what I thought happened.

How could they do that? I feel so 'Sorry for Blanche kftey. Why did Blanche go with

the doctor?

Oh I forgot, the incident with Stanley just totally broke her down. After
ruf..Nre

that she vas . I liked Stanley in the beginning and nov I hate him. It
bring-Ice/v:0,,

is all his fault. I blame him for Blanches teemtkdesltit wouldn't never gotten

that serious. Ant' I don't like Stella tither, I think she's dumb and

I think she abouluiftAt listened to Blanche. Boy did that ending bother me.

It made me hate everyone but Blanche.



3`'
QUESTIONS:

Do you agree or disagree: A Mitch - Blanche marriage could have been a

perfect marriage if Stanley had not inLerfered? Show how you arrive at your

assumption.

I totally disagree, a Mitch - Blanche marriage could never have been a

perfect marriage even if Stanley had not interfered. Just think if Blanche married

Mitch Ahe would have kept so many lies locked up inside her that he would've

found out sooner or later. If Stanley found out Mitch could certainly find out.

Imagine if Mitch found out that Blanche wasn't as pure and clean as she said she

was when he married her} that would be a quick divorce.

I also think that she wouldn't keep on lying and the marriage would never work

based on a bunch of lies. Also sooner or later Mitch would have to see her in the

light if he was going to marry her. There would be no way that a Mitch - Blanche

marriage could've worked.

44;
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"I noticed the same thing. This always happens--and that is why it is

wometimes more fun the second time."

Next to Suzanne's comment on the blue piano ("It suggests

depression and wrongness"), she writes, "You're in touch with what it

says to you." When Suzanne speculates, early in the play, about the

tamale vendor ("It smells like danger to me"), Audre writes, "Sherlock

Holmes here? You may be onto something."

When Sandra muses about Blanche's story of the parrot, and its

connection to Blanche's life, Audre writes, "Good explorationrisk-

taking--reaching."

Final entries in the logs are made after the class has seen the

filmed version of the play. The final scene plays during an April

blizzard. Audre: "When you read something, you bring something of

yourself to it.... Your reading starts somewhere, with your own

reaction, but it may change, too, as you read, or talk, or hear other

people's ideas. Did your reactions to Streetcar change as you watched

the film? Did the way the actors played their parts change how you

saw the characters?"

Audre's comments to Wteemsammd Sandra:

It is such delight to follow the process of your reading,
your , your reaching, your re-/re 4-J6"1.-sti ot in
what you know. Your synthesis to make this
play your own. I think you trust yourself. You ought to.

1 c ()cirri;
And that does make for pleasure, doesn't it Walter? Real

(
i ing with the play--feal listening to the author!



LAST DAYS

In High School the school year does not so much end as disinte-

grate. Is hard to find a time, or a place, to say goodbye. Some

students take final exams during the last week of classes, then leave;

others come back the following week for Regents. Various "ending"

events--proms, class parties, softball games, graduation--are strung

out over a period of weeks.

Audre and I yearn for an end with roundness to it. We want to

end the year, as we began it, with writing.

On the last day of classes Audre brings in grapes and cookies;

I add is baskeifof strIberries from the farm down the road. Everyone

is exaited; it's the last day, the last issue of the school news-

paper has just arrived, Suzanne has made All-County in yesterday's

softball game. News and high voices gather momentum. When Audre

sakes everyone to settle down and get ready to write, there is a moment

of shocked surprise. "I'm not writing!", says Doug. "I thought we

were just gonna hang out!"

Audre tries to look stern, and hushes the tumult. "This is the most

important writing you've done this year. It will count for half your

grade!" The corners of her mouth twitch. Kids giggle. A grape flies

across the room.

She passes out a "case study" sheet, and asks everyone to take a

few minutes to write "The case study that never got written."
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Assume that you are another person writing about yourself.
Let's say you are the sensitive, supportive, observant writing
partner who has been working very closely with you, watLhing
you, interviewing you, listening to you, and recording (in the
CASE STUDY section of a notebook) your development as a writer
this year (as plannud at the beginning of the year.) What
would she/he have observed? What would she/he have learned
about you as a writer? - Write, here, the CASE STUDY REPORT
that never got written!

The noise never really dies down. Audre and I, predictably, com-

plain that we can't write without some degree of quiet. Our complaints

are drowned out by talk and laughter and the blaring soundtrack of a

cartoon being shown next door. After five manutes, we give up; only

three or four students are still writing. We start to read.

Audre goes first: "4 wrote almost nothing, but..."

This has been a wonderful year for me - -crazy - -but filled

with surprises and delights (and an occasional disappoint-
ment.)

Suzanne is effervescent this morning and Dave is ecstatic -
I think the strawberries and grapes were fermented --Next year
I'll bring a heavier dose - -and a five-piece band - -I'm always
trying to get it right - -never quite make it. The last day is
wonderful - -we've all accomplished so much - -and learned so much.

I read from my notes from the beginning of the year. e starts

to read his "case study" but before he can finish a fire alarm goes

off--one of the many false alarms to be set off this day--and we all

pour out into the parking lot, where we stand around for the rest of

the period while, as a student tells us, "they check the lockers" for

rec4t ?el
smoke bombs and the raw eggs someone has been ansehding on the stairwells.

k04
Audre has the presence of mind to scoop up the stack of "case

studies" and bring them outside; she and I pass them back and forth,

reading out loud to each other delighted that, even in a few rushes

minutes, some students have captured themselves on paper. A few
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have misunderstood the assignment, and written about others; some

have ignored it and gone off on their own. A handful have surprised

and touched mip by including me, as a matter of course, in their apprecia-

tion of Audre. Most, even the unenthusiastic ones, strike us as honest.

John `'1.

From the beginning of the year John has improved a lot.
At the beginning, he would write a paper and it would be
short and dull. Then he got into a good rriting group and
started to improve. He must really like track because that
is whet he mostly writes about.

His last paper was not short and boring. It was rather
interesting. He has accomplif4ed a great deal.

Kim -D.

I feel that my writing has improved a lot this year.
I've learned to use a bigger vocabulary and organize my para-
graphs better. The things I write about, I explain An more
detail, and I've learned to "show" instead of "tell'.

Through my writing this year, I've learned to enjoy it
and really appreciate what I have written. Sometimes when I'm
alone and have nothing to do, I'll start writing, which I've
really never done before.

Todd
Todd's writing is "good" (oops). What I mean to say is,

"1 ' his piece is well constructed, clear, and verbally efficient.
But there is something missing. It has the sounds of an as-
sembly line. Each sentence has been refined and then placed
among sentences formed in the same manner. There. is a mechan-
ical flaw suited more for a thesis paper, and the writeritone

. is often felt as an external, analytical force.
Ah, what a joy it is to read Todd's work now. His style

is personalized and his feelings are very evident in his work.
The story flows freely and it conveys the feeling that the
writing came easily. He is a much better writer.

Sandra
Dear Ms. Allison,
It's been a long year in many respects. One that was valu-

able in many more respects. As I said so often and as I am sure
you know by now I came in with an attitude that was less than
positive. "Writing groups? Process? What kind of junk is this,"
I thought. Well, by the end of the let quarter you had won me
over. Now I see the strengths of the models we have used all
year, and more importantly it is something fundamental, that I
will continue to practice throughout my life as a writer. Perhaps
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we can start a revolution, and soon there will be a writing
group in every college dorm, latter in the executive offices
of IBM and soon every family will have its own writing group
during prime time.

Getting back to the subject at hand, this year has defin-
itely been one in which I have become aware of many new things.
Although a lot of me is having a hard time breaking out of the
old mold I feel confident that time is my only barrier. For
many reasons I have woken up to many things I had taken for
granted. Perhaps this is due in part to my serious dissapoint-
ment in the sciences, only forcing me to' search for more.

One example of this is my reaction towards the novel Babbit
by Sinclail Lewis. At the beginning of the year even though
I respected the writing I wondered how could anyone write any-
thing so potently. unpatriotic. What a closed mind I had. Now
I really appreciate the navel for the social critism it provides.
What this country needs is more people as patriotic as Sinclair
Lewis. Am I getting "stupid?" My only excuse is the fact that
this is a fire drill, one of many to come.

Well, Ms. Allison, thank you for a wonderful year and for
being patient with me (lack of parallel structures, sorry.)
I hope that this will be the beginning of friendship. (Humphrey
Bogart said it better but I mean it more.)

Love,
Alexandria

Dave
Dave's writing has improved this year. He has learned a

more careful approach to his papers and they don't go off on
tengents anymore. His writing is more focused.

He re-reads his writing more carefully and is less reluc-
tant to revise, (though not more than twice!)

Suzanne
The observer would have seen that I'm a terribly messy

writer and my first drafts are incredibly illegible. I

scratch wrods out three and four times before I get it right.
If I spend a lot of time re-reading an incomplete piece I

tend to unconsciously leave out parts that the reader doesn't
know about and it becomes confusing and I can't realize it be-
cause I know what I'm writing about.

But anyway this year I've improved as a responsive "groupie"
and this helps my own writing.

Cumhur I
The year started with a piece of writing which the teacher

said, "Very good." It was a simple, effective essay. Writing
was simple at first, just plain. There was no understanding of
it, nor the struggles, nor the pain which satisfies at the end.
Writing was partly censored, I was only able torokyite about
certain things, and there were things which nobody should learn.
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Throughout the year I succeeded in b.tting over this feeling.
I wrote about everything without any exception. I shared them
with others, with my teacher. It was learning myself through
my writing, experiencing different situations. As I got into
writing more I understood it more. The process, the importance
of self -evalkation. It was not simple anymore. Writing now
was a complicated process which needed not only feelings, but
also intellegence and experience. This year was a growing to-
gether, learning together and developing our writing and think-
ing skills. I'd like to say that I'm a good writer now *ut I
can't. I might write better than I used to, I understand better
than I used to but there is so much more to learn.

Sue . I.

Dear Ms. Allison,
I want to thank you for a year of trial and tribulation.

There have been many times when I needed some acceptance, and
you provided some of this. Of course, I still remember the time
you dragged me into a crossfire between the Board of Education
and Bay Areites (something in the line of duty?) This year has
been fast and slow,* once--and it was hard sometimes.

As for English -- English, well, you've seen me and heard me
in action many times before. I feel I am more confpnt as a
writer than when we began in September. As an observer of my-
self--I can hardly be objective. There is nothing relevant I
can write this day.

By the way, Loz. case study is being written.

Debbie
Dear Hs. Allison,
I thought that this year was a very good one. I learned a-

lot, especially how to write good compositions. My writing
improved a lot this year compared to either years, and I learned
how to write compositions using correct grammar, usage, and
correct sentences and punctuation and made my compositions have
meaning. I like writing compositions and this class has helped
me to like writing them even more. By doing compositions over
and over again the way we did this year, and writing processes
for the compositions, and writing about three drafts of the com-
position helped mi'very much becuase by doing it over and over
again I.changed what I didn't like and wrote better. I'd look
at my 9th and 10th grade compositions and they are not that good,
this year I have really improved greatly in my writing and hope
that next year I'll do even better. I'm sure I will because now
I know how to write them correctly, and like writing them.

Walter
As a writer Walter has improved greatly this year. He

has learned to analyze and specificly check all points of
his work. He has learned to use process as a major step in
all his pieces, and to understand that not everything that he
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writes about is a good piece.
NA. Allison, although sometimes uncleanly; helped him

to learn to check his work and to never be satisfied. I'm
sure if he were here right now he would thank her for all
the help she gave him.

Ms. Wilson also helped him slot. She always had something
positive to say about his writing and she always pushed him
to explore himself for the answers that he needed.

Shawn

Shawn's writing is the best I have ever reed. I can't
undarsL:nd why his work hasn't made the best inner list yet.
I can feel from the continual uprise in Shawn's ability to
express words on paper that he will eventually wini all the
best literary awards available. Shawn's ability to write drama,
comedy, poetry, plays, short stories, in fact any type of writing
you can think of will be part of Shawn's continual success in
life

Have a fantastically wonderful summer.

S.eve

The person I am writing about knows only a little about
reading and writing. Put if he wants to he can write up
a good piece. If you can be serious he will be able to han-
dle it and do a good job about it. Sometimes he is never
paying attention. But when you learn you do get better and
become a stronger and smarter writer.

You observe many different things like how to make a boring
story and revise and turn it into something excellent. This
year I've become an improved writer in many ways. Thanks to
the teacher.

Dave 1 .

During the last year Dave's writing has improved greatly
and in this objective observer's opinion, Dave should give a
great big thank you (!) to Mrs. Allison and Mrs. Wilson and
all the helpful writing group members who provided the liberal
environment necessary for relaxed writing. I think that this
class I have experienced the most productive writing atmosphere
ever. P-11-

It is possible to get students to write more
if you crack A whip. But the quality will undoubtedly suffer.
I think that you have attained a perfect blend of discipline
and freedum. I know for a fact that I have done ml best writing
ever thin year.

THANK YOU!

James
Case Study on Myself
Being completely observant on my partners notebook (myself),
I noticed that he has developed a certain technique In
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S
writing. He first started writing on a topic, just starts
writing, whatever comes into his head. Sometimes it's
stupid and makes no sense, but sometimes with revision,
At becomes a masterpiece.

Starting out in the beginning, writing beginning, middle,
conclusion, later to be writing totally open with his thoughts.

Kym: "Case Study Reports"
Kym has grown in her writing and has learned what it takes

to hand ftn a self-satisfying story or poem. She didn't revibe
too much when she started in September, but then realized it
takes more than once to eventually come out with a decent
stury.

I remember when she was rebellious to sll that Allison
tried to teach. Now, she listens to other's points of view
(especially Ms. Allison) because she respects her opinions.

Her grades have increased from a C+ in the first quarter
to an A- in the third. She doesn't always apply herself, she
can be very lazy at certain times, but all in all has been a
pretty consistent worker.

Her writing usually consists of love and heartbreaks which
shows that she is very sensitive in that arca. She writes her
feelings not just words on paper. I believe that she has
matured in her writing.

Kris: "Case Study Reports"
Kris has improved a great deal this year. She has learned

about her writing in a way she has never learned before. She
wrote about how she wrote stories. This she called her process .

In each one she explained why she came up with what she had.
She learned how to be creative with her writing. As the year
progressed she became less 'up tight when she first started.

She learned about techniques other people used to get started
and she learned the value of drafts. Kris writes poetry on
her own but she learned how to improve on her poetry during
the unit she did in class.

Kris feels good about the way she writes and is going to
do some over the summer. Now more than ever she writes to
get out feelings that perhaps would never show through! This
class has helped Kris very much and she really enjoys writing.
Thank you!!

Karen: "Case Study Reports"
I feel the person whose cone a long way is Lynne. Her style

of writing has grown so much. At first she was too structured,
she would only say so much and then stop. Well, as the year
has come to an end I love her writing. She has her own style
and its very interesting. Even her vocabulary has grown. She
has opened up so much. I know she has even begun to write a
novel with Dr. Dorfman. She's so interested in writing. I
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feel this is one reason why she's become a great writer.
I hope she continues on because I think she's talented. She

writes of her own personal experience in an odd way, I'll never
know who the main character is and it's always her at he end.
To me her writing is pretty! itlre; 4:7cecA. r, /4,c. 1 ; 77" I t ..vrc.ne. 64'

(,..r 40,4^ c /11.-t Ljt "JeLerf 1-9/ - 40 V 60 e

Lynn "Case Study Reports"
Lynne has grown tremendously as a writer. She has developed

into a careful and concerned writer. She takes her writing
very seriously and has been able to open up to share the pieces
that she writes. That is something she almost never could do.
It used to take slot of courage for her to read her writing
but now it is as if it.comes naturally. Now, it is enjoyable
for her and she has found writing to be a wonderful experience.

Lynn.. has learned to listen, to respow, to others' writing
besides her own. She found the group experiences helped her
in developing into the type of writer she seeks to be.

Edpis:( "Case Study Report"
Edsis is a sort of *enslave writer. She likes to write

about war since it is something that she feelshas a lot of
feeling toward. Her favorite author is Ernest Hemingway.
She likes him because of his form and descriptive writing,
also because most of his novel are of war and that's what she
likes, as I wrote before.

I obeserved her form of writing and things in which she
liked to write about. I have learned that Ediis likes to
write, but she has to be in the mood to write. She likes
her work, not all of it, but her poems and reading logs
she liked, also she liked doing them. Then again, figure
all writers are like that!

Have a great summer HS. Allison. You're the best teacher!

a.

Steve: "Case Study Report"
I think Steve has done wonderful in the past 7 months.

He came here in October when he was very mixed up with personal
problems. But he pulled himself out of the gutter and started
from scratch. His writing has always been about himself. And
he uses his experiences to make good writing. He hasn't gotten
the marks he could get, like straigh A's, because sometimes he
just doesn't try hard enough, but he has really progressed.
I think Steve will do good in life. He'll help anyone that
needs help.

Eve: "Case Study Report"
In this case study report, I am doing on Eve Olsen, is true +1.)

life facts on her progreso in English 11. I feel that she is
sometimes disruptive and f.roublesome, but in all improved
tremendously. She has harried the basics in English 11, and
I feel possibly even a little more. I feel that a decent
grade for the quarter, and a farily good grade for the year
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will be sufficient. Please take all into consideration at
grade time.

Lauren: "Case Study Reports"
Lauren is not the most organized writer that I ever met.

She does however manage to come up with a riece of writing
when necessary. She tries to write about her feelings,
at times this causes problems for her because she has no
feelings and will probably become a part time Hot Dog vendor.
She does however write mostly from personal experiences or,
thoughts. When she has trouble beginning a piece,,shelifts
down and just d4ydreams. We all know her whol-elife has been
a daydream but we pity her, and pastiter for the year because
god knows we don't want her in our class next year..

Tom: "Case Study Re forts"

He's the best writer I ever heard! Seriously though, Tom
has developed his writing style, and abilities since the
beginning of this year. He has opened his thoughts to others
more than ever before. That was a big accomplishment, because
I know that's a very hard thing for him to do. He enjoyed
this year very much, although it may not have seemed like it
at times. This English class has allowed him to see more clearly
exactly what writing and expression is about. He has opened
the door, and now it is time for him to walk through.

All day students pop in and out, asking Audre and me to sign

yearbooks and wishing us a good summer. "Is this your last day to

take notes?" Tom asks me; and I realize, with a pang)that it is.

Audre and I hug and kiss students and, through all the disruptions,

smile at each other. We are glad to share the joys and sorrows of

chis last day.

POSTCRIPT: AFTER SCHOOL

In the weeks after classes are over, we tie up loose ends. We

compare notes, talk to a few students who drift in; gather papers,

and end the year writing together at the back table in Audre's now-

empty room: companionably, in harmony.

Audre reflects on the year, and writes in her journal,
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This year has been important. X've looked very closely--
I've discovered what is most important to me--in teaching writing
with emphasis on process. True, the product is better--but that
is not what is important. The importance lies in what happens
to the students--how they grow--in confidence-in selfin coming
to see writing as useful, as a means of pleasure even. At least
I believe they all saw it as less painful and were able to write
more easily. So it is not what they produce, but what they go
away with--that feeling that writing is what you do for yourself
and tie knowledge that if you do it for yourself--you'll get
pleasure--if it is done in your own voice there is always the
possibility that it will give pleasure--that it is all together
different from *citing to please the teacher -- writing to try to
be "right"--when the "right" is not from your own gut (heart-
grain). To be pleased with yourself is pleasurable of course- -
and we all need confidence in our own ability to generate our
own pleasure. How strong and courageous it makes one feel. Where
does the pleasure come from? Probably from self- discovery--
exploration mid discovery of self--this is not mysterious- -yet
it has a granf metaphysical quality to it--or magic. Kids
know this--Sue said it early in the year. Well, there is no
better pursuit than discovery of self--self realisation and so
up the scale we go as we grow (unless thwarted). So it is not
the development or mastery of discrete and measurable skills
that makes writing valuable (even though emphasis is put upon
that--because that is observable in a good writer) it is the
development of the whole person- -which under normal (big load,
much work) teaching circumstances cagy barely be discerned.

So one asks- -what are the ingredilints? What makes emphasis
on process so richly rewarding? It makes the writer look within--
pull back--rid oneself of distract0hlook and see--discover
"I am"--or some of it. It's the beginning of an essential life
process.

Of course this process approach improves the classroom. Kids
are making connections with one another. Discovering how they are
a like in/an honest way--discovering how they differ and trying to
understand why. Discovering that there is satisfaction in re-
sisting "peer pressure" (in a small way) by talking out your
differences and in that way, better understanding your own position.
Since consensus is not the goal in a writing group and the real
task is that the writer clarifies (attempts to articulate, encourage
self-reflection) and makes his/her own decisions about writing that
he/she owns. Idiosyncrasies are cherished -- differences expected
and enjoyed.

The benefits are enormous--kids can feel themselves grow- -some
of them even understand how--that through the group--writing process
approach they reach farther--connect more - -trust enough to stand
alone.

I- 414
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Anita Graves -- 4th grade

Wanna read my story?r

This is the story of a class of fourth grade writers. During the year

these seventeen children gathered after lunch and recess to write and

share their writing for an hour or so three afternoons a week from

September through June. Streaming in from the playground for paper

cups of water and their writing books, these students carried their

playful enthusiasm into a collaborative, writing workshop scene. Here

is what the classroom looks like:

(See graphic of Anita Graves' 4th Grade Classroom -on separate page.)

The kids enter from the classroom door, from the sliding glass door

which leads out to the playing fields. Each heads for his or her desk

and reaches for the -8x10* writing book and a pen or a pencil amid the

chatter and clatter of making the transition from the playground to the

class writing activity . Eyes dart to the upper right corner of the

board where Mrs. Graves will have listed thp afternoon's tasks and note

the time allotted for writing and for sharing. A typical schedule

would read:

12:45-1:00-Journals

1.00-1:30-Writing Time

1:30-1:45-Sharing Time
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The First Writin2Aggignment

Anita started writing on the first day by handing out yellow

composition paper and having her students list ten items about themselves

and it doing so to keep their identities secret . This assignment, called

"Who am r, helped break the ice and start the year in a fun,

nonthreatening manner. After collecting and shuffling the papers, she

read them to the gathered students and let them guess who each author

was. Thus there was no pressure to read what one had written nor to

make the writing perfect. In getting to know one another through their

writing these students were beginning to explore interests of their own

and from one another's lives. Speaking in a calm clear voice , Anita

began:

"We're doing a kind of secret writing today... Tell people something

about you that other people might not know. You might write down your

favorite dessert or pet, or that you have a purple rug or a dachsund, or that

you were born in Brooklyn. Try to think of ten different things about you.

Then I collect them and we'll try to guess who you are. Here's some

yellow paper so no one win know--don't put your names on these."

As kids get up from the steps , collect a sheet avid head toward their

seats , one boy asks, "Do you have to write in script?"

"I'd like you to, Michael, but if it's very difficult you can print."

"Do you have to draw a picture?"

"No, Amy, but you can if you finish early."

By now the class has dispersed to their seats throughout the room and

Anita moves from desk to desk. Cindy is stuck. Her teacher suggests,



`Maybe_ maybe some new clothes or somewhere you have been this

summer- maybe a visit to your cousin's or your sisters? Cindy nods.

How do you spell airplane? Sharon calls out.

Anita looks up and says, "Don't worry about spelling --It's not going to

count today--sound it out as best as you can." Anita sees Maureen's hand

go up and heads toward her. Jeff turns as she passes and asks, 'Are you

supposed to write what it is on the paper?" She stops, checks his paper

(to keep it a secret), and advises, "How about where they used to live?

How about your grandparents?"

Maureen looks up quizzically and asks when Anita arrives, "Maybe there

are some things you want to keep secret?"

`Well, if it's real private you may not want to share it but just keep it

to yourself." Maureen offers Anita a peek at her paper. After reading it

Anita acknowledges the problem for Maureen: "It's really hard when your

best friend is in the class.. Tell you what --we'll say that Janine can't

guess in class. Aloud to the rest of the class Anita instrtcts, "If you

recognize right away it's your best friend, don't give it away--keep it a

mystery."

Turning bark to Maureen, Anita commiserates , "It's really hard when

you have a best friend in the classroom."

Intcoductioanfblaurnals

In these ways Anita placates individual fears and concerns such as

neatness and privacy and sets a tone for a low-key safe place to work on

writing. The next day she introduces journal writing by again gathering
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the students together on the sharing steps and saying:

"Today you are going to get a special book. You can write anything you

want In It." She holds up one ex 10 booklet. "These are yours. You can

design the covers... We will write in them for ten minutes almost every

day. They belong to you. You can share them or you don't have to share

what you write In your journal."

Cindy: "Can you use it like a school diary?"

AG: "Uh, huh."

John: "Can you write in it if you have any free time during the day?"

AG: "Yes."

Jeff: "What if you can't think of anything to write?"

AG: "You can doodle and you never have to show it to anyone."

Michael: "Can we have extra time?"

AG' "If you like--just ask."

As she hands out the books, she continues, "Here you are. Put your

names somewhere on the outside of your book. You can decide on your

covers and then write. There are some magic markers in my desk drawer."

The kids rush to their desks , selecting various colors along the way to

decorate their covers.

"I'm making it slanty and curvy!" says Cindy as she writes CINDY'S

DAIRY in flowery script. (actual spelling)

Anita and a nearby student share a laugh as they both at the same time

write their names on the outside of their books and open them to discover

that they had each witten "'upside down". "I did the same thing, Michael,"

She explains quietly to another student who has looked up at her rewriting



her name on her booklet: "I get one because I' m going to write in the

journal too.- She begins her first entry:

September /4 Now that / have my oldest son married off this
weekend, / will be ably to concentrate more on Journal writing

and school things. It is 1255 and we are all writing in our
journals.."

Soon the ten minutes set aside for journal writing elapse and Anita,

without rising from her seat at the round table, mildly instructs, 'Finish

up the smtence that you're working on and come on over to the stairs. If

you have something to share bring it over with you. "

"Look how much I wrote so far!" exclaims Kevin, holding up his book

with his first page about filled. She smiles and continues, "Okay, as soon

as you're ready, come on over and bring your journals with you. Some of

you may want to share and some of you may want to show your covers."

All assemble on the steps with Anita before them on the stool.

"I just want to find out if there Is anything you did you want to share.

Perhaps an idea you got while you were writing? Perhaps a story that

you've written? What did you find yourself writiqg about? Anybody want

to share their covers?"

"Here's mine." says Jeff from his seat, showing his cover with blue

stars and a gold sun in a purple, black and green border.

(hanks, Jeff."

"This is my design." says Michael shyly.

"Okay...AmyBeth?"



She comes up before the class and points to her cover and

pronounces,"It says 'Private. Keep out. Don't dare look!"

"Alright , I guess we know how she feels about that!" comments Anita

as ArnyBeth returns to her seat.

"Does anybody have something they want to share? Tom?"

Tom: "It's not finished yet."

AG: "Do you want to read it?" Affirmative nod.

AG: "Okay, class, we have something here by Tom that he wants to

share with you." He reads his Star Wars piece to the class:

THE REBELS ON HOTH

'DID YOU RECHARGE THE LAZER TANKS?" ASKED LUKE SKYWALKER AS HE

CLOSED THE COCKPIT TO HIS SNOWSPEEDER. 'THE TANKS ARE RECHARGED.

YOU MAY TAKE OFF.' SAID COMMANDER ZACK . LUKE RACED OUT OF THE

DOCKING BAY TO FIGHT THE SNOWWALKERS. LUKE FLEW UNDER A WALKER

AND FIRED HIS HARPOON. THE HARPOON HOOKED ONTO THE LEG. LUKE

WEAVED IN AND OUT OF THE WALKER'S LEGS. THE WALKER STUMBLED AND

FELL. WEDGE, LUKE'S FRIEND HIT THE GENARATOR, AND THE WALKER

EXPLODED IN A BALL OF FLAMES. A WALKER WAS CLOSE TO THE REBEL BASE

SO LUKE AND...

Tom stops and looks up to show that that is how much he has written

so far. Anita picks up on that and adds, "And it ends there and it leaves

me wondering what happens next..and only Tom can tell us." She turns

from addressing the class to smile at him. He beams.

"Kevin?" He has been raising his hand to share.



"I got somethin'" and he reads :

KEVIN AND THE EXTERMINATOR

WHILE I WAS WALKING IN BROOKLYN I FUND A BURNT BODY. THEN ONTHER

AND ONTHER AND ONTHER. SO I WENT FLIKED ON THE TV AND THE

NEWS CAME ON. HE SAID THAT 4 BO IES WERE KILLED BY FIRE. SO I HAD TO

INVESTIGATE. I GOT MY GUN F THE CLOSET AND I WENT OUT ON THE

STREET. A CAR ALMOST HIT Mc,:/ SO I BLOW IT UP. I SAW THE KILLER SO I

CHUKED MY KNIFE AT HIM AND KILLED HIM.

THE END

Boys' laughs punctuate his tough-guy reading --especially when he

mentions "4 bodies killed by fire" and the part about the car blowing up.

As Kevin finished, Jeff comments, Excellent!" The violent actions of the

characters clearly engage their attention. Tt e girls appear interested but

none respond verbally.

Writing Process Princican

These early signals that Anita sends out are critical ones for

establishing a writing process workshop environment for her students.

She lets them know that they will be able to write frequently in school

(and at home if they wish) on topics of their own choosing. She lets them

know that they are the ones to decide whether to continue on the same



topic or drop it for something else. Such decisions of ownership over their

writing are theirs to make as sre any decisions to share work with

classmates or the teacher. As we progress through the rest of the school

year's writing activities and events, let's watch the ways in which Anita

continues to fashion the development of writing and snaring time around

the needs of her students.



Introduction of Room Maps (Day 4)

After breaking the ice with the Who am I? assignment and

introduc'sig journals Anita launches into her room mapping assignment.

This had worked well the previous year to engage students in writing

on something that they know zbout and that utilized drawing as an aid

to writing. What the students are to do is map their room , to take "a

tour of your room in drawing first and then in writing. So large white

paper is distributed and the class sketched the shape and contents of

their rooms . After a couple of work sessions on these the class was

ready for the idea of conferencing with a partner on their room maps.

Anita begins with that overall instructions:

"First we'll write in out' journals for 10 minutes, maybe a little
longer. Then we'll share. Then well read a few more of the"Who am I?"

sheets. And then you can have some more time on your maps. When you

finish. you can start to find a friend who is Jinished and share your

room idea." She hands out their maps anti continues. "Take these back
*

and work on them now. When you finish find a partner to conduct a tour

of your, room with The person you are conducting is going to ask some

questions- be ready on that. Sometimes when you tell someone

something you remember things you forgot

Kevin is ready to part4r and Anita volunteers. She takes his map of

the room and asks him to Nose your eyes and just pretend you are

describing your room, Kevin: He composes aloud and ticks off the

various ite,rhe In his room. islien he opens his eyes she comments, "You



see, I'm finding out a lot about you by going through this room with

you." He realizes vihen he looks at his map that he has mentioned three

things he had not included. And the more details you add the more it

will be interesting to your partner." She then moves around to others

who appear stuck. "Just rehearse in your mind what you're going to say

to your partner. Go all the way around the room--like a person

conducting a tour in a museum.' To another, "Pretend that I've just

come to your house. You say to yourself what you're saying to me."

A couple of writing days later the schedule on the board reads:

12:50- 1:00- -Journal s

1:00-1:30Write first draft of "My Room"

1:45-2:35--Art

After the journal writing session, Anita hands out the room maps to

owners, commenting:Today we're going to try Something different.

Today we are going to talk about conferences and about first drafts.

First drafts-- do you know what that means?"

"First drafts means going to the Armyr _grins Kevin.

"To do it a first time and to do it again" volunteers Rich.

Anita explains: "You know we've all been working on maps of our

rooms. And then we just spent time explaining it to a partner and

conducting a tour around the room. Well, a first draft is when you

write just as if you were describing it to a partner. Some people call

it a "sloppy copy". It's easy enough for you or another to readit's not

perfect though. If you're stuck (with your room map) what do you do?"

Several hands go up.

"Christine?"
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"You look at your ron--you ask your partner"

"Sharon?"

"You share your map."

Nodding yes, Anita points to two areas of the classroom where she

has placed new signs reading Conference Spots-Five Minutes and

says,"Those are conference areas. You can come and ask me permission

if you want to have a conference for fVe minutes. When your five

minutes are up, you can go back and write some more."

"My problem is I was sharing With a thing: said John.

"Who or what do you mean?"asks an amused Anita.

John points to Richard and says, "All he said was 'Yep' or 'Nope'".

Anita turns this into a teaching opportunity. "Uh huh. What are

some of the things you could have done which would be helpful?

Cindy'?"

"To be a good listener."

Anita, "Yes. To help another person by being a good listenc What

else? Richier

"By asking questions or saying things like, 'Tell me more about your

fish tank'".

"Okay. Now here's what you can do for choices. You can look and sit

and think. You can rehearse in your mind. 2:.you can conference. Will

you quietly go back and work on your maps at your desks?"

Kids excitedly negotiate whom to have conferences with and some

start to pair up . After two five minute conference periods have

elapsed, Anita asks:

"Janine, you just had a conference. What. did you do ?"



"Shared. We read it over to see what we could add." She ret MS to
writing on her draft.

Kenny laughs, "He forgot Lo put sticks of dynamite in his room, but it

wasn't really in his room."

"I forgot to put in my globe." says Amy softly.

"That's the kind of detail to add. You're lucky to have a globe."

comments Anita.

"So do II" pipes up Michael as he realizes that he forge to put in his
globe.

Writing time is about up according to the schedule , yet two boys
rush over with a request for a conference. Anita decides, "Okay, I think

we'll have time for a three minute conference."

"Oh, excellent!!" shouts Matt as he and Jeff speed off to the steps

area

After a couple more days most of the class is on its second draft or

conferencing and the schedule reflects the workshop feel:

12:45-1:45Writing Journals, My room, and Sharing

After the writing and sharing time is used up Anita takes the

opportunity to clarify some confusion about conferences that she has

noticed. "Some of you are a little confused about what a conference

iswhet do you think it is? Cindy?"

"A conference is place where you are getting new ideas from

someone else."

if;



"Uh huh. Why are we having a conference, John?"

Because we went to see if we left anything out.'

'Good reason. (She smiles over to me.)

Now Eric and I will model a conference. I will be the listener and he

will be the teller. Okay, Eric." He reeds:

MY ROOM

WHEN YOU COME IN YOU WILL SEE OUT MY WINDOWS AND SEE MY BED.

NOW YOU MOVE A LITTLE TO YOUR LEFT AND KEEP LOOKING STRAIGHT

AND YOU WILL SEE MY SHELF AND ALL OF MY BLACKBOARD. NOW TURN

AROUND AND YOU WILL BE SMACKED RIGHT IN THE FACE WITH THE DOOR

KNOB OF MY CLOSET. SIT ON MY BED AND LOOK STRAIGHT AND YOU WILL

SEE MY BOOK SHELF AND RECORD PLAYEk. ON THE TOP LEFT THERE ARE

RECORDS IN THE MIDDLE BOOKS AND ON THE BOTTOM MORE BOOKS IN THE

MIDDLE ON THE TOP ARE T!ME MAGAZINES. IN THE MIDDLE ARE MORE

BOOKS AND ON THE BOTTOM ARE PUZZLES. ON THE RIGHT TOP ARE

LIBRARY BOOKS AND IN THE MIDDLE ARE MORE BOOKS AND ON THE

BOTTOM IS A TRAIN MADE OF WOOD. NOW LOOK DIAGONALLY Aft"J YOU

WILL SEE MY DESK AND TOY SHELF ON THE TOP . I PUT A LOT OF JUNK ON

THE LEFT MIDDLE IS LEGE AND ON THE BOTTOM ARE MATCH BOX ON THE

RIGHT TOP 15 PLAYMOBILE AND ON THE BOTTOM ARE TAPE CASSETS AND

WHEN YOU GO OUT AGAIN YOU WILL SEE THE CLOSET.

Anita begins the conference, "What kinds of books are there?"

"Let me see. There's German books, there's Hans Christian Anderson,

142.2
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there's Aesop's Fables, and Jungle stories. I got English books like

Treasure Island and ...

"He's German, you know" contributes Richie informatively to his

teacher.

`Well, when you want to add stuff, like the book' titles, put an arrow

in to show where it goes." She demonstrates with his paper. "You don't

have to recopy it all to insert something. Write the stuff you have

forgotten. Your eye won't miss it."

Several days later and a couple of more drafts along the way Anita

herself decides to participate in sharing time. She initiates it by

announcing:

"I want to share. I've done a terrific 'thing." She beams at them as

she proudly displays her composition on a large sheet on an easel

before them at the sharing area. "Im going to listen and see if you have

any suggestions." She reads her room tour full of sentences scattered

about making reference to her yellow wastebasket. She finishes and

asks, "Isn't that terrific? Isn't that great?"

The class catches on.

"You keep going back to your wastebasket."

"You are always in the middle."

She asks , "How could I make this better?"

Kevin: "Put all that stuff about the wastebasket together."

Several agree that the details are sprinkled about and should be grouped

better. So they cut and paste the wastebasket details into shape on

the easel.
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Anita writes about this activity In her journal: Once or twice a

week / plan to have a lesson" before journal waing time -/

don't know what they will be but yesterday was a start when

we cut the wastebaskets out of my mom piece. / put My Room

up, written in magic marker for all to see. / had sprinkled

sentences about my wastebasket throughout. / read it aloud

and it was Kevin who got the point. / was pleased and / had

him repeat it. / had pictured taping up the sentences and that

would be that Then when the sentences were read as a

paragraph, they decided they really didn't sound as great and

could be improved When they started combining sentences to

improve the paragraphs / was elated/ / had had children in

the fifth grade win couln? understand what this was about

when it was presented in a workbook exercise. Learning

things in isolation on workbook pages is so meaningless!"

Anita found this a particularly good writing a3signment to use to

introduce writing process techniques. Students are doing several

drafts, conferencing with partners to see what is needed to improve

their writing, sharing their work before the group, and writing on a

topic which experience has shown her works well because it is

"personal and concrete" The key to the success of the lesson has

to include the fact that Anita participates in each aspect of the

process of composing for her students. She demonstrates how to

conduct a conference,and uses herself as a guinea pig for revision on

her own draft (not some workbook exercise). She validates drawing as
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a means of communication by having,her students display both the final

drafts as well as the completed maps. And,finally ,as a reactive

teacher, the is flexible enough to go with the flow when the students

turn her cut-and-paste revision lesson also into a sentence combining

exercise. She adheres to the maxim of her namesake Donald Graves'

saying :The children lead and the teacher follcws.w As we see she is

willing to get out of the way when her students' needs become other

than those she thought they were.

We have a sense from the above descriptions of how A.-ti`o iouncheci\

writing process approaches for her fourth graders. Ihrough sharing

time particularly these students were able to make thi it writing their

own. By mid-October , Anita writes the follow in her journal:

Children seem genuinely carried away w/ writing during

journal time. There seems to be no question as to what to

write. The boys are writing about races(cars) snd the girls

seem couybi up on mystery stories"

it should be pointed out that ,Anita nevor collacts their journals or

reads them without *.he the writers. She serves a~

audience or editor at their request and never as topic provider or judge.

They can write on whatever they wish in their journals and decide on

whether they wish to shai?, or not, In she said at the beginning. As

their teach she is ccmfortable in no knowing or controlling exactly

what is their journal. Ber.ause the writing is theirs, she feels no

compunction io know or "owndtheir writing.

the classroom ethnographer, I was in a position to learn from my



work with the students just what topics they were interested in and

have prepared a catalogue of stories to illustrate this. Here is a brief

summatiun of what they were writing about between September

through November:

Cindy is writing on an extended Sherlock Holmes piece while Amy K.

is doing a Nancy Drew spinoff. Maureen writes about Sherlock Squirrel

and rainbows. Eric and Rich draft biographical pieces on Sitting Bull

and Red Cloud, respectively, from their Social Studies classwork.

Meanwhile, Mike is writing -Smokey and the Bandits" ,as John starts

with The Clash of the Titans to be followed with back to back versions

of The Shining and Happy Days, Salim influences Tom first, and

through him, others. He and Kevin atiempt adventure and racing

stories, notably, "Tom the Racer "and "Truck Driver Ker. Matt fashions

a Charlie Brown story with bellt-in sound effects, while Kenny B.

wrius about those popular. cartocn charpcteri, the Smurfs. Sharon

itst. Snoopy Into a Halloween siofy while Amy Beth, with a simi!Fr

seWng, writes a brief mystery called," The Rainy Night". Jeff's first

pieces are about "Super Jock" and batieuall while Christine's are about

he: family and playing soccer. Janine writes aiz.out friends, flowers ,

and rabbits, and Kenny S. does humorous pieces like "How to Cook a

Turkey".

The patterns in their story writing tend to fall into three categcries

at this point of the school year. One groupslike Cindy and Rich,

represent a literature-based genre of story writing. Their writ Ing

reflects the influences of the reading they are doing in school at
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home. A second group, with Mike and Sharon as examples, represents

the entertainment genre, and shows the influence of the movies and

television shows in their lives. A third group of writers, like Amy Beth

and KennyS., tend to address real issues. They write about things close

to home/their playground activities, familial settings, friends, and the

things they know about--a personal kind of writing. fourth kind of

writing, a social-based genre, is also an emerging trend that I would

like to develop presently.



The teacher as follower

An essential belief practiced by Anita is to take her cues from her

students and not to railroad her expectations through them. Generally

she is sensitive to what it is they want to write about and lets them

do so . What she does do is make little adjustments and rules to fit

the circumstances that arise so that writing and sharing time continue

to function for everyone. For example, when Tom wrote the following

story in October it was met with great enthusiasm and his

classmates were eager to include each other as characters in their

stories-- a pattern that continued hot and heavy throughout the year.

Here is Tom's trend-setting story:

4G VS THE TEACHERS

IT IS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 46 WAR. THE TEACHERS VS 46. MATT

JUST GOT KILLED AND, OOPS, THERE GOES MAUREEN. WE HAVE OUR GUNS

READY BUT KEVIN ATE THE BULLETS. MR. JUTTING SHOT AMY KRON1N. I

THOUGHT THEY LOVED EACH OTHER. KENNY BETTENHAUSER SHOT MRS.

GRAVES. AND MIKE,OOPS, THERE HE GOES. HELP I I HAVE TO 5ET OUT OF

HERE

bOFIEONE BOMBED KEVIN'S HOUSE THE BUS DRIVER CAME TO MY

HOUSE, BUT MY LAWN WAS A MINE FIELD. BOO it THE BUS DRIVER WAS

KILLED ALL THE TEACHERS DIED AND WE WON! ALL EXCEPT FOR WHO
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THREW AN OCTOPUS ON ME OUCH! I KILLED THE OCTOPUS AND JOHN

KILLED THE CREATURE. MS. MASS WAS SCREAMING. ! E DIDN'T GET

KILLED, BUT KEVIN BURPED AND BLEW MS. MASS INTO ORBIT. ALL RIGHT

KEVIN, THE BURP THAT SAVED THE DAY!

THE CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON

Tom's story was read with great relish and received with delight by

his classmates and spurred them to start using one another's names in

their own stories. Anita notes this phenomenon in her journal s''The

status is to have your name mentioned in a story written by a
friend. During journal writing time people go around asking,

May / put your name in my story?' When I asked Tom about using

classmates' names in the stories he was writing , he explained,

"Because I can't think of any good names for just people I dream up."

Tom seems quite pragmatic here so I asked him if he ever matched up

personalities of kids to story characters'?" "Yeah", he said.

"Sometimes I have Kevin in my story. I matc h him up with Indiana

Jones (see his "Raiders of the Lost Arc" piece) and Janine as his

girlfriend. And I used Richie for Evil Knievel in one story. I think he is

a pretty good kid."

Anita adjusts to this trend with a simple and practical solution:

you need to get the person's permission if you want to use his or her

name in a story. Here is one such exchange around Halloween where

Kenny is asking Eric for permission to use his name in a story based

upon the movie Halloween :



Kenny: "Eric, you wanna be in my story?r

Eric: *Yeah, I want to be the murdererr

They rehearse details of the murder together: the murder, the

oxygen, the glass eye, the ax, knife or gun. Suddenly Eric leaps to his

feet and performs an impromptusaudition for the part. He stands and

flings his arms akimbo and then stands with hands and head dangling

like a person hanging from a cross. Kenny loves it and Eric stalks

toward him with a gravelly chant, '11 come to chuck you, my axr

Clearly a second reason for using one another's names is the social

dimension: one can veilidate or secure friendships by casting

classmates in favorable tales. Friends can be won by including them

in a good scene or part in an adventure story or racing event. Andy

Warhol's claim that "Ever 'one will be famous for 15 minutes" is

operable in 46-land. Awarling a prominent role to a classmate is one

way of cementing a friendsh:p for these writers. Celebrityhood can be

yours by writing a successful story with classmates' names in it and

reading same in sharing time.

Steps in Writing

The social dimension of writing and sharing times took hold in

class and soon it was time for more of Anita's adjustments. The

problem was that the same kids were dashing off quick drafts and

volunteering to share. Quantity was overpowering quality. Anita

reports on this in her journal: Sharing time needs more

structuring and /M going to preview pieces ahead of time. /
1-411. 4 -yo
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think it may Improve the quality of the writing Children

write anything Chidren are scribbling down any old thing in
order to have something to share . Right now its status to
read and competition is stiff keep ?list and have 4 or 5

children read each time... People ask, Wow do / get my
children to share?" My problem is ,Wow do you hold them

back ?" (12/81).'. Earner Anita had introduced the chart given

below to guide these writers through the steps in writing :

1. Write first draft

2. Have a conference with a writing partner

3. Decide how you want to change or add to your first draft

4. Write a second draft

5. Confer with a writing partner and check for capitalization,

punctuation, and spelling

6. Meet with Mrs. Graves

7. Write your final draft

So the problem here was to control the enthusiasm among certain

sharers so that others would have the chance to participate in sharing

time and so that enough writers would be able to follow the steps all

the way through and experience the complete process of composition.

That was the balance she sought through the year. Since she was not

responsible for generating the topics ,she could attend to the

management of a writing workshop . She writes movingly on her

notion of topics duririg Study Group: / didn't assign writing to the
§-tam
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fourth graders because my interpretation of "The Writing

Process Approach" was that children be allowed to choose

their own topics. / felt this was the key to letting them
claim ownership of their own writing If a teacher never

allowed a child to choose his own topics, that child could

never feel he was in control of his writing The writing

would be what the teaching of writing has always been before

in =boot Teacher gives topic, child writes Child tries to

figure out what the teacher wants

Perhaps in allowing children so much freedom to. choose

their own topics, some children developed a mind set that

they could only write when they were in control of the topic.

Perhaps some degree of discipline was lost but / think the

advantages far outweigh the disadvantagesespecially for

children in the lower gradesI through 4. The enthusiasm

which comes about, the creative energy, the thrill of setting

the' own thoughts down on paper. These attitudes, to me,

are more important than my being able to make them write on

a topic which / chose.

Another way she aided in the management of their writing and

sharing time was to create a place for their final drafts to go . By the

end of October, Anita felt It was time to launch the 4G Publishing

Book. She does so calmly ,as is her style : "Tam made the covers

and / bought rings to put through. We have four pieces

published so far. / am pointing it out as the plane where

1-4411
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final pieces go but / wont make too big of a deal of it since

we are not after product but process Great interest has

sprung up in reading the stories of previous years / suspect

they may be enjoying them so much because they know many

of the authors and they perhaps are making some comparisons.

(/ have Publishing Books from the previous two years.)

By the end of the year the 4G Book held over 75 compositions that

her students had "publicated% Its contents featured a wide variety of

topics genres such as sports and racing stories ,mysteries and

conversations in dialogues, sound effects, plays and poems.



Anita's teaching style;

Metaphors are a useful way to capture or describe the truth and in

Anita's case represent her in ways shaped by who she is as a person,

by what she does as a teacher and by what happens in the classroom as

a result of her being there. In addition, my insights are aided by her

own musings and reflections during the study as recorded in her

teaching journals. So, let us now look at what metaphors can suggest

about Anita's teaching style and test their fit.

Anita as becalmer, Picture a class of fourth graders in a writing

workshop scene. There are seventeen students scattered throughout

the classroom, some writing at their desks or on the carpet, some

reading stories just written to classmates, some staring off into the

distance, some on the verge of horsing around. Anita sits at the round

table used for conferences, writing in her own journal, or perhaps

listening to a child's story. But she is the calm in the eye of the

storm--the becalmer. As a mother of grown children, and a

grandmother twice that year, she is familiar with the cacaphony of

children. As an experienced elementary teacher, she knows of the

energy and volume levels attainabler while living for seven hours a

day in a roomful of nine and ten year olds. So what does she do? She
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stays cool. She allows for what she calls the "noisy hilarious bedlam"

of writing time and notes, 7 am always very aware of the social

aspects of writing and so are the children. They need it and

love R. it's what makes writing so much fun. Not only is it

a chance to be creative but It is a chance to share this
creative output immediately, if they want to. There are

many choices in sharing their writing It could be with their

best friend who would always be safe. It could be with
small select group. /f\one were' confident enough, it might

mean having one's whole class as an audience, and, of course,

there's always the teacher"

Whatever their sharing or writing needs, Anita is calmly making

room for nein. Early in her journal she notes a process I observed her

practice countless times: 7 try not to talk too much as a
teacher. it's a common mistake made in our preofessionso

that when / do talk, it will have some significance" It is

within that quality of calm control that the next metaphor is offered.

Anita as manager, Anita performs as a stage manager and prefers the

backstage to the limelight. Her stars are the students and she is quite

content to allow them to occupy center stage while she bustles about

in the wings, prompting and coaching. She is the mother hen clucking

her charges into line--and she is pecking them into order. Thus, while

acknowledging that writing in the context of the classroom is a highly

social act, she is "socializing" her students as they work together.

She writes, 7 try to keep the noise level under control by



having specific conference spots in the room Too much

noise is not conducive to thinking and writing and that has to

be taken into account., There can be no question in my mind

that if all socializikq were eliminated from writing, the

quantity, quality and enthusiasm for writing would greatly

diminish."



Portraits of Seven Teachers
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Portrait of Diane Burkhardt

Diane loves the kids she teaches. But not on the first
day of school. On the first day, she's not ready to see them
yet. Clouding her vision are memories of last year's P.-ids.
As she looks around her, she sees Matt arguing vehemently for
the Tories; over at the round table she recalls the hours
spent in conference with Margaret; where writing folders are
stored, she recalls the kids who had breakthroughs in
writing: Karin on. the piece she wrote on her father, and Dina
with the diary entries on Keith, and Brian discovering his
theme of competition. It's not easy to let go of last year's
kids and as she looks at the new expectantfaces she wonders,
"Will these kids ever be as great?"

The first weeks of school are hard for her. She misses
the ease of the previous May and June, when the relationships
were firm and strong. She knows arriving at that point takes
time and a commitment to begin again, to let this new batch
of 45 or 55 kids have an imp: :t on her. Often in the first
few weeks of school she speaks of herself as "feeling
somewhat down." Then slowly, she begins to notice
something. A student calls her at home about an assignment
and she's pleased; she takes home a batch of process journals
and finds herself becoming engrossed in the writing; she
recounts a funny incident that happened at lunch and notices
that she's smiling. All of a sudden she experiences the
imprint of this year's kids' personalities and she knows
she's on the way to building the relationships that form the
basis for everything else she does in class.

To Diane, teaching is more than covering the curriculum.
In fact, the curriculum (English and Social Studies and the
writing and reading and speaking and listening and performing
that occur as a result of it) becomes the vehicle for
building the relationships that underpin her entire approach
to education. She says, "I used to think teaching was
performing and the teacher the main actor in the
performance. But don't view it that way anymore...I've
stoppmad thinking of myself as a performer and the classroom
as my stage. Now I think of it as my home into which 40-50
students are invited to spend a year with me, and we will get
to know each other and I will learn as much as or more than
they do..."

Diane's classroom, then, is a home. It's comfortable.
Kids enjoy labelling sections of it. The area by the windows
where Diane keeps a hot plate and a kettle has come to be
called "The Kitchen.' Ore of the windows, which when opened
allows for the discarding of dirty wa:er or the rinsing of
spoons and cups is labelled "The Sink." The large open area
which encompasses the middle of the room has a sign hanging
from the ceiling affectionately labelling it "The Living
Room." vcf to the side where Diane stores the magazines of
her stud( s from previous years as well as popular paperback
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books and current magazines is a sign designating the area,
"The Library."

Diane is so comfortable in her room she rarely leaves
it. Rather than work at home, she heads for school early in
the morning and often returns there at night after dinner.
Pimple looking for her know they will find her there, either
working at the round table or talking with kids. In fact,
adults are so accustomed to seeing Diane with kids, the one
time she broke her routine in the middle of the day and
visited the faculty room, people responded with surprise.
Soon there were jokes and people shouting, "She's been out
too long. Get her a kid to talk to quick!'

Diane takes this ribbing good-naturedly; she knows that
many teachers find' the number of hours she puts into teaching
unusual and that many teachers make others choices. To her,
though, the choice is clear. "I commit myself totally to the
kids and to doing what seems necessary. One thing leads to
another quite naturally. I can always think of more to do so
that I can do a better job of meeting individual kid's
needs. I really think I work as well, though, to satisfy

\

myself."
Spending time with kids, working with them, watching them \

grow, enabling them to write and to learn, to take risks is
satisfying to Diane. Much of her life revolves around
students: to her the relationships don't end when the
students leave her classroom or the 8th grade. She watches
them perform in sports, she attends volleyball, basketball,
wrestling and field hockey events. Throughout the year,
former students call and write; they show up at her house or
at school; they seek her advice in a crisis; they see in her
someone who is committed to their growth.

To Diane, teaching involves creating an environment in
which kids can grow. It means creating an environment in
which kids can rApk making mistakes, where being wrong is not
a sign of failurbut of learning, where kids are not
thwarted or limited in their attempts to make, meaningful
discoveries. Diane bristles, however, when this description
of teaching conveys the image of "a teacher collecting dust
in the corner while the students do their thing.' She says,
'I don't want to be out of the way. I want to be with my
students on the way... I want the kids to be partners with
me in their own learning... I think we start off together at
the beginning of the year and together we build all the
experiences. It's necessary for me to be a part of that,
necessary for my own survival and for what I can
contribute ...[and I think] when kids feel they have a stake
in the class, an investment, they willingly accept
responsibility.'

Diane believes in her students. She thinks that all
students "want to do the best they can." When th,tre's a
problem in class or something has gone wrong, she doesn't
blame the students. Normally, she'll call attention to the
problem and then look to see in what way she might have
contributed to it. She believes the kids are capable of
doing what she expects of them and that in the doing, they
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may well surprise her. She knows each year can never be the
same because each year she and the kids will learn from one
another and change. Diane is honest and serious and funny.
She looks directly at students. She reveals herself to them,
knowing that the most important thing she may ever teach them
is to be themselves.
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Portrait of Rose Burkhardt

Ross loves to perform. He shines when standing or
sitting on a stool presenting an idea to a rapt audience of
students. His shine turns to sparkle when he sees his
students building on something he has done. For Ross sees
himself as "the educational leader in the classroom," as
"someone who can show the way and point out how things can or
ought to be done." He knows that students may not always
follow his lead, but he nonetheless finds it crucial "to set
an example, to be a model."

Ross' leadership, then, works in two ways. First. he is
an organizer, of activities, events, schedules, deadlines,
performances. He arranges things for his students: the
chairs in different configurations before they enter the room
and the day's ctivities so they'll know what they'll be
doing and what he expects of them.

But he is also a participant. When his students write,
;he writes; whe they memorize poems and recite them to the

class, so doeS he; when each kid produces an individual
magazine, he'll brim produced one as well. Thus, while Rose
sees himself as "Punning the show" and as "providing
structure and direction," he is also a participant in the
show.

For Ross, the classroom "is a stage set and the year a
play that unfolds 180 acts on a day by day basis.' As
director, as the driving force behind what happens," he
controls the action. As fellow actor, he performs along with
his students. As seasoned veteran of the acting stage, he
often performs first to show them how it can be done.

Thus Ross "puts on a show" in all senses of the word. He
is often the first to read his writing to the class, to bring
in 4 drafts of a poem and talk about his strategies for
revision. He says that everything he does is deliberate; the
y he moves around the room, the way he talks quietly with a

single student, when he gets angry and even when he "acts
unconventionally." All of this is designed to create an
"open and informal atmosphere where it is all right to laugh,
to argue and to have a good time."

Yet, behind the stage, Roes goes through much
"hand-wringing" over the best way to proceed. As early as
September 15, he writes in his journal: "Creeping
doubts... gnaw at my insides. Am I doing the right things?
Have I gone too fast? Do the kids understand process?...
How do I get kids more into writing? ... How do I avoid the
slap-dash approach too many of my kids used last year?"

In November: "a nagging series of questions: Is Marc's
piece too long? Should I let Lee get away with his copying
since it's gone this far? Is Debbie's piece too short? At
what point is it appropriate to intervene in the "creation"
of a piece so that I teach the child how to create/shape
his/her own meaning rather than become dependent on me for
help?"
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Later the same month: "Will the kids' writing be good?
Are they producing something "worthwhile" or just "filler"?
How do you get kids to really'care about what they write?"

In December: "I had the sense that writing groups were
perfunctory, shallow and not really helpful. Rids on draft 2
were done in 5 minutes. I need to work on the skill of
having them respond constructively But how does one do
this, and at the expense of what?"

The doubts and questions go on. Yet one morning Ross
wakes to find himself amused at the discrepancy between his
"off-stage" agonizing and "on-stage" performance:

I feel not unlike Eisenhower planning
D-Day -- every step a carefully measured
pace toward the goal of better writing and
mu0h off-stage wringing of hands as I
ponder which step of the many possible to
take and why that one is "better" than

another... How interesting -- the
hand-wringing'and agonizing indecision on
my part.and the apparently smooth
appearance as seen by the kids...This
two-faced situation with me aware of both
and the kids only aware of ono Her* is a
drama being played out, Unbeknownst to
them, me trying to make the right
decision, trying to think of what is best
to do...and here they are, blithely
unaware of how difficult it is for me, how
I worry about it so. I assume that
teachers in my own days as a student were
in similar aimes of mind from time to
time, and I neither knew, noticed nor
cared.

But today, as an adult and a teacher, Ross does care and
he does worry. He worries about whether he has something to
offer his students and whether he offers too much. He
worries about controlling what his students are doing and
whether he's given them so much room they are beginning to
flounder. He wants to give up controlling their actions but
he also wants to feel useful. He wants to perform but not to
overpower.

Ross wrestles with these issues long and herd. But
regardless of the role he plays in class, what is clear to
him is what he wants his students to leave his class with:
memories of themselvos and what they've accomplished and of
him. He wants to be remembered by them because memories are
important to him. He lovas when former students come back to
reminisce about the trips they went on or the class play they
performed in. Thus each year, he designs activities that
involve students in creating something of their own,
something memorable. It doesn't end there, though.
Following a classroom activity or a school event, Ross
himself will often write a poem, singling out particular
students or experiences, raising as he puts it 'humdrum
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reality to exalted status." His role as commemorator is
important to him, bacons* it allows him "to legitimize
classroom events as memories" and as he says, "creating
memori4s-for kids is what a large part of my teaching is
about."
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Portrait of Audre Allison

Teaching gives Audre joy; that's why she does it. Not,all the time, of course: some days she is too tired to feeljoyful or too discouraged; some days she rages between
classes, or cries, or feels like quitting. But teachingEnglish, for her, allows always for the possibility of joy.

"What are my goals?" she asks herself in her journal.
"To make new discoveries... Of course I could begin to list
concrete and obvious goals but the immediate motivation issheer pleasure..." Pleasure. Joy. The words reverberate
through Audre's journals. She wants her days, and her
students' days, to be full of joy: the joy of exploration,the joy of discovery; in particular, and inextricably
entwined with these, the joys of reading and writing.

For reading and writing are lifeblood to Audre: not
disembodied skills, useful merely for school or for getting
jobs, but at the core of a fully lived life. She is
nourished by words; sustained, liberated by words. She would
wither without them. Her journal overflows with metaphors
for the pleasure of writing: she compares it to playing jazz,to walking on the beach, to cooking, to dancing, to rifling abicycle, to breastfeeding a baby; she speaks of writing
groups as "assisting at a birth." When she jumps out of bed
in the middle of the night to write a poem, she tells her
students why she did it: "for my pleasure of course." She
writes, in class, about novels she is reading at home (and
about the frustration of not having enough time to read
them); reads stories and poems out loud, letting her voice
follow the rhythm of a line, pausing to laugh out loud at a
well-turned phrase or to repeat and savor a well-chosen
word. "Ms. Allison gets high on words," says Steve, and thenis embarrassed when I quote him. But Audre is pleased.
"'Words are my life,'" she quotes from Emily Dickinson, and
writes it on the blackboard. Reading and writing are
important, she says, not just for school but "to make a human
being."

She wants her students to know the pleasure of writing
and reading; to be able to give it to themselves, as she
does. "The ability to generate our own pleaarre -- how
strong and courageous it makes one feel." So she looks more
closely, and asks herself, "Where does the pleasure comefrom?" She studies students who already write to give
themselves pleasure: Cumhur, who speaks of his writing
"caressingly as if describing a treasured instrument"; Sue
W., who writes, she tells Audre, "to discover and construct
myself." Exploration and discovery: yes. That rings true
for Audre. She knows it herself: that the joy lies not so
much in what is discovered as in the process of discovery
itself.



For that is where Audre's own joy lies -- in search anddiscovery. Her journals are full of unfinished pieces,glorious searches which end in discovery and are thenabandoned; the joy, to use an image she has used herself, notin the treasure but in the hunt. She writes to surpriseherself, to discover what she knows; takes off in pursuit Ofideas as yet unexpressed, her pen "scattering gems" (as shehas written pens can do) on the page, or spreading what shehas called dik secret solution on invisible ink" until themessage appears: "that 'aha' moment." She gives her studentsthe line from E.M. Forster, "how do I know what I think untilI see what I say?" It's the process that counts for her."That's whine .the joy is found -- in the doing -- thecreating -- There is something so much more basic in itsvalue than in the value of a product."Of course she wants the products to be wonderful too, andis delighted when they are -- and they often are; but it isher students' right to make their own discoveries that shewill fight for. Better a product full of flaws than onewhich has been "improved" by a teacher; one which has been"stuffed into" someone else's form to suit someone else'spurpose; one which answers someone else's question. Shesteadfastly refuses to choose topics for students, directtheir revising, edit their vocabularies. When Steve M. says,"I changed it the way you told me..." hudre responds, with ahorrified expression, "Are you accusing me of tellin youwhat to do with your writing?" When Sandra as s or help inpruning the lush growth of her vocabulary, Audre listenssympathetically but refuses to make final decisions. "I'venever understood teachers who *say, 'Cut out all thatgarbage,'" she comments in her journal. "It takes thelearning away from the student."



Portrait of Len Schutzman

"I love to write and to work with students who are
writing," Len writes In his journal. "Teaching writing
allows for a kind of growth in the classroom I have rarely
experienced before Teaching writing [last year] allowed me
to grow and the students each to grow and the class..."
Writing, as Len sees it, can lead to growth, and growth is
what he cares about.

Len loves to care for and nurture young growing things: a
garden, small children, babies. He loved teaching third
grade, and still, last year, missed it; loves being the
father of two small children. He has studied child
development, taught it (as a course for high school
students); delights in seeing, as his own children grow, the
unfolding of a story he knows well. He talks about hie
children in class, and writes about them in a special journal
he keeps for himself but intends, eventually, to give to
them: a record of their growth, and of his as their father.

Len's focus on growth allows him to pick up emotional
undercurrents in the lives of his students. When he looked
at his 12th grade English class last year he saw young human
beings growing. Seniors, he wrote, are "rejecting the school
and trying to form a new identity. But that is only a part
of the tension in these seniors, they are also trying to hold
on to what they know and are familiar with..." In a piece he
shared with the students he was writing about, he compared
them to his year-old son, who would throw his bottle to the
floor, wait for his parents to pick it up, hold on to it for
a while, then throw itto the floor again. "He holds on and
then lets go and holds on and lets go and works out a whole
series of complex relationships through this game." Len saw,
beneath the calm, competent, almost grown up surfaces of his
seniors, adolescents (once, in a slip of the pen, quickly
corrected, "children"), trying, like the child in all of us,
to let go and hold on at the same time. But because he saw
the adult in his students, too, and taught to it, he offered
them a chance to write instead of a bottle to throw.
"Writing allows them to explore both aides of these issues,"
he wrote. A piece of writing can be "a place where these
issues can be explored and the tension released through
exploration."

Writing, to Len, is often and perhaps most powerfully an
exploration and a record of growth. The literature he chose
to teach last year -- Hamlet, Hemingway's In Our Time, fairy
tales -- he interpreterPiterms of underlying and
symbols of growth. When some students balked at the Freudian
interpretations of fairy tales Len finds "correct" and
"irsightful" (red roses as symbols of menstrual blood, or
small furry animals as small furry vaginas), Len was amused
but sympathetic: in writing their own fairy tales, he found,
most "somehow missed the point had no real idea abut



resolution of conflict or growth. They especially didn'tunderstand inner conflict I guess because they are soconflicted themselves and are defending against that asstrongly as possible..."
So students' personal writing became, for Len, a morepromising avenue to explore. Writing, in Len's words,"allows the student to look inaide and to express thatknowledge and refine it and enjoy the expression of it. Itallows for an openness of exchange and a truthfulness...."Teaching writing, then, became for Lon a natural way ofhelping his seniors work through the ambivalence aboutgrowing up (the struggle to do it, and faltering progresstowards adulthood) which seemed to him to be the true subjectof 12th grade English -- the one that underlay whatever elsethe students were writing about. As Teresa said, lookingback on a varied sample of her written work, "I realized thateverything I wrote last year was about growing up." Lenagreed, seeing senior year sometimes as one long "rite ofpassage" (his phrase); giving the seniors chance after chanceto writ, their way through it. Of the senior essay, a longproject, the last of the year, he wrote, "it says to theclass that graduation is hard, it takes a long time, it worksits way through your being slowly and in mysterious ways andhere is one more ceremony for you to participate in beforethe final march." At the end of the year, in his journal, hemused about his students, asking himself if each one hadwritten the piece he or she needed to write --'the oneleading towards growth.
Teresa, as a case study subject, was a natural choice forLen. She hated writing at the beginning of the year, hadbecome fiercely a writer by the end; went through about fiveyears' worth of growth in a single ten-month period. Attimes she seemed to be a barometer of the class, her exposednerve endings registering every subtle shift in its emotionaltemperature; always, she was extraordinarily sensitive to herown inner state, and able to describe them: a worthy partnerfor Len in the Study of growth. Skittish at first, she letherself be calmed by Len; let herself gradtially come to trusthim and to depend on his skilled listening) When she cameback to the high school last fall, in the throes of a roughtransition to Suffolk Community College, she was afraid to goand see Len because she knew that as soon As she started totalk to him she would begin to cry. "She; knew she wouldcry," Len reported in his journal, "because she couldenvision the kind of discussion we would have. Part of thatis just me but part of it is the context in vhich Teresa knewme. As her writing teacher she saw me as an honest and openbeing ready to listen to what she had to say and willing togive her the space in which to say it."

Len gave Teresa apace, and listened to her. He listenedto the other seniors, too, even the four failing students forwhom he formed a special class. The regular class "never wasnon-threatening enough for them," he wrote in his journal,and made sure the special one would be. He sat around atable with these four, facing a pile of greasy valves, and



1.

let them teach him about auto mechanics while he taught themabout patience.
Again and again, Len supported students' growth bycalling to everyone's attention moments in which it was madevisible. He often thanked students for asking crucialquestion or for taking risks; Teresa's end-of-the-yearcartoon showed him, all glasses and moustache, saying, "Thankyou for being brave."
And he supported growth, perhaps most forcefully, byparticipating in it. As he learned to play the violinalongside his daughter, he struggled with each new piece ofwriting, through all the revision, alongside his students.The growth he wanted for them he wanted -- and wants -- forhimself as well. At the end of the year, looking back, hewrote of this class ss *special we did break through somebarriers. The honesty was there not all the time or from allthe kids but in moments fleeting and brave and we all grewfrom those moments."
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Portrait of Reba Pekala

Reba's first grade classroom is a cornucopia of stimuli.Colorful posters, math games, puzzles, record players,mobiles, seedlings sprouting for the garden, books, andwriting supplies spill out az,und the students. This designis in harmony with Reba's role as teacher. She fashions astimulating environment for her studenti and perceivesherself as a motivating force --la "kindler" of learning.Her part is to encourage individual growth.
Reba herself freely admits her own reservations aboutwriting. As a writer she is shy and hesitant, uncomfortablewith the role. As a teacher, however, she wants her studentsto "enjoy writing and feel free to express their thoughtswithout fears of being unable or inadequate." Writing is aform of communication, she writes, which enables her studentsto "become individuals with a sense of self-worth." Throughwriting, she hopes, they will gain a confidence she does nothave herself.
As a classroom teacher Reba has definite ideas aboutwhere writing fits in her curriculum.. She recognizes it asone activity in a day crammed with many other curricular

demands: "Writing definitely intermixes with all languagearts. However, so do cursive writing, grammar, sight words,workbooks, reading series, motorakill) math, social studies,science, listening skill, and most of all, 'learning how tolearn.'" Thus, she initially addresses the constraint ofhaving to position writing in her diverse curriculum andplans on 'only 40 minutes an average of three times a week."By the middle of Decamber, however, she has expanded writing
time to four or five days a week and as much as an hour persession, responding to signals from students who, even beforethey were out of their coats, had started to draw and writeat the beginning of each school day.

So Reba works with her students -- keen to their
individual learning paces. Her teaching journal is lacedwith assessments of their developments and of what she isdoing to spark them along. When Jeremy flounders after anearly spate of producing only first drafts, she writes:
"Jeremy didn't share today. I'm really not sure how to lighta fire under him. He does write when there is an assigned
topic, but somehow it doesn't seem to be going anywhere."When Denise moves from careful drawings to her first words,
Reba compliments her stories and directs her to classmates'
stories written at a slightly more advanced stage.

Sometimes Reba wonders if she is pushing her students toot'much. In January she observes, "It's hard to wait for themto adopt new things in their writing and I seem to be
unconsciously rushing some kids. Occasionally, I step back
and remember that we are just beginning to really read for
comprehension. It always seems to work out in the end --just that I keep rushing things. I need to slow down my



eagerness and put my efforts into those 3-4 kids who are justat the edge of understanding in reading."
Sometimes, as an enthusiastic orchestrator of learning,Reba\"s own energy flags. After typing up 22 thank-you booksher first graders had composed for the. Middle School studentswho had been visiting their class, she reached a breakingpoint "I'm getting tired of typing books every night -- it'sbeen almost two years now. I really feel that if myenthualasm is low -- which is happening then it mustaffect my students. I'm not tired of writing but this classmight be reached or spurred on by a different and new mode."She continues, trying another approach: el'm not going togive them booklets to write in -- from now on:\they will onlywrite on lined paper -- pictures if they want. \But I won'thave just 5-6 page booklets, for these limit how\long thestories are to be. Loose paper will hopefully let thechildren be free to make their stories as long as they want.Beginning, middle, and ends will be their choices -- not tojust old on the last page of a little booklee."
:::ott connects her enthusiasm or lack of it to herstudents' enjoyment in learning. If things are not goingwell she will tinker toward a solution. If eagerness andenthusiasm are not part of the learning process, somethingneeds ti*Aing.
By fear's end, this class of 14 first graders hasproduced over 140 books. Reba believes that teaching writingshould be as Much fun as learning writing. When it is not

stimulating, something is wrong. The process approach isflexible enough for Reba to account for pacing and proceduralproblems and not shortchange the enjoyment inherent in anelementary classroom. Using the process approach to teachwriting lets Reba match results to goals: to help herstudents improve as writers and to enjoy it while they do.
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Portrait of Anita Graves

Three times a week seventeen fourth graders return from
lunch and recess to write in their journals. For at least an
hour they compose, conference, revise, "publicatee, and
prepare for sharing time. Here Tom and Cindy and Rich sit
lost in thought. There Maureen and Kevin and Sharon flop
variously on the carpeted steps and stage floor. Others read
and discuss stories in groups. Eric, red hair and blue eyes
flashing, springs across the room to praviaw his story with
John and Matt. Mrs. Graves meets with with Kenny B. at the
roundtable over his latest piece. Here too is the class
publication, also known as the 4-G Book, which grows
steadily. By year's end its oversized oak tag pages hold
over 75 stories, poems, reports, etc., literally a "three
ring" circus of fourth grade compositions.

Anita's role is that of a managing editor in this
workshop atmosphere. She is comfortable in channeling
learning activities in directions her students' interests and
experiences indicate. She doesn't suffer from a proprietary
investment in what her students write. She cares only that
they feel good about writing. She acknowledges, "Children
need lots of chances to be creative in school: writing is one
way."

In Anita's class writers choose what they write, who they
write to, and which mode they write in. Writers decide how
long to stay with a particular piece and when to start a new
one. Her message rang clear from the second day on: "This
journal is yours, as is the choice whether to share it or
not". Ownership is granted, even expected, in this
elementary classroom.

For some teachers it would be threatening not to
what students are\doing or writing. For some it assaults eos
and rattles pedagogical bulwarks. Not so for Anita. For he
not to know most of what her students are writing in their
journals is a sign of trust. As a teacher she has the
"strength of her convictions", to give up control over what
her students write, and to get out of the way of their
writing.

Yet control is important. What matters to Anita is that
the machinery of learning chug along smoothly. When it
doesn't, she "manages" to step in. She writes in her
teaching journal:

Things are reaching the point where
something will have to be done about
censorship. The status thing is to have
your name mentioned in a risque setting
with pants falling down, zippers getting
stuck, exploding bras, etc. I realize
this is all part of their T.V. and movie
viewing but it could cause a problem with
parents. I shall just have to say that
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these things embarrass me and that it's
time to write about other things. It gets
boring to hear the same kind of humor all
the time (hal)...

...I talked this morning about
censorship. I told them that they were on
the verge of embarrassing me and I
suggested there were many other ways of
writing humor and lots of other funny
things besides pants falling down and
exploding bras. They knew exactly what I
was talking about. '(Oct. 9,13)

Since Anita keeps her hands off their journals during
journal writing timeu the theme of ownership spills over into
their written work in other subjects like Math, Science, and
Social Studies. .While creating their own addition and
subtraction word problems for a nearby class of third
graders, Anita's fourth graders treated the composing of
these math problems as if they were journal pieces headed
toward publication. First they drafted a problem,
conferenced with a partner, revised accordingly, then did
another draft, and met with their teacher for editing.

On another occasion, Anita returned from the local store
with feed for Rocky, the class rabbit, and with a big rodent
poster-calendar given to her by the store owner. The poster
inspired the students to write reports on their favorite
rodents. Soon seventeen different and informative treatments
of rats, squirrels, beavers, mice, and guinea pigs were
produced.

And when Mrs. Chan visited to help bake almond cookies
for the UNICEF cookie sale the class was planning, she ended
up talking with them about Chinese family customs and Chinese
pictographs. This led to a spontaneous spate of "Chinese
Reports*, (which didn't quite align itself with the
prescribed fourth grade Social Studies curriculum, which
features Long Island history).

In choosing to be a managing editor, Anita's stance is
significant for what she does not do. Anita does not scotch
student enthusiasm for adventurous departures. Nor does she
collect journals to evaluate them or read them uninvited.
She does not choose the pieces writers will publish nor
decide who will have a conference with her. She does not
hand out topics nor prescribe particular modes.

What she does do is free studnts to be authors. She
manages a setting for students to make their own 'choices and
respects and guides accordingly. She encourages, supports,
and acts as a benevolent control for this community of
writers.

Anita, the teacher, has learned from Anita, the student.
As a child she knew teachers who "ran hot and cold", who
promised more than they could deliver. As a teacher she has
"resolved to be as consistent as possible and let children
know in concrete terms what T expect of them and to promise
nothing I can not keep." She has also learned that "often
teachers talk too much" and now tries to "explain things as
briefly and concisely as possible."
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She sees herself as "a practical realist" and describes
her role as a facilitator: "My relationship was more
utilitarian -- 'How can I help you?' 'What do you need?'; She
models the writing process from such an orientation. When
her students need a boost in revision skills she demonstrates
by revising her own composition, "Barney's Walk on the
Beach".

Anita's style is reactive; responsive. Vie writes, "I am
not a person who can plan very far ahead. I like living in
the present and then doing what seems like the natural next
step."

She does the practical. When several students are stuck
in writing one first draft after another, she models waya to
write a series of drafts based on a paper she has just
prepared for a presentation to the Suffolk County Reading
Council.

Anita prompts from the cues from her students. That is
her style of management and control. She is guided,
therefore, both by their needs and by her own desire to keep
things moving.
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Portrait of Bill Silver

"Mr. Silver, can I write about rainbows?"
'..Should I do a piece on Halloween?"
"Is this good enough now, Mr. Silver?"

"What do You think? It's up to you."

Bill's answer to these common questions from his fourth
and fifth graders is typical. It addressee a goal central to
his teaching: that of "developing independent, competent,
caring students." Bill champions independence and
responsibility and gives his students frequent opportunities
to "plan their own schedules, decide when to do things, and
be responsible for their own progress." During a five week
cycle of writing ending with the Christmas vacation break,
for instance, he asked students to pace themselves on
selecting topics, conferencing, revising, and editing.
Bill's function throughout was to support them while they
wrote, and to help them meet their agreed-upon deadlines.

As a classroom teacher Bill is drawn primarily to the
writer, not the writing. While he believes that his students
should have "control over part of their lives and exercise
that control responsibly, it is a student's overall attitude,
confidence, maturity, sense of humor, sassiness" that
attracts him first. Yet he notes with mild chagrin one
evening in his journal this discovery: "I read all their
memory stories tonight and my three most interesting kids
(Kelly, Andria and Chris D.) had some of the most boring
stories."

Bill is conversant with contradictions as an elementary
teacher using a writing process approach. His journal is
full of reflections on the paradoxes of teaching, and of his
wrestling with his role(s) in his students' lives. Here he
looks at the relationship between his motivational instincts
and his students' investments in writing:

We can prepare them, push them, give
them time, anything to help them get
started and analyze what they produce --
but the bottom line is that the piece is
theirs, and they will either care or not.
Probably getting kids invested in writing
is like getting them invested in any of
their work -- some inspiration, some
perspiration, and a lot of nagging...I
really thing that in the long run the best
writing comes from themselves -- their
topics, ideas, and forms -- not from
provisions I make.

He is also concerned with the quality of what his
students write:
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The writing is yours,. not mine. I
can make demands, set deadlines, require
revision and editing, but unless you want
to do these things, want your writing to
be good and real and interesting to you
and to others, nothing good will come out:
you'll feel badly, I'll be angry, and then
no one will be happy. But if you take
control, write about tnings you care about
so that you want to make them good, then
everyone will be happy.

While respecting students' varying composing timetables,
he grapples with the complexities of pacing:

The thing that I find most
frustrating is the continual battle over
having things completed. When half the
class doesn't have drafts done, or newer
freewrites, or does a draft and then
doesn't look at it for a week -- these
make it hard to do anything with
continuity. I feel like it's all starts
and stops, like a broken car. I can get
some parts fixed, but then something else
doesn't work, and there's just more
aggravation.

Bill will do a lot of starting them off. He'll launch
into Social Studies timelines, begin memory stories, try
tongue twisters, initiate free-writing sessions, and play
with brainstorming. Here he examines metaphorically (and
with some humor) his own process of teaching:

Patient progress -- sounds trite, but
similar to planting a garden. Dropping
hints here and there, nurturing, providing
food for thought, lots of exposure (but
not too much), patiently helping to weed
out bad or unhelpful ideas, thoughts,
biases, beliefs about their writing;
pushing just enough (sun) for warmth and
positiveness, enough somewhat negative
criticism (gintle rainl) to nudge ahead,
but mostly just waiting, patiently for all
the good things I've put in to result in
products and processes I (they) can take
out. And taking those products in a way
that encourages further growth, not
stopped growth or regression (like lettuce
leaves -- always take them from the
outside, so the inside can keep growing),
and then waiting again for the next step
to take...lotting the roots get
deeper... Publishing, having "flower
shows", "county fairs"...Borrowing ideas
(seeds) from each other, giving each
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other support and advice and pointing out
errors.

Permit me my own stream' of conscioueness sketch of Bill.
Yes, he is that pruner-gardener, that nurturer in the jungle
of his students' learning processes. He is also a chameleon
who adapts his teaching styles to suit his students' needs,
as his article on conferencing in Elementar School Journal
attests. He is mercurial -- a quick -s ver in the
classroom. He teaches out of who he is. He laughs aloud and
gets angry; he's gentle and then he's strict. He is
oxymoronic in temperament. He models in his teaching what he
hopes for in his students' writing -- that each will strive
for a responsible, quality-conscious commitment to their time
together.
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EXPLORING THE COMPOSING PROCESS WITH EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS

For me, teaching is very much like a journey. I look back at where I've been,

and although I have a general idea of the road I want to follow for the immediate

future, I know that I can't possibly anticipate the discoveries and experiences that

lie ahead. And so it is with the topic of this paper. I can very easily trace the

course of events in the past throe years that brings me to my present knowledge and

understanding of how eighth grade students document their composing process. I know

that what I did last year was a result of the previous year and that my approach with

my present students is informed by the experiences of last year. Next year will un-

doubtedly bear the marks of this year's dimicoverien.

If you seek definitive answers you should stop reading at this point. I still

don't know the answer to the question that is responsible for my foray into the composing

process of eighth graders: Can my students find the same value in documenting and dis-

cussing their composing processes that I have found for myself? One of the most excit-

ing discoveries 1 made in July, 1979 during my NWP summer institute was that I had a

composing process. Keeping a journal in which I wrote about the things that happened

as I wrote (or didn't write) was valuable to me. Hearira fellow 'writers' read from

their process journals only to find that others often shared the same frustrations and

joys in writing was equally valuable.

Thus, process journals became a requirement for my students. They wrote about

how they wrote and shared these entries in class. I read and responded to what they

wrote in their process journals. But in neither 1979/80 nor 1980/81 did I feel satis-

fied with the results. Nor did my students if their end-of-the-year evaluations were any

indication. "Why do we do :his? or "I hated writing process entries; it's a waste of

time." In June, 1981 I wrote about this in my journal as I evaluated the year in English.

I let ch,in an process journals again this year, I think. There should
have been mole fArdback, more group sharing, moor* work done to help kids
improve and understand better Itilthey keep an account of their process and
how to benefit from it. I became over-involved in developing excellent
writing groups. Writing gropes and process journals could have had an equal
emphasis, but didn't. This is something I definitely want to stay on top
of next year. I won't know what's possible until I really work at it.

imma4gestFrom the beginning of the 1981/82 school year my goal to communicate with my

students my own sense of excitement in the discovery of one's own process. Via their

pr3cess journals I began a dialogue with each student in which I not only commented
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and responded to what they wrote, but also emphasised exploring the many facets of

their composing processes.

To Brian on October 10 I wrote: As you begin to ego this process journal
more, I hope you will EXPLORE your own unique individual composing pro-
cess. Try to be aware of things that happen while you write thaw you
have never .been aware of before. This will not always be the saws kind
of thing. I don't expect all process entries to be the sane. In fact,
if they were, I'd begin to worry.

I also commented gn the variety of ways in which to use the process, journal.

Tolithy on October 20, I wrote: I can easily understand the point
you were making in class earlier today about the annoyance of writing
process entries. Your entries are chock-a-block full of information.
It Beane that you have left out no detail of your revision and why you
made the changes. From a teacher's point of view, it's wary Interesting
and informative BUT I can see that it might be a pain to remember
all the points.

If you use this journal at natural stopping points, if you begin
your work on a piece by jotting down some notes and thoughts in here,
and if you jot down few more things after you finish -- then maybe
doing a process journal entry won't seem to be such an intrusion or a pain.

It's probably hard for yon to ever write anything that's not in com-
plete sentences and perfectly neat, but if you wanted to just lot down
words!, phrases, partial sentences, etc. that would be perfectly all right.

The general idea of this journal is for you to EXPLORE all the dif-
ferent types of things that happen as you think 'About a piece, as you
write it, revise it, etc. That's why there can be no one set way of writ-
ing process entries. rim trying to promote freedom and a sense of advent-
ure in discovering lots of new points about how you yourself compose.

As students wrote and revised pieces to include in our first publication of the year,

they wrote frequently in their process journals. My responses to several students

follow,

To Diane, October 12, 1981: I hope you'll like using your process
journal to EXPLORE the way you write. In class today I talkela bit about
the exploration theory of process entries. What I *man is to focus on
what we discover eao time about how MO got ideas and how we make choices
and decisions as we write. We are constantly makingrchoices that we aren't
even aware of. The trick is to become more tuned in to all those things
ym aren't really aware of. Sounds hard, huh? Actually it's funs

To Matt, October 17: Sverytime we share process entries in class,
you have a lot of interesting points to make. It seems to Re that you
do pay attention to lots of things that happen while you are writing
a piece even though you say you can't. What I think is most interesting
is the new things you discover each time you write a piece.

274/
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To Margaret, October 17: I'm tremendously impressed with the way
use your process journal for a variety of purposes. Sometimes you plan:
sometimes you evaluate what yon have already written; sometimes you de
scribe yourself writing (what I would see if I were there); sometimes you
describe your thoughts, mood, etc. It Boos that you truly use this as
an aid to your composing of your piece.

The following excerpts from my own teaching journal show my "ups and downs" about

process journals.

AT JOURNAL, OCTOBER 28, 1981: Last night I really liked reading and re-
sponding to process entries. I think some kids are beginning to explore
and feel free about it. I've been trying to let them do whatever they
want and use my comments to direct them to additional possibilities.
One thing I'd like each to try is to write in the P.J. before beginning
a piece. Very few do this despite suggestions from me. Mow directive
should I be? Maybe it's o.k. to direct just to get them to try it.

MY JOURNAL, DECEMBER 9: This ( point of view piece on a short story
by Edgar Allen Poe) was the first piece we've written since the magazines
were published. I asked them to begin this piece in their process journ-
als, then switch to other paper at whatever point they are ready to write
the piece. Lots of questions and comments. "Bow do you do that?" "That's
dumb". "Why do that?" I explained my desire to have them focus partic-
lar attention on what happens as they begin to think about 'an assignment'.

MY JOURNAL, JANUARY 13, 1982: Reading through process journals this
afternoon before coming home I became very discouraged. I asked myself,
"Why do kids keep process journals?" It seems like pulling teeth. Can
they even be expected to do it? As much as I've tried to 'free them up'
from what they think it means to keep track acmes composing process, I'm
afraid I've over-Corrected. All those I read this afternoon sounded the
same -- at least think they did. II wrote "nice", long responses to each
with many questi that would (if they were answered) inform me about
their composing processes. I feel the need to speak individually with kids
about these quest4ons and the role and importance of keeping track of one's
process.

MY JOURNAL, JANUARY 15: Tao many kids seem to be using their process
journals simply for a sort of pre-writing/planning purpose. I realise
that I've caused that by the emphasis in the last several entries. But
does that mean thgy're trying to write to please me and to satisfy what
they think are my expectations? Is it possible to get more than Margaret
and Chrissy to see value for themselves in keeping a journal about their
writing process?

What is the value of it? Nhy should they be interested in it? Bow
will it actually help them? It's not enough to tell them that it's inter-
esting for me to know or that they might learn things that will help others.
They have to see it as personally useful. mutildhy do they want to know .

any more about themselves as writers? Nhy should I ern to get everyone
to use process journals for themselves? I haven't really thought about
whether it is a good thing or not. Implicitly I believe that it is. But
now I wonder about this? At what point should I 'give up'?

a -47
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At the same time that I was feeling this despairs about whether my students

would ever find personal value in documenting their composing processes, a friend

shared with me an assignment that she had given to her CONY Pasic Writers who bad

kept process journals throughout their semester's compostion course. She bad asked

them to re-read their entire process journal and write a Iresearch'papee entitled,

"What I now Know About Myself as a Writer". The idea intrived me. If my students

were to re-read their process journals would they see growth in themselves as v-iters?

Would they see repetitive patterns in the way they compose pieces or in the way they

approach revisions? What would they be able to learn from what they had written since

September? On January 20, I gave them this assignment even though% I was a bit appre-

hensive about the results. In my journal that day I wrote:

(My Journal, January 20): It seems so obvious now that the kids will not
be able to do what I asked them to do. Do they know what it means to find ;

out about themselves as writers? Now many will say, "I don't know anything."
I think I rushed into this too quickly. It would have been good to plan it
as an in-class activity -- have them re-read their process journals and
make notes. They could have interacted with me and with each other. If
they started the writing in class it could have been finished at home.
Oh, well. It's too late now. Mainly I just hope they're honest.

In the two class periods that followed we shared and discussed what they had written.

Much to my relief everyone had been able to do the assignment. Some found it easy,

others found it difficult, and others found it to be just 'different'. What they wrote

varied greatly. No one wrote quite as extensively as Margaret who wrote 8 pages. By

looking at what she had written before, during, and after the writing of various pieces

and revisions, she was able to list a number of things whic!t she had learned about her-

self is a writer.

FROM MARGARAVS PROCESS JOURNAL, JANUARY 20: I like to dr, 'freewriting'
in here before I start to write a piece. It helps me to clear the junk out
of my mind. It helps me to settle down

I like to use my process journal to plan what,,T ;ping to happen in my
piece....

I think it's good that Ivrite my frustrations about how a piece is
going in here because if I stop myself from worrying about a piece, I won't
try hard enough, I won't like it and I'll be ashamed.

I know where I like to be when I write. I know I want to be alone,
and I don't want to be under pressure.

I never realised before how complicatilthe process of writing a piece
is. I know now that the process j,urnal is really helping se.

I've learned surocoss for getting may pieces the way they are so
will like them. All of sudden this year I've gotten interested in writ-
ing. I would just Like to say.. that I get many joys out of writing -- not
so much joy, but satisfaction. The satisfaction of knowing I worked hard
on my piece, I'm proud of it, and of r people like it too.

al
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There are certain points when I'm stuck and than I get an idea andthe feeling I get is such relief that it is in a way a JOY. The wayideas come to me sometimes gives me JOY if that's what you would callit. Put it this way -- when the knot in my stomach unties, it's JOY.

Matt D. wrote that he had learned at least two thingseabout himself as a writer
that surprised him. First,that he was conscious of his spelling and second, that be
was more worried than he had realised about what others might think of his writing.
Jimmy K. wrote angrily about how dumb he felt as part of a 'special' English class for
the 6th and 7th grades and how insecure he felt about his writing skills as a result.

(FRON JIM X's. JOURNAL, JANUARY 20: Re-reading this lets re see that
I'm always worried if what I write will be right. I'm afraid to write much.

Excerpts from several other students' "What I Now Know About Myself As a Writer" pieces
follow along with my responses to what they wrote.

FROM MUSSY T'S JOURNAL, JANUARY 20: ...I think that my process journal
really helps me to learn about my writing, and now I understand what it is
supposed to be used for. I have to be honest thought and say that I don'treally enjoy writing process. It bores me to death. But I know that if I
want to learn about howl write, must write process.

*-
to which I responded:

Chrissy--Are you sure there isn't a conflict here? You find it helpful, but
don't like writing it. Sounds like the typical approach to some distaste-
ful medicine: "Take it because it's good for you."

Well, my goal is that your process journal would be more than medi-
cine, that it would be something you want to do because it's helpful, valu-
able, even necessary at times.

Maybe you should stop writing your entries after you finish a piece.
Maybe you should try just writing before or little bits here and there
while you're witing a piece (at natural stops or pauses). Free yourself
from complote sentences, from neatness. Just write words or phrases.
what would it be like for you to try these suggestions? I'm not urging
messiness for the sake of messiness, but I'm searching for suggestions
(no matter how trivial) that may help you view writing process as fun,
or as comfort, or as a release or as an exciting dincovery.

FROM MATT S.' JOURNAL, JANUARY 20: From looking at this (process
journal) I mostly found that I don't like it. I could tell by the way
the leters are big LIKE THIS and pretty sloppy. That means I do it just
to get it over with and mostly so I won't see on my report card, "Matt
failed to complete 11 process entsies". In other words -- I'm not doing
this for me, but only for you..

If I had wanted honesty, I certainly got it from Matt. I wrote back to
him:

7



Dear Matt-- If you've been listening in class you know you're neat
alone with how you feel about writing in your p.j. I just hope that
you and everyone else will keep an open mind and keep trying to use
the journal as an aid in understanding

l'aot1,8ELL,.....trite.

'RON SCOTT'S PROCESS JOURNAL, JANUARY 208 I can't really
write about my composing process because as I just found out by re-
reading my process journal, I don t write about my composing process
when I write a process entry. So I just really found out that I've
been doing lemony)

Dear Scott-- I just carefully re -read all of your process journal.
I don't know why you feel that we've been wrong. There is no MRONG
way, just as there is not one magic RIGHT MAY. To me the most import-
ant point about your process journal is that you use it in a way that
is truly helpful, valuable, even necessary for your writing. When
your p.j. is helpful to you, then you know you're doing it RIGHT.

These two class periods in which we shared and discussed what they bad learned or

realized in re-reading their process journals represent a clear turning point in the

year for many students. In my journal I wrote about the honesty of what many kids had

shared, and thought about the best way to proceed.

MY TEACHING JOURNAL, JANUARY 21: Will today's discussion be signifi-
cant in terra of what happens next for some kids? any kids? one kid?
was impressed with the honesty today. Brian said that he lied about his
process in the beginning of the year because he thought he had to do it
in a certain way. Mike S. said what he realised when he read his p.j.
was that he was writing it to please me. Matt S. had realised something
similar. A lot of kids mention that they're sure they do it 'wrong'. Eng-
lish B's discussion continped into lunchtime with Matt D. &phi concerned
that I might be upset at things people had said abou: not liking their
process journals, not finding them useful,' etc. I'm not sure he under-
stood what I meant when I told him it would be acre upsetting NOT to hear
these things. I can deal with most anyhhing that I know about.

At the beginning of tomorrow's class I plan to say that they have
a choice to make about their process journals. They know now Cr think)
that their pi. is mainly for themselves, not for me. (Do they know
this or is it more accurate to say they've been told this?)

The choice they have right now is to use the p.j. in such a way
that it is helpful to them, OR to have it be a chore, bore, a drag.

Assuming that they'd like to choose to make it useful and meaning-
ful for thenselves,"Acmrcan ishelp them? by modelling? by typing up
several entries from theirpaers" process journals? I'll ask thew
what they think would be most useful.

At lunch today, Margaret expressed her bewilderment that the value
nir keeping a process journal is questioned now, not earlier. She asks,
"Haven't you been making comments in their journals and asking them
questions since September? Why don't they just follow your suggestions

s. - Alb:MOP-
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a try answering your questions? Why would they do it this long is."
they didn't like it? Why do I find it so useful, and they don't?"

MOM MY JOURNAL, JANUARY 22: 20day at the beginning of class I
read what I had writt.n in sty journal last night -- the pert about the
choice that is thefts right now, and asking their suggestions for
what would be helpful. Most felt that "models" or "samples" would
be good. So, over the weekend I will type up some entries from their
process journals. I think it would be good to take something from
everyone's journal if I can..I also mentioned in class that there seemed to be three cate-
gories of people on the issue ofp.j.'s:(1) those who do it for them-
selves and find it really useful (a minority!), (2) those who like
the journal and don't mind writing in At, but don't find it useful,
valuable, necessary, etc.; (3) and those who do it merely because it
must be done, who write it only to please me, etc. They find it a drag.

Jeff said, "Mrs. 111, I'm in the second category, but I really want
to be in the first one, and I would appreciate any help you can give
me."

FROM MY JOURNAL, JANUARY 24: I have been obsessed with process
journals throughout the weekend. I even watched very little of the
Super So:41111J The feeling I've had is a very good one. I have
worked with a passion for the task. I was pleasantly surprised by
what several kids had written -- very touched by some of what was
shared. I've had little sleep but feel tawmendous energy. I've been
driven to read and-respond quite carefully /thoroughly to all the "What
I Know About-Myself as a Writer" pieces and then to look for a variety
of entries to type up. I guess I'm waging war or something, but with
guerrilla tactics rather than heavy artillery.

One of the forces driving as has been my desire to be ready first
thing tomorrow with some examples of entries and p.j.'s to return.
I'm ready and that feels good. I must not get my hopes too high for
"results". It's a personal and individual thing for each kid.

NOTE: UtERPTS FROM PROCESS JOURNALS vbich was distribated in class on
Monday, January 25 is attached as APPENDIX A

2.
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"EXCERPTS PROM PROCESS JOURNALS" which was distributed in class the follow-

ing Monday represented a rather extensive selection of entries from the process journ-

als of at least thirty students. I organised this according to the following topics:

BEFORE WRITINGGENERAL, BEFORE WRITING--PLANNING, WHILE WRITING, AFTER WRITING, and

REVISING. Under each category I included a variety of approaches. I wanted them to

see that rather than there being one set way to document one's composing process, that

in fact there were many different ways. As they read the excerpts in class I wrote

the following comment in my journal: "There has been 25 minutes of utter silence -- a

deep silence which settles in and envelops the room. It's what happens everytime they

read things written by each other.. As an assignment for the next day's class, I asked

that they write their reaction to having read the excerpts. The reactions of five

students follow:

From Tom H., January 25; 1' never thought of using the process journal
in the way others do. In seventh grade I was introduced to it and I thought
or I was taught that it was homework assignment to do after your piece
was finished. 'I never ever thought that it could be used to start a story ft

during the story. Now I'm going to try to use those techniques for my
next piece. This really did help me and I think it also helped others.

FROM DAWN, JANUARY 25: I really like that little booklet you put
together. I think this will really help me. A lot of the stuff in the
BEFORE WRITING part are things that go through my mind,but I'never even
thought of writing them down.

FROM DIANE, JANUARY 25: 1' was interested to see how other people
felt and worked out problems that are the same as the ones I have. While
I was reading I would say, "Mehl That happens to me." or NI know what
you mean." I used to have only one view on the way I wrote. Reading
these entries helped me to think of how other people might write.

FROM CERMET, JANUARY 25: I now see the many other technique* to
use in writing process. I have always thought I should write in complete
sentences and explain things fully. I am going to try something differ-
ent next time. I really would like to use my process journal to help
se. I don't like making it chore.

FROM KARIN, JANUARY 25: I always wondered if I did my p.j. wrong.
Now I sea that there is no wrong way. Everyone has their own way of
going it.



I wrote earlier of these classes in January as a critical turning point fez. many

students. Documenting their composing processes continued to be a requirement for all
students during each of our composition units for the remainder of the school year.

And most students found something valuable in writing frequently about their composing

process. They used their journals for planning specific pieces, for writing ides,.

for future pieces, for working out problems within a piece, for evaluating how they felt

about an idea or a completed piece. They wrote about where their ideas came from and

the conditions they needed for writing. Often it was difficult for me to find a time

when I could collect their journals to read and respond to what they had been writing.

"But, Mira. B, I need my p.j. because I might have some ideas on my plect tonight."

One day late in the school year I asked my students to write a response to this

question: "If you had to expalin what a process journal is to someone who had never heard
of it befort, what would you tell him?? A sampling of responses follows:

A process journal is
.a journal in which we wait. everything ve go through while ; writing

a piece. We put in our feelings, our thoughts, and our problems that
we had with the piece. It's a good thing to have a process journal
although it took me a long time to get used to it.

a book in which you ;dace your thoughts and idea.; about how you are
as a writer. There is no 'correct' way to use a process journal. You
can use it in the best way you can.

a journal that you write in about your experiences while writing

it's part of you. If you get stuck, pull out your trusty process
journal and write about your surroundings, feelings, anything at all
and the block will pass.

your own log of your composing process. It can tell you lot of
things about the way your write. You can use it to plan a piece or you
can use it when you're stuck. You can write in It before, during, or
after writing a piece (or all these times). It's your own thing and
only you can try to get something out of it.

a journal where all your thoughts and feelings are stored on paper
about your writing. It acts as a guide to lead you to the way you feel
when you write. Bach piece you write gives you different thoughts and
feelings and a process journal helps you to understand more'about them.

Of course, not every single student experienced "the power of the process journal"

(as Diane would say). For some students it continued to be a chore, a bore, a drag.

I often wondered if the whole idea of a process journal was cognitively inappropriate

for these students? In asking them to think about how they composed was I asking them

to do something more abstract than they could do at this point in theirrlives? I'm

still not sure about the answer to this. Several other students simply never tried
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to make their process journal something that was very useful to themselves. They

knew it and they knew that I knew it. My attitude was somewhat philosophical. While
I ,ever stopped asking questions and offering suggestions, I also realised that just

be ause I led someone to the process journal did not mean that he would drink, or how-
ever that old adage goes. One or two other students found the physical act of writing

to be so laborious that any additional writing in the process journal over and above

the pieces that they had to complete, was certainly not viewed with joy.

The main thing I learned in last year's portion of my teaching journey with regard

to having my students keep process journals in which they write regularly is that it

is valuable for many students in the same way that it is valuable for as or any writer.

It was worth it to persevere.

EXPLORING THE COMPOSING PROCESS WITH EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS -- REVISITED

OR

HOW THE EXPERIENEE OF ONE YEAR INFORMS THE NEXT

The essential difference between this year and my three previous years' experiences

with having students keep process journals was that this year's students had never been

'exposed' to the process journal before. Although they often talked process with their

7th grade teacher, the word was never used and they never wrote about their composing

experiences. I was very pleasantly surprised on the first day of school to find that

many of them already knew about process joursals, however. They had heard from their

friends that process journals were great! So, not only did I get to introduce process

journals fresh, but also they had a positive mind-set. Add to that what I know from

last year and how could I go wrong? I began on September 13.

FROM NY TEACHIMIGJOURMAI., SEPT2MBER 13: I'm thinking about notebooks
and names of notebooks. I'm wondering if process journal, is a clear name.
An alternative title has drifted around in my mind since last year: writing
diary. Is that too easily confused with the private journal? Mow about
composing journal or composing log? Now is it that I will decide this
weighty Issue? The title seems important. If the kids understand the
title it will help them focus. Maybe I'll just explain the purpose to them
and see which title they think makes the most sense.

.2 -
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In class that day it was decided that each person could call his/her 'process

journal' whichever of the titles he preferred. They added some additional choices.

"My look About Writing","My Journal About Now I Write", and several others. I told thus

that force of habit would probably cause no to say 'process journal' regardless et What

title they were using. To help them see the possibilities for all the kinds of things

to write about how they write% we brainstormed a comprehensive list of things that could

be factors in someone's composing process: the conditions that one needs (silence. noise,

being alone, etc.); the materials one uses, mberg one writes, when one writes (relative

to other homework), whether or not one permits interruptions, abatis:kr or not one seeks

assistance or response while writing, whether or not one re-reads, etc. The Waves
long and included many specifics. Then I gave them an assignment for the next day'.

Write on the topic, "What Ulhow Nov About Mow I Write". They were to include as many

of the items from our list as they were aware of about themselves as writers. The nest

day we read and discussed many of these in class before I collected them to read and

respond.

FROM NY ?SWUNG JOURNAL, SEPTENUR 15: Z spent several hours this
afternoon reading process journals for the first ties. Z love how I feel
when I read journals. I especially love the opportunity it presents for
one-to-one communication. I am very aware of the energy it produces low
both physical and mental. I also love the distinctive styles that emerge
within kids' p.j. writing. Z am very conscious of not wanting to make a
big deal out of process journals. Right now it seems to be accepted. I'm
wary of the future. The other day I told kids that they were all research-
ers into their own composing process. Will they want to know why it
matters? Ivory comment I wrote this afternoon was positive. The only
questions I asked were those that actually occurred to me.... natural quest-
ions as opposed to 'teaching' questions. t plan to zero: all the 'What I
ZNow Now About Now I Write entries. Later in the year, perhaps in January
and again in June I think it will be fun to write that again.

IRON NY JOURNAL, SEPTENNER 21: Sunday night I read all oiringlish pro-'
mess journals. I could have easily continued to work !brought the night
because of her turned on I was. I haven't said much yet about whet to
write or how to write a process entry. All I've done is ask them to write
what they're aware of or what they notice, or how they did it. I'm glad
because it seems almost that it's natural for them. They're just doing it.
What might mess it up is emphasising or talking too much about how/what to
write. I don't want them to start trying to, f4gure out what it's all
about. Soon I want to share with them various ways in which they or their
classmates have written entries so far, so Z avroxed a lot of entries.

IRON NY JOURNAL, =TOUR 3: I' finally typing up a few examples of.
process journals to distribute in class tomorrow. I may stick in one or two'
from last year just to illustrate variety or I -y not. While reading and
responding to their journals I think about what value there is for them in
being aware of how they write. I think frequent sharing of examples Irmo
'their own writing is butter . than 'instructive' comments from me.

.2-13
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In the next day's class I distributed the "Exerpts Pram Process Journals", and

experienced once again that deep, enveloping silence that occurs when students are

reading things written by each other. After they read, I asked then to write their

reactions, questions, responses, etc. to be shared the following day. This was

discussion that was easy, and comfortable with lots of room for questions about what

to do and how to do.

FROM NY JOURNAL, OCTOBER 16: Some thoughts on process journals from this
week. Aids are beginning to sort themselves into those who see value for them-
selves and those who don't. Mart of those who don't see value have not yet
tried it really. They give lip service to suggestions of different things
to try. I had some brief individual discussions with people like Irian,
John, and Eric. I put it in terms of "art you willing to Improve your
writing this year?" Brian said he wasn't sure. I told him that anything
other than a definite yes was a no and that 'I Got it." That's where he's
at right now.

A few weeks after this I experienced a discovery of my own while writing about the impact

of last year's case study work with one particular student. While writing about the sever-

al things I learned through working closely with this student, I suddenly knew exactly

what I wanted to say to my students about the value of documenting their composing pro-

cess. It was my answer to the nagging questionlof "why write it down?" "Why put it

in a journal and keep track of it?' 'What's the use for me?' 'What's the use for you the

teacher?" I wrote a memo to my students in which I explained my sudden insight.

THE VALUE OF DOCUMENTING YOUR COMPOSING PROCESS

....You are the only one who knows what goes on with you when_ you write.
No one else can know as well as you can. Ewen though we all may share car -
tai composing charactoritics, I definitely believe that each of us composes
piece in a way that is Inigue to us. Your composing process includes so

many things(wherw you like to be when you write, when you write, the type
of pen or pencil and paper that you have to have, radio, TV or not, absolute
silence or not, large block of time or not, pickiness about wrods, lots of
re-reading, writing big on the pegs, I could go on and on). When you hadd
in a piece of writing, S have no way of knowing what you have gone through
to write it. Maybe it looks short on the page, but for all I know you went
through a real struggle to get it there.

.

The more you become aware of about all that goes own within you and
without you as you write, before you write, etc. the more knowledge you
will have about yourself as a writer. This is knowledge that you can use
for the rest of your lifel . .

Now can you know all that you know about yourself as a writer ?. How can
you become more aware of all the stuff to pay attention to? Sometimes I
think Mat we only know what we know when we share it with another persca....
Writing it is a way of sharing it.

7-
518
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So why write it in a journal and share it with me? The only way
I can effectively work with you to improve your writing is if I now
a lot about you and how your write -- all the stuff that's part of your
process. You can count on me to support your growth in writing this
year, but first of all I have to know a lot about it and that includes
more than just the words on the paper when it's banded in. we'll 'have
a dialogue together about your composing process. The interaction we
will have is one of the ways I can most assist you in improving your
writing this year regardless of how good it already Is. 1' think It's
also important for you t share what you know about your composing pro-
cess with each other. The more you share, the more you will be aware..

A couple of things seam, basic and essential to all of this. One
is that you probably have to be willing to improve your writing. This
is a question youcan ask yourself: Am I willing to improve my writing
this year? Also, honesty seems crucial. I keep saying that there's
no one way to write about your composing process. But there is: The
way to write is honestly,. Nhat good would it do either of us if you
wrote down stuff about your composing process that wasn't true?

Sometimes it's hard to be aware of everything that le part of your
composing ;TOMBS. All I'm asking is that you give it your best shot.
The More I know about how you write, the better I can do my job of
assisting you.

la their process journals. the students wrote their response and any questions that came
to mind as they read this memo. Several of their responses follow:

FROM JOHN K., NOVEMBER R: I guess I don't write in my process journal
because I'm afraid somebody else is going to read my feelings and laugh
at them. I know when we write and you read it, you get how we feel
about writing it, but does it do us any good to writ* in our process
journal about our writing process? I think some people don't write
because it may be personal something they don't want to talk about
and they'd rather writ* it in their private journal.

FROM VICKI, NOVEMBER 2: I'm really glad that you said that about
our pieces may look short but may have taken a long time to write. A
lot of times that happens to me. At the very beginning of the year
I was afraid that our writing might be judged on its length.

FROM KIN P. NOMNBSR 2 You brought up the point that you think
we only know what we know when we share it with another person. Nell,
I think that's true. I've had that experience in writing groups. Al-
ready this year I've learned a lot of things about my composing process
that I didn't know I knew , like the position I sit in and needing to
listen to the radio. I think it's pretty good.



rRAN 3M K., NOVXNBER 2: I find writing in my jorocess journal hard
because I like to keep everything inside ay head where it's safe. I
uundarstang, what you were trying to say in your stio and why writtn0
about how we write is essential to make us improve.

I find it slightly amusing that I so recently discovered whir kids or anyone else

should keep an account of his/her composing process. It's one of those things I've

known, and now I know it more deeply. It wakes ma wonder what other discoveries

I'll make about things I thoight I "knew"!

This year's journey is nearly half over. My students and I will continue to

explore our composing processes. I'll read and respond to 'what they write about how

they write and we'll share our composing habits and insights together in class. From

time to f'sm I'll distribute excerpts from process journals. And they'll continue to

ask WHY and NOW . And that's as it should be, isn't it V

5 )
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/Ginning of my piece last night and the ideas kept

sing so I kept writing. I got a beginning a middle
*tan end in SO minutes. So I guess writing it in
ections isn't that much of a good idea: I've got

lo maybe 2 er 3 sore drafts of this story.
I just read this process over and I think that

.put too many extra words in a sentence if I don't
link it out before I write it down.

t I was pretty comfortable writing last night. I

Ike writing big and skipping lines. I wrote neat
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*vise an Y glish piece they say that's nothing but

Noy don't know about my stories or how I like to
ake sy time writing the piece and finally.getting

t completed. I left off ending onthis draft I'll

sk Wiy w.g. about what I've got so far.
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Walt I go *GAIN. New topic what Shou40 1 WAIN A

unire should I have the setting? Interior monologue,

let's see, I've orates one of those long long ago, that

was it on? God, 2 don't know. does it have tabs true?

I can't remember. I must of bean is asleep. Illy CRef

2 REMEMBER1 0114 stay in control! Pick a setting, lets

see, just to be safe, keep it true:

Schoo/ home
tests brother

phone call

Calm down!
Work on
school 1st!

Test, pick a part about a test.

Oh, so , I don't know this question,
everybody has there paper covered, It's
no good to cheat anyhow. I learned my lesson.

thats getting away from the moment.
scratch school)

what's next?

is one
emiTi

Nome
brother

I

Nopm, Can't think about anything. Boring topic.
Ok what's next? Ugh! Now could I pick phone call
pick a moment from a phone call conversation)
forget it! ugh! Ok go back to school put ILEASE
pick a good topic Mill

It's hopeless.

I'm going to my brother for help)! I nerd it. I have
to think of something in life that happens to every-
body and at any time. Something small that we forget
about. .

1) phone call

-ing tend of a zing) Oh Nal the phone call, whit should
I say? Should I pick it up? Let's see. Oh, I've pre-
pared a speech could it be him? I bet is isi let's see
did I put in in the right or left pocket? Oh no, it's
not in the back pokets. Reach your hand in the right
front, stupid

2) trip

Is it cold out ice all overt Wow! I tripped and right
in front of his house. No I don't like trip. I think

2:21 use tle,phone call.

.2-47 523
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I started tut kith the idea on the last 2 pages

ind
started to write it and I decided I didn't like

it
and

did one of those ^bought trains or whatever you call it
and eonehow I ended up at the video gams Parson. I
don't know how though. (Thou/he trains are like "when
I think of caves I think of dark, when I think of dark
r.think of Otc. etc.)

I decided to write a sports story. I decided to becauae

it would be easier to write a starts story. I was

right all along. The story never stopped rolling. From

the beginning I had ideas popping out of my head. Once

the idea was all down on paper a new idea came. r dis-

covered that what you said was true. Stick to what you

know about and writing won't be so difficult and that

your
stories will be better.

I was sitting by a window in my bedroom and was (3;)

oatching the leaves fall off of the trees. I thought

'bout how it seems like only yesterday I was watching the

trees get their Leuven. I then started to think about

!he time I was in first grade. I have no idea how I

thought of this, I lint did. I had a perfect picture

In my head of my teacher Miss Tuthill working at the

chalkboard and me at my desk. Then I began to think

.1-hat I should write a story about when I was in first

rade. one thins we did every morning was copy sentences.

we .did this =EEL morning. Miss Tuthill neveieven let

'is skip a day of writing sentences. That is what I

ecided to write about. I had no trouble at all because

I saw a picture of the scene I was writing in my head

and I Just wrote what I saw. With the picture I also

remsebered how I felt in first grade in different

situations. I remembered that one day I was crying

in school and I could remember what I was saying to

myself at that time. (I didn't write about this though.)

Even as I write this process now, details about school

when I wee in first grade are coming into my head.

It is kind of sad to think of thikags and know that

T will never in first grade again, I'll just keep

52t;
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Crbatf I loved it.
'pith such smoothness and

Everything Ildtas) cope out

natural.
quick am. It seemed so

Really wierd.2 never felt this way befdie.
As if I had written the story in my head. And t just had
to write it down. I didn't even care about the length,
Because felt !or sure it had everything wanted and
it needed to have.

I've back. I just finished the gees and Words
the end it had a lot of emotional feeling to it. When I
was writing, I started to really think about it seriously.
You only live ono*. I think about life a lot and sometimes
I think I'm rushing it.

I
fehlhr stop thinking about it.

But i kind of like being young.



.i'n really stuck on this piece I tried revising it but o%..il
cI couldn't get going. There are so many suggestions 1;6. mow 4.4

4.6 C 0 0
C

40 af qetroll; wy w.g. that I want to use and I also hat. the cry.00smm2 a.iwt
ending...it's stupid. If I's gonna hale Tony kill his- 516%eiNcottiprgN

major part. If I kept it as Jo's story I like the
ending up

character like Jeannie in the story not really a

I mJght make it she finally tells her
41;141111!ii/I

self I would sake it Ibny's story and make JO like a
4) g fie

2 A N V+ 14 4 14
parents what's been happening and something happens to hlj:IIANI STony. I don't know I guess I could revise everything ;44..4" ali.. tit
couldn't write today. I tried before dinner and after .4e_44!;!;!!It
up to the ending but it will take me a whilea just

that the w.g. suggested. I think IIMI thinking too

.. ve

me v
ecubut I just didn't know how to put and leave out things

such about the w.g. suggestions. Sous I waist to use i .4 14 I 40;0 7411.01 ! lit 84 81 !I ;
but I just couldn't get comfortable writing tonight. wovosg

1:1EP111:41;VIt o

AttIC W 21 00Sol I 115

!my lrees:v..4 atI don't care what anybody says I'm still aggravated.
V' .12

It seems like I have to start all over again. I'm having ithee.4coco
problems on whether or not the two girls should be friend- 004 4 0 15 11.4 A 4) V i 444 C$4.1 0
ly or not as friendly -to each other. I'm having trouble 2 It fa

0 145:1Z4
with all of my he said, ale said, etc. Now that I think
about it I don't like'the ending either now, that I think
about it. I've.just talked to which' helped.
What if they had played there when they were little.
What if she never takes the gag out so then she doesn't
talkl only think. That would work so such better.

114

I wrote in my idea log different ChOst4sinstCad of WA .,

so if I get stuck I can just look at the list and pick i .44I ; I 2 444) Lione. This is tough. I think the pieces are falling .soocomom
into place. I'm finding it hard to conce'trate. I think

0 0

I have to get out of the habit of trying to use every-
if; 8 .44 got tas El,

one's ideas. I think I'm too easily convinced. &A .) 42s
. u e c a. t) 4.4 0 ICC 00 0 .4 r 41 F0 I al NI
U

There's no no way I can do a revision on Ibis piece in .41
sgma46413eViiii

o o qn$24.4 o5 01 4) 44 eone night. There are so many points that .--,...! .......
and made that I would like to use. I think that .0.0*0 ;44

Eke' :Jets '"seras
maybe if 7 find a place to put in a little more of 1 p, .0. , ro ,, c . 74 ;.
Ttmy's feelings I willjnot too much. I like the e e Pig 0.3C e
beginning too. I'll need to clarify Jois feelings more, Itera ge"t

al4r4V4g Ott.She feels that she ;crag to be accepted in the town so
she turns into somewhat of a head but then. when Tony tve4444);,"11
really puts her to the test 'Le realises that she can't V I is 1210 c : 41 2
put all the works she's put into being a good girl riN e. 5...4 V
and respecting her parents views on things down the 3.0:4 u.O.,IVeS 404.04M t v.4
drain. She begins to feel a little sorry for Tony but lostill 11,' 1.11.1.4.1.4 t h CI) Ajust can't give in. I think that the story is Jo's 14111/Z411 II .1

going to change the whole ending. But the whole story 0.4;otilegt0E4
story and the ending is more Tony's story so I'm

leads up to that one night in the park so what could
happen except for him to hurt her? I'm just mad that
I've got to make all these corrections.

-

-AA ts.lisr41

v
'ISit 1t';"4461111u 2"

11
08:3$0%

««.ff Et 091 841

F.E.VIS.11G-

0.
Revising makes me feel like just leaving out parts

to make it easier. I've always got to tell myself to
leave it in/ Guess I'd better not make it happened one
sentence or what's before it won't be a sentence.
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Studying one student's writing in depth had a
profound impact on my teaching. I did not throw out
everything I used to do or change my whole approach or
anything as drastic as that. Rather what I learned
confirmed my basic notions about teaching, deepened my
knowledge and understanding, and hastened my growth in
certain areas.

In 1981-82 I had the opportunity to do an intensive
study of the writing of one of my eighth grade stuoents.
At the time I was one of ten teachers working
collaboratively with Soncins Perl in an NIE-funded study
to oocument how teachers teach writing at different
grade levels. The ten of us had in common the training
we had received in National Writing Project summer
institutes held in our school district. Sondra and two
research assistants observed our writing classes nearly
every day for the entire school year. Each of us was to
select at least one student for our own death study
of the composing process. I selected Margaret Coughlin

Margaret was a good writer, but not the best in the
class. She was obviously intelligent and a good student,
but not a "grind ". She was gregarious, with a good
sense of humor. Intuitively I knew that she was a
pe-son with whom I would enjoy spending additional time,
and that she would be comfortable working with me
inoiv,dually. She would not be intimidated, nor shy in
expressing herself. Als.), she was interested in
Sonaralb research and hall even borrowed a copy of the
pr000sa a to read. When I explained about case studies in
class ang asked for volumeers, Margaret wrote that "it
would be fun to be stuoied".

I also selected five otner stuaents as case studies
-- three bcys and two additional girls. I thought it
would ,at hecessary to learn about more than one
stucrn:'s writing. Although I wanted to investicaze
every a!-,Dect o F their vriting, I was oarticulaolv
lr,teesteo in their choice of topic or themes given the
fe.c:: tr1H :n ely class they had nearly complete freed.w
to writ whatever tney wanted. I was curious about tr,e,
a-lo_nt el acvance planning they did for their writing,
and : also wanted to learn about their ap..Droaches to
revion-- how and why they proceeded to make chandes in
successive drafts of a piece.

In order- to find out these things I woulo meet
reg.ularly with each for interviews about his/her
writini, 1 wou?C ca,'efully read the journals in which
they wrote about their composing process for all of
their writina,and each would occasionally compose aloud
into a tape recorder when they were writing a first
draft or revising a piece.

My plan proved overly amtitious. It was easy to
kee,-J v;:, with ther ,.journals inasmuch as I was repularly
responc!:Ind to the' journa17, of all my students. It was
.-Ir-e dlfficult to find convenient times -I-..r repular
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writing interviews, although I managed to do it at least
four times with each. It was very difficult to arrange
time for composing aloud sessions, although each of them
did this at least once.

For a variety of reasons, Margaret became my
primary case study, and it is from her that I learned
the most. By far the most revealing and informative
aspect of our research was the six different occasions
when she composed her drafts or revisions aloud.
Subsequently, I listened to these tapes and recorded'
her composing behaviors or a composing style sheet which
Sondra had developed for her doctoral research. (SEE
APPENDIX 13 Margaret and I taped more than 25 hours
of interviews in which we discussed the drafts and/or
revisions she was working on for class, her insights
into her writing, and the barriers she encountered from
time to time. I kept a case study journal in which I
wrote nearly every day about my observations of her in
the classroom and the brief conversations we had daily
about her writing. Also, her composing process journal
provided her with a means for written reflection about
all aspects of her writing process. My responses anc
questions in her journal led us to a continuing dialogue
about her writing. Through all that we shared, our
personal relationship became quite close, a
se,sendipitous aspect of case study research. Arc from

her, I learned a great deal from her.
She tr y ',cm; profound impact on my teaching.

how complex her composing process is. how
many composing behaviors are a part. of her process, and
I learned to look for these in others. I learned that
the writing process goes far beyond the written word on
paces of paper turned in to satisfy an assignment. I

learned not to look at a draft of a piece without also
looking for what's behind it. I realized that if I

could only know as much about how all students composed
as I knew about how Margaret did, I could be so mucm
ms:re effective in supporting their growth as writers.
Thus, I doubled my efforts at helping each student to
pay attention to his/her composing process and to
communicate about it both with me and with others.

I learned that there are times when a person just
can't write. This may be one cif the most important
things Margaret taught roe. Had I not known so much
about the factors that 'disabled' her writinc. I'm sure
I would have lectured her about "settling down and
making herself'write ". I've learned to be patient with
others during their 'dry spells', to be reassuring so
they know that I understand, and to have confidence that
trey will write when they are able.

I used to think the a certain amount of time nac
to pass for enou2h experiences to accumulate in any
diven school year' in order to form a basis for trus.
Margaret helped me to see that trust is t`Ie oasis for
vverythirm else in the classroom. If I trust that
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everyone wants to write, then when someone bays, "I

can't" it doesn't mean he's lazy or obstiniTte. I

learned to have him talk more about what ha means when
he says, "I can't", or at least to assure him that I

know there is a reason whether or not he can express it.
I learned that I don't want to have due dates that

presume that all students can march locked-step together
with first, second, and third drafts all due on th same
days. What about those who, like Margaret, will be6ome
involved in a long piece and want to revise the
beginning before going on to the end? Or those who will
want to do four or five drafts of a piece before it
satisfies them.

Margaret has become my silent partner. What I've
learned from her informs what I do in class. She helps
me plan, evaluate, and revise. She tempers my words at
times, and reminds me to extend to everyone the same
trust, patience, and confidence that I gave to her.
Does this mean that I think every student composes
exactly as Margaret does? No, not at all. All it means
is that focusing closely on one student is a sionificant
reminder that each student is an individual. I always
want to remember that.

When I began to write about what I had learned by
studying Margaret's writing, I was plagued by questions
of audience. "Who wants to know this?" I asked myself.
What importance does a detailed etudy of one eighth
grade student's composing processNkave? I was not a
'noted researcher' in the field of writing, and my
'research methods' were not those of a scholar. It

seemed presumptuous of me to be writing what I had
learned. It had great importance to me, but who else

. miuht find it useful? My husband, also an eighth grade
teacher, suggested that he and others like him who were
always looking for insights that would help them improve
their, teaching of writing, were the audience. I tried
writing to him, but was no more successful with this
audience in mind.

Only one audience felt right -- Margaret. S-Ie was
the one who had invested so much of herself in 'being
studied'. It was for her I wanted to complete my
analysis of the data we had collected together, and it
was for her I wanted to write about what I had learned.
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This is for you, Margaret. A report from me to you
about all that you have taught me about how you write --
what you do, what you think, how you proceed to put the
words on the paper that carry the meaning you want them
to have.

Your involvement in what you write is very deep.
Whether a story, a poem, even a letter to a friend,
writing is a promise you make to yourself, one that must
be fulfilled. Writing is not easy, not something to be
dashed off quickly just to meet a due date. When you
have an idea and begin to 'build' a piece which develops
it, you will pursue it relentlessly urotil you get it how
you wart it to be. You know what an investment of
yourself writing involves, and sometimes this knowledge
keeps you from starting a piece that you know will be
long or "heavy". "I just want to write light stuff
right now, not a story. Stories are always heavy for
me."

There are times when you can't write at all. "I'm
such a baby," you once wrote. "Everything's got to be
perfect or else I can't write." Perfect refers
primarily to internal conditions rather than to external
ones. The TV may be on in the next room, or the radio
playinc in the same room, or others may be talking
nearby, and none of these will distract you. But you
can't write when you're upset or have something on your
mind (unless that's what you will write about). You
refer to these times as "my dry spells". A dry spell
may last as much as two or three weeks. It may result
from an.unresolved personal problem, or from the
pressures of a busy schedule and too many demands on
your time. You can't write when you don't have.a long
block of uninterrupted time.

Your ideas for pieces you write come from within
you. You find them by writing freely (in the fashion of
Peter Elbow), or by listing all the thoughts in your
mind, then allowing yourself to explore fully the one
which interests. you most (in the fashion of Sondra
Peel's guidelines for composing).

When you begin the piece you have only a oeneral
idea of what it will be about and some of the specifics
it will include.

"I want to write about Diane. A lot of
people don't really know what she's like.
She cave me a poem today. What she wrote
means a lot to me and I want to respond."

EComposing Aloud Tape, 2/24/823

"I want to write something, a story I
think, about my grandfather and what it
might be like when he dies."

[Composing Aloud Tape, 4/4/8L]

You don't have an out or a plan and you don't knDw
very much about where it will go. You will enter tne
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piece and build it from within following the direction
theL your words take you.

You pick up your pencil, open your spiral notebooL,
and begin. "I always write the heading on the top. . 9

so it doesn't look like there's nothing on the paper."
Then, before another word is written, you rehearse many
ideas for the opening sentence. You are looking for your
entry into the piece.

"I'm trying to think how to start. I'm
trying to think whether to start it...i'm
gonna' have me coming home from school
seeing my mother upset. I was just
trying to think whether I'm going to
start it, like at what point in the day
am I going to start it? School?
Practice? Softball practice probably
since that's the season. Talk'ng to
someone, saying goodbye like 11'11 call
ya' later, Col' or something like that.
:10 second pause] I know I don't wantto
start it with 'it's a regular day'
yiknow? or 'it's a regular day as I wal
up my driveway.' All .'ight. I've got
it."

[Composing Aloud Tape, 4/4/82.;

Someti.mes you need to rr.bhea.'se for a long time before
you find your beginning. In February, when you wrote
the piece about Diane, you spent nearly twenty-five
minutes before you found the first words to write. You
talked atout her and about your friendship, you
questioned what form to use, then you clarified your
purpose in writing either for or about her.

Reheal-sing may include thoughts about later
developments in the piece. In working on the 'kidnapiro
piece' you comment that knowing where to start teencis
upon whether it's the father or the mother will oet
puE,tody of the children. You commonly ask yourself
questions.

"Siould I bemin with the judge announcing
his decision? Should Abe the little
mirl? I think it will be di,:logue.
Should it be the mother talking to one of
her friends, telling her the results
aft he court case?"

[Composing Aloud Tape, 1/1E/623

Or there are questions of form.
Should I write a free verse poem? Or
should it be a letter? I don't know.
Maybe this could be a poem? I've oot to
find a place to start...I still don't
inno4 if it's iA poem or a letter.
-here's the possibility of a rhymin.c
oem. I don't know. Would it have a
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good rhythm. I'm trying to think of the
form, a format for what I want to
say...I'm just going to :rite a
letterno verse, no rhyme, no measure or
whatever the word is, okay?"

(Composing Aloud Tape, 2/24/82]

At times rehearsing intermingles with planning.
You try out an idea, automatically switch to specific
planning, reject it, and switch back to another thought.
You are always looking for the entry point and somewhere
to go from there. "Starting is always the hardest."

Finally, you find the way to begin, and the first
words are written. Immediately, you re-read. "I say
it, write it, say it again." Another sentence is
written and re-read. Then another. A paragraph is
completed and re-read in its entirety. You listen as
you re -read to see if what you have written is "right".
First you ask yourself if it is plausible. "Is that
what the little girl would say?" or "Is that how my
mother would act?" "Would Mrs. Tessio be the person
who would call?" Your voice takes on many different
Qualities: a little girl's curiosity on the first day of
school and her big brother's impatience with her many
Questions. A mother's sadness at the death of her
father and her daughter's bewilderment at tne suddenness
of this loss. You become each character in order to
hear that what he or she is saying is accurate.

Often as you re-read, you are seeing a real life
were and searching for the words that will convey this
to the reader. You see Diane coming into a room
brightening it with her smile and wonder how to describe
this. You picture yourself getting off the bus with
"loads of books, tons of gym clothes, and a bruised
knee", and ask yourself how you will get up the
driveway. "Limp? Hobble? Struggle?" You see a set of
photogra3hs of your grandfather and want to describe
each in detail.

You also re-read to check that the mechanics are
"right ". Is it punctuated so that the eventua reader,
not having the benefit of your reading aloud, will know
how to read it with the tone, emphasis, and,pauses that
you intend? k,!.(

VOU do not go on until you feel internal
satisfaction with what you already have written.
Finally, when your sense of "rightness" is fulfillec.
you re-read with one other purpose in mind. "When I
read thinns over end over again," you explain, n'rn
trying to think of what comes next." In other words,
you are going back in order to go ahead.

Your composing soon takes on its own rhythm --
intervals of rehearsal, writing, and re-readin; or
repeating with changes in wordinm or tone. A short
section of tk-.e 'grandfather piece, illustrates tt)is
pattern. You re-read sentences #14-*17, then becin to
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plan what comes next. In the midst of planning, you
interrupt yourself to ask three questions, each of which
indicates a slightly different direction. Again you
re-read sentence *17 and change one word in it. You
talk about what mimes next and these words of rehearsal
lead immediately to writing the beginning of sentence
M18. You repeat the words twice, evaluate them
negatively,. talk about a change, revise several words,
plan for the rest of the sentence, repeat the part
that's already written, write the next part, re-read it
three times, and evaluate it positively before
re-reading all of sentence *18.

Because you have no detailed plan for this (or any
piece), you are free to go where you are led (or sent)
by the piece itself. You are located within the piece,
sometimes so deeply within it That when the tape
recorder you are using for composing aloud clicks off,
you jump. At times you are immersed so deeply Jri the
feelings of which you are writing that you experience
them. When you write about what Diane's friendship
means to you, you cry. When you rehearse the words to
use expressing your reaction to the news of your
gran father's unexpected death, you are suddenly
overcome with emotion.

"I saw him only four days ago. I had a
letter to send, and school pictures. He
loved them. Who's going to be my
grandfather? I have no one. Nobody."
And you emerge from this tc. say, "Oh, I'm
getting upset."

[Composing Aloud Tape, 4/6/82)

When ycii are so deeply within, the piece, your voice
(in composing aloud) has a somewhat distant quality
--the distance of deep concentration rather than of
withdrawal. You are awcire of sinking deeply into your
writing. "That's why I hate to stop or DC interruotec..
It takes so much to get back into it."

Unless, of course, you interrupt yourself. A word
or phrase triggers an idea. "I've got an idea!" you
exrlaim nleefully, and a torrent of words pours forth as
you explain. Once it was for the set of five pictures of
your grandfather at various stapes of his life.
VerOally you sketch out what will happen.

"My mother will tell\me to sit down in
\the big easy chair and before she says
%anything, Meg (that's me) will see the
set of photographs and she'll focus on
each one, each at a different time of his
life, and she'll describe what she sees."

[Composing Aloud Tape, 4/4/82]

It seems not to matter that the direction or the
specifics of any idea or plan may chnge bnfore you eyE..-.
-:aye a c'lance to write it down, or the next time you
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re-read it, or in a later draft of the piece. You often
remind yourself that this is bow you will have it for
now, and I'll see later if that's how I really want
it." From the very first words of the very first draft
you now that you will write more than one draft. You're
very comfortable with that notion.

When you emerge from within the piece because of
any interruption, re-readinp always provides your
re-entry into it -- unless you can't see or he what
comes next. When you don't know where to gol.,you stop.

You return to the piece, whether it be ,fit` day or a
week later, with a fresh eye and ear. You re-read all
that you have previously written. It is time to revise.

The scope of your revisions is impressive. Two
days after beginning the 'grandfather piece' you sit
down to continue it, but first you must re-read and
revise what you have already written.: You proceed
sentence by sentence, sometimes makOng very small
changes, sometimes deleting a whoke sentence, but never
leavin; anything untouched. You have already labored
painstakingly over the first paragraph of this piece in
the first draft, yet before these four sentences are
finally the way you want them to be in the fifth draft.
you will spend nearly twenty MinuEs revising them.
CSZE APPENDIX 2

After forty-five minutes of your first revisn;
session on this piece, you;explain:

"I thirst, I feel better when I have
something the way I want it before I
continue with it. :Maybe I shouio'it have
core this. Maybe ,I should have continued
with the story, but this is what I felt
like doing. I felt like going back an
revisIn[., little parts because....well,
just had to dc' it before I could go on."

EComposing Aloud Tape, 4/6/823

In the tnird draft of this piece you delete
une,-cifully. Entire sentences are wiped out in as
snort a time as it takes you to make a pencil mark
throu:', them. Why is it so easy to do this? "Because."
you say, "that's not how I want it anymore." These are
moments of great certainty in revising.

And there are momenta, of frustration-- the searcn
for the right word, how to include a tricky part7cinia"
phrase so that it doesn't dangle, how to have your
mother report the news of your grandfather's deem, Eyrie

perhaps the greatest frustration of all -- how to
continue that piece when you can't see what comes next.
At the end of the third draft, you say:

"How many times am I going to get to this
point and stop? Cat second pause) You
k' :'w I want to gr. bac4 and reNise the
freain' beginlinE aEain. C8 second
pause) I went to. And I know it would



probbly be best to go on, but [and here
you hit your per on the table to
emphasize each ward] I can't go on until
I get the beginning!"

[Composing Aloud Tape, 4/26/82]

After almost six weeks of working on this piece.
you decide to abandon it.

"I don't even like this piece. There's
something about it that irks me. How
long was it going to take before I
realized I didn't really like it. There
are certain phrases and sentences that I
like, and I like the beginning. But I
can't get a sincere reaction down without
it sounding corny. None of the
continuations I have tried to write are
really what I would do in this situation.
Maybe it's not the right mode. Maybe
it's riot what I really want to be
writing. All I know is that I'm going to
can this piece.

[Process Journal Entry, 5/13/82]

Your first audience is yourself, and no amount of
positive feedback from others could make up for the fact
that you could riot satisfy yourself. Your writing group
gave not but positive responses. Sondra and I told
yo;.; it was the most skillfully crafted short story you
hac ever written. Both of us tried to praise and cajole
yc.0 into continuing it, but you never wavered.

Your writing represents you on a sheet of paper.
You are reluctant to share an early draft witn any
aueience other than your writing group whose job at as
to listen and respond to the draft without judement or
F valuation. You are embarrassed for "outsiders" to hear
the piece until it is the way you want it to be. Once
as prt of a presentation to other teachers, we playeb a
portion of your writing group's taped discussion. To
help there folow the discussion, we rave them copies of
the first draft that was beind discussed. Afterwards,
you Insisted that they read the final published copy of
the piece. "I want you to see how much better it
becamie." Yet, you are not at all reluctant to share
finished pieces. "When a piece is finished it will ne
the way I like it, so it will be for anybody to read."
But first you must satisfy yourself, and that's not
easy.

I marvel at your willingness to experience all the
"ups and dawns" of your composing process. I wonder if
the stru:t.le is worth it for you, but your own wards
assure me that it is:

"1 would just like to say that I do cet
many joys out of writing. The
satiscaction of knowing I worked hart on
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my piece, that I'm proud of it and other
people like it also--that's joy. The
points when I'm stuck and then I get an
idea--the feeling of relief is joy. The
way ideas just come to me sometimes gives
me joy. I'll put it this way-- when the
knot in my stomach unties, that's joy!

[Process Journal Entry, 1/20/823
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APPENDIX 1

An Excerpt from A Composing Style Sheet
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These coding categories which represent different composing behaviors.
were borrowed from Dr. Sondra Pori in CODING THE COMPOSING PROCESS: A.
GUIDE tOR TEACHERS AND RESEARCHERS

C Comment w Writing
Rh Rehearsing 3 Silence
P1 Planning SW Speaking the words Jiang written
MC Metacomment R Reading
A Assessment re repeating

negative RV Relying
+ positive question
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APPENDIX 2

EXCERPTS FROM MARGARET'S SHORT STORY

The following excerpts show Margaret's revisions of the
beginning of the 'grandfather piece'.

DRAFT *1
It's 4:30 and I'm starving as usual after my

softball practice. What a crappy day this has been, 1st
I get a C on my Spanish, then I get a hassle from my
math teacher over the homework I didn't do, and now I
smash my knee sliding into 2nd. I just hope my mom is
in a good mood when I get home because I can hardl y
walk.

I'm the only one left on this stupid bus with Xoods
of books and gym clothes. How am I gonna' make it up
the driveway with this knee? Limp and experience Pain,
I guess.

"Bye, Annie," I said to the bus driver as I hobbled
down the stairs of the bus.

"Bye, bye now. Hope your knee gets better. You
rest that ya' hear."

"ileahl I hear ya', Annie. See ya' Monday."
I it-uggled across the road and up the driveway, .

dropping either my shorts or my Spanish quiz that needs
signing every two feet. As I continue my agonizing
journey up the back path, I just prayed that the back
door is open so I don't have to walk back and lift the
garage doors.

The door is locked and I want to scream, btit I

realize there must be someone home that can open the
door. As I'pound on the door I hear footsteps slowly
get louder as they approach the &tor. I see my mom
through the curtains. Her eyes appear red and puffy.
Sne fights to raise a tired arm to unlock the door and
let me in.

"Mom, is something wrong?" 1 as as I throw my
books bown scaring my dog.



DRAFT *2
I'm on the 409 bus and I'm starving as usual aftermy softball practice. School was horrible today. I gotC on my Spanish test, than the math teacher bawls meout because I didn't do My homework, and now I'vesmashed my knee sliding into and during what had to bethe hardest softball practice I've ever had.
I'm the only one left on this damn bus with loadsof bboks and tons of gym clothes. How mm I gonna' makeit up the driveway with this knee? Limp, I suppose. ,""Bye, Annie," I say to the driver as I hobble down thestairs of the bus.
"By., bye, Meg. Hope you're feel ire' better, yourest that knee now ye' hear?"
"Yeah, I hear yal, Annie. See ya' Monday."I.limped across the road and up the driveway,'

dropping either my gym shorts or my Spanish test everytwo steps. (The Spanish test needs signing.) AS Icontinue my agonizing Journey up the back path, I Justpray that the back door.is'open so I don't have/to walkback and lift the garage doors.
The door is locked and I want to scream, 'but Irealize from seeing my mom's car in the driveway thatshe must be home to let me in. As I pound on 'thewindow pane I hear footsteps slowly get louder as theyapproach the door. I see my mom through the curtains.Her ayes appear red and puffy as if she's been crying.

She fights to raise tired arm to unlock the door andlet me in.
"Mom, is something wrong?" I ask as I throw mybooks down Just barely missing my dog's head.

r



DRAFT *3
I have omitted Draft *3 of the beginning from the

appendix because it is not significantly different than
the previous draft. In Draft *3 of this piece Margaret
worked primarily on later sections of the short story
which are not excerpted here. Except for editing
corrections and a few changes in wording, she left the
beginning alone.

DRAFT *4
I was on the 4:30 bus and starving as usual. after

my softball practice. School Was horrible that day. My
math teacher bawled me out for not doing my homework,
and of all the Spanish tests this year, the one I got
back that day needed signing. I got.a C. I had to run
extra laps in practice , one for'every minutes I was
late, and then I twisted my knee sliding into and.

I was the only one left. on the bus with loads of
books,d,6ne Social Studios project, and tons of gym
clothes. I had cleaned out my gym locker for the first
time all year that day.

"How am I gonna' make it.up the driveway with
these knees?" "Limp, I suppose," I said answering
myself.
"Bye, Annie," I said to the driver as I hobbled down the
stairs of the bus.

-

"Bye, bye, Meg. Hope you're feelin' better, you
rest that knee now ye' hear?"

"Yeah, I hear ye, Annie. 6ee ya' Monday."
I limped across the road and up the driveway,

dropping. either my gym shorts or Spanish test every two
stems. As I continue my agonizing journey up the back
path, I thank Sod that my Mom's car is in the driveway.
That means she's home, so I won't hayb to lift the
garage doors in case the back door is locked

The back door was locked and I waited impatiently
for my mom to come and let me in I saw my morn through
the curtains. her eyes were rec. and puffy as if she'd
beer: crying.

"Mom, is something wrong?" I as as I threw my
books down just barely missine my botos head.



DRAFT *5
I'm on the 4:30 bus and starving as usual after my

softball practice. School was horrible today. My math
teacher bawled me out for not doing my homework, and of
all the Spanish tests this year, the one I got back
today needs signing. I pot a C. I had to run extra
laps in practice , one for every minutes I was late, and
then I twisted my knew sliding. into second.

I'm the only one left on this damn bus with loads
of books, one Social Studies project, and tons of gym
clothes. Today was the first time I cleaned out my gym
locker all year.

How am I gonna' make it up the driveway with these
knees? Limp, I suppose.

"Bye, Annie," I said to the driver as I hobbled
down the stairs of the bus.

"Bye, bye, Meg. Hoperyou're feelin' better, you
rest that knee now ya' hear?"

"Yeah, I hear ya', Annie. See ya' Monday."
I limped across the road drotping either my.gym

shorts or Spanish test every two steps. As I continue
my agonizing journey, I thank God that my mom's car is
in the-driveway. That means she's home, so I won't have
to lifCthe garage doors in case the back door is
locked..

The back door is locked and I wait impatiently for
my mom to come and let me in.

I see my mom through the curtains. Her eyes are
red and puffy as if she's been crying.

"Mcw, is something wrong?" I ask as I throw my
books down just barely missing my dog's head.



Becky: A Case Study in Composition

Ross M. Burkhardt

Arrogance. What can I learn from a thirteen-year-old girl?This question sat in mymind when I began my case study in composition with Becky, an eighth gradestudent in my English class. After all, I had been teaching for almost twenty years,the last three ofthem using the National Writing Project process model. I knew itall. And yet, "there is none so blind as he who will not see." That was meblinded by my beliefs. I approached the case study both with the arrogance ofknowing it all and the inexperience of not knowing what to look for. At that timeI was one of ten teachers involved in a National Institute of Education writingresearch project with Dr. Sondra Perl. Each of es had agreed to allow Sondraand her two research assistants to observe our English classes every week for anentire school year, to meet weekly with Sondra and the research assistants in astudy group, to keep a dal, 4urnal of observations about our teaching of com-position, and ilie,..,Rigate one student's writing in depth using a case studyapproach. All this occurred in 198142. Time has afforded me new perspectives,and I now see the value in looking carefully et how Becky approached com-position tases.
During the year Becky and I collaborated, we met in my classroom after schoolon six occasions. At two early meetings, we had general discussions of her writinghistory. On four other occasions (November, December, January, and April), Iasked her to compose aloud, that is, to write and simultaneously say aloud asmuch as she possibly could of what she was thinking while sl e composed a piece.I observed and tape recorded each session.
Each student in my English classes is asked to create an individual magazine asan end-of-the-year writing project. The requirements call for a "Forward*" an"About the Author," e a mitimum of five pieces, all related to a "theme` aro "written in at least three different modes. For her end-of-the-year magazine, Beckyused two of the pieces originally composed in the: sessions. It is signifi-cant, also, that her theme, "Then and Now," and her magaziee title, "AcceptingChanges," both came from the compusing-alcud sessions. Them decisions under-score the seriousness with which Becky wrote and the value she placed on thepieces she created in those sessions.

Since she had written essays at each previous session, I asked her to create apoem during our last session. Becky was a talented poetshe had been selectedfor a Gifted and Talented Poetry Workshop the previous summerand I wantedto observe how she went about creating a poem. She began very quickly, rehears-ing her ideas in a list. In less than four minutes she moved from surprised reactionat the imposition of form to discovery of the central theme of her poem.
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Write a poem? Oh, so this time you're giving me a specific mode. Oh, that's weird.Okay. Write a poem. Poem. What should I write about? (pause) Poem. What couldI write a poem on? (pause) Oh gosh. I'm not sure. Let me think. Fli list a few thingshere. Let's see, 1 could write a poem about (pause) vacation, or, what else could Iwrite a poem about? Oh gosh. (pause) I don't know. Vacation. I don't want toreally write about vacation. What could I write about vacation? I could writeabout . . . (pause) Oh well, I know one thing I could write about. Passover. Whatcould I write about Pauover? I could write about (pause) tradition about it, or,vacation. I could write about (pause) relatives and friends visiting. Oh gosh. Pass-over, tradition. Something. . . I don't really want to really write about vacation, soI'll cross that out. Passover. I'm trying to think of something else about Passovert at I could write. Something that was different or something that happened. Letme think. Urn, (pause) it wasn't the same.
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Figure I. Composing aloud session ltd "Accepting Changes"rehearsal
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After writing her list, Becky moved without hesitation into a first draft. She
composed five different openings but was not satisfied with any of them. Thirteen
minutes into he session, Becky started writing on a new sheet of paper. She
produced several paragraphs filled with details about her recent Passover experi-
ence. I felt anxious as I watched her write sentence after =tame. Does she
remember, I wondered, that her task is to create a poem?

While creating "Accepting Changes," Becky reread her work frequently. She
had employed thi s technique in previous composing aloud sessions. Becky returnedregularly to a lint or to the beginning of the piece-to read it over, both to createthe flow of ideas that carried her further in' a the piece and to reacquaint herself
with her theme. Whenever she started a r ,w piece, Becky soon discovered whatshe wanted to say and how she wanted to say it. She rarely faltered, and she
overcame momentary blocks by rereading. Sondra Perl speaks about "recursive-ms" in writing. As I observed her, Becky cc tainly was a recursive writer.
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Redly: A Calm Study is Composition
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Figure 2. Composing aloud seuion 04"Accepting Changes--fust draft

Another common feature of Becky's writing process was her search for the
"perfect" word. Becky wrote painstakingly, looking for just the right word to
communicate her ideas. In "Accepting Changes," she became dissatisfied with the
phrasing in one line, and so she reread the entire piece to bring forth the word
that captured her intent:

"... Henry, Connie, and Benjamin were in Montreal." (pause) Okay. "Maybe--
maybe-- maybe because we . .. maybe." No, I don't want "maybe because." Wait.
"It's as if all it's as if our whole family my whole- my whole family and
grandmother's apartment are part of the Sed©r plate. Since-- since since some
some of the items were gone since some were gone" (pause) Wait. Lei me
read this. (Becky rereads entire piece) "Hiding and finding the Afikomen, telling
stories . . . It's as if my whole family and grandma's apartment are are" Oh! I
know! "are e-t-c-h are etched into are etched into the Seder plate (pause) and
(pause) were were missing."

It took Becky four minutes to find "etched" and to construct the fifteen-word
sentence in which it appears. This perseverance manifested itself in all her corn-
posing aloud sessions.

And then came that moment when Becky sensed she had finished creating the
raw material for her thoughts about "accepting changes" in life. She put her pencil
down, looked at the page and a half she had written, much of it already cTossed
out and scribbled on, and said, "I have to rewrite this so I can see what I have."
On a new sheet of paper, she wrote the first line, "Hiding and finding the
Afikomen." She read the next two lines aloud and paused. Next, very simply and
confidently, she said. "Now 111 put it in poem form," as though doing so were the
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most natural t' ;ng in the world. Becky was undaunted by what I saw as the
immensity of the task before ner the synthesis of raw words into poetic .c-
lure. Moreover, she set bout that task with no less vigor than she had t...,iion-
strated in the first part of the session. She had just spent half an hour writing
prose. In less than eight minutes, she crafted a poem from that prose. And here I
am, some time later, still amazed that a thirteen-year-old student saw a way to
create meaning from rough, unshaped sentences, and only visible signal of
transformation was her simple declaration, "I'll put A in ,,OCTIR firm."

Accepting Changes

Hiding and finding the Afikomen,
telling stories,
taking turns reading the prayers,
all pan of previous Seders.
This year's Seder wasn't the same.
Grandma didn't want it at her house.
It was at ours instead.
Even though the food and prayers were the srme,
it didn't feel riglu.
Not having Crandpa was part of it.
But this time Heidi, Pat, Henry, Connie, and Benjamin weren't there.
It's as if my whole family and Grandma's apartment are etched into the Seder plate.
And this year our Plate was not complete.

Why was I so astonished? On two counts. First, as a reader, I was struck by the
duality of the writing. In a short writing period, 84,cky had selected and then
described a r cent event in her life, and in a few words she had captured its
significance WI :n I interviewed her about this piece a year and a half later,
Becky recalial:

I think it WM right after Passover. That was the main thing in my head because I
saw all the differences, bee 'use it was at my house and all that. You had said I
coulil pick whatever I wane .d to write about, so I thought, and I got a topic. I
wrote down some ideas. I used to always write down in a little square the ideas that

had. And then I started writing It. And then somewhere when I was writing it, I
wrote something about me accepting she changes that were made over the years in
the Seder tradition.

Second, I did not expect a thirteen-yeat Id student to be able to transform
prose into poetry with such ease and artistry, to winnow out the wheat from the
chaff so quickly and skillfully. Where I had misgivings as she wrote prose, !lie

new at all times her general intent and her .,,,ecific task: to create a meaningful

.:Lepting Changes" is about growing up, obort maim-Ay, and about loo)'ng
and reflecting on the past. It is a poem filled ivith 'le wisdom of youth. h

was precisely this that also astonished me ---that Becky coH16 produce such reflec-
ts ve w,,alom. 1 his little wi';;p of a girl, pi;ssessed of suf.; keen insight, midet-
nk3ndinv. and empathy with others a' expressed by he., feen,,gs in the .voids and

-NorirWlw",s`'NN
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THE FIRST DAY

It's the first day.
In they come --
Some pausing hesitantly
At the door,
Wondering and waiting,
Others boldly asserting
Their presence
As they stride to seats.

Heads swivel,
Eyes contact the classroom
Posters and pictures
(Multi-colored images)
Meet curious glances.
Saving seats for friends,
Adjusting clean-covered notebooks
F-illed with clean ruled sheets,
They sit, expectantly,
In crisp clothing.

For some,
The boredom of August
Gone at last.
For some,
The restraints of structure
Unwillingly accepted.
For most,
An unexplored world awaiting.
New seats permit new perspectives,
New possibilities, new patterns.

The student asks:
"What does he expect of me?"
"What is this room all about?"
"Who is this teacher?"
The teacher asks:
"Who are these people?"
What are they all about?"
"What do they expect cif me?"

r simultaneously shared journey
Through days and months ahead
,Ileckons,

But for now,
cll is new and trembling
Because
Tt/s the first day.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each fall, the first words my eiohth orade Enolish
students hear me utter come from one of my poems.
Originally composed during, a summer writing workshop, "The
First Day" captures September's promise of opportunity. In
sharing this poem with t'lem, I am consciously working to
establish myself as a member of the riommunity of writers
in the classroom. In this way, I become the teacher as
writer.

I believe in writing with my students,. ,When pieces are
assigned, they are my homework/.a ltb. In class I share my
writing regularly, both -drafts and process writing. This
sharing introduces a new dynamic into the relationship I
have with my students. They learn that I strut:agile, oust as
they do, to make meanino when composing. They learn tnat I

understand their frustrations with writino. My writing
serves as a model, and through it they learn new ways to
aporoacn specific writino tasks. They feel encouraged to
do so because they know their teacher is completing the
same assignment.

Wny cio I share my writing) with my students? First, : enlov
writing and know that mine needs an audience. Second. ray

writino becomes a means of documenting events of the
school year. Throuoh writing I can communicate direct7y
with students on various issues. I keep a teaching :curnal
of what transpires in my classes. Writ inr is an outlet fez.r
my creativity. Writing on a reoular basis helps ne
my skills as a communicator. Ultimately, I share roy
writing with ray students because it works -- it motivates
them to write better. It also makes the task o'F writ inc
more tolerable for them. As one student succinctly out it,
"you're doing it with us, so it's not like you're
torturing us."

The practitioner who teaches his skill can influence nIs
charoes far more by example than by explanation. Thus, I

become the teacher as writer in my classroom, usinc my own
writino as a means of teaching my students about tne
composinc process and the Possibilities for them in
written expression.

II. GRIST rOR THE MILL

Students in my El-clish classes write recularlv in
journals, as hc'r,i work, and as classwc'rk. During t'le first
months of the school year we discuss examples of oifft.r.ent
modes - Personal essays, dialopues, free ver,,e Poems.
narratives. and interior mono1onues. The stocients seect
t'leir own topics as they write in these modes. The tOD)C:.
I c-lose wo)en completiv,o t hes assirvIrcpnts r'evieraiv

2-17 5-) I
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from events that occur during the course of a school day.
In a sense I am constantly recycling experiences as pieces
of writing". Kids love reading about themselves and thus
are interested in what I write. One poem described the
practice some of the more socially advanced students had
of meeting; at the school exits at the end of the day to
bid each other adieu:

THE PHENOMENON OF THE EIGHTH GRADE FAREWELL

(dedicated to the Goodbye Guys and Gals)

Mirror, mirror on the wall,
What is happening:, in the hall?
When the school clock strikes two-twenty,
From within the library
If I stand on tiotoes, I

Can be an eiphth grade romance spy.

Almost every single day.
J. and M. and N. and K.
And other "letters" linger late
For a most important date:
To say coodby to someone sweet
And share the warmth of body heat.

If I wander through the exit,
Just like that my Presence wrecks it
For the cuddling, clutching pair.
She turns red; he fluffs his hair.
Hurriedly they break apart,
Leaving matters of the heart

Till I am gone, and then resume
Their fond farewell -- so I assume,
For I co not look back at them,
Nor walk right up and say, "Ahem!"
Nor tug upon their sleeves or coats,
Nor send advisors auickie notes.

Rather, I recall my days
Of radiating in a haze,
Of wearing blissful arin on face,
Of plowing from a brief embrace.
And so, I ask, what's wrong" with this --
A tender, eiahth orade goodbye kiss?

Ihis Poem was shareci with five "couples." and fo*- wee
afterwards I heard warm reactions to it. not only fr..ro
them but front otner students with whom they s-lared
cooies.



Another piece, OBSERVATION, was inspired by the looks I
saw on the faces of two or my students. OBSERVATION was
written in class as a demonstration of multiple drafts.
I watched the students as they came in, knowing only
that I was going to write a poem with them observinc me
writing and then analysing my writing process. When I
saw the two girls and felt their resistance to being in
class. I knew I had my topic. Using an overhead
projector, I began by jotting observational notes in
list form. These were turned into a runh draft, which I
then polished into a second draft. The f llowina day I
brought in the third draft of the poem:

OBSERVATION

"How did it do today?"
she asked him cautiously
across the dinner table.

"I saw it again
at the beginninm of class,"
he replied.
"Amid the incomino bustle
I not a head
bent forward at a desk,
a still face in a swirlino crwc.
Hair in her eyes, body twisted,
I sensed her shield was u!3.

I felt, blacked out, not knowinn velv.
yet wanting to help."

"Did you say anythino?"
sne ventured.

"No. I wondered
what might have happened before class
to out it look on her face,
and if she\wanted it chanced.
I wanted to do somethina.
to reach to her. touch her,
but --"
He hesitated.

"But what?" she prodded.

"-- but somethinp stopped me.
Would I be intruding? Was I the cause?
What did I do? How could I helon
And then the Press of others
forced the moment past.
I began class vaguely dissatisfied.
somehow incomolete."

stall 553
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During the year my students memorize and recite poetry.
I provide them with several "classics" to choose from,
And a week later they are evaluated on the basis of
accuracy, poise, and exoression. C FEVER, a parody of
the Masefield classic that many students memorized,
allowed me both the opPortunity to provide them with an
example of satire and the chance to recycle the
experience of reciting a poem in front of the class.

C FEVER
(with abolopies to John Masefield)

My grade goes down to the C's again,
to the lowly C's and the D's,

And all I ask is memory
aria an end to knocking knees.

And the first line of the first verse
and my knees still shaking,

And the second line and it's petting worse,
and my voice now breakino.

My orate goes down to the C's again,
for the call to recite a poem

Is a clear call and a fearful call
that sets my mouth afoam:

Arid the missed word and the blown line
and the fear of crying,

And the clenched hands and the blank stare
while I'm up here dying?.

My grade Does down to the C's apain,
where the tirades are below C level,

To the failUre's way and the mumbler's way:
recitations are works of the Devil!

And all I ask is a straioht face
from a lauohinp fellow Grover,

Pnc a curet room and polite applause
when the long task's over.

"Grist for the mill," then, is my way of describing
those incidents somehow destined to wine uo as topics
for pieces_ of :-ltina that then share with my
students. Reflect-A on mv teachino. I considered the
guest ion, "what works in my classroom?" The followinr
response from my Teachind Journal explains why I write
about the events of the school year:

TJ-11/2/81 -- What works in my classroom? I have
recently developed the concept of florist fOr the
mill," the articulation of a practice oc many years

260 55 4



standing, one which stems originally from TEACHINe
AS A SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY. Neil Postman wrote of the
Judo-Christian ethic, taking whatever comes your
way and ouilino it toward and past you and
incorporating it into the stream of things, rather
than throwing up an invisible Sardol shield to ward
off and repel outrageous comments, new ideas,
suggestions, events, hapoenings, etc. And so I try
to take anything that occurs and weave it into a
tapestry of events for the kids, sometimes via
slides, sometimes via poems, sometimes via
acknowledgement in class. Go with the flow?
Perhaps. Put perhaps more accurately, recognize the
flow, be aware of it, and know how to rechannel it
before it gets too far afield. I try to connect a
lot of things so that one event is seen as part of
the whole, as impacting on the rest of the events.
I try to be myself. If I am happy, it shows. If I
am upset, it shows. I commemorate things that occur
and lift them from humdrum reality to exalted
status as "events," and thus give meaning and
memory to the lives of my students.

III. ACTIVITIES

There are many ways I write with and about my students
during the course of the school year. One important
approach is a oally entry in my Teaching Journal. Most
often in the morning and at times after school. I take
ten or fifteen minutes to type up what haomened
yesterday, what my plans are for the coming day, what is
happening with me and in the school, and how I feel.
record successes, failures, frustrations, breakthroughs,
and the like. Doing the morning entry helms clear my
head and struct! re my goals for the day. It also
provides a valu,:%tle record of where I've been and how
certain writing activities evolve.

On regular occasions I share excerpts from my teaching
journal with my students so that they might better
understand me and what I am about. Most important to me.
however, is the documentation this 3ournal provides
regarding what happened and pew:

TJ 4/1/S2 -- I wrote more of my piece during
in-class writing, time today (and Kerrie, who had
gotten wind of it, kept trying, to sneak a peek at
it) -- it is called "The Phenomenon of the bth
Grade Goodbye," deoicated to the Kiss-em-Goodbv
Guys and Gals. I used first initials cif some kios
and plan to do a warm parody of the situation as
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seen by a teacher checkino out the scene. It
started when I stumbled across Margaret kissino
Alfie poodby on Monday afternoon -- and she will
pet one of the conies of it, for sure. Jeanne
mentioned that incident at our Tuesday morning
conference, and so a piece is inspired by student
actions. Grist for the mill.

I also become "the teacher as writer" when I do the same
writing assionments as my students. They expect me to
complete them, and they su000rt me in oettino my work
done. I have suffered gangs of Quilt for not having
comoleted an assionment on time, and I have exoerienced
joy when kids ask to see my piece and it is complete.
Doino an assionment with my students helps me to
understand better the nature of the writing challenges
and tasks I assign. It also helps me when evaluating
their work, for I :min a sense of what the task entails
by doinr it. Each January I assign a five-part "Letter
to Self." The assignment calls for students to write
about themselves, their world, their activities, their
family and friends, and their future. I keep the
completed assionments and return them in June, just
before the kids finish 8th orade.. I had not Planned on
doing the Letter To Self until one of my students asked
me a cuestion:

TJ - 1/13/82 -- At the suggestion of Jeanine H.
("Mr. Burkhardt, are you Doing to do this tool"), I

am doino the "Letter to Self". I spent time in
class yesterday planning what I wanted to say. and
after I type this entry I want t,) pet something
done for today's Enolish class to share with the
kids. They seem to be taking the writing seriously
-- most kids started plannino yesterday, and the
sections they wrote that I looked at showed care,
length, and involvement on their parts.

On another occasion, I wanted my students to understand
what a writing oroup was, how it functioned, ant what
took place when it met. With the help of a fellow
teacher and a writing researcher, I did a demonstration
lesson in class. The three of us sat in the center of a
circle while my students took notes from the outside on
what they observed as we discussed my piece.

TJ - 10/ L/81 -- I had a rc'uoh Craft of my piece,
AMERICAN CORNERS. somethine I dashed off a week
ago. The kids sat in a circle. the three of us
inside facing each other, and the videotape camera
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rolled at the side. I read the piece twice and then
got feedback. It was a strange sensation, because I
was tired; I had a sore throat; I was nervous about
wanting my piece to be appreciated and understood;
and I wanted the class to benefit from this
"lesson." Di (the other teachers ran the class and
did a preat job, and eventually she got kids to
take her's and Sondra's [the writing researcher]
Places in the writing) group. One major problem was
that my piece was too abstract, too vague, too
"intellectual(?)." for the kids. It went above their
heads and that made it difficult for them to
respond effectively. However, some nice things
happened. Frank drew a picture of his mental image
of the poem -- an old man with a stick and a
flowing robe standino on a pile of parbape by a
sign saying, "Welcome to New York." Mike and
Barbara. who are generally reticent, spoke out with
contributions about their understanding) of the
poem. I plan to revise the piece and take it
through a couple of more drafts and show the kids
my process so they can see the evolution of a piece
of ,my writing and have it serve as a model for what
they can do with their own. I observed that .once
the kids were out of the small proup inside and
back in their places in the larger circle, they
were able to talk more easily about the piece and
share their 4deas. It is a scary situation to be Sc,
sinpled out as to have every eye in the class
watching you. Some kids talked about the ad with
the Indian by the L.A. freeway with the tear
rolling down his cheek. My initial sense was that
the demonstration had not pone well because of the
level of the piece - over the heads of most of them
- but in talking with Di and Sondra later, :

re-evaluated that, and I think the kids benefitted
by seeing an author struggle for meaning wit', a
piece of writing. If the piece is pood, I'll
suceest that we include it as part of our
multi-media slow (everythinci is grist for the
mill).

P malor project in my classes during 'past years has been
the creation of a multi-media project on a general theme
- The Future, Survival, Teens Today, The Year In Review.
Famous Americans, etc. Students keep a BUMP (Burkhardt
Unique Media Production) Journal documenting their
involvement in and understanding of the show. I respond
to their entries with Questions and comments of my own,
and the BUMP journal becomes a vehicle through which we
communicate with one another. I also keep my own BUYID
Journal and regularly ask students to read ikrod comment
on my entries. Just as I respond to Cieirs.

2S3 557
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Readinc a set of BUMP 3ournal entries and then
communicating in writing to each student is not an easy
task. However, students let me know in many ways how
important my comments to them are. Early in the school
year I showed a media production (done several years
earlier) to give the kids a model for discussion
ouroosef;. It was called "When I Was A Kid..." (WIWAK)
and was all about teenagers. In my teaching journal I
recorded the following comments:

TJ - 10/5/81 -- The BUMP journal entries were
fascinating for me to read - reactions to WIWAK and
reactions to my own comments. Several kids
mentioned that reeding my response to what they had
written gave them a model, and they appreciated
that. Jesse mentioned it, as did others. On their
next BUMP journal entry, most kids doubled their
output because I had. in most cases, written more
to them than they had written to me. I was
consciously trying to show them the importance
Place on tne jc'urnals'by commenting so heavily. And
the stuff they wrote was also great they had so
many insights into WIWAK I couldn't believe it. I
noted in several lournals something to the effect
that when I do a slide show, I plan in subtleties
but I am never sure if the viewer sees all of them.
They saw so many things that I came to appreciate
their powers of observations a great deal more --
they are sharp kids. I noticed during the show that
they were unusually attentive to it, but I did not
realize how attentive until I read their journals.
It was a super experience for me. I showed
"Fourteen" [another media show] on Friday and had
them write again, and today I collected the thirc
BUMP entry . I really feel this year's show will be
better because of startinc the BUMP siournals so
early in the year -- we will have established many
thincs before we begin to talk specifics.

Many of thekids liked the interviews that were on
the soundtrack. They said "it was something I could
relate to" and Quoted parts of the dialoaue of the
show. I had to bust my butt to Pet the lournals
done, and in fact I did three of them during the
showing of "Fourteen" and finished up five others
on Saturday morninc and delivered them that day
(Keri's, who I saw at the library: Marc's - I drove
it to his house after the library showings; Jana's
-- I walked over to see her: and Danny's and
&rep's, who were my tech crew at the library
showings for Friendship Day. Greo, by the way, not
the only "N" I pave on the journal entries -- he
had hastily scribbled a shallow reponse. no date.
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no real effort, and last year this kind of Thing
drove me nuts. Without wanting to traumatize him
and his attitude towards writing, I decided that he
and others have to meet minimal expectations if
they are to receive credit for the assianment. He
is capable of better work, and so I made the
decision to "zap" him with the low orade. I do not
know how he will react. -- I wrote him a two page
critioue of what he had written and asked him many
ouestions and suggested ways,that he could improve
his third BUMP journal entry, due today. We shall
see what we'shall see. There are always risks one
takes in teaching, and in this case I am taking a

.

calculated risk at slapping him down via a grade in
hopes that he will understand my expectations. Last
year cajoling did not work all that well, so I am
bringing out the heavy artillery earlier than
normal in a school year. And why not?

As a way of having students pay attention to what
happens when they compose, I require them to keep
Process journals. They write entries before, during. and
after drafting a piece of writing, and I read both the
Piece and the process entry and write comments and
auestions back to them in their process journals. I keen
my own process journal with entries about the pieces I
compose. The year becomes one of sharing discoveries
about my composing process with them, they sharing their
Processes with me. In this mutuality of sharing, we
learn from one another. One student wrote a Poem usinc
an approach that I had never employed. I tried the
approach on a Piece (OBSERVATION), made transparencies
of my drafts, and shared the entire process from
oripinal thought throuch to fourth draft with them. I

noted their reactions in my teaching journal:

TJ - 4/22/82 -- Class this morning_ went fairly
well. The kids were eerily. intent listeners and
watchers as I shared my "resistance" piece with
them. I think the intensity with which I went
through my writing process either startled or
amazed or captivated them -- they were as attentive
a group as I have ever seen. Also, the subject
matter of the piece - my feelings about their
resistance to the class - made it real, and this
also held them. I was pleased oith my ability to
demonstrate my own process to them, and it is my
hone that when they do some of tieir own writing
for their magazines they will remember/learn from
mv example and use the process of draft ina and
revising to help themselves write. It would be nice
to read a comment in a process journal about that.
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Publishing is a major pi,rt of the writing process, and
it occurs in many ways in my classroom. One year I had
the good fortune to have Ron Overton, a poet, work with
my students for a week. He taught several poetic forms,
and then we published OVERTONES, a collection of poetry
with at least two poems selected by each student from
the poems written that week. Each student also does
hiA/her own individual magazine. The reguirements are
that it include at least five original ,pieces cone in at
least three different mode an "Introduction," a
"Foreword," and an "About he Author." Students do this
Protect as the culminatio activity in a year of
writing. and the results are Good. I do my own magazine
along with them.

We publish class antho ogies of student writing on a
reoular basis in my E lish class. Students draft,
revise, i,nd edit thei pieces for publication. As one of
the writers!in the classroom, I also submit a piece for
publication in the anthology.

Ater the class anthologies are published. I have
students write letters to the "authors" (their fellow
classmates) and comment on the Pieces they've read. This
is one aspect of letter writina that occurs in my
classroom. and I do the assignment as well.

11/18/81

Dear Peter,

I have lust read your piece, "The Wicked
Snot." Havino driven down the street by your house
and having seen kids play street hockey there, it is
easy for me to visualize what you wrote about.
Several kids oet together, they play hockey for a
while, but after a time they get bored and start to
mess around. The same thing happened to me when
was'a kid -- your piece reminded me of the time T.

threw walnuts at cars passing on Route 32 in upstate
New York and a guy not out (after we hit his hubcao
with a walnut) and chased us into the woods, This
part of growino up -- the risk-taking and "bk_fip
bad" and runnino away from anory adults -- doesn't
seem to Change. So it was easy for me to understand
your piece. I think that is one of the reasons I
liked it -- it awakebled in me a memory of a similar
time when I aid something like that. Whenever we
read thinos and can identify with them, we like them
better. You talked about runnino off into the w000s
and hiding from the guy -- how well I remember doinc
the, same thino myself!
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One of my favorite parts in your piece is
where you wrote, "So we waited impatiently until a
black Chevy with map wheels came by." The vivid
details are there --I can see the car turning the
corner and you guys getting excited and ready to
blast away at this invader on your street.

When the puv turned around, did he do it
slowly or rapidly? Did the car stop suddenly -.4r Come
slowly to a halt after you blasted the windshield?
How lone aid you outs have to wait before the car
came around? how did you feel when ygiti saw him torn
the corner? Was the black car th,--first car to come
along, or were there others tba you let go by?
Where did you hide? CouloyOu see him from your
Hiding Place, or could.yOU ,lust hear him? I wormer
if you were to revise'your piece again and respond
to some of these Questions whether the plece would
improve? What oo you think?

Sincerely,

Ross M. Burkhardt

Models motivate students. One activity I cid was to
compose a piece aloud in front of the class. I sat in
the center of a circle and asked the students to select
a topic baseo on one of the many posters aaornino the
walls of the classroom. Once they agreed on a topic,
they were asked to take notes on everything I said ano
did as I wrote my way throunn the piece. This "composinc
aloud" session lasted about ten minutes ana provided
them with some understandino of my writino process and,
ay extension, their own. I wrc.t about this eoisode--
later in the day in my teaching journal:

TJ 9/23/81 -- Just did the composing alouc class
in which the kids sat in a circle around me while
composed orally on a topic they had selected ,lust
minutes before (they picked tne Muppets). I wrote
for about ten minutes and then led a discussion can
what they observed, hoping to give them a better
sense of Wiat process is all about by seeing mine
on that particular piece, and of what they should
be paying attention to as they do entries in their
process journals abo'it their composing processes.
The kids saw a lot of things. like how I went back
and reread thirms, how I scratched rey head, how I
used initials and abbreviations for words I didn't
know or remember. how I went back and changed
thincs, how I crossed out, how I rehearsed first



and made a list to pet /collect my ideas together',
how I used a different kind of °denim about raCio
and led slowly into the Muppets and specifically
about Kermit, how I wrote about Kermit because I
wanted to narrow the topic down and not be general,
Jeanine was particularly observant of what I had
done, and Kerrie S. also added a lot to the
observations. Kids saw the darnedest things -- they
focused on my hands and how they moved when I
talked to myself. They commented or. my Posture -- I
wasn't hunched over like they profess to oe. I

moved tmards the paper wh:..s I pot excited about an
1,idea. they observed. In all, I think it was a
luable demonstration of one way to show process,

and I think that the process vitries that come in
this Fr'i'day will be better because of it.

Tmese, then. are some of the activities I do in my r.ole
of teacher as writer. It is through trese activities
that my students come to see me as another writer in the
classroom. Ines/ are influenced by my style and ideas.
lust as I am influenced by theirs. I serve as a role

ritina activities, and my students know
tnatc), am serio s about tme task of writ ins. I am
convinced that cle of the reasons for the improvement 6f
tne duality of.w it in= in my classroom over the cast
several years is that 1 have beer a model as a writer
forAmy students. and I have shared ups and downs in my
wrtino with them.

r

I'd. OBSERVATIONS

My daily teachino,journai icontains both wheat and chaff.
I recOrd anythinc and everythino because I do not always
know pi-let e\.erlt of the moment will be 'icni,ficant a
month later. I also find that writino in my lourna and
expressinv my frustrations is theradeutic:

6.

iJ 9/16/61 I feel better for havino tyded
this out. Shp' -ino with a journal is therapeutic. :t
rambles, but I aid feel bad - about thekc:ass and
wanted to oVmo it somewhere. and this lournal not
elected. Now I can no ontto other things.

Havino a olacL? in wnich to record bot successes and
tai lures is sometnin I appreciate. e journal is there
to reap , reread. analyse. and learnfrom. And I do:
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TJ - 3/16/82 -- Somethina went wrong in November or
December -- I am not sure what. Perhaps a rereading
of my lournal would tell me -- the things I did not
write about.. I do know that I stooped writing
pieces - a sian that I was hurting inside. When I
feel !moo, my mind bubbles and I compose lots of
pieces. When I feel bad. I do not compose because
ao not want to deal with the negative stuff. And
perhaps that is it -- that thiere was a lot of
negative stuff that not to me. But what was it.
specifically, and how did it pet to me"

When I plan class activities, the teaching journal dives
me a place in which to explore ideas. design approaches,
and plan strategies. Walking into class with a clear
idea of what I have in mind because I have already
written about it maims my teaching po better.

TJ 4/22/82 -- Today in class I want to diticuss
th.? pieces tne kids came up with and then move on
to tne cuidelines of tne magazine itself. I neec to
type up a page of stuff to hand out to them so they
can Pepin thinkino "totally" about the map. But
first I want to see about the issue of shapinp the
stuff that comes from yesterday's activity. Maybe
can have a couple of kids share how they used their
notes and what form they took when they started
writing. I am reltictant to snare my craft -- am 1
imposinc too much or holcino myself uo\as "better
tnan" them by coino it? Mine is not the\only way.
was very conscious of modellino my approach after
Eec,4.v's. e Difference. Her "Accectinzi
Chances" final piece followed in straight order
what she had written out in paragraph notes. My
"Resistance" Piece was an assembly lob from the
various notes I had taken. Can/will the kids
uncerstand this? Will they feel bad if they
they have done it wrong? That is why several
examples mipht help -- so that kits can see that
there are several ways to gather raw material anc
then Do about shaoinq a piece of writ inc.

My use of writing - for myself and for my students -
continues throuohout the year. I respond in lournaAs. I

write notes and letters. I write my own pieces'and
process entries about them. and I write poems and nieces
to commemorate events in the lives of my students.
After several years it seems natural to co. I enloy it
anc so oo my students. I also believe it has had a )

orofound impact on their writ inn ant their attitudes
about writing.
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V. CONCERNS

When I share my writing with my students. I realize that
I am a kature writer, fluent in many modes. blessec with
a creativity for doggerel verse, and unhampered by poor
languape skills. One of my concerns is whether or not rny
sharing has a positive effect on all my students. This
concern expresses itself in the form of ouestions I
raise in my teachiny journal from time to time:

- 9/16/81 -- Am I too strong a writer to provide
a good model for kids? I think I write well, and I

have a facility with words, and I know how to
create meaning. Yesterday I passed around FOG DOG
in all four drafts, .;.nd I shared my four process
entries with the kids. One of my purposes was to
show them, oy process in creating the poem, to share
wIt'l them how I cid my as\Ognment in hopes that

wi:1 see a moce: and' take parts of it as their
ow-, a-,d Proceed apace. But my former principal used
to cauton we about beiny too forceful in a
csco-F.sion, and I wonder, if I am too strong as a
v.r:.ter, too together in my approach to be of any
val,e to thew. Is this conceit or is it real? I oo
nc.t know. Can Toscanini instruct budding' musicians?

:6EsS so. What if 1 scare them off. thouch? There
a:ways a risk in anything one does. And that's

mia4es it fun -- ta'k.ing the risk.

C,Dnye,-sat ns I have had with students suocest that they
wy sharinn. One student saic, "When you write

it lelns me with wine. In yovrs, .:0A charge your
anc I try that and it makes my Doems

s,:.otner. cet ieea7 fror your writing." Still, I worry
lust how wuc'. is enourn ire staring', and wnen

ant not intrude further.

-.Dtner concerr. is that students mav see my apdroac-,
way tc., cc th:nns. During' one class early in the

rea roy students an entry from rev Droces
ournal to s-1.:.w theca how I handlec process writ:nc anc

to oiler cossib:lities for them. One cirl
remarKeC. ": cid my orocess entry wronc. Where you
yours, roc-t c.f us were erfibarassed to read ours ant,
tc. erg 'eri (Dye-- arair." cc. I Craw tne line betwerv,
sTiirpcm,s:n7 anc str1tlac4eTnc them

Vg.,C or ocecures"
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Pace time 7 share my writing, it is like the first timer
feel nervus. I sweat. My throat goes dry. I wonder

how they will react to my piece. Will they like it? Will
they understand it? Will they laugh in the right
Places? O' will I be greeted by a crushing silence 'glen
I finish? I pet in touch with that old fear,
non acceptance, each time I read a piece to the class.
khile this helps me remember what kids go through when
they share. it also is something a teacher who shares
;?erT,onal writing iftifn students should anticipate.

VI. ASSESSMENT

Fe.:mln.: part cf the community of writers in a classroom
a deanCing yet rewarding experience. r nave cue

cr-tes n,eet in completing assiohments. and as a result
uncerstanc much better the cifficulties my students

F-avE.-.. I speak with much more aut:horitv when I say, "Yes.
'a the same problem with my Piece." The students see
e as a colleague, as one who shares in their

e),gerences as writers. Whether it is writer's block. a
ad' encin:, an aroiguous title, a fuzzy topic, an

urcercevelo3ed character, or a weak plot, when my
,i.JCents nave orotilems with tneir writing, they know
th,?,t when they ta:ri. to me. they are conversing with

sharesc similar concerns.

-='t -y is my fay.7.rite mode of expression. Several years
vE r 'ew of my male students wrote c.c'etry with any

errity, recularity. or enthusiasm. Since I bear
-int r,4y own poetr'y ana process. a great many of my

ria:e s:uter,ts write poems voluntarily. In tneir proces-s
severa) boys wrote that they were

_rec. by a Doel of anDter boy. F' is mockev Poem carte
aamiv'ec several poems I hat written anc

we noorish each other.

r--1/ 4,/!:41 Last year : noted that a pond
e.ra o` kics wrote poems especially boys. This

OF% ant:. a wonderee apout tree reasons. One
wiClt thav: I set a me ce1 by writ inn poems anc
si;Arir.c thee. Pnotner .s that the kids have to
rec,te 00WA5 in frrit of the class regularly, ant
t`115 :7111.7t them in frecuent contact with this mode.
A thrd reason AS that I encourare different modes
of emnreE172on, ano writing goetry fulfills a
coriltroort or, tnelr bart. A11 I know for sure is

In Da47T, 7 CO very little poetry frc,m
anc suddenly last year Lnev

writs,. (7,):te b2t of it.
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(Ke alse learn from one another. I pet ideas from what my
students write, and they net ideas from what I write.
This is what a community of writers is all about. Tnis
is why I iscorri hard at my writing durina the year. It is
no' always easy, but even the poorer pieces that I shaoe
hae value for my students. They see that I do not
oroduce a creat niece eacn time out. Thev see that I
reed to write several drafts before I can make my
mearinc clear. Their feedback Is important to me. They
cc,ne.titiAte my writ inc crouo.

VI:. CONCLUSIO\

le.lee 1 tne term, "a teacher of writino," 1 imanine
a oecs.:n teacles writ inc by writ inc with his or ner

is rot unlike e. track coach who does laps
w) ti the runners. a music teachr.who plays with the
cc-r_c.: toast., or an art teacher who shares paintincs with
ine There are nanv ways a teacher can snare

stutentS. and this paper suonests several
t7erP.

-e essirnment I have cone with my stuoents tor the oast
cew years is a "Letter of Aboreciatiovi" to a person who
c..5e.T.butec. sirrificantly to the writer's life. I have
stucerts write such a letter because I want them to
tp,-Ie with ca-'e end wit') feel inn, .and when they select

loortat actience. they become invested in the task.

--.. The "letter of appreciation" idea
see:.ec to co over fairly well, althouch in some
ca-c-s Tics c:c not have an idea of whom they were
: n: to write to. I ,lust wrote both o~ mine to

to p-c' ' ,i,aplan. They were *Lin to write.
roFtce ore fee oc.od -- I hc'oe the ics det the

r;? -e of Lee'Ino from tnem tnat I co. When I
e!.:01annr the tas4. in class. I was very aware

t "1- ,..-,s3Tr'%er.,t was meant to create "impelled"
wr ','sec tie word "perfunctory" in teats to

.-1. how are val" creetinds osloole
nF.. (?..:,t-er as they pass in the ha'is.

we ' that they are not seriously
interee: le. the other, person stoppino and runrine
cow, feels. So 1 hope that the Klas

fli='Y, a crance to real_v share somethind from
t ee witn another person, as

f!-71,,L r. we revpr real.ly Know lust what word.
ex,--mples stay with our ctuce.W,.

2-42 566
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contend that in sharina my writing witn my students.
am encouraging them to be better writers. and I am
providinn them with valuable examples of how they can
communicate through writ inn.

An opportunity for writing came to me one January when a
stucent was leavid the scnool District. His imminent
departure created a melancholy mood among his
classmates. I composed and sharea the following poem.
and the many students who asked for copies of it
reminded me once anain of the satisfaction I feel when I
become tie teacher as writer.

RESONANCE

Have you ever had tme feel ina
of time rlowina by
and you aren't really sure
if he means doodby?

;-ave you ever known the pain
of losinc a frieha
and you find olfficultv
in accent inn the end?

rlave vc ever sensed the rush
C.,4 haste all arouna
anc you barely feel your feet
skimminr over the crounp?

1-:ave ycw ever been confusec
oemands on your time

ant you moc,fy your pace
to the angle of the climb?

-ave you ever asked yourself
w`)ilt the melody means
and you dream rainbow thouchts
fil1ed with wonotone sc.?nes?

HC VP YCIIA ever read a poem
vile.-H the meanin isn't clear
arc you push it away
in a cesture of tear

if T can cuestion
,rY. touch you are
can the distance between us

vpry far'



WRITING GROUPS

In Pursuit of "Magic"

Audre Allison



R The Teacher 0, Writing

They had begun slowly, first one, then another,
some pausing to think or to gate out the rindow, but
now they were all writing, Melds were bowed, pens raced
across the paper. They were after something, and the
magic of their quest set their cheeks glowing. The ma-
chinery was purring, the surprises spilling out. This
discovery stage of writing was clearly an instrument for
Soy I could see it and I could feel it. It felt like
magic. As I glanced up froO.my own writing I saw heads
bowed lower, closer to the paperc caressingly, clearly
immersed. It was unmistakably a plensurable act, almost
sensual, yet we, tried to teach it as if it were mechanl.cal.

On that/day, at that moment an administrator walk-
ed into the room looked ground, and whispered VI me,
"When can I come back to see nu doing somet:line4 :t
was evaluation time and she didn't suspect the.t. the very
peak of "What I do" welt occurring, and I was ncyt sure
enough to explain. But Dave, one of, rv' students, uncy?r-
stood and he wrotes

It's like fantasyland. E'toeryone is writing and
I feel like the spaces abiire eve,.ybody's heads
are filled with a miWen Ideas and fantasies.
If you could actually see what's in the air it
would blow your mind.

I loved watching this -- kids in hot pursuit of
,meaning. I could get this search for meaning going, and
the search was usually productive.

This first draft writing aeA then the sharing
of\that came easily in my elass, I believed in collab-
orative learning. I wanted everyone talking to every-
one else , multiplyina filights and discoveries. I ! sew

classMates provided a fur more important audience than
I. I had learned t:-itt from my stAeLts. When they wrote,
but did 't wt: It to mare the writing with claesmates, it
was usual11y benause it was, in their words, "garbage,"
in which Cate I was the only feasable "dump." To avoid
being 'duMped nn," T hnd made sharing a priority, but
had never had the time to really examine the richness a
group provi4ed or the potential power of the group to
help the weiter sustain tv,e "magic" through the more pain-
ful and wieven process of revieng toward a chosen goal,
a properly gr'oomed end finished piece of writing.

I d3drtq understand how the productim of e finish-
ed paper nould proceed, beyond the initial burst of dis-
coverN in anything but a lonely dungein , because that was
how I worked. I hadn't given much thought to why I was
willing to do it. Although at times the Ruse blessed me,



more often she set me spinning and writing was difficult.
My method varied between magic and mayhem and sometimes
I descended into madness. I reserved a room in my house
where I spewed reams of yellow legal pad, ranting in a
maze, testing every route, scattering pages about
the room. Days were spent in reading, cutting, reseeing,
rewriting, pasting, and typing toward a piece that said
what I intended. Although I wrote in a busy household
with a million interruptions, during these periods I felt
isolated and a bit crazy, never wanting anyone to know
that writing was ever difficult for me, often carried out
in a peculiarly volcanic manner -- erupting unpredictably
and wildly, up from a steaming center -- smoldering,
and then quieting down, cooling, and finally solidifying,
assuming a semi-permanent shape. How could I teach such
a method, the only method I really knew?

So, in my classes I continued with tt fun of the
search and sharing the first composed draft, but then after
a few words of wisdom from me, I asked my students to go
home and revise. What else could I honestly do, suggest
a little WarrintEle Although I might briefly feign a
connection to the clear, neat, linear, orderly academic
coolness of the writing process as plotted step by step
in Warriner's, association with it actually made me feel
contrastingly earthy, unrhooled, lusty and primitive,
not the proper stance for a teacher, I thought, (although
perfectly appropriate for a "writer.")

I pleadingly told my students about caring and
shaping, comparing the work and rewards of writing, to
painting, to ballet, to music, to sports, but they gave
me vacant or sometimes syynnothetic looks, as if I were
a bit ".oaf" and waitd "kungri3y for the "mett.Id" that
would take them neatly from search to solution. I could
not coax them int4 the fray; they wanted an easy protect-
ed and directed route through the labyrinth wit', the
teacher at the controls. Who could blame them? Of course,
my telling them to care was not going to work...telling
never works. They were frightened of the hard work off'
trying to shape what was often chaotic. So, for a time,
they continued to be satisfied - or stymied after a first
draft, a congenial meeting with the group, and perhaps
a cosmetic revision...the end.

It was clear they were pleased with themselves
as they generated ideas and pleased with one ;mother as
they shared what they'd written, but fine as hat was,
something was missing. I wanted them to know, not only
the joy of generating their own ideas and the fun of shar-
ing them, but also the confidence that comes wren the
hard work turns into the product they shape - their mean-
inR finding its form There had to be a way f.0 keep the

570



enthusiasm and fun going, yet find a way to encourage
serious and responsible discipline - commitmelt to the
product that would carry the writer along the unmarked
and unsure path through revision after revision, proof-
reading, and editing. Certainly our old methods didn't
produce this kind of caring or intellectual growth. I
had never thought much about the impetus that impelled
me through my messy process. My process was too chaotic,
my writer-self and teacher-self separate.

bmans_222-mAillSOILIEMBE

Early in 1979, Dr. Goldberg, an administrator in
our district, had been investigatit.t the Bay Area Writing
Project. His search turned up Smdra Perl and Richard
Sterling of the New York City Writing Project who came
to Shoreham- Wading River to conduct a three week summer
workshop for teachers of all disciplines. The workshop
was a writing process influenced model based on Dr. Perl's
research.

Their first question was, "What are your concerns
about the teaching of writing?" I quickly wrote in my
journal, "My students have writing groups and they write
a lot and share writing, but how can I make they
care enough to shape and revise their writing through
to the completion of a fine piece of writing or to the
beet they can produce? They didn't tell me how,
but they did put me in my own writing group to write,
where I slowly began to find my own important questions.

In my own small writirg group, we looked honestly
at ourselves as writers and shered not only what we wrote
but more importantly, how we wrote. I discovered there
was an orderlinees to my chaotic and passionate approach
to writihg. It would never resemble the calm and coolness
of the Wam-iner's method, but it was my method' it wirked
for me, and it was all right. I could relax.

As writers we vihared our attic antics and our dungeon
doldrums, viewed them all as parts of a sane process, develop-
ed over years. We asked ourselves why we developed rituals
that accompanied the various stages of Writing, and why
it was worth all the trouble. We C2MV to understand that
even the best writers among us had days when nothing came
out right. Sometimes we abandoned piect and sometimes
the Muse woke us in the night or called vs from the stirring
of a stew to deliver electric inspiruti on. Sometimes from
one another we learned some trick ivr habit that helped us
write better, and often in our small groups, with sensitive
feedback, support, encouragement and constructivo criticism,
doled out in amounts dictated by the writer, we blazed
trails in our lives as wr):tern. And some of us, like many



of my students, had come professing to hate writing.
The talk of how we wrote generated excitement about
ourselves as writers, created empathy and understanding
among us and a commitment to one another to continue,
and best of all, a real awareness of the selfish pleasures
of writing.

Just as each piece of writing became the responsi-
bility of the whole group, so too the pride in accomplishment
belonged to the whole group. We became involved in every-
one's struggle and waited eagerly to hear each new draft
and were delighted if we had been helpful. It was clear
the group provided the necessary appreciation to make us
feel confident that the struggle was worthwhile - would
bear fruit. As I listened to the writers in my group read
their finished pieces to the whole workshop, I felt as if
I had assisted in a birth. Wax this sharing of the whole
process as well as the product the missing link that might
carry students through the hard work of writing, from
creative abandon to disciplined control?

I planned to take my new and exciting discoveries
and questions about the process of writing back to my lit!*.

grade students. I was excited by what we might learn if
we all began to share the way we write. Would students have
already developed methods, rituals, processes that worked
for them? Were they aware of this? If the process was
messy, did they feel they were doing something wrong or did
they feel they didn't know how to write? Did they believe
that good writers have no problems? If they understood
that writing was difficult for everyone, could we help
them to have the confidence to plunge in anyway? Somewhere
I had learned to trust myself as a writer, ignore prescribed
methods in my own writing, do it my way ...now I would trust
my students; let them do it their way, listen to them
and believe them when they told me how they wrote and
what they needed to assist the writing. I would help them
to develop responsive groups that I hoped would promote
the commitment and discipline necessary for caring about
their writing and for meeting deadlines. Maybe by sharing
all we could discover together, immersed in the process of
writing, this messy and sometimes mysterious business, we'd
find better ways of helping one another through the rough
spots. So, we abandoned the text books and began to try to
learn to write by listening to one another...all of us
writers of many years experience.

-80 - A Writer1272_
In previous years I had gone carefully through an

elaborate rigPmorole of planned activities to establish
a warm and trusting atmosphere, finally writing and sharing
on the thiYd or fnurth day of school. I treated writing
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as a very fragile activity and moved slowly to establish
the rules to make our room a safe place to share writing.
This year I was anxious to get to the writing, the seat
of the joy, the key to everything else. I knew that the
act of writing, reading to one another and talking about
our history as writers would establish the warmth and out
of that would come the needed trust.

As a whole class we began by writing about our rich
past as writers. We shared what we had written, commiserat-
ed and laughed at our idiosyncrasies and then we wrote
about how it feels to share what you have written and
most of us bravely talked about that. When I confessed
my frailties they seemed to, relax a bit more, but some
continued to hesitate, glancing furtively around the
room. I suggested we explore that apprehensive feeling
by writing about it. We discovered that we all had it;
it came with the territory, was expected and was all right.
We talked about where it comes from and found that we were
afraid what we'd written wasn't good enough, that it would
sound stupid, that we didn't write as well as others, or
that someone would laugh. It was clear we all had our
troubles with writing. None of us wrote clean, clear,
pared down, coherent first drafts. Even if we enjoyed
writing, we always expected someone to find fault. And,
we were our own worst critics. But as we all confessed
our problems with writing, the trust grew and we began
to really feel we could help one another.

We began to understand why so many of us preface
a reading with an excuse or an apology. As we talked we
realized that we all felt a heavy responsibility to en-
tertain, even in our early drafts. We were all afraid
of being judged. We agreed that we all wanted to hear
what others had written and how they had gone about it.

We agreed that sharing before the vriting was finished
would be helpful, and therefore we felt the need to muster
the strength to do it. We knew that if we wanted to be
more comfortable, we would have to be kind to one another.
We would not judge and we would not evaluate. We learn-
ed just how much of our whole selves is invested in what
we write and that, of course, we would always be made
vulnerable by sharing what we wrote, and of course, none
of us, not even the teacher should ever take advantage
of that vulnerability.

After this, we wrote about how we could make our
classioom more comfortable, a real place for writing, and
the next day we began talking about that. We listened
and responded and by the end of the period we were setting
up rules for a writing classroom.

Our rules for beginning were simple. We would con-
tinue to break into small writing groups. We would be

serious working writers, We would be responsible to the
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other writers in our writing groups. We would aim to
be genuine at all times. We would listen attentively
whenever anyone read. We would respond honestly but kindly.
No one would ever be "wrong" though opinions would surely
vary. We would not make negative comments, sounds or
gestures The writer would be in charge, would ask for
what he or she waned, would hear responses, and would
make the decisions about the writing. And, we would
share not only whatl but how we wrote in hopes of finding
better ways t help one another shape meaning, and t get
rid of obstacles that stood in the way.

,

.

We set up our small writing groups but continued
to come together in a large group to share pleasures and
problems. Each time we hit stumbling blocks, we stopped
to write, and to talk abut_the problems, trusting our-
selves as writers. Aut we also discovered it was just
as important to tell beach other about the' good times when
writing worked its magic. Since none of us owned this
language of description; we 11v.! not been cued r clued
from the past, we had to dig, first for the feelings, then
the images to convey l feelings, and then the language
to convey the images. Sometimes it got wildly fun. The
metaphors flew.

It's like free falling. You're scared to death
and trying to st y in control and then it's like

:
suddenly you get hold of the rip cord. Your para-
chute opens and ou're just floating along.

Sometimes I'm like a geyser shooting up in the
air dear and fresh and with a lot of force. Then
someAmes I'm pl;p, plop, glob, blob, like little
muddy bubbling pu dles.

It's like the floOd gates are opened and water
that has been dammed up inside comes pouring out
and there's no stopping it, like finding out some-
thing you didn't know you knew.

A creative energy was released. It was
visible fun! Everyone wanted to get in
writing was the vehicle. For some this

fun and it was
en the fun, and
o pened new territory.

It was important t come together as a large group,
but it was in the small writing groups that the hard work
took place. Early in the year I saw that the key to the
productive small writing group was the alert and interested
responder. If group members seemed interested in what a
write- had written, then the motors started humming and
the productivity amazed me. So much achievement in school
is based on competition, that interest in the work of another
does not always surface spontaneously. Years of reserve
have been built up. My students readily and eagerly now
discussed their own writing in these small groups where they
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trusted one another. Talking about oneself is always fun,
but what could be done to promote that essential "interest"
in the work of another stujent? We'd have to move mountains,
I thought.

I stewed over this question with other teachers.
In our summer workshop we had worried that this key in-
gredient would be the difference between our adult-teacher
groups and a child-student group. The intimate setting f
the small group was climatal, but teachers had the adult
ability to summon up if4Srest when it waned. Surely students
couldn't master this. Then one day in our spontaneous
writing we tackled the issue of "What I need and want
from my writing group." We shared our responses with
the whole class. Maureen wrote, "I want you to be interest-
ed! If you're interested in what I"ve written, I will
be." To my surprise everyone understood and agreed.
Sharon added, "When you're not interested, I want to tear
it up and toss it in the garbage." These were writers
taking charge. Once again, writing and talking,about
writing, listening to the writers, believing them, brought
more and better solutions. I had treated "interest" as
a mysteriously elusive adult ingredient: they had simply
accepted it as a basic ingredient. "Be interested -
Show itl" The command became number one on our list of
rules.

In these small writing groups we began to address
the question of how to promote intellectual engagement,
to eenerate the energy, interest and commitment needed
for shaping and revising writing. This required the more
intimate setting. The chore is more concrete, but the
writer is more vulnerable. Searching for a topic expects
and accepts wild forays into new territory and can be done
with courageous gusto, but revision is done with a critical
eye, with a goal, a pulling back, a paring down, a sorting
out or reaching out in a designated direction, and coming
back to the group with perhaps several drafts, pursuing
that goal. The results would be judged. There would
be something akin to being "rightwor"wrongr "Does my
piece set the reaction I hoped it would?" "Am I achiev-
ing what I set out to do?" "Am I on to something better?"
The writer needs this audience. It is a testing ground.
But, the decisions rest with the writer.

A lot of interest, support and encouragement was
needed to carry the writer on The strong and close re-
lationships helped them to work together effectively and
there was always a close search for what En working.
We worked on the skill of pointing to specifics and
learning to says"this is what I hear or feel or see or
am reminded of as I listen. Is that what you Intended?"
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If the responders helped in an interested way, the
writer was spurred on to make decisions, to revise.

I turned on my stereo and wrote straight out
for about an hour. I thought I had a master-
piece, but then as I read it to my group nothing
seemed to gel. I could tell by looking around
that it did not go over very well. I didn't see
my usual friends, instead I saw very confused
strangers. When they tried to tell me what
they heard, they had a lot of trouble. They
found the basic story line, but somewhere inside
I had lost it. So I had my work cut out for me.

(Dann)

When a story is unclear to anyone in the group,
I know I need to revise it. don't always like
to do that, but when a story is unclear, you have
to. I always try to make sure that everyone re
sponds because if they don't, I could possibly
lose something in my writing Not letting a writ-
er know your feelings deprives him of a lot. When
I get everyone's response and then I revise it,
then I have to test it out on them again.

(Walter)

One thing was unusual about my group yesterday.
We all got the same idea about my piece -- in-
dependently. And thus I found the way I then
continued.

(Cindy)

A writing group can help in all stages of the
writing process. When the first rough draft is
ready I Iceive suggestions as to how to continue,
what to elaborate, what to leave out and so on
From all these suggestions I can choose those that
match with my own impressions. After the thematical
structure of the essay has been finished, the finer
structure of it undergoes a test. Unsuitable
expressions are chanced. Illogical structures are
rebuilt. Then the stage, when I think the essaay
is almost ready for final copy comes. Everything
in it reads smoothly, connections between all the
parts of it seem logical to me. At this time the
writing group is most important for me. Most valu-
able. What seems to me entirely logical may be
entirely illogical to them since they don't have
my experience, don't know things I know, things that
may be necessary for understanding the story. Now
they ask questions, they say they don't understand
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this and that and I explain and make notes.
This way I find the gaps where people lose
what I'm trying to say.

(Michael)

A writing group is somewhere you go for more
than just improving your writing. You go there
to share your ideas. It's just talking to
someone like you, so if you fail or do some-
thing stupid, you see it and you get to erase all
of that and do it again only better. It feels safe.

(Suzanne)

For me the group process has become an inherent
part of my writing process. The group offers
me a chance to see how the piece comes across.
Have I been successful? Have I conveyed my message?
But more importantly, the group helps define
my message. It forces me to ask myself questions
and to discover things that would have other-
wise passed me by. Their response is crucial.
Perhaps I will use a suggestion. At other times
I will not and this helps because I am forced to
make my own decisions about my writing and to
understand why I want it that way.

(Alex)

In their small groups suggestions were turned
into questions that had to be answered by the writer.
"What if you opened right in the middle of that memory
instead of introducing it by telling us about how you
lcr, back and remember?" The "What if" approach, suggested
by io,rfett, requires a reply, a testing and a decision.
At ties the "interest" was so high that responders had
to remind themselves not to take over the writing. Some-
times the writer had to assert ownership as Sue reminded
her groups

Never be condescending or mean. Be honest. If
you don't understand say so. Say what you think,
but understand ou_aren't_inshArgel

As we began to get more comfortable and more de-
manding in our small groups, the basic rules became simpler.
"We do what will help us as writers, and we don't do what
hurts." Writers often took charge and became more specific
asking the group for the kind of help they wanted. For
Lisa, "Don't give me a word, let me find it. Otherwise
it doesn't feel like my own and I can't use it even if
I like it." Or for Jemmies "Tell me what point you think
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I'm trying to make and help me with an opening eentenee."
And for Adrienne. "I'm trying to be satirical, does this
sound mean and sarcastic?" They could ask for criticism
ard Suzanne advised responders.

When you'ri talking about specifics say exactly
why this struck you as important. Ask questions.
Why this Topic? Why this style? Why this word
or phrase? Asking questions can make the writer
understand and perhaps talk out the intent of
the piece.

Questions like "Why are yoU writing this?" "What
is your point?""Why is it significant?" forced the writer
to reimmerse, going deeper each time as if to a clearer
part of the well of meaning. this working toward focus,
elaboration and clarification proceeded through draft after
draft, the writer in charge, making the decisions. What
became apparent, not only in the finished product, but
also in the process, was theintellectual progress students
were making as they took risks, tested ideas, found relation-
ships, explored possibilities, and made decisions about
their writing. Often we wrote the very best we could.

I participated always as a writer and a responder,
moving from group to group, modelling the kinds of responses
I thought were helpful and sharing what I wrote. I watched
and I listened. And, I kept a daily journal. I believed
and let them know it, that if the writing pleased them, I
would feel it was the best they could do. I questioned
what I didn't understand. When students asked, "What do
you think of my essay?" I replied by asking first what
they thought of what they'd written. "What do you like
about your piece?" or "Are you bothered by any part of it?"
They answered clearly. "I like the part where I tell about
feeling my grandfather's whiskers on my face because that
makes him seem alive to me, but I'm still not sure if it
ends too fast." (Kathy) A discussion would follow that
often led to discovery, a reseeing and a rewriting.

I hoped my trust would sharpen their ability to
scrutinize their own work. When they asked, "Is it long
enough?" My standard reply was "How long do you need to
make it, in order to say what you want to say?" I turned
the questions back to them to avoid imposing my judgment
I wanted the students to experience finding their own way.
If they wrote to please me, I would be taking ownership.
their goal would become the frustrating one of trying to
please the teacher, and a new one each year. Just as they
had understood writing as a way of locating or discovering
what they might want to say, now they understood drafting
as a way of locating for themselves, the form, the how
and to whom, the answers to the rhetorical questions often
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dictate4 by the teacher.

Insisting that they please themselves as writers passed
along to them a huge responsibility. It meant that when
the piece was finished, the writer would have to own it,
to say, "Yes, this is hew I want it," or "This is how I
want to leave it for nowt I take the responsibility."
They also took the rewards. As Bill said&

I feel that my new struggling method of writing
gives me more satisfaction. Now I can get a paper
back knowing it is all mine, and getting the
grade I deserve for the work I put in. Though
the satisfaction of a good pepper only happens about
twice a year, my independence and growth have
brought me to where I am now. In other words,
I enjoy writing and I think I am a better writer.

And Suzannes

The responders reacted the way I hoped. I think
this may be one of the most entertaining pieces
I have written. I have fun reading it. It makes
other people happy. I'm also proud that I was
able to do what I set out to do. Because I de-
voted a lot of time to something that I'enjoyed
after the hardest work was over, I've learned the
value of effort.

Many groups functioned so well they literally purred.
They paced themselves, developed rhythms and roles. Each
member often developed a knack for a certain kind of re-
sponse and was relied upon for that. Of course, not every
group member became a writer who wrote all the way to
satisfaction. But those who didn't at least watched the
process as it occurred around them and sometimes played
a role as a helper and a responder and often were drawn
in, catching the fervor that surrounds a piece of writing
in the process of "becoming." There was appreciation for
the clear and honest response as Well as for the clear
and honest writing. Often a non-writer in the group be-
gan writing.

One group called me over excitedly to report that
one of their group who had not been delivering the goods,
had suddenly made a great contribution. "Ms. Allison,
Ma. Allison! Mike was great! He went right to the heart
of the problem in Don's paper that no one else could figure
out all week, that none of the rest of us could see. We
all knew something wasn't right. It just wasn't making
sense and Nike discovered the missing connection."



Mike grew inches and on the next day, clearly feeling himself
a contributing member of the group, he appeared with a
draft of his own for the first time in the year.

I began also to see the wonderful paradox of

writing groups. In a supportive group setting, indi-
viduality is nurtured. As students developed this re-
sponsibility to the group, the group looked for and pro-
moted individual thought and expression. These students
who might in other places need and seek peer approval,
who often succumbed to fierce veer pressure to be like
everyone else vftre here as writers and responders,
proudly asserting un5.queness and getting support and
appreciation for it.

Attitudes about writing began to change. Writing
was no longer something you did for the teacher, it was
something you did for yourself. Writing was beginning
to be recognized as useful for learning, for making dis-
coveries about yourself and about the world. It was powerful
and it was pleasurable. Some of the best writers came
knowing this, others were surprised by this newly acquired
power.

Writing used to seem like work. Now I make writing
work for me.

(Cheryl)

It used to be this ways Hand in the first
written copy, receive it back with discouraging
red marks, then hide it inside my notebook.
Not any more though. Now I will work on a piece
of writing if it takes one hundred drafts. I've
no need for those bloody red slashes.

(Lynne)

When this year started, writing was simple, just
plain, an acceptable essay. There was no under-
standing of it, of the struggles or the pain that
in the end satisfies. I censored my writing. I

would only write about certain things and there
were things which I would not let anyone learn.
Working with my group throughout the year, I got
over this feeling. Now I write about everything
without any exceptions and I share it with others
and with my teacher. I am learning about myself
through my writing and I'm experiencing different
situations by listening to others. As I got in-
to writing more, I understood it more. The process,
writing, is a complicated process which needs not
only feelings, but also intelligence and experience.
This year was a growing together, learning together,
and developing our writing and thinking 01118 together.

(Cumhur)
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Writing is something of mine, something which I
can create and hold, perhaps change beyond recog-
nition. In writing I have the chance to mold and
manipulate my words Writing gives.me the chance
to really think. I begin to understand more what
it is that I am trying to convey. I begin to know
Myself and my world a little better. To deny
any student or anyone else the chance to discover
these things is a crime.

(Alex)

Yes, we were beginning to understand the "magic" - the
power and the pleasure of writing. And, whenever we
came together to share our finished pieces, there was
the energy, the evidence of lusty enjoyment as they
applauded one another. They understood that hard work
brings rewards and they unuerstood the importance of
an appreciative audience. It was a celebration as we
all shared in the cornucopia of delights, the fruits of
our labor.

:Those were the high points, but there were problems
too. We all learned that real writing takes time. Some-
times it emerges slowly or vastly changes. Tine slots
could not be rigidly assigned - for thinking, for talking,
for searching, and for producing our finest prose. But
deadlines are a fact of life, could and would be assigned,
(with some flexibility we hoped). I wanted my students
to be able to survive ,in a class that demands tt'at. But
I worried that the recognition that writing takes time
might provide the indigent with excuses to put off writing
and still then, whip off that same lifeless prose or
perhaps nothing at all.

I worried too when I glanced around the room and
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discovered conversations about Saturday night, the
prom, or tests. I hoped for serious dedicatio to wr ting
at all times...at least "80% tire on teak," o I'd feel
we were floundering. I'd move from group to group some
days feeling as if I were carrying hod, trying to patch
the crumbling structure. I needed to remind myself that
if there were a better way to engage 100% of my students
all of the time.I'd do it like a flash. But there does-
n't seem to be that panacea, and at least in small groups
the interaction, whatever it is, seems to me more valuable
than falling asleep alone at your desk. So when I felt
the center would not hold, the first thing I had t do
was bring us all together for a kind of rededication, to
read to one another from writing in progress, and to
take note of the wonderful activity and achievement that
was going on around the room. And, second, I had to meet



with my own small writing group of teachers and take note
of the wonderfully refreshing times we veered off' course
to enjoy one another, to rare back and laugh, to tell
jokes, tell stories, and finally to get back to work on
the writing...just as my students did. In this way
I refueled. So although the balancing act between free-
dom and constraint gets shaky, I hang in there because
I know of no better way...yet.

Occasionally, when I get frustrated and feel we've failed
with someone, I try to think f Steve, a basketball star
who considered himself a non-writer (though later that
year he wrote a lovely piece about a swimming meet).
I try to remember that Steve might never come to have
a passionate commitment to writing, no more than I might
have to basketball. Still I like to think if he invited
me to a game, made me feel welcome and comfortable, not
stupid and uncoordinated, I might get caught up in the
fun and excitement of the game, and might then even try
to play... to catch the fun of it. And then, perhaps with
encouragement and support from the team, I might even
try harder, risk making a fool of myself, and I might
in the process develop hidden talents end become an
adequate player who understood the fun and usefulness
f a relaxing or exciting game of basketball. I might
at least play the very best I could. But, if I blundered,
I hope I'd be encouraged to try again, not ridiculed and
forced to build up defenses. On the other hand, I might
never get hooked.. Oh the parallels!
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One question I continue to ask is "What do I
teach when I say I teach writing?" And that's an im-
portant question for me. What is important to teach?
What basic writing experLences do I want for my students?

As an outgrowth of our summer workshop in 1979.
my students and I became a part of a National Study con-
ducted by Sondra Peri, where students, teachers, and re-
searchers study the process of writing. My students and
I had the wonderful experience of having Nancy Wilson,
a researcher with Dr. Pert, in our classroom daily to
observe, to discuss, to reflect, to commiserate and to
triumph with us. The study allowed me to slow down,
reauired me to look carefully at my process of teaching
and to look carefully at writers at work - students,
other teachers, professional writers and most carefully
at myself as a writer. Many of the basic notions I
intuitively believed in, 'I believe in more strongly.
any of the ouestions I had, I've been able to answer.

What I saw very quickly was that those of us who
write a lot, do so because we find pleasure in it some-
where along the way. Yes there is pain too, but the
promise of pleasure impels us. Early in the study I be-
gan to ask the question, "Where does the pleasure come
from?" I looked to myself as a writer, to my colleagues,
and most importantly, to my students for answers. It
seems to me that the pleasure comes from having con-
fidence or trust in yourself that you sAn do it - what-
ever the writing task, and that writing will be valuable,
will bring rewards that come through making discoveries
about yourself and your world, through finding surprises
in what you know, through making your own order out of
your own chaos, through generating ideas from what is
yours, through creating new experiences and re-creating
past experiences, through finding that you have said
something that others enjoy or find interesting or useful.
There is the"magic"that put the glow on my students cheeks.

Knowine that possibility of pleasure, strengthens
our interest in writing, makes us write more and makes s.

us better writers. We're writing for real reasons. If
this is what impels writers, we can't ignore it in school.
We ought to foster writing that puts our students in touch
with the pleasure and the power writing for selfish reasons.
Now I believe that to provide the necessary basic writing
experiences.

1. We begin with a lot of writing about things we
care about and a lot of talk about how we write -
how it feels to write - what helps us and what
hurts. And I listen and join my students.

P. We pay attention to how real writers achieve
meaning and structure - forget the step-by-step
instruction of text books.
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3. We share what we write in writing groups,
testing our writing with a helpful and appreciative
audience of peers, a kind of cheering section
interested in helping us say what we want to say.

4 We provide time for a piece of writing to emerge,
allowing the writer to shape and manipulate the
piece, allowing the writing to develop into
something that pleases the writer, something
that is the writer's own creation so that
the writer takes all the reward.

5. We provide opportunities for publishing to
widen the audience.

If we can help writers to find their own ability to
generate their own ideas, then they won't go scurrying
scared to tt)e library in danger of committing plagiarism.
I believe that the struggle that lets content find its
form, brings huge rewards. And that struggle takes time.
We need to give writing much more time than we have in
the past. Unreasonable pressure that comes with un-
reasonable due dates (assign today, collect tomorrow)
ought to be abandoned forever. The guilt that follows
when we don't have time to write and re-write to satisfy
ourselves that we've done the best we could and harsh
criticism that tells us that we cannot do it...all retard
the writing process. Time for encouragement and appreciation,
nourish it. In large classes this kind of care must come
from the students to one another. One teacher cannot
dole out enough.

We've all come a long way and we keep moving.
Some of our students have moved on to classes, to college
where they de not have groupsso they get their own...or
revolutionize a classroom...or suffer a set back. In
our school students have begun a writing center because
they believe that writers need audience feedback. It's
become a part of their writing processes. True, some
of the work must still be done in solitude, but we come
up for nourishment and we get that from a voup.

And now the administrator who visits, comes into
my room smiling and joins a group. And if I may quote
him,

Students talk seriously to each other in small
writing groups and that makes the act of writing
more serious as well as adds luster to the writing
itself. I sat in on several writing groups and
was consistently pleased by the willingness of
students to revise and the precision of student
questions
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Though there are many things I think I know and
many more I'd lik4to know, one thing I'm sure of, I
must keep writing. I've learned more about myself as
a writer. I understand better the differences be-
tween my own writing for selfish and pleasurable reasons
and writing on demand. I revise energetically and some-
times endlessly with my own poetry and delight (sometimes)
in the effects of the change. But I put off and struggle
with the revision necessary in academic writing. I need
a push, a deadline, an encouraging word...a writing group
to keep me moving I must keep writing and finishing
to remind myself how it feels down in the labyrinth...
and how good it feels when I begin to arise from it.

I haven't answered all of my questions, but
I think I understand them better, understand why they
are my questions, and I think I know more what I need
to do to find the answers. But then answers are ends
and not nearly as much fun as the questing toward them...
It's that glow again r.Oh joy!

A. Allison
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THE SENIOR ESSAY

Everyone knows that you can'z expect much from seniors

in high school. As I walk through the halls or sit in the

teachers room the common talk is about how out of it are your

niors this week. I can't talk to another teacher of seniors

without hearing the complaints about the lack of attendence,

participation or effort. Thn students call it "Senioritis".

In my English class I began to see evidence of senioritis

right around the senior trip in the beginning of March. Most

of my students went on the three day excursion in body, they

all left in spirit. This is the beginning of their right of

passage'followed by a whole series of events that take their

toll on all the potential graduates whether they are aware of

it or not. They are accepted to college, reach the golden age

of 18, obtain their senior license, go to the prom, participate

in the traditional senior cut day, are treated to breakfast by

the school at the senior breakfast, receive their yearbooks and

finally graduate. It is a long process and through it all they

seem to cease to care about school.

Jennifer, one of my best students, is a good example. In

the first and second quarters she handed in every assignment, her

work was of the highest quality, she never missed a class and was

very interested in her grades. In the third quarter she didn't

head in half the work, what she did complete was poor work by her

pervious standards and the fact that she failed the quarter didn't

seem to have much of an impact. She has recovered in the fourth

quarter but she is good evidence of this affliction.
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The way my students act reminds me of my year old son.

He invented a game, played all oer the world, that he plays

coNistantly and enjoys immensely. He starts by sitting in his

high chair sucking on his bottle until he is no longer hungry.

When full he throws the bottle to the floor and laughs. We

pick it up, give it back to him and he holds onto it for a while

with a gleeful look in his eyes. Suddenly he throws it on the

floor again, laughs and waits for us to start all over agin. This

game goes cn until we tire of it , his capacity seems endless. He

holds on and then lets go and holds on and lets go and works out

a whole series of couplet relationships in his life through this

game. He wants to hold on to all the important ob,Aects in his life,

his bottle, thumb, diaper, father, mother, and never let go because'

they bring him joy. He wants to make them part of himself, bring

them into his being, forever. He also rejects them, knowing he has

to let go of the very objects that bring him pleasure in order to

grow and become an independent person. In order to develop a sense

of self he has to let go of significant others. Scmetimes it is

forced on him by the outside world and at other times it seems to

be dirven internally.

I see a lot of my students in my son. They can't wait to get

out of high school. All their thoughts are on what is ahead of

them. They will be going to col_ege in the fall or getting a full-

time job, maybe even moving into their own place and high school is

just a piece of the past. The only trouble is they still have three

more months of school. They need to let go of all the familiar around

them in order to establish their own identity. They also are frightened

of what is ahead and want to hold onto what they know. High school
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is easy, by now they know all the ropes, they are the top dogs

in the school and they don't want to give that up. Living at

home is great, free room and board and now they're old enough

that their parents won't be able to tell them what to do.

Graduation is forced on the seniors and it is absolutely necessary

in order for them to become aAult members of the community. Some

of them fight it all the way to the stage, others are there six

months ahead of time and get bored waiting. I teach them all. I

don't just teach them but I ask them to write and I don't just

ask them to write, I want good, impelled, committed writing,

perlonal writing, writing from their own experience. This demand

on the students is particularly difficult for them tO fulfill.

It takes an invest of self to produce this kind of work. Some

school work allows the student to detach themselves from it, to

treat it as separate from the issues that are real in their lives.

There is no room for this in personal writing.

It .may seem like a contradiction to be asking my students to

write in this way when they are rejecting the school and trying

to form a new identity. But that is only a part of the tension

in these seniors, they are also trying to hold onto what they

know and are secure with. Writing allows them to explore both

sides of these issues. Jtten students will write about their

friends and how close they used to be and how they would like

to have that back. Early rhil4nood memories and good, warm,

familial relationships are also common topics. Difficulties

with parents, the school And the future are often expressed

in the writ g. Basically the writing is a place where these

issues can be explored and the tension released through the

exploration.
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The Senior essay is the culminating writing issignment

for the year. It is'the last of a long line of writing assignments

that my students have produced over the year. I make a great effort

to place the demands of the task in the proper context. it is not

the first time I have asked the students to take their writing

seriously, I ask that every time they write. The goals for the

assignment are to write a piece the students care about writing and

for it to represent the best writing that they can produce at this

time. They have to share the piece in all its various stages of

revision with their peers in a writing group. These groups have

been functioning all year and their purpose is to help the writer

say what he/she wants to say. The groups generally function quite

well and whereas they may be able to hand in something they don't

care about to me it is rare for them to do that with their classmates.

The topic for the senior essay is completely open. It is a fairly

lengthy piece, 6-10 typed pages, and they are all to be published in

a class magazine. The students can rewrite a previously written

assignment for the senior essay or it can be a completely new piece.

We spend the month of May working intensely on the piece. We have

been building up to it all year by establishing an atmosphere of

caring about the writing, working to make it better and sharing it

with a wide audience. The timing of the essay is desp,ned to make

it part of the graduation exprience. It is one more 'right of

passage' to go through, one more time to dig in your heels and

see what you have got. It is a way to sieze upon the dynamics of

senioritis and use its power to produce better writing. The assignment

says to the class that graduating is hard, it takes a long time, it
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works its way through your being slowly and in mysterious ways

and here is one more ceremony for you to participate in before the

final march.

So much for the theory of the senior essay and senioritis,

how about the practice. The results are mixed. There are many

positive signs, a few triumphs and some disappointments. Everyone

is going to hand in the assignment and that pleases me greatly. It

is probably the first time all year that has been true. I have

collected several drafts and without exception the work is being

done. At this point in the year I don't believe there is another

topic we could be working on and achieve this level of participation.

The writing groups are functioning very well. When a student brings

in her/his piece to the three or four other students in the group,

the other students have done an excellent job of using the skill,

we have been developing all year in responding to the work. They

say back, get the writer to talk about what s/he is trying to accomplish

in the piece, look at details and wording and don't evaluate the piece

for the writer but let the writer do that himself. They are using

these skills in the most effective manner I have seen all year.

Also the impact of one's peers hearing your work functions especially

well when all adults, especially parents and teachers, arq no longer

so important.

There have been three really gratifying developments. The

topics the students have selected have been excellent. Given the

entire world to choose from most of them made good choices. Well

over half the students have choosen to work on a piece that they

produced this year and they now want to elaborate on and revise.

Many of the pieces are ones I would have picked for that particular

student to go back to. There wan more to be said or it was started

and never finished because some other concerns somehow interfered.
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Also the topics are ones that the students really care about.

The level of revision in the senior essay is the most intense

I have seen it all year. Many students are struggling over particular

words in a way that never occured to them before. When I read John's

piece, the fourth version of this story, he had underlined all the

words he was unsure of. When we confered about the piece I found

that I would have picked many of the same words and his level of

concern for meaning was really unusual.

Students have sought my assistance on these pieces to a far

greater extent than any other piece w' have done. Many of my pre-

paration and lunch periods have been taken up with a student going

over their work and just talking about the piece. This is in addition

to the feedback they are getting from their writing groups. They

want me to listen to their writing because they care about it,

because they think it is good and they just want as much confirmarion

of their feelings as they can get. I am glad to give it to them

just because it helps to fulfill the goals of the assignment and

it is a very pleasing way to spend my time. Their writing shows

a lot of growth and I just feel I am doing the right thing as

their teacher.

There are still students who are too concerned with length

and they let it get in the way of their writing. When I ask why

they include a particular section that seemed out of place they

respond that they wanted it to be at least six pages. Some

students never get past getting the plot right and that persists

even in the senior, essay. Others can't settle on a topic and

whereas I empathize as a writer I find that frustrating as a teacher.

At this point I can't wait to see the magazine and read all

the completed stories. I imagine that along with the yearbooks

th.'y will save the magazines and thrumb through them in the future
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looking back at what they were and what they wrote.

An Addendum -

I sit here with all the senior essays ready to go to the

xerox machine for copying and I have yet to put my own piece

into final form for the magazine. Looking at the stack of writing

fills me with pride. I feel a real sense of accomplishment as a

teacher for having set up a framework to enable, these seniors to

produce this work. More importantly I am proud of what the students

have written. The quality and commitment evident in their writing

surpassed my expectations. Many of the seniors held on to this

assignment as a way to close out their year with me and even their

high school careers. There was a lot of "Idid it" when the papers

where handed in and a lot of pride from me when I read and graded

them.

For the record one student did not do the assignement, just

deciding it was beyond him after several starts. Another student

produced a long, very personal piece, that will not appear in the

magazine at his insistence. Despite all the efforts at building a

trusting relationship this year, this particular piece is too close

to share in a published form. There were two pieces handed in that

I was very disappointed in but the remainder really did represent

the bfst each student was capable of producing now. Some of the

work dazzled me and I, at least, will keep the magazine on my shelf

to thumb through in the years ahead.
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"Do you have my typed book?" asks
Tucker.

"Can we write now?"
"Are we gonna write today?"
"Yes, I have your typed book, Tucker.

No, we can't write now, but we will at our
scheduled time after snack. Please sit down
and let's get the day started:"

Lauren slowly puts away her rough
draft. Robby reluctantly puts back the
blocks he just started to pull out:; Dean and
Chris color a bit more, then quickly stash
everything into their cubbies. Craig and
Amy are not ready to settle down; itAtead,
they're debating about a monster movie.

"Derek is sitting nicely; so is Jaime.
Lauren and Chris are ready for school to
begin. Good morning, Natascha. Take
your coat off and join us; we're just getting
the day started."

Another day begins in our first grade.
Like many other teachers, I have strong
feelings about what subjects should be
taught in the morning of the school day. I
have always believed that children are most
alert and ready to attempt "academic"
tasks first, leaving the afternoons for ac-
tivities that require more physical move-
ment. As a result. I scheduled reading
groups, sound-symbol learning. auditory
and motor perception skills, and hand-
writing in the morning hours, with snack
offering a change of pace. Because of this
schedule. I squeezed writing into the short
time span between snack and schoolwide
recess. During this time, the students be-
carOe involved in drafting stories, coloring
and drawing illustrations, and gathering
thoughts for new stories. I conferenced
with those children whose rough drafts
had been completed. However, this cre-
ative atmosphere was always halted abrupt-
ly by a glance at the classroom clock.

"We must put our writing things away.
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Its time to go outdoors."
"Can I just read you my story, real

quick, Mrs. Pekala?"
"Look at this Smurf I just drew. Doesn't

it look real!"
"Tomorrow, can I have the first con-

ference?"
At the sound of my voice, Natascha

stands up, still adding finishing touches to
her story. David reads his last written page
to Kelli. Tucker leaves his crayons and
story on the desk top. The recess morals'
comes to our doorway and asks, "Are they
ready?" as other children beckon us out-
side with their waves and shouts of excite-
ment.

Creativity and mood cut short again! I
was so sure that writing could only take
place after the "basic skills" had been com-
pleted for the day. Even though we were
constantly stopped in the middle of our
writing sessions, I continued to teach
writing during the same short time span.
Our school year continued this way until
early one morning in Nosember.

"I'm first," shouts David running into
the classroom still wearing his ski mask.

"I'm second," adds Denise cruising
around the doorway.

"Did you see that movie last night? The
spaceman was great!"

Now Tucker, Lauren. Kelli. and others
are filtering into the classroom, joining
into conversation about the TV movie.

"Did you see it, Mrs. Pekala?"
"No. But it sounds like I missed some-

thing good."
"Yeah. it was super!"
"This movie sounds like a good topic

for sommsne's story."
"Hey, Yeah! Robby, you, me. and Craig

can do it together," declares Amy, already
getting paper, pencils, and crayons.

Before we realize what is happening.
writing is well underway. Robby, Craig,
and Amy are going strong in the corner of
the room, even adding noises as they work.
Chris is busy finishing a previously started
story. and Natascha wanders in.
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"Why is everyone writing? Did 1
alre:tdy miss snack?"

' No, Natascha, you're not that late! Did
you see the TV special last night?"

She shakes her head.
"Neither did 1. But it seems that many

of the children did. They liked it so well
that they are writing about it now. Maybe
Amy could tell you about it. Take your coat
off and join in."

The students are writing quietly, ex-
citedly, intensely, all kinds of ways. We
write for about 50 minutes, and this is the
very first time we are not interrupted by
the recess monitor!

This experience was an eye opener for
me. To ask students to set aside their inter-
ests at the beginning of each school day
had been unfair to them. They came into
school excited about new experiences; it
was natural for them to use writing as a
means of expressing this excitement. For
students to compose freely, to have re-
hearsal time to practice writing and to
share their work, I realized 1 had to be
willing to make changes.

By beginning e'ch morning with writ-
ing, I was concerned that I was sacrificing
the basics, but the children taught me that
I was reinforcing these skills. Writing in-
cludes reading, comprehension, sound-
symbol relationships. inferring, and motor
skills. Students use auditory skills when
they share pieces and reread their own
work. I began to see that writing is the inte-
gration of all language art skills.

By taking charge of their own writing,
the children review skills they have already
acquired and prepare for the introduction
of nes. materials. After writing, they move
easily into reading groups. The quiet
mood has already been set, and they are
ready to adjust to group 'work.

In addition, at the beginning of the
day, writing becomes the bridge between
students' lives outside school and the ac-
tivities they ttigage in at school. Writing is
Na smooth way for students to make the
transition between these two worlds.

SEPTEMBER IWO
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So. by popular demand, I changed
writing time to the beginning,of the school
day. The children no longer ask as they
come into the school. "Can we write now?"

THE WRITING PROCESS 27

They know that writing is the first thing on
our agendabefore taking attendance, be-
fore saving the pledge, and yes, even be-
fore "the basics"!
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WHAT ABOUT THE STRUGGLING WRITER?

Scene I
It's only 9:05 and yet the first graders in my class

have begun to settle down and write. Andy and Michael are
working at the reading table.

"Can I sit here, too?" asks Jeff.
"Only if your're quiet," Michael demands, "we're

working on our war story."
Jeff chooses NOT to sit there. On the rug Ryan looks

at the classroom calendar. Chrissy, Karyn, and Jenny are
laughing. at Karyn's desK. Mandy and Jamie both are writing
quietly by the front chalkboard. Kenny lays his head on
his arm, ever so carefully drawing a mummy for his adventue
story. Ryan takes the bathroom pass, leaving the room.

Scene II
It's time for me to conference with Craig. I call him

over to the conference table and we begin to talk. He has
just completed a story about fishing with his grandfather.
He really wants to publish this one! When Craig and I are
finished, I'll call Sara for her conference.

Over at the round table sits a small quiet boy. Tony
likes to watch. His eyes are following Michael around the
room.

Meekly Tony requests, "Micahel can I work here?"
"Sure, bring your stuff over!
Together they work, each drawing pictures for their own

stories. Michael concentrating; Tony using a crayon, but
watching Michael more than drawing. Suddenly Tony crumbles
his paper, throws it away in the class trashcan, strolls by
the paper bin picking up several sheets of manilla drawing
paper, and settles back down next to Michael. Again Tony
proceeds to draw, however, he's still more concerned with
Michael's intricate drawing.

Scene HI
"Good morning everyone. Has anyone seen Chrissy this

morning? Kenny, was she on the school bus?" Kenny shakes
his head no.

"I guess she's out again today!"
This is a familiar happening in our classroom. Chrissy

is often missing from our writing time: either she's not
in school, or she's receiving remedial speech help with the
school speech teacher. Because of this, Chrissy seems to
have a hard time finding consistency with her work, and
avoids settling down.

Writing in my classroom has changed in the past
several years. Ever since 1980 when I took the New York
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City Writing Project summer institute on the writing
process approach, writing has taken on a new meaning for me
and my first graders.

Donald Graves and Lucy Calkins have written about new
life and voice that elementary students are giving to their
writing. After using this process approach in my own
classroom for the past three years, I'm convinced that not
only CAN first graders write, but they derive pleasure from
it! This experience has been ever so rewarding. My
students are now asking, "Today can writing time be
longer?"

But as excited as I am in seeing such wonderful
success, I continued to have concern for the kids like
Ryan, Tony, and Chrissy. They are the struggling writers.
The ones that sort of slip by. What is the development of
writing for this kind of student? This was the type of
question that concerned me when Sondra Perl, the director
of the NYC Writing Project, proposed doing a research
project in the teaching of writing in my school district.
I volunteered to become part of her research team so that I
could examine the writing development of my student*,
Although I don't have final answers, here are some of the
observations I've made and the conclusions I've come to.

RYAN: A DESCRIPTION OF A WANDERER

Ryan's first book has no pictures. It is a true story
written in November about the Korean baby girl his family
is planning to adopt:

RYAN'S DRAFT

Mi Sesdr
we r a doping a little

cru grl shey is of 2 mus old
we got lots uv cloe for hr
she is cuming arad cris
we got a pichr uv hr
the and

CORRECTED VERSION

My Sister
We are adopting a

little Korean girl. She
is only 2 months old.
We got lots of clothes
for her. She is coming
around Christmas. We
got a picture of her.
The end.

After this story Ryan talks with other children a
great deal. He also sits by himself drawing pictures. He
enjoys using the bathroom pass each writing period, along
with finding objects around the room with which to play--a
pad from home, pencAs, building blocks, and books. He
will tear out small sheets of note paper, folding them into
miniature airplanes.

In late January Ryan brings up a piece of writing to
share with me. He has written this at home:
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RYAN'S DRAFT

The Hot Rider Andy
chaptr 1

The hot rider is hat! He
blew up a car. He lost his
muffler it blew up. He got
a new muffler He blew up a
nuther and a nuther car! He
got put in jail but he broke
aut uv jail.

chaoti 2
He blew up 100 more cars!

He blew up a nuther He lost
his muffler a gen. He got a
nuther muffler. He blew up
2000 cars!!! He got killed
but his sun took his plas.
His sun did sduts. He was
so good. He wus a star. He
wus a star star star star.
He cae to be a super star!
He won oll the series. He
is in series.

chapter 3
He blew up a motr sicl.

He ble,4 up 9000 motr sicl
and 9000 cars!!! He blew
up a limousine! He blew
up a sto:e. He blew Lip
te/a!-- He blew up the hol
world. He blew up a alias.
He flats in sbas. He s
day in spas.

CORRECTED VERSION

The Hot Rider Andy
Chapter 1

The hot rider is
hot! He blew up a car.
He lost his muffler.
It blew up. He got a
new muffler. He blew
up another and another
car! He got put in jail
but he broke out of jail.

Chapter 2
He blew up 100 more

cars! He blew up another
car! He lost his muffler
again. He got another
muffler. He blew up 2000
cars!!! He got killed but
his son took his place.
His son did stunts. He
was so good. He was a
star, star, star, star.
He came to be a super
star! He won all the
series. He is in the
world series.

Chapter 3
He blew up a motorcycle.

He blew up 9000 motorcycles
and 9000 cars!!! He blew
up a limousine! He blew up
a store. He blew up Texas.
He blew up the whole world.
He blew up an alien. He
floats in space. He is
dead in space.

"Some story!" is my reaction. He seems pleased even
though I'm not sure he wrote the story. As we talk I aik
him about revising parts of it. "No way!" he declares as
he turns away from me.

In February 1 suggest to Ryan that he begin a sequel
to this hot rider story. It sounds like a good idea and
off he goes. But no product arises, only more trips to the
bathroom, more sharpened pencils, and a cleaner cubbie.
Starting in March, Ryan talks a great deal with Andy. They
talk and draw. They act out some scenes. In Andy's
handwriting, Ryan and Andy complete a story.

Ryan has many false starts. He doesn't latch onto
available opportunties for story lines--no more hot rod
stories, ncn stories about his Korean sister. Instead he
finds it necessary to Veep a constant watch over our
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plants, the class science projects. .-,une comes and Ryan
is still wandering around, watering our plants, sharpening
pencils, and he has the neatest, cleaniest cubbie in the
first grade.

TONY: A DECRIPTION OF A STARTER, STARTER,
STARTER...

Up until November Tony had written one simple story
about his house. then in December he wrote:

TONY'S DRAFT

the sch p i g i
of. the space ship is
blasting off the the it
s-ip umt tms rs.
the sa-ip at to --.

CORRECTED VERSION

The spaceship is going
off. The spaceship is
blasting off. The
spaceship is almost to
Mars. The spaceship is
at Mars.

Here he has some beginning sounds and has included
lines where he feels that letters/words have been ommitted.
During January Tony starts' many stories. While sitting
with me at a conference he says, "Ican't draw a house. Do
it for me." . With that: he. tears up his paper (without
anger), throws it away, gets a few more sheets, sits down,
and watches other children in the room. Tony feels that
whatever he dues isn't good enough.

"Why did you throw that away?" askes Suzanne.
"It's no good. It didn't look right."
"You always throw away your work!" replies Eric.
lhere's no answer from lony.

Jahuary ends with Tony preducing this story:

IOW'S DRAF1

Fot iz nad the man
hat pl on to fod! Fod iz
not Ion! Fod iz ulon
ran uyan. Fot iz not
ulon kid Vm bon!

CORRECTED VERSION

Frosty is made. The
man's teat blew onto
Frosty. Frosty is not.
alone! Frosty is alone
because the people ran
away. Frosty is not
alone. The kid came by.

In February parents come to school for report card
conferences. lony's mom talks about 4,is Frosty story, "If

he is shown what to write down, . he can write." She
feels that, perhaps the T.V. movie gave Tony the steps for
his story.

Tony began to write with various boys in our class. He
mote with Michael three times in February and again in
April. He worked with Jeff in February and in March and
produLed a total of three stories. Eric w.ls included as an
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author once. In spite of my many Jfforts, he remained
dependent on others in order to complete stories.

CHRISSY: A DESCRIPlION OF A SPURTER

Due to Chrissy's many absences, she didn't get around
to publishing until February. She and Jenny wrot?:

CHR1Sav'S DRAFI

We lick hasis. We lucf--
at ahasis We lick Chrismus
res at chrismistes times!
We lick pupl. We re at a
Orkhday.

CJRRECTED VERSION

We like houses. We
looked at a house. We

;T!!.-istmas trees at
Chr:.stmas time! We like
people. We are at a
birthday party.

AftP,-- this publication, she attempted some stories
alone, but n-ver brought them to completion. In April
Chrissy's stories seem to be taking on more details, tplt
her invented spelling is still being hindered by her speec
difficulties. By June she starts to produce stories with
woi ds covering the page--written all by hs.rself:

CHR1SS 'S DRAFT CORRECTLD VERSION

One day I wus at mi fend
hese and my butt cam runing
and he tod me that mi dad is
biging home a cat f a wek.

Sum cads fam the cat in a
gobish the cat wus a fust
body. His ese wus not oping
and his ess wusit. My dad is
the pisubi He got to biging

him hom fust. Now his ese
were oping and his ese wer
oping to. his neme is tigr
it is a boy it is so verrl
little On monday he hst
too.
to go LJacke to oy dad
soolle he mit com bake wan
he tot bigr he is going in
the fur for a wawe. The
and.

One day I was at my
friend's house and my
brother came running and
he told me that my dad is

bringing home a cat for a
week. Some kids found the
cat in the garbage. The
cat was a fuzzball. His
eyes were not open and his

ears weren't. My dad is
the principal. Hei? got to
bring him home first. Now
his eyes were opening and

his ears were opening,

His name is Tiger. It is
a boy. It is so very
little. On Monday, he
his to go back to my 'ad's
school. He might come
back when he gets bigg.?.r.
He is going to a farm for
a while. The end.

Chrissy is exploding .A.J1 on her own in June. These
last stories are filled with rich details and are vF:ry



alive for her.

The school year is drawing to a close. Looking beck
over the past few years, I see some patterns that develop
in children's writing:

WRITING DEVELOPMENT TAKES TIME. Children need
consistent opportunities to deal with their writing
development. My students were given 45 minutes at the
beginning of each school day. This consistent time frame
allowed each writer to 'antler, think, draft, discuss,
revise, draw. It providedAhe necessary "room" for them to
grow. Although as a teac3er I often wished I could "make"
them move ahead, fortunately I realize that I can guide
them, but I can't force their writing development. It
comes at its own pace for each student.

WRITING DEVELOPMENT SHOULDN'T LE JUDGED PREMATURELY.
When a child is developing skills, he or she doesn't
acquire them at an even pace. Growth comes in bits and
pieces. If I try to measure growth just by the quantity of
what is produced, I would conclude that all children don't
move ahead. However, quantity, quality, and time to grow,
all play important parts in the writing development of
first graders.

FIRST GRADE STUDENTS WHO AVOID WRITING WILL DEVELOP
OTHEk STRATEGIES. Like Tony, Ryan, and Chrirsy, students
will search out other means that will allow them to succeed
during writing. Ryan wandered around giving himself time
between his successful writing pieces. Tony was a
nun-finishpr on his own, but when given the opportunity to
write with other children, he became a partner of writing.
Their paths to a finished piece were not as direct as many
Lhildren, yet they continued to grow, contributing to our
community of classroom writers.

COLLADORAl ION WITH ANOTHER STUDENT AIDES WRITING
DEVELOPMENT FOR BOTH PARVNERS. Ely writing with one
another, the children hove a common goal between the two of
them. Collabration pulls on the strengths of both
partnels, allowing the non-writer to participate more fully
than, if he we' working in solitude. Often it is the
nun-writer who "hear" a weakness in a piece. Thus the
mote Lompetent writer gains additional insight to his /her
written wort:. The writing development is fostered for
each.
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I.

Science Time, or is it Writing Time?

"Can we put out our bean plants?" asked Denise.
"They've grown so much!"
"We can put our experiments out, too!"
"What about our bean stories?"
"I want to use giv, rainbow story, and put up a
ROY G DIV sign."

This kind of enthusiasm is usually heard at Science
Fair time because there are so many hands on activities
waiting to be displayed on this speciil parent night.
Science is exciting for first graders. This paper is an
attempt to explain. how the children taught me to integrate
science and creative writing. I had not planned for the
children to write about their plants. No one even thought
about science at writing time, nor writing at science time.
This unit of writing truly "just evolved from the

children." If I had "planned it", it wouldn't have had the
impact that it did--both for the children and for me.
Writing, did indeed, lead us to discover more about what we
knew -a digging deeper.

It all began about a month ago when we had "PlantinG
Day". Alas, soil was all over, on our clothes, on the rug,
with a bit more in plastic pots!

"Can we each have our own pot--I don't wanna share,"
shouted Shuana "and I wanna plant lots of seeds,"
she continued. (Shuana isn't timid.)

I answered her by giving class directions:

First, everyone should scoop up some soil into
your own pot. Mrs. Miller and I will help if you
need us. Everyone will get at least 3 seeds to
gently place against the inside of your potlike
this. Ely doing this you will be able to see
througn your pot, and watch your seeds grow.
Next you will add more soil on top of your seeds.
I will show you over at the sink, the proper way
of watering your seeds. Last, you will take your
finished pot over to Mrs. Miller at the window
sill. She'll help you label it.

The pots began their vigil of sitting, and eyes began

to stare.

"Will they grow today?" Denise asked Robbie.
"Sure. Remember Jack and the Bean Stalk!"
"But that wasn't real," she snapped back.
"WaE. it Mt s. Pekala?"



That is what started our discussion of reality verses
fiction. Still, the next morning the children raced into
the classroom--their eyes stared at the sitting pots:

"Nothings happening!"
"Maybe we should water them again."
"What's wrong?"
"Giv'em some time," boldy declared Narendra.
"Maybe when the sunshines later they'll grow!"
"Can we write about our beans?
I'll call mine Super Beans 'cause I know
mine'll be the biggest in the class,"
boasted Jason!

The children were so involved that I found it difficult
to interupt their enthusiam about these plants. Some lids
just sat down and started to write make-believe stories
involving their plants. During their writing I encouraged
the children to use their imaginations rather than just
elaborate on the chain of events that had taken place.

Deanna sat by herself to write. "The soil is like a
warm blanket," she whispered as she drew a picture.
Energetic Karyn had lots of action in her story--"my seeds
will have a party under there!"

That was the beginning of our bean stories. Through
their writing the children gained knowledge and a better
understanding of science. "Do plants sleep like us? I want
my plant to grow the best, like in my story, but how big
will it get? What'll happen if my doesn't grow?" Narendra
and Michael decided to check in the library for books about
beans. "Maybe a book can tell us how to make them grow
faster!" The class began to talk about experimenting.
"What happens when we don't set a pot of seeds in the
light?"

These first oraders tool: a shared experience, wrote
about it by expanding upon it in their own way, then
discussed and learned even more about that experience.
their finished stories were as diverse and the children
themselves. Among them were these stories:

THE TEA PARTY by Amanda

1 f. e7. wet in here. I'm having a tea party.
1 see other beans. I'm having a shower. I like
it down here. The end.

THE BEAN by Vi has

There was a boy. He found me. He wanted to
plant me. He did not give me any water! I grew
even if I didn't have any water. Now, I'm dead.



THE BEANS THAT TURNED INTO PEOPLE by Michael

The beans turned into people. We had a party.
We had fun inside the pot. We grew up big. We
jumped out of the pot! Now our class has 23 people.
Our class was happy!

THE BEAN IN SPACE by Narendra

there was a bean in the soil. It was dark. The bean
thought it was space. It saw the moon and stars. It

started to rain. The bean thought it was space rain!
The bean got an umbrella and put it on top of its head.
the bean started to grow. The bean started to get
taller and taller everyday. It got so tall that it
went into space.

The bean saw the moon and stars. It started to touch
the moon. On top of the moon, it saw a seed. The
seed started to grow and this seed was called a moon
seed. The bean started to die! Then the moon seed
started to grow so much.

The moon seed started to touch Mars and it started to
vain. the moon seed thought it was Mars rain! The
moon seed started to die and the Mars seed started
to grow. The Mars seed stayed on Mars.

As the days pasted, the eyes stared and the pots
sat. Jason's story of having the biggest plant didn't turn
out that way in reality. None the less, most seeds grew
into very tall plants. Many had to be staked to keep them
from falling over !

This science unit wasn't set up as a story starter!
It wasn't to be used in creative writing at all. However,
the students' ideas WERE worthy of creative writing time!
It was the children that took this concrete, hands-on
activity, and integrated it into our creative writing
curriculum. This was not the end--these children don't see
subjects in school as isolated areas of the curriculum:

"Lan we take our plants home after the Science Vair?"
"My mother wants my plant story; do I have to keep it

hem e?"
"I'm writing chapter 2 for my bean story. Its going

into outer space!"
"Can we learn about dinosaurs next? I've got lots of

stuff at home that
I could share with the class. I know the library has lots
of books, and
Dino is a gm eat name, and .
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"OK, everybody. Journal writing time."
Matt and Kevin K. shout, "Yeah!"

There are a couple of "Alrights!" and the
children quickly get up from their seats.
There is a flurry of excitement and move-
ment as marble composition books are
taken from cubbies. Pretty soon we are
spread out in all parts of the room, in all
positions. It takes a while for things to set-
tle down. A lot of warm-up activity is going
on. Chris is sharpening his pencil and
looking around for a cozy writing place.
Dina decides to number all the pages of
her journal. then, when that important job
is complete, she starts searching for
something she likes. She examines an ear-
lier, uncompleted story about her dog and
rereads it. Then she starts writing. 'Michele
and Meryl are chatting away about some-
thing that happened after school. It takes
about 10 minutes before things grow quiet.
It is never totally quiet, mind you. Matt
and Kevin K. are uncle' the loft, making
noises. "Varoom. boom, boom!"

"Yeah. Man, that sounds pretty good."
"OK, but how do you spell varoom?"
Erika asks Karsten to listen to her story

to see what she thinks.
"Sure, I'll listen to your story, Erika,"

Karsten answers, "Just as long as it's not
that 13page Halloween one again."

Michele and Meryl are up in the loft. I
think they'r': talking about boys. They are
certainly not writing. "Come on, girls,
pease try to work on your journal stories."

"Mr. Schwartz, can 1 read this poem to
you?"

"Sure, Maryellen." 1 listen. "That was
great!"

"My mouse wrote it."
"No, Maryellen, 1 don't believe your

mouse wrote that one."
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"See how small the writing is?"
"I don't care how small the writing is.

I'll believe your mouse wrote it when your
mouse can read it to me."

Journal writing in the eurrienhon
As educators we are constantly evaluat-
ing our objectives while we encourage
children to compose in the classroom.
With second graders, as with all children,
the goals are many and complex. We want
children to be fluent and confident. We
want to improve their ability to write a
coherent, sequentially valid story. A posi-
tive attitude is of utmost importance. A
story might have some humor, an inter-
esting beginning, an unusual ending, a
cleser story line. Sometimes, with some
children, we are happy if there is any story
line. And, of course, there are other im-.
portant objectives to consider--spelling,
handwriting, and grammar.

Not everybody agrees on how to teach
composition, grammar, and spelling. But
there is one thing all teachers should agree
on: young children can write and should
be given as many opportunities as possible
to express themselves in writing. Yet. to
classroom teachers. teaching writing en-
tails a tremendous investment in time and
energy. We wonder how to create inter-
esting topics that will motivate good writ-
ing. We feel obliged to read, correct, and
comment on papers. Often there is con-
ferencing and then the rewriting process.
Where in our very busy day can we find
enough time to do all this?

Journal writing is my answer to this di-
lemma. Because of the structure of this
writing activity, there are no papers for the
teacher to correct, conferencing is not
essential, and motivation is seldom a
problem. Proper spelling, grammar,
punctuation, good handwriting, and a
well-presented paper are important to the
author, but, as we shall see, for reasons
that are different from those in most tra-
ditional writing settings.

Defining a journal is the first order of
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business. Different people variously define
journals. Some people believe journals
should be reflections of life or the record-
ings of efents. I set guidelines as wide
as possible; I define the children's journals
as places for them to write about anything
they please. Something from their lives
such as a trip or a visit might make a good
story, but something silly like a joke or an
impossible or improbable adventure is
fine, too. Talking rabbits and vacations to
the moon are just as valid as Disneyland
and after-school parties. I introduce jour-
nal writing to the children by reading a
selection from my own Peace Corps diary
(any personal diary or journal will do).

The journals are private. I will not
write in them, collect them, correct titer,c,
or force students to read them. Second
graders immediately see the advantages of
all this: "Nobody else can look? "; "Write
about anything, even silly stuff ?"; "Spelling
doesn't count?" Off they go to their as-
signed "private writing places." and they
write, and write, and write.

Getting into writing
There is a lot of prattle going on in the art
area. I look over and see Meryl and
Michele. They don't seem to be doing
anything remotely related to writing.

"Meryl! Michele! Please sit apart from
each other."

Jason and Kevin C. sit together work-
ing on illustrations for their stories. Jason
has some sort of weird spaceman in his
book, and Kevin is coloring in his sketch of
Perseus for his "Clash of the Titans" story.
Jamie S. comes over and asks Kevin how to
spell "coconut tree." Kevin is not sure, so
they sound it out together.

Cathy works at the back table, re. ding
aloud to herself. Her piece is alx,Jt the
night her brother was born. She really
loves him.

A pair of blue sneakers, attached to
legs, hangs out from between the railings
of the loft. I have to walk over to see to
whom they belong.
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"Whatcha doing, Vinnie ?"
"Mr. Schwartz, who's the right wing for

the Islanders? I can't remember his name.
and he just scored a goal in my story."

"I don't know, Vin. Go down to Mr.
Heilbrun's room and ask him. Don't get
lost."

"Hey. Vinnier Billy looks up to the loft
and shouts, "I have a hockey story. too. It's
got a commercial in it."

A few more minutes and things sud-
denly become quiet. An students are in-
volved in their writing. I look around, and
when it appears nobody needs help 1 sneak
over to my desk and take out my own jour-
nal. I try to add to my story, "Ride through
Devil's Canyon"; I've been working on it
for over a month, and at this rate will never
get it finished. Kristen comes over to me as
I sit and interrupts me mid-thought.

"I want you to read this story about a
dream," she says. "Is it OK?"

"Sure. Kristen. Let's see it. Hey. this is
pretty good. Read it to some of your class-
mates, and see what they say." I start to
write again.

Activity
The structure of journal writing time is
uncomplicated. For about 25 minutes,
three times a week. children i rite at pri-
vate areas around the room. As the year
progresses, they are encouraged to col-
laborate and form two- or three-person
writing groups. They seem to do this very
naturally, and they often try to help revise
each other's work. L is satisfying that they
are helping each other without being told.

During this writing time, childrencome
over and ask m opinion. I usually do not
offer many concrete suggestionsjust a lot
of encouragement. 1 t7 to allow students
to work out problems by themsthes or

- with friends. In my classroom, journal
.

i7 writing s a relaxednonpressured activity.
I emphasize producing stories that class-

y- mates will enjoy.
Journal writing also involves rereading

"..and editing. The children have been
: -
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taught to look for parts of their writing
that do not make sense or need more de-
tail. The students take this step very seri-
ously. They know they will face the tough-
est audience of all, their peers. for whom
they very much want to write well and read
clearly.

The last part of the journal period,
reading time, takes about 25 minutes.
Although second graders all want to read,
this would obviously take too long. What
seems to work well is dividing them into
groups of 10 or so and allowing only one
group to read to the class each time. This
not only makes reading period more man-
ageable; it also gives children a couple of
writing sessions between each reading
turn.

During the journal reading time,
model several skills for listening and re-
sponding. However, perhaps the most im-
portant function I have durins the reading
time is assuring that every author is re-
spected by the class. I discourage put-
downs and make sure that the author has
the full attention of the group before pro-
ceeding.

Two main dunes
From the beginning of the school year. I
try to emphasize two major themes with
my young writers. The first is the pleasure
the author derives from writing, and the
second is the sense of audience. I tell my
students that one way an author derives
pleasure is by the power he holds over the
story. An author can do anything within
the context of the story. The author con-
trols the actionscary endings, happy end-
ings, funny endings, or sad endings. For
many children who have very little control
over their daily lives, this developing sense
of power becomes a prime motivation in
their journal writing.

An imponant part of my strategy is
demonstrating that I like to write. I believe
this has a very strong influence on the chil
dren. Not only do I read from my own
journal, but I also bring in newsletter arti-
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tics, letters to friends, poetry. or stories I
have written for other occasions. The work
I read to students need not be particularly
good or even appropriate to their level.
The idea is to give the children the feeling
that this is an activity I relish and believe is
important. one I do for pleasure.

Through the reading time, I am able to
address my second major theme in writing,
the sense of audience. By this I mean that
the child should be aware that in most
cases the author is not the primary audi-
ence of a story. Children learn both to per -
for in front of and be part of an audi-
ence. Many second graders have not had
the opportunity to read their work to an
audience or to be pan of a listening audi-
ence. Journals become an important vehi-
cle for learning to consider the listener or
reader. Since children are encouraged to
read uncompleted work, they are inter-
acting with their peers and teacher at a
time when they are most willing to make
revisions and acknowledge inconsistencies
or add miss' ig details critical to the
meaning of the story.

As authors and storytellers, the chil-
dren must be taught to project and read
with expression. As mentioned earlier,
spelling and neatness are not forced on the
children but become important later on.
The need for clarity of handwriting and
accurate spelling becomes clear as the child
tries to wade through a great story that is
not coming across to the class because it is
too poorly written for even the author to
read. Children want to do well and will re-
spond positively to individual conferences
on organizing a paper, writing on lines,
skipping lines, putting spaces between
words and trying harder to sound out
words. Journals give a sense of meaning to
these skills.

Journal reading time also offers the
opportunity for the teacher to model dif-
ferent ways to respond to writing. We start
at the beginning of the year with positive
comments: "Tell Billy some of the things
you liked best about his story." or "What

4
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would you like to hear more about?" As we
get to know each other and gain trust, we
ask additional questions about the content:
"What did you mean when you said, 'One
day I was on Mars'? How did you get
there?" or "I didn't understand the part
when you were in the video game machine.
What happened?" I might ask children if
they know where their stories are
going that is, if they have thought about
an eliding. Someone might suggest an idea
for improving a story. Additional ideas are
given only as suggestions and are often not
very good suggestions at that. Fortunately,
they are frequently rejected by the author.
However, the children are learning to op
crate in a writing group. They are learning
how to be sensitive, good listeners and how
to help each other. The impact of the
modeling done here can be readily seen
when children collaborate with each other
during the writing times.

Surprises and doubts

When students enjoy writing and write reg-
ularly, they surprise themselves and their
teachers. During one journal reading
period Erika asked if she could read her
home journal. I did not know she kept a
journal at home and asked her to read. She
rendered a very accurate version of The
Wizard of Oz. It was obviously not copied
but written with all the enthusiasm and
detail of the movie, including some very
imaginative dialogue. She was quite proud.

When the class finished applauding, as
they tended to do after each person read, I
asked Erika some questions. To me the
objective of these questions was to make
the children aware of the possibility of
writing ler pleasure at home, but sudd
several students declared they also had
home journals. Liz said, "I just started a
diary. It's different from my journal. It is
going to tell what I do every day." Matt
said with indignation. '1 have one at home,
too. I'm got lA bring it in!" Some children
did bring in their home journals and
shared the stories.
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One dav I noted that many children
had very good openinf lines to their
stories: "Si.owfiakes falling on the fresh
evening snow ..."; "One bright and sunny

i day ..."; "Once upon a time there was an
apple with a worm in it." At the end of the
reading period I pointed out some of the
good beginnings and asked for a few to be
reread. I then asked students to look
through their journals for opening lines

they thought were particularly good. and

we had fun reading them.
At one point near the end of the year

the children read their stories, and as I lis-
tened I realized that they seemed to have

reached new levels of writing. The length
and quality of the stories were very differ-
ent from those done in January. The
characters had character. The plots were

more intricate and coherent.
There appeared a need to teach the use

of quotation marks because the dialogue
had become complex and some of the chil-
dren pointed out that they were confused.
There were several students who allowed
their stories to be used as examples of
"difficult -w-understand" dialogue. Later
that week, after several directed grammar
lessons on quotation marks and dialogue. I

t found that students were frequently using

i"
quotation marks in the journal entries.
The children did not have to use quota-

tions in the journals. but most chose to use

them, and it was easy to see who had mas-
tered the concept and who needed more

help.
At this point it is worth adding a word

of caution. Teachers will find that chil-
dren's journals become a continuous and
rich source of teaching material. It is
tempting to look at misspellings or poor
punctuation and cry to correct those or use

I
them on spelling lists. There is a fine line
between occasionally using the journals to
.notivate study in relevant areas such as

:_ quotation marks and regularly using them

to remediate spelling and punctuation. It is

a

my view that the latter is not a very good
use of journals because it tends to allow
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children to associate their books with tedi-

ous work and shifts the emphasis away
from the content of the stories.

Of course, teachers can use journals to
help reach other goals. such as evaluating a
spelling program. If teachers see many
words spelled incorrectly in journals
words that have appeared on spelling tests
and were correctit forces us to evaluate

the effectiveness of traditional spelling
programs. A journal is also a compact col-
lection of a child's writing throughout the
year, and it is easy to trace growth in many
areas of writing.

Twice a year the children have an op-
portunity to publish an anthology called

The Best of Our Journals. It is during these

times that I teach editing and proofread-
ing skills. Students choose the story they
believe is the best (seldom the same story I
would have chosen), and they work with a
small writing group to produce a second

rough draft. This they shape into a per-
fectly spelled and grammatically correct
piece of work.

No activity is absolutely perfect, and
the journal writing program has raised

some problems I hate had to deal with
over the years. For example, as anyone
who has worked with second graders
knows. they love to make gross statements
of the poorest taste. Toilet talk runs ram-
pant at certain times of the year. I often
wonder at what point I should stop being
tolerant. Another issue has been that of
copying from books. Many children like to
do this, and I hate decided it is permissi-
ble. since we learn so much from examples
in literature. I do. however, try to encour-

age the children to make their next works
original. This year the use of pictures to
illustrate stories in the journals has, for a
few children, taken up an overwhelming
amount of their writing time. How should
this he dealt with? Many of the problems

seem to solve themselves with a little time.

For each class, the problemsand for each

teacher, the solutions differ.' The
important thing to remt.mber is that it is
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the atmosphere in the classroom that will
determine the success of this activity.

Journal writing is an excellent activity
for a number of reasons. Perhaps most
important. it takes the entire writing pro-
cess into account. It recognizes that chil-
dren, like i+dults, need certain conditions
met before they feel truly free to express
themselves on paper. They need time to
plan and work things over. They need
space not only to work but also to move
around. They need support from the
teacher and from their peers.

Fake impressions
I have been writing at my desk for about
10 minutes, laboring over the wording of
"Devil's Canyon" when it occurs to me that
the room is very quiet. Too quiet. Where
are Michele and Meryl? I get up and look
in the hall.

"Michele, Meryl, what are you guys
doing? This is supposed to be a private
time. You can't possibly do a good job on
your writing unless you concentrate. So,
unless you are discussing your stories, I
would like you in your seats." I look up at
the clock and announce to the class, "Let's
all get in our seats, please. It's time to hear
some of our stories."

After proofreading the day's entries,
we listen as about half the class read to the
group. Jeffrey goes first and reads about
his stitches. We wince as he describes how
the doctor's needle went through his head.
Jason reads some jokes to the class. I don't
understand them, but everybody else is
rolling on the floor. Mio reads a long story
about her grandmother's visit last month
from Japan. She has detail after detail of
the time they spent together. Kristen reads
a story called "Butterfly Mountain," and

e
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Liz asks, "Why don't you tell how beautiful
the butterflies are? Use colors." Matt wants
to know, "Did you use quotation marks?"
Pic-Man stories and Smurf stories are big
this year, and they come complete with
songs and sound effects.

Two more hands go up. Michele and
Meryl want to read. Michele asks if they
can read a story together. I am not sure
what she means, but reluctantly I agree. I
don't really think they could have anything
to share.

MICHELE: 589-4890 Dingalingaling. Hi,
Meryl. What's up?

MERYL: Oh hi, Michele. Nothing really.
MICHELE: Oh well, can you come over

MERYL:
and play with me?

MICHELE: Do you think you can sleep
over tonight?

MERYL: My mom said it is alright. I'll be
right over.

MICHELE: Wait a second. Don't forget
your underwear. Bye.

Mean: Ding dong. Ding dong.
MICHELE: It's the door bell. I'll get it. Hi.

Meryl. You're just in time for dinner.
MERYL: 0 goody. What's for supper?
MICHELE: Pepperoni pizza.
MERYL: Pepperoni pizza' Great. It's my

favorite. ...

And on and on they go. I am amazed.
The children comment on the stories.

Erika says, "Well, 1 really liked it, but.
Michele, right after you said 'Bye' you said
'Ding dong.' Did you live next door or
something? I think that happened too
fast."

Jason answers for Michele. "Time
passed. That's all."

I'm not really listening. When did they
find the time to work on all of that. 1 won-
der. And I thought they were just jabber-
ing.
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TALE OF A 4TH GRADE CASE STUDY

Anita Graves
Wading River School
Wading River, N. Y.
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The month was September, the year 1981. I had
volunteered to take part in a writing research project
directed by Sondra Peri, a director of New York City Writing
Project who had worked closely with teachers in our district
for several years. Sondra and two other researchers were
going to study how 10 teachers in grades 1-12 taught writing
and we, the teachers, were each to study the writing
development of one child. In my memory, Sondra's voice took
on a note of authority: "You will write a case study" she
intoned. "You will need to find a child who interests you
and observe him or her. You will need to collect data,
perhaps saving every piece of writing the child does, tape
interviews with the child and finally write up what you are
seeing in an attempt to make sense of it. My hope is that
you will all go on to publish your case studies."

I was impressed. This was an important assignment
in the writing project in which I was involved. Already I

had a child in mind who loved to write. As a 4th grade
teacher, I knew that not every child is prolific and that
some children are more enthusiastic about writing than
others. The choice of case study would be easy. I would
pick Todd, a vet.* bright child, an excellent reader, and an
avid writer. Ho simple I thought. Now all I have to do is
collect data through the year.

I devised a plan of saving all the writing the children
did. All of my students kept writing folders into which
every bit of their writing was placed. They also had
journals in which they wrote anything they wished. The
writing journals were kept in their desks for easy access.
could .conveniently locate drafts, revisions and journal
writing any time I wanted and the finished edited pieces
would be published in our 4th grade oaktag book, held
together by three big rings.

Besides selecting a student, I found getting an official
O.K. from Todd's parents equally impressive. Todd's mother
readily agreed. In fact she was excited that her son was
wanted for this purpose and seemed flattered that he had been
chosen.

Meanwhrilm., at our regular Tuesday classes, the nine other
teachers were finding difficulty in choosing the right case
study. I sat back smug and secure. Why did some people have
such difficulty making up their minds?

I had begun keeping a journal on Todd. This, I knew,
would be necessary to refer back to when I finally reached
the point of formulating a theory about Todd's writing and
publishing my "research," Of course that day was far in the
future and ormanwhile writ).ng in the journal was fun.

Todd was an interesting child to write about. Todd had
problems. He had trouble relating to other children. He
solved his problems by punching.

Todd, the wri,Ser, had much violence in his stories. One
of his first pieces was FOURTH GRADE VERSUS THE TEACHER. In
it the kids bombed,maimed and killed all the teachers. The
children in the class were quite excited over it and properly
impressed by Todd's nerve in writing and sharing such a

piece. Todd was gleeful with his succeo,s.
I was elated with the pattern I thougt-st I saw. "Loy l4 for

patterns," Sondra had said at our last class. "As you begin
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to observe your cawa study carefully, patterns will bLgin to

emerge." Well, her. it was, the early part of October and

already I was discuvering patterns! There was a 'ink , I

felt sure, between the violence in Todd's writing and the
violent way he solved his problems.

Now it would Just be a matter of time tlefore 411 this
would be clear to me and I could come up with a theory!
modestly pictured myself unearthing a new and as yet

undocumented idea in the study of writing. Todd would show
me----. Of course I must get some interviews on tape. These
interviews would open still another door, shedding more light
on the pattern which was forming.

I set up a time for the interview with Todd. My two
questions were "Where do you get your ideas?" and "How do you
decide what to write about?" I felt that these tt,el clever
questions would set the stage to my getting insights into the
violence lie was expressing in his words and perhaps also in
his dealings .pith peers. We sat down without a tape recorder
f.ince I didn't want it to inhibit Todd. I was prepared to
trite fast.

Todd was serious and thoughtful when I asked the
question, "Where do you get your ideas?" He took several
deep breaths and didn't look at me directly as he answered.
"When I play, I think about things. I think about people,
kids in the class and action. When I'm in a certain kind of
mood, I think of certain Vinds of action, I watch T.V. and
get an idea for a story."

"Can you give me an example of a story you wrote from
watching T.V.?" I asked. "Well, I wrote 240 ROBERT, and that
was from a T.V. show." "Violence, aha!" I thought t,) myself.
"What I wrote has parts from a few of these shows," Todd
explained. "How do you decide what parts to choose to write
about?" "Well, I pick parts. that would fit together." What
do you mean "fit together?" "I picked out parts I liked that
could all fit legether into one story."

Todd explained how particular scenes, the hel,copter
scene, the chase, the ending, all came from different
episodes. Each scene was exciting and violent. 240 Robert
is an example of this technique:

240 ROBERT
One day John took his Kawasaki s(le pet it in

his shed. When he came back it wa-; -pside down.

He turned it around and took a r'A() , Kevin was
patrolling in his hellicopter. He ::64 John's tire
loose. He swcoped down and lifted John from his
motorcycle. It went off the cliff acid exploded due
to its fall. "Thanks Kevin", John said as he
lifted himself into the cockpit. "Don't thank me

yet. Somebody loosened your tire."
"It was the Hit and Run Bandit."
"Oo gosh, I i2ly could have been killed."
"Beep! Beep
"It's the wiv lights! Somebody is, trying

to kill us."
"Look, he's got a shot gun" yel' John.

"240 Robert, 240 Robert! Man with shot gun.

42 Mansion Rd."
"That's us, said Matt.
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"You bet," said I.
We raced to Manson Rd. "There he is" we said.

"So it's the hit and run bandit I took my pistol,
and so did Matt. Mike jumped out of the back
shot but missed. "Shoot, I almost had him, said
Mike. Matt, Mike, and I jumped out of our hiding
spaces and ran after him. Matt jumped on him and I
hand cuffed him. "So it's the Hit and Run Bandit.
We've been looking for you for years."

"Yeah, but be free soon."
"Ouch!"
Someone hit Mike over the head. Matt turned

around and shot him in the leg. He fell to the
ground. I put the Bandit in the truck while Matt
called the ambulance. When the ambulance got there
they put the man in the back. The bandit was mad.
"You'll pay for this!" When we got to our station
we got another call. "240 Robert, 240 Robert. Hit
and Run Bandit escaped.

"Boy, they sure take care of those criminals ",
I said.

"You betty" said Matt.
"Right," said I.
"So we'll search the prison area."
We saw the bandit running away so I skidded the

truck around and chased him.' He stopped at a
corner. I said to Matt, "Take the wheel."
jumped out of the window and pulled him to the
ground.

"All right, Bandit, these are your final
criminal days."

"Don't count on it. I'll be back." This time
to kill."

So we took him to jail.
"Oh boy, I wouldn't be surprised if he escaped

again."
"Neither would I," said Matt.
We drove back to our station.
"Hey guys, anything happening?" Asked Kevin.

Matt and I laughed. But at that moment a black
hooded figure threw a smo',e bomb. I ran to get
him.. Matt followed. "He's got a gun!" yelled
Kevin. I kicked the gun out of his hand and jumped
on him. Kevin took him to court. We went back to
our paper work.

Thu hooded man was the Bandit's partner.
By Todd

We discussed t-Jhy he chose to do so many action stories.
He replied that most of the boys in the class write action
stories and he wanted to be like them, to write like them.
He complained about Sharon copying an idea he had. He hLd
been angry at the time. I suggested that maybe it was a
compliment to be copied. He looked thoughtful and smiled. (I

don't know what he was actual/y thinking.)
Afterwards I looked over my rapidly written notes. I saw

a child who wrote of violence, but so did every boy in the
class. I saw a child who got ideas from T.V., nothinp
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unusual about that, many children did. I saw a child who

took bits and pieces from different sources and fit them

together according to his mood. Perhaps this was whet made

Todd's writing unique and gave it a quality of vigor which

set it apart from other children's pieces. I also saw a

child who had so much invested in his writing that he became

angry and upset when somebody elsm used his ideas. What was

happening to my pattern? I didn't see it as clearly as

before.
My writing class of 10 teachers and three researchers

continued to meet every Tuesday afternoon to write and to

discuss the teaching of writing and children's development as

writers. I felt a commitment to this project and was ready

to do my share. The case study I was embarking on would be

my contribution. A feelielg of responsibility was beginning

to assert itself.
I started reading examples of case studies that Sondra

brought to class. I discovered they came in all kinds of

formats. Some went in depth over one tiny point and were

quite sLAintific. Others covered lots of territory and

seemed rambling. Some were interesting, some were dull.

Some presented a problem, some presented facts, some just

told about an incident. I noticed one thing though, they all

wound up with a snappy conclusion or solution. They all

proved something!
Todd, unaware of my confusion, continued to write his

action packed, trendy pierces and to read them at sharing time

to a rapt audience of his peers. His motorcycle stories

shifted to Star Wars and outer space pieces. He filled his

pages with battles, space craft and weapons of destruction

and each scene was read aloud with all the appropriate sound

effects. The result was a production of terse action,

colorful characters and multiple sounds which eery child was

eager to emulate.
Suddenly 1 new insight struck me. Of course, why hadn't

I thought of this before! It was so obvious! Todd had found

a way to relate to his peers through his writing! Didn't

they praise hi s stories? Didn't they announce to visitors

that Todd was the best writer in the class? Didn't they

applaud when he shared his pieces? The answer to each of

these questions was "yes"! Here was my theory! Now all I

had to do was observe Todd's relationship with his peers now

that he was enjoying acclaim as a writer.
The researchers suggested we broaden our focus to include

information about how our case study child acts as a total

child-not just as a writing child. I should observe Todd in

a number of different situations. Then I would have a more

complete picture to draw upon.
I would watch carefully how he interacted with his

classmates during recess and noontime, those periods which

are free of classroom structure and where children's true

feelings and actions are more obvious.

My casual surveillance of Todd's playground behavior

showed thi,t he either played oath hiu little cars by himself

or with onv other child. Som(!times he joined in whatever

game was AI. season-football, soccer or softLall. Several

times trgunents had occured but the' were of the everyday

type and cern usually settled in minutes. There had been one
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incident in September where Todd punched a second prader in
the eye and blackened it. A meeting with the principal
resulted in the warning that if punching occurred one more
time he would lose his playground privileges. This had been
an effective deterrent but I. was sure the writing of violent
stories had also helped to siphon off his hostility. Hadn't
things been going well, right up through December? I began
to think of other children who might benefit from "Writing
Therapy." So far my caeeful observations had revealed a boy
who did play games, who argued, who sometimes quit when
things didn't go his' way but who was not reverting to
punching. This fit right into my theory. Let the violence
come out in writing and it recedes in real life csituations.
I wondered if I shOuld tell the school psychologist about my.
finding. Perhaps-1 would wait until I had made more recess
and noontime observations. It was important that his case
study be done scientifically!

And then it happened! Two of my quiet, well behaved
girls, Maureen and Christine, dashed up to me at noontime and
announced dramatically that Todd had punched each of them in
the face. I asked Todd and the two girls to come out in the
hall so we could find out what happened. Todd said the two
girls had pushed him and he hadn't punched them hard. With
Christine he said he just pushed on her glasses; Maureen, he
gently punched on her nose. He said they were teasing him.
During the discussion Todd said he had to get even! We
talked about better ways of dealing with teasing and
superficially settled the immediate problem but that phrase
stuck in my mind and explained so much of Todd's attitude.
Everytime someone did something to him he felt compelled to
do something to get even.

How did this incident fit in with my theory? He hiAdn't
punched them very hard.

At our weekly writing classes I began to express a few
doubts about my case study plan. Was I doing all that I

should? Was I laying the proper groundwork? Was enough data
being gathered? Sondra once again encouraged me with
assurances that much observation, in-depth interviews at
intervals of two months and a complete collection of the
child's work would, amply reward me with an emerging pattern.
"There are any number of things that will come out," she
said. "Meet with your case study. "Look at him very very
carefully." And then she told of the time when she was an
art major in college and had looked at the same work of art
for 6 hours as part of an assignment. "You'd be surprised,"
she smiled, "at what you can discover oy looking at a painting
for 6 hours!"

Fortified by this example of dedication, I resumed my
vigil. I watched Todd in the process of writing. He was
binning as he sharpened his pencil. He was thinking about
fvhat he was going to write. Now he had begun writing. His
musical instrument case covered the front of his desk. His
pencil was moving over the page and his concentration was
intense. There was a brief squabble over a pet7.11 and Todd
magnanimously gave in and relinquished his extra pencil to
Sharon. Kevin said, "That was a nice thing to do, Todd."
Todd smiled and shrugged. His mind war- far away and he
continued to write earnestly. He erased sometime and bit



he pencil. Occasionally he pulled it back and forth in his
mouth as he was thinking. This day we had visitors in the
room but Todd seemed not to notice. If I had some question
about my theory, it was crystal clear where my energy should
go. I would collect, interview, scrutinize.

By April Todd had written over 20 pieces, four of which
he had chosen to publish in our big book.

240 ROBERT
TOM THE RACER
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
PAC MAN

Every single piece contained action, violence, drama I

had logged over 50 pages of anecdotes and incidents from my
observations of Todd in all his school related activities and
faithfully recorded them in my case study journal. I had
interviewed Todd three timws, discussed his writing with him
and even had him compose aloud on tape. In addition, he had
been audio and video taped sharing his stories aloud to the
class.

What else could I do? And then it occured to me to try
something different, something Todd had never done before and
which would bring his emotions out in the open. I would ask
him to write about his feelings! I knew that Todd had
difficulty writing on an assigned topic. His social studies
reports had been hast'i.ly and sketchily done. His science
experiment write ups had been a disaster. But to be asked to
write about feelings would be different. Todd was bursting
with all kinds of feelings just waiting to be expressed.
What an opportunity for lodd to express anger and hostility
in a constructive way. What a chance to relieve his
frustrations. Why, he might never feel the need to hit or
punch another child!

Once again it seemed such a logical thing to do I

wondered why it had taken me so long to come up with it.
I set up this interview in a quiet room, taking care that

a DO NOT DISTURB sign was placed in the window of the door.
We set up the tape recorder which by now was accepted by

both Todd and me as being nonintrusive.
And then I began brightly, "Todd, I'm going to ask you to

do some writing that is a little bit different from what you
wrote about before. I'm going to ask you to write about your
feelings!"

There was no answering smile. In fact a light suddenly
went off in Todd's eyes and he looked at me blankly. Even
when I talked about the good thing which had happened that
day, that Todd had been included in the big "boys table,"
which they had made by pushing their desks together, he did
not respond. He sunk down lower in his chair and the more I

coaxed and encouraged, the more gloomy and dismayed he
became. Time ticked slowly by. I waited, finally Todd
whispered, "I cant do it". I thought maybe he could conjure
up some bad feelings if the good ones didn't stir hip

write. I asked, "Have some bad things happened that you
could write about?" A long pause, a sigh and a tremulous
"No" convitced me that Todd was not going to write about his
feelings. He wasn't going to talk about his feelings either.
We ended the session talking about Todd's experiment with
solar heat and other mere neutral subjects.
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Bo much for getting an inside look at Todd's emotions
through his writing! I could see tht my approach had been
naive aired clumsy and that I was not a psychologist. I still
had my theory that there was a connection between Todd's
violence expressed in his stories sail Todd's ability to
control his violent impulses in school.

In my writing research class, talk about case studies had
increased. I had done all that was required as far as the
preliminary ground work was concerned, but now what?
"Et.plore the wider context," Sondra suggested. A wider
context for Todd would include parents. An interview with
his mother! She would have many things to tell about how
Todd sees himself within the family. I set up a meeting with
her the very next week.

Todd's nether was a conscientious, worrying-type with
wispy hair and a sympathetic manner. Todd walked in with his
younger sister who was about three years old. After they
left for the playground, I asked Mother how Todd got along
with his sister. "Oh, he just loves her," she replied. "He
so patient with her. I'm amazed how patient he is."
remembered the picture Todd drew of his room when we were
drawing maps of our bedrooms. He drew his sister lying dead
in the middle of the floor! I realized I was not going to
learn a whole lot about Todd's relationships with his family
from his mother.

What had I seen? What had I missed? What were my
feelings? What had I uncovered? What was I going to write?
Where were my findings? "It's very important to examine your
notes" Sondra reminded us. It was time to write and I felt
myself sintaing lower in my chair. No clear-cut patterns had
appeared, no dramatic insights had unfolded. "I can't do it"

I whispered to myself. "I don't even know where to begin."
In the classroom, the end of the year was approaching.

Todd's behavior was becoming increasingly difficult. He was
fighting on the play ground, tormenting and being tormented
by other children. When teams were chosen for softball, Todd
was one of the last to be picked. He was feeling lonely,
left out and sad. Much of the torment was unknown to me
since it consisted of subtle insults whispered under the
breath at close range or hidden swipes out of my sight. All
of these things isolated Todd from the rest of the class and
he was miserable.

I planned a class trip to Stony Brook Museum as part of E\
unit on Long Island History I decided to drive the whole
class in a mini-bus. Aware of the responsibility,
instructed the students carefully on proper bus behavior.
Todd sat with the rest of the boys near the back almost out

of my rear view mi'ror vision. Things were fine on the way
to the museum but, on the way back heat and excitement had
taken their toll. Teasing began, tempers flared. As we
drove into the school parking lot Todd, unable to control his
anger and frustration any longer, lunged forward and bit two
boys.

Oh Lord, I thought, as the bus ground to a halt, so much
for my theory!

By June, I knew it way time to begin writing up my
observations--"analyzing my data" Uondra called it. I was
having a hard time. Why couldn't I begin, get something
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started, even one idea? It just proved one thing. I was a
teacher, not a writer. What made me think I could write
anything? Why had I said I would do a case study? I had all
this information but what in the world should 1 do with it?
Well, I thought, why not do just what I told the children to
do. Put down one word and see where it leads you. "Todd" I

wrote. A picture of Todd's shiny blond hair flashed im my
mind and I was able to continue-"Tbdd is a bright,
intelligent fourth grader who loves to write. He sets things
down on paper with an intensity unusual in a child this .

young. Often a smile plays arrand his mouth as he works but
Todd is unaware. Sometimes he stares into space as if he is
seeing his action packed stories unfolding before his eyes
and he just has to write down the scenes, as they unfold."
Here I paused. I had a description of Todd writing but now
what? I needed direction. I needed a plan. I needed a
theory.

Time. Perhaps if I put all this away over the summer,
something would click in the fall. I needed to distance
myself. I had heard the researchers talking about this idea.
They needed to step back too and reflect now that their
intense data gathering period was over. I would do what they
did. Forget about the whole thing until Fall when the
'research class resumed and I was fresh from a nice long
vacation.

September, 1982. New faces, a new grade level and all
too soon I was immersed in teaching children again, Todd was
in another wing of the school with another teacher and I

barely saw him from one week to the next. Distancing myself
continued to be easy.

In the research class the question of case studies came
up and I felt a twang of guilt. How easy it would be to
forget the whole thing. Weren't we supposed to be teaching
the process approach to writing? Hadn't I gone through the
process of gathering material for a case study? Did I really
have to produce a product? No patterns either in Todd's
writing or his behavior had presented themselves. A talk
with Todd's teacher revealed that she saw him as a model
child with no problems and this year he wasn't doing much
writing at all!

I couldn't understand it. I had thought I could do it.

I had all this data but nothing to say. I read more case
studies and articles. They made it sound so easy. Yet the
authors must have had to sift through tons of material to
pick out what they wanted to include. How mid they decide
what not to use? A second year was slipping by and still I

had produced nothing.
One day in class I decided to stop pretending that I was

able to write up a case study and just let them know how
stupiid I really was. Why pretend any longer? I was a
failure, I had let the group down. I would try to find
something else to write about if I could think of anytning.

I felt better after confessing my inadequacies but I was
puzzled by the Sondra response. "Let me think about it" she

"I think we can come up with something." I really
didn't see what she could come up with. I had gone over and
over every aspect, but the thought of arriving at some sort
of closure made me hopeful. That hope launched me into throe



more interviewt with Todd.
From him I learned that he wasn't writing as much this

year. All the topics were assigned by the teacher and no
time was given for sharibig. When the class did write, it was
on assigned mocial studies reports, science reports and
letters like 'the one to the local assemblyman concerning the
preservation of the pine barrens. All types of writing which
I knew Todd resisted doing!

However, two pieces of evidence convinced me that Todd
had not lost his enthusiasm for writing. First, he told me
that he was writing an adventure story c his own at home. I

noticed the animation in his voice as he talked about it.
Later on into the year, he showed me a piece he had

written which he was pleased with. While this piece of
writing had been assigned after the children had read and
discuss d many fables, I smiled when I saw that Todd had
manage to incorporate violence into a topic assigned by his
teache .

WHY A SPIDER HAS EIGHT LEGS
The first spider on the earth had one thousand

legs. She could lift many things at a time.
One day the spider was crawling around on her

One thousand legs when suddenly she saw an ant.
:The ant looked as if he was suffering from
'malnutrition. As the spider passed by the ant
greedily ripped off one hundred of her legs. The
spider was tired and scuttled under a tree to rest.

When she woke up she saw a red centipede
marching by. She ' 4.0d one of her legs at him.
The centipede became jealous and ripped off all but
eight of her legs. The spider ran home crying. It
wasn't until then that she discovered her silk
thread. And whoever came to rip off another leg
was soon covered with silk. Fnd that is how the
spider kept her eight legs.

June, 1983. The turmoil of those final weeks subsided
and there I was-sitting around a table with ten of my
colleagues ready to tackle this elusive case study once and
for all. I was still willing to try but I had become
skeptical. It was up to the researchers to show me the way.

Sondra began by asking me what I had learned during the
last two years. I chuckled." I've learned that I am not a
researcher and that research is much more complex than I ever
imagined."

She waited as I continued, "I've certainly discovered
that yo"" cannot decide ahead of time what you will learn." I

heyan thinking about the many ways Todd refused to fit into
any of my preconceived theories.

"So you've learned a whole lot about the process of
becoming a researcher haven't you?" she asked. I nodded.
"Instead of trying to write like a researcher about Todd, how
about writing as a teacher learning to do research?"

I sat stunned into silence by the possibilities of this
suggestion. Something clicked in my mind. It felt right. I

nodded my head already forming in my mind the introductory
sentences.

She continued, "1 know the questions you asked about Todd

9
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and his writing are serious ones, but your writing style in
your journal and in other pieces is not--you generally inject
humor. How about writing about Todd and this case study in
your own voice?"

I fled down the hall with my notebook and pencil, aoll
that I would need. I was ready to write. I could he who I

was. I could speak in my own voice. Isn't that the most
important thing for every writer? Funny, I thought, isn't
that one of the lessons I learned from Todd?

10
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TEACHER SHARES

Anita Graves
Wading River School
Wading River, N. Y.
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In my third grade class, the last part of each creative
writing period is devoted to sharing. It is a very popular
event with children clamoring to be allowed to share a piece
of writing in progress or a completed story or poem

The child who shares sits on a special big red chair
while the class listens attentively on the rug. Each child
asks for special help from the group according to his or her
needs. "Give me more ideas" might be the requestor "Tell me
the parts you like best." Maybe "See if this makes sense"
will be the imperative.

When the story is read, hands come up and the young
author listens to ideas and suggestions accepting them
graciously but knowing full well that the decisions to use or
reject these ideas and suggestions are entirely up to him.
He is in charge of his own writing.

This procedure had been going on for some time in my
third grade class and had become a routine.

In the research seminar which I had been attending, 1

teachers talked about the desireability of sharing their
writing with students. Those who did the most frequently
taught in the middle school or high school where children's
maturity might help them understand what a teacher was trying
to write. Second grade teacher was writing about a trip he
had taken cross country so naturally his students were
interested in that. I never wrote anything which I thought
my third graders could relate to so I was reluctant to share.
I really didn't think they would want to hear anything I

wrote and I didn't want t.) bore them.
Then one day an incident occurred duriig writing time

which I thought might make a' interesting ar icle. I wrote
the paper and since It invclved three children in the class I
felt they should read it for Accuracy.

Charlotte read it first. She pounced upon the .title of
her story which I had written incorrectly. "Its not the
Zapper Zoomer Zoo," she said. She seemed shocked that a
teacher could have made an error of this magnitude. Then she
said, handing the piece back to me, "It's good." I glowed.

Next I gave my story to Jeff who had a major part in its
inspiration. His serious expression as he read made realize
that he felt his proof-r ailing was an important part of my
writing process. "Mrs. raves" he said tactfully, "You have
not written the title of the book you mentioned correctly. I

think you need to check it at the library." I thanked him
for his help and made a mental note to check the book title
at the library.

Then I handed the typewritten sheets to Danielle.
Danielle read parts out loud, laughted once or twice and
collected quite a crowd before she finished. Upon handing it
back to me she said "Mrs. Graves, you should share this story
with the class. Lots of other kids will want to hear it."

I thought about what she had suggested and decided yes, I

would do it. It felt like something I should try but I was
still nervous about sharing.

The following day at sharing time I put , my own name
bravely at the top of the list of sharers. Immediately
whispers arose. "Mrs. Graves is sharing." "Look, Mr.
Graves is'going to share."

I decided to show the class my rough draft and the
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typewritten sheet so that they would see the teachers, too,
crossed out, revised, and added parts. Standing
before the class, now seated on the rug, I began in my best
teacher tones the explanation of my rough draft.

Charles tapped me on the shoulder. "Mrs. Graves" he
whispered. "You should be sitting on the big red chair."
Well, of course! I realized suddenly that this class of mine
was not looking upon me as the teacher, but as a fellow
writer who wanted to share, and as such I should be following
the prescribed procedure. I knew also that my approach was
all wrong and what I should do was start reading my piece and
stop trying to teach them something. I opened my mouth to
begin ar.J Charlotte raised her hand. "What do you want from
us?" she asked. My mind raced. I hadn't even thought
about asking them for help. I had only thought about sharing
as demonstration of a teacher who also writes, "Well," I

said lamely, "See if this story makes sense to you." The
audience I had written for was adult. I wasn't sure third
graders would really understand.j I looked out at 16 uplifted
faces and began. They laughled at the funny part. They
didn't fidgit or whisper. They attended to their task. Did
the story make sense, and if it didn't what could they
suggest to make it more clear?

I finished reading and there was a ripple of applause. I

hadn't expected that. What a good feeling! Now a few hands
were up. "Jeff" I said.

"You might have tole a little more about the class," he
suggested. "People miplo, b, interested in what the other
children in the class wer. writinu." I nodded graciously and
thanked him for his suggestion, thinking back in my piece
where this additional information might fit in.

Charles' hand was raised. "You leave people wondering
what Charlotte and Jeff said in their conference. You could
have asked them." His suggestion made sense and I told him
so.

Danielle burst forth with "I liked the part where you told
about Jeff's dog eating stones." A chorus of "I liked the
part where you said..." followed and I felt the happy
sensation having my writing accepted and appreciated.

Her I was, sitting humbly in the big red chair, not as a
teacher, but as a writer who had finally dared to share!
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Sharing as a Motivation for
Writing

Anita Graves
Wading MVP' (New Yorkj School
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The idea of sharing is not a new one irl
elementary school. "Show and tell" is ; n
important part of Kindergarten and first
grade. However, children are not allowed
to share stories they have w ritten often
enough. if students do not read their
stories aloud to one another, their audi-
ence is limited to three or four peoplethe
teacher, their parents, themselves. It seems
to me that writing to such a small audience
is not much motivation for any child, espe-
cially if this audienciricapt to be critical.
Also, why wait until a piece is completed
before sharing it? Wouldn't it be better tc
share as the piece progresses? Then it
would be possible to determine audience
reaction and get some immediate feed-
back. It made sense to me to include a time
for sharing in every writing session. In my
fourth-grade class we began to write three
times a week and to set aside the last 15
minutes of each 1-hour writing period for
sharing.

At first the children were somewhat
reluctant to share their work. This was a
new experience. Kevin confided, "Some-
times I don't read so good. The kids might
laugh at me." Amy whispered with a sigh,
"Maybe they won't like my story." I under-
stood the risk sharing a piece of :riling
would involve. so I decided to start out
sharing something safethe covers of
their writing journals. They had decorated
these with felt-tip markers and were proud
of their artistry.

On the second day. an extrovert with a
good sense of humor broke the ice. Tom
read:

Dirt Bikes

On your nark, gel set, go/ Eric in his
Yamaha 80 in the lead. I am sorry to
announce that Jeffrey jumped to the
moon. Matt's hairy Suzuki 510 is up and
burning in first place. here comes Kenny
B.. the hairy kid. ... Up the ramp a
kickout! Sounii! I spoke too soon. Man
and Tom are in the lead. Both with
Yamaha 510'.. leans S. and Mike M.
are burning rubber Boo! What a smash
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crack there goes Eric's frame.... Wriw-
out! And down the hill he goes. let's
cover him in the ambulance. I have no
brain. oh it must have gushed out on that
suicide course you took! You're lutird

Tom's expression and timing brought the
story to life, and we all laughed. The nextday others wanted to read their funny
stories, and we were off! Not everybodyshared right away. Not everyone was asgood a reader as Tom, but the message
came through that sharing was fun andthat writing something to share was enjoy-able.

During the first part of the year I sat on
a stool next to the person sharing in order
to offer my support, to watch the reactionsof the other children, and to model good
listening. As the year progressed and the
children became more confident, I realizedI wasn't needed in the front of the class
anymore. I could be part of the audience.
So I moved from my stool to the steps on
which my students gather for sharing time.

Wherever I sit, though. I teach listen-ing skills. Children of the television age are
not naturally good listeners. They are used
to giving only partial attention to perfor-
mances. While watching TV at home, theytalk to one another, move around, eat,
write. and do numerous other things. A
live performance requires a different kind
of behavior. I ask listeners to give a reader
their undivided attention. I ask them not
to play with something in their hands ortalk or move about, but to think only about
what they are hearing.

To demonstrate how to listen carefully
to one another, I modeled a listening ses-
sion with Kevin. Kevin and I sat in front of
the room. Kevin had written a piece about
his bedroom and had told me about itprior to writing. He had mentioned a fishtank that meant a lot to him because his
grandparents had given it to him. In his
draft he had not included a word about the
fish tank. When he finished reading aloudI responded directly to what I had heard
by saying, "Kevin, I really feel as if I had a
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tour of your room. I could picture yourbed and the wooden chest next to it and
your baseball glove in the corner." Then.
remembering our earlier talk. I urged him
on: "Didn't you tell me you also had a fish
tank? Kevin smiled. "Oh, I forgot about
that. I guess I'd better put that in becauseit's pretty important to me."

The children began to see that good
listeners not only describe vividly what
they see and hear; they also help writersadd more to their stories. As listeners,
children are encouraged to comment onwhat they like in a piece of writing: a de-
scriptive word or phrase, an unusual namefor a character, or a new way of looking at
something. One day Amy said, "I like itwhen you tell something about the peoplein the story. I like to know who the story isabout at the beginning." Kevin said."When Tom was telling about the motor-

cycle race, I got pictures in my mind."
The children developed an enormous

enthusiasm for writing. They could hardlywait for sharing time to read what they had
written. Often they would take their pieces
bonne at night to work on them. However,
one problem occurred because of too
much enthusiasm for sharing. Childrenbegan writing down anythingjust to have achance to get up and share. Quantity wasin; quality was out. 1 realized somethinghad to be done. Sharing just for the sake of
sharing was not what I had in mind.

Calling a group meeting, I began:
"Most of you like to share your writing
with the class." Heads nodded in agree-
ment. Richard said, "John and Tom want
to share every day, and sometimes otherpeople don't get a turn." Janine blurted,
"The boys all write about motorcycle races,and it gets boring." Cindy agreed. "Some-
times they write so fast they can't even readtheir own writing." I said, "It sounds like
people aren't putting enough thought intotheir writing. It's not so interesting to hear
the same kinds of stories over and over,
and it's easier to listen when someone
reads well." We decided to stop sharing for

SEPTEMBER 1983
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a week and t iev allow only four or five
children to read their work each day.
Those children would read their pieces to
me ahead of time, and together we would
decide if they were -early to share with the
class.

During the week without sharing some
children began writing longer pieces.
When sharing time resumed, I decided to
limit to four the number of children who
would read their stories aloud that day. I
wrote their names or the board early in the
Nriting period. is took away the chil-
dren's impulse to rush through an idea
and scribble it down in order to have
something to read to the class. Some of the
girls who had been shy. about sharing stood
up before the group and read. Some of
them started a trend of writing mystery
stories. A couple of boys wrote long and
involved football pieces. The action pieces
continued, but descriptions of people were
put in. Attention to details and much mot e
conversation began to appe;.ir. Things
calmed down, and children took more time
and produced better pieces.

As a result of sharing. I saw children
Rain in self-confidence. Shy children who
had been reluctant to speak before a group
were encouraged by their peers with
statements like. "Wait 'til you hear the
great football story Jeff wrote." Amy, who
had never volunteered to read her work to
her third-grade class, read an exciting
mystery story after being urged on by her
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classmates. "It's really good. Amy. We all
want to hear it." Later in the year she stood
up before 80 students and told a fairy tale
in a story-telling contest. Her parents were
astonished.

Students oral reading also improved as
a result of sharing their writing. When
children read their own stories out loud,
they naturally use all the expression they
"heard" as they wrote them. John started a
trend of incorporating sound effects into
his oral renditions. His tires shrieked, his
horns tooted, his jets roared in takeoff. His
charactlrs spoke with emotion and took on
personalities.

Along with increased expression came
increased need for punctuation. Quotation
marks were essential to keep track of who
said what. Children learned that punctua-
tion was there to help the reader. It be-
came important to them.

The quality of wt..tiog has improved.
Children write more complex stories when
they know they will share aloud what they
are writing. They write longer pieces b :-
cause their audi fnce .- icourages it. Along
with being fun for the children, sharing
motivates them to write. It improves writ-
ten and oral commanication skills, pro-
motes poise, and gives children a chance to
be in the spotlight. Ask the children in this
fourth-grade class about sharing, and they
will agree with John: "Sharing is fun! I love
it when I write a funny story and make
people lauvh."
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:Can you read mine now?"
"When can you read it?"
"Look what I did last night!"
"I got an idea!"
"I forgot what I wanted to write."
"I didn't change it."
"I'm stuck."
"Help!"
"I finished/1 I think."
There seem to be innumerable ways for

students to initiate writing conferences
with me. The conferences are my way of
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giving them the opportunity to grow as
writers. to see themselves as people who
communicate and learn through writing.
Conferencing sets a tone in the room, a
message that writing and thinking are
clarified and refined by sharing, discuss-
ing, revising, and sharing agtin. Writing
is not a solitary process; it requires feed-
hack front teachers and peers.

Many people have written about writ-
ing conferences between teachers and stu-
dents (Calkins 1982; Graves & Murray
1980; Jacobs & Kar liner 1977; Kitagawa
1982; Moffett & Wagner 1970. Con-
ferences are, perhaps, the most idiosyn-
cratic clement in a curriculum that is, by its
very nature, interpreted and implemented
differently by every person who teaches
writing. In my fourth- and fifth-grade
classroom, a writing conference is simply a
meeting to share ideas about a piece of
writing in progress, a potential piece of
writing. or the writing process itself.

"Can you read my story?" is an invita-
tion for me to do something. For a writing
conference to be successful, I have to dis-
cover what the student's purpose is in
wanting a conference. Often it is clear.
Kelly says, "I didn't like the dream part so I
changed it. Will you read it?" Or Sean says,
"I think that pan sounds funny. How can I
fix it?" Chris comes to talk about ideas: "I
have this idea I'm trying to work out" or
"I'm stuck. I can't think of what to write
next." Some know they want P, response to
a whole piece: "Tell me if you like it." or "I
think 1 finished. What do you think?"
Others have no specific purpose, but know
they need a sympathetic ear. Emily tenta-
tively asks, "Will you please read this?" 111
ask Jenny what she wants me to do, she
responds, "I don't knowjust go over it!"

The way I respon -I, therefore, charies
from conference a conference and stu-
dent to student. Ilepending on each stu-
dent's needs and expectations and my per-
ception of that student's writing needs, I
adopt one of several approaches in the
conferencethat of prodder, reflector, or
collaborator. These are riot actualy thffer
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no kinds of conferences; rather, it is a rec-
ognition on my part that )1 do various
things with different children. I have also
found that my approach stays fairly con-
sistent for each individual for long periods
of time.

These approaches may be thought of as
means for children to pin i. xreasing skill
as writers. Students often come to con-
ferences with specific purposes in mind; 1,
too, have goals. As children become more
skillful, new needs become apparent in
their writing, and a fresh approach in their
conferences becomes necessary. This new
approach subsumes prior areas if discus-
sion, and it builds on env previous ex-
periences. These approaches can be seen
as levels of conferencing, each one build-
ing on and including what went before.
Novice writers need much prodding; chil-
dren with whom I take a reflector or col-
laborator approach do not always need
prodding, but I must often show them
portions of their writing that lack focus or
require additional detail.

The pmdder
My major goals are to get children to
elaborate or focus on one subject. Both
objectives require similar sorts of con-
ferences and questioning techniques. I say
things like. "That's great! But I want to
know more about "; or, "What was
the most exciting thing to happen? OK, tell
about that "; oR , "What day was it? The
weather? Where were you? What time?
Who else was there?"

Children who require this type of ap-
proach are writing but are not sure of their
control of topic or language. They need
help finding their subjectwhat it is they
are trying to tell aboutand then help
elaborating on the theme. For example, in
October, Lmily was writing about a sum-
mer trip. The assignment was to write a
memory piece, and this was clearly an ex-
citing event in her hie. She wok.:

I don't know how it started. I think my
dad asked my mum if she wanted w lake
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a trip. . .. We finally went to bed. In the
morning we got dressed and packed.
And then got in the van and went. We
delved for four hours then we stopped at
Howard Johnsons for breakfast. Then
we drived four more hours and stopped
for lunch. We took our own lunch with
us. Then four hours later we got there.
She lives on a long dirt road. My friends
name is Sara....

Notice the choppiness, how each sentence
is a new event in the trip, and everything is
given equal weight. Prodding for details or
other things that happened only made
things worse; more unconnected details
were added, often not in any logical se-
quence. But she was able to add detail, to
recognize that there was more information
even if she could not decide what was more
important or interesting.

In February, Emily did a revised ver-
sion of this piece. Although she still
needed prodding, my questions changed
from "Tell me more about " to
"What was most exciting?" and "Describe
the ." By this time of the year, Emily
could elaborate but now needed to start
picking and choosing things that were
most important from a wealth of detail and
to decide which aspects of the trip to focus
on. She could do this but did not feel own-
ership over the ideas or reasons for
change. Emily wrote, "I like the way he
(Mr. Silver) wits me to change it. I think his
ideas are good." The locus of control is still
mine, but she manages to write a piece that
is both elaborated and organized, which is
a big step.

I do not know how it started. MY dad
asked my mom if she wanted to go on a
trip. ... We drove and drove. My dad
saw a place we could eat breakfast. After
we ate we drove some more. It was one
o'clock. We found a place where we
could have our lunch. It was in West
Virginia. We stopped at this place with a
big hill goind down. St has green grass-
hoppers and gray crickets. After lunch
Amy and I rolled down the hill. Tommy
and David ran around. We finally got
there around eight o'clock. When we got
there Sara was sitting on the steps. ...
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The reflector

Once student writers can select a topic and
elaborate on it, my approach changes to
that of "reflector." My goal now is to get
students to clarify what they are going to
say and to focus on how clear they can
make their messages to an audience. These
children have stories a tell. They elaborate
well and can identify the plot outlines in
their stories; what they have difficulty with
at this stage is eliminating extraneous in-
formation and "showing, not telling" in-
cidents and feeling. They often know what
is and is not working in a particular piece
but need help working on alternatives.
When Sean asks, "I think that part sounds
funny. How can I fix it?" he is asking me to
do a particular thingfocus on making a

small section communicate what he is try-
ing to say.

Jenny's purpose, although she cannot
articulate it, is to have me help her pick
apart her writing, both minutely ("Is there
a better word than ? ") and globally
("This part doesn't go here. I didn't ex-
plain it at el!"), and to compliment her on
parts of her piece that work well. For
example, Jenny came to me with a story
that said she thought was done, but she
was not sure. In it, Honeysuckle (the mai..
character) wakes up to see a "frightfully
ugly scaled face staring at her." The mon-
ster !eaves, but,

Two days after the creature came, he
came back again. This time the., sur-
rounded him and asked him to stay. The
creature willingly agreed so all of the
people including Honeysuckle pitched
in to help the ugls creature. They taught
him how to be kind and helpful toward
oth-rs and share their glories. Soon his
ugliness laded away and he became a
handsome man... I guess they lived
happily ever after.

I read this and asked her if the creature
was under a nAgic spell, where he came
from, and how they taught him to be kind.
She answered, "I don't know. I'll have to
think about it.-
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Children at this stage in their develop
ment u writers want conferences with me
more frequently than at any other time.
They recognize that conferencing helps
them make their writing better, but their
emphasis is on improving stories, not form
or theme. Kelly writes, "You usually tell me
to show not tell and to describe the place
where my story is. It's helpful .. . when I'm
all through revising and editing it comes
out to be a good story usually." They are,
however, still unsure of their control. "He
(Mr. Silver) says two different things. He
likes my pieces but always finds something
wrong with it. He says 'It's your decision,
not mine' about changing something I like
(but) I do anyway." Amy cannot yet decide
herself how a piece or section should be
written or stick to her guns when she
thinks she is right. Children who require
me to be a reflector, then, are struggling
with their emerging sense of ownership of
their wring, but they will subordinate that
to their majo. goal, improving stories.

Not surpeisingly, after several days
Jenny said she had an idea for a new end-
ing and wished to know if it was all right to
t7 it. I encouraged her to; after all, if she
did not like the new parts, she still had her
old one. Jenny then proceeded to turn a
four-page store into a 10-page story with a
much more complex plot. two simulta-
neous settings (Honneysuckle's land and
the creature's cave), a search for the kid-
napped Honeysuckle. bravery', trust, and
again, fir ally. the creature's transforma-
tion.

She froze in honor. ... The ugly crea-
ture grabbed Honeysuckle with his
sharp claws and gave a fierce howl then
retraced his steps.... With a large jump
they left Love. He never realized that he
was leaving some 3-toed footprints be-
hind him. ... Suddenly the place began
to get dark. they were in the Black
Forest' ... Beek as Line, everybody was
worried.... They formed a search party
of brave men and followed the foot-
prints out of Love. The search party
courageously entered the Black Forest,
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they were all afraid.... Cupid bravely
asked the creature to come back with
them. The creattne willingly nodded his
head. ... Soon his ugliness faded away.
... So 1 guess they lived happily eser
after.

The collaborator
Very few elementary school writers are
ready for true collaboration, a mutual
exploring of a territory of which they have
already mapped the outlines. Students at
this stage demonstrate ownership over
their writing; they do not want me altering
their ideas (they already have a sense of the
"meaning" in their writing) but want me to
help them explore, expand, clarify, and
build on their ideas (kernels of under-
standing they have found).

Chris, for instance, usually comes for a
conference before he has written anything
or when he is stuck, b t rarely to have me
help him revise. A recent story of his in-
volved a magic Rubik's Cube: each time
the cube was turned the protagonist was
transported to another land. Chris had the
structure of the piece fully thought out; he
just needed to fill it in satisfactorily. "It
takes three turns of the cube to get back to
where you started, so he has to go to three
places. I know two of themupside down
and backwards. What could the third one
be?" We decided he could write the ending
of the story first (he "knew" what would
happen ultimately), and that would give
both of us time to think of some pos-
sibilities for his third world. A couple of
days later we spent 15 minutes together
with some other childrim, exploring ideas,
giggling, building on one another's in-
sights. Chris chose "inside out" as a third
place to describe in his story; it was clearly
his decision, but the effort was collabora-
tive, involving several days of thought and
sharing with a number of us.

The paradox in collaboration is that,
although it is the most inclusive approach
take. incorpoiating all the things I do as a
prodder and reflector, it is also the least
intrusive. This occurs because of the sense
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of ownership students aP this stage have
over their ideas and writing; they have im-
ages of themselves as writers with very per-
sonal styles and habits, and they resist ad-
vice that runs counter to these self-
concepts. They are eager to start discus-
sions on how writers write and to keep
process journals, but they will take others'
ideas and change them, incorporating
them into their own visions. Chris explains
it this way: "I need writing conferences a
lot so I can get ideas that are from your
ideas; close to the same idea but changed."

Students who are ready for collabora-
tion experiment with forms and with
modes of discourse, talking easily about
ideas and with some sophistication about
the writing process itself. Lara. age 11,
writes:

My ideas are flowing, growing and growing,
Filling up my brain.

They're stuck in my pencil,
The writing utensil

And won't come out again.

Epilogue

Writing conferences are for me the most
satisfying and frustrating parts of teaching
writing. They are what make me feel great
about helping children discover that they
can write, that they have things to say that
others want to hear. But conferences also
point out how slow progress can be and
how limited my influence really is. The
most satisfying conferences are ones where
there is give and take; I try to understand
what students want to accomplish, and
students try to clarify their thoughts and
ideas.

When I asked my students to write
about conferences, they indicated that con-
ferences are important to them also. Deane
wrote. The way you help me is when I
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can't think of anything to write you would
tell me and that would get me started."
Improving story content is crucial. Jenny
says, "When 1 go to you to help me when
I'm stuck on a story. you always help me
think of ideas and how to improve my
story." Lisa echoes, "[We) talk about it and
I change a lot of things in my story and it
makes a lc mere sense; [you) help me
understand things that I don't under-
stand." The improving is their re-
sponsibility. Peter wrote, "It's hard to
change my dory without any help; I want
your opinion about it." And Sue adds, "1
like the way you kt me do all the fixing of
the story." And then there is the son of
comment that maces conferencing worth-
while: "It's nice t have someone to help
me make my writing much more fun to
do!"

Finally, no matter how unsatisfactory
some conferences appear to be, I have
come to believe that they are worthwhile.
With trust and a little prodding, reflecting,
or collaborating, children will feel encour-
aged to write, put effort into their writing,
and find pleasure in the outcome.
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A POINT OF VIEW ABOUT POINT OF VIEW:
CAN FIFTH GRADERS DO IT?

Fifth graders can describe characters, outline
plots, and answer interpretive questions about texts
during Junior Great Books discussions. But could they
rewrite a story from a different point of view? As a
participant in two National Writing Froject summer
workshops, point of view pieces provided a powerful way
for me to look at revision and writing process. It forced
me to read a text very closely, to make the story my own,
to enter the situations in the story and see myself in it
so that I could transform it through the eyes of another
character. I had shied away from using point of view 2n
my class, however, because I thought that fifth graders
could not change their frame of reference adequately to
explore the meaning and issues of a story through point of
view writing.

I did wonder, however. I wondered if they could
describe the characters adequately enough to understand
their motivations. I wondered if they could take those
understandings and translate the story from another point
of view. And I wondered if all the effort would effect
their understanding of toe story, themselves, and others.
I did't think it would be particularly effective, but I
tried anyway. How wrong I was' As a group they exceeded
my e%pectations in every way, and as individuals showed
insight, empathy and understanding.

he story I chose for the assignment wat: "All
Summer in a Day by Ray Bradbury, which is included in the
Great Books Foundation's Junior Great Books Series The
story takes place on Venus, where a colony of Earthlings
is established. The planet is habitable, but they must
live underground because it rains constantly: the sum
appears for only an hour once every seven years. The
protagonists are t.io nine-year-olds: William, born on
Venus, popular, class leader; and Margot, born on Earth
(the only one in the class), moved to Venus when she was
four, remembers the sun (also the only one) . different,
friendless seemingly by choice. Margot's inability tz
deal with a sunless world and the other chOdren ls
described through vignettes. and her and her classmates'
misunderstandings set the stage for the climax. when the
class, at William's urging, locks Margot in a closet Just
before the predicted appearance of the sun, and then
forgets her in the excitement of going outside for thr
first time. The story end with the rain startino, a
description of the children, and their remembering Margc.:1



and releasing her.

I felt that this was a good selection for several
reasons. There are only two characters; others are
mentioned, but left anonymous. The ending is ambiguous -
what does happen after Margot is released? There are
issues in this text; real issues that can be addresssed
superficially, intellectually, but it.sues that can only be
fully dealt with by placing oneself into the story and
merging one's own experiences and knowledge with the
events of the story. Why is Margot made so different?
How could William be so cruel? Why didn't any of the
other children get involved? What is this story about?
Within the framework of the major facts of the story.
then, was much room for children to select divergent
points of view, and to explore the characters' (and
author's) motivations and intent.

The group of fifth graders I worked with were
above average readers who had spent time throughout the.
year discussing components of stories - plot, setting.
character, incident, conflict, resolution. After reading
"All Summer in a Day," we outlined the plot specifically
to isolate the key facts, and I asked them to write
everything they knew about Margot and William - how they
looked, acted, felt, personalities, relationships with
others. and so on. These activities set the context for
writing. The next part of the assignment was to rewrite
the story from a different point of view. They were to
choose Margot, William, or one of the other characters to
tell the story, and they should be ready to share these at
our next meeting.

When they shared. I asked the group to pay
attention to two things; first, did the writer stick tc
the facts of the story, and second, was it clear from
whose point of view the story was being told. There wa:
considerable discussion about the facts and how far one
could deviate from them; this also required continuall.;
checking back with the text to verify information.
Several students were unhappy with their own or others
pieces; they felt that too much had been taken
word-for-word from Bradbury, and that it was unnecessary
to repeat the bulk of the story, only those parts that the
narrator could tell about. This led to a general
discussiol of revision and necessary elements in the
story. At the end of the period, I told them to take
their drafts. the responses they heard today, their
characterizations and go home end revise.

And revise they did. The pieces that came back
were rich in many ways. There were new insights into the
story. understandings of why the other children let
William bully Margot, grapplings with the feelings of
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Margot, William and the others, selecting portions of the
story to omit and include, attempts to rewrite the story
using totally different forms, and criticisms of
Bradbury's choices at critical points in the story. They
relied on their perceptions of Margot's and William's
personalities for the validity of their points of viow; if
William felt a certain way, then he could act that way.
And they also relied on their own feelings and reactions;
could they have acted like Margot, or William, or the
other children? In other words, they dealt with the
issues in the story by placing themselves in the text and
applying all they knew to the text. They didn't Just deal
with the words of the story, but dealt with themselves,
and thus came away with a richer understanding o the
story.

They also used a variety of devices to allow them
to get into the story. Some stuck to Bradbury's outline;
others used parts of the stories, omitting sections or
adding endings. A few of them tried completely different
forms. The stories that are reproduced here are examples
of all those approaches.

The Children's Storiesr-Andria

It was raining. It had been raining for
7 years. We, us children,. from the rocket men
and women sent here to live on Venus, were
sitting in our school room.

"It's stopping, the rain, it's
stopping!"

"It is"
All but one of us couldn't remember a

time when there wasn't rain and rain and rain.
She was Margot, the one that stood apart from
the rest of us. We were all nine years old.

I dreamed about the sun. How bright and
yellow it was, so warm. But I always awoke to
the pit pat pit pat, the rain, and my dreams
were gone.

Yesterday we read about the sun. We
wrote about it too.

"I think the sun is like a flower
that blooms for just one hour."

That was Margot's poem.
"You didn't write that!" protested

William.
"I did so!" Margot shouted. I was about

to step out and say something but the teacher
beat me to it.

"William!" she shouted.



But that was yesterday. Now we were all
looking out the window waiting for the sun to
come out and shine its bright yellow face.

"Where's the teacher?"
"She'll be back."
"If she doesn't hurry we'll miss it."
Margot stood alone once more, staring

out the window.
"What are you looking at'?" Margot said

nothing. "I'm talking to you!" He gave her a
shove, but she didn't move. Margot wouldn't
play any games with us.

Margot lived on Venus only 5 years. She
used to live on earth. She remembered the sun.
We lived on Venus all of our lives.

"You don't remember the sun!" all of us
shouted except me. I thought she remembered and
I felt sorry for her. I would say something, no
I won't, yes I will, no I won't, yes I will.

"William!" I shouted "shut up! How do
you know if she doesn't remember. The only one
that knows is her!" I felt like a fool but I
had to say it. I was fed up with that William.
He didn't pay ar/ attention to me and went on
with Margot.

"Get away!" He gave her another push.
"What are you waiting for?"

Margot turned and looked at W:lliam.
You could tell what she was waiting for by
looking at her eyes. "Well don't wait around
here!" cried William. "You'll not see
anything!"

William was jealous of Margot because
she could remember the sun.

"Nothing!" he cried "it was all a joke,
wasn't it7" he turned to us.

"Nothing!" they all said but I

disagreed.
"William," I shouted, everyone stared.

I went on "Why don't you leave Margot alone. If

your jealous, thats your problem!"
"You shut up," he said butt.: to me "thir.

doesn't concern you so shut up!" More stares.
Then they turned to Margot.

"It's not joke, its coming out, you'll
see'"

"Let's put her in the closet before the
teacher comes!"

"No," mhe said moving away. William and
the other kids cragged her back into a closet.
I just followed along behind, I wasn't going to
say anything else.

We went hack to the classroom just in
time to greet the teacher. "Are we all here''"
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she asked.
"Yes!" I remembered Margot in the

closet but didn't say anything.
It rained still more. We went toward

the door, me last.
The rain stopped.
The sun came out. We ran out into the

sunshine. I stood looking at the sun, then I
ran and ran and ran, smelling then picking the
flowers. I caught up with the other children
and then - --

The rain.
It started again.
I stood looking at the gray sky. "Come

back sun come back"- tears ran down my face as I
watched the sun disappear behind a cloud. Then
I went back to the schoolhouse along with the
other children. We closed the door and heard
raindrops everywhere.

"Seven more years ?"
"Yes."
"Margot!"
"What?"
"She's still in the closet."
"Oh no!" We stood still and looVed at

the floor.
We walked down the hall and let Margot

out. I felt so sorry for Margot that she missed
the sun. And I was very mad at William even
though I thought he forgot to let her out. I

looked at his frowning face and toalkud back to
the class.

There were two issues Andria had to deal with to
satisfy her understanding of the story. What could
motivate William to treat Margot the way he did? And, how
could it be that none of the children in the story come to
Margot's defense?

Andria, in ner character descriptions. point of
view and discussion comments showed her need to explain
the reasons for behavior. To do this, she had to ascribe
feelings to the characters, something Bradbury doesn't do.
She understands that the way you act towards someone
depends on your feelings feelings about that person, the
other people around you, the setting you're in. your self.
She did this intellectually; she decided that William was
jealous of Margot, jealous of her memories, her
intelligence, her ability to communicate her knowledge of
the sun, and her recognition by the teacher. Jealousy,
Andria thought, could make a basically nasty peron act
even worse.
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Jealousy can be a powerful motivation. The rest
of to class hated "her possible future" (Lradbury),
returning to Earth, while they would be stuck in the rain
on Venus. So they, too, could treat Margot badly for
similar reasons. And Margot didn't help her own cause.
Andria recognized, by refusing to play, or smile, or sing,
standing aprt from the other children. But to fully
understand her other crucial issue, why none of the other
children helped Margot, a more plausible explanation was
needed. To get an answer required Andria to enter the
story, to try to experience what those children were going
through. She need her point of view piece. By adopting
the role of we of the anonymous students, and making that
student sympathetic towards, but not friends with, Margot,
she was able to see what else was motivating the other
children. Thu answer, for her, was fear; fear of =tanding
up to a bully with no other support; +ear of missing the
sun if it did come out; and fear of being too different,

being in the same category as Margot.

Chri ssie

The classroom was a state of confusion.
Julie, Max, Burt and Amy were pressing up on the
window so hard that their noses were smushed. I,

the only sensible one, stepped back 6 inchez.
Then the children began talking (it really
sounded quite dumb).

"Ready?" This was Julie, ever so
prepared.

"Ready." Max said this. He answered
anyone.

"Now?" Burt didn't want to miss any
excitement.

"Soon." Max answered again.
"Do the scientists really now^ Will it

happen today, will it ?" This, of course, was
Amy. She was so nice that no one minded her.
She was so dumb that she just opened here mouth
at anything. Her stupidity made me squirm, ss
replied.

"Look. look; see for yourself!"
As usual, it rained. It had teem

raining for 7 years, nonstop. I wanted ts EEE
the su'l, but uly doubted thrt I would. Mot
One of my clas mates rememtered the sun, e;.cest
Margot. She cl imed it was ,Ike a ponn.,. or
fire on the stove. William strongly disagreec
with he;-, and so did I.

Margot was a small, ghostly brat. She
thought she was Ms. Perfect, and always ao4._ her
2 cents worth in. Margot stood in the corner



and waited, or sat quietly in her seat while the
rest of the class wandered around and chatted.

On many occassions IN2Iliam would sneak
up to her and make nasty wiswcracks. Personally
I think that she deserved them. And when all
the class was peering through the window waiting
for the sun, William found another chance.

"You ain't gonna see nothin'!" he cried.
"It was (-a a joke, wasn't it?"

I nodded approvingly, and Amy said "0+
course." (giggle-giggle)

Margot shook her head violently and
spoke. "No! No," she whispered. "It will come
out you'll see!"

William couldn't take it.."Nothing," he
sneered. "Nothing at all!"

Then a horrible plan come to him. "Hey
guys! Lets put her in a closet until teacher
comes!"

I shouted "Yea!" and ran to help
William. Amy horse-laughed and followed close
behind us. The class slowly closed in on
Margot. There was no place to go, so Margot was
easily captured. William grabbed her wrists and
pushed her forward. I clamped my hand over
Margot's mouth and pulled. Together we shoved
Margot into the closet. William made faces at
her and slammed the door shut. Over the
snickering and laughing I could hear Margot's
muffled cries.

"Help! William! Albert! Let me out!"
I spit at the locked door and walked to

my desk. William followed. The class followed
him. We were a seated, smiling class when
teacher walked in.

"Ms. Elliot! Ms. Elliot!" As teacher
walked in the class called "can we have snaoF'"

"May I, and yes," Ms. Elliot said.
I took out crackers. William disolaves'

candy bar, which was against school rules.
Suddenly. Peter rose to his feet and

exclaimed "Look! The sun! It's out
Everyone lept up, and desks were

overturned as people madly raced to see the new
thing. The big, bright, hot thing they tall the
sun.

Once outside, shoes were carelessly
tossed aside, cloaks were flung far away. Arm::

were lovingly burned, toes were hot. All was
forgotten for the loveliness of the sun.

Then, in the middle of the frulickinq.
Lisa cried, "Oh. no."

Tommy tilted his head skyward and
moaned. "The Rain."



The class watched, the remnants of
the sun disappeared. As we stood there. the
rain came harder. Then it poured.

We walked inside and immediately Amy
wailed "Margot. We left her in there,"

A murmer ran throughout the room.
I looked around at their stunned +aces.

For a moment I felt happy. and then all thoughts
of meanness left me. 1 closed my eyes to fight
the tears.

Then, slowly, slowly William unlocked
the door.

Chrissie also had two issues she wanted to
explore. Like Andria. she wanted to know what could make
someone act as cruelly as William had. And, how would
such a person feel afterwards^

Her approach to resolve these issues was different
from all the other writers. She is a warm, understanding,
friendly girl who would do nothing intentionally to harm
anyone else's feelings. Chrissie's characterizations of
William and Margot were typical of the others in tone;
William is smart. mean, a negative leader; Margot is
different. quiet, reserved, unfriendly. But despite her
own personality, and her agreement with others in the
class about tie personalities of the protagonists. she
chose to take the poir:t of view of a boy who is William':
best friend, and at Jeast as much o+ a bully.

Using this perspective allowed her to describe
several students in the class. including Margot, anC to
e;:plore the motivations of William by role-playinq a
similar personality type. The Answer tc her first
question was easy difference, whether it be stupidit.
locks or history, is reason enough to be mean to someone
if you want it to be. And as long as there is support
acting mean from your peers, an individual gains in
staturu, fr,..3m acting mean.

Her ending gives her reponse to her second
-.uestion. Even bullies, who have no copunctions about
acting cruel) v,
c%rcumstances.

van
And

feel
that

remorse given the right set 0-!-
gives Chissie hope for dealin:i

with bullies in the real world.

Jeff

" William."
"What."
"Is it really gonna happen'''



"What happen."
"The rain, stop, like the scientist

said."
"No, you believe that junk, its a joke,

yeah, a joke."
"My mom said its gonna stop."
"Your mom's an old hag, what does she

know." I was scared to reply in fear that he
would punch me and tell the teacher that I
knocked over the fish bowl.

Today is Thursday 6/7/2034. Margot the
faggot just walked into the room a little while
ago. William is making a bet with Margot that
the rain wouldn't stop. I asked rain brain if
the rain would stop, he said, "it's actually
raining 1.5 times harder then it was earlier
this morning."

Unfortunately William heard that. He
pushed Margot and said, "faggots wrong, its not
gonna stop raining." Margot slowly walked away
crying.

Now its 12:00 and its still raining.
Margot was looking for her sun kit which the
teacher gave us a half hour ago. On the other
side of the room William was sitting when he
just said, "let's lock Margot in the closet."

Its a great idea, we would lock Margot
in the closet and let her out an hour later and
tell her that the sun came out. Quickly!!
William grabbed Margot's sun kit. Margot saic.
"hey gimme that," as she chased William down the
hall. William is passing it to me; here it
comes! Good I caught it. I'll pass it to
Margot when she gets in the closet. Passed it
to her.

It's happening, it's really happening!!!
This beautiful light... this blinding white
light... is the sun!!! I walked slowly towards
the beautiful flowers. I'm running off from the
rest of the class and I won't stop.

It's an hour later and it's starting to
rain. Somebody said, "Where's Margot?"

Jeff adopted a position somewhere between Andria't
and Chirssie's. He could understand William being so
mean; he's "sort of a snob that doesn't like to be wrong
at any cost." He could alsr., understand that none 0+ the
other children would like Margot, either; she's "a
teacher's model of a good kid." So for Jeff, the Question
was how did William get all the other children to go along
with the idea of locking Margot up?

Jeff is a loner, having trouble keeping frIeldL
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for very long, but is also very bright and has an
excellent sense of humor. Placing hiamelf in the story as
an antagonist to Margot and also a follower of William,
not an enthusiastic follower, but one of those kinds of
kids who will go along with the crowd, was a natural role
for him. William is just as mean to him in his version of
the story as he is to Margot, but it makes perfect sense
to Jeff to think that Willima's plan was "a great idea."
Children will go along, even help, with a plan that will
hurt another person if it makes them feel part of the
group. It's not fear, or the stature one might gain, but
belonging that Jeff feels is the real motivation behind
all the other children's complicity. And belonging,
feeling like your an accepted member of a group, excuses
almost any behavior.

Sue

"So. the scientists really 1,:now? W:11 it
happen today, will it?" It had been raining for
7 years without stop.

Margot, a girl who lived on the planet
earth and then moved here on planet Venus. And
William who had been there all his life.

Margot believed that I, the sun would
come out soon. For I had not come out for seven
years. And William who was nasty to Margot all
the time he didn't believe that 1 would really
come out and for all Margot tried to Prove that
I would come out William would just argue again
and again.

Today, today I'm supposed to come out.
For Margot's sake I'm going to try my best to
come out.

They were fighting again about the silly
matter if I'm going to come out or not. The
rain was slowing down, Margot ran to the door
but William pushed her into the closet!

Everything was still everything had
stopped even the rain. I began to shine my way
through the clouds.

William looked totally surprised he had
also forgotten about Margot. Well I think that
William is selfish and mean to put her in the
closet.

First one drop then two, it was starting
to rain. Something was pulling me back into the
clouds.

William had .0st remembered about Margot
in the closet. He rui to Jet her aut. ShL-2

crying for she would riot see me for another 7
year 7,.



Sue was the only one in the group to select a
point of view that was outside the human characters in the
story. It is hard to determine what her issues were, or
even if she had any. But her sympathies are clear and
well defined, and the choice of an omniscient sun to
report the events on Venus gave her the opportunity to
express her feelings.

Sue is a quiet, shy girl, reticent to share her
feelings or to react strongly to almost anything. When
asked to describe Margot, she wrote that "if someone
wanted to be her friend they would find out thats she's
really nice inside. " That also happens to bea_-
description of Sue. Her choice of point of view, then. is
understandable - she is trying to Create as much distance
as possible between Herself and the situation Margot finis
herself in.

Margot is helpless. and Sue feels helpless to
assist Margot in any way. The sun will try to come out
"for Margot's sake", but really has no control over the
situation. When William locked her in the closet, the sun
could only report that it happened. And when it started
to rain, "something was pulling me back into the clouds."
The sun was omniscient, but powerless. Unfortunately, Sue
could not use the experience of the sun to feel more
powerful.

These pieces represent the range of types of
responses my students wrote. Most of the students staged
within the form Bradbury laid our. Even though they
adopted a new point of view, they elt tied to his
sequence, devices and mode. Some, like Andria, virtually
retold the entire story, complete with background
material. Others, like Chrissie and Jeff, chose only the
central portion of the story, (from just before Margot got
locked in the closet until the end). Three girls (Sue
among them) changed the context of the story, one using a
dream, another a conversation between a classmate ot
Margot's and her mother. and Sue's sun. Not all of these
efforts were successful, nor were the pieces effective.
but the points of view selected and forms attemoted were
revealing and exciting.

The_rOYP

There are many tirerequ:sit?s for wrItina eitertiye
and successful point of view piece-.3, and to.len as a oroLIL,'
show why it is such an effective technique for ciettinc,



children into literature. To he able to write a point of
view, a reader must read a story extremoly carefully.
It's not enough just to know the plot, ur the setting, orthe characters. He must see, and feel, the
interelatedness of the separate components, how one
incident leads to the next'', how one character's actionleads to others' reactions. Each piece must be analyzedseparately, and then put back together to create something
greater than the sum of its parts. The key elements mustbe identified - what must be included to'retain the
integrity of the story, yet not interfere with
reinterpretation to find new meanings. Students can't
;List be 'Ile to name and describe the characters, theyhave to empathize wih them, understand why and how theygot into the predicaments they're in. They have to testtheir understanding of a character's personality with howhe actually behaves in the story, and predict what he
would c$o in different situations. And the student mustunderstand the author's intent in writing the story; what
is he Lrying to show, illuminate, make us understand, andhow can that be held onto while writing from a new pointof view.

What make this assignment special for me, then,
was that I dici not believe my fifth graders were capableof those prerequisites. And they proved me wrong, and
once again showed me how easy it is to underestimate the
capabilities of my students. The pieces made it clear tome how much my students learned about stories, writing andlife through doing a point of view piece, and how much
richer their understanding of the story became without my
attempting to tell them. They found it for themselves.Also, it opens up a whole realm of writing activities thatI thought fifth graders couldn't handle, including notonly using pieces by published authors, but also reshaping
their own stories from various points of view.

They showed me that point of view writing was an
effective way for them to become intimately familiar witha text. Their perceptions of Margot and William were
crucial to their later analytus of the story and point ofview pieces. Once they understood Margot and William,
they could check the reality of the story itself, and thenfind meaning in it for tilemselves. Do they know anyonelike Margot, or William, or the anonymous children and
teacher, or do they act that way themselves:7 Could then
see themselves as any of the characters, clnd what did tr.at
teach them about themselves and dealing with others'
they wrote their own points of view. this became the twin
bases for testing their writing; could Margot or William
have done that, and, would I have done or felt that. They
incorporated KiliAt they knew about themselves and other
with the events of the text, and created for themselveE, an
e;:planation for the sad and :ruel events of the storv.



And by doing so, created meaning where before was only astory.
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Reflections on Ethnography and Writing

In 1981, i wrote a research proposal which,

if funded, would allow me vo leave New York

City and my regular college teaching schedule

and live for one year in the ShorehamWading

River school district on eastern Long Island.
The reason I was going to Shoreham was that

having already been there for three summers

directing New York City Writing Project in-
stitutes on the teaching of writing and having

made brief follow-up visits to the district, I now

wanted to document how teachers who wrote

and read current research on the writing pro-

cess went about teaching writing In fact, my
desire to conduct this study came to me quite

suddenly one afternoon when I was visiting
teachers in Shoreham. I happened to go down

to the classroom of one of the teachers and
I chanced upon a writing conference that this

teacher, Diane Burkhardt, was having with
one of her students. I remember thinking that
no one really sees the intimate moments when

teachers work with students l knew if I could
show what really happens when teachers
made a commitment to teaching writing if
I could document the day-to-day interactions

and the ways teachers think about what they
are doing that to me would be a contribu-
tion to research on teaching worth making.

if I did this, I knew I wanted to be inside the

classroom I wanted to watch teaching evolve.

i was firmly convince() that if researchers want

to understand a process, they need to observe

it as it unfolds and as a result I wanted to
live in classrooms from the first day of
teaching until the last i wanted to come to
know the teachers, the students, their writing,

I wanted in the terms of ethnography, to im
rnerse myself in the 'culture of the classroom,"

to come to know it as the participants
themselves did.

F oidra Perl teaches In the English depart
ment at Herbert H Lehman College, City
University of New York She is Ceedrrector of
the Writing Deue!opment Project and Direc-
tor of the New York City Writing Project Her
publi-ations include Coding the Composing
Process
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In 1982, the project received funding from

the National Institute of Education. Ten
teachers from nrades 1.12 volunteered to col-
laborate with me on the research, which meant

that they would each allow me or a research
assistant to live in their classrooms, to take
notes on what they said and did. They, in hare

would keep teaching journals in which they
reflected upon what they were doing in the
classroom and they would each do a case
study on the writing development of one stu-

dent in their class. People often ask me,
"what's it like to do ethnography?" My
response is often a specific one, since I im-
agine each project develops according to the

interests and personalities of the people engag-

ed in it.
To illustrate what ow project was like, I'll

sketch a typical week.
I wake up at 7:45 a.m. either wondering why

I stayed up so late the night before thinking
and talking about writing or remembering the

last ten years of academic life when I didn't
need to be at my college before 9 30 or 10:00

a.m. I then remind myself that Diane and Ross

Burkhardt, the two teachers whose class,
rooms I'm studying ntensively and in whose
home rm living, hail been up and off to school

since 6:00 a.m and with a pang of conscier ce

get myself out of bed and ready for sci-

I drive about three miles, past the site for the
n ideas power plant that gives the district its
money, past the brown, leafless stalks of the

vegetable and potatoe fields that border this

stretch of Long Island, down the road to the
Middle School. After saying good morning to

the secretaries, getting a cup of coffee and
grabbing my notebooks and a pen, I head for

Diane's eighth grade English class which
begins at 8 47 a.m.

Diane's students sit in a c:, rip Once there,

-rind a vacant seat, pull it into the circle and
chat with one or two of the students next to

me In the beginning of the study, I am a
diligent notetaker, recording everythir j I can
of what Diane and her students say I .iter in

3-1 fi

thethe year, my role shifts from strict observ.
to active participant, and it becomes commc

for kids to ask me, 'Are we going to do fn
writing today?" or for Diane, after saying goc

morning, to ask me if I recall the plan st
devised for today's -lesson. While the die
clearly remains hers and while my job remit
that of the researcher taking fieldnotes, by tt

middle of the year, we have become more HI

partners and frequently I find myself inte
rupting my notetaking to participate in clan
discussions, to answer questions or to that
with students my own perceptions about ff.
process of writing.

After Diane's class , I head for another wir
of the school and become the researcher i
Ross' eighth grade room. Here, although Rot

has been through the same summer trainir.
as Diane, it's possible for me to see ho
teachers adapt what they've learned to fit the

individual styles. Ross is the orchestrator r
events, the prime mover in his classroom, as

often the kids are as rapt as I when Rce
brings in a recently finished poem and slum

the excitement and the process he we
through to write it. In fact, the rather dirx.
impact Ross has can be seen in the numt
of boys who have begun to write poems
the first time in his class.

After taking notes in Ross' class, I return

Diane's second English class of the day.
lunchtime, I often eat with a bunch of eigl
grade students in her room. After lunch, I v
a sixth grade classroom and join with study

in what their teacher Marcia Sitver calls writ

workshop. Here kids can be seen sprawled

couches, sitting on the floor, in the hallw
or at individual tables drafting pieces, c
ferencing with partners or revising then writ

Frequently, students come over to show
what they are doing or to esk for help 0
Marcia can be found off to one side wort
on her own writing

At the end of thi , class, I visit one of DI(

or Ross' social studie' classes In w
students are writing. The i I generally corn;

The English Re
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whatever eorrespondenc. fm working on,
return a few phone calls and check in with my

research assistant' If this were a Monday, I
might also visit classes in one of the elemen
tan) schools or the 14 school. NH were Tues-

day, I'd be preparing for our Study Group
meeting in which I meet with the ten teachers

in the study and with Nancy Wilson and Jamie

Carter the two research assistants in
order to write, to analyze what's happening
in classrooms, to raise questions and to
discuss together how the writing process ap-
proach works across grade levels. If it were
Wednesday, Nancy, Jamie and I would meet
until late in the night in order to read ow
fieldnotes to one another, to catch up on
what's happening in the different schools, to
be listeners for one another as we begin to
discuss our perceptions of classroom events.

If it were Thursday, Nancy, Jamie and I would

have one final meeting together before we

prepared ourselves to return to New York
City and to ow homes.

In addition, this job entails meeting with ad-

ministrators, making ourselves available to
other teachers and at one point during the year

we decided that if we wanted to understand
the students' perspectives, we needed to
'travel" with them to other classes in order to

see how and where Fnglish fit into the stu-
dent's day-to-day life in the school.

The point of this though is not just that
we've taken on a big job or that we are busy;

it's to show, through sketching a little bit of
the parti, filar detail, the many contexts in
which writing occurs and which we need to
be sensitive to if we are to discover anything
about how it is taught and learned To do this,

MAN chosen to use ethnography zo a research

tool.

One of the ideas I want to explore in this
paper concerns the ways in which
ethnography and writing are sit liar and why
so many of us fascinated by the writing pro-

cess are drawn so easily and naturally into do-

trig ethnographic research. In fact, I've come
to see that the principles which underly a pro-

cess approach to the teaching and study of
writing have co unteparts in ethnography I will

now present seven of these common features.

l P, -Maps, the most obvious zonnection

between ethnography and writing is that they
are both processes. just as the last decade of

work or composing shows, we don't discover
hew writ( rs write solely by analyzing their pro
ducts we certainly won't discover how
teachers teach by analyzing their grade books

or their lesson plans In order to discove, how

Fourth Quarter I9Ki

a process unfolds, whether ire writing or
teaching, we have to observe it and to do this

we need a method that itself is process-
oriented.

21 A second feature commas, both to
writing and ethnography is that we learn by
doing. It's commonplace to say that we'll never

learn how to write solely by reading about it

or studying what writers say about it; similar-
ly budding ethnographers won't learn the
methods and procedures of ethnography
merely by reading or studying accounts of
other anthropologists. While I'm not ad-
vocating the abandonment of careful study
and preparation, I am saying that just as we
learn to write by writing, so we learn to do
ethnography by rolling up our sleeves and get
Ling our hands dirty in other words, we have

to do it in order to learn it and to get better
at it.

3; We've come in writing research to believe

that writing leads to discovery. As writers, we

don't plan ahead of time everything we will
say. iviore often, we discover what we want
to say as we go along. So in ethnography, we

don't enter a setting deciding ahead of time
what eve' its will mean, but we allow the mean-

ing to emerge from our observations and
repeated reflections. We may enter with cer-
tain guiding questions, but we don't impose
our answers. We allow them to emerge from
the process of looking.

4) From writing process research, we've
come to see that writing is a recursive process.

By that I mean that when writers write, cee
fain patterns or routines reoccur throughout

the process; we literally go back in order to
go forward. For example, writers go back often

to words, we reread, we go back to the topic,

or we even go back to what we sense about
the topic that's not yet in words. So in
ethnography we find ourselves going back to

fieldnotes, for rereading and studying. to
students, to teachers and to our study group

for verification and for elaboration, and even
more importantly we go back to what we
sense occurs in classrooms to what makes

for the context in which writing occurs. Just
like in writing, when we go back to the text
and let our sense of it tell us where we need
or want to go next, so in ethnographic
research, when we return to our notes and to

the classrooms themselves, our sense of what

is occurring deepens end we see where next

to direct our observations.
5) In a writing process approach, learning

to write involves experimenting with and
mastering a number of different forms of

3 3

discourse and exploring different points
view. To me, these are more than rhetoric
exercises I think that when writers shape th,

ideas and experience in different forms, th
begin to see not only how rich experience

and how most ideas or experiences kr
themselves to a variety of interpretations, b

also how they, themselves, play an active rc
in constructing what experiences mea
Ethnography recognizes the multiplicity
views inherent in human experience.
researcher's perspective is seen as one amor
many not as the one representing 11
truth.* In fact, ethnographers understand th

no one ethnographic account is the truth.

aspects of what is true for people in particul,

settings can be rendered and recognized, pa

titularly when people share their points of vie
and work together.

6) Ethnography is a human model. Bor
out of anthropology as a way for the lone at

thropologist to immerse herself in and corn

to understand a foreign culture, it now enabk

us to approach classrooms (something we at
very familiar with) with freshness and dark

In ethnography, researchers do not reduc
classrooms to lesson plans or test scores, bt

rather we seek to bring to the surface whi
is intangible, hidden or overlooked in the w
folding of classroom dynamics. The reaso
why we are comfortable using ethnography i

our study is because our view of teaching an

writing is that they are both human process(

that ought not be reduced to linear schen(
or checklists. In this sense, we view bot
writing and teaching as personal and soli,
acts created by individuals within particuli.
contexts. When we take this kind of approac

to such complex phenomena we don't end t

with neat research designs, clear-cut boo
daries and controlled variables. But we do fir

ourselves involved in an enormously rich ta!

that often requires us to respond on a hum
level.

7) Finally, what we've discovered th
makes writing and ethnography so similar at
what must be there for each one to flouri
is the development of trust. In classroor
we've begun to see that what allows for writi

that has voice is a trusting relationship amo

the students and between students a.
teachers where students feel comfort&
about taking risks. Similarly, we've come
see that ethnography like writing offers us t

opportunity to go beneath the surface e
study what is most intimate in teaching, k.
that that, too requires the development
trust
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CREATIVITY AND ti'HE COMPOSING CLASSROOM:MA KING THOUGHT VISIBLE

Sondra Pen

In a book entitled Eleiric Tillie Olsen speaks of "enabling circumstances" andasks, "What are the circumstances
. that enable people to write?" Implicit in herquestion is the notion that under the right circumstances, all of us would be creative.After several years of studying the writing process, I have reached a similarconclusion. I believe that the desire to make meaning is a universal one and that theact of writing enables us to do so: And similarly I now ask, under what circumstancesare we enabled to write? . .

For me, this is not a speculative questionbut one the t guides my research. Forthe last several years, my research has focused on individuals. I've asked, how dowriters write? How do they move from thought to text? And I've attempted todescribe this process as I've seen it develop in different writer over different periodsof time. But recently, I've begun to see a shortcoming in this kind of approach.Focusing on writers in isolation will not tell us anything about enabling circumstances.As a result, my int arests have begun to shift and I've begun to pay attention not onlyto how writers write, how they externalize their thought and make it visible, but alsoon the ways in which the environment, including teachers, parents, and peers, is anenabling or an inhibiting vehicle in this process. I've come to think that observingwriters in isolation, pulling them into research settings in neatly designed studies wasan important first step for research on the writing process but that now we need toexamine what writers do in contextin the settings in which their writing actuallytakes place. And I'm beginning to think that it is the context itself which may be themost important enabling circumstance.

Thus I am now interested in raising questions about creativity and the composingclassroom. In particular, I want to ask, what would teachers need to know in order tocreate enabling circumstances in their classrooms? and what would researchers needto know if they wanted to observe this process?
This topic is particularly compelling to me because I've been spending a lot oftime in the past three years in public school classrooms, learning how to observeteachers at work. The teachers are people with whom I've worked for three summers,who have invited me into their classrooms so that I might discover how they aretranslating the findings from research on the writing process into circumstances thatenable students to write. The particular teachers I am referring to all work in theShoreham-Wading River shcool district on Long Islanda ( %strict which has gi:enserious attention to the teaching of writing by involving the teachers in writingworkshops over the summer.

Sondra Peri is at Herbert Lehman College of me City University of New York and isDirector of the New Yu'. City Writing Project. This article is an edited version of apaper she presented last spring at the conference on College Composition andCommunication.
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Talking about teachers and their work leads me to comment on what it is like to
be an observer in another teacher's room. When I first agreed to visit classrooms, r
was concerned. First of all, not only em I a teacher, accustomed to being in control;
in this setting I had also been the teachers' teacher. I was worried that I wouldn't like
playing the role of the unobtrusive observer. Secondly, I felt awkward. Pm used to
teaching adults on the college lowel and now I wls agreeing to visit not only high
schools and middle schools, but elementary schools as well. I was not at all sure what
one said to first graders about their writing. On my first visit to first grade, I
remember walking in and wondering where I should sitthinking that I ought to act
natural and feeling as if I didn't really belong there.

Much to my surprise, first graders made me feel quite at ease. I wasn't in the
classroom for more than a few minutes before children were coming over and asking,
"May I read you my first published book?" I realized that their teacher, Reba Peka la,
knew something about enabling circumstances. Later on in the year, Peggy Weide, a
woman I had not worked with, who was a first grade teacher working next door to
Reba, invited me to her room to see what she was doing. She then told me that the
children were waiting for me to talk to them about writing. I experienced the by now
familiar pang of "What do I say to first graders?" and went in. Peggy asked me to sit
in the back on a small chair and had the children form a circle on the floor around me.
Each child was holding a book he or she had written and was waiting for me to say
something. I told them that I visit a lot of first grades, and that most of the teachers
there tell me that first graders cannot write. I said that these teachers were Just
convinced that first graders do not know how to write. At first, the children looked
surprised, and then smiles broke out on their faces and they began waving hands and
saying, "We eiin write. First graders can write." I then said, "But they say that first
graders don't even know how to spell." One girl looked puzzled for a moment and then
raised her hand and explained, "You see, we use invented spelling."

By now the teacher in me wanted to stay in first grade and the researcher in me
wished that I had a video-tape to record the children's excitement. But the more
serious part of me realized that Reba had communicated something to Peggy about
enabling circumstances that enabled this teacher who had not been part of our work in
the summer to create a classroom full of writerswriters in first grade, who seemed
to know something about their own writing process. The point, though, is not that
Reba and Peggy are exceptional. Competent and dedicated, yesbut the experience I
am describing was not limited to their classrooms. Wherever I go now in this district, 1
see students engaged in writing and taking their work seriously whether they are in
first grade, 4th, 8th, or 10th. And every one of the teachers I visit knows something
about enabling circumstances.

It's going to take a long time for me to discover pmeisely what these teachers
know and how they translate their knowledge into classroom practice, but some ri,r:
their thinking is given voice in a paper written by Ross Burkhardt, an 8th grade
teacher, who describes the way he now teaches writing:

I am a eifferent person in working with kids and their writing this year

Examining my own writing process taught me what a writing process is and
how to nurture it. And, by inference, I can do the &line for others.

Students now collaborate when writing. It seems hard for me to rememt er
those distant days when I believed that collaboration on a writing
assignment was akin to cheating.

1
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I write every assignment the students do. They see me keeping Journals on
several topics. They read my letters. They discuss my pieces. I include a
piece in the class booklet because I am an author in that class. Many ids
v are doing the "I don't know what to write" routine earlier in the year. I
find less of that now. Somehow they do generate their own topics. I also
see en improvement in writing since the fall. The pieces appear to be
deeper, more complex, better detailed, more interesting. Sharing writing
with peers has helped foster this growth, but that is not the only reason for
it.

What are the reasons for the growth Ross sees? What kind of
knowledge enables Ross and the others to do what they do? Now I become
an observer, researcher, attempting to make sense out of what I see.
Based on my classroom

observation and Ross' statements, I have come to
some conclusions about fostering creativity in the composing classroom
which probably apply to all of the teachers, but which for now I will state
only in reference to Ross.

1. Ross's knowledge tial. He had to examine his own writingprocess and understand its intricacies, its peculiarities and what he
needed to nurture it, before he would know anything a-out helping his
students work through and develop their composing processes.2. Whether he says it or not, Ross knows that what he doescommunicates more strongly than anything he says. He may talk
about writingbut in addition he writesend he shares his writing
with his students. This, I imagine, as much as anything else
exemplifies the kind of classroom in which the circumstances are
enabling.

3. Ross remarks that he used to think that collaboration was akin tocheating. So did I. I remember as a student when I used to write in
class and I would cover up my page so that no one else could see it.
Now Ross and I both know that writers require real audiences,
listeners who are trained to respond sensitively to their developing
thoughts. In fact, I would argue that the meanings we constructalways emerge from and form part of a social fabric. The more
directly we rely and build on the social fabric of the classroom, the
more able we will be both to distinguish ourselves from it and to see
our connections to it.

4. Ross knows that writers need to develop a sense for
their own voices. He knows that the experience of authoring is one
that begins iirrh authority, that writers must start with what they
know. Thus in his class, students generate and therefore "own" theirown topics.

5. When Ross indicates that his students' papers are I:Ater, deeper,
more complex, and that sharing with peers has helped, he also says
that that is not the only reason. I would say he recognizs that there
is never just one reason why something changes or improves in one's
writing, that in writing classes there is never a simple cause and
effect relationship to explain growth. In fact, I think he recognizes
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the importance of everything that occurs in the classroom or theimportance of context.

One might ask, what enabled Ross and Reba and the other teachers inthis district to teach the way they do? What allowed them to create suchenabling cirenmstances ire the classroom? I can tell you they didn't findthis knowledge in a textbooknot even a textbook on the writing process.In fact, to be the teachers they now are, Ross and Reba and the others hadto be willing to go through a process themselves.

What Pd like to do now is describe briefly what this process entailsand then comment on the kinds of questions this raises for researchers.
First, the teachers had to be willing to see t perhaps they didn'tknow all there was to know about the writing ess. They had to bewilling to ask questions. They had to suspend judgrnent about the answers.
Second, they had to be willing to write and to write seriously for 1and a half to 2 hours a day for four weeks. t had to bt: willing to readthis writing to their peers and to iten to what heir peers laid in response.

Third, they had to observe themselves closely. They had to keepnotes about their writint process in a process Journal. They had to bewilling to keep observing, watching for moments of insight, awareness andchange that occurred as they worked on their writing and to record theseobservations in the journal.

Fourth, they had to learn how to listen sensitively to the writing oftheir peers. They had to learn ways of attending to another writer.
Based on their willingness, these teachers began to see r methingThey began to understand how their own composing process worked andthey began to be sensitive to what fostered composing and what inhibitedit. By watching themselves as writers, they begs Ti to make some of thesame observations researchers make about the processthey began tounderstand how recursiveness works and when discovery occurs. Theybegan to see how important their peers were in establishing a communityof writers with common goals. And they began to see a new role forthemselves as teachersas models who engage in all of the activities thattheir students engage in.

The teachers who were willing to do this returned to their classroomswith the intention to have their students experience some of what theyexperienced and the conviction that it was possible. Through writing, theyhad contacted desire in themselves, buried for many years, that assuredthem that they had a wish to be creative, to make meaning out of theirexperience, and to construct texts that accurately conveyed the subtletiesof their thoughts and ideas. They also knew, experientiallythat whenplaced in a setting that acknowledged this desire, writing emerged. Andwhether they were 1st grade teachers or 12th grade teachers, they knewnow that it was possible to create a classroom context that acknowledgedand built on this capacity -Rind that they could do this with their students.

3 .7 1;5



Studying what these teachers do and how they do it poses a chelenge
to traditional research on writing. It implies that we can no longer merely
collect writing samples and pre- and post-tests if we want to understand
how children and adults develop as writers. It implies that we have to pay
attention to the enabli circumstances of the classroom which means that
as researchers ve o mmerse ourselves in the life of classrooms and
let the students and teachers there teach us what we need to know.

We need, in other words, to develop the perspective of ethnographers
and to learn from the work of people like Claire Woods-Elliott at the
University of Pennsylvania and Marie Wils.)n Nelson at George Mason
University how to apply ethnographic techniques to the observation of
writing classrooms. It means we have to become sensitive to the context
in which teaching and learning occur and to move from our observations of
behavior to inquire about the meaning this behavior has to the people who,
engage in it. ,, t

Finally, just as writing is a way of making thought visible, so
ethnography is a way of making teaching visible. As I have begun
reflecting on my experience as a classroom observer, I have come to
realize how hidden teaching is . . . how much of it goes on behind closed
doorshow little of it is observed except for formal evaluationsand what
an extraordinary privilege it is to watch teachers at work Seeing what
they do, listening to their responses, watching how they conference with
individual students, seeing the moments that come to life a d the moments
that fade away, the missed opportunities and the tiny succ es, has come
to be an extremely powerful experience for me and also intimate one.
It has left me realizing how much more we have to learn and how much
more we have to gain by making visible the enabling circumstances of the
composing classroom.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Lois Easton, editor of the ARIZONA NEWSLE 1 TER of the Arizona State
Reading Council, w.luld Ike to -eceive short journal-type articles on any
aspect of the teaching of ,ending or the connections between writing and
reading. Articles should Le sent to

ois Easton
3881 E. Gibbon Mountain Place
Tucson, AZ 85718 TPI. 299-5334
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An Innocent Experiment

Field hot,

The (list thin; we did in class was to write in our process. journal. ThenMen. Iturknarth said to finish. Nati said it was his best process. Then Men.B. told us to do this. Than lira. b. wrote on the board what we were doing.

- Research Volunteer
- Class Procedure
- 'valuation (Grade)

Then Mts. S. asked if we understood whet you did. then she told us aboutthe case studies. She told us shout picking kid. to do thee and what we would
have to do if we volunteered. Tos asked if you volunteered would you be inthe beak? Mrs. S. said probably. Theo she told us area more about (it).Theo she asked who moots to do it . . . Chris. Melt. Dyene. April. Cost. andTim. Then we started clews procedure. Mrs. S. explained about it. Then shetalked about writing groups and asked for questions. Then she told us shoutthe ides log. Theo about the process Journal and bow to use it. Then she'wrote on the board. She let us out late.

Chris

This was Chris' attemut to capture in writing what occurred in
her 8th grade English class on Friday, October 20th. Chris and
the other students in her class were taking field notes as a favor
to me since I could not be there that day and I didn't want to
miss what was going on.

As the principal investigator of an NIL-funded ethnographic
research project documenting how teachers teach writing, I had
spent every day since the beginning of school in classes writing
down what the teachers and students said and did. When I knew
was going to be away from the district for a day, I was concerned
that I not miss "something important." In particular, I knew
that th3.s was the day the teacher of this class, Diane Burkhardt,
was going to explain in detail about some case study research
she planned to do as part of the research project she was work-
ing on with me. Seeing my dismay, she resuonded with a novel
idea.

"Why don't I ask the kids to take field notes for you? 'tat
way you'll get an accounting - actually 45 accounts - of what I
say about. the Project, case studies and other points.

'Diane teaches two English and two Social Studies classes. The
number 45 is a composite, referr:;.ng to the totni number of
students in both English classes.

3-to f;5:.)
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Diane's suggestion struck me as inte.sestiny. It seemed likely
that the students would understand this request sinc they had
become accustomed to seeing me write every day in my notebook.
They also had, in some small sense, a model fcr taking field notes
since on occasion I had real my field notes to them both as a way
of demystifying the notion of my "doing research" and also as a
way of adding my voice to theirs when they shared whatever they
had been writing with their classmates. Little did I know that
by taking this seemingly simple step, not only would I be forcing
mys if to face some tricky methodological issues about the nature
of knowledge in general and the nature of ethnographic research
in particular, but I would also be creating a partnership with
students and setting up points of reference for myself that
extend beyond the traditional teacher-researcher framework.

What's in a Field Note?

According to Michael Agar, field notes are "the record of an
ethnographer's observations, conversations, interpretations and
suggestions for future information to be gathered" (p. 112). In
Lofland's terms, they are "a more or less chronological log of
what is happening, to and in the setting and to and in the
observer" (p. 104). Schatzman and Strauss recommend sorting
field notes according to whether they constitute "Observational
Notes, Theoretical Notes, or Methodological Notes" (p. 99).
However, none of these cool descriptions adequately conveys the
dilemna faced by researchers whenever they enter the settings
they plan to study. Immediately confronted with an overwhelming
amount of competing stimuli, researchers are faced with making
choces - what to write down, what to omit, and how to select.
The field notes of the students who were so innocently enlisted
in this task suggest many of the solutions researchers themselves
have devised and point as well to a number of crucial problems.

Rather than summarize the studentssobservations, I thought it
would be useful to look at flve of their field notes in theiy
c,ntirety.

11



Uhat I Think

1. Mrs. r "I would like us to sit down and write a little process about
last might."

2. Everyone ~It much longer than expected (1 page or 2 at wost).

ters. S. vents volunteer& for (eh* stumbles) write on board.

SLACIEWARDI,

- Research Volunteero
- Class Procedures
- Evaluation

She talks about evaluation.

Mrs. B. Explaining how Sondrs's job somas. what Mrs R. bee to do for Sondra.
plus S's case studies on one or two students. She has to write a
case stu4. Mrs. R. wants to pick case study student. Mrs. S. "In
a sense. I do a crime study on everyone."

CASE sr DTI

She wants to video tape. compose out lof. mo more writing but more
time (not +loch more work). Ws. P. "I dosent (don't think) we will
live toge_her."

Irg, (too much work) for mt.

Real intense process. Mrs. R. "Mho le interested in volunteering,"
(Mrs. R. jokes around leaning forward in chair - as usualbehe
wants to talk about procedure -- she wants us to hand in stories II)
home - -(she hands bore to Puelisf to pars sround the claps.)

VAIXEDURE

She checks hook and grade. She gets places seroxed. She takes one
in folder - nbe keeps one -- we go to writing groups -- she listens
to tapes While looking at our pieces. Dire. R. "Any Question, about
that?" She wants nice pest records. She vents us to writs in Itles
tag a lot.

to be for stories. SS. wants us to .h) wore
liMess journal whenever we write she wants us to write iproces:il

thislstiri writing port of English grade.

I can't write field notes'

Ion

111:,.;1 COF) AVAII ABI
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We twee Into class. Mellott, We began to right process in our
process journal about the story we had to had doOn by Friday. f handedResearch in. quality of your work on these pleers. Process Journal entries.Procedural
wrightingsroup practiteapatton. he talk about wrightins groups. vriphtingEvaluation folder, process journal. She discussed all of the above and we learned
how ouch we had to have for a good grade.

Billy

***** * *

We sat down, wrote a process for last night's story. Everyone pot down
to work. Mrs. Burkhardt finished first and she said we should finish soon.
Matt didn't want to stop. he said he was writing the best process he ever
WTOt*. Ws. Burkhardt was explaining out grade. I overheard Mike A. say
he can't do it. he having a hard time. Maybe other people are also. Mrs.
S. Impishly's. Mrs. S. trephining ease stqdY. I can't really understand.

Vield Notes to Sondra

We sat chow and Mrs. B. said write a process to the story you wrote last
night. In the middle. Mra. said is everybody done and I said "Not yet.
I'm writing the best process I ever vritt.n." Diane D. said. "Yeah, me too."
Mrs. S. said let's write field notes to Sandra. Then I said "Can I title itfield notes to Sondra" She said. "Vett." Then Mrs. S. said who wants to
volunteer for case (studies. I volunteered for coot studies. Then Mrs
said now for th( procedure for handing in pieces. She asked env questions.
She talked about Ides Lop and process journal. Talked about the minimum. I
asked if the minimum is a c She timid no. Then he said "'What If the minims,
enrrAes are (rap" I asked if she keeps track of the pieces. She said yes.

Mat t

s ek
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Yield motes

I think Mrs. Burkhardt was a little annoyed when
some people didn't handin their process journals.

gut she's to a decent mood. People aren't reallyas dead as usually, but I wouldn't say that they were getting into It. as ifalive or anything.

I wrote lot in mv process. My toes were cold. The room is cold.

Thiags she vents toI) Itessarch/floadra
2) Procedusl talk about
3) Evaluation A Grades

MOrs. S. explained what Sondra Pert is doing here. She does case studies.3 think that's interesting. I wouldn't mind doing one on Mrs. S. if I could.She's interesting. 1 guess I wouldn't mind her doing a case study on me.Seth. Kristen and Kathy asked some questions. 1 was too involved in writingnotes than asking questions. bank is showing a movie and it's annoying.Video game -- grounds like.

To find out about our composing process -- that's what a case study is.Tool down names of volunteers. About six -- needs only two or three.

Procedure: Then Mrs. B. talked @bout
procedure for handing this in.

1.--

Talked about what she wants in process. 1 guess l's doing
it accent so fat. Last year I had trouble -- went off
track.

Sow she keeps track - *eras - If no piece - what means - no check. nozeros - no piece in writing group - mess things up. She gets pe...urbed.
I. drafts
2. Process - uses - what she wants in it and how often3. handing In pieces on tlor - not on your own

Evaluation - grades

Writinggyades

1. 0 of pieces -- l 4 2 letters pleKet - minimum2. gualit!, of work in those pieces
3. Process aintmum
4. W.G. pasticipation

test

literature -- S.Y. books

People weren't that dead today. The film next door stopped. but we couldhear Allendorph trying to speak Italian or Spenish. It's pretty annoying. I'wglad she explained this stuff to us. It helped me. Sort of relieved we became,I know how she grades, and I really don't have to worry about it too much. 1think the glass likes Mrs. P.

6wect.vge
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Reading through the students' field notes, I am struck by the
range and style of the writing. Abort half of the 45 students
do what Chris does: a chronological rendering, mainly
in full sentences with a lot of "and then's" stringing the
narrative along. A careful reading of all of their entries,
however, in61Lates some interesting difference-. For example,
a quiet student named Dyane (not included here) focuses entirely
on what the teacler says; student remarks are absent from her
piece. Chris, a socially oriented, gregarious girl, notices
and includes which students said what and who volunteers as
case studies.

Only one student makes an elaborate outline, although a
handful use brackets to separate the major areas of discussion
as well as phrases and direct quotes to illustrate what was
said. Many students devi:-:e a numbering or lettering system to
refer to the different areas of discussion; few evaluLte as
Scott does (not included here): "Went very fast. But very
thorough."

Tom is the only student to draw a diagram of the black-
board ane to include descriptions of Diane's physical position
(i.e., "Mrs. B. jokes around leaning forward in her chair").
While not the ocily student to use direct quotes, he
excels in sepa)ating and drawing attention to his own opinions
as distinct from the classroom activity. He does so through
asterisks, boxes, and circles; another student rathy (not
included here) draws arrows and includes personal language
almost as notes to herself (i.e., "1 should get my tail moving
and wrte more"; "rhew! Writing groups won't be graded").

Billy, a less skilled writer, chooses to summarize what
he sees. lt is intresting that other than his "hello!!"
he keeps himself out of the description, ftwose! on "how
much we had to have for a good grade" anel concludes by sayina,
"she dicussed and we learned," Jeff, a verbal student and

(;)
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a class luader, focuses primarily o) what is happer ng to other
students, particularly boys, and wonders how many others resemble
him and Mike, vho are unable to understand.

Some students resolve the audience issue the way Chris
does, by writing to me, not for me. Matt invents a title,
"Field Notes to Sondra." However, while he thinks of them as
something akin to a letter, his focus is primarily on himself.
A strong class participant and'well-liked by everyone, his
notes indicate that he is quite aware of what he set's and what
he does, interestingly, almost to the exclurion of everyone
else.

Finally, Margaret's field notesindicatc: an ability to reflect
and e consciousness mood and atmosphere that we often assume
adolescents are incapable of. Unlike Matt, she notices ghat

she's "too involved in waiting to participate at all." She
records her perception of Diane's mood and the mood of the group,
as well as her reaction to the temperature and th 6istractions
from adjoining classrooms (i.e., "Hank is showing a movie";
"Allendorf is trying to speak Spanish"). She brfOcets her own
sidetracks, devises a system for numbering discrete items and
for abbreviating names and subjects, And throughoq r:he monitors
not only the room and the group, but also herself -- with 'onesty
and voice.

After rciding the students' Aield notes, N.ane records her re-
action in her teaching journal, a :1(`' of thoughts and ner-
ceritions about. teaching whicY form6 anex Part of the data set
io our study:

The in-school part of this ends with me read-
ing the field not.-:-4rUcn by 017 kAs. Most

hrinq a smile---me because of how litIv.te they

lave writtenoilhet:1 heaue of how much.

..,I love the ones who ,,se Diane or Di to refer

to me (thr-41 model w;m S:Indra's notes t quebs).

;; ,



A few try tc say something about my mood or the
classroom atmosohere...others inject their own
opinion or notes of humor. I marvel at what
gets written down and what doesn't. Can anyone
who wasn't here ever know what goes on?

Ethnoutaphic Notetakin2

Diane's question is one those of us involved in ethnographic
research constantly wrestle with. Our job is to be narticipant-
observers: first to observe behavior and to inquire about its
reaning (Spradley, 1980); then to grasp its complexities and
renaer them (Geertz, 1973) so that others can come to see what
we have seen. How do we do this? Where do we go for guidant. '

Even it we perform the research tasks well, can we ever convey
what really occurs in a classroom? In other words, can
descriptions of a process ever be as rich as the process itself?

While I do not have room here to review the literature on
ethnographic methods and the ways researchers have resolved
these questions, I believe that as these i.,....)roaches and varia-
tions of them make their way into educational sIttinqs, both
researchers and teachers, practitioners and consullers of this
research, need to school themselves this excitin:1, ra,?ssy,
human and ine. 'rt science. According to Davirl smith, Director
of the Center for Urban Etnnogrlohy at Univcsity of Penns/1-
vania:

rAir10,4ra::+y is not a skill; ithnography is a

ne.cspective. It is a way of knowing and a way
of looking....It allows for the discovery

analysis of tangential things...Ethnograpny
because it is inductive starts at the bottom
and looks up...Ethnography does not answer
questions. Good etlin.)graphy raises questions.
( 1980.. p.

As my research team and I proceed on our three year ethno-
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graphic study of the ways teachers in grades 1-12 teach writing,
we raise many questions. Since field notes form the basis of so
much of the raw data on an ethnographic study, we have been
struck by how few people talk about them or share their personal
ways of doing them.

Here, briefly, I'd like to raise some of the questions we
faced and discuss some of our solutions. In the final section,
I will return to a discussion of the writing classroom.

The first question ethnographic researchers face is "What
do I write down?" Following quickly is another, "Sine I can't
write down everything, what do I select?' Even a t.ursory look
at the students' field notes suggests the range of options and
competing stimuli, all of which seem imgortant in the beginning
of an ethnographic study. Should the ethnographer record con-
versation verbatim or use paraphrase? Are movements and body
postures important? What about the sounds next door? What
about spontaneous conversations seemingly not related to the lesson?
How do ethnographers keep track of time? Should they? What
about th,,. form of the field notes? Should behavior and talk be
coded or slotted into an outline or grouped in some other way?
Where do ethnographers record their own perceptions and feelings?
Can these De sarated from observation?

The questions endless. Anslers t.) them depnd primarily

on the goals of the study and the interests cf the researchers.

Our cardinal rule is to get down as much verbatim speech as
possible. We know we can add in the setting, sounds, and even
body language later on, but that our memory of specific lanrjuage

fades quickly. We keer) track of where kids sit ant, now -;eating

configurations change; we note time scent on writing in class;

we keep private journals of our personal reactions to cossP.:7
and teachers; we also keep an over log where we record uPrc-PTI-

_ions of classroom events and evolving themes.

lict despite answers and shared procedures, the stud!'
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field notes suggest other issue aF well. What surprised me
the most in studying the student;"iield notes was the recogni-
tion that so much of what they heard and recorded was influenced
by their own agendas. Each student brought a personal history
into that room that influenced how he or she perceived the class-
room events. If this is true of students, isn't it equally true
of researchers? Don't we also have preferences and personal
themes that direct our looking and thinking and writing? And
if we do, are we supposed to put them aside when we enter a
classroom and observe? In fact, can we? I find this is a bit
like trying to separate the dancer from the dance, or the knower
from the known. In fact, this issue raises additional ones:
Is the act of knowing personal, and, if it is, can we ever
arrive at an objective view of a classroom?

Earlier I described ethnography as messy and human. I did
so because in my understanding of it, it is a perspective that
grows out of.an appreciation for the complexities and varieties
of human experience. In my mind those who do it well don't aim
to reduce complex phenomena to simple schemes. Rather, they
immerse themselves in the setting they are attempting to under-
stand; they look, observe, and write; they reflect and discuss
and look again; they count and sort and analyze; and they arrive
at interpretations and theories to explain what they see.

But, in the end, they do not claim that their statements or
conceptual schemes fully explain what went on; rather, they
recognize that the best they can do is bring to life, as novel-
ists do, a version of human experience.

Are good ethno9raphies, then, like literature? In an

important sense, I believe they are. Mead's Coming of Age in
Samoa, Malinowski' Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Wylie's
Village in the Vaucluse are full of stories. They show us
people at work and at play. They show us what matters `,:o

these people and how events in their lives turn out. By looking



at these people from the inside out, we COMP to know them and our-
selves better.

Good ethnographies, however, are not fiction. They show what
real people in real situations do. That's why we take field
notes. If we didn't might as well write about the classrooms
we create in our minds or the ones we remember from childhood.
The Point, however, is that field notes are not enough. What's
in a field note is what we, as observers, select. vet if we
want our ethnographies to represent more then our own limited
points of view, what are researchers to do?

In our view the dilemna is resolved through dialogue. When
we enter a setting, we do not assume that we know what events
and actions mean, but rather we attempt to discover what they
mean to the people performing them. Our job is to come to
understand another's point of view. This can best be done
through dialogue. In our study we read our field notes to the
teachers. We write together to discover what classroom events
mean. We rutlect on teaching. We continue to ask questions.
We aim to discover patterns. We don't look for the meaning
of classroom events in our field notes. Rather, we create the mean-
ing through the transaction that occurs when teachers, research-
ers, and students share their perceptions with one another. We
may have hypotheses or hunches about what things mean, or we
may ourselves discover themes that teachers are unaware of.
But the excitement of this type of research is that we don't
impose them. We share them with the participants and ask them
if they see what we see. Together, we arrive at a view of the
classroom--one based on shared experience and shared perception.

Back to the Classroom

On Monday, October 23 I returned to Diane's classroom. I was
as charmed as she by the kids' field notes and said so. Soon
Diane and the kids were back into classwork, and I returned
to the role of researcher. Yet sooething had happened. I was
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more aware than ever that there were not only two views of the
classroom---mine and Diane's---there were 45 additional views. In
fact, from that day on, Diane and I began to see the kids as our
partners in the research. It was as important to discuss what they
thought about a classroom event as it was to agree on what we
thought had occurred.

By having students join me as collaborators in the research, my
experience was broadened and enriched. Prior to this study, my
research had taught me that writing was an active process in which
writers constructed meaning; however, I had not yet seen intimately
how learning, too, was constructed by the learner. Given the
opportunity to talk about their perceptions of classroom events,
the students I observes. seemed to consider what they were learning
in a new light. They came to see my role as researcher as not
very different from theirs-we were all learners. Nor did they view
their teacher very differently. She, too, was involved in a
long process of inquiry, which begins whenever she meets a new group
of 45 students, discovering hew she and her students will con-
struct together what's to be learned in her classroom.

That students seized the opportunity to become collaborators in
the research and that they took their learning and our interest in
them seriously was not surprising to me or to Diane. What did sur-
prise us was that they were willing to grapple, long and hard, much
as current historians and social scientists do with such questions
as what constitutes the nature of evidence.

While such questions which ask u3 to examine how we know what we
know are difficult to answer, they force us to confront directly the
natur?, of knowing and what we think we are doing when we say we are
teachlng. Had I entered the classrooms I was investigating with a
research stance that dictated ahead of time how I would proceed
and what I would learn, I might never have arrived at this point.
I'm gratified, though, that the journey I am on is not a straight
forward one, that it meanders and twists along the way, that it
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leads me to question the nature of what I am doing. Certainly,
one thing I have learned: what's in a field note is just the
beginning.
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On a June day in 1983, Audre Allison and I sat, as we often did,

in Audre's empty classroom, talking, as we often did, about kids. The

kids in question, on this particular day, were former students of

Audre's: seniors at ShorehamWading River High School, who had taken

Audre's 11th grade English course the year before, and were now about

to graduate. I knew these kids--some of them tt least--nearly as well

as Audre did. As a teacher turned researcher, participating in a study

of the teaching of writing in Shoreham-Wading River,
*
I had attended

their English classes almost as often as they had. During the school

year 1981-82 I had joined their writing groups, looked over their

shoulders as they wrote, read their drafts and revisions and notes

and journal entries, asked them hundreds of questions about what they

were doing; discussed them, for hours, with Audre. It was during that

year, too, that Audre and I had formed a partnership, the lines between

teacher and researcher often blurring, sometimes disappearing altogether.

Audre had shared her students with me. We had observed them together,

admired them together, sometimes even taught them together. On that

day in June, when they were about to graduate, we were already missing

them together.

What, we wondered, would happen to these students ("our" students)

when they went to college? Would they continue to write with enthusiasm

and passion? Would they bring skills learned in high school to college

writing groups? We wanted to know. In a flash of year-end inspiration,

"How Teachers Teach the Writing Process," supported, in part, by
National Institute of Education contract 06-82-0011 and directed by
Sondra Perl.
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we decided to stop wondering and try to find out.

In June '83 we invited three students, Sue, Dave and Alex, to
meet with us from time to time during the following year: to talk and

write with us about their experiences in Freshman Comp., and to join us
in predenting a panel about these experiences at the spring meeting of

the Conference on College Composition and Communication. The conference

was to be held in late March '84, near the end of an academic year that

hadn't yet begun; when we planned the session we had no way of knowing

just what it was that we would be presenting. But we knew Sue and Dave

and Alex; liked them, trusted their judgments, knew we could learn from
them. We figured that, as the year went on, we would find the focus of

our panel.

And so it turned out, though in ways we could not have predicted.

The report that follows draws on students' accounts of their own

experiences. It includes statements Sue, Dave and Alex made at the

March conference, notes made in preparation for it, and excerpts from

letters sent to me by these and other former Shoreham- Wading River High

School students. It gives, I hope, a view of Freshman Comp. as these

freshmen saw it. And, in answering the questions Audre and I put to

one another, raises others we, had not thought to ask.

* * *

Freshman Composition, in its various guises (English 101, Exposi-

tory Writing, Lit. and Comp., etc.) appears in course catalogs as a

service to students. Take this course, the description promises, and

you will learn to navigate the unfamiliar seas of academic discourse.
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Sometimes the student has no choice about it: he or she is tested and

assigned to a course or a section; at other times, be or she can choose
from among a number of options. Either way, the promise is the same:

the course will initiate the student into the mysteries of college

English. Students, the course descriptions promise, will learn the

conventions of the academic style; beyond that, they will learn to

organize their thoughts, express them clearly, and will be able in the
future to cope with the demands of writing in other courses.

Sounds good, if a little vague. The question is, are these the

things that students actually learn?

Alex, Sue and Dave went to college from a ochool district in which
writing is respected, enjoyed end widely practiced. In Audre's class,

as in others, they drafted pieces and revised them, met in writing groups,

discussed the process of writing, wrote constantly.

Audre's teaching of English is based on her own deep pleasure in

reading and writing--a pleasure she hopes to sharc with students. "I

want kids to know the joy of writing," she wrote once in her teaching

journal, "--to know that it is something they can do for themselves, that

writing is a way of knowing themselves and their world--the power of

ting for sheer pleasure and for energetic purpose."

For Audre, as a teacher and of a writer herself, the pleasure in

writing comes from discovering what you want to say and finding a voice

in which to say it--your own individual voice, as personal as your own

vision of the world. It comes, she says, "through surprising yourself

with what you find you know-- through making your own order out of your

own chaos--through creating new experiences and re-creating past
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experiences-- through finding that you have said something that others

enjoy or find interesting or useful." Her classroom is set up as a

community of writers, each helping the others to find, create and clarify

meaning; as Alex put it later, "how to discover meaning we can believe

in." And then to express that meaning so thit others will be able to

understand it, be convinced or moved by it.

In planning her curriculum, Audre looks first to her own needs as

a writer: for space, time, and encouragement. She gives her students

plenty of all three. She wants them to write wherever they feel com-

fortable, to take as much time as they need to draft and revise their

pieces, to be able to count on supportive responses from their peers as

well as from their teacher. She writes with ber students, sharing the

struggle. She has patience. She doesn't expect skill in writing to

develop overnight, but rather slowly, as an outgrowth of students' con-

cern for what they write and confidence in their atility to write it.

And she studies, with her students, the writing process itself: what

each student is doing as a writer, how it compares to what other students

(and Audre and published writers) do, what helps and what doesn't.

Sue, Dave and Alex were among the students in Audre's classes

who, as they wrote, came to see writing as writers do. They struggled

comfortably with the complex processes of drafting and revision, laughed

and argued and helped each other in writing groups, became aware of their

own patterns and needs as writers. They were very different from one

another, as writers and as people, but alike (and like many of the other

students in Audre's classes) in that, by the end of their high school

years, they had come to see writing as central to their lives.
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When I described them to an audience at the CCCC conference, it

was as Audre and I had described them to one another, as we sat over

coffee in Shoreham- Wading River High School, during their 11th and 12th

grade years.

Alex

There is a.theme -.-a central story--that appeared again and again

in Alex's writing as she finished high school and went on to college.

A quiet, obedient girl or woman (sometimes a child, sometimes Alex her-

self), who has let other people tell her what to do all her life, at some

point claims her self: begins to listen not only to the voices of author-

ity but also to her own inner voices, and quietly but firmly takes control

of her own life. I think that's also what happened to Alex as a writer

during her 11th grade year.

Alex was a successful student to begin with. She entered 11th

grade with a record of top marks and a reputation for academic excellence,

especially in science. Most of her success she owed to a fine mind, an

ability to concentrate, and a willingness to work. But some, as she

realized herself, came from her expert hand with the school game. "I'd

spend the first few weeks fir.ring out what the teacher wanted," she

said later, "and the rest of the year giving it back to him or her." And

it worked; there were all those-A's to prove it.

But something ,lse was brewing that year, something in Alex strug-

gling to break out of the "good student" mold, and Audre came at the

right time for her. For Audre wouldn't play the gate. "She changed the

rules," said Alex, later; laughing, looking back. Alex would go to her,
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between classes, during classes, after school, trying to fincl out what

she was supposed to be doing in English this year: what to write about,

how to write about it, what Audre's idea of a good paper was. But

Andre wouldn't tell her. She would listen, summarise what she had

heard, ask questions, but steadfastly refuse (as she did with all her

students) to make decisions about subject matter, style, structure.

"You are the writer," she would say. "It's up to you."

It was frustrating for Alex at first. Audre wouldn't even tell

her what words to cut out of her pieces, and Alex was beginning to sus-

pect she needed to cut. At the beginning of 11th grade, she had swallowed

a whole vocabulary list, and only partly digested it; her pieces were

topheavy with exotic new words some of which practically begged to be

cut: "condign," "longanimity," "fraught with adumbrations." But Andre

stood firm. "This sentence puts a strain on me as a reader" was tile

farthest she would go in helping Alex decide what to discard, but no

farther. What words remained was a decision she insisted on leaving in

the writer's hands. "I've never understood teachers who say, 'Cut out

all that garbage,"' she told me once.

the student."

So Alex, unwillingly at first, and confused and frustrated, began

to make her own decisions. And found she could. And in doing so re-

leased powers she had never known she had. She found a new, strong

voice, clearly her own; began to explore new forms (poetry, for instance,

which she had been convinced she couldn't write) and new uses for -rriting.

She'd always kept diaries; now she explored issues in her life through

fiction as well. She found she could write to discover as well as to

"It takes the learning away from
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display knowledge: kept reading logs and science journals, wrote her way

through a substantial piece of research in biochemistry which eventually

led to a major scholarship. She began to ask her writing group not to

direct her but tc help her clarify her own thinking: "Sometimes I use

their suggestions and sometimes not," she reported. "This helps because

it forces me to make my own decisions." She decided that, whatever else

she did, she would always write.

ny spring of her junior year she was able to write, at the end

of what it.urned out to be a prize- winning essay for an NCTE'contest,

. . . My writing is mine. I may never produce a television
commercial or lay eyes on a film set. Yet I will always be
able to grab a pencil and a scrap of paper to mold my thoughts
into words upon the written pages. They may take the form Ichoose and the tone I select, after all they reflect me. Imay seem over protective, perhaps even arrogant about the in-
dividuality of my writing. Yet it is the only thing in todaysoften alientating societf which insures me that I may protect
myself, the individual and her thought. For writing is truly
an art of the individual. It will and must remain and thrive.
As long as we continue-to think freely we must write for only
as long as we write may we hope to continue to think freely.

Sue

I first noticed Sue because her voice came through so clearly in

everything she wrote. There would be a flash of humor in a piece, an

original twist, a telling detail, a way of seeing the world so completely

hers that you'd know who wrote the piece even if it had no name on it.

"Gregory idolized Batman and Robin so much that he named his gerbils

after them. The fat gerbil was Batman and the gerbil that Gregory cut

the tail off of was Robin . . . ." "Stanley [Kowalski] seems like this

really street smart tough guy . . . ." "Several scrappy teenage street

kids . . . lean against the doors that have a painted sign in bright
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fluorescent orange letters, 'Do Not Lean Against These Doors' . . . ."

I wanted to hear more of this voice,, so I hung around, and became fas-

cinated by Sue's wonderfully messy and wonderfully effective writing

process.

Sue rewrote extensively, even at the beginning of 11th grade.

Her first drafts, she felt, were "rambling" and "ungrammatical"--the

last a consequence of her having only recently become interested in

writing. As a child, she said, she had been "too busy playing" to pay

much attention to it. But now she was interested, and willing to work,

and she tore into her drafts with energy and enthusiasm, moving sen-

tences around, deleting whole sections, clamming new ones into the mar-

gins of her pages, writing notes to herself about what she wanted to do

next--all in a bo'd, messy, confident scrawl that seemed to match her

personal style.

For Sue is active, a doer, a natural-born leader; she takes the

initiative in all aspects of her life. In her last two years of high

school she was involved in just about everything happening in the school

community. She ran herself, or had a large hand in running, the high

school student government, its newspaper, i s softball team, a student-

run writing center, a community se ce oject, and half a dozen other

things I never could keep track of. But she-could, and did, and handled

them all well.

She revised her drafts as she managed all of her various projects:

with determination and humor, getting a lot of fun out of it all, but

also getting the job done. In writing she knew, usually, where she was

going, and usually had a rough idea of how to get there. "This part is



about something else," she'd say, moving a paragraph. "It doesn't belong

here." Or, "This part doesn't sound like me; better throw it out." At

the beginning of 11th grade, as she pointed out to ae, her changes were

mainly improvements of what was there: sharpening focus, smoothing out

tone; by 12th grade she was revising more drastically: changing the focus

of a piece, rethinking it entirely.

In her writing group, she encouraged others to experiment, to

revise boldly, as she did. "Why don't you take a chance on it?" she

would ask. She would move the group along, encouraging exploration and

"What if . . . ?" questions at the beginning of work on a piece, concen-

trating on improving what was there towards the end. "At some point you

have to stop asking 'What if?'; otherwise you'd never finish." She was

always careful, however, to leave decisions in the hands .of the writer.

Giving advice to members of a writing group, she wrote, "Never be con-

descending or mean. Ask questions. . . . Be honest, if you can't

understand say so, say what you think but understand you aren't in

charge."

When Sue left high school she liked to write. She would revise

and revise until a piece pleased her, and then fight for it if necessary.

She knew when her writing was good, and enjoyed sharing it with others.

Of the fifth draft of a piece she'd worked hard on, she wrote, "I think

this is one of the most interesting pieces I've written. I have fun

reading it. It makes other people happy. I'm proud that I was able to

do what I set out to do."

The summer before she went off to college, Sue quit a summer job

she'd hatei, and sat down to write about it. Her account, lively and
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funny and (in the end) serious, coveredseven typed pages, which she

revised, read to a friend, and eventually sent off to Audre and me--

because she knew we would enjoy it. She left for college on her feet as

a writer. We figured she'd be okay.

Dave

I first noticed Dave not because of his own writing but because

of the way he responded to other people's. He'd deal with a writer's

feelings, directly and without embarrassment. "You felt sad when . . . ,"

held say, or "You must have been scared . . . ." While other students

hesitated, or commented on surface aspects of a piece, Dave would go

straight for its emotional center.

Once, when his writing group was discussing the difficulty of

putting feelings on paper, someone said it was hard to write about love.

"It sounds mushy--like a Hallmark greeting card." Dave said, in the

serious and unself-conscious manner'"I came to know and respect, "I don't

see anything wrong with Hallmark greeting cards. If writing can bring out

someone's feelings and their thoughts and they can think about stuff,

then that's good."

Dave's own best writing was often private, written for himself

alone. He would take his journal to the beach, or to the woods, and

write. He'd think things over, by writing about them, and record his

observations of the world in careful, precise detail, sometimes shot

through with glints of a sharp sarcasm the world seldom saw. Attending

an evening meeting of adults in the community, for instance, he wrote

notes to himself: ". . . The end of the meeting draws near. Looks of
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relief appear on most faces . . . People straighten their papers and

their postures have false looks cf interest on their faces as

they doodle on their calendarR and click their pens . . . First one

person swings back and forth in his chairs then almost like an orchestra

everyone repeats the motion. It looks ridiculous . . . ." Very little

ofhis writing ever surfaced in class. I came to know about it only

beca se I came to know Dave himself. Sometimes, if I asked, he would

lend me his journal, or the folder of miscellaneous writings he kept in

his desk, but in general he tended to assume that what he wrote for

himself would not be of interest to anyone else.

When Dave brought work to class, he often left out just that

richness of detail and reflection that gave his journal pieces life.

The other members of his writing group would ask him questions about the

thinking behind the brief and abstract pieces he read to theml and urge

him to put more of it down on paper. As the year went on, he sometimes

did. Once he wrote a poem based on a journal entry I had admired, and

entered it in the high school's poetry contest. Another time he used

an experience recorded in his journal as the basis of a fictionalized

account of a trip he'd taken. With his group's support, and Audre's, he

began to play with forms: to mix fact with fiction, to play with dif-

ferent voices. And, more and more often, he brought his work to class.

ne didn't revise much, even at the end of the year, nor did he

always finish pieces he'd started, but he was always a helpful responder

to other people's writing, responding thoughtfully but with respect for

the writer's authority. "You should--" he began one day, but stopped

himself. "No--I can't tell you what you should do. But maybe you
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might . . s ." Be thought deeply about his writing and other people's,

and always wrotethough not always for school.

The following year, when he was a senior, I'd see him in the

halls, and ask him "What have you been writing in youi Engliah class?"

"Oh, nothing much," he'd say. -"I'm not doing so good in there.".

Then he'd reach into the back pocket of his jeans and. pull out a much-

folded scrap of.notebook paper. "But I wrote this poem last weekend--

You want to see it?"

[NOTE: For the flavor of the students' high school writing,

see p.

In the second year of cur study, Sue, Dave, and Alex, although

they were no longer in Audre's class, continued to work with us. They

travelled with Audre and me and other teachers, researchers, and students

ee to teachers' conferences at which they discussed their experiences as

writer. They read articles and sometimes books on the writing process.

They read and commented (sou:mimes in writing) on my research reports.

They became, in short, active and valued members of our research team.

Writing had become important to them, an activity--like sports,

student government, community service--that spilled over the boundaries

of "just school." As seniors, they wrote both in and alongside their

regular English courses. Alex kept an unassigned science journal, notes
or.

on her reactions to paintings and sculpture, an extensive reading log;

she entered essay contests, poetry contests, sent editorials to local

newapapers Often Sue joined Audre and Vanessa Rickerby, Sue's journalism

teacher and Audre's friend, to discuss writing; sometimes they met as a

writing group during free periods. All three students responded to
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events in their world as other writers do: by writing about them. The

local Woolco closed; Sue and her brother Jim described its last days in

a funny, offbeat piece for the school newspaper. A teenager from schlool

crashed his car on the highway; Dave wrote a poem about it. Alex's note-

books multiplied. The folder in-Dave's desk fattened. Writing had

become part of their lives.

When they went to college--Sue and Alex to large, Ivy League uni-

versities, Dave to a small, church-affiliated college--they registered,

like other freshmen, for English. In their awareness of their own

writing processes, and of writing process theory, they were perhaps dif-

ferent from other college freshmen; in other ways, very similar to the

other students in their classes. It is from this double perspective- -of,

on the one hand, typical college freshmen and, on the other, of students

unusual!), familiar with the study of writing process--that they observed

their first college writing courses.

Alex

Alex, in her enthusiasm for writing, signed up for not one but

two writing courses in her first term at college: Intro. to Greek Lit.

and Creative Writing.

In her words:

I love writing and I love writing at [my college]. There
are things one can do to make writing a means of self-reali-
zation rather than a chore. It is all too easy to tell stu-
dents that you want to ',tee excellent grammar, a thesis state-
ment and a conclusion. To be sure all this is crucial, but
to become bogged down in it is to drown the pleasure of writing
and of exploration . . . Iften our professor complains of stu-
dents with perfect form and no ideas. This is one problem I
don't have . . . .
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In ay literature class I had to develop a style for literary
criticism, but let me emphasize that I had to develop this,
no one forced it on me like cough syrup. To be certain it was
a struggle but the professor understood this, discussed my
problems in style with me. I had to work on coherence and
clarity. He illustrated where and how I could imprwat, then
set me out again. With each paper I felt a growing confidence,
an increased security in my writing . . . .

My professor never lost sight of the fundamental reason why
I was writing. This was a chance for me to explore Creek lit-
erature. Each week, regardless of whether or not there was a
paper due we wrote a short response to the week's reading.
Nothing major, 'no big deal but we kept writing and got feed-
back. For me continuing to write was an important part of the
transition. It is so easy to set writing on the back burner,
especially when time is so valuable a commodity . . . .

Creative Writing, a pass-fail course, I am told is a luxury.

I was really fortunate to get into this class. Six of us,
and a professor, everyone a writer. I felt at home and com-
fortable right away. We met at 10 PM. Everyone read everyone
else's work. Everyone was considerate, we were al.,. open to
the same vulnerability. We just signed up to write, and sat
around, and talked about writing with other writers. The
atmosphere was supportive, but fear not,.by the end of the
semester, criticisms flew in from all fronts. Yet listeners
were eager [to hear] my revisions. I had to write, and they
had to write . . . It worked well.

My professors gave me a great deal df respect from day one,
they expected a lot in return. They considered me to be at a
certain level of maturity. They gave me the benefit of the
doubt. They knew it wasn't going to come out in a day--maybe
not even a week. They let me write and then we evaluated (a
process where I was involved every step of the way) and I
began again. They trusted me. Theyflet me loose. . . .

I'm exploring new styles and voices. I used to aim for the
short, concise, powerful, slightly dramatic sentence. Lately,
I've found myself becoming an old storyteller. I want to en-
tertain. My stories are becoming longer, exaggerated, and
more detailed. For now this is what I like. Maybe I won't
tomorrow. For now, I like it and I like that I'm able to
explore.
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Sue

Sue was looking forward to writing in college, but she was also

a little apprehensive about.it. She thought college teachers "would

have different expectations . . . and perhaps be a bit more demanding."

She knew she would need to learn pew forms. She signed up for a cdurbe

in Expository Writing, designed for freshmen, in order, she wrote later,

to get "the support I needed to ltarn to write literary criticism etc."

The course, as it tutted out, was not what she had expected it to

be. The following excerpts from her notes on the class (scrawled in

the margins of her drafts, on odd pages in her notebook, on the back of

class assignment sheets, and in letters) tell the story. They appear

unedited, just as she wrote them.

September 19

End of the first full week----we've written 4 brief essays.

People are saying they don't feel the same about their papers
when they come back with marks and comments all over it.

I think Professor A wants us to improve technique more than
anything. That must be why we are using the Oxford Guide
Text, [The first pieces we've written] are short, but amaz-
ingly filled with grammatical errors, and she points all of
them out. The grades given are based on technical /mechanical
success. Not too much back on ideas/style yet. This is
expository! Actually, the interview is wher- we'll probably
talk about style, etc.

September 27

Today I had my interview with Professor A. I was very upset
afterwards . . . I wanted to cry. Mostly because I can't read
this woman. She said the papers I was handing in were first
drafts. I said we only have time for first drafts because
he assignments are practically overnight.

She said I ought to have a little more respect for the reader
and I should make an effort even when I write first drafts fox
my sentences t, be coherent and correct. I told her my prime
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concern is not grammar after my first try at something. Idon't like to get hung up on that, I make a note "come backto this" or something or I know mentally that it is wrong andit bothers me but I want to keep writing.

She also mentioned that I wasn't taking the writing assignmentsseriously. Raw serious am I supposed to take a 1-2 page
narrative or description piece?

She looked at my draft for tne big 3-5 page paper and said looks
like this will need a few drafts. She's kidding me, right?Of course it needs drafts.

Early October

Lecture on sentences and word choices. No one is paying atten-tion. Not one person read the Oxford Guide chapters . . . .

She lectured the entire period . . . nobody was listening.

I am positive that no one gets anything from these lectures.

Oct. 19

She is picking out students pieces and reading parts to show
the problems most of us have. She just ripped apart this
football players piece because it was chronologically out of
order and confusing. Another paper had a parallel construc-
tion problem. Mostly everyont's stuff is pretty vague becausethey haven't thought about it much, or maybe that's just me.
Lots of people "borrow" handy words to describe something with-
out making it clear. I like to think of them as inflated
words. [picture of balloon in margin)

Oct. 24

Molly is dying right now. Professor A is reading her paper
as an example. Molly is never asked about it, or what she
means if something is unclear. Professor A is telling us "if
I were Molly I would have"--her suggestions which would've made
this paper better. I don't think this is very fair to Molly.

Early November

We tried writing groups today. Prof. A pulled up a chair to
my group. We were listening to Bill's piece, The Storm. I
asked Bill lots of open ended questions to find out how he
felt about this piece. He really liked it . . . At first he
was shy about reading but towards the end he read with no hesi-
tancy. Yes, even confident [Ivy League) students are sometimes
uhaky . . . let's see, Prof. A made comments like, "If it were
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my piece, I'd
ship and all, but of
me" you are going to

Late November
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" which is groovy, respect for owner-
course if the teacher says "If it were
change it her way for the grade.

I don't think Professor A is supportive with her criticism.

She never points out anything good about my papers, so I never
know what I an supposed to be doingl only what I'm not

I don't like getting back papers that .have comments like, "a
better word is suggesting the her way is better or
The Way, The Word to Choose, or else it As wrong.

By now I feel like I only know how to revise two ways (1.) with
my crummy sentences or (2) her sentences (which will get me the
better grade because it is letter) but I never understand on myown why my sentences are bad, only that hers are better.

At this point, I am really sick of English. I don't know why
I can't write well, I don't know why I can't see mistakes, and
I've just spent three months not improving and getting more
frustrated by the paper.

At the end of the term

Expository Writing I hated it. It was a step back-
wards for me.

Reflecting on her experience in the course, Sue said simply, "It

tore me apart." She added,

Freshmen are at a very delicate and sensitive point
in their lives . . Teachers have a lot of power, especially
in that first semester, and especially in English classes. In
my case my English teacher pulled the rug out from underneath
me and it's taking me a long time to recover. By Christmas
break I no longerlinew how to write a good sentence, no less
an entire paper, and this effected me in all of my other courses.

. . My English class confused me and shook my confidence as
a writer . By the end of the semester I felt I had no
voice . . . I was afraid to write . . . couldn't attack things
. . . felt I didn't know what I was talking about and couldn't
get it right if I tried. I didn't want to write anymore . . .

I looked for support in this'class, but that's not what I got.
. . . Before going to college I was prepared for what other
students describe as a "rude awakening," but never something
as personal as this.

3-9/
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Dave

When Dave got to college, he was given a placement test and

assigned to a section of English 101. As he put it,

The purpose of my freshman English was to make sure that
all of the students had mastered the fundamental skills of
English. My teacher wanted tobe sure the students had learned
what they should have in high school.

Most of the writing was analysis of literature The
way the assignments were set up, it must have been pretty bor-
ing for the professor to read the papers, because they must
have all been pretty much the same.

I really didn't learn much from the course. We were in-
structed on what was expected from our papers. Weeks later,
when we got our graded work back, we spent 1/2 of that days
class discussing the teacher's satisfaction or dissatisfac-
tion on the collective effort of the class. We never were
asked to revise or give any further thought to a piece after
it had been graded, but most of the stuff I didn't want to
look at again anyway . .

I was not disappointed with the course but I did not have
very high expectations of it to start with. I took the
course to fulfil the requirement. It was just a step on the
way to somewhere else.

I wrote the stuff I cared most about for me rather than
the course.

The wriAng I did for English 101 was for the Professor and
he was the intended audience. I suppose that writing for a
certain target audience is an important and useful skill. Per-
haps I like what I write on my own the most because I am the
audience, but I really think I write better when it is some-
thing I really want to write. The ideal situation for me would
be if my target audience was interested in what I wanted to
write about, and gave me input On how to revise my writing to
bring it closer to its potential. Nobody knows what I'm
talking about when I talk about a course that would help you
write. They say, "Oh, if yeu're interested in writing why
don't you take journalism?" But that's not what I mean.

* * *
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Before I joined the research project in Shoreham, I taught Fresh-

man Comp. myself, in several of its various guises (Eng. 101, Basic

Writing, Intensive Writing), on and off for eleven years. Like most

teacht of freshmen, I tended to assume, in the beginning at least,

that my students didn't know much about writing when they came to me.

I was wrong, of course.

Studying high school students in Shoreham reminded me of what I

had gradually come to know as a teacher of college freshmen: that stu-

dents come to college (as in fact they come to high school) with histor-

ies as writers. They are not blank slates. They are not empty vessels,

waiting to be filled. They have experience and opinions; sometimes they

know better than we do what it is they need in order to take the next

steps. But we seldom ask them.

Sue, Dave, and Alex had strengths as writers when they vent to

college. All three had comd to see themselves as writers. While their

written products did not always reflect the depth of their knowledge,

their processes did: they all knew how to take a piece of writing and

make it better, all knew how to use feedback from responders, all were

accustomed to making their own decisions about their writing, and all

were willing to struggll with a piece, taking it through draft after

draft, until it satisfied them.

They wanted in college, and expected to have, support in taking

whatever steps would come next: learning new forms, finding new voices,

maturing as writers. They hoped for what they had had in high school:

time and space to work on their writing, support, encouragement, and

above all respect from teachers and peers.
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Alex found everything she was looking for, and then arse. From

the beginning of her college career she was treated likra a writer. In

her creative writing course,Ishe enjoyed the company and srpport of

other writers, wrote constantly, and revised whatever she wanted to re-

vise. She worked on one story, on and off, for the whole term; eventually

won a prize for it. But even in her more traditional literature course,

she felt supported and respected by her teachers: they told her what

she needed to do, she said, then "set me out again." Like her creative

writing teachers, they gave her (in her own words) benefit of the doubt.

"They let me loose," she said of both sr'.s o' teachers; let loose, she

soared. Writing, to her, became a heroic adventure. Pen in hand, she

saw herself as powerful, daring, free to explore the world: "a fighter

pilot," in her own image, "trying the edge of the envelope." And her

writing flourished, and she is proud of it.

Sue, on the other hand, found none of the support she was seeking.

In her expository writing course, her hands were tied. There was no time

for her to do the things she knew how to do: to revise her writing, to

work with other writers, to take a piece through drafts until it satis-

fied her. And her teacher, in trying to help, ended up getting in the

way of Sue's learning. By substituting her own words for Sue's she

undercut Sue's strengths as a writer: her sure sense of what worked

and what didn't in her awn writing, her confidence in her own ear and

her own judgment. As the term went on, Sue felt less and less sure of

herself as a writer, more confused and shaken--and her writing got worse.

Professor A, Sue thought, saw Sue as "an inept freshman"--one who

clearly needed a lot of instruction. And of course there was reason
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for this. Sue's early papers, like Alex's and Dave's and most freshmen's,

show the awkwardness and signs of strain common to anyone learning to

write in a new form. Prof. A, in her comments, takes on the job of

editor, pointing out weaknesses, rewriting to improve the product. She

circles words and phrases, and labels them

-- very weak

-- confused focus

- - really a mess

-- careless and imprecise

- - a poor, confusing sentence

-- false analogy

- - good amassing of facts but consistently shaky word choice

and (a re/!, positive comment): "the one good sentence in this paper."

The very first sentence of Sue's very first piece for the course

is bracketed, with a comment as to how it should be changed; words and

phrases are rewritten throughout. In her end comment on this paper,

Prof. A restates Sue's theme, in a well-turned, elegant sentence that

could have been designed to show up Sue's awkward constructions and im-

precise word choices. To what purpose? "I never understood why my sen-

tences were bad," Sue said later, "only that hers were better."

By coma-est, I have before me a story of Alex's, on which her

teacher has written almost nothing. A word questioned here or there, a

"good!" in the margin, at one point a whole paragraph marked along the

edge: "Alex this is fabulous!" In her end comment, the teacher admits

to being confused about a particular incident in the story, but adds,

01. . . you held me all the way."
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Dave's experience, more typical, I suspect, lies somewhere in the

middle. He didn't feel attacked by his English teacher, but didn't feel

supported, either. At the beginning of the term, he looked over the

course prospectus, evaluated the professor's goals, and decided that

this classroom would not prove to be a safe place foT writing. So he

retreated, and went back to doing what he'd done at the beginning of

11th grade: writing for himself alone, or for a select audience of

friends. His English course became, for him, "just a step on the way

to somewhere else." He did what he needed to do to get through it, but

never gave it more than the topmost layer of his mind or attention. And

as a result made no new discoveries, and extended very little his scope

as a writer.

Dave's experience is echoed in reports from other Shoreham-Wading

River High School graduates. Theresa, a nursing student now in her

second year at a small New England college, began to write freely in

Len Schutzman's 12th grade English class in Shoreham. After three terms

of English in college, she wrote me,

. . . Thank God I'm finally done with English courses.
I took lit and comp, lit and philosophy, and world lit. I
hated every one!

Lit and comp was the only one that involved supposed crea-
tive writing. What a joke! The class was basically literature.
The only emphasis on writing was the grade! We never once
shared our writing, and writing was never discussed by Dr. B ,

the instructor. My writing was usually ripped to shreads which
got me extremely disgusted. My effort towards writing eventually
diminished. . . I think that writing can be a personal risk
that many instructors are not aware of. As a result [of these
classes], I no longer open up in my writing, I'm much more in-
hibited, put forth very little effort and don't really care
about what I write. All that matters is that I pass the course.
"Why?" you may ask--because my writing will only get ripped
apart and the real meaning or intention of the work is ignored
or criticized. So why try or take that "personal risk"?

695
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Enclosed in her letter were papers from the course, to illustrate

her point. They ate covered with the professor's comments: "awk,"

"poorly phrased," etc. "These essays were done with a great deal of in-

hibition," Theresa noted. "Good thing I wasn't completely open!"

"If your confidence has been ripped off and stomped on," said

Dave, "you don't want to write."

Teresa, another student of Len's, took her first college writing

:ourses at a local community college, then transferred to a branch of the

state university. The comments below come from letters and from notes

for a talk she gave to teachers at the Nov. '82 meeting of NCTE.

Since I have entered college I have not had a course that
cuts through the muck and drudgery of the work involved to
reach a final piece.

In my freshman comp class we sat with backs against the
wall. No one spoke much. The only times we shared writing
were when the teacher picked her favorite. . . . My freshman
comp teacher was more concerned with clarity than with the
content of my work. She set up the mold that we were to
place our words into: comparison and contrast, illustration,
topic, sentence with three subtopic sentences . . . I felt like
these steps were backwards. I don't know when I start a piece
what form it is going to take. The only way I can shove my
words into specific guidelines is to pick very bare, basic
topics.

At college writing is hard without a group. I only get one
little piece of feedback--the grade. I want more. I need
positive feedback . . . I could get an "F" but knowing she liked
content or word choice or something would be nice . I want
to know not only [if it's a] nice sentence or bad, want to
know what she got out of my meaning, 'my excitement or sadness
about something . . . Writing takes work, and personal giving.
You put yourself on the line when you write . . . You let people
see a pretty big slice of you. I need to know that my
teachers understand my intent, my meaning. Then when I am ex-
cited about my work I learn voluntarily and quickly about form
and grammar.

The teaching of writing goes much deeper than spelling.
. . . You can find out who you are at the tip of a plastic ball-
point pen . . . Do most teachers know this even exists?

3 "I 7 69
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"Backs against the wall." Lectures on writing. An emphasis on

form, not content; product, not process. An atmosphere in which "the

real meaning or intention of the work is ignored or criticized." No

wonder Dave retreated. No wonder Dave, and many like him, protect them-

selves from attack. But the protective shell Dave drew kround himself

leads, in Theresa's word, to "inhibition," to a decrease in investment in

and concern for writing. And Dave is still looking for a course that will

"help him write."

When Audre's students, before they graduated, asked Audre and me,

nervously, if they would find in college the support for writing they had

found in high school, we assured them, with confidence, that they would.

Writing process work was spreading all over the country, we told them.

We quoted from articles in CCCs, about writing groups in college class-

rooms, about writing centers and peer tutoring and confereacing tech-

niques. Why, you'll probably have writing groups in Freshman Comp., we

said. But few of Audre's students now in college have found that to be

true. As one told us, bitterly, "There is no such thing as a writing

group in college." And few have heard, from teachers, the questioning

tone that encourages exploration in writing.

* * *

I don't believe there are villains in Freshman Comp. Most- -

probably all--teachers want to help 0 students learn. The volumes

of red or blue ink on Sue's and Theresa's papers attest to long hours

and careful thought on the part of their teachers. Yet the effect of

their teachers' efforts on Sue and Theresa (ard on Dave and on how many
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others?) has been the opposite of what was intended: the students have

become confused, discouraged; their writing shows no improvement. Only

Alex is flourishing--and other students keep telling her she has been

very, very lucky.

How did this happen? Part of it, I think, has to do with differ-

ences in the definition of teaching 1iting.

What is it we are trying to do when we teach writing? In particu-

lar, in this case, when we teach Freshman Comp.? How do we set our jobs?

Do wi 3ee ourselves as evaluators, as facilitators, as ediv)re, as fellow

writers? How do our students think we see ourselves?

Dave's teacher, in Dave's view at le.let, seems to see himself as

in the business of certifying competence. He bunts to make sure, before

his students prise on to upper level courses, that they have learned "what

they were supposed to in high school." His students write, and he eval-

uates; comments, as Dave describes it, on "his satisfaction or dissatis-

faction with the collective effort of the class." He seems to see papers

as displays of writing skill--proof that students possess or don't possess

certain skills--rather than as steps in a process of acquiring skills. In

such a context, the opinions and reactions of peers are irrelevant, and

there is no need for or point in revision.

Sue's teacher (like Theresa's and many others) seems to confuse

teaching students with editing texts. She writes well herself, and appar-

ently hopes that, when she substitutes her own, improved vex ions of her

students' words and sentences for theirs, or tells them whet she, as a

writer, would have done with a particular piece, her students will under-

stand what they might have done, and be able to do it better next: time.
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She is hoping, probably, to transfer her own skill as a writer, acquired

over years of writing, to her students. But it doesn't work that way.

No teacher can give a studei.t knowledge,
as if it were an object to be

transferred from one owner to another; the student must make her own.

"A better word is . . ." Most readers would agree that, in most

of the sentences Prof. A changed, her word was in fact "better" than Sue's--

but not for Sue. Until she found the 17ord herselfchose it herself--it

was useless to her. Once in a while a teacher's suggestion comes at a

particular moment of ripeness, when a student is ready for it and can

learn from it, but not, I think, very often. Each time Prof. A rewrote

one of Sue's sentences, the
sentence improved, but Sue's confidence in

herself as a writer slipped another notch. And he loss of confidence--in

her own ability to learn --was reflected in the steady deterioration of her

writing. Sue didn't need to have her sentences improved; she needed sup-

port in her struggle to untangle them herself. As Audre puts it, "We

can't take shortcuts for them. We have to let them reach--and overreach.

We have to help them find their own way."

Alex's teachers apparently saw Alex as a fellow writer, struggling,

as they struggled themselves, to understand the wOrld through writing.

They saw the a.lw. Aness (the "overreaching") in her early papers as the

sign of growth it was. When they evaluated her writing, they involved

her, as she says, "every step of the way." Like other writers, she was

expected to be able to judge her own work ..nd learn from her own mistakes.

She was expected to be able to learn from peers, and teach them. An

what she was asked to do built on what she already knew.
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Teachers of freshmen do not, usually, ask their students what

they know. Their knowledge of their students' abilities comes mainly

from papers completed and handed in for a grade. But these papers may

reflect only a fraction of what students actually know. Sue, rave, and

Alex all came to college with strengths as writers, and knowledge of their

own writing processes, but of the three only Alex was given the chance

to explain and use what she knew--to build on it. Dave's strengths were

ignored, and Sue's were undermined. Dave's and Sue's teachers saw only

the imperfections of their students' written products; they missed the

potential in the processes behind them.

Does it matter? I think it does. It's not that one course can

destroy a student; I don't think it can. Sue, Dave, and Alex came to

college thinking of themselves as writers--and they still do. The

knowledge and confidence they had acquired in high school served them

well; despite setbacks, they have all gone on writing. Dave went under-

ground, but continued to write. Alex kept learning logs even in courses

that didn't require them. Sue was shaken, but recovered; even at the

lowest Ebb of her confidence, she wrote pages and pages of comment on

her writing class, and by her second term in college she was organizing

informal writing groups among her friends. As Audre once put it,

"Writing is so powerful--that once you know wbut it does for you--you

will not let it go."

But Sue and Dave wrote despite their freshman English courses, not

because of them. They could have done more, learned more, if they had

been, like Alex, "let loose." If their teachers had asked them what they

knew, and what they needed to know; what they already knew and what they

wanted to learn. And had listened to their answers.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE STUDENTS' HIGH SCHOOL WRITING

From Dave's journal:

I lay on the beach and look upward. I see the stars. Mymind is filled with this image, it's infiniteness. It is all Iam aware of. There is nothing else.

I turn my head toward the sound. I see the distant lights.They are in another state, over twenty miles away. My mind isfilled with all the possible places that the light could be
coming from. . . .

I.close my eyes. A pebble falls down the bluff. . . . Ipick it up. I feel it. It is round. How did it become that
shape? I know, from washing around in the surf, but how did itget up on top of the bluff? It must have taken a long time.
How long? What difference does it make? Now it is here, back
where it belongs, back at the water's edge. . . . To set things
right, I threw the rock into the liquid purple abyss.

L,.

Sue: from personal essay, "A Day in the Life of ."

I had an appointment with the principal to discuss an
issue that Student Government was trying to tackle.

After a heated first period of debate on the topic of the
unpopular opinionated movie review I had written for Journalism,
I raced down to the principal's office in order to be prompt . . .

I perched myself on the sofa in the waiting room, organizing
the agenda and dreaming of the cheese cake the principal always
offers at his meetings. I waited impatiently for 20 minutes when
finally his secretary entered the room to inform me that no one
knew when the principal would be returning to his office, or where
he was at the moment. I was angry that I had been stood up by
even a principal.

I decided to make use of the remaining time and went to speak
to some teachers about a new Writing Center project we were try-
ing to organize. Suddenly the principal walked in and interrupted
us to announce that he had spent the last five minutes trying to
track me down in order to apologize for missing our meeting. I
accepted without hostility, so he helped himself to the last chunk
of our bagel, and with a mouthful tried to say goodbye.



Alex: from description of ruined monastery, "A Silent Place"

. . . Perhaps the taunting silence lured them. For when one
stands at last perfectly still, the air cleared from the echoes
of crackling undergrowth, the abundance of life tantalizes the
straining ear, holding its breath as insects furrow through the
rich humus and a distant elk crunches the needle bed. All in a
tune so poignant and serene that even the most gifted flutist
would fail to capture it

Here it was then, that they chose to lay the bricks. Heaved
on one another they must have once outlined an ascetic structure.
A monastery laid with the greatest care, cloistered miles from
villages. . . .

. As the bricks settled they
of moss encroached upon the rubble,
seen their place once. Many of the
are dust sprinkled over the needles

began to crumble. A covering
polishing the edges. I have
walls still stand tall, others
in the courtyard. . . .

Weaving through the stones I prepare to leave. I find a chip
of brick. Holding it in my palm I see how scratched and bruised
it is. Nevertheless, the core is hard. I place: it back on the
ground, not taking what is theirs. After all, I am only a visitor.
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After a year of observing and participatingin the classrooms of four of the teacherswho took part in our study,' of getting to
know these teachers and students, of tak-ing field notes, of videotaping and tape-
re..ording students at writing, of inter-
viewing school and community members,it is useful to stop and take notice mid-
journey and to consider what we have
learned about these classrooms. What
themes and patterns are emerging fromthe data we are gathering?

As a point ofdeparture for addressing
these questions, I would like to use the
teachers' articles included in this issueto
build from what they have to say. From
these articles I shall discuss a few tech-
niques we see these teachers utilizing in
their classrooms. To do so I will draw on
my field notes and the four teachers'
teaching journals to corroborate what we
have learned about the ways they teach
writing. However, our efforts to describe
the teaching of writing are tentative and
exploratory because the research is still in
progress. Nevertheless, there are a few be-
haviets I consistently observed in these
four classrooms where process approaches
to the teaching of writing are being
studied.

Taking cues from students
These teachers conduct instruction in part
according to their students' interests. Theylisten to students and act on what they
hear. When Jack Schwartz learns Erika is
keeping a "home journal," he asks her to
read something from it to her classmates
during journal sharing time. He hopes by
her example to encourage others to extend
their enjoyment of journal writing; what
he discovers is that almost a dozen second
graders have already initiated their own
versions of at-home journals. Kirsten says,for example. "I keep two diaries at home.
One I can bring in, but the other one has
two locks. it has very private things in it!"
Later in the week, jack notes in his journal:
"Today Cathy brought in a journal from
SEPTEMBER 1983
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home. In it she had written a great story. It
had a really unique plot in a fairy tale for-
mat. I believe that one of my main objec-
tives for the yearthe sense of writing as
an activity to be done whenever and wher-
ever desiredis coming through. Those
kids who keep these journals and other
writing at home are helping me convey
that the writing cab be an enjoyable, self-
chosen activity outside of the classroom."

Writing about dinosaurs was a frequent
activity in Reba Pekala's first-grade class-
room. It began in October when David and
Craig checked out dinosaur books from
the library. Both traced dinosaur figures,
copied names of different species into
their own stories, and shared these with
classmates. Reba capitalized on the stu-
dents' enthusiasm with a variety of
dinosaur-related materials. Soon, posters.
evolution charts, filmstrips. and scale mod-
els filled the classroom. During art class the
students even constructed a monstrous
brontosaurus from chicken wire and
papier-mache, standing some 4 feet high.

For her reading program. Reba re-
designed a book report form into the
shape of a dinosaur footprint and started a
contest to see if the students could finish
enough reports (footprints) to reach the li-
brary. Every time a student finished a book
report, a new dinosaur step was tacked to
the wall. Each book read was a step closer
for the class. They completed their journey
in 306 dinosaur footprints, which
stretched the length of the school, from
the classroom door to the library. The
topic of dinosaurs was so successful that it
culminated in a class anthology of stories.
Here are some of the titles: "Amelia Be-
delia Meets a Dinosaur," "Back in Time,"
"Millions and Millions of Years Ago,"
"Tyrannosaurus Fights Triceratops,"
"'When Dinosaurs Ruled," "My Pet Di-
nosaur."

Similarly, Bill Silver and Anita Graves
let the needs of their students suggest or
direct appropriate ways to respond to their
fourth and fifth graders. Bill acts accord-
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ing to what he observes: he pays attention
to the writer, not just the writing, to de-
termine whether his role is to be a prod-
der. reflector, or collaborator. Anita is
likewise sensitive to her students' re-
luctance during those first sharing
sessions. For instance. she fashions a safe,
nonpressured beginning, allowing them to
feature the cover decorations of their
writing journals. Rather than rush them to
read their writing, she welcomes what they
hay,' to share. It was not until the middle
of December that one boy in her class felt
ready to share for the first time. It is in fact
a testimony to her patience and sensitivity
that two days later he was sharing a further
draft of his story before the group. Anita.
like these other seasoned teachers, encour-
ages reluctant students while their more
eager classmates continue to be chal-
lenged. Their writing activities are de-
signed to allow various types of students to
perform competently. As teachers taking
cues from students, Reba, Jack. Bill, and
Anita learn by listening, observing, and
following their pupils' leads.

Writing is a social act
These 2.re dassrooms with voices. The Yok-
es are those of writers rehearsing pieces.
reading drafts back and forth to one
another, calling out ideas. and discussing
difficulties. These are social scenes. Que.-
tions like. "Can I read you my story?"
"What are you writing about?" "Wanna
have a conference?" "I'm stuck. What can I
write?" are common. Writing times are not
quiet times in these classrooms. Children
frequently share their storieseven those
in progress. They talk about their writing
as they write. Here is a typical exchange
among first graders:

3 -S-t°

AMY: I'm writing about space mon-
sters. What are you doing%

KmtA: I'n writing about Pat -Man. This
is me, and here's Pa . -Man rat-
ing supper with us.

DAVID: Look at mine. I'm doing Super
Pickle meets Super Orange!

impliordowsipail,r.gerftre-lialv, °go j. rWlltryt,
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When stories are finished, students
enjoy hearing them over and ove. again.
Repeat performances are popular. Kevin
C.'s "Dukes of Hazz'rd" piece was a favor-
ite reread in Jack's class. Nor can writing
and sharing time be neatly separated. In
Anita's fourth-grade class, "sneak pre-
views" of pieces were often leaked to the
public" before the scheduled start of
sharing time. Furthermore, her students
not only wrote and shared with each other;
they also wrote about each other. Including
students' names in stories became a popu-
lar trend. Classmates became characters,
sometimes because it was convenient and
student writers did not have to think up
names, sometimes because students
wanted their friends to play prominent
roles in their stories. Anita observes this in
her journal early in October: "The status is
to have your name mentioned in a story
written by a friend. During journal writing
time people go around asking, 'May I put
your name in my story?' "

Here is one typical request for permis-
sion that occurred during a journal writing
period:

KEVIN:
ERIC:
Tow:
KEVIN:

Tom. Kevin. want to be in my
story?!
What's it about?
Motorcycle racing.
Yeah. but no wipeouts.
Who's gonna win?

The three negotiated back and forth and
finally agreed on a tie.

Working on a collaborative "MASH"
story, Cindy and Christine provide
another example of the way students in-
clude each other in their writing. I watched
them huddle together, then break to
whisper to individual boys scattered about
the room who were also working on their
writing. The girls were excitedly request-
ing permission to include several not-too-
enthusiastic buys in their stories. Cindy an-
swered my inquiring glance with a gleeful,
"We're getting boys to be in love with!" and
raced bad( to her journal.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL

In the context of these classrooms,
writing is a social phenomenon and, as we
have seen, often extends beyond the act of
putting thoughts on paper. Bill reminds us
that "writing is not a solitary process." Par-
ticipants in the process are both perform-
ers and audience, and these classrooms are
places where voices of writers can be
heard.

Teachers at models
Just as students in these classes learn writ-
ing in a social and collaborative context,
they also learn from writers at work. These
teachers model that process for and with
their students. During the year they share
early drafts: they conduct revision and
editing sessions on their own as well as stu-
dents' papers: they discuss writing
processes and read finished products.

All of these teachers try to find writing
time in the school day. Reba wrote, illus-
trated, and published her own book, The
Day that I Got Mad at My Sisterher con-
tribution to a growing class library, which
totaled 140 books by year's endall of
which were written by members of the
class. When Jack introduced journal writ-
ing to his second graders. he cud so by
sharing with them his journal from when
he was in the Peace Corps. living on Palau.
Not only did he accompany the reading of
his journal with woven baskets, farm tools,
and photographs of this tiny Pacific island:
he also brought in his enthusiasm and
pleasure as an adult keeping a journal. He
linked his experiences there with his plea-
sure in sharing his journal writing with his
students.

For her fourth graders. Anita set up a
revision and editing lesson when she re-
alized that some of their stc .ies were
drawing out narratives by using and and
then too often. She overloaded her own
composition with these connectives, wrote
it on a huge sheet of lined paper. displayed
it on an easel before the group, and an-
nounced. "You know how I feel about my
stories. 1 think they're terrific. Here's a
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true story about my dog Barney. who's a
little bit of a cowat d." She read:

Barney's Walk on the Beach

One day I took my dog Barney for a
walk on the beach. Nye went down the
cliff stairs and then headed west. Then
Barney saw something way up ahead
and started to run toward it. Then he
stopped. Then he started walking slowly
and cautiously. Then he began to sniff so
then I began to follow him.... Then I
saw it too. Something was moving at the
water's edge. Then Barney started
barking and barking. Then I began to
laugh. The moving object at the water's
edge was a feather!

"Do you think that's a perfect story?

Students respond by asking about
Barney and telling of their visits to the
beach.

"What could 1 do to make it better?"
Cindy suggests. ''You say Barney too

many times. You could put in hr or my dog
or something like that. . ."

"Oh, that's so. Are there any other
words that are repeated a lot?"

Students count up the number of times
Barney is used and also discover eight oc-
currences of darn.

"Is that a lot?"
"Yes!" several chorus.
"What should we do about that?"
Eric says, "Change it!"
Rich adds. "Cross some out!"
Anita smiles and reaches for a black

felt-tip marker. As they together start to
cross out some them. Kevin remarks. "You
always wreck your stories."

When Bill was drafting his article on
conferencing, he brought it into class to
share it with his students. He showed his
students early drafts, then his .latest ver-
sion, including a passage on Emily that was
all marked up and messy. He explained his
layers of revision on one page--that he
began his rough draft copy in his brown
felt-tip pen. then returned to it in pencil.
and worked a third time on it with a blue
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THE WRITING PROCESS

ballpoint pen. By being working writers,
conference partners, editors, and so forth,
these teachers bring to life the composing
process and enable their students to learn
by example and by practice.

Allowing student choice awl control
"What do you want me to write about?"
"1 don't know what to do. Can you give

me an idea?"
"What should I write next?"
"Can you tell me what I can write

about?"
These questions are familiar to most

teachers. We know how tempting it is to
answer such questionsto supply topics.
give suggestions, even anticipate them with
thoughtful motivational lessons. In these
classrooms, however, Reba, Jack, Anita,
and Bill refuse to take ownership away
from their students. As writers themselves,
they know the power of authorship. As
teachers of writing. they work hard to get
out from under the aegis of controlling
what and how their students %lite.

Examples abound. Reba conferences
with her first graders on drafts they choose
to bring to hernot drafts she selectsfor
revision and editing. Jack designs skills les-
sons for his second graders from the con-
text of their own writing and sharing ac-
tivities. not from some developmental skills
workbooks. Anita steps out of the spotlight
of sharing time and redirects audience
feedback away from her to a focus on the
writer.

These are teachers who give their stu-
dents responsibility, or what Jack calls "the
power of choice." Student writers are the
ones to decide when and whether to revise
a piece, as Emily does in Bill's article on
conferencing. Writers decide which drafts
to continue with and how far, what advice
to take and from whom. and what degree
of investment to develop in a piece and
why. Writers have the power to make deci-
sions about their writing. They are in
charge of their wting and therefore au-
thors of their own discoveries.

ivemeariti --r9s,4- .v 64k, tir wt. +4.4.:rt 4P-ass.
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For students to exercise the "power of
choke." we found that teachers needed torefrain from making choices for them.Doing so sometimes was not easy.
Although Anita's revising and editing les-
son cited above worked well. I recall one
occasion when she began a journal writing
session right after the Christmas holidayswith a topic of hers. Mutiny was swift and
sure. and the subsequent discussion during
sharing time reminded her that they hadtheir own topics already in mind for jour-nal writing time. Bill wrestled with thisissue of finding the proper balance be-
tween leading and allowing in his journal:"Can 1 convey the overwhelming difficultyof giving up control, of having patience. of'knowing in my heart of hearts' that prob-
ably the less I do the more and better kids
will write? Getting out of the way is a hardthing for an activist teacher. Can 1 convey,the feeling of not being needed or wanted,
the unwillingness to share or discuss, thepain of setting up a circumstance thatmakes me superfluous in so many ways?
And paradoxically, being desperately
needed for advice, help, companionship,
protection, support. confidence?"

When students exercise their pow trs of
choice. they take control over the deci lions
regarding their writing. They beg::: to de-velop what Bill calls "an emerging senseof ownership." We now see another
phenomenon related to this development:
these are classrooms alive with the voices of
students enjoying their writing. These are

46410144101R.WIRarfi
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classrooms of laughter, of writers caughtup in their "enormous enthusiasm forwriting." as Anita notes. These are class-
rooms of pleasure, of play, of experimer z.of invention.

Conclusion
Although our research is far fromfinished, we are nevertheless beginning toset the impact writing has had on studentsin this district. What we see now when wego into these classes runs counter to the
premise with which many students and
teachers have traditionally entered their
classrooms --that writing is a chore to be
addressed dutifully. When we go into these
classrooms now, students do not groan
when teachers say. "It's came to write." Infact. we hear them frequently asking. "Canwe write today?"

Note

I. During my first month in these class-rooms. I was a most diligent observer, record-ing everything I could about %hat was hap-pening in conjunction with writing. As theweeks progressed. I felt motz able to participatein the classes by conducting conferences withstudents concerning their drafts, interviewingstudents-on their composing processes. andotherwise serving as a writing partner. audi-ence. and encourager. I also joined class discus-sions on writing and for a while in. May readliterature to one class.
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An Ethnography in the Classroom:
When Students, Teachers, and Researchers Study

the Writing Process

Paper Presented at the National Council
of Teachers of English

Washington, D.C.
November 20, 1982

Sondra Perl

It's fashionable today to talk about the writing processand those of us who have studied the writing process are veryexcited by what we've done and what we've learned.
But if composing is to be more than a new term or acatchy phrase, we need to understand what happens when

teachers take the writing process seriously. Our
presentation is designed to begin to suggest to you whathappens when "good ideas" about the writing process become areality.

Jerome Harste recently wrote that teaching is best viewedas supporting the learning that is already taking place.We've all heard from Donald Graves and Lucy Calkins that oncewriting becomes the focus of classroom, enormous amounts ofenergy are released. These two notions underlie the work wehave been doing in the Shoreham district in our study of theteaching and learning of writing. Learning goes on all thetime -- being human, we can't not learn. When we teach, weneed to find ways to support what's already going onnaturally -- sometimes that means getting out of the way,letting students' voices grow. In our project, we've seenthat teachers and students work hard, but it's not the kindof hardness that exhausts or diminishes -- it's actually thekind of hard work that replenishes because it's satisfying.When we do this, classrooms become exciting places. A firstgrade teacher in our project who teaches writing first thingin the morning recently wrote, "My students think schoolbegins when writing time ends." There are some interesting
ideas here about school -- there are even more interesting
ones about writing.

What you'll be seeing and hearing all morning is whathappens when a team of students, teachers and researchers
collaborate to study the writing process. First, I'd like tosay a little bit about how we got together. This project
really began'in 1979 when Richard Sterling and I were invitedto conduct a Summer Institute on the teaching of writing inShoreham-Wading River. I wondered, why should we go there?



It's so far away. Yet it was an opportunity to work with agroup of teachers in one district and bring to them the
National Writing Project model in which we wrote, read ourdrafts aloud in writing groups, and studied writing and thewriting process. Our work was so well received that we wereinvited back to conduct a second Summer Institute in 1980 anda third in 1981. We also returned during the school year tovisit the teachers in their classrooms to discover how theywere using their summer training.

After these follow-up visits when I returned to New York,I could not stop talking about what I saw happening all
around me in classrooms. I decided that I wanted to tell thestory of what happens when teachers take writing seriouslyand how they translate research and theory on composing intoclassroom practice.

What we've done is to have three researchers collaboratewith ten teachers, our purpose: to take a careful look atwhat happens in classrooms when teachers take writingseriously. As a result, we are documenting how teachers whowrite and study their own writing processes in summer
institutes turn their kno:gge into effective classroompractice.

We are coming up with detailed pictures or case studiesof writing teachers at work in grades 1-12. We are using an
ethnographic approach and immersing ourselves in these
classrooms for one year. We are taking the role of
participant observers -- taking fieldnotes, writing, looking
for patterns. Now I can tell you about the number of hours
in school -- number of hours spent on writing, writing groups-- number of publications, drafts, revisions -- the quality
of writing from September to June. But I prefer to share
with you what I consider to be the more important findings,
however tentative, about what happens when writing is the
focus of a classroom.

Findings

Writing in the context of the clastaTmAtattatlysocill
act.

Traditionally, we've thought of writing as a solitaryendeavor -- it's lonely -- we have the image of the writer
alone at his tbble, agonizing over words. While this Stillholds true for some writers in some situations, we've come tosee over and over again in classrooms, the importance of
writing groups, sharing of writing, and feedback for
developing writing, developing writers and paradoxically for
developing independence and freedom of nought. Teachersaware of this consciously build on the social fabric of theclassroom.

We're documentin how powerful the connection is amonread nl, wr tang and riterature.
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Moat of us were taught that students couldn't write untilthey had learned how to read. Our data on the elementarylevel show that students can write before they read and, infact, that writing is a powerful way into reading,
particularly for poor readers. In upper grades, we have alot of data to support the work of Louise Rosenblatt and
Anthony Petrosky, who say that a transaction occurs betweenreaders and texts and we have data which shows how studentscome to understand literature better by first responding toit in writing.

Particular) for teachers in our stud , we've seen thehostansILJLaie, of eannnbiteareWe are discovering ow renewfi4-it-iiafElii&kirs tohave time for reflection as an ongoing part of school life.Teachers need time to pause, to look at what they are doing,to write about it and replenish themselvei.

From the Teachin Journal of Audre Allison:
The pro ect has a rea y c ange me. I'm listening
harder, hearing more and therefore finding delight
more often and sometimes in the smallest comment
which at another time might have gone unnoticed.

leechin9writinneverioussforteac era -- quest ons of va es.

The teachers we're studying ask themselves -- What do Ibelieve in? What do I expect from kids? How much of
teaching them to write is teaching honest expression? Howmuch of authoring is based on developing an authentic voice?

We find that if teachers believe in the power of writing
for learning, for conmunicating, for discovering one's voice,for saying something 4orth saying, then they have to address
certain issued head-on. These issues are the same ones thatoften surface in a Summer Institute. All of us wonder, "Will
I be able to share this piece of writing with my writinggroup?" Thus, one of the most powerful issues to appear istrust. This is talked about and written about. Here are
some statements written by students in an eighth grade
classroom:

"I need respet for my piece. I want people who
will listen and not laugh."

"I would feel good if someone respected me and
trusted me enough to share their writing . . . I
would not laugh unless I'm supposed to laugh

"Don't we all want the same trust? Then let's
do its"

After discussing these notions in class, a student wrote:

rcoi 710



"I was so involved in listening to people in class,
I forgot I was there. Everyone seemed so seriousand mature. I changed my opinions of some
classmates for the better."

In writin classrooms, teachersirt.yeilri_sIenaernentandlndepen ence.

To create an environment where students risk writingsomething real, we find that teachers have to brin
themselves into the classroom. We re study ng teac ere whoread and who wrfEr=7X311igh with their students and whoget angry. These are writing classrooms where people areengaged.

We also find that teachers in these classrooms areconstantly wrestlin with the issue of ower. We sU knowof w easily students assume a subsery ent ro e when they ask"What do you want me to write?" We also know how easy it isfor us to fall into the trap of telling them precisely howand what to write. We're documenting how and when teacherschoose to use their authority. We find them struggling withthe desire to be needed and the need to get out of the way.

eron±:cheiareachin Journal of Hill Silver:
Can I convey the ovary e m ng culty of giving upcontrol, of having patience, of "knowing" that probablythe less I do the more and better kids will write?
Getting out of the way is a hard thing for an activist
teacher. It's the pain of setting up a circumstance thatmakes me superfluous in so many ways and paradoxically,
desperately needed for advice, help, companionship,
protection, support and confidence.

The teachiai_SLI5LjULLt.,Our teiehe4WKaTiiriiiOKiiii446i51but we find thatwhat guides their teaching as much as any plan is what the
students bring with them into the classroom. In fact, wefind that teachin like writin is recursive -- teachers goback to a new dea or an emerg ng prob em rom yesterday inorder to create a new step today. In this sense, classrooms
are like drafts of writing in progress, in flux, open,
exciting, in constant revision.

I think we're also documenting a new view of 1 terec
or at least making the case for a broader def n t on ofliteracy. This definition includes the ability to produce atext or decode a message -- but it doesn't end there -- italso the abilit to ee some honest, real,
sometilin authent c.

Stu dints, lice the rest of us, know immediately whensomeone has written something alive, worth listening to.That's what makes these and I imagine many writing process
classrooms special. What we're seeing is the development ofvoice and ownership -- where students take a great deal ofresponsibility for their own writing and their own learning.



One final point: ethnographers don't collect a lot of pre
and poet tests because we don't believe the answers we are
after can be found in test scores or numerical counts. Infact, the main instrument in an ethnographic study is the
ethnographer. The research stan,_e is one that says the only
instrument equipped to comprehend something as messy and
complex as teaching and learning is a human being. So, if Ican end on my own experience, as fallible as that may be, I
want to talk about the privilege it is to be allowed inside
classrooms and to watch teachers at work. There's nothing
like going in every day, early in the morning, watching thekids enter, noticing the seasons changing and the braces
going on the teeth, the drafts piling up and the publications
being shared, best friends having fights, couples breakingup. Many of these things would happen (do haopen) whether ornot teachers were exceptional or writing was a focus.

What I want to convey is that in these classrooms
Something else has happened, too. From this little idea --
7.hat w%iting matters -- that you can begin where students are
-- that you can build on strength -- that you learn to write
better by writing and by sharing with peers -- a huge
movement has grown.

From what we're seeing, it's beginning to challenge manyof our cherished notions, about teaching and learning and it'sfar from over.



Ethnographic Research in Progress

Paper Presented at the Lehman College Conference on theApplications of Research to the, Teaching of Writing
Bronx, NY
May 26, 1983

Sondra Perl

About 5 years ago, I became interested in ethnographicresearch. As a result, I began to read he few texts onethnography that were available. Frequently I came upon awell-known anecdote: a graduate student after completing herfirst year of anthropology courses is given some funes fromher department and told to go study an Indian group duringthe summer. No one has told her how to do this or even wherethe Indian community is located. One day, she approaches thedoor of Rroeber, one of the founding fathers of anthropology,to ask his advice. He, of course, is typing. When hefinally looks up, she explains her dilemma. "Well," he says,returning to his typing, "I suggest you buy a notebook and apencil."
Rroeber's statement epitomizes the mystique thatsurrounds fieldwork. When I began the research project Iwill be talking about today, I was well aware of thismystique. I knew that there were certain things I would needto do, like buying notebooks and taking fieldnotes, and Iknew that certain questions would guide my inquiries, but Ialso knew I was embarking on a journey that at times mightprove difficult and confusing and where there might be verylittle guidance.
For unlike traditional scientific research, ethnographydoes not have clear-cut boundaries. If I say I'm studyingthe teaching of writing, where do I begin? On the first dayof sc000l? What about the knowledge students bring with theminto the classroom? How do I account for their priorknowledge and interest and the influence of their parents?If T'm interested in studying teachers of writing, how manyare an adequate number? What a7sWZTearn from studying 1teachetY Or 5? Or 10? And should I compare what teachersdo? If teachers teach similarly, need I judge who's the moreskilled? And what if they teach similar lessons

differently? Should we assume that teachers can be comparedas easily as the varieties of geraniums?
These are the kinds of messy questions that occur when webegin to bring research into the classroom. Because bybringing research into the classroom I don't mean taking the
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findings of carefully controlled studies and applying them toour day-to-day endeavors to see what they yield, but rathermaking what happens within classrooms, the problems andquestions and jokes and relationships that develop, as weteach day-to-day, the subject of our inquiry. For ifethnography does anything, it recognizes that human behavioronly makes sense within the contexts in which it occurs;rather than `strip the context away' in order to controlvariables as most experimental research does, ethnographypresumes that researchers will immerse themselves in thecontext to discover precisely what the hidden dynamics are.Once we see what makes this culture operate the way it does,we can then look at other contexts to see how our discoveriesshed light on them.
Thus while it's the kind of research that's tricky andmessy, I find myself drawn to ethnography -- mainly becausein its attempt to understand human development, it is notreductive and it recognizes that the only instrument

sensitive enough to understand the complexities and varietiesof human experience is a human being.
What ethnographers do then i3 to immerse themselves inthe culture they are studying. They mix in. They become

"participant-observers", they take notes, interview people,observe, reflect, question, analyze and attempt to come to anunderstanding of how the culture they are stndying operates.In my project, we've brought this research stance into theclassroom. With funds from N.I.E., 2 other researchers 10teachers and I are documenting how the teaching of writingunfolds in grades 1-12 in a school district on Long Island.Last year the research team lived in the district and
attended classes all year, of course taking fieldnotes in ournotebooks. Naturally, we had planned to typo our fieldnotesall night, every night. After one evening, though, of thethree of us sitting separately at our individual typewriters,we bigan to laugh. We realized that we were not alone in atent on a faraway island; we had each other. We realizedthat our time would be far more productive if we used it toread to one another and to develop themes collaboratively.So rather than have our study conform to some preconceivednotion of ethnographic method, we readily adjusted themethod to fit our needs.

This year, we analyze data, look for patterns and returnevery other week to check our perceptions of emerging
patterns both in classrooms and with the teachers. Our goalis to come up with an ethnography of writing teachers. Whoare they? What do they believe? And hot do their beliefsand knowledge influence what they do in the classroom?

Today, however, I'd like us to look at some student
, writing and I'd like you to tell me what you see in it andwhat you imagine the contexts are for the students who
i_roduced it.

First we will examine somo writing from first grade,pactly because it's so easy to assume that first graderscan't really write and also because the;r teacher so clearlyreslected what they had to say and how they said it.
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I have four rough drafts here by one first grader allwritten in 1981-1982. We 'magic in September 24 with storyby Jennifer.
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As adult readers, can anyone here make any sense out of it?Is there anyone who notices something about this piece thatyou'd like to mention?
People familiar with Sylvia Ashton-Warner's work willremember treat one of the things she noticed when childrenwere able to choose the words they wanted to write was thatevocative, emotional words were often learned first. It'snot surprising that the on recognizable word on the page is"love" and it's written 3 different times.Now, I'd like to skip to January 15. Jennifer is writinga draft which becomes her 8th published book.



Next is a draft Jennifer wrote on May 3, based on a storyshe had heard.
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Finally we have a draft dated June 7th.
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Briefly there are a few points worth mentioning.Jennifer is not unusual. She's an able student, but by June,all of the first graders in this district are producing textsand using writing in many ways for a variety of purposes.They write true stories., recreations of stories they haveheard or read, observations, memories, fiction and fantasies,notes, lists, letters and even reports. Sometimes they havewriter's block and they don'," write anything. At othertimes, they explode. As yoL un see from Jennifer, as theyear goes on, they include puoctuation, they insert dialogueand they are capable of moving from print to script.How does this happen? First and foremost, their teacherrecognizes that they have something to say. She respectstheir intentions in writing. She expects them to choose, todiscover, their own topics. Since she accepts everythingthey give her, she works from strength - from what they cando and therefore, they take risks and do not limit themselvesto writing only those words they can spell. While it may beeasy for us to see how this works in let grade, I think thoseof us who teach older students need to ask how how willing weare to create such contexts in our own classrooms.I'd like us to look now at the writing of three 8thgraders. What you have here are excerpts from threestudents' process journals, records kept by studentsconcerning obs rvations they make about their own compo&ingprocesses. Th first one is by a student who is a diligentobserver of Aer own writing process.

From The Process Journal Of Chrissy T.

March 22, 1092
I want to try writing a poem now. Ihave come up with an idea which has been

in the back of my head for a week. I
haven't written about it yet because I was
already working on two pieces. Today I
feel as if I should write about this idea
because it has been lingering in my mindtoo long.

I want to write about my eyes. Ihave come up with a sentence that I want
to base this poem on, "My eyes are my
windows to the world," but my problem is
that I don't know what else I could writefrom this sentence. Maybe I can write
about what they help me to see - both bad
and good things. I don't know what Iwant. Try writing, this is what I'll do.Then I can sort out my problems later.

What is another word for ugliness?
I've written a little bit of my poem and
need a word for ugliness. Look in the
dictionary. Disgusting - nah. Unsightly- no. Repulsive - I like this word. I
will use it in this draft. If I revise
this poem I might try a new word.
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I have completed my first draft of
this poem. Does it have any potential? I
don't know. I want to take this to
writing group. I want to see if I should
do something with this poem. Should I go
on or is this piece hopeless? I like the
idea the poem is based on but the poem
sounds a little blah. I want to figure
out how I can spice it up a little. Do
you understand what I mean? I want people
to think about it after they read it.

April 3, 1983
I have been sitting here watching

T.V. knowing I really should write
something, right now I am just wasting my
time. I was staring at a painting today,
wondering where the painter ever got the
idea to do it from. How did he know which
colors to put where? I am always amazed
at how people think of things that seem so
complicated to me, things I would never
dream of.

I am wondering if I could write about
artists and how they create. What would
follow it through? How would it end? I
don't know what may grow from the bottom
of this idea. I havi been giving it a lot
of thought. I do have some sentences in
my mind that may fit into a piece about
artists. I want to mainly focus on
painters.

His paintbox holds his innermost
thoughts and emotions.

April 12, 1982
I thought about the ending to this

piece a lot before I ever wrote it down.
Now after reading it, it sounds like it
was one of those brush-off endings. The
kind you write if you just want to end a
piece. The kind that sounds like you have
not put any thought into at all. But I
like the idea of the ending. I don't know
if I should try to "drag" it out so it
sounds like I thought about it. This
might sound boring though. I have tried
dragging out endings before and all I do
is repeat myself. I really need to see
what other people think

What does this excerpt from Chrisey tell us? I see a lotof consciousness about composing here. Chrissy is aware ofcarrying ideas with her for a long time, she's aware of the
generative process of writing. Finally after two weeks she
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feels an urge, an\intention to make sense of a notions that'ibeen 'lingering in\her mind for too long". She knows she canbegin writing withoi4 knowing where she'll end up - thatwriting itself will help her discover what she thinks.She states, "if I
revision is a choice, epending upon her commitment to the

revise this poem..." She knows that
piece.

Finally, she has an ntention in addition to the internalone of wanting to discove meaning in those thoughts abouther eyes. She wants peopl to think about her writing afterthey read it. She knows wr ting can have impact.

From the ProcesS Journal of Matt D.

April 22, 1982
I have to step up the pace. But withall the' work I have been doing I've forgotabout my process journal. I know I should

be using it to revise but I don't have
time. I get back from baseball at 10 to5:00. Then I eat. Then do all homeworkand write. For christ sake I don't even
watch T.V. like every normal kid in
america. Too much pressure, deadlines.

I have completed my revision for
editing. I did what I thought for myself
to be a writing group on my own. I worked
out whether to put him/her girl boy etc.Or that person, I just went back to girl.I'm sure a girl can relate to it. I'mworried about the deadline. No way I'm
gonna make it.

May 3, 1982
Last week I got my first piece

finalized. I also got another piece in
for writing group. I did it again, I
didn't make the deadlines. I won't make
any deadlines because I'm about two
writing group behind everybody. Now
there's another piece due Friday. By
Friday I'll have my second piece finalizedwhen everybody will have three, I'll be a
week behind, (two writing groups). I
spend more time on my pieces. I just
don't crank out pieces like most people,
when you crank out pieces they don't have
thet much feeling.

Here we have a very different kind of excerpt, a verydifferent loice. What do we learn about Matt from this kindof wri,in That he thinks of hiwself as a normal kid whoplays baseball and watches T.V., that he's concerned aboutdeadlines - but - underneath the demands of schedu;es,
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there's a writer, a boy who wonders of a girl can understandwhat he's written, a boy who wants his piece to have"feeling."

From the Process Journal of Margaret C.

April 12, 1982
While I was reading this I noticed 2things - one, is that I wrote this piece

a0000 long ago the 1st draft that is, eventhe draft I'm working from now I wrote
that on the 5th? I can't believe that.When did I do that revising? In Ms. B'sroom? Was it that long ago? UGGG

And another thing is that I don't
even like this piece that much. There'ssomething about it that irks me. What isit? I don't know.

What kept me from writing? A
combination of composing aloud and not
liking the piece that much?

What is my problem - I'm mad at
myself. How long was it going to take
before I realized I didn't really like
this piece.

Is it just because I'm frustrated
now, that I'm saying that? I don't thinkso.

Maybe I want to get e piece about mymom - maybe I want to write "light"
things. Maybe I'm just tired. Maybe Ineed to find out where and when I write
best. Certainly it's not at 10:00 pm.

There are certain phrases and
sentences in the piece I don't like. I
like the beginning - but the whole thing
seems like a boring story. There's no
plot.

What is the point of this story?
I think it's to write something totell my Grandpa how much I respect and

think of him. Maybe this isn't the modeto use. To me a story should have a
beginning to build things up, a middle
where it happens and an ending that tiesit up. Maybe that's why the little
continuation I wrote on Tues. 4th periodwas sort of exiting - Giving it a twist.
Making more of a plot. Do I want it to gothat way? I can't get a sincere reaction
down without sounding corny. Why do I
seem to be resisting so mt,ch? Que pasA?Why am I writing so big?
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I'm really unsettled these days.
Maybe its got to do with Spring Festival.
And not enough sleep. Anxiety attacks,
friends etc. I'm such a baby.
Everything's got to be perfect or else I
can't write. I don't really mean that,
but it's been that way lately. I should
stick to writing light stuff. Maybe if I
could get the mag.done with "light" stuff
it would be easier. I don't want junky
stuff that I don't care about but I just
can't seem to get into something big
lately like a story. To me poems are
easier and monologues seem easier.
Stories are always heavy for me.

With Margie we have another example of a student who isconscious of the process of composing and how it works. Shetalks comfortably about free writing, writing groups,distractions, and frustrations and joys. Through writing andthrough beginning to examine her own writing process, she'salso beginning to knohow she thinks. Through writing sheis coming to know herself.

If we thin& classrooms as contexts, what had to beoperating here for these students to write in this way? Whatgoverning principles can you deduce?
1. Students can work on more than 1 piece at a time.
2. Revision is a choice.
3. Writing has impact.
4. It is important to work with peers and solicit theirresponse.
5. It is O.K. to complain.
6. There are deadlines that need to be met.7. Writing should have voice.

In her book Writin acid Learnin Across the Curriculum,Nancy Martin epee ca of cls dren ons and she ca sthem "robust." However, as students become older, she says,they often seem to lose touch with their intentions as ifthey've gone underground. From Jennifer's writing and fromour own experience with young writers, we probably have
little difficulty in believing that children are curiousabout the world and that they want to explore it, through
talking, drawing, dancing, sculpting and even writing. Nordo we havr much difficulty imagining the 8th graders we justlooked at as being committed to end curious about writing.Yet many of us wonder whit's happened to older students --basic writers. Judging from the products these students
produce, we assume that they don't want to write, that theydon't have anything to say or at least that their intentions
have been thwarted.
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It's when we begin to talk about thwarted intentions andabout what goes wrong in many writing classrooms that I thinkwe have something to learn from another area of research --research on composing. In my early studies, I took studentsout of the classroom to study how they wrote. I now realizethey know far more about how they write than we do,., If weare to help our older students become better writers I thinkwe need to inquire with them into the nature of theircomposing processes.
In conclusion, I'd like to quote from Bruno Bettelheim'srecent book on reading. Bettelheim defines true literacy asthe enjoyment of reading and the meaning one gainer from itthat enriches one's life." He despairs that as childrenbecome adults they "may read for information, but not forenjoyment or to enrich (their) lives," and he questionswhether as educators, we have ever fully embraced the notionof true literacy or equipped our students to become literateadults in more than a perfunctory way.
Much of what Bettelheim says about reading can easilyapply to writing. I want to enlarge his definition of trueliteracy to include the enjoyment of both reading and writingand the meaning one gains from them. And similarly, we knowthat today many adults keep lists or write informative

letters, but we must ask how many members of our literatesociety write for enjoyment, for enrichment, for making andconveying understanding meaning?
Bettelheim tells us that if we are to educate studentsfor true literacy, we must make reading (and I add writing)"a significant personal experience so that students canrecognize that through reading (and writing) they can gain abetter understanding of themselves." For, he says, "we areall much more, and much more deeply, committed to what weactively shape or reshape than we are to what we must acceptexactly as offered; thus, whether a child will develop a deepand lasting commitment to reading (and I add writing) will bestrongly influenced by whether he views reading (and writing)as something imposed on him from the outside, or as somethingin the creation of which he actually participates."
As teachers and researchers, I believe we mustcontinually inquire into the nature of literacy - of writingand reading and learning. I believe we must consider how wecan create contexts which enable students to participatefully in their own learning and how we can equip them tobecome truly literate. I fear that if our definitions ofwriting and the contexts in which we teach writing arenarrow, we will unwittingly restrict our students' potentialas writers. I also believe once we enlarge our notions oflearning and literacy we often fashion for ourselvesdifferent role3 as teachers and create possibilities forstudents which enable them to grow as writers and thinkers.For in the tnd, the work I've done in ethnography leadsnot only to answers but to further questions. Perhaps themost important application of this research to teaching isthat it challengec us to inquire into the ways we teach, intothe kinds of contexts we both inherit and create, and to ask
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ourselves what would have to change in our settings and inourselves for students to become truly literate.
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Contexts for Teachini Writing: View of an Eighth Grade
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Sondra Perl

This is what Brian wrote to his teacher on his first dayin 8th grade:

The subject of writing is really
known as mud to me.

Margie commented:

What I didn't like about last year's
program was the writing groups. I liked
the idea of a writing group, but the kids
in my group were deadheads. I couldn't
get them Lo ask decent questions or give
detailed answers.

Jeff wrote:

I don't like to say this but there
weren't too many positive things about
last year's writing program.

Mike said:

Sometimes I have trouble putting what
I feel cn paper because I'm afraid
somebody might get their hands on it.

Leslie commented:

Last year wrighting was hard for me
because I had trouble wrighting a "proper"
story. I wouldn't dare hard in une of my
short love story's ,)ecause of the fear of
being laughed at. I'm allways worrying
what people think.

Chrissy wrote:



The only thing I did not like aboutlast year's program was doing process in aprocess journal. I wrote it every time Iwrote a story, but it did not help me atall with my writing. Also, to me it wasbore and just a bother.

Here's what the same kids and some of their classmateswrote in June at the end of their 8th grade year:

Dina wrote:

I can't believe how my thoughts havechanged about writing. In one word I wantto say "I love it" (well maybe more thanone word.)

Jimmy reported:

I feel that this year was the best
year of my life as far as school goes. Ithink the writing program here is the beatanywhere. I think every kid in the world
should try writing groups.

Chrissy said:

Process journal. Once I learned touse it as something to help me, I reallyenjoyed writing in it. My process journal
was a place for me to turn to when I had
problems with writing.

Leslie wrote:
Last year's program didn't help mefor some odd reason. Last year, I didn't

even know what a process journal was usedfor! My pieces were short and
unmeemingful. None of me was in my
pieces. Now, they are fairly long and Icare about them, I feel the quality of mypieces has gone up a great deal! It usedto be hard for me to write a piece. It
was like a chore, I had to do. This year,i write on my free aaa, and I get slot
more done.

I guess the best part of my writing
this year is I understand it and I like
it.

And Brian:
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The improvement is much better andthe hatred is lass. I am totally
satisfied.

I think the first question any of us asks when we hearresponses like these is "How did she do :t?" "What happenedin that classroom to tur those kids around?" In otherwords, "What did that teacher do?"
I'm going to talk today about what Diane Burkhardt --this teacher -- did and, in fact, what Diane does -- how sheteaches writing -- was one of the questions I had when I tookon the role of ethnographer and lived for 1 year in herclassroom and her home on eastern Long IslaLld -- but I wantto caution all of us at the outset th we should not mistakewhat Diane does as the whole answer. In fact Diane use manyof the same techniques and engaged in many of the sameactivities the 7th grade teacher did when he taught writingto these same kids.
Thus, I'm suggesting that the answer to the question --"How did these 8th graders become so enthusiastic aboutwriting?" -- does not lie in the realm of technique alone andwhat I'm inviting you to do today is to listen for what elseyou think is occurring when I describe to you how Dianeteaches writing. I will conclude today by telling you what Ithink is going on in this classroom that creates what I willcall a "powerful context for learning" but I want to stressthat, as far as I'm concerned, the answers are not all inyet. I plan to spend the next year and a half analyzing whathappened in this classroom and for me the inquiry is stillopen. Today, I'll take you inside the classroom and presentseveral vignettes -- taken from thousands that fill mynotebooks -- to show you a writing teacher at work. I willalso read to you excerpts from Diane's Teaching Journal -- inwhich she recorded her perceptio+is of classroom events, kids,her reflections on teaching.

0

It's the 7th day of school. Diane is explaining thedifference between a process journal -- where kids writeabout themselves as wiciters -- and an idea log -- a privatejournal in which kids write anything they want. Diane showsthem tier idea log and says, "This is mine. I'll show you thecover, but you can't read it. It's where I put things thatare un my mind."
Kathy looks up, puzzled. She says, "I understand that noone reads yours. But do you read ours?"Diane: Good question - no. I. you can't read mine,can't read yours. The same rules apply.

It's the 4th week of school. Diane and the class areworking on how to respond to A piece of writing when thestudents work in writing groups. Diane, after a lot ofdiscussion, asks the kids: "As an author, whet response wouldyou want?"
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Nancy replica, "I have a picture in my mind when Iwrite. I went to know if 'they' have the same one."Seth says, "I rather have a feeling -- you know, like howthey felt."
Greg interjects, "The kind of response you want dependson if you care about the piece."
Diane responds, "I assume you will write only what youcare about."

Diane wants her kids to observe themselves as writers andto keep track of their observations in their processjournals. But, as you've heard, moat kids don't want to dothis. Based on their experience in the 7th grade, they thinkof it as "a chore", "a drag". Frequently they complain, "Whydo we have to do this?" Here's what Diane writes in herteaching journal in September:

I have a basic question as to how to
spread my joy in exploring and documentingmy composing process to my students. Whaido I need to know in order to ucdtratand
how to do this? I need to know more about
what they presently think it means to
"write process" or as they say "to process
it" as in "Shall we process this piece
after we write it, Mrs. Burkhardt?" The
phrase "processing it" bothers me. I. ita verb? Is it something you do or
something that is...it's there all the
time. We have to discover it. What good
does it do to discover it?

Kids, do you see yourselves as
writers? Maybe that's the problem -- that
they don't, I mean.

9

As kids begin to take writing more seriously, they bringdrafts of pieces to their writing groups and by November theybeqin to publish them in a class magazine. At this pointDiane wonders about her own role rind the impact she has onk,ds. In her teaching journal she writes:

I wonder what kids expect from me in
terms of response to a piece. Can they
put my comments (oral or written) in
perspective? Do they think whatever I say
should carry more weight? How anxious arethey to please me rather than themselves?

November 10-
I sometimes wonder if I confuse the

kids by accept!kng a great deal about them
and their writina. Do they think I don't



care? In other words, are my expectations
clear? Do they understand that I trust
them to be doing the beat job they can and
if they aren't, is it in some way a
violation of mutual trust? I think of Tom
who in my opinion has done very litte.
Does Tom think he pulling the "wool over
my eyes"? What message is he receiving
from me when I treat his BMX poem of 15
lines with the same seriousness I treat
Mike's long story which has undergone some
fairly significant revisions?

At other times during the year, Diane writes about thekids themselves in her journal. Sometimes she writes to fillme in on something that happened, at other times just tothink about student's behavior. I'm going to read severaldifferent entries from different times during the schoolyear. Again, I want to remind you to listen not just forhat Diane does but for the way she thinks -- in this caseabout kids.

10/29
Chris races back at the end of 9th

period to report to me once again how well
her writing group went, how many ideas she
got for her piece, her desire to revise
some parts tonight and get feedback from
them on it, their plan to meet tomorrow at
lunch, etc. Her mood swings up and down
based upon how she feels about her
writing. She likes this piece.... It's
the first thing this year she's been
excited about. That's wonderful to see
even though I have difficulty
understandincl why she feels about it as
she does. I guess I should try to find
out what she likes so much about this
piece and try to understand it.

Maria and I talked for about a half
hour today and also looked through her
folder. She was surprised to learn that
she has missed a few "assignments" mainly
because she has done them but not turned
them in. She told me how she raid that a
lot last year -- especially with
"compositions" because she didn't care for
her teacher and didn't want to write for
her. She doesn't want to do that this
year. "I like you," she said "If
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don't do the work you give us I can't look
at you. I feel too guilty.* I told her
that my feelings for her as a person were
not affected by whether she did her work
or not, but I certainly understood what
she was saying. I told her about how I
felt last Tuesday (1i/27) when I hadn't
done a careful job "on my assignment forSondra" No teacher ever talked to me
like you do." One of the important things
to result from this talk was a
clarification of procedures,
expectations. But THE MOST IMPORTANT
thing was the strenitiiiRTRFTE the bond
between us.

Tonight Karin celled to ask me if it
was okay if she rework her piece
completely. Because I was in the middle
of a serious talk with Theo I didn't find
out a lot about why and what, but I was
impressed with the fact that she called,.
Makes me feel accessible. I'd love to
know what prompted her to do it, how
easy/difficult it was for her.

11/10
Kristen is a kid I'm curious about.

She has said more than once that she
worries if I will think she has "done as
much work as someone who has written a
long piece,* but insists that her poems
have involved a lot of thought, that it's
a real struggle for her. Sometimes I
believe her, lots of times I don't, but I
feel like I've always responded
sympathetically, and paid particular
attention to talking with her, etc. In
fact, every time I talk to her
Taividually about her writing or writing
group or process journal, etc. she seems
inr4ncere, flippant, hostile, or
ergs ntative. It would be very
intecesting for me to see inside her head
and know what she perceives.

Tara's another weird kid. Back from
Ireland Monday. Kids t_xcited to hear
about her trip. She has nothing to say.
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Margaret especially (who visited Ireland a
year ago) really "worked" to get some
information from Tara. Tara just said how
tired she was. What a bummer! At
lunchtime I talked to Tara. She has two
pieces which have never been revised. To
my knowledge she has done little f(Ir
weeks. I've talked with her before about
both pieces. Today we talked again. I'm
sure she hasn't revised because the pieces
are basically dull and don't say much.
She's another closed person holding a lot
inside. I think she's depressed and has
been for a long time. It's always hard to
talk to her about real things. I always
feel like I'm forcing her. I don't know
what the impact of our talk today will
be. I'm not optimistic. What is it that
she could write? How can I get her turnedon to something - anything?

I finally had a conference with Tom
Tuesday. A big part of it was about his
writing group with Matt and Mike and how
they don't help him much. I got him to
see that he projects to them an attitude
that he will not accept their feedback
anyway, so why should they be careful and
detailed or ask very many specific
questions? I pointed out that he's used
to being very sell-reliant, very much a
loner, and this carries over to his
writing. He thought this seemed very much
on the mark. "You can make it different,
Tom. You can affect how they are when
discussing your piece."

Tom has discovered that he likes to
write. If I think back to how negative he
has been and how resistant throughout the
year, I can see this as a minor miracle.

Tuesday morning I had a conference
with Sam and we talked about why he lied
to me before vacation about having his
piece completed when in reality he had no
mores than part of a page and an idea about
what he wanted to say. I listened to him
and supported him, let him know I
understood his fear of telling the truth
and what my reaction might be. Once
again, told him that if I don't know the
truth about what is going on with him I
can't assist him, can't do my job. We
talked about some specific ideas he has,
etc. to the fall, he waL the only kid who
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didn't complete a piece for the magazine.
I em determined not to let that happenagain.

Talk with Jeff it end of English B
about why he hasn't done anything with anyof those pieces and why the short piece heturned in yesterday doesn't relate to histheme. I tell him he's moving away fromit. H. says he know that and he doesn't
feel good about it. I say he's got a
choice to make. It doesn't help mattersany that he can barely write with his
broken hand.

Same talk with Leslie at lunch time.
She hates what she's written lately but isafraid to baits what's really on her
mind. Risk -- choices! She knows that
she is doing this to herself. She said
it.

Friday: English was all writing groups --both periods. I sat with Greg, Bill,
Chris first just to talk with them aboutwhat they're doing -- I fought down the
urge to scream at them. Merely told them
that I was feeling upset and concerned
that they had not handed in any final
pieces, thi,t I didn't know wWiTi they
neerled from me, etc. They were mostly
unresponsive. Bothers me that this
magazine project doesn't really work for
them, wonder about the wisdom of having
this as a project for every single kid.
Maybe some should have the option of
contributing to a group magazine.
Or if it's a project for every kid
individually then I need to do a better
jou of establishing daily contact with
these who will flounder most easily.

In Diane's clnssroom, kids bring drafts of pieces theyare working on to writing groups. One way Dine keeps trackof what's going on is to have the kids tape record theirdiscussions. That way she can listen in later on at home orduring a free period to see how kids are responding. Shedoesn't listen to every tape of every group but selects thosegroups that she thinks need some help. For example here'swhat she records in March about writing group tapes:



Today, I listened to 3 writing group
tapes: those that I feared might be the
worst. Much to my surprise, they weren't
nearly as bad as I thought. The main
problem is one of haste. Kids ruiENg
through a priFe. Kids asking "Are you
done? Are you done?" rather than
carefully considering a piece, finding
strengths, asking questions, etc. Another
problem is one of not pursuing questionsor points. For example Matt asks John,
"Why do the teachers become so nice all ofa sudden?" "I don't know," says John.
"Oh," says Matt. End of Discussion. The
same thing happened in a discuesfon of
Greg's piece wherein the main character
does every conceivable d'ug, kills a man,
and rune from the police -- all because
the girl he liked would not go out with
him. Christian asks him why he had the
main character do all the drugs and kill a
person. "I don't know," says Greg. End
of Discussion. You might be wondering how
I cimiraTrgaanything good in the midst of
such as this. To me tho good part is that
those questions were asked in the first
place.

While kids are writing, Diane's classroom takes on aworkshop atmosphere. Kids set their own writing group time,pick up tape recorders and find quiet places in the school toread and respond to one another's writing. When they are notmeeting in groups, they can be found in Diane's room,drafting or revising pieces, conferring with a peer or withDiane or me. One afternoon in May, I noticed the following.Margie was bent over her desk working on a piece. Diane gotup from where she was sitting and walked over to Margie,
obviously planning to ask her something. Margie held herhand up to silence Diane. When she finished the section shewas working on, she put down her pen and looked up, which
indicated to Diane that it was O.K. to talk.

All through the spring, kids are working to finish
writing that will be published in individual magazines. Bythe end of April Diane wants the kids to begin editing theirpiecas so they will be ready for publication -- typing,
proofreading, xeroxing. She tells them on Monday that theirwriting groups will become editing groups and that by Friday,
one piece should be completely edited. Diane writes aboutwhat happens in her journal:
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4/22: Today one big thing was the
need to alleviate all the anxiety over the
"deadline." Kids were trying to rush
through the process so they would tet done
by Friday. For me it was a real learning
experience. I saw that I should have
"mapped out" the week with each kid so
each could see what he/she needed to do
each day in order to meet the deadline.
It's funny what a different atmosphere
that deadline created. Kids were into
their own pieces, not so inter(Bted in
other's work. Fighting over whose piece
gets edited first. Not at all the way
they had been during the previous weeks of
writing pieces, revising, discussing,
etc. How could this project be done
without setting a deadline? Would it be
possible to stay closely in touch with
each person individually? I think that
would take a few more teachers.

Tomorrow morning I will type the
"memo" to the kids about LIVE-LINES (not
deadlines) -- targets to aim for in
completing one's magazine.

And in class the next day, she says:

I didn't mean to but I think I
created the wrong atmosphere in here about
the deadline. On Monday, I gave you a
deadline, to have a piece fit alized by
Friday. One reason for that is if we
never have deadlines, things can go on and
on. I know we need them because it helps
you see what the limits are. What I
didn't think out to do was have a brief
talk with each person so you would see
what you have to do each day. I learned I
didn't introduce the deadline well because
now people are very uptight about it. In
order to meet the deadline, you are
rushing and skipping steps in the
process. I don't want that. What I want
is for you to be very satisfied when you
get your magazine and read it.

I forgot that you worry if things
aren't in on time. What happens if you
miss tomorrow's deadline? Nothing bad.
If you can't turn something in tomorrow,
turn it in when you can. You need to ask
yourself, "What do I need -- another
writing group or revision?" Well, do that
and hand it in next week.
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We can't skin stages just to meet a
deadline. We will create a new one and
aim to meet it. I've looked at the
calendar. I think most people call be
finished with everything by May 14th.
That gives you three weeks. Now, you need
to be responsible and keep checking your
progress. The magazine is also a
commitment to yourself. Yru have to ask
yourself, "Am I doing every day what I
have to in order to slake this magazine
what I want?" Sondra and I are both here
to help you, but this is your job.

Does anyone have a question? Silence.
No? Was I so clear?
Chris C: Can we still get to writing

groups?
Diane: Yes.
Chris: and there's no dear1ine

tomorrow?
Diane: No. There will be a deadline

for )utting everything in to the typist
but there won't be a deadline if it means
skimping on the process.

Matt: would it be a good idea to do
our planning in the process journal?

Diane: Yes. My interest here is to
relax things.

On Friday, April 23, Diane provides students with a memoon the new deadlines for the magazine; only she changed thename -- now they are referred to as livelines.

Now I'd like to read what happened during the lastofficial English class of the year. After we all sat down,amidst excitement at the end of school, I once again checkedwith the kids if I had their permission to take home their
process journals and drafts of pieces for my research. Theywere basically agreeable and then Brian asked, "Are yourrely writing a book?"

Our conversation went like this:

Sondra: Yup.
Brian: On us?
Sondra: On how you 1,Aarned to write

this year.
,Matt: Will you have a writing group?
Sondra: Yeah, I will. The first

reader will be Diane but also the other
teachers in our project.

Matt looks troubled: But that's bad.
Diane: Why?



Matt: Because Mrs. B you know what
Sondra is writing about. You know us.You wouldn't be a good judge.

Dina jumps in: That's not right.Mrs. B is the best judge because she's theonly one who knows what Sondra is tryingto say.
Matt: But that's the problem.
When we ask the kids for

solutions, they come up with one:
Kids: You need 2 writing groups.Sondra: That's right. I

think the first and the beat audience isDiane and you because it's about you. ButI'll also need others who weren't herebecause I want other ^eachers to be ableto understanC

Diane then directs us to do some freewriting. "Write about whatever is on your mind,this last day of class." After ten minutes, shecalls us back. "Maybe we could break now and cometo a close."
As we come together, Diane begins: Whilewriting I realli.ed something. You know the lastweek of school is alwayp hard for me. But it justdawned on me that you 46ya are going to have a bolkwritten about you. I don't think I need a book tocapture everything, but this has belt' an incredib:eyear and it's all documented. All of a sudden I'min touch with the joy of the end of the year. Wehave a lot to be happy about. I want to say thankyou. I may even be able to go through the rest ofthe week without feeling miserable.
Now, I bet Sondra could jog our memoriesif she read to us from the world's most completeset of notes.
Sondra: Call out a day.
The kids respond: 88, 116, 33...
I turn to Day 79 in my fieldnotes andbegin reading. The class ends with me reading andthe kids listening and laughing.

From Diane's Journal
Tuesday, June 22

I actually felt quite good Tuesdayfor our last class. I liked being with
the whole group, talking about/hearing
about your plans, hearing fieldnotes fromday 96 or whatever it was. Great
discussion about who is the best writing
group for your book Matt thinking itshould be strangers, Dina thin ng it
should be me and others who know what
really went on.

7 4P



One of the things I wrote in our few
minutes of writing was the joy I felt that
even on day 180 kids will write in class
when given the opportunity. What's that
they say about the power of writing?

I also got very excited thinking
about a book being written about this year
(an unusual way for me to feel about
that), very full of love thinking of you
and what you've meant to me, to the kids,
to the things we've done, very much in
touch with what a wonderful year it has
been and how great the kids are.

Why be sad? I write.
And later I made a little progress

report to the kids on how I was feeling
and dealing with my end of the year
sadness.

Do they have a sense of how special
this year has been? How can they? It's
the only 8th grade year they have ever
had.

To the kids, their 8th grade year may have seemed like
any other one. To us, though, it was special. It allowed us
-- Diane and me and the other teachers and researchers who
joined us in this study -- to look beneath the surface of
teaching aAd to study what allows the writing process
approach to unfold.

I'd like to pause now and consider what allowed writing
to become as important as it did in Diane's classroom, to
decipher what messages Diane gave to her students about
themselves as writers, as learners. Obviously there are many
of them.

Diane treats the kids with respect -- the way she would
expect t) be treated -- the rules are the same. If as an
author she has a private journal, they do too.

She sees the kids as authors -- she calls them that and
wonders when they are so negative, if that's the root of the
problem -- that they don't see themselves as authors. When
they do see themselves as writers, she conveys on them the
rights and privileges that writers have -- the ability to
control topics and time.

She lets the kids in on ler assumptions. She tells them
about what matters to her aLl what she expects.
She doesn't panic when things go wrong -- rather she turns
problems into opportunities for further learning. She
approaches each problem as an inquiry and brings her inquiry
into the classroom. And just as she questions hetself, so
the kids are free to question her ton. She asks, how come
this happens, and what would I need to know to do X?



She accepts the kids' L..: me of reference. Rather than
condemn or discard a piece of writing she finds trivial, she
attempts to see what makes it meaningful to the students who
produced it.

Finally, she lets kids know in innumerable ways that it's
how they relate to her as human beings, not how they perform
academic,Ily that matters the most to her.

What does all this say about the teaching of writing?
I'm suggesting that when we teach, we don't just transmit
expertise and information. Rather we communicate -- in allof our actions -- what we believe about our students
adequacies as learners. In essence, we create not only a
context for learning but a context in which relationships.
unfold. Thus, I suggest that what makes Diane's teaching
powerful is that she does not only do the "writing process.
approach" but rather she creates relationships with kids who
are, in her eyes, writers. She is not waiting for them, to
"turn out" one day after she's taught them -- a sort of "one
day, some of you may become writers" -- but she begins as if
they already are. She establishes what I want to call a
relationship of competence with them -- their adequacies as
writers is a given and Ma interacts with them from this
perspective.

In conclusion, I suggest that it's the relationships
Diane creates with her kids that empowers them to become
writers -- and if we are interested in creating powerful
contexts for writing in our classrooms, then each of us needs
to begin an inquiry. I think we need to study ourselves as
we teach and to examine not only what we do but what messages
we give to students about themselves as writers, as readers,
as learners. For, I believe, it is only when we communicate
in such a say that students discover their own abilities that
we create contexts that enable our students to learn.
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List of Conferences and Workshops with Selected Hand-Outs

1982

1983

How Teachers Teach the Writing Process: A Collaborative
Research Model. CCCC, San Francisco, CA, March 18,
1082. (Peri)

Using Ethnography to Study How Teachers Teach Writing.
Forum on Ethnography in Education, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, March 1982.
(Allison, Carter, Glassman & Wilson)

Using a Writing Process Approach in Grades 1, 8 & 12.
Metropolitan Schools Study Council, Wave Hill,
Bronx, NY, March 30, 1982. (Burkhardt, D., Pekala &
Schutzman)

Creating Writing Support Groups. Women in Action
Conference, State University of New York, Stony
Brook, NY, October 16, 1982. (Allison & Glassman)

Reading and Writing: Research on the Process by Classroom
Teachers. 19th Annual Reading Conference, Kean
College of New Jersey, Union, NJ, October 23, 1982.
(Pekala, Schwartz & Silver)

Ethnography and the Writing Process: Exploring the
Relationship. Delaware Valley Writing Council,
Philadelphia, PA, October 30, 1982. (Perl)

Writing in the Elementary l';chool. Syosset School
District Conference Day, Syosset, NY, November 2,
1982. (Pekala & Silver)

An Ethnography in the Classroom: When Students, Teachern
and Researchers Study the Writing Process. NCTE,
Washington, D.C. November 2, 1982. (Perl, Wilson,
Allison, Burkhardt, D., Burkhardt, R., Schutzman &
12 students)

Creating Contex.s for WriPing. Bard College Institute on
Thinking pnd Writing, Annandale, NY, January 21,
1983. (Perl, Wilson, Allison, Burkhardt, D.,
Burkhardt, R. & 13 students)



Research on Writing: How to Get Started. The Maryland
Writing Project Faculty Institute Retreat,
Baltimore, Maryland, February 3, 1983. (Perl)

A Writing Process at Work. New York State Middle School
Association, Shoreham, NY, March 12, 1983.
(Burkhardt, D. & four s`udents)

"Education 2000": How to Create a Multi-Media Show. New
York State Middle School Association, Shoreham, NY,
March 12, 1983. (Burkhardt, R. & 10 students)4,1

Literzy and Evolving Technology. Invited Participant,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, March 15-17,
1983 (Pert)

What Happens When Knowledge About the Composing Process
Charges Teachers' Practices? CCCC, Detroit,
Michigan, March 19, 1983. (Pert, Wilson, Burkhardt,
D. & Allison)

Using a Writing Process Approach in the Middle School.
Workshop on Middle School Education, South Portland,
ME, March 28-30, 1983. (Burkhardt, D. & Burkhardt,
R., with 10 students)

Implications of Classroom-Based Research. Phi Delta
Kappa Research Forum, Hofstra University, Long
Island, NY, April 9, 1983. (Peri, Burkhardt, D. &
Coughlin)

Literacy: Educating Informed Readers and Writers.
Keynote Address, The Watkinson School, Hartford,
ConnecticUt, April 14, 1983. (Perl)

The Composing Process: Rehearse, Draft, Revise, Edit,
Publish. Nassau Reading Council, Hofstra Uni.ersity,
Hempstead, NY, April 23, 1983. (Burkhardt, R. &
six students)

All-Day Workshop on the Writing Process. Walden Schoc].,
New York, NY, April 25, 1983. (Allison, Burkhardt,
D., Silver & 12 students)

Teaching Writing as Process. Canadian Council of
Teachers of English, Montreal, Canada, May 11, 1983.
(Perl)

Process: Vision and Revision. Keynote Address, Teachers
College Institute on Writing, New York, NY, May,
1983. (,)erl)

Ethncyrapnic Research in Progress. Lehman College
Conference on Applications of Research to the
Teaching of Writing Bronx, NY, May 26, 1983.
(PPL1)



1984

Gaining Power through Writing. Women in 'Action
Conference, State University of New York, Stony
Brook, NY, October 15, 1983. (Allison)

Under the MIcroscope: Collaborative Research on Teaching
and Writing. NOTE, Denver, CO, November 19,1983.
(Perl, Burkhardt, D. & Coughlin)

Stages in an Ethnographic'Research Project. Literacy
Institute at the University of Pa., Philadelphia,
PA, December 6, 1983. (Perl & Wilson)

Qualitative Research: An Ethnographer's Perspective,
MLA, New York, NY, December 28, 1983. (Perl)

Full-Day staff Workshop on Middle School Education.
Niskayuna School District, Schenectady, NY,
February 6, 1984. (Burkhardt, R. & students)

WRITE ON I Workshop, New York State Middle School
Association, Shoreham, NY, March 1984. (Burkhardt,
D. & five students)

Studying the Writing Process in the Elementary School.
Metropolitan Schools Study Council, New Rochelle,
NY, February 9, 1984. (Graves, Schwartz & Silver)

Classroom Research on Teaching: Three Perspectives.
CCCC, New York, NY, March 30, 1984. (Perl,
Burkhardt, D. & Coughlin)

Three Student Writers from High School to College.
CCCC, New York, NY, March 30, 1984. (Perl, Wilson,
Allison, Kroeger, Scheldt Ecklund)

"America 1984": How To Do a Multi-Media Show. New York
State Social Studies Conference, Ellenville, NY,
April 2, 1984. (Burkhardt, R. and students)

Workshop on Writing. Metropolitan Schools Study Council,
Englewood, NJ, April 13, 1984. (Burkhardt, D. &
eight students)

Composition in the Classroom: The National Writing
Project Process Model at Work. ASCD Conference,
Kiamesha Lake, NY, May 7, 1984. (Allison, Burkhardt,
R., Graves & three students)

'Jorkahop on Curriculum Innovations. U.S. Department of
Education Search for Excellence in Secondary Schools
Recognition Conference), Manchester, CT, May 10,
1984. (Burkhardt, D. & six students)



Aspects of he Writing Process. Nassau Reading Council,
Manhasset, NY, May 15, 1984. (Burkhardt, R. & sixstudents)

When Readers Write: Literature Logs in the Classroom.
University of New Hampshire Seminar on Reading &Writing, Durham, NH, October 13, 1484. (Wilson &Allison)

Connections Between Writing end Mathematics. PortJefferson Public Schools, Port Jefferson, NY,
October 22, 1984. (Silver)

Workshop on the Writing Process. Bard College Institute
for Writing and Thinking, Simon's Rock of Bard
College, Great Barrington, MA, October 26, 1984.
(Burkhardt, D.)

Contexts for Teaching Writing: View of an Eighth GradeClassroom. New York University Language and Reading
Conference, New York, NY, October 28, 1984. (Perl)



ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE Cr..ASSROOM: WHEN STUDENTS TEACrERS AND RESEARCHERS
STUDY THE WRITING PROCESS.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

by Sondra Peri

GOAL:

Findings from ten years of basic research on the composing process are begin-
ning to suggest new approaches for teaching writing. Little is known, however,
of what takes place when teachers' practices are informed by this research and
theory. The goal of this project is to describe the classroom events and
students', parents', and administrators' perceptions of these events when
teachers make a shift in their teaching from an exclusive focus on written
products to include attention to the writing process. Teachers rarely make
this shift without first discovering renewed appreciation for their own writing
and possibilities for learning about their own composing processes. The teachers
involved in this study have already accomplished this shift through participating
in New York City Writing cSoject summer institutes on the writing process.

METHOD:

Using an ethnographic approach, we have several strands:

Researchers: Last year, as participant/observers in classrooms three to four
times a week, we took fieldnotes. We also wrote "INTIlmalouglasTas, met
with students, parents, teachers and administrators, attended school and com-
munity events, and sought to find, from our preliminary observations, recurring
patterns and themes. This year, we visit classrooms every other week and
spend the bulk of our time analyzing our data and writing.

Teachers: Ten teachers (grades 1-12) are participants in this study. Each
one keeps a teachingjograll, a daily record of thougats, concerns, questions,
ideas about teaching, the writing class, the students, themselves. Each
teacher is also doing several case studies -- investigating the development
of the writing process of selected students over a two-year period.

Students: Students are also collaborators in this study. we observe them,
check our perceptions with theme read and respond to their journals, and
attempt to discover what the processes of writing and schooling are like
from their perspective. Occasionally when we are absent, students take field-
notes for us, More rec.ent2y, they have begun to read and respond to our
reports.

stIlaxclaga The teachers and the researchers meet in a weekly study group.
Last year we shared perceptions of classroom events, raised questions, analyzed
audio and video tapes of classrooms and of students composing aloud, and wrote
about what we were questioning and discovering. This year, each of us is
devoting more of our time to analysis rind writing, miming from preliminary
observations to findings.
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FROM THE STUDENTS: WHY I WRITE

I write for maw: reasons. Sometimes I am forced to fill the blank spaces
of notebook paper by a teacher. At other times I write because something with-
in me tells me that I should be preserving my thoughts. This is when I like
to write the most, and inevitably when I write the best.

at********

Sometimes 1 love to write and sometimes I hate to write. I like to write
when I can write about anything I want. I don't like it when the topic is given
tD me.

a*********

For me writing is the most effective means of communication. I can be
bold in what I say, but say it in the safety of my room. I can be sensitive
without revealing a face flushed with embarrassment, and I can even lie without
averting my eyes.

illt.******41

Wnen I write I feel that I've learned a little bit more about myself. /
My personality comes out on paper sometimes different than I thought it to/be,
other times reassuringly.

Writing is a way of making me like myself more, and making myself feel
better in many ways. A way of helping me to understand and solve problems.

**********

Writing makes me excited. Lately I have been into writing images. Describing
leaves frog summer to fall was the last piece I wrote. I needed to write that
piece. Outside things were going on and I wanted to be part of it. I walked,
llopinu to be a part, but it was not enough. I sang, but the words were not mine.
wne7. 2 wrote, those leaveF were mine. They turned into my feelings. I became
a T. are cf fall ar.d released r feelings for it.

1******41414141

I lov( to write because it gives me a chance to say what I want exactly, and
I can take all the time I want and cover all the possibilities on a given topic.
Fiest of all, I can toss it into the round file and start all over aaain without
ever saving a word about it.

41it*****4141*

I write about my problems, the things which puzzle me. I write what I
abou'_. I write freely without caring who learns about me. I write who

I love, why I love, or do I really love or not? I write about everything. It
makes re understand other people, human behaviors, and human nature. It helps
111,? know myself.

**********



FROM THE STUDENTS: THE PROCESS OF COMPOSING

Sometimes it takes a while for my thoughts to come, but I always findsomething to write because I need to write. Often I can't write fast enoughto accomodate the rushing thoughts. Gradually my writing process follows apattern: Think, write, re-read, revise, then pick up where I left off.
**********

I think I know pretty much where I like to be when I write. I knowI want to be alone, I don't want to have time and pressure on my mind, and Ilike to move around and be alone. When I sit down to write, a lot of thingsare on my mind, so I do some freewriting first to clean all the junk out ofmy mind. It helps me to settle down.

**********

Whenever I don't have a writing asSignmem. due, I usually think of ideasfor stories while I ar lying in bed and trying to fall asleep. I get theseideas in my head and write about them the next morning. As I am writing a piece,the words seem to always flow because my brain is thinking about ideas beforeI write them down.

**********

I was sitting by a window in my bedroom and was watching the leaves fa?1from the trees. I thought about how it seems like only yesterday that I waswatching the trees get their leaves. I started to think about when I was infirst grad*. I have no idea how I thought of this, I just did. I had a perfectpicture in my head of my teacher working at th(a blackboard and me at my desk.I thought of writing about first grade. One thing we did every morning wascopy sentences. We did this every morning. She never even let us skip a dayof writing sentences. That i what I decided to write about. I had notrouble at all because I saw a picture of the scene I was writing in my headand : lust wrote what I saw. I also remembered how I felt.

***********

FPO!! THE STUDENTS: WRITIW7 GROUPS

For me the group has become an important part of my writing process.The croup offers me the chance to see how the piece comes across. Have I beensuccessful? Have I conveyed my message? But more importantly, the grour helpsme to define my message. It forces me to ask mr7elf questions and to discover
tning5- that otnerwise would have passed me by.

**********

Knowing that I'm acing to share with my group makes me start thinking
about the audience, thinking about the reader, and what I can do to rapture andhold that reader. I try harder when I know I'm going to read it to my croup.
I want them to like it.

**********

Sometimes I just want to talk about some ideas I have with my group. Theyhelp me to see how much I know about a topic by asking me qustions. They ask mewhy I want to write about it.. Then they ask me all thts questions they would
like to know about it. This is how I discover whether or not I have anythingof interest to say about the topic.



MOM THE STUDENTS: or DRAFTIN; AND REVISING

Here's the way at used to be: nand it the first written copy, receive itLack with discouraging red marks, then hide it inside my notebook. Not any morethough. Now I will work on a piece of writing if it takes one hundred drafts.I've nc need ior those bloody red slashes.

**********

I begin by passing the paper through my mind. Some words stick, othersfail off, and some never make the pane.
*********.

Wnen I write my first draft I only try to get an idea. On my future draftsI tr.: to perfect that idea. I like th idea of knowing that I can revise somethingI don't have to make it perfect the first tier:., or the second for that matter.
**********

Wny do I revise":' Not to get good grades. I revise so I can get my meaningacross, so that I may deliver my idea intact and straight forward. kevision istne main difference between writing and speaking. In writing my words can't doany harr until : let someone read them.

**********

When I revise a piece and re-read it and 'hate' it, I get a defeated feelinginside. "OK, what more do you want? I've been working on you for weeks now andyou're still vague and incomplete. When will I be satisfied?" Then there'sanother side of revision. When I finally get the word I've been searching for,when :'r satisfied that my meanina is clear, then I can go to bed feeling not
frustrated, but relieved and anxious to snare the piece.

FPCNY. TH: Sr:DENTE: 07: nWNERSEIr

I write for me. I'm the only one who know everything_ about me. Noone else knows. I won't write for you.

**********

Writing is something of mine, something which I can create and hold, perhapscange beyond recoanition. In writing, I have the chance to mold and manipulatery words. Writing gives me the chanee to really think. Sometimes it flows andctner times it does not. I always think about what I an writing. I be=intc ungerstani more what it is that I Lim trying to convey. I hfgin to know myselfan-] r world a little better. To deny any student, teacher, cr anyone elsetnc_ cnance to discover these things is a crime.

*********

I aet many joyE.. out of writing -- joy and satisfaction. Tne satisfactionof Knowing I worked hard. I'm proud of it and other people like it too. Thereare certain points where I'm stuck and then I get an idea and the feeling I geti5 such relief, it is in a way soy. The way ideas junt come to me sometimes
cliveE re joy. Let me put is this way. Wen the knot in my stomach unties,
it's -my.



rTHNOGRAPHY IN THE CLASSROOM: WHEN STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND RESEARCHERS
STUDY THE WRITINS PROCESS.

AN OVERVIEW OP THE RESEARCH PROJECT

by Sondra Perl

GOAL:

Findings from ten years of basic research on the composing process are becin-
ning to suggest new approaches for teaching writing. Little is known, however,
of what takes place when teachers' practices are informed by this research and
theory. The goal of this project is to describe the classroom events and
students', parents', and administrators' perceptions of these events when
teacners make a shift in their teaching from an exclusive focus on written
products to include attention to the writing process. Teachers rarely make
this shift without first discovering renewed appreciation for their own writing
and possibilities for learning about their own composing processes. The teachers
involved in this study have already accomplished thin shift through participating
in New York City Writing Project summer institutes on the writing process.

METHOD:

Usihg an ethnographic approach, we have several strands:

Researchers: Last year, as participant/observere, in classrooms three to four
times a week, we took fieldnotes. We also wrote "thinking aloud" memos, met
with students, parents, teachers and administrators, attended scnool and com-
m:inity events, and sought to find, from our preliminary observations, recurring
patterns and themes. This year, we visit classrooms every other week any
.p.end the bulk of our time analyzing our data and writing.

eachers: Ten teachers (grades 1-12) are participants in this study. Lac.

cne keeps a teaching ionrnal, a daily record of thoughts, concerns, questions,
ideas about teaching, the writing class, the students, themselves. Each

teacher is also doing several case studies -- investigating the development
of the writing process of selected students over a two-year period.

Students: Students are also collaborators in this study. We observe them,

check our perceptions with them, read and respond to their journals, and
attempt to discover what the processes of writing and schooling are like
from their perspective. Occasionally when we are absent, students take field-
notes for us. More recently, they have begun to read and respond to our

reports.

Study Group: The teachers and the researchers meet in a weekly study grcup.
Last year we shared perceptions of classroom event-, raised questions, analyzed
audio and video tapes of classrooms and of students composing aloud, and wrote
about what we were questioning and discovering. Thy year, each of us is

devoting more of our time to analysis and writing, moving from preliminary
observations to findings.



DOCUMENTINC. THE COMPOSINS PROCESS

by Wane Burkhardt
Shoreham-Wading River Middle School

My eighth grade students keep a journal in which they write abouthow they write. We call it the "How I Write Book",or "Journal Abouthriting",or "Process Journal". We do this because:
1. Every writer has a composing process.
2. The writer is the best source of information abouthow he/she composes.
3. There is value to the individual writer in becoming

aware of ll aspects of his/her composing process.4. There is i value to the classroom community of writers
in shar/ing individual composing processes.

I think the best way/for me to amplify these four points is to sharean excerpt from a recent /'memo' that I wrote to my students called "The Valueof Documenting Yogi. Compiosing Process".

"You are the only/one who knows what goes on within you and withoutyou as yo..a write. No one else can know as well as you can, and even thoughwe all me share certain common features, I definitely believe that each ofus composes in a way that is unique to us.

Your composing process includes so many things:
--where you like to be when writing
-- when you writs
--the type of pen or pencil and paper that yo.1 like to have--whether you have the radio, TV, or stereo playino
--whether you need to be alone or not
--possible worries about spelling
--continuous self-evaluation of the piec you're writin7
--being picky about words
--lots of re-reading
--lots of false starts/ cross outs/ messiness
--etc. I could go on and on

When you hand in a piece of writing I have no way of knowino justwhat you may have cone through in order to complete it. Maybe it looksshort on the page, but for all I know you went through a real struggle tooet it there

The more you become aware of about all that goes on within you and with-out you as you write, before you write, etc. the more knowledge you will haveabout yourself as a writer. This is knowledge you can use for the rest ofyour life. How can you know all that you know about yourself a- 1 writer?How can you become more aware of all that there is to pay attenl. .. to?Sometimes I think that we only know what we knew when we share it with others.Writing about your composing process is a way of sharing it.
Why write it in a journal and share it with me? The only way I caneffectively work with you to improve your writing is if I know a lot aboutyou and how you write-- all that which is a part of your process. You cancount on me to support your growth in writing this year, but first of allI have to laow a lot about it. I have to know more than just the words onthe paper when you hand in a piece. We'll start a dialogue together aboutyour composing process. I've had the experience many times of being ableto remind students of things about how they compose-- things that they hadforgotten or didn't realize or were temporarily unaware of.

/



I think it's also important for you to share with each other what
you know about how you compose. The more you share, the more you will
become aware. We can also learn things from each other that are helpful.

There seem to be two essentials. One is that you probably have to
also be willing to improve your writing. And honesty is crucial. I keel
saying that there is no ore set way to write about your composing
process. but there is! The way to write it is hontELLLI. Wnat 000d
would it do either one of us if your wrote details about your composinc
proces7 that weren't tri!e?

It's hard to be aware of everything that's part of your composing.
All I ask is that you give it your best shot. The more I knoW about how
you write, the better I can do my job of assisting you!"

3
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A WRITING GROUP SESSION

by Audre Allison
Shoreham- Wading River HighSchool

1. Listen attentively as the piece is read. Show the writer you are intn-ested.
2. If you do not have a copy of the piece that is being read, it is a goo.1 idea t(have a pencil and paper ready to jot down words or phrases that catch yourattention. This will help you to respond specifically and intelligently.
3. After a writer reads to the group, allow a few seconds of silence so thatyou may collect your thoughts. You may want to ask the writer to read thepiece a second time, especially if you do not have a copy of the writing.
4. It is important that everyone respond. Aare that everyone will respond atleast once tc the entire piece and to the experience of having read cr heard
5. Heain by mkaina sure you understand what the writer intended to communicate."Say Back" -- restate what you have heard or read by summarizing the gist ofwhat has been read, or by using some of the writers own words. This is ve yimportant. Writers need to know what has been communicated before they canbenefit from further response or questions. Sometimes writers may not be surewhat they want to communicate, unti.J. you.say back" what you heard. Or, atthis point they often can get strong ideas as to how to revise or proceedbecause they know what they are aiming for and your "say back" helps them tosee what else needs to be done.

6. Describe what the piece seems like so far and the impressions you had at variouspoints as you read or heard it. Reflect directly the mood, idea, or effectconveyed to you. He specific. Look at your notations. Think before yourespond. What about those words makes them stand out? Why those specificwords? What parts do you like best:- What do taJose parts do to you? Lettingwriters know what is effective about their writina is as important, if not moreimportant, than telling them what doesn't work. Be sure to respond to specificsections of the writinc. A general response like "I like it", cr "What was aoo.tor "It i really descriptive," is lust the beainning.

Ask the writer questions that occur to you as you listen or read. Is thereanything you would like to know more about? Questions may be to clarify some-thing puzzling, to corroborate an impression you have, to ask why the writer
did a particular thing at a certain point, or in the spirit of "Say Back", tocheck if your understanding or your response gibes with the writer's intention.
A good combination of describing and asking will often cause the writer tothink out unresolved problems of composition or even to think further throughthe original ideas and perhaps think of a main point or another different pointor line of argument. Your questioning and describing can often start writersrevising as they talk with you about what is written so far.

6. Let tho writer take charge. This may occur at any time in the °roll' session.tle writer asks question that he/she wants responses to. Lncouraae writersto acknowledge what they are worrying or wondering about in what h s beenwritten so far. Direct suggestions are more appropriate now, if the author hasasked for them.

9. Take a%what-if approach when making suggestions. Help writers test what theyhave so far by seeing what differenceit would make if you chanaed something,added or deleted something, reordered some thirr,s, shifted emphasis, etc. Whilestimulating creativity, this approach may also help a writer to see weak places
without feeling criticized.
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REMEMBER:

SHOW THE WRITEF YOU CARE -- YOU ARE INTERESTED!

LISTEN

TAKE NOTE:

SAY RACY

DESCRIBE

ASK

WRITEF TAKE CHARGE

TAKE A WHAT IF APPROACH TO SUGGESTIONS

THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT EVALUATE

WRITERS OWN THEIR WRITING

Elbow, Moffett, and students)
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CASE STUDY -- A MODEL FOR YOUR CLASSROOM

by Len Echutzman
Shoreham - Wadinu River High Schoo]

Students can gain a great deal by doing case studies of the r fellow
students. Case studies unveil the writing process, help to bring the
students closer together and make the writing groups fuhctie.n on a more
intense level. The following is a brief model for case stud:es I have used
in my classes with good success. It is done in three parts.

Part I. The Case Study -- a Portrait

In pairs, students find out about each other, mainly through inter-
views, and write a general bioarapny of their case study person. besides
aeneral iwformation the biography should focus on past school experiences,
attitudes spout writing and the first remembered writing experience. The
portraits are shared within the pairs throughout the writing process as theywould be in a writing group.

Part II. Drafting -- An Analysis

\

Taking published authorS' manuscripts in successive drafts, students aretaucht to analyze the revisions. This is done by listing the changes between
drafts in a short section, discussing what effect the change has and specu-
lating as to why the author made such a change. This is done as a whole
class activity.

Part III. Tne Writing Process

AF tney did with the published authors, the students now focus or.
tneir partners' writing process. Taking a creative piece of writing their
Lartners miuced, including all drafts and process entries, the students
cxarine :!ow tneir case study subjects write. They explore their partner's
:omposing process and the specific revisions in a particular section.. The
final aoal of this portion of the case study is to write a paper on the subject
composing process. These pieces are also shared within the pairs thoughout
tne writing process.

Farts I and III result in papers that are not (Jr-1y interesting to the
case study partner, but to the writing groups as well as the entire class.
Fart II results in an analytic skill useful in writing croups and in the
discussion of literature.

Try it. I hopc it works for you and your students.

1.1
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FROM THE STUDENTS: WRITING AND LEARNING

Thinking about how writing helps me learn reminds me of looking for a potof gold under a rainbow. I know the pot of gold isn't really there, but I would
like to believe it is. I know that learning is there. It is not imaginary be-
cause I can reach into my mind, write it down and touch it.

********

Usually when I have a question and write about it, I sort of answer the
qaestion on my own and realize that I knew it all along. I just needed some-
Cling to help me get it out. When I write I'm able to be more aware of what I
know.

********

In Math I could not understand percents. No one knows this, butt in my pri-vate journal I kept writing what was in my head about percents. I wrote about the
problems without doing the work, just writing about it. Eventually I was able
to put things together so I could understand it and learn it. I know that I will
always remember percents because of writing about it.

********

If I listen to something and then I write what I understand from it, I knot.-
I understand it. When I read it over it makes me realize that I do know what I am
talking about. Whereas if I listen to something, then walk out of the room, my
mind is full of a bunch of things and then I just push them aside and forget about
them. I'm sure I remember some, but just how much I'm not sure. Writing about
what I've learned helps me to organize it, so that it's not just a mess of ideas
in.my head. When I write about it, I can also see what I don't know.

********

Suppose I had a journal for every class and I always wrote about what I
learned that day. I think that I would definitely learn Math, Science and French
better. When I'm writing something that I don't know anything about, I think by
asking questions, making guesses, and just 'habbling'. This is a different wayof learning for me.

********

You said to do freewriting on the topic of rebeling. I thought to myself,
"I don't know anything to write about this," but I began to write anyway. What
happened was very strange. My writing asked me questions and told me answers.
It seemed to be alive.
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FROM THE STUDENTS: WHY I WRITE

I write for many reasons. Sometimes I am forced to fill the blank spacesof notebook paper by a teacher. At other times I write because something with-in mt tells me that I should be preserving my thoughts. This is when I liketo write the most, and inevitably when I write the best.

**********

Sometimes I love to write and sometimes I hate to write. I like to writewhen I can write about anything I want. I don't like it when the topic is givento me.

For me writing
'old in what I say,
without revealing a
averting my eyes.

**********

is the most effective means of communication. I can bebut sny it in the safety of my room. I can be sensitive
face flushed with embarrassment, and I can even lie without

**********

when I write I feel that I've learned a little bit more about myself.My personality comes out on paper sometimes different than I thought it to be,other times reassuringly.

Writing is a way of making me like myself more, and making myself feelbetter in many ways. '1 way of helping me to understand and solve problems.*****e****

Writing makes me excited. Lately I have been into writing images. Describingleaves from summer to fall was the last piece I wrote. I needed to write thatpiece. Outside things were going on and I wanted to be part of it. I walked,hoping to be a part, but it was not enough. I sang, but the words were not mine.When I wrote, those leaves were mine. They turned into my feelings. I becamea part of fall and released my feelings for it.

**********
I love to write because it gives me a chance to say what I want exactly, andI can take all the time I want and cover all the possibilities on a given topic.Best of all, I can toss it into the round file and start all over again withoutever saying a word about it.

**********

I write about my problems, the things which puzzle me. I write what Ithink about. I write freely without caring who learns about me. I write whoI love, why I love, or do I really love 1 not? I write about everything. Itmakes me understand other people, human behaviors, and human nature. It helpsme know myself.
**********



ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE CLASSROOM: VEEN STUDENTS TEAL' 'RS, AND RESEARCHERS
STUDY THE WRITING PROCFSS.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

by Sondra Perl

GOAL:

Findings from ten years of basic research on the composing process are begin-
ning to suggest new approaches for teaching writiL. Little is knows, however.
of what takes place when teachers' practices are informed by this research and
theory. The goal 0 this project is to describe the ellIssroom events and
students', parents/4, and administrators' perceptions of these events when
teachers make a shift in their teaching from an exclusive focus c written
products to include attention to the writing process. Teachers rarely rzme
this shift without first discovering renewed appreciation for they:* 6wn writing
and possibilities for learning about their own composing processes. The t.,tachers
involved in this study have already accomplished this rli%kt through participating
in New York City Writing Project summer institutes on t writing process.

METHOD:

Using an ethnographic approach, we have severaA strands:

Researchers: Last year, as participant/observers in classrooms three to four
times a week, we took fieldnotes. We also wrote "thinking aloud" memos, met
with students, parents, teachers and administracy7s, attended school and com-
munity events, and sought to find, from our preliminary observations, recurring
patterns and themes. This year, we visit classrooms every other week and
spend the bulk of our time analyzing our data and writing.

Teachers: Ten teachers (grades 1-12) are participants in this study. Each
ore keeps a teaching journal, a daily ecc.rd of thoughts, concerns, questions,
ideas about teaching, the writing class, the students, themselves. Each
teacher is also doint, several stues -- investigating the development
of the writing process of selected c,tudents over a :wo-;ear period.

Students: Students are also c t1aiorators in this study. We observe them,
check our perceptions with them. read and respond to their journals, and
attempt to discovef what the prooelses of writing and schooling are like
from their perspeivc. Uccasionally when we are absent, students take field-
notes for us. 'core recently, they have begun to read and respond to our
reports.

Study GrotAF. Tne teachers anC the researchers meet in a weekly study group.
Last year we shared perceptions of classroom events, raised questions, analyzed
audio era video tapes of Coao,;_ooms and of students composing aloud, and wrote
about 14:41,- we were questioning and discovering. This year, each of us is
devoting more of our time to analysis and writing, moving from preliminary
ohc;,ervations to finding,.,



THE PROCESS MODEL AT WORK - Aspects of a Writing Classroom

Ross Burkhardt, 8th Grade English Teacher
Kevin Sloane & Andrew Weir, 8th Grade English Students

THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM

In my English class students write regularly on topics of their own choosing.
Twanty-seven studeqts in one class, twenty one in another, began writing on the
first Jay of school and have written on countless occasions in many modes since
then. Students have written essays, poems, stories, newspaper articles, business
letters, interior monologues, dialogues, journal entries, free writing, and more.
Often we use a REHEARSAL - DRAFT -REVISE - EDIT - PUBLISH approach. On most
occasions I write the same assignments that my students do and share my writing
with them, just as they share it with each other.

REHEARSAL

Before assigning a piece of writing, I present examples of that n de to my students.
Sometimes these are pieces written by students in previous years; somv.kmes they
are examples culled from magazines, newspapers, or anthologies. A class discussion
about a particular mode, say an interior monologue, helps students understand the
possibilities and the limitations of that mode as they rehearse their pieces.
My students keep process journals in which they document their composing processes,
and I encourage them to "rehearse" their pieces by writing about what they want
to write about before they begin composing. These prewriting activities have been
of considerable help to the students in enabling them to write in different and
unfamiliar modes.

DRAFTING

Students produce drafts of work. They know that they do not have to have the
piece perfect, completed, and polished in a Lough draft. This enables them to
experiment, to venture where they might otherwise not go. A draft is a work in
progress anu not considered "finished" until the irlthor so decides.

WRITING GPOI.IPS

Suderis share drafts in small writilg woups composed of three or four students.
Mewl writing group discussions are taped (they occur ell over the building)
so that I can be a presence in the group and give the student& constructive
feelback on their discussion skills. Students follow a peocedure in which the
author distributes xerox copies of his piece; reads the piece twice while listeners
make notations on their copies, and then pauses for thirty seconds. In turn, each
listener "says back" the sense of the piece to the author, focussing. on a central
image or theme. Next, listeners "praise the positive," giving the Author a sense
of how his audience appreciates the piece. Li.oteners then ask "questions which
extend," questions which, if responded to by the author in a later draft, might
improve the clarity and quality of the piece. Finally, "author's time" allows the
writer to raise que :tions he might have about the piece. By following thesf, steps
for each piece of writing, the students discuss their pieces, receive constructive
criticism, work collaboratively, and get a sense of how to revise.

REVISION

Following e writing group discussion, a student will revise a piece of ,ritinq
based on the feedback he received from his writing group. Often, just i 'Jroho the
piece aloud to others is powerful enough to provide the writer with a
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the strengths and weaknesses/of the piece. Students also detail revisions in their
process journals, engaging in writing about writing as they pay attention to their
composing processes. Revisions are taken back to writing group for future discussionuntil the author determines that the piece says what ht wants it to say. Once apiece is "done," the author then goes through an editing process with his group,dealing with issues of grammar and mechanics.

PUBLICATION

Students "publish" their pieces for real audiences. A "Letter to the Principal,"an article for the school newspaper, or a "Letter of Appreciation" all have
specific audiences. In my class we create class booklets, anthologies of studentwriting in which each student contributes a piece of his own choosing. Later this
year we will create a class poetry anthology, and in the "wing each student
will create his own "magazine." This booklet has a theme, at least six original.pieces in at least four different modes, a foreward, an "About the Author" piece,and a cover. Students receive fifteen copies of their booklets for family and
friends. The pieces in this booklet all go through the drafting, revision, writing
group, editing process. When a student knows his piece of writing will be read
by a larger audience than the teacher, he invests more of himself in that piece.

OBSERVATIONS

Students in my classes &enjoy writing. They feel good about what they produce,
and they have a sense of "ownership." I am clear that I am working towards
the following goals:

-- that students learn a process approach to writing
- - that students learn to draft and revise their pieces
- - that students learn to discuss writing in writing groups
- - that students publish their writing

My students have taught me many things abcut writing durinz, the past three yearsthat I have used a process model apprcah. Among the more significant things th4n,nave taught me are the fc.11owing!

- - that when allowed to choose their own topics, students
write with more interest, creativity, and enthusiasm

- - that eighth grade students can have meaningful discussions
about their writing

-- that process journals, pre-writinc activites, and writing
groups are techniques thet enable. students to write

-- that paying attention to the content of 07P - the ideas
being communicated - is crucial when first responding to
a piece of writing

- - that given a comfortable enviroment in which writing is taken
seriously, students gain "ownership" of their writing and
come to understand their composing rYo,:esses

What, I am c,IE
, aware of is that when my students write in the context cle-;-rad

above, they a 0 ennace,i in thinking about writltf.. in powerful way

toV-ZzA



KEVIN SLOANE -- PROCESS JOURNAL TXCERPTS

November 9, 1982: (Before)- I really don't know how to write a poem. I never wroteone before. I see all of these different ways to write one. I guess it isn't hard ifhe just gave us the assignment in one night. As for a topic, I have a lot of ideas. Istill don't know what exactly I'm going to write it about. I see a stove, a cabinet.I might write a poem on the life of something. I'm looking out the window -- I havean idea.

(After) - I just finished my third draft of "Clouds," my poem. I like it a lot.I especially like the first paragraph. I don't know too much about poems so I don'tknow what reaction it will get. I sat down and started brainstorming. I looked outthe window and saw the clouds over the sunset. I had a lot of lines come into my head.I put all the separate ideas in a column and put them together. It tack longerthan I thought it would.

December 3, 1982: I did it. I finally got satisfied with my poem, "Clouds." I gotthe idea to do the whole poem rhyming. My writing group didn't go so well so I cameup with the Idea. I asked the members of my family which they liked: the old one orthe new. They liked the new so I kept it. I had some trouble finding rhymes with "time"and "clouds" and a few others. I changed a lot. I think the second verse soundsmixed up. I don't know.0
ANDREW WEIR -- PROCESS JOURNAL EXCERPTS

November 9, 1982: I wrote this poem after school as soon as I got home. I took theideas from the side of the paper and put them into form. I wrote the poem non-stop.It was pretty easy to write because I didn't put it in any order or rhyme it. Onlyone line in the whole poem rhymes but I like that. I think the poem form is good.I thought to change it a couple of times but changed my mind.

December 2, 1982: After two writing groups on Tuesday and Wednesday I decided to finishthis poem. I actually used three drafts: two sentence form and one like a free writingpiece...When Mr. B. gave us this assignment of writing I decided to do somethingabout war. War is a very strange and weird topic to me. I wanted to be a soldier whenI was a little kid, but then when I started to understand it better I was thinking tomyself, why become a soldier and take a step for man in a negative direction when youcan become a peace maker and take two steps in a positive direction?
On this piece of writing I had a lot of mental drafts. Before my first draft I thoughtof several ways to express my feelings on this poem. I could do it in chronologicalorder or I could design a poem just about modern day warfare and weapons, but I thinkI did the best way possible to express my feelings in a poem. I don't know if peoplenoticed the feeling I am trying to express. I didn't realize this at first but mypoem is telling a hidden message. This message is that war is stupid, we can all livein peace if there was no greed. War is murder and murder is a crime, so why can't westop fighting with each other and learn to live in peace.

This is my third year in the mid,Ile school and I have read many student publicationmagazines,aid I get the sense that students are trying to express emotion in writing,kinC, Chat's w'-,cit I tried to do, and I think T did it



WAR

When did it start

Killing, fighting and being scared
It never ends

War
Young men sent out to fight
Going to die:
For their country?
For a politician
They'll never know

War
It makes no sense
Killing other humans
What does it prove?

War
Guns, tanks and fighter planes
Hydrogen and'atom bombs
Nuclear ships, subs, and sattelites
Killing innocent people.
That's quite alright

War
Who will be the next to die?

by Andrew Weir

CLOUDS

The clouds come in different shapes and sizes,
rolling slowly by,
sometimes connecting,
thawing out a painting in the sky

The clouds are forever unpredictable,
sneaking up on us when we thought we had forgotten,
one day the skies will be clear
the next covered by (what 7ooks like) Giant balls of cotton

Only noticing them in storms,
when looking grey in every way
dropping rain occasionally

wondering what the clouds will look like the next day

by Kevin Sloane
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LEARNING THROUGH WRITING IN SOCIAL STUDIES

presented by: Diane Burkhardt, 8th Grade English/Social Studies Teacher
Megan Holden, Jell' Rotella, and Jennifer Squires, 8th Grade Students

INTRODUCTION

Writing is a valuable tool for students and teachers of Social Studies (or
Science, or Math, or Spanish, or Literature, or anything else for that matter).
From my own experience it i$ true to say that I have too often used writing to
have students tell me what I already know. "Answer the questions at the end of
the chapter." or "Write a report on ." Or (on a test) "Write an essay
explaining three causes of the American Revolution."

This presentation is about having students write NOT to tell me what I already
know, but to discover what they know and understand, what they have !earned or arein the process of learning abOut a given topic.

SOCIAL STUDIES JOURNAL

My students keep a Social Studies journal. All "assignments" which involve
writing ace written in the journal. I have vowed o keep the journals free of
the type of assignments which produce identical answers from every student. Thus,I have given up

"write-the-answers-to-the-questions-at-the-end-of-the-chapter" typeassignments. It's a joys I collect the journals and respond to journal entries
on a regular basis and find that I have much more energy and enthusiasm for reading
these than I ever could muster for the old identical response type of assignment.

The following are some examples of journal entries that we have written thus
far this year:

- -at the beginning of a unit of.sikudy: FREEWRITE ON THE TOPIC OF COLONIAL LIFE,
OR REVOLUTION, OR STATES AND CAPITALS.

- -at the end of a class lesson: WRITE WHAT YOU NOW UNDERSTAND ABOUT PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SOURCES, OR CM:41MT/ N.

--Look at the four different paintipgs of "The Battle at Lexington''. WRITE YOUR
OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIMILAAITIES 'ND DIFFERENCES, THE QUESTIONS THAT COME TO !'IND.

- -Compare the maps of North America n 1700 and in 1763. WRITE YOUR OBSERVATIONS, ETC.
WITHOUT KNOWING SPECIFIC EENTS T OCCURRED, CAN YOU MAKE GUESSES THAT EXPLAIN,
THE DIFFERENCES? WHAT QUEST .ZONS 'OME TO MIND?

--As we read "The Crucible" by Arth Miller: WRITE ABOUT THE CHARACTERS, or WRITE
YOUR REACTION TO THE EVENTS OF ACT1 II, or MAKE A PREDICTION OF WHAT WILL HAPPEN.

- -after a class discussion: WRITE Y UR THOUGHTS ON PUNISHMENTS, BOTH COLONIAL AND
PRESENT-DAY, or PRETEND YOU ARE A ENAGER IN 1700. WRITE AN ENTRY IN YOUR DAILY
DIARY, OR A LETTER TO A FRIEND OR DIALOGUE BETWEEN. YOURSELF AND A FRIEND, ETC.

When each student writes, each thinks for himself about the topic. In a class
discussion it is possible to let someone else do the thinking. When reading a text,
it is possible to read the words without comprehending the meaning. When students
write, they discover what they learned, what questions they have, what they understand
or don't understand.

When I read what they have written, I discover what each student understands.
I am reminied once again that all students do not possess the same basic foundation.
I realize their individual differences. I learn.



COLONIAL DIARIES: AN IN DEPTH LOOK AT ONE EXAMPLE OF WRITING IN SOCIAL STUDIES

In each of the last 10 years, the entire Bth grade has been involved in the
simulation game, "Radicals 6 Tories" while studying the events that preceded the
American Revolution. Students assume the roles of Tories (who want to remain loyal
to England), of Radicals (who desire independence), or of Moderates( who do not yet
have a position on the issue). After studying the relationship between the 13
colonies and England and the events of the 1760's and 1770's, all students participate
in "debates" during which Radicals and Tories try to convince the Moderates of the
merits of independence or loyalty. The culminating activity is a re-enactment of
the Continental Congress complete with impassioned speeches and fiery question/
answer sessions and a final vote to see whether the colonies remain with England or
declare independence. This year they voted to remain loyal. (History was rewritten!)

In the history of the game Independence and Loyalty have won an equal number of times.

Diaries. Three years ago I asked my students to keep a diary in their colonial
identity in which they wrote about the events as we studied them. My main purpose
in assigning the diary was to provide them with a way of interacting with the material
we studied so that they could see how a colonist might be affected by the Stamp Act,
the Boston Tea Party, etc.

I was astounded by the results. Students created elaborate family trees and
wrote about their "lives" as though they actually were the people. They made up

"colonial-type" names, got married, had children, suffered tragedies, praised King
Geor7e III and Parliament, ranted and raved about taxes without, representation,
vandalous acts of the Sons of Liberty, etc. Even better was the obvious difference

in the way my students understood the factual information as compared with their
peers who were involved in the simulation, but who had not kept diaries.

Now every 8th grade student writes a colonial diary for the duration of our

simulation. In their diaries they develop their political views. Radicals and

Tories are alway one-sided in the way they view events. Moderates are instructed

to "see both sides" right up until the time they vote in the Continental Congress.

Diary Assianments. Each diary assignment is related to particular information

that has been presented and discussed in class. As students become more deeply

involved in their roles, class discussions resemble colonial town meetings. No

event, law, tax, or other act of Parliament is presented without an immediate out-

burst of biased opinion. Since each class contains Radicals, Tories, and Moderates,

all views are aired. It is clear that there are at least two sides to the issue of

independence. Completed diary entries are often shared in class, yet another oppor-

tunity to hear and understand the opposing views.

The specific diary assignments may change from year to year and from teacher to

teacher depending upon the pace one follows in presenting the information. The

following were the 10 diary assignments that my students had in December and January

of this school year.

Diary Assignment 01: You are a (Radical, Tory or Moderate) from the colony of

. The date is November, 1761. In this first entry you must intro-

duce yourself and your family. Where do you live? What's your occupation? A list

of colonial occupations on the back of this sheet will aid you in selecting a job.

Diary Assignment #2: The date is December, 1761. In this entry you write about

the war between France and England that is being fought in the Ohio Valley and up

North. You also comment on the writs of assistance.

Diarylssignment 03: The date is June, 1763. The war is over. Long Live the King!

And you've just heard about the Proclamation of 1763. How do you react?



piamassjiit414: The date is April, 1765. Since you last wrote Parliament
has passed two taxes: the Sugar Act and the Stamp Act. Tell how these taxes
affect. you (if they.do).

Diary Assignment 415: The date is May, 1767. The Stamp Act has been repealed, but
the Townshend Acts have been passed. A group called the Sons of Liberty is doing
a lot of talking about taxation without representation and telling people to boycott
British products. What's your opinion on all these things?

piavnentliss. The date is April, 1770. The Townshend Acts have been repealed
(except for a tax on tea), taxation without representation is still a big issue, but
the main reason you're writing is that you've just heard about an event in Boston
that some people are calling a !massacre'. Give your reaction. What did you hear?

Diary Assignment 07: The date is December, 1773. Parliament passed the TEA ACT
and you've heard about a little 'tea party' up in Boston. Are you outraged? Are
you laughing up your sleeve? Are you drinking tea? What are you and your neighbors
saying about this?

Diary Assignment 08: The date is August, 1775. Much has happened -- the Coercive
Acts, the Quebec Act, The First Continental Congress, shots fired at Lexington,
the Olive Branch petition, a bloody battle at Bunker Hill. The main thing you want
to write about is the fighting, the battles? re you alarmed about the future?

Diary Assignment 09: The date is June, 1776. You have been chosen as a delegate
from your colony to the Second Continental Congress in Philadelphia. Write about
your expectations, hopes, fears, etc. as you look ahead to the,big vote.

Diary Assignment 010: The date is July 2, 1776. The Continental Congress is over.
Describe the Continental Congress. Tell the results. If you are A Moderate, tell
what made you vote as you did.

***** ***** ***** *****

The following excerpts are from the first entries in the diaries of several
students:

"Hi! My name is Temperance Duey. I was delighted when my dear husband,
Giles, handed me youlwith a smile as he said, 'Happy Birthday, Temperance
darling.' I hope all goes well. The doctor says I'm a few days overdue
and that the is a strong possibility that I will go into labor some-
time this mc, ning. My first child, Jasper, has been feeling left out
the past 2 weeks because Giles has been fussing over me."

(Amy Dominc)

"I've started this diary because I feel that many exciting things will
soon be happening to me.... Sharing a room with Carolynne and Betty is
very uncomfortable. Since Betty is 7 and Carolynne is 9, they often
leave their dolls and books scattered about the floor. Since winter is
just a few months away, mother will soon begin to store fruits and vege-
tables. I will be very busy then. Even more so than now. Right now
with school, my studying, my housework and my chores outside I'm ready
to drop. I would ne.,er dare to complain because Father would yell and
say that I am lazy and will never amount to anything. Mother would
-just look at me with her coal black eyes and sigh."

(Julie Muller)
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"My name is Arthur Dinsdale. I am a fisherman in Salem. I live by
myself and have no family. I started fishing when I was 11 and it's
been my life. If I couldn't fish I think I would die of starvation
or boredom."

(Brian Randall)

"My name is Jonathan Smith of Wethersfield, Connecticut, a small town
just a little west of the Connecticut River. I have a wife, Elizabeth,
a daughter, Ann, and a son Tim, who I named after my deceased grand-
father who was an officer in His Majesty's Royal Navy. My father was
appointed Judge of New Haven in 1754 and lives there with my mother.
I am a lawyer inHartford, which is ten miles away. I graduated from
Harvard in 1760.

(Greg Moritz)

In the next few excerpts students are writing about the Boston Massacre:

"The most awful thing has happened. I just heard about it at the
store. I was buying some flour when I heard two ladies arguing about
what happened in Boston. What one lady called a massacre. It was
awful. I never heard two grown ladies yelling so loud., One lady
was saying it was all the soldiers' fault, that they shot five inno-
cent people who were playing in the snow. The other lady said that
the poor soldiers Shot in self-defense, that they were cornered and
all sort of things were being thrown including clubs. My husband says
people are fighting about this all over town. I heard so many opinions
I don't xnow what to believe."

(Jennifer McNerney)

ft ....It was self-defense! And some call it a massacre?! What nerve!
They should be punished for using those terms so wrongly again3t their
own God-loving people! Self-defense, that's all it was. I'd shoot
too if some crazy mob of people cam at me with clubs, knocking me down,
and throwing ice at my face."

(Kelly O'Brien)

ft

.... It seems that some young boys were just playing with some snowballs
and kids being kids, they threw a couple at some soldiers. The soldiers
got so mad that they started shooting their stupid guns and I've heard
from Goody Singer that some innocent people were even killed! Can you
Imagine! And they say these soldiers are here for our protection!! What
gives them the right to slaughter innocent people!"

(Kim Platz)

Students evaluate the diaries.

"If the main purpose was for me to understand how a colonist lived and how he/
she was affected by events, I think it helped me a lot. "

"As we learned more and got to reflect on it in our diaries, I felt I could
really understand how each anei every event affected me. Soon it became half reality
and half fantasy for me and anything I wanted to have happen could and would."

"When I would write in my diary, I would try to think like someone and write
like someone in colonial limes. I liked the diary, It was one of the few times
I have ever liked writing. Believe it or not, at times I felt rather excited, glad,
and I had a lot of fun. At times I really placed myself in a house with a wife,
two kids, and a dog experiencing all the stuff we learned about colonial times."

"I actually felt like a real person!"

I
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A WRITING PROCESS AT WORK

Diane Burkhardt, Shoreham - Wading River Middle School

AN OVERVIEW

In my English classes students write regularly on topics of their own choosing.
They enjoy writing and are serious about it. The major steps in the process we
follow are REHEARSAL -- DRAFTING -- REVISING -- EDITING -- PUBLISHING. In reality

the process is not so linear as ais may appear. Sometimes it seems that all parts
of the process are occurring simultaneously.

REHEARSAL

What should I write? What do I want or need to say? Who is going to read this?
What mode will be best suited to the purpose I have? These are the kinds of questions
that we ask ourselves as we think about a piece of writing. Rehearsal- includes ,every

thing we do before we actually begin the piece. Students keep a private journal in
which they write regularly about the things on their minds and what's going on in their
lives. This journal becomes a source of ideas for pieces. We read examples of many
different modes: poems, dialogues, narratives, essays, interior monologues, etc.
We discuss these and students think about how each may be used for conveying a partic-
ular message. Students also keep a process journal in which they "rehearse" their
ideas and plans for a piece.

.

DRAFTING

We write drafts, not finished pieces. We are comfortable knowing that the first
draft May bear little resemblance to the way the piece eventually ends up. We are

comfortable in knowing that we can experiment and discover as we write, that we
can write as many drafts as we want until the meaning is clear. A draft is a work

is progress and is'not "finished" until the author decides.

,WRITING GROUPS (See page 2 of this hand out for a more in depth explanation)

We share our drafts with a group of our peers. They respond to the content of the

piece. They tell what they hear in it, ask questions about parts that are unclear,
talk with the author about his/her plans for the piece.

REVISING

The feedback of the writing group enables us to revise the piece. We can do as

many revisions (or drafts) as necessary until the piece says what the author wants.

EDITING

When the author determines that the piece is "finished" it is then edited according

to conventional grammar and mechanics. This is the first step in the process where

It is appropriate to discuss such things as spelling and sentence structure, punctuation,
etc. unless the author has specifically asked for this kind of assistance at an earlier

stage in the development of the piece. A certain amount of editing occurs quite natu-

rally as the author proceeds from draft to draft of the piece.

PUBLISHING

We publish "finished" pieces for real audiences. A letter to the principal, a letter

requesting information prior 'to a field trip to Boston, a piece produced as a gift

for a friend or relative, an article for the district newsletter -- these are "publish-

ing" opportunities. In class we also create booklets, anthologies of student writing.

In the spring each student creates his/her own individual magazine with a theme, several

pieces written in different modes based upon this theme, a cover, a foreword and an

About the Author piece. Students receive copies of their magazines to share with

family anJ friends.

4
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DOCUMENTING THE COMPOSING PROCE S

by Diane Burkhardt
Shoreham- Wading River Middle School

My eighth grade students keep a journal in which they write about

how they write. We call it the "How I Write Book", or "Journal About

Writing",or "Process Journal". We do this because:

1. Every writer has a composing process.
2. The writer is the best source of information about

how he/she composes.
3. There is value to the individual writer in becoming

aware of all aspects of his/her composing process.
4. There is value to the classroom community of writers

in sharing individual composing processes.

I think the best way for me to amplify these four points is'to share

an excerpt from a recent 'memo' that I wrote to my students called "The Value

of Documenting Your Composing Process".

;'You are the only one who knows what goes on within you and without

you as you write. No one else can know as, well as you can, and even thougn

we all may share certain common features, I definitely believe that each of

us composes in a way-that is unique to us.

Your composing process includes so many things:

- -where you like to be when writing

-- when you write
- -the type cf pen or pencil and paper that you like to hay.p.-

--whether you haVe the radio, TV, or stereo playing
- -whether you need to be alone or not

- -possible worries about spelling

- -continuous self-evaluation of the piece you're writing

- -being picky about words

- -lots of re-reading
--lots of false starts/ cross outs/ messiness

- -etc. I could -go on and on
When you hand in a piece of writing I have no way of knowing just

what you may have gone through in order to complete it. Maybe it looks

short on the page, but for all I know you went through a real struggle to

get it there.

The more you become aware of about all that goes on within you and with-

out you as you write, before you write, etc. the more knowledge you will have

about yourself as a writer. This is knowledge you can use for the rest of

your life. How can you know all that you know about yourself as a writer?

How can you become more aware of all that there is to pay attention to?

Sometimes I think that we only know what we know when we share it with others.

Writing about your composing process is a way of sharing it.

Why write it in a journal and share it with me? The only way I can

effectively work with you to improve your writing is if I know a lot about

you and how you write-- all that which is a part of your process. You can

count on me to support your growth in writing this year, but first of all

I have to know a lot about it. I have to know more than just the words on

the paper when you hand in a piece. We'll start a dialogue together about

your composing process. I've had the experience many times of being able

to remind students of things about how they compose-- tl'ings that they had

forgotten or didn't realize or were temporarily unaware of.



HOW CAN WE CREATE EFFECTIVE WRITING GROUPS?

ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS.
TRUST (With a capital T). Kids need to know thatyou trust them to meet

in groups and to be serious about discussing their writing.

SUPPORT for the writing group as the primary means for getting feedback

on a piece of writing. (If I give my feedback too soon or too often, I undermine

the writing group.)

WRITING that kids care about. Generally this means that they have chosen

what they are writing about.

PREPARATION FOR GROUPS.

If students have never shared their writing aloud, it's important to begin

by doing a variety of activities that will establish sharing as a basic p. 1ple

in your classroom. Some examples:

stories composed aloud by the entire class in which each person contributes

to the plot briefly. Sit in a cii1cle and go around once or twice. Kids

also have to listen in order to be able to contribute.

"magic circle" sharing

4=

theater games or exercises

collaborative solving of mini- mysteries or discussion skids games in

which each person's contribution is essential to solving a puzzle, mystery,

A book called LEARNING DISCUSSION SKILLS THROUGH GAMES by Gene and Barbara

Stanford from Citation Press has a lot of good ideas.

anything you can think of that encourages cooperation, collaboration, and

sharing as opposed to competition.

I also think it's a good idea to ask kids to write short pieces and share

them with the whole class from the very first day of scAool. ACTIVE LISTENING

can be introduced and practiced each time writing is shared. Begin by modelling

this "sayback"technique, then have the kids take turns. Point out what you're

doing in active listening and discuss it with them. (Even after groups are

established, it's a good idea to plan occasional class periods for whole group

sharing and active listening practice -- the mini-lesson idea).

Introduce the llaguage cltjes..mos as a natural extension of the active

in
listening. Model a response which you tell the author what you think his

purpose was, specific images evoked by the piece, the feeling you 'got', specific

words or phrases that work well, etc.

MOVING TOWARD GROUPS.

Have the whole class act PI a writing group for a piece that,you have

written. As the author, model the way in which you would respond to the "listen-

ers". Show the kids of questions an author might ask to invite specific feedback.

etc.

Ask several students to serve as a writing group that will be observed

by the entire class. Make sure everyone has copies of the piece(s) being discussed.

Discuss the group's procedure.

Put students in pairs to discuss/respond to each other's pieces.
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COMPOSITION OF WRITING GROUPS.

At the beginning of the school year I like to try different combinations
of kids while I'm getting to know them and their writing. (If their writing
group skills are already good, I don't do this).

When I'm ready to set up permanent groups, I ask for input from the
kids. We also discuss the importance of trust within a writing group. I follow
their suggestions as nearly ass possible in creating 3 person groups. These
groups will stay together for a long time, maybe even the rest of the year.
Some groups are very heterogeneous; others are very homogeneous. Groups of
each type work magnificently. Mutual trust seems to be far more important than
comparable writing skills. An excellent writer is not necessarily an excellent
group participant.

FEEDBACK TO GROUPS.

Each writing group tapes all of its discussions via cassette recorder.
At the beginning of the year I listen to the tapes after each group meeting
and complete a comment sheet for each student. I am able to compliment them
for the things they are doing well and offer suggestions for improving other
parts of their group's procedure.

Listening to the tapes is wonderful, but very time consuming. I usually
listen to about 1/3 of the tapes each week after the first few times.

I don't grade writing groups, but writing group participation.is part
of the English grade.

WRITING GROUPS VS. EDITING GROUPS.

Students make a clear distinction between the writing grov and the
editing group. When the author is still in the process of drafting and
revising his piece, mechanics are not part of the discussion. When the author
is ready to finalize the piece, he tells the group that he's ready for editing
and they respond by focusing on mechanics.
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GOALS

In developing a multi-media proiect with my students, I have severs: uLalr i% mind:

a) to have students work creatively at expressing themselves
b) to tap the many talents of my students
c) to investigate a theme from several viewpoints and through several mediums
d) to give students a "theatre" type experience
e) to have fun

THEME SELECTION

The theme for "Education:2000" came from the conference for which is is being prepared,
the April A.S.C.D. conference at the Concord. In the past, I have used such themes
as American history, school, the 20th century, and problems..My wife, using a somewhat
different approach, has created shows on advertising, rock music, and transescents.

Youcan ask your students for suggestions and allow them to go through s decision-
making process of theme selection, winnowing down the many ideas to three or four
strong ones that have wide appeal. Or you can select the theme yourself based
on your curriculum needs. I content that a show such as this can be done on any
theme - television, the family, kids, comic books, famous people, movies -- basically
anything in which the students are already "experts" (that is, they have an in-depth
experience with that idea as part of their store of life experiences Already).

CRITERIA FOP THEME

The show needs a theme that meets the following criteria:

a) to produce it will require minimal props and scenery
b) there be a number of parts, all of which are interchangeable, so that

any student can do any aspect and the show is not locked into a "star"
system or dependent on the health of one individual

c) there be sufficient roles in tech and cast for all the students in the
class

d) there is enough "material" available (a great deal of which already lies
within the kids' heads) to write the show

LOGO AND GRAPHICS

In your classroom there are several artists waiting to desgn a. logo. The logo represents
the show, and thus it must be a unifying symbol. The logo gets reproduced as slide visual
as posters, as t-shirts, and possible in other ways. In deciding on the logo, I
asked for contributions, specifying that the title should appear in it somehow.
All entries were posted, and one clearly stood ',"t in the eyes of the kids,.
In the past, we have had lengthy discussions and votes to determine the logo, and
in some cases we took parts of several ideas to create a "final logo." The ideas
and symbolism in the logo are more important than the original design sketches,
and I find that when a lot of kids submit ideas, several ideas reappear in the
entries, and the symbolism of the "final" design emerges.

The graphics are important, and they allow artists a chance to do their thing
for the benefit of the group. Sometimes it is important to have aunifying set of
graphics through the show to lend visual continuity to it. It depends on the theme.

g
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WRITING

The material for "Educatlon:2000" was written in class by students. On a given day,I would ask them to write on a specific topic - computers. for example. Then, several
committees would read all the papers on computers, looking for ones that wouldbecome past of the show. As committee after committee read the papers, certain
student writings emerged as being "appropriate" for the show. In some cases,
we edited what students wrot.e.

Once ten or so papers were "finaiists," we then sat down and talked about which
ones really belonged in the show, and in what order. The students helped here
considerably. Then the final pieces were typed, and the students practiced their
readilg parts.

RESEARCH

Any tcpic you select for a show can have a research component - facts and dates
.end background that need to be looked up. Two years ago I did a show called
"American Voices" in which fifty famous Americans were selected for their
contributions to society during the past 200 years. Each student researched and wrote
about one individual, and that report became the basis for the soundtrack and
the spoken parts.

My did a show on idvertising in which students went to the library and research
topics such as motivation, the history of advertising, subliminal perception,
and tht. cost of commer4als. They needed the information for the script, so the
research meant something twthem.

COMMIITEE WORK

If you have read this faf, you have seen that much of the work gets done via
committees. There is an enormous amount of material available on anv theme, and the
proce-s is more one of winnowing out the wheat from the chaff than anything else.
Committees serve a valuable purpose in this way they allow ideas to gain
consensus; they allow ideas to combine with ideas; they allow friends to work together
in t.):::tive settings; they allow groups to work on short-term, task oriented problems;
any :het. allow the teacher to .-.:minister a crew of students in a manageable way.

SLUE:, AND TISK

Your students already own 95:7 of the music appropriate for your soundtrack.
Ask them tor (suggestions, and have them bring in records, and have students listen
and ra2 recommendations. The kids, once they get behind the idea, want the best
show possible -- it's theirs, afer all -- and they will make decisions that are for
the 'lest.

I have built up i slide library over the years. Slides are reuseable - a picture of
Reavan or the moon or a policeman or a sunset can be used in veiny ways. Also, you can
get many slides from picture books in the library by using a copy stand and close-up
lenses.

DO IT!

There's more that could be said, like it's a lot of hard work. But if you've read this
far, you know that. Now it's your turn. Ask the kids for ideaslind go to it!

zi-39 77'
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GOALS

In developing a multi-media project with my students, I have several goals in mind:

a),to have students work creatively at expressing themselves
b) ,to tap the many talents of my students
c) to investigate a theme from several viewpoints and through several mediums
d) to give students a "theatre" type experience
e) to have fun

THEME SELECTION

The theme for "Education:2000" came from the conference for which is is being prepared,
the April A.S.C.D. conference at the Concord. In the past, I have used such themes
as American history, school, the 20th century, and problems. My wife, using a somewhat
different approach, has created shows on advertising, rock music, and transescents.

You can ask your students for suggestions and allow them to go through a decision-
making process o theme selectioni winnowing down the many ideas to three or four
strong ones that have wide appeal. Or you can select the theme yourself based
on your curriculum needs. I content that a show such as this can be done on any
theme - television, the family, kids, comic books, famous. people, movies -- basically
anything in which the students are already "experts" (that is, they have an in-depth
experience with that idea as part of their store of life experiences already).

CRITERIA FOR THEME

The show needs a theme that-Meets the following criteria:

a) to produce it will require minimal props and scenery
b) there be a number of parts, all of which are interchangeable, so that

any studeit can do any aspect and the show is not locked into a "star"
system or dependent on the health of one individual

c) there be sufficient roles in tech and cast for all the students in the
class

d) there is enough "material" available (a great deal of which already lies
within the kids' heads) to write the show

LOGO AND GRAPHICS

In your classroom there are several artists waiting to desgn a logo. The logo represents
the show, and thus it must be a unifying symbol. The logo gets reproduced as slide visuals
as posters, as t-shirts, and possible in other ways. In deciding on the logo, I
asked for contributions, specifying that the title should appear in it somehow.
All entries were posted, and one clearly stood out its the eyes of the kids.
In the past, we have had lengthy discussions and votes to determine the logo, and
in some cases we took parts of'several ideas to create a "final logo." The ideas
and symbolism in the logo are more important than the original design sketches,
and I find that when a lot of kids submit ideas, several ideas reappear in the
entries, al.3 the symbolism of the "final" design emerges.

The graphics are important, and they allow artists a chance to do their thing
for the benefit of the group. Sometimes it is important to have aunifying set of
graphics through the show to lend visual continuity to it. It depends on the theme.
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1. ICW - For "Education:2000" - Topic - TEACHERS - Please write one paragraph

explaining w'elat you like about

teachers (an example of them
beinl nice) and one paragraph
explaining-linen you don't like
about teachers (when they aren't nics

2. .:I7T CF WRITING - If you have not yet "given" your piece.to the intended
a.:dience, it might be nice to write a brief ex0anation or dedication on the

sc that the person receiving your writin7 knows where it is coming from.
- "This poem is your Valentine gift from me because...." or "You are

a person in my life and I want to share this gift of writing with you
k.,.calise..." When I wrote my story to my sister, I put a dedication in the front
of the booklet.

3. FINAL PROCESS ENTRY - "Sift of Writing"

::any of you have completed the "gift of writing" assignment and have given your
Oece to the intended audience. I would like you to write a process entry
.:nut the assignnent; please deal with the questions below, ar4 feel free to

anythinq else that is it nortant for you tum o say to me about this assignnent:

a) how did you feel about this assignment? was it easy? hare? fun? worthwhile?
please explain what you mean. ,

b) who did you write, and why did you write to that audience?
c) were you aware of, writing for (rather than to) someone? did that affect

what you wrote or how you wrote? please explain.
d) please comment on the writing group's impact on your piece and how

it went. Were your concerns of last week (about who you would be in a
writing group with) still present this week? was there trust and cooperation?

e)how do you feel about the piece of writing you created? please explain. -

f) looking at the entire assignment,\what was the most important thing that
Mr. B. did in terns of helping you'uccessfully complete this assionment?
Here are some of the things he did -add your own if it isn't there:

- share examples in class at the beginning (Xmas poems, Advisory
newspaper, 8th grade farewell kiss poem)

- ask you to a :: re- process entry last week
- give you a i_lanning sheet with WHO - WHY - WHAT - EETAILS on it
- ask you who you wanted in your writing group
- ask you to write a letter to your writing group

sha?* his story about his sister by making a wall display
- write a letter to your writing group giving you feedtack

un how your croup functioned last week

spoke with you individually about your particular "7ift of writing"

your responses to these questions will help me understand the impact this assignment
had on you. I look forward to reading your process entries.

(Also, if you have had the opportunity to give your "gift", write about what that
was like and how you felt about giving,it to the intended audiencl.



TEACKERS: GOOD AND BAD

What I like about teachers is that they are very nice. They

know what we're going through as we're growing up. They just seem
to care, be funny, and are just plain nice. I really like the ray

the teachers work. The classes are fun, but we always learn. They
teach in interesting ways: I really like the fun and happy atmosphere.

The thing that I disliked the most was, since I was considered
to be smart, I wasn't called on to answer questions. I can remember

day in social studies, my teacher asked a question. Nobody had
their hand up but me. When I said that I knew the answer, he said,
"I know that you know - let me ask somebody else." That got me mad,
because I think that teachers should at least give students a chance.
What if it had turned out to be the w=ong answer? Would I ever have

found out the right response?

My kindergarten teacher had my older sister when she was in that
grade and disliked her very much, so when I came along she was always
picking on me. I hate it when teachers do that.

In my first grade I had a very nice teacher. On the weekends
she would let me take her little Lu-Lu doll home, and I would bring it
back. One day when I was in second grade, she saw me in the halls with
my friends and she told me at the end of the day to come down to her
classroom because she had-something to give me. I could not wait till

the end of the day. Finally school was over. I ran down to her class-

room. When I got there, she gave me the little Lu-Lu doll. To this

day:I still have it. It sits on my bed. I treasure it.

I like when teachers try to make things really fun and try to put
"spunk" into their teaching by trying to tell stupid jokes. I also
like when teachers care and really try to help when you really need it.

I don't like it when teachers favor one kid. In 3rd grade my

teacher used to give gum to two kids, and when other people would ask,
she would say no. That was mean and rude. Speaking of gum, my 5th

grade teacher would tell us we couldn't chew gum, but then she would go

and whip out a piece. That was also rude.
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WHAT I LIKE BESTCOUT SCHOOL

School sho'ild never change. I like it just the
They can get better in the future, but now is now so
with the way it is. When teachers are nice and know
doing, that's when I like school best.

* * *

way it is.
I have to deal
what they're/

I really like when we get a chance to work on our own, becc.se
it gets boring just sitting in a class without being able to talk to
anyone. And when we work on our own we have fun talking to friends
anti getting the work done without a teacher leaning over your shoulder.

I like to take field trips. I feel that they are important to have.
For one thing they let you go places you never have been before,. and
that's a great experience. For another you have a sort of "hands-one"
experience with a subject.

What I like best about school is going t-) English class - it's the
best class there is. It's good because I like to write stories and
write other things, too. Writing about things I do is best for me, but
even if I'm told to write one specific topic, it's all right for me.
I guess It's because the writing is something I created and it's mine
only - it'3 the best thing about school for me.

* * *

Could there be something I like best about school? The bad seems
to stand out more than the good, with the teachers giving homework,
tests, and having classwork. They tell you to study every night and
don't forget what we learned in class. But yes, there is something
that I like about school. I'm with my friends for almost the whole
day. I don't think that I like that best, though. I like it not
very strict so I can think. I like to be able to understand and
learn what the teacher is saying. I like school because I can learn.
Learn new and different things every day. Math, science, English, social
studies are only some of the things we learn. Where else could you learn
so much in 12 years and more? You can't be a scientist without learning
science. Numbers and figu--es seem to fit into place when you learn them,
and school is the place to learn. I think I like learning best. I

guess school does have something I like best about it.
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COMPUTERS

We're in the age of a rising technology, Nowadays more and
more computers are appearing in homes and schools all over the world.
The Apple is a very popular computer, most computers like the Apple

run on a disc. A disc is the part that stores the info. But discs

aren't cheap, so most homes purchase a cassette. It takes longer to

get the info, but it works.

First you get you sheet, then you punch your code number (mine
is 250), than it asks you for your first name, and when .you punch your
name in, it says hello, well, it doesn't talk, it just comes up on

the screen. Then it asks you what course you want. Then it gives

you ten minutes of problems. When you get them right, a star comes
up on the screen, but when you get the hard ones right, it says "Great"

or "Good," or "Excellent, Jim." The computer is like a perSon the way

he knows who you are.

I don't know very much about computers, and I don't know how to

Program one. I think that soon I will have to learn to work with
them, because by the time I am working they will probably be used for

many things.

Computers -- the toy of the future, you might say. Soon everyone

right have one. Computers are used in so many ways. There are the

arcade games such as Donkey-Kong, Pac-Man, and Frogger. But there

are also computers for learning. Some students go to a computer class

in our school. They learn math and English. Computers are also used

to balance books and for home use. I have one at home, though we

mostly use it to play games on. Computers - some say they can think.

I don't think that's true, though. Anyway you look at it, a person

controls it.

Computers - a technology becoming more popular and more advanced

each day. Soon, computers will take over the jobs of men and women,

and where will that leave us?
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WHAT I LIKE LEAST ABOUT SCHOOL

What I like least is the pressure. Every teacher gives you
homework, ciasswork; they tell you to study for the coming test.
They put pressure on you to get your schoolwork done or you will
have to Vey after school or in for lunch. "Have you been studying?
Have you handed in your assignment?" The pressure builds as the day
goes on. Then they continue putting pressure on you by reminding you
of your work - "You will hand in your work tomorrow, won't you?"
"Do you know you owe work from last week and it's still not in?" I
wish there wasn't as much pressure, though it's for your own good.

I think maybe what I like least about school is textbooks. I
have a lot of trouble working in them. I find them very boring.
Textbooks make it not as much fun to learn. Reading out of them
makes kids more inattentive. I find class discussions much more
interesting.

In school I don't really like to take tests. I don't like
tests because you learn everything and then when the tests come up
you get so nervous that you nearly forget everything that you learned.

I hate homework. I think it is unfair for us to go to school
all day and then you have to come home and do more schoolwork! School
wouldn't be that bad if we didn't have homework. I could understand
studying for a test or something, or maybe a little homework once in
a while, but there should not be any homework over the weekend unless
you didn't finish something - otherwise the weekend is our free time.

What I don't like about school is it's s0000 boring. Day after
day you come in and do the same thing. And it's "so early in the morning.
I get tired of it. And the weekends are so shorto Do you know what
it is like to sit and wait for"gym that comes only three days a week
for one period? Most of the work is boring. Al I can say is thank
God for sports.
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WHAT I NEED FROM HIGH SCHOOL

What I need to know before I graduate from high school is
wnat life is really like outside the "clasrroom." Some people are

so blind to life's advantages that they are afraid to go out into

the world. I for one think teachers in the 12th grade, or any
grade, should take some time to prepare us for the busy-ness and
roughness of the outside world. I think a teacher should be straight-
forward and tell us life's not all fun and games.

Two of the most important things I would like to learn in
high school are a good art badkgrmnd and sports. Sports are

important to me for a few reasons. They keep me lam, in shape,

and involved. I like being involved in sports because I make a lot
of friends and that is important to me. I also want a good art
background because of what I. am interested in doing with my life.
I would like to be either a commercial artist or an architect. In

order to do either of these I think you need a lot of math.

I think one thing high school doesn't offer is courses that
deal with the real world -- what it is like in the world -- the

only one who cares about you is yourself.

When students graduate from high
what it's like out there to support a
pay taxes, and, after all this, enjoy

school they don't really know
family, keep a job, buy a house,
leisure time.

I think a one year simulation game of life where students can
pick their occupation, age, home, family, etc. would help. This

should be a fun and mandatory class for seniors, because it would
prepare them for life in the real world.

I don't know what I need to know before I graduate. I don't

know what to expect in high school. The only thing is, I want to

graduate, not be a drop-out at 17.

When I graduate from
a strong body, good moral
class, and charisma. With

high school I need leadership abilities,
Character, and to be in the top 40% of my
that I can hopefully be accepted into college.
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WHIT I NEED FRC!1 HIGH SCHOOL

What I need to know and learn before I graduate from high

school is what it will be like when I turn 18 and then am expected

to do almost everything in the world by myself. If I'm not taught

or if I don't experience it, than what if I'm not ready?

I war.t to know what it will be like out in the world - budgets,

food, clothing, shelter, family. I really want to know, what the world

will be like when I turn 18 and then suddenly I'm free.

In high school I would like to learn typing and accounting and

business skills so when I'm in college I can get a part time job or

something to hold me over until I can get a good full time job. Those

skills are nice to know just in case.

I want to know what it is like to work out in the competitive

world. I would like to have the chance to work on the jbb for a

month or two before I graduate so I can prepare for the responsibility

of a job.

I would like to know how to treat and care for animals. In

my future I want to be able to help animals and stuff. Maybe I can

be a veternarian or something, but I know I want to be involved with'

animals. I have to take the right courses and stuff. So what I really

want from high school is a chance to take a course that will help to

prucare me for my future - with animals.

I don't know really what to expect in life, but I can say that

I would like to know how to attend an interview or answer a job

application of some sort. I would like to learn about business files

and things to run a store or work at one. Basically, I want to know

what will be expected of me when working for someone or owning a

business of my own. I want to know this before I graduate.

I want to know how the outside world will be before I get there,

because then when I get there, I'll feel more comfortable.
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STUDENTS DOCUMENT THEIR COMPOSING PROCESSES

by Diane Burkhardt
Shoreham - -Wading River Middle School

My eighth grade students keep a journal in which they write about how they

write. We call it the 'process journal'. I first asked students to do this

several years ago because of my own experience in keeping such a journal during

a New York City Writing Project summer institute. I had found it to be a real

benefit. I wanted to share my enthusiasm with my students. More recently I

realise that the reason I want ay students to keep a process journal is because

of the information it gives to them and to me about all the things that happen

'both 'within them and without them' as they compose.

1) Every writer has a composing process.

2) The writer is the best source of information about

how he/she composes.
3) There is value to the individual writer in becoming

aware of all aspects of his/her composing process.

4) There is value to the classroom community of writers

in sharing individual composing processes.

Students write regularly in their process journals as they are rehearsing.

drafting, and revising pieces of writing. I collect the journals at least once

each week to read and respond to what they have written. The written dialogue

that I have with each student about his/her composing is actually a form of con-

ferencing. It's a way for me to be certain that I "speak" individually with each

student about his/her writing each week.

Students use their process journals for a variety of purposes. At times

they write about'the conditions of their writing environment:

I've got my tape recorder on and I like it. I feel more relaxed

with it on. I'm leaning on the wall on my bed in my room. My bed

is in a corner so I can lean against the wall and hang my feet

over the edge of the bed. My.light is on. It is over my right

shoAder. My hand is hurting so I just changed the grip. My right

hand is sweating.

Sometimes they write about the general way in which they write:

Whenever I write a first draft, all the points I want to make

are down but just in scrambled sentences and the paragraphs are

all out of order.

They rehearse ideas for a piece:

What do I write? Not stealing. That's my dialogue. Falling

downstairs? Maybe. Hiking accident? In wilderness? YUCK' Too

hard. Babysitting? Yeal Babysat all day. Pranks and kids are

bad then at end get $20 or something. "I'm not sure if it was worth

it," I think to myself. I can use that. Kids give dog a bath.

Fire' Too tragic. Fall? No they get in fist fight with the boy

next door. Avon lady comes leaves sample. Kids draw with lipstick

all over the walls.
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They make specific plans for the draft they ere composing:

How to do part 2
1. Grounded -- for week after school

tt.:: 144.re they are ntl: wk. end. .,Ldez cff

3. Tony seemed conf. Jo nervous.
4.' dialogue
5. Jo runs home.
6. When she gets in parents notice something wrong and try

to talk to her. Ask what's wrong. No go with Jo. No talk.

7. After thinking about Tony for a while that night she thinks
.hat he'll probably leave her alone now that he's been turned

down twice.

Often they write at natural stopping points as they are drafting a piece:

I've got so many guestiols about how I should write this, where
should I start what kind of a kid is this kid? I feel like it's
definitely not flowing, it's choppy city! I can't write like a

6 year old. Now is anyone going to know the difference between
when he's'talking to the reader or a character. This doesn't

feel right. I'm making it up as I go along and I never do that.

After writing they reflect on the draft they have completed:
Argghhhh
too long? time wise
too much description
in some parts
too little in
others.
Too much cross
out
too sloppy
too much concern
al..)ut what other

will think
too little concentration
too much thinking
about time
too much thinking
about a cox-Lain

karzon.
Aigghhhh!

They write as they revise:
I'm really stuck on this piece. I tried revising but I couldn't

get going. There are so many suggestions from my writing group

trot I want to use and I also hate the ending. If I'm gonna' have

Tony kill himself I would make it Tony's story and make Jo a minor

character ...

They evaluate:

I'm back. I just finished the piece and towards the end it had

a lot of emotional feeling to it. It's great! I love it.

To me what's most important is that each student use his journal in a

way that is most helpful to him.
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EXCEUIS FR3M STUDENTS' READING LOGS

Audre Allison and Nancy Wilson

OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS ABOUT BOOKS

I wonder why the book had five different books in it. This book was the
first I seen with books and chapters.

Steve M. A Farewell to Arms

!;'can tell there are going to be lots of big words I don't know.

Suzanne, The Great Gatsby

I can't really understand why it rained all the time in the story. Averytime
.something happened it rained.

Steve N. A Farewell to Arms

Boy, the story line jumps.about. One minute he talks about Daisy and Gatsby,
then, there's a conversation between Jordan and himself, then he jumps back to
the garage. Why does the story jump around this way?

Lynne, The Great Gatsby

I'm certain there is some heavy symbolism when Blanche says the blind are
leading the blind and then a tamale vendor yells, "Red-hotl" It sounds like
danger to me A lot of symbolism pops up with reference to the streetcar
named Desire -- how Mitch desires Blanche, StellA and Stan desire each other.
Blanche desires youth and self-respect. Stanley iesires Blanche to leave his home.

Suzanne, A Streetcar Named Desire

I can't wait till Daisy sees Gatsby. What will she say? or do? ...

Gatsby has a lot of love for Daisy. I'm glad. I hope they get together and
she leaves Tom. I never liked him. And I don't think Daisy ever really loved him.

Gatsby seems so happy now. I'm so happy that Gatsby and Daisy got to see
each other. I wonder if Daisy will leave Tom now or what? I have no idea of what
will happen....

Gatsby wants Daisy to tell Tom that she never loved him. I hope she does.
I hope Gatsby gets her back.

I think it's awfully strange that Daisy kissed Gatsby when Tom was right in
the other room. Does Tom suspect anything? It doesn't Imam as though he does.
This whole thing is weird.

I can't believe Gatsby. He told Tom that Daisy was leaving him. Why does he
talk for Daisy? He should let her talk for herself. Daisy said that she was going
to leave Tom. I feel so sorry for her.

Why did he have to die? I wanted him and Daisy to get together. I'm so
mad! Daisy and Tom seemed to mess up everyone's lives. And they ended up with

no problems, but the people they were involved with died. That's a real shame.

Lynne, The Great Gatsby

OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS ABOUT WRITERS' CHOICES'

Nick and Daisy cousins. Why did F. Scott do that? I don't think it was a good

idea. I didn't like the way F. Scott delayed on the information on people and
who they are like Jordan Baker, the other lady mentioned in the beginning

of the book. She has to go to some tournament, but F. Scott doesn't tell her
what for. That bothers me....

Greg, The Great Gatsby
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As I approached the climax of The Sun Also Rises I couldn't help thinking,
that in 40 or 50 years I could be acting like Ernest Hemingway and looking back
on my life to write a similar version of the statements of my existence...This
discvery made me realize what Hemingway was doing. He wasn't writing for my bene-
fit but for his benefit. IF I liked his book and brought his book it was a bonus,
but the main purposes of writing it was to satisfy his inner self and his own
mind.

Emil, The Sun Also Rises.'

On page 134, the top paragraph reminds me of John's story, the one with the
pine needles, edible,remember? I starts! laughing cause it reminds me ta,much
of his story except he uses the expresion "they were all cooked," "he said it was
all balls." What a thing to remember.

Edris, A Farewell to Arms

PERSONAL CONNECTIONS

Henry James allows our heroine Isabel to take on the qualities of a burgeon-
ing intellectual at a time when women were not yet out of the kitchen. He
stresses recurrently the girl's independence. Isabel has done much reading and
is not overwhelmingly modest by any means. She is too intelligent and does not
feign otherwise, yet one can already see how the author intends to develop her
simplistic pedantic intelligence into that of a mature intellectual. This is
no simple growth, one which I am anxious to see and hope to c;perience myself.
For all her knowledge of books, Isabel is still quite naive and has y0 to learn
from reality.

Sandra, Portrait of a Lady

Poor Charity. I felt so sorry for her.. All during the book I waSlappy at
times when Charity met with Mr. HarneY, but when she became pregnant I felt sad
and I wished that her and Harney would be married. He left her, and that made
me sad...

The way.Charity thought-- I sometimes think that way. Like when she looked
at other girls and envied certain things about them. Their richness and clothing?
I loved Charity. She daydreamed, which is like me. It was Charity's first time
love. She went through the happiness, the jealousy, the pain, and I went through
it with her.

Lynne,

The end of the book affected me a lot. I felt sorry when Frederick did,
I felt melancholic when he did. I felt excited; and finally felt I lost everything
that I have when Catherine died. It was as if I were Hemingway, and I had all the
experience that he had. I wanted to feel in the same way as Hemingway did. I
wanted to feel the same things, I wanted to experience the same feelings. Besides
this, the events which occurred at the time when I read this shaped me to behave
in that way. I'd felt lonely, lost; was very sensitive too. Therefore when all
these effects cane together, I felt sorry, excited and lost everything I had.

Cumhur, A Farewell to Arms
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THE PROCESS MODEL AT WORK - Aspects of a Writing Classroom

Ross Buikhardt, 8th Grade English Teacher

THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM

In my English class students write regularly on topics of their own choosing.
Twenty-seven students in one class, twenty one in another, began writing on the
first day of school and have written on countless occasions in many modes since
then. Students have written essays, poems, stories, newspaper articles, business
letters,, interior monologues, dialogues, journal entries, free writing, and more.
Often we use a REHEARSAL - DRAFT -REVISE - EDIT - PUBLISH approach. On most
occasions I write the same assignments that Iry students do and share my writing

with them, just as they share it with each other.

REHEARSAL

Before assigning a piece of writing, I present examples of that_ mode to my students.
Sometimes these are pieces written by students in previous years; sometimes they
are examples culled from magazines, newspapers, or anthologies. A class discussion

about a particular mode, say'an interior monologue, helps students understand the
possibilities and the limitations of that mode as they rehearse' their pieces.
fly students keep process journals in which they document their composing processes;
and I encourage then to "rehearse" their pieces by writing about what they want
to write about before they begin composing. These prewriting activities have been

of considerable help to the students in enabling them to write in different and
unfamiliar modes.

DRAFTING

Students produce drafts of work. They know that they do not have to have the
piece perfect, completed, and polished in a rough draft. This enables them to
experiment, to venture where they (eight otherwise not go. A draft is a work in

progress and is not ccnsidcred "finished" until the author so decides.

WFITING GROU:S

Students share drafts in snail writing groups composed of three or four students.
These writing group discussions are taped (they occur all over the building)
so that I can be a presence in the group and give the students constructive
feedback on their discussion skills. Students follow a procedure in which the
author distributes xerox copies of his piece, reads the piece twice while listeners

make notations on their copies, and then pauses for thirty seconds. In turn, each
listener "says back" the sense of the piece to the author, focussing on a central
triage or theme. Next, listeners "praise the positive," giving the author a sense
of how his audience arpreciates the piece. Listeners then ask "questions which
extend," questions which, if responded to by the author in a later draft, might
improve the clarity and quality of the piece. Finally, "author's time" allows the
writer to raise questions he might have about the piece. By following these steps
for each piece of writing, the students discuss their pieces, receive constructive
criticism, work collaboratively, and get a sense of how to revise.

REVISION

Following a writing group discussion, a student will revise a piece of writing
based on the feedback he received from his writing group. Often, just reading the

owe ono 1 vide the writer_mith a_ sense of
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the strengths and weaknesses of the piece. Students also detail revisions in their
process journals, engaging in writing about writing as they pay attention to their
composing processes. Revisions are taken back to writing group for future discussion
until the author determines that the piece says what he wants it to say. Once apiece is "done," the autn:;i then goes throt:ah an editing process with his group,
dealing with issues of 7rammarjeld mechanics.

Stuents "publish" their pieces for real audiences. A "Letter to the Principal,"
an arti,:le for the school newepaper, or a "Letter of Appreciation" all have
specific audiences. In ry class we create class booklets, anthologies of student

:n which each student contributes a piece of his own choosing. Later thisyear we will create a class poetry anthology, and in the spring each studentwill create his own hmacazine." This booklet has a theme, at least six original
pl..ces in at lea.:t four different modes, a foreward, an "About the Autnor" piece,
ani a cc- r. Students receive fifteen copies :f their booklets for family and
fr:endr. The pieces in this booklet all go through the drafting, revision, writinggi -litina process. When a student knows his piece of writing will be read
by a lar,:er audience than the teacher, he invests more of himself in that piece.

Students in my classes er..oy writing. They feel good about what they produce,
and tne have a sense of "ownership." I am clear that I am working towards
the following goals:

- - that students learn a process approach to writing
-- that students learn to draft and revise their pieces
-- that students learn to discuss writing in writing groups
-- that students publish their writing

stu:-:,nts have taught, me many thingS about writing during the past three years
that I :-.ave used a process model approach. Among the more significant things theytive ta.:3ht me are the following:

-- that wnen allowed to choose tr.eir own topics, students
write with more interest, creativity, and enthusiasm

-- that eighth grade students can have r,,dningful discussions
about their writing

-- that prccess journals, pre- writing activities, and writing
groups are techniques that enable students to write

- - that paying attention to\the content of the piece - the ideas
being communicated - is crucial when first responding to
a piece of writing

- - that given a comfortable enViroment in which writing is taken
seriously, students gain "ownership" of their writing and
come to understand their composing processes

What I am also aware of is that when my students write in the context described
above, they are engaged in thinking about writing in powerful ways.



English 8
R. Burkhardt
February 1, 1983

ASSIGNMENT: "The Gift of Writing"

Your assignment is to create a piece of writing to be given to a specific
auJlence. The audience might to a parent, a friend, a teacher, a neighbor
a r._:ativee an advisor, a ..r.:tner or sister -- some one or ones with whop .

y(: ..*.ave shared or exnerienced-si;nificant events.

Ti ,1 . -)rm you select for this niece can be a poem, a narrative, an essay,
f.; le, an interior monoluyue, a dialogue -- whatever form nest fits

.url.ose of. what you are trying to say.

Y.ra incl%asi select an event that has happened that you want to capture in wr'iting,
r shared feeling, or a realization you -ow understand but didn't then,
7r tradition that you aprreciate, or some words that were spoken to you
t.a' meant a great deal, or a memory you want to arrest in time -- some part
of your experience with that audience that has meaning for you. Then througn.
writing, create a piece that that audience will appreciate because of that-
s::ared exrerience or special understanding.

of the pieces I shared in class: the story about exchanging names at
Christmas that I wrote while overseen and had a friend read to my family
on Christmas Eve; the advisory newspaper I wrote for my advisees; the
Erh grade farewell kiss poem for a specific group of 8th graders last year;
tne booklet of poems I wrote for my family and close frienas last Christmas.
A:1 of tnese pieces can be read by a general audience and be appreciated,
but the ones who get the most nut of them are the ones who were the intended
audience.

YJU mlaht want to create a series of poems for the members of your family;
write about something 'hat happened a long time ago with your parents and ycu
that you remember and want to share with them as a way of letting them know
cur feelings; write a fictional version of something that adbeally happened,
- .owing that your intended audience will really understand the piece:

tc J mini-diary of e7!tries sharing feelings about a person and tracing
rel3tionship with that !-el-son; write an essay. in which you take a

,,,sItion that brings a smile to the intended audience; satirize something.

' :.ere are many ways to do piece of writing, and many forms it can take.
What is most important is the following:

a) you need to select a specific audience for vibom you will create the piece;
*

b) you need to know why you are celsorating this relationship;

c) you need to write about something that has meaning for you and for
your intended audience.

Please have a first draft of this piece ready for Thursday, February 3.
Also, do a process entry after you complete your first draft telling how you
composed the first draft, what you noticed, difficulties, etc.
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LETTER TO SELF eroject
January X82
R. Burkhardt

I would like you to write a "letter to yourself" as an English
writing project. This letter will be done in several parts as described
below. You can do any part in any order, but all parts must be
completed by Friday, January 22.

The purposes of doing tMs project are:

- - to anchor in time the person vou are now
- - to examine in writing are
- - to do a different kind oi writing task than those

we normally do
- - to understand yourself better
-- to provide you with a document that, five or ten years

from now, will have significant value to you

The several parts of this "letter to self" assignment are:

PEOPLE 7N MY LIFE: friends, family, teachers, the opoos..te sex,
my best friend, people I'd like to know,
people I respect

MY WORLD: my room, my school, my home. my possessions, my clothes,
the places I like to go to frequently, my allowance
my pet(s)

ME, NOW: my hopes, fears, dreams, goals, problems, concerns, likes,
dislikes; what I am proud of about myself; what I like
about myself, what I think about

WHAT I DO: my hobbies, favorite sports, activities in school,
hanging out, when I'm alone, favorite foods and snacks,
my chores at home, lessons, homework, weekends, vacations

MY FUTURE: predictions; what I want to be; goals; hopes; fears;

In doing each of these parts, it will probably prove most valuable to
you if you jot down your ideas before writing. You do not have to
touch upon each subtopic of each part; the .re inclued as guidelines
for you. Also, if there is something of concern to you that you want
to write about that is not on the above list, please go ahead and
write about it anywa3. This "letter to yourself" is for you, and it
should deal with the things in your life that are important to you.

I will collect each part as you complete it, and the completed
"letter to yourself" will be kept in the middle school safe until June,
at which time it will be returned to you.



ENGLISH 8

Authors' Week Reading Assignment
R. Burkhardt
April 12, 1983

In preparation for Authors' Week, you will read a book by one of the twc authors
scheduled tc visit our classroom - Paula Danziger and BettS' Greene. You are
expected to read in your book each night and complete it by Wednesday of
next week.

In your process journal, I want you to write five "reading"journal entries
as you read the book (write more if you want to). These journal entries should
deal with your reaction to the plot of the book, to the characters, to the
author's style, to what the book makes you think about, etc. Here are some
possible sentence beginnings for entries in your "reading" journal (also know
as your process journal):

When I read the book, I thought about...
I felt that...

I wondered why the character...
it reminded me of...
I didn't understand the part when...
I wondered why the author...
I'm not sure why...
Df T were the author, I would...

These are suagestions for beginnings of sentence. If they help you, please use
them. If you have other ideas about how to start your journal entries, please
use tnem. Essentially I am interested in reading your reaction to the book, tne
plot, characteri, etc.

I am not seeking any special kind of reaction other than the reaction you have
to the book as you read it.

THIS IS NOT A BOOK REPORT. ?lease spare me an account or retelling of the riot.

The minimum number of entries.in your "reading" journal is five (5). I suages:t
hat you write one '

. each of the following nights:

Tu...ay night, April 12
Wednesday night, April 13
Thursday niant, Anril 14 =1,414-4- G6L44.41- Lir& Z.7%.,,AA101,..S 47
Monday niant, Apri 18 cw RU 60~ ,/es
Tuesday night, April 19

dIalsollsems

The purpose of you writing these "reading journal" entries is to have you think
about the book as you read it and both stimulate and record that thinking by
writing down your thoughts. Enjoy.
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TSB WALDEN SCHOOL

Monday, April 25

(Question to ponder: Could there be such a thing as a full day workshop

on writing without the participants being asked to write?)

PART I
WHAT TO WRITE: You can write on a topic/theme of your own choice, but we

do suggest either of the two following topics as possibilities:

(1) Write about an early experience with writing that you recall.

(2) Think about the age and grade level that you teach. Write about

an experience or memory from when you were that age or in that

grade.

You will have the opportunity to share what you write this morning, but no

one will be forced to share if he/she chooses not to do so.

Because of the relatively short amount of time you will pave fry writing,

it is quite likely that you will not "finish". Don't beconcerned with

finishing or with polishing your writing. Consider it as a first or rough

draft.

PART II.
CONSIDERING THE PROCESS: BEFORE you write, AS you are writing, and/or AFTER

you have written be aware of how you are 'composing' the piece that you are

writing. On a separate piece of paper it would be helpful if you would jot

down a few notes about such things as:

what you are aware of (or not aware of) in your surroundings

distractions (physical or mental)

mental pictures
feelings
what stops you or 'blocks' you (if anything)

Wo where your ideas come from
anything else that comes to mind

In general this is an answer to the questione,"How was it to write this

morning? What was it like? How is it going? etc."

.111ANIC YOU.

7 9



TEACHING WRITING AS PROCESS

Sondra Perl
Herbert H. Lehman College
City University of New York

Canadian Council of Teachers of English
Montreal, Canada

May 11, 1983
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF CHRISSY T.

March 22, 1982

1

I want to try writing a poem now. I have come up with an idea which has
been in the back of my head for a week. I haven't written about it yet because
I was already working on two pieces. Today I feel as if I should write about
this idea because it has been lingering in my mind to long.

I want to write about my eyes. I have come up with a sentence that I want
to base this poem on, "My eyes are my windows to the world," but my problem is
that I don't know what else I could write from this sentence. Maybe I can write
about what they help me to see - both bad and good things. I don't know what I
want. Try writing, this is what I'll do. Then I can sort out my problems later.

What is another word for ugliness? I've written a little bit of my poem and
need a word for ugliness. Look in the dictionary. Disgusting - nah. Unsightly
- no. Repulsive - I like this word. I will use it in this draft. If I revise
this poem I might try a new word.

I have completed my first draft of this poem. Does it have any potential?
I don't know. I want to take this to writing group. I want to see if I should
do something with this poem. Should I go on or is this piece hopeless? I like
the idea the poem is based on but the poem sounds a little blah. I want to
figure out how I can spice it up a little. Do you understand what I mean? I

want people to think about it after they read it.

April 3, 1982

I have been sitting here watching T.V. knowing I really should write some-
thing, right now I am just wasting my time. I was staring at a painting today,
wondering where-the pairter ever got the idea to do it 'from. How did he know
which colors to put where? I am always amazed at how people think of things
that seem so complicated to me, things I would never dream of.

I am wondering if I could write about artists and how they create. What
would follow it though? How would it end? I don't know what may grow from the
bottom of this idea. I have been giving it a lot of thought. I do have some
sent4nces in my mind that may fit into a piece about artists. I want to mainly
focus on painters.

His paintbox holds his innermost thoughts and emotions.

April 12, 1982

I thought about the ending to this piece a lot before I ever wrote it down.
Now after reading it, it sounds like it was one of those brush-off endings.
The kind you write if you just want to and a piece. The kind that sounds like
you have not put any thought into at all. But I like the idea of the ending. I

don't know if I should try to "drag" it out so it sounds like I thought about it.
This might sound boring though. I have tried dragging out endings before and all
I do is repeat myself. I make the ending worse. Maybe I should leave it the
way it is. I really need to see what other people think.
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF JEFF 0.

May 3, 1982

-2-

This is my writing for tonight. I want serious help. Maybe even a
scheual that you could set up for me. I'm kind of deaprete. Every afternoon
before boarding on the bus, I say ok no homework, except English. Yes, but
what do I do for English! No, I don't want to do that piece. That could be
good except for that one part. I don't think I'm putting off revision, or
maybe I am in my subconcious mind.

Also my piece I wrote resently, I entitled it people. It doesn't pretain
to alot of people and I'm afraid that people will think that I dont know what
Im talking about. Im not afraid that people will say that its gay or I am,
just that people might say Im not correct in some parts.

I have more friends than I thought in the other wings. And maybe Im
thinking too much of what people are going to think but my friends in the other
wings might misinturpt the message and think much differently of me.

Now right now you might be saying "but ffej I thought you didn't care
what people think?"

I don't care what people think to a certain extent.

Take the first paragraph of my "people" piece. I say "I may not dress
like the common jock." If you think of it that's a terrible thing to say.
It's like saying, "I may not dress like the common Mrs. Burkhardt."

4.
Now how,byou feel? There are things that I'm not ashamed to get across,

like when I say in the second paragraph,

"People are to judgemental of others. If you're seen with a jock, Burn,
loser, you are labeled as one!!!"

Now I believe that and since I belive it, I would care what someone might
think.

Some things
away is something

Also I keep
that. Look who's

would sound good if they were just rearanged. 4 paragraphs
about judgemental which should be after the second.

saying, people are too this, too that, people are this, are
being judgemental.

Now what I've just done is kind of writing group by myself. Now I would
like some real honest feed back from you!!

There is something I have to ask ,you. Are you disapointed in me, angry
at me, or think less of me? Like, are you going to read this and go "nice
bull shit job -- now am I soposed to have sympathy for you?" Or are you going
to give me good feedback like I need?
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF MARGARET C.

April 12, 1982

While I was reading this I noticed 2 things - one, is that I wrote
this piece s00000 long ago the lst draft that is, even the draft I'm working
from now I wrote that on the 5th? I can't believe that. When did I do that
revising? In Md. B's room? Was it that long ago? UGGG

And another thing is that I don't even like this piece that much. There's
something about it that irks me. What is it? I don't know.

What kept me from writing? A combination of composing aloud and not liking
the piece that much?

What is my problem - I'm mad at myself. How long was it going to take
before I realized I didn't really like this piece.

Is it just because I'm frustrated now, that I'm saying that? I don't
think so.

Maybe I want to get a piece about my mom - maybe I want to write "light"
things. Maybe I'm just tired. Maybe I 'need to find out where and when I
write best. Certainly its not at 10:00 pm.

There are certain phrases and sentences in the piece I don't like. I

like the beginning - but the whole thing seems like a boring story. There's

no plot.

What is the point of this story?

I think it'd, to write something to tell my Grandpa how much I respect and
think of him. Maybe this isn't the mode to use. To me a story should have
a beginning to build things up, a middle where it happens and an ending that
ties it up. Maybe that's why the little continuation I wrote on Tues. 4th
period was sort of exiting - Giving it a twist. Making more of a plot. Do I

want it to go that way? I can't get a sincere reaction down without it
sounding corny. Why do I seem to be resisting so much? Que pasa? Why am I

writing so big?

I'm really unsettled these days. Maybe its got to do with Spring Festival.
And not enough sleep. Anxiety attacks, friends etc. I'm such a baby. Every-

thing's got to he perfect or else I can't write. I don't really mean that,
but it's been that way lately. I should stick to writing light stuff. Maybe

if I could get the mag done with "light" stuff it would be easier. I dont want

junky stuff that I don't care about but I just cant seem to get into something.
big lately like a story. To me poems are easier and monologues seem easier.
Stories are always heavy for me.
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF MATT D.

April 22, 1982

I have to step up the pace. But with all the work I have been doing
I've forgot about my process journal. I know I should be using it to revise
but I don't have time. I get back from baseball dt1O to 5:00. Then I eat.
Then do all homework and write. For christ sake I don't even watch t.v.
like every normal kid in america. Too much pressure, deadlines.

I have completed my revision for editing. I did what I thought for
myself to be a writing group on my own. I worked out whether to put him/her
girl boy etc. Or that person, I just went back to girl. I'm sure a girl
can relate to it. I'm worried about the deadline. No way I'm gonna make it.

May 3, 1982

Last week I got my first piece finalized. I also got another piece in
for writing group. I did it again, I didn't make the deadlines. I won't
make any deadlines because I'm about two writing group behind everybody. Now
there's another piece due Friday. By Friday I'll have my second piece finalized
when everybody will have three, I'll be a week behind, (two writing groups).
I spend more ..time on my pieces. I just don't crank out pieces like most
people, when you crank out pieces they don't have that much feeling.

FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF DIANE D.

May 10, 1982

It is inevitable that sometimes you are going to be upset because it
means so much to you. I admit that I was very upset that night with my
revision. I had such deep feelings of frustration and anger. I just couldn't
hold it in. And I felt much better when I continued to write an entry in my
process journal. So as I -as saying I don't ever want to feel that way again.
It was such a setback. After that I felt kind of drained of ideas because
of how I felt. Not that I don't have ideas, I do in my mind, closed away for
awhile. I'm not upset that my ideas are locked in my head because I believe
that my mind will know when to let them free. And when it does I'll be ready
for them.
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C
ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE CLASSROOM:

Samples of Student Writing from grades,
1 and 8 and from basic writing classes in college.
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF CHRISSY T.

March 22, 1982

I want to try writing a poem now. I have come up with an idea which has
been in the back of my head for a week. I haven't written about it yet because
I was already working on two pieces. Today I feel as if I should write about
this idea because it has been Angering in my mind to long.

I want to write about my eyes. I have come up with a sentence that I want
to base this poem on, "My eyes are my windows to the world," but my problem is
that I don't know what else I could write from this sentence. Maybe I can write
about what they help me to see - both bad and good things. I don't know what I
want. Try writing, this is what I'll do. Then I can sort out my problems later.

What is another word for ugliness? I've written a little bit of my poem and
need a word for ugliness. Look in the dictionary. Disgusting - nah. Unsightly
- no. Repulsive - I like this word. I will use it in this draft. If I revise
this poem I might try a new word.

I have completed my first draft of this poem. Does it have any potential?
I don't know. I want to take this to writing group. I want to see if I should
do something with this poem. Should I go on or is this piece hopeless? I like
the idea the poem is based on but the poem sounds a little blah. I want to
figure out how I can spice it up a little. Do you understand what I mean? I

want people to think about it after they read it.

April 3, 1982

I have been sitting here watching T.V. knowing I really should write some-
thing, right now I am just wasting my time. I was staring at a painting today,
wondering where the painter ever got the idea to do it from. How did he know
which colors to put where? I sm always amazed at how people think of things
that seem so complicated to me, things I would never dream of.

I am wondering if I could write about artists and how they create. What
would follow it though? How would it end? I don't know what may grow from the
bottom of this idea. I have been giving it a lot of thought. I do have some
sentences in my mind that may fit into a piece about artists. I want to mainly
focus on painters.

His paintbox holds his innermost thoughts and emotions.

April 12, 1982

I thought about the ending to this piece a lot before I ever wrote it down.
Now after reading it it sounds like it was one of those brush-off endings.
The kind you write if you just want to and a piece. The kind that sounds like
you have not put any thought into at all. But J. like the idea of the ending. I

don't know if I should try to "drag" it out so it sounds like I thought about it.
This might sound boring though. I have tried dragging out endings before and all
I do is repeat myself. I make the ending worse. Maybe I should leave it the
way it Is. I really need to see what other people think.

V-4 Y
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FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF MATT D,

April 22, 1982

I have to step up the pace. But with
forgot about my process journel. I know I
don't have time. I gat back from baseball
all homework and write. For christ sake
normal kid in america. Too much pressure,

all the work I have been doing I've
should be using it to reviiettut I
At 10 to 5:00. Then I eat. en do
don't even watch t.v. like every
deadlines.

I have completed my revision for editing. I did what I thought for myself
to be a writing group on my own. I worked out whether to put him/her girl boy
etc. Or that person, I just went back to girl. I'm sure a girl can relate
to it. I'm worried about the deadline. No way I'm gonna make it.

May 3, 1982

Last week I got my first piece finalized. I also got another piece in for
writing group. I did it again, I didn't make the deadlines. I won't make any
deadlines because I'm about two writing group behind everybody. Now theres
another piece due friday. By friday I'll have my second piece finalized
when everybody will have three, I'll be a week behind, (two writing groups).
I spend more time or my nieces. I just don't crank out pieces like most
people, when you crank r it pieces they don't have that much feeling.

FROM THE PROCESS JOURNAL OF MARGARET C.

January 21, 1982

When I sit down to write a peice a lot of things are on my mind like
school, friends,Noreen, Mike, volleyball ect. So I think if I do some
automatic writing (sentences or words) in here I can just concentrate on
writing my peice and maybe I won't get up so much and have to talk with
someone about something.

I usually talk about myself being uncomfortable what I'm going to do
with the peice and I usually complain because what I just wrote is going no
where or needs more revision and the W-G. gave 2,000 different suggestions
to consider. I tell about distractions that bother me and I write how I get
up and take 'little' 'breaks' and stuff. I usually feel depressed after I
write a part of a peice (because I don't know what I want to do with it ect.)
So most of my entries that are written after a peice are complaining to
myself and trying out possible endings such as I did on Nov. 3.

I think if I start doing "automatic writing" here before I start to
write a peice it might help me from being so "tense" if that's the word.
Maybe if I clean all the junk out'of my mind before I write I might settle
down a little. 1 rake tnat iaea.

81.4
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MARGARET C.

My favoret way to use my PJ is to plan and just to write like free
writing.

Writing this is helping me. Now I know that the PJ is helping me. I've
decided now that I'm going to do some free writing before I start on a peice.

Moat of my entries before or after are of frustration but I think that's
good because if I atop myself from worring about a peice I won't try hard
enough on a peice and I won't like it and I'll be ashamed of it. If I push
myself it will get the peice the way I vent it.

I think I know pretty much where I like to be when I write, I know I
want to be alone, I know I don't want to have time and pressure on my mind
and I like to move around and be alone. All this is working so far.

All of a sudden this year I've gotten interested in writing. I guess I
never knew the process of writing a peice was so complicated once you get
into it.

I would just like to say that I do get many joys out of writing. Not
so much joy but satisfaction. The satisfaction of knowing, I worked hard
on this, I'm proud of it and people like it also.

There are certain points when I'm stuck and then I get an idea and the
feeling I get is such releif it is in a way a joy. The way ideas just come
to me sometimes gives me joy if that is what you would call it.

Put it this way - When the knot in my stomach unties its joy.



Linda M.
10/80

EXCERPTS FROM THE PROCESS JOURNALS
OF BASIC WRITERS

As I sat in class to write ab ut the ERA, I found myself knowing that
I was going to write it over when I got home so it really didn't matter how
messy, unorganized or not complete i was. I thought about the ERA a lot
and realized a lot that I never did b fore. It was very wierd, some of the
things I wrote. When I picked this to is I didn't know at all what I was
going to write, but things just started coming to me.

Lynn W.
11/80

I am writing about racial prejudice and how it affects children. It is
a challenging topic because it has two sides. I want to show just how impor-
tant the parents are to children from the ages 1-7 and how they can teach
their children to deal with these things. When talking about people who have
dealt with racial discrimination, I want to just take myself out of the paper
altogether and speak for people in general, especially for parents. It is
really hard, but I think for the sake of my writing it is important. Unlike
my first two pieces, I want this to be more factual than personal. I want
to present my thesis, give facts, give my sources, take myself out and be
objective.

Pat T.
10/80

Oh no! I'm stuck! Standard English dialect is driving me crazy, have;
has; have gone; have had; use-used. This is my weak point. I can't seem to
knock it. I guess I will have to read about it to learn it. It sounds right
to me, but it turns out to be wrong. It all has to do with past, present, and
future,. I get so overly involved with what I am writing that I forget about
the grammar.,

Jose D.
3/81

I know what I wanted to talk about. Once I saw that I was letting
myself go, I encountered myself to go on. This is the first time I let my-
self go in a class. I wanted to write on forever. I looked around the room
and saw that everyone in the class had found something really to talk about.

4/81

I started racing against the clock. I looked over the guidelines for new
ideas to develop. I decided to write about single and divorced women. Eact,

time I wrote something I read it over and ov2r until I said, "yeah, that's it;
sounds good." Eech time I stopped writing, I felt comfortable with what I wrote.

4/81

As I write, I picture myself taking the WAT test. When I write, nothing
bothers me. Ideas come from the left and right sides of my head, like they are
loose in the air.
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How Teachers Teach the Writing Process

The purpose of this study is to document how ten teachers who participated

in New York City Writirig Project summer institutes on the writing process translate

what they have learned into effective classroom practice. This group of teachers,

ranging from grades 1-12, work in the Shoreham-Wading River school district on

eastern Long Island. In the first year of the study, three of us (researchers Perl,

Wilson, and Carter) spent an entire school year in schools collecting data. In the

second year, out of every three weeks, we speht two weeks analyzing data and one

week back in the district, -bun classes, meeting with teachers and checking our

perceptions. This year, our third, we spend the majority of our time writing.

Raw Data

1. Field Notes

2. Teachers' Journals

3. Student Writing

4. Teachers' Writing

5. Interview Notes

6. Researchers' Personal 3Ournals

7. Study Group Note.,

8. Audio and video topes of selected writing classes and writing groups

818
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First Stage Analysis

1. Calendars put data, in chronological order

2. Time Sheet gave us an accurate count of hours and days spent in classes

3. "Thinking Aloud Memos" brought each researcher to begin formulating themes
and patterns by answering the question, "What do I know about this teacher/ this
class, so far?"

4. Logbook served as a record of common themes that emerged from discussions
among the researchers

S. "Portraits" -- provided an occasion to sketch the relation between teachers'
journals and classroom bet/suit., by answering the question, "What matters to this
teacher, and what forms do these concerns take?"

6. Teachers' written reponses to our preliminary analyses and their reflections on
the study

7. Students' written responses to our preliminary analyses

8. Papers written for conferences

9. Detailed narrative accounts that combined field notes', teachers' journals, and
student writing in one notebook, so that we could see the relationship among the
different data sets (for three teachers)

Second Stage Analysis (in progress)

The objective is to produce a comprehensive report for the profession. The key
questions presently guiding the choice of method and form include the following:

1. What's more important, common themes or teachers' differences?

2. What's more important, the categories we've arrived at or the integrity of each
teacher's classroom?

3. Are there "key" classes, similar to Geertz's Balinese cock fight, in which we can
see many or all of the characteristics of a particular teacher at work?

4. Can research be written as a story?

819
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STAGES IN AN ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH PROJECT

DATA SAMPLES

Excerpts from Teaching Journal (Doubts)

Field Notes, September 24, 1981

Thinking Aloud Memo #1, October 27, 1981

Thinking Aloud Memo #2, December 30, 1981

1

2-4

5-7

8-10

Interview Notes, reaction to Memo #2 11

Calendar, February 8-March 12, 1982 12

Excerpts from Teaching Journal (Doubts) 13

Teacher's Writing ("Impelled Poem") 14

Excerpts from Teaching Journal (Reports on Classes) 15

Field Notes, February 24-25, 1982 16-18

Portrait of R.B. 19-22
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The creeping doubts than gnaw at one's vitals are at work on my
insides. Am I doing the right thing? Have I gone too fast? Do the
kids understand process? Should I have assigned a process entry
at a time when they had no idea of what it was? How do I get kids
more into writing and taking responsibility for their writing?
How do I avoid the slap-dash approach that I felt too many of my
kids used too many times last year? Do I use grades and mark them
down, merely because their priorities arc not congruent with mine?
I was disappointed in yesterday when not every kid had both a piece
of writing ane a process entry in a journal. But then I remembered
Diane's advice about Theo -- look at what you have. And at the
end of the day, of the 41 students in my English classes, only five
kids did not have their work in, and of these, one was absent, one
was new to the school and understandably confused, and the others
claimed vociffrously to either have left it home or to not have
understood. So why am I beefing? Or am I? I'm not really sure. I

gues! I wanted 100%.

.',

tocr strong a writer to provide a good -model for kids' I
V think I write well, and I have a facility with words, and I know how

to do it. Yesterday I passed around FOG DOG in all four drafts, and
I shared the four process entries with the kids. One of my purposes
was to show them my process, to share with them how I did my assignment,
in hopes that they will see a model and take parts of it as their
own and proceed apace. But Dennis used to caution me about being
too forceful in a discussion, and I wonder if I am too strong as
a writer, too together in my approach to be of value. Is this conceit,
or. is I Jo not know. Can Toscanni instruct budding musicians?

II guess s'. What if I scare them off, though? There is always a
I risk in anything one does. That's what makes it fun -- taking the

risk.
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Thinking Aloud Memo 01 October 2?, 1981 Ross Burkhardt, 8th Grade

What have I learned about this class, this teacher, so far?

Ross uses everything about him to teach -- school incidents, anecdotes about

students, my presence in the classroom, his own interests, the 9C or so posters

suspended from the ceiling and covering the walls, news events, a lot of poetry.

As a result, all of the objects in his room carry some special significance --

from the Darth Vader poster called into use on Day 1, "YoU think he's bad? You

don't want to find out what I will do if you don't bring a writing implement to

class," -- to the multi-colored signs on the writing process that appear and are

pointed to as Ross introduces a new concept. Even chairs and tables are used to

indicate particular activites -- writing and reading aloud are done at tables

formed into a large circle, with Ross joining the group as a member; poems are

recited into a microphone in front of the room to students seated in three long

rows; didactic lessons have chairs and tables turned in one direction facing the

blackboard; writing groups meet in three's.and four's at individual tables. On

one morning when I arrived early, Ross, busy rearranging tables into a circle,

explained quickly, "I like to have it organized before they come."

Once students arrive, they may spend time writing (often a ten-minute free

writing exercise), sharing their writing (pieces they are working on for homework

and/or their process entries), talking about the writing process, listening to

Ross' writing, studying and reciting poetry, learning how to respond to each others'

writing or learning how to prepare pieces for publication.

Except when students are asked to write a letter to him ("Write me a letter

about your writing program last year and your goals for yourself this year.") or

to Dr. Bell ("Write a letter to Dr. Bell about the changes in the school this

year."), Ross does not assign topics for writing. -Free writing is used as-a way -

of helping students discover something they can write about, but generally a piece

of writing is assigned and students develop their own ways of handling it. To help

them see how writers discover what to write, Ross often talks about his own writing,

indicating how events and perceptions in his life become the source of his poems.'

and stories; for example, in explaining two poems he had written he mentions the

dead cat on the L.I.E. and the stray dog in the morning fog -- "Woah, I gotta write

about that," he tells the class. Ross also states quite emphatically, "Want to

see me go crazy? Crumple paper and throw away drafts. Do you know why? In that

paper may be the seed of the best writing you are going to do." The point is made

over and over again -- everything around is the source of our writing.

ore
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Thinking Aloud Memo Ol page 2

During the first few weeks of school Ross establishes routines. Everyone

will write, including him ("If I give you an assignment, it's important for me

to do it, too"), writing will be shared (by Day 3 everyone has read something to

the class), and everyone's writing will be respected. One thing Ross will not

tolerate: noise when someone is sharing a piece of writing (lf I have a value,

it's silence." - Day 10; "If there's ever a time to be serious, it's when someone

is reading his or her writing." - Day 12). The day Ross asks a student to leave

the class because he is making noise while another student is reading, Ross tells`

the class "to mark this moment indelibly in your memories so it won't happen

again."

By the seventh week of school Ross prepares his students to work in writing

groups. Until now, they have practiced active listening in the large group (with

Ross and me modeling responses),. they have read pieces to a partner and they have -

read their articles for the DNL in groups of three. Now, to prepare them for in-
4,a dLiCa p. figSi k.. ellmird

dependent group work, Rasa -baa devisedittwo plans: in one class Diane, Ross and I

train a group of students in a "holistic response" to writing on one day and then

become a model writing group for students on another (Di and I responding to a poem

Ross has written); in the other class, Di's students come in and spend two class

periods "training" Ross' students in writing group techniques. One of our future

interests will be to see how well groups function and how closely students follow

our modeling and advice.

Other things we also need to look at more closely include revising, the use

of process journals and the idea of ownership. After Ross introduces the idea of

revision to students (Day 6), Frank asks him, "Why should you write about what

you've already written?" -Ross recognizes the dilemma .and..answers -in terms of his

own revision of him poem, Fog Dog. But will Ross' taking revision seriously be

enough of a guide for his students to take it seriously? Similarly, Ross is serious

about the notion of ownership.-- On Day 5, he asks rhetorically, "When does stuff

get finished?" and ans.-,Tr, "I can't give you &rule. You decide. You have tObe

satisfied. You are res; .asible for your writing." Again, we have to wait and see

whether, how and at what point students begin to feel responsible for their own

writing. On Day 18, Ross tells the class that he is not pleased with the entries

in their process journals. He brings two new signs into class on the writing

process and writes long comments in students' journals. Another new focus:

d. whether, how and at what point the process entries begin to change.
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Finally, there are several things that come across clearly in this class-

room:

1. Ross is comfortable in his room: he moves about it frequently,

occasionally standing outside the circle of studentr with his

itik hands on someonl's shoulders; sometimes kneeling down next to

,jr -students talking quietly or joking with the group; at other

times crossing from one side of the circle to the other just

to make a point.

2. Ross' love of poetry forms a part of the fabric of this class.

This begins on Day 1 with the Team I meeting which Ross opens

amid music and fanfare by reciting a poem and continues with

his frequent sharing of the poems he is working on andthe

poetry recitations every few weeks.(even he.and I do them).

3. Ross shares with the class not only his expectations of them,

but his pleasure when they live up to his demands: after kids

read aloud on Day 1, he says "I thank you.". After a process

discussion on Day 3, he concludes class with "Thank you. I

thoroughly enjoyed this." After the first poetry recitation

on Day 7, "I was pleased with your support and participation.

That's important to me." And after reading some BUMP journal

entries (a social studies assignment), "I really enjoyed

reading your BUMP journals. I 'learned so much. You were an

incredible audience."

So far, I've learned that Ross' statement "Everything is grist for the mill"

is realized in this room.- Events are carefully orchestrated, an early experience--

serves as the point of departure for a later one, reflection is ongoing. In this

room Ross composes not only writing but also.a world.

vg-11/2/81
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Thinking Aloud Memo 02

MAJOR EVENTS

Notes on Ross' Class December 30, 1981

A class ublication was com leted b Parent Conference Dav - November 20 1981

To do this, writing groups became editing groups; typed copies were proofread;
Ross wrestled with the problem of "correcting' student writing that was tech-
nically "incorrect". He decided to leave it the way the author created it and
let the authors learn the notion of being responsible for their own work.

Letters to authors were exchanged

Students wrote to two people in Ross' class and to two authors in Diane's class.
I have no data on what happened when they received them. Any response? Did
they save them? (How did kids view this activity?)

BUMP has become "Life's Tough, Ain't It?"

Activities have been moved into Eaglish class. Kids working intermittently on
committees, slides, logo, etc. Interesting discussion about whether logo should
be "cute" or "serious". Kids divided on this. Not resolved yet, I think. Ross
expresses "nervousness" about committee work when he's not sure what kids
are doing. Interviews introduced here. On one of my visits to social studies,
Ross interviews me as model 'or kids.

Also when kids are discussing possible logos, Ross reminds them that the show
is their's: "If you spell it TUFF, you're going for cuteness, I think. It's
a choice you have to make. You are kids making this. You will have to live
with it for the rest of your lives." (Day 50)

DNL

One piece due for DNL after Thanksgiving. Done in one week span with one
writing group (I Mink). (I did not see any of this writing because the Deans
and David S. were here.) ( S fads pataa- d& j, .1 Nevi.")

Work on PRCT's

Practice writing sessions occurred the last week of December. Kids wrote
business letters, reports and essay. Some were exchanged for proofreading.
Sample reading passages were also done. RCT's scheduled for first week in
January. Rob, reading Ross' letter, jokes, "I'm going to smoke you."

Poetry Recitations

Three were done since last memo. Two memorized. One read from scripts. Shruti,
Becky, Frank and I did "The Raven".

Ongoing_ Writing Assignments

Kids continue to write in
cite ("describe something
ICW's and homework, about

class -- tel minutes free writing, an occasional exer-
in slow motion"), process entries continue. Between
one piece per week is due.
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On Ross

He continues to make slide shows (for Bay Area, Strotman and Dartmouth), writes
in his jou'rnal, is encouraging Don Strotman to use writing in science, does re-
search with case study kids, continues to write poems and share them with his
class and/or eighth grade team, goes carolling with students, attends concerts,
wrestling matches and volleyball games at school, maintains a conscious concern
that the Middle School not lose sight of its mission, dines with the Deans, and
graciously allows all kinds of visitors into his classroom.

Questions he has come to so far include:

How do I get kids to really care about what they write?
Are kids only producing perfunctory pieces?
How do I conduct a writing conference?
Why do I know to do 3, 4, 5 drafts without feedback?
How did I learn that?

at. Is it me, Ross Burkhardt, students write for or is it Bay Area that is clear
1F to them and allows them an audience and a sense of power?

I have not resolved whole thing about writing groups or about the teaching of
literature. What happens if kids get "addicted" to my comments on papers?
What effect on model?

ik A.1. toudIri a .1Akih Wein. as AJIMAJAatie.rmix4a.+5
Continuing Themes (S.4) °Z 4" di" 4"1"....__ . _ /

;r fAILSS 'm 0.Miu, ojk, ir-ww.4, 1h VoikAaAv i OWattA. Ju cladlis. eAw. AL8dd, sh WA.

t4 iiskare
Ross using himself as model; sharin&his own feelings, perceptions and thoughts.
When he makes a mistake doing a poetry recitation and kids laugh, "I don't
laugh at you . . . I'm a person before I'm a teacher." (Day 33)

When he's not sure of something: "I feel discombobulated. Too many things
going on. You know, car in winter, wheels spin and don't go anywhere." (Day 52)

On David Smith's observation of Ross (arguing freely with kids; bending down
on knees): "I was cheered up by his observations. You made me feel good."
(Day 58)

On Christmas dinner: "Arthur touched my heart (said in relation to reading
passage) at dinner last night." (Day 67)

Writing Process Concepts

On BUMP interviews: "We're learning about our audience, parents, teachers who
will see it." (Day 36)

On BUMP title: "You will have to live with what you decide. You are the kids
making this." (Day 50)

Actions have cons?. uences/disci line

This activity (editing groups) does not work if you change your mind. You need

to stick to what you tell me. You have to respect me and your classmates if
you say something. Lee messed me up . . . Becky, other, didn't have copies.
I bust my a-- butt (laughs) getting things done. I expect the same from you.
I'll point it out when you don't do it. (Day 37)

(Kids making too much noise - not paying attention) You will have your time.
I want mine. I don't think I'm asking too much. I get upset. I'm a human

V-PD 829
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being. You cut me, I blase. I'm like you . . . Strive to keep a good relation-

ship. I don't like being put in a bad mood by kids who are disrespectful.

(Day 38)

Acknowledgement

I had incredible reading experience over the weekend. Thirty-six process

journals and forty colonial diaries. "My hat is off to you. You did a wonder-

ful job." Ross reads to them from his journal. (Day 48)

"I was pleased with your writing. Nice to see 2, 3 drafts, different modes.

One person wrote that Rob B's poem was an inspiration. (Day 53)

On colonial diaries - "I love what you did, Frank, it's super. Kristy read

yours. Yes, it's wonderful." (Day 54)

On poetry recitation: Basically, I was pleased. You worked on dramatic expres-

sion, more people put humor, sadness in there. Hearing it was good. (Day 58)

Writing as Therapy

I noticed some kids have been mad, upset, confused. Have used writing. I'm

like that. Sometimes I'm so mad, I have to write it cause I can't trust myself

to say it. Then I throw it away. I'm not angry anymore. Craig agrees - "Yeah,

I wrote two pages once . . . I hate my mother." (Day 53)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

My Questions:

How to sustain kids' interest in writing, move from perfunctory to impelled?

Is it useful to incorporate free writing as a base?

Is it useful to incorporate other techniques? -flet4pp4A5 (t swirls)

How to resolve literature issue (what is it?)?

How to resolve writing group issue?

What will happen in Radicals and Tories game? Will writing other than

colonial diaries be done? Should any be done?

What's happened with writing in science? Is it different for English?

vg-- 1/7/82
1./..p/ 830
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The heat is back on at home -- the pipes unfroze, and we have opened
the heat flaps, and the temperature downstairs seems abnormally warm --
we had been doing the heat wrong for all these years we were there.

And Katie called with good news mbout California, and Elza's call
also cheered me with news of They. So I was in a good mood when I
got to school. -bat how quickly things can change. I discovered that
someone has cut the ends off of the earphone sets in the back of my
room. The big mike jacks are missing from three or four sets of earphones,
and for that matter, a number of earphones are missing as well,
I believe, I. sickens me to think there is a kid or kids who sit there
and wantonly destroy the stuff in my room -- I need to share that
feeling with the kids. Then also, the folder that has pieces of writing
in it that the sub was supposed to leave is not around. I immediately
leap to the collausimm tha.t.i.t.was...taasecl.awa.iy.by4....kid.,-- why? I
don't know what makes me think this -- perhaps it is the discovery
of the cut ends on the earphones that did it -- because there is

a set of earphones out on the tape recorder where they weren't
yesterday. Thus, someone knows somethin; .T.hcut that and how they
got there and why. It may be related. All I know is that I have no
sub report from yesterday, and it was clear that the woman was going
to leave me one (Debbie Fletcher's piece of writing was in the folder,
and other kids were done and probably handed in stuff). So now I do

Y-sterday's group was a blur -- I spent the whole time trying
to exorcise a real tense depressed feeling I had, an overloadiat

work undone or pressing upon me. The poem ("IMPELLED POEM") i now

in draft four headed for five- It is getting close, but there are

still shades of meaning I want to put into it. But it did serve,

the purpose of allowing me to feel better because I was honest with

myself and the pain I feel on occasions.

One note I wrote to myself yesterday -- "/ feel badly that I'm
. not living up to my image of myself" -- by this I mean the

imageI I have of myself.as a superman, capable of doing twenty.things
at once. I keep piling on tasks and responsibilities until thelegs creak, and then I feel badly because I am overloaded. I have
only myself to blame.

834



IMPELLED POEM

I have not penned a poem these many weeks.
Think not my muse has wandered off and died;
Rather, pressures heavy from without
Blocked rhythms seeking exit from inside.
A tense, uneasy feeling -- unrelaxed
Anxiety clenching gut and limb --
Now pervades my being, braced and taut.
Horizons once seen clearly have grown dim.
I live in fear of not achieving goals
I've taken on. Why am I afraid?
In my head I know there's nothing wrong
With missing several steps in the parade,
But in my heart, the pain does not subside
And give me rest. My need is real:
To stop and shape ideas more frequently
And capture how, poetically, I feel.
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BAJ - 2/22/82

That sick !soling ilemrstomach is with me as I begin, the day. I have no definite
plans, although with "Twelve Angry Men" in, I can see that at least half my day
is Accounted for. God Bless the Movies.

I want to have the kids do a letter of appreciation and really get into it.
This is something they have done in years past, but always I am looking for ways
to increase the commitment of their writing. I was thinking about discussing the
term, "Thank You," in class beforehand, to get them to think beyond the mechanical
response arrect and really search out someone who did something for them and
tell it like it is. Too often I feel kids do hot go deep enough into themselves,

and their writing thus is not "impelled." Maybe no matter what they give
me, I will want more. I guess I may never be satisfied -- an interesting
thought. At airy rate, some rehearsal in class beforehand before giving out the
assignment seems to be in order.

BAJ - 2/24/82

The "letter of thanks" idea seemed to go over fairly well, although
in some cases kids did not have an idea of who they were going
to write to. Eng. B turns them in this afternoon, Eng. A
tomorrow. I just wrote both of mine -- to Sondra and Bob Kaplan.
They were fun to write and made me feel good -- I hope the kids
get the same kind of feeling from them that I do. I was very
aware when explaining the assignment that the task was meant to
create "impelled" writing. I used the word "perfuctory" in class
to describe the "Hi, how are ya" greetings people extend to one
another as they pass in the halls, knowing full well that they are
not seriously interested in the person stopping and geing running
down exactly how they feel. So I hope that the kids will have
a chance to really share something from deep inside themselves
with another person, as I did.

Yesterday in English A the issue of trust was raised -- I started
chastising people who did not share what topic they had decided
to write about for the letter of thanks. Nine people in a row
said "I don't know" and I firmly believe that they were merely
afraid to trust the restof the group by sharing what they were
feeling. A couple of people did share, but fewer than I thought.
Afterwards I felt badly about not having been nicer about it. I
also yelled at Barbara Harris and Kevin Carey for not sitting in
the circle -- at this point in the 51ear, I want them to do that
and tney should know it, and so I got upset when two didn't do
it. Later in the day I also yelled at Chris Bach, who was fooloing
around and being deliberately distracting when I was talking to
a group of girls and trying to get them set off on tasks.
I reamed him out in the hall and shared with the class my
displeasure. But given the pressures on me that I ;:eel from
not having LTAI done (and that I feel is the real cause of my
anxiety), I wonder if I was overly critical of a small thing.
I don't know -- sometimes things like that are easy to take, sometimes
they are a pain. It depends on my mood, I (peas.
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$.01 Ross loves to perform. He shines when standing or sitting

on a sto01 presenting an idea to a rapt audience of students. His

shine turns to sparkle when he sees his students building on some-

thing he has done. For Ross sees himself as "the educational

POrirat/ ?!

leader in the classroom," as "someone who can show the way and point

out how things can or ought to be done." He knows that students

may not always follow his lead, but he nonetheless finds it cru-

cial "to set an example, to be a model."

Ross' leadership, then, works in two ways. First he is an

organizer, of activities, events, schedules, deadlines, performances.

He arranges things for his students: the chairs in different con-

figurations before they enter the room and the day's activities

so they'll know what they'll be doing and what he expects of

them.

But he is also a participant. When his students write, he

writes; when they memorize poems and recite them to the class,

so does he; when each kid produces an'individual magazine, he'll

have produced one as well. Thus, while Ross sees himself as

"running the show" and as "providing structure and direction,"

he is also a participant in the show.

For Ross, the classroom "is a stage set and the year

a play that unfolds 180 acts on a day by day basis." As director,

as "the driving force behind what happens," he controls the

action. As fellow actor, he performs along with his students. As

seasoned veteran of the stage, he often performs first

to show them how it can be done.
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Thus Ross "puts on a show" in all senses of the word. He

is often the first to read his writing to the class, to bring

in 4 drafts of a poem and talk about his strategies for revision.

He says that everything he does is deliberates the way he moves

around' the room, the way he talks quietly with a single student,

when he gets angry and even when he "acts unconventionally. All

of this is designed to create an "open and informal atmosphere

it is alright to laugh, to argue and to have a good time."

Yet, behind the stage, Ross goes through much "hand-wringing"

over the best way to proceed. As early as September 15, he writes

in his journal: Creeping doubts...gnaw at my insides. Am I

doing the right things? Have I gone too fast? Do the kids

understand process?... How do I get kids more into writing?...

How do I avoid the slap-dash approach too many of my kids used

last year?

In November: a nagging series of questionL: Is Marc's

piece too long? Should I let Lee get away with his copying

since it's gone this far? Is Debbie's piece too short? At what

point is it appropriate to intervene in the "creation" of a piece

so that I teach the child how to create/shape his/her own meaning

rather than become depevn,t on me for help?ii

Later the same month: Will the kids' writing be good?

Are they producing sometling "worthwhile" or just "filler"?

How do you get kids to really care about what they write?"

8 4 I
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In Deg.: °I had the sense that writing g ps were perfunc-

tory, shallow and not really helpful. Kids on draft 2 were done

in 5 minutes. I need to work on the skill of having them respond

constructively... But how does one do this, and at the expense

of whit?"

The doubts and questions go on. Yet one morning Ross wakes

to find himself amused at the discrepancy between his "off-stage"

agonizl and "on-stage" performance: "I feel not unlike Eisen-

hower planning D-Day--every step a carefully measured pace toward

the goal of better writing and much off-stage wringing of hands

as I ponder which step of the many Possible to take and why

that one is "better" than another... How interesting---the hand-

writing and agonizing indecision on my part and the apparently smooth

appearance as se n by the kids... This two-faced situation with

J.
me aware of both and the kids only aware of

t;
... Here is a drama

being played out, unbeknownst to them, me trying to make the right

decision, trying to think of what is best to do...and here they

are, blithely unaware of ho': difficult it is for me, how I worry

about it so. I assume that t's in my own days as a student were

in similar frames of mind from time to time, and I neither knew,

noticed nor cared."

But today, as an adult and a teacher, Ross does care and he

does worry. He worries about whether he has something to offer

his students and whether he offers too much. He worries about

controlling what his students ale loing and whether he's given

them so much room they are beginning to flounder. He wants to

give up controlling their actions but he also wants to feel useful.

q 84-52. 2
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He wants to perform but not to overpower.

Ross wrestles with these issues long and hard. I'm not sure

he's resolved them yet. But regardless of the role he plays in

class what is clear to him is what he wants his students to leave

his class with: memories of themselves and what they've accom-

plished and of him. He wants to be remembered by them because

memories are important to him. He loves when former students

come back to reminisce about the trips they went on or the class

play they performed in. Thus each year, he designs activities

that involve students in creating something of their own, some-

thing memorable. It doesn't end there, though. Following a class-

room activity or a school event, Ross himself will often write

a poem, singlet! out particular students or experiences, raising as

he puts it "humdrum reality to exalted status." His role as

commemorator is important to him, because it allows him "to

legitimize classroom events as memories" and a," he says, "creating

memories for kids is what a large part of my teaching is about."

84:i
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WRITE ON!
Presented by Diane Surknarot, dth grade English & Social
Studies teacher at the Shoreham - Wading River Middle School,
with Nancy Jo Seidler, Ken Benowitz, John Rosati, Lora
Nicholas, and Jennifer Reffelt.

INTRODUCTION
Should every teacher be a teacher of writing? For me

the answer is yes. Writing is valuable tool for students
and teachers of every subject. The act of putting pen to
paper forces us to think and at least allows for the
possibility of our ideas being expressed more clearly.

From my own experience as a Social Studies teacher, it
is true to say that I have too often used writing to nave
students tell me what I already know. "Answer the auestions
at the end of the chapter." or "Complete this worksheet on
the patterns of immigration before 1900, Read Chapter 12 to
help you do it." Or I asked them to write to find out and
summarize what someone else already knew. "Do research in
several different sources and write a report on
Or on a test I might ask my students to write an essay on the
main causes of the American Revolution -- the very ones we
had gone Over in class.

This presentation is about having students write NUT to
tell me what I already kr:Ao, but to discover what they know
and understand, what they have learned or are in the process
of learning about a given topic.

MY EXPERIENCE WITH SOCIAL STUDIES JOURNALS

When I decided two years ago to have students keep a
Social Studies journal for all written homework, it was
because I was bored with reading sets of dittos or papers
where all the answers were essentially the same. I vowed to
keep the journals free of the type of asignments which
produce identical answers from every student who has done the
work correctly. Thus, I had to give up the kind of
assignments mentioned above.

Borrowing an idea from my English classrooms I asked
students to do freewriting on the topic' of Colonial Life as
we were beginning the unit, and got responses like the
following:

"Boring! My mom used to like it. Old
Bc.unbager. Making candles. Wearing
bonnets. Hate it. Take tqeld trios to
long ago places. Teachers have lots of
books on it. You read about it. Long
dresses. Little House on the Prairie.
Guys working for little pay. Not a lot
of. food. Have to work hard for it. Must
be boring back then."

cf9v 844



I asked them to read their textbook assignments and
write their reactions and questions to what they read.

(After reading about young people in
colonial times) "That is really
different. I would not have liked to have
worked when I was 7. That must have been
horrible. I liked the part when they say
how some 'teenagers' made the U. S. what
it is today. That really makes me feel
good. What I don't understand is why did
they change it from being that kids
worked so young to the way it is now
where we can't work at all?"

I asked them to write what they had learned as a result
of our class lesson and sometimes discovered that what I was
"teacning" and what they were "learning" were two different
things.

One thing I found out immediately was how much more
energy and enthusiasm I have for reading anc responding to
journal entriet than I could ever muster fo the old
'identical response' type of assignment.

When each student writes, each tninks for himself about
the topic. In a clas discussion it is possible to let
someone else do the thinking. When reading a text, it is
possible for the eyes to see the -words without the mind
comnrehending the meaning. When students write, they
discover what they have learned, what questions they have,
what they understand or don't understand.

As the teacher when I read what they have written, I

discover what each student understands. I am reminded over
and over again of the different bases of knowledge that
eacr brings to class. I am in tune with their individual
diffences. Most importantly, I learn.



FROM THE STUDENTS: WRITING AND LEARNING

Think'llg about how writing helps as learn reminds me of looking for a pot
of gold under a rainbow. I know the pot of gold isn't really there, but 1 would
like to believe it is. I know that learning is there. It is not imaginary be-
cause I can reach into sy mind, writs it down and touch it.

********

Usually when I have a question and write about it, I sort of answer the
question on my own and realize that I knew it all along. I just needed some-
thing to help as get it out. When I write I'm able to be more aware cf what I
know.

**4*****

In Math I could not understand percents. No one knows this, but in my pri-
vate journal I kept writing what was in my head about percents. I wrote about the
problems without doing the work, just writing about it. Eventualty I was able
to put things together so I could understand it and learn it. I know that I will
always remember percents because of writing about it.

***me***

If I listen to something and then I write what I understand from it, I know
I understand it. When I read it over it makes me realize that I do know what I am
talking about. Whereas if I listen to something, then walk out of the room, my
mind is full of a bunch of things and then I just push them aside and forget about
them. I'm sure I remember some, but just how much I'm not sure. Writing about
what I've learned helps me to organize it, so that it's not just a mess of ideas
in my head. When I write about it, I can also see what I don't know.

********

Suppose I had a journal for every class and I always wrote about what I
learned that day. I think that I would definitely learn Math, Science and French
better. When I'm writing something that I don't know anything about, I think by
asking questions, making guesses, and just 'babbling'. This is a different way
of learning for me.

********

You said to do freewriting on the topic of rebeling. I thought to myself,
"I don't know anything to write about this," but I began to write anyway. What
happened was very strange. My writing asked me questions and told me answers.
It seemed to be alive.

t/-9& Silt;
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because of my interest in the connections oetween
writind and learning I asked my students if they woul0 be
wi::in2 to some research with me. me keepinp a ilearnind
lop' in one of their other sublects. 26 stuoents volunteered

write about French, Spanisn, Mat r.. Science, Gym. or
health. They nave over writing on a fairly regular basis
since early Fetiruary. 'he followinei are several excerpts

students' learning logs:
[After w-itinp a fairly lenmtny explanation of
gram-tin; including marts and graphs that are hard
to reproduce nitre) "You know, I lust realized-tnat
by explaining her what we were doing today in

vnderstar it better which is g000 because
we nave a test t morrow. . I hope you understand

: wrote. ow I.understant it better. out
don't set any use for learning it. Do you?"

ev tired today and my nand wasn't
v.it, math at-all. When : first ect to math class
tni= tadies were filled u0, so I sat by myself which

hough'. would help a lot. But it didn't. I

could't focus on what we were doing. Sc' my mind
wanoered of until Mr. A asked me if I knew what
they were doing. I madded mead uo ano down and
he went on. And 1 wonoered if he new I wasn't
telling the truth."

[Science) "We're doin; a solar energy crolect. WE

were supposed to make a solar energy keeper. First
we made a cone out of paper anti tnen we put silver
foil inside it and mace sure that there were no
mes in tne cone. That's as far as we mot today.
but tne next thing we're supposed to do is out a
dug in tne middle of the cone -- any cum tnat you
think would hold the'most heat in., Then we will
fill it ua with water and out it outsioe oolnted
toward the sun to see how hat the water pets. The
o: sect of this is to find out what width of tne
cone :ill pet the water hotter. This is just
puessng, but I think that it will heat udi the
water less if you have a wider cone than if you
nave a cone that is not too wide.

[Spanish] "I'm learning so much in Spanish cl.
tnat I can really put it into categories. I'm not
only learning how to speak Spanish and pronounce
tne'words with a correct accent, but also I'm
learning the history of Spain. Right now we're
learning about the Romans. I know how the Romans
lived and what their lifestyle was." [Same
student, eifferent entry) "I guess it's just wnen
I'm doing bad in Soanisn class that I hate it, out
to me that sounds reasonable. I kind of think
thoudn that some things we've spent time learnina
we con't really need to know. Like we studieo and
learned a wnole unit about sports and how to say
"=oul". "It's out" "They're cheating" in Soar, i sr,



1.

and learn dialogue* of *Ports anc what people in
the stenos are saving. I think the most stupid
thing of al, is we had to know all the Pieces of
equipment. we should just first learn to De axle
to ccmmunicate to people in Spanish, important
tnirlpts. "

:3vp) WS really Utiv.iang we. We Just startem :me
nhyszcal fitness test and I stink at all tnis
stvft. Seriously! It's corling me crazy. 1\ Wien
everyone sr true. scnool wasn't so into *oorts. I'm
vlAnning t6 try out for tracw.- put you/have'to run
around the track i/2 hour just for,tiarters1 I can
,.-un out l'ye. Tr . to do it ever pay for' OD4Ut a
vont!, in order to co it for 2 hour strairlt. 1

nee zeve now mucn driving me crew.
It's all I trtink ato when I'm In R oac mode. '

,='



NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

Ross M. Burkhardt

Shoreham-Wading 'Aver Middle School

Uhoreham, NY 11786

April 2, 1984

HOW TO CREATE A 1CLTI-MEDIA PROGRAM WITH YOUR STUDEWTS
410

THEME - Any theme about which your students can inform themselves

or are already informed is appropriate. Sports, family life,

sc400l, television, advertising, rock music, contemporary issues,

and politics are all possible choices. The purpose of such

presentation is to give students chance to explore their

opinions and then express themselves.

SOCIAL STUDIES ZOURNAL - My students write regularly in their

social studies journals. They explore preliminary ideas, raise

questions, suggest material for the presentation, criticize what

has already been suggested, share con

1
rns, and add to my

th
understanding of the project. This, use of w *ting often provides

me with. excellent feedback on how they. see e "theme" and how

they feel about the-kinvolvement in the projict.
.

LOGO - It is helpful to ask students to suggest ideas for a logo.

The logo serves-as a unifying theme for the project. T-shirts,

posters, and Nistiais can come from it. It also allows student

artists a means of expressing their talents.

SECTIONS - Once the theme is selected, I ask students to suggest

sub-sections of the main idea. They then organize and sequence

them, and the structure of the show emerges:' Since there are no

"correct" answers in setting up an outline, all students have the

opportunity to contribute equally.

SCRIPT WRITING - Once the sectionehave been identified, I ask

students to write passages that they can read as part of the show.

This allows them to write for real audiences. We revise and edit

the passapos several times before presentation.

SOUNDTRACK -.Much. popular ulici offers appropriate commentary on

the ideas in the slide show. I ask my students for suggestions.

They own many records, and so a song is not hard to obtain.

ELIDES - Slides can be *reutsed when the show is over; thus, I have

an ever-growing slide library that students look through to find

appropriate visuals for the show. I also esk students to plan

"triples" (three slides appearing tog#ther) so that there is

visual unAty in what the audience sees.i).

1(
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A WORKSHOP ON WRITING
AN MSSC PRESENTATION -- APRIL 13, 1984

ENGLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

PRESENTED BY:

Diane Burkhardt. 8th grace English & Social Studies
and

Kelly Green and Vashti Badal -- 6th grace
Liz Kelly and Chris Duffrin. -- 7th grace

Jennifer Costello, Justine Guggino.,
Jim Cast, and Steve Misiano -- 8th grade

of the
SHOREHAM - WADING RIVER MIDDLE SCHOOL

SHOREHAM, NEW YORK 11786\

NOTE: In the Shoreham - Wading River School District. more
than 100 teachers have participated in summer institutes
directed by the New York City Writing Project (CONY at Lehman
College) one of many National Writing Project sites in the
USA. As result of this extensive training in our district,
students at every grade level from first grade through
twelfth are writing drafts, sharing their drafts with peers,
revising, editing, and publishing. In other words the
National Writing Project approach can be followed at any
grade level, with modifications appropriate to the age level.

The students who are here today represent four
different teachers who have adapted the same basic principles
of writing instruction to suit their own teaching styles and
classroom realities.
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A WRITING PROCESS AT WORK

Diane Burkhardt. Shoreham-Wading River Middle School

AN OVERVIEW

In my English classes students write regularly on topics of their own choosing.
They enjoy writing and are serious about it. The major steps in the process we
follow are REHEARSAL -- DRAFTING -- REVISING -- EDITING -- PUBLISHING. In reality

the process is not so linear as this may appear. Sometimes it seems that all parts
of the process are occurring simultaneously.

REHEARSAL

...sat should I write? What do I want or need to say? Who is going to read this?
What mode will be best suited to the purpose I have? These are the kinds of questions
that we ask ourselves as we think about a piece of writing. Rehearsal includes every

':thing we do before we actually begin the piece. Students keep private journal in
which they write regularly about the things on their minds and what's going on in their
lives. This journal becomes a source of .ideas for pieces. We read examples of many

different modes: poems, dialogues, narratives, essays, interior monologues, etc.
We discuss these and students think about\how each may be used for conveying a partic-
ular message. Students also keep a process journal in which they "rehearse" their

ideas and plans for a piece.

DRAFTING

We write drafts, not finished pieces. We are comfortable knowing that the first

draft may bear little resemblance to the way the piece eventually ends up. We are

comfortable in knowing that we can experiment and discover as we write, that we
can write as many drafts as we want until the meaning is clear. A draft is a work

in progre8s and is not "finished" until the author decides.

,RITING GROUPS (See page 2 of this hand out for a more in depth explanation)

We share our drafts with a group of our peers. They respond to the content of the

piece. They tell what they hear in it, ask questions about parts that are unclear,

talk with the author about his/her plans for the piece.

REVISING

The feedback of the writing group enables us to revise the piece. We can do as

many revisions (or drafts) as necessary until the piece says what the author wants.

EDITING

When the author determines that the piece is "finished" it is then edited according

to conventional grammar and mechanics. This is the first step in the process where

it is appropriate to discuss such things as spelling and sentence structure, punctuation,

etc. unless the author has specifically asked for this kind of assistance at an earlier

stage in the development of the piece. A certain amount of editing occurs quite natu-

rally an the author proceeds from draft to draft of the piece.

PUBLISHING

We publish "finished" pieces for real audiences. A letter to the principal, a letter

requestinc information prior to a field trip to Boston, a piece produced as n gift

for a friend or relative, an article for the district newsletter -- these are "publish-

ing" opportunities. In'class we also create booklets, anthologies 3f student writing.

In the spring each student creates his/her own individual magazine with a theme, severvi

pieces written in different modes based upon this theme, a cover, a foreword and an

About the Author piece. Students receive copies of their magazines to share with

family and friends.
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HOW CAN WE CREATE EFFECTIVE WRITING GROUPS?

FSLiENTIAL INGREDIENTS.

TRUST (With a capital T). Kids need to know that you trust them to meet
in groups and,to be serious about discussing their writing.

SUPPORT for the writing group as the primary means for Setting feedback
on a piece of writing. (If I give my feedback too soon or too often, I Undermine
tho writing group)

WRITING that kids care about. Generally this means that they have Chosen
what they are writing about.

PREPARATION FOR GROUPS.

If students have never shared their writing aloud, it's important to begin
by doing a variety of activities that will establish sharing as a basic principle
in your classroom. Some examples:

-- stories composed aloud by the entire class in which each person contributes
to the plot briefly. Sit in a circle and go arolnd once or twice. Kids
also have to listen in order to be able to contribute.

-- "magic circle" sharing

-- theater games or exercises

-- collaborative solving of mini-mysteries or discussion skills games in
which each person's contribution essential to solving a puzzle, mystery, etc
A book called LEARNING DISCUSSION'SXILLS THROUGH GAMES by Gene and Barbara
Sianford from Citation Press has'a lot of good ideas.

-- anything you can think of that encourages cooperation, collaboration, and
sharing as opposed to competition.

I also think it's a/good idea to ask kids to write short pieces and share
them with the whole clais from the very first day of school'. ACTIVE LISTENING.
can be introduced and/Practiced each time writing is shared. Begin by modelling
this "sayback"technique, then have the kids take turns. Point out what you're
doing An active listening and discuss it with them. (Even after groups are
established, it's a good idea to plan occasional class periods for whole group
sharing and active listening practice -- the mini-leuson idea).

Introduce the language of response as a natural exteasiop of the active
listening. Model a response in which you tell the author what you think his
purpose was, specific images evoked by the piece, the feeling you 'got', specific
words or phrases that work well, etc.

MOVING TOWARD GROUPS.

Have the whole class act as a writing group for a piece that you have
written. As the author, model the way in which you would respond to the "listen-
ers". Show the kids of questions an author might ask to invite specific feedbac%.

Ask several students to serve as a writing group that will be observed
by the entire class. Make sure everyone has copies of the piece(s) being discussed.
Discuss the group's procedure.

Put students in pairs to discuss/respond to each other's pieces.

L )
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COMPOSITION OF WRITING GROUPS.

At the beginning of the school year I like to try different combinations
of kids while I'm getting to know them and their writing. (If their writing
group skills are already good, I don't do this).

When I'm ready to set up permanent groups, I ask for input from the
kids. We also discuss the importance of trust within a writing group, I follow
their suggestions as nearly as possible in creating 3 person groups. These
groups will stay together for a long time, maybe even the rest of the year.
Some groups are very heterogeneous; others are very homogeneous. Groups of
each type work magnificently. Mutual trust seems to be far more important than
comparable writing skills. An excellent writer is not necessrrily an excellent
group participant.

FEEDBACK TO GROUPS.

Each writing group tapes all of its discussions via cassette recorder.
At the beginning of the year I listen to the tapes after each group meeting
and complete a comment sheet for each student. I am able to compliment them
for the things they are doing well and offer suggestions for improving other
parts -of -their group's procedure-.-

Listening to the tapes is wonderfv1, but very time consuming. I usually
listen to about 1/3 of the tapes each wtek after the first few times.

I don't grade writing groups, but writing group participation. is part
of the English grade.

WRITING GROUPS VS. EDITING GROUPS.

Students make a clear distinction between the writing group and the
editing group. When the-author-is-still in,the process of drafting and
revising his piece, mechanics are not part of the discussion. When the author
is ready to finalize the piece, he tells the group that he's ready for editing
and they respond by focusing on mechanics.

Ogg 1/1q/ St



STUDENTS DOCUMENT THEIR COMPOSING PROCESSES

by Diane Burkhardt
Shoreham-Wading River Middle School

My eighth grade students keep a journal in which they write about how they
write., We call it the 'process journal'. I first asked students to do this
several years ago because of my own experience in keeping such a journal during
a New York City Writing Project summer institute. I had found it to be a real
benefit. I wanted to share my enthusiasm with my students. More recently I
realise that the reason I want my students to keep a process journal is because
of the information it gives to them and to me about all\the things that happen
both 'within them and without them' as they compose.

1) Every writer has a composing process.
2) The writer is the.best source of information about

how he/she composes.
3) There is value to the individual writer in becoming

aware of all aspects of his/her composing process.
4) There is value to the classroom community of writers

in sharing individual composing processes.

Students write regularly in their process journals as they are rehearsing.
drafting. and revising pieces of writing. I coll2ct the journals at least once
each week to read and respond to what they have written. The written dialogue
that I have with each student about his/her composing is actually a form of con-
ferencing. It's a way for me to be certain that I "speak" individually with each
student about his/her writing each week.

Students use their process journals for a variety of purposes. At times
they write about the conditions of their writing environment:

1

I've got my tape recorder on and I like it. I feel more relaxed
with it on. I'm leaning on the wall on my bed in my room., My bed
is in a corner so I can lean against the wall and hang my feet
over the edge of the bed. My light is on. It is over my right
shoulder. My hand is hurting so I just changed the grip. My right

hand is sweating.

Sometimes they write about the general way in which they write:

Whenever I write a first draft, all the points I want to make
are down but just in scrambled sentences and the paragraphs are
all out of order.

They rehearse ideas for a piece:

What do I write? Not stealing. That's my dialogue. Falling

downstairs? Maybe. Hiking accident? In wilderness? =Kt Too
hard. Babysitting? Yea! Babysat all day. Pranks and kids are

bad then at end get $20 or something. "I'm not sure if it was worth
it," I think to myself. I can use that. Kids give dog a bath.

Fire? Too tragic. Fall? No they get in fiat fight with the boy

next door. Avon lady comes leaves sample. Kids draw with lipstick

all over the walls.

4



They make specific plans for the dud.: they are composing:

Now to do part 2
1. grounded -- for week after school
2. tell where they are next wk. and. Wander off
3. Tbny seemed conic Jo nervous.
4. dialogue)

S. Jo runs home.
6. When she gets in parents notice something wrong and try

to talk to her. Ask what's wrong. No go with JO. No talk.
7. After thinking about TOny for a while) that night she thinks

that he'll probably leave her alone) now that he's been turned
down twice).

Often they write at natural stopping points as they are drafting a piece:

I've got so many questions about how I should writ, this, where
should I start what kind of a kid is this kid? I feel like it's
definitely not flowing, it's choppy cityl I can't write like) a
6 year old. Now is anyone going to know the difference between
when he's talking to the reader or a character. This doesn't
feel right. I'm making it up as I go along and I never do that.

After writing they reflect on the draft they have completed:
Argghhhh
too long? time wise
too much description
in some parts
too little in
others.
Too much cross
out
too sloppy
too much concern
about what other
people will think
too little concentration
too much thinking
about time
too much thinking
about a certain
person.
Argghhhhl

They write as they revise:
I'm really stuck on this piece). I tried revising but I couldn't
get going. There are so many suggestions from my writing group
that I want to use and I also hate the ending. If I'm gonna' have

Tony kill himself I would make it Tony's story and make Jo a minor
character ...

They evaluate:

I'm back. I just finished the piece and towards the end it had

a lot of emotional feeling to it. It's great! I love it.

To me what's most important is that each studOnt use his journal in a

way that is most helpful to him.



ASrD PRESENTATION -- THE coNcoRr - MAY 7, 1984

1. INTRODUCTION (5 min)

a. Anita - Writing in the District (Porl/Sterling, Summer

Wkshps)
b. Audrey - Aspects of the Wr.ting Program
c. Ross - Our Presentation - 'hree teachers of writing &

students

2. SLIDE SHOW (15 min)

3. ANITA (15 min) - Sharing - ar extension of writing
room atmospr .w419 Anita's role

I/
4. ROSS (15 min) - 8th grade wr ting classroom -

process spot ach
Jade - Pigef
Rich - piece
Janine - mat zing

5. AUDREY (15 min) - Implicative of Writing
Outs, e writing
Writ, 1 Groups
Writ, ; Center

6. CLOSURE - Ross (3 min) - We' a seen fragments here today
no ne way to twitch writing
kid and teacha s writs often in
man modes; lot of class time
rea.ons for writing
DIS-RIBUTION OF MATERIALS

7. STATEMENTS FROM KIDS (1 MIN)

.

8. QUESTION/ANSWER SESSION (16 M: ~d)
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ENGLISH 8

R. Burkhardt
September 29, 1983

41 ei 1, 15c4

Good afternoon. Here is a memo to help you organize your work for tomorrow, Friday,

September 30. As you know, you are supposed to write a "personal essay" for tomorrow's

class. A personal essay is an essay written in the first person ("I") about some

event or incident in your life, or about someone you know, etc. Remember to refer to

the samples we read in class if you have questions about what you are supposed to do.

In class we agreed that a personal essay has the following characteristics:

-- it is true
-- it is written in the first person
- - it is based on personal experience
-- it often contains thoughts and feelings
-- the author "learned" something from the incident, in many cases

- - it is often a "looking back" piece or a "reflection"
- - the subject is important to the author

ray attention as you compose your personal essay to the way you xv.e decisions
and the experience you have of writing it. I would like you to use your process journal

in a way that has often proved helpful to others as they began work on pieces. Here are
some male process journal entries written last September by 8th graders:

(1) "I have no idea what to write for this essay. This is really tough.
I'm going to read over those examples again. I don't think I'm ever
going to be able to describe anything like those people did in the
samples you gave us. All of those rre about realistic things that
happen to kids out ages That won't 'Ile hard to do....I have this idea
about practicing the piano. beell taking lessons for years, and
I still hate to practice. I don't get any 'oetter and my mother jokes
that the teacher puts cotton in her ears w%en it's time for my lesson.
There are some funny thinge; I could write about how I go to my
lesson and haven't even looked ist the piano since the last lesson,
and she must know it but she never na:7s anything mean or sarcastic --

just all these 'too rice' cornewv al:mut how I'm coming along nicely.
thlnl: shg's a jerk. I thinic start and see where to go from

there."

(?)''What should I write? Gosh, I can think of so mane things to write

about, but it's just which one? I could write something about (my
friend) and I, or I could write about my Dad. There's always some-
thing to write about my family. Or I could write about how I miss

. I can't.really,think of what to write. I wish something

good would pop into my head. It s'ems like everything, have to

write about is bad or sad. I kno,'J of want to write something funny.
If I keep writing I know something will pop up, so I'll kee) on
babbling here."

0) "What am I gonna write? Not shoplifting -- too real! Falling down-
stairs? Maybe. Hiking accident? YUCK! Too hard. Babysitting' 'iea!
Babysat all day. Pranks and kids are bad, then at end get S'O. "I'n
not sure if it was worth it," I think to myself. I can use shat.

Kids give dog a bath. Fist fight with boy next door. Avon lady
leaves aample. Kids draw with lipstick all over the walls.'



Those are three process journal examples from three different students.In each case they are beginning their work on writing a personal essay...ey haven't written any of the essay yet. They're writing in their processjournals, babbling their thoughts about what to write, how to begin, etc.
.

WOULD YOU TRY DOING THIS AS YOU WRITE YOUR PERSONAL ESSAY, PLEA;E?
SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENT IN PROCESS JOURNAL (due tomorrow with essay).-4:1011101

a) IF YOU HAVEN'T STARTED YOUR ESSAY YET, just start babling your ideasor lack of ideas in your journal until you get one that you think youwant to write about. Then start writing your personal essay on a separatepiece of paper. Don't come back to your process journal unless you getstuck or decide to abandon that idea and start another one.
b) IF YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED YOUR PERSONAL ESSAY; just write in yourprocess journal about what you've already done end babble about whereyou think it will go next, bnw it will end, etc..

c) IF YOU HAVE FINISHED YOUR ESSAY COMPLEIF1Y, write in your processjournal as much detail as you can remember about how you wrote it, whereyour idea came from, any changes in ideas or plans for it, etc.

Process Journal * 20 -- February 2, 1984 E atm
Before I start writing I em going to do something a littledifferent. Do you remember how you once told us to writeabout whets going on around us, and just write about whatevercomes to our minds, wall I felt that that helped me so I'mgoing to do that now first so maybe I can thirk of who I'mgoing to write to. I know that I want to write to a friend, Idon't know who though. The reason why I want to write to afriend is because is that I feel that they should beappreciated. I'really don't know what I'm going to pwriteabout yet since I don't know wht to write to. I know it won'tbe in the form of a poem. I want it to be a letter for thembut not to them. It will be about what I appreciate them for.But I bon't know .;ho yet. Maybe I won't write it to a friend.Maybe even to a teizher. As soon as I find out, I will writemy process journal entry number eleven.

FAI R WEATHER FRIEND (1/20/84)

by Janine Eldricpe

You ask me for help on your sclool t hocark.
Put an return you treat me like a jerk.
Cfn't you see the hurt look an my eyes.
I being my friend some kind of disgse'.
Tie secrets I te:l you, you tell everyone,lrt laugh, and MIRK* JOKVis you tnirik that it's fun.
You are wriat they call a fair weather friend.
You ow.; my meld but never talk to me again.
I will not fali for tnis trick anymore,
16-pi can't use your friendship as somr-f kand of lure,

vlought I could trust you, but now I've lecrnc.d,
Frierc2sniv at sometharq: that mutt de eaned.
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER WHEN WRITING PROCESS ENTRIES

(taken from class questions - 11/15/83)

1. What made you want to use this topic?

2. Do you usually write about this type of thing?

3. If not, why did you pick this topic?

4. What other ideas did you have to write about?

5. What form/mode are you going to write in?

6. Why that form/mode?

7. How did you get your idea?

8. Why is this udea important to you?

9. What is your main idea?/main message?/main point?

10. Who are the characters in your piece?

11. How do you feel about what you have written?

12. Are you thinking of adding to your piece?

13. Is this what you really want to write about?

14. Will you be able to write a lot about this topic?

15. Did you enjoy writing this? why? why riot?

16. Was this your first idea? if not, what were the others?

17. Is there anything else you want to write about?

18. Is it true? Did this really happen to you?

19. Are you in it'

e. When ones it take place? Where?

21. How long dioid it take you to write it?

Za. Would this idea be better in a different mode?

23. Did you ever pet stuck witn your topic?

ie4. Did you know the "-,anoinr oefore VOU started?

14Nat cart cs* The ciece ,"2'U like best's wrly''



PROCESS JOURNAL 011
by Rich Jones

When I sat down to write my poem
about Madrid, it made me feel a
little sad. It had been less than
one day ago thet ! was on an
airplane coming home from Madrid,
and even though I was back home in
Shoreham, my mind was in Madrid. All
day long teachers had just acted
like we hadn't been gone at all. At
9th period English class someone
finally acknowledged the fact that
we had been gone, and instead of
having us do what the rest of 'the
kids in the class were doing, -he had
Os write a piece of writing about
our trip to Spain. That was exactly
what I wanted to be doing. I hadn't
been able to do much all day because
I was so tired, ' but I did enjoy
writing the poem, even though it was
sad to think of Madrid.

GOODBYE TO SPAIN
By

RICH JONES .

It started out on a sunny day.
We walked to school, the

regular way.
The only difference in the way

. we walked
was the different things of

which we talked.

We spoke of friends and saying
. goodbye,

knowing later that we both
would cry.

When we got to the school, I
looked around,

seeing the solemn faces stare at
the ground.

Itook a walk, one last look,
thinking of Spain and the toll It

took.
. .

Weeks ago, I knew none of the
fbces Inside.

Would I sob with them later and
forget my pride?

At a farewell breakfast' with
eyes still dry,

We smiled meekly knowing we
soon must fly. r. I?

We must fly home to the United
States,

to the curious question of our
schoolmates.

As I walked away out the school
door,

three weeks had passed but I
wanted more.

The minute had come to say
goodbye,

and the bus stop was filled with
eyes undry.

I looked out the window to my
Spanish friend. and all I could
think was. "This is the end."
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SEL.ECTED ENTRIES -- PJ *13 - MAGAZINE - 4/24/64

1. THEME: FAVORITE HTHINGS "...I picked this theme because I

like to write apou the thinps I like. I want the reaper to
know apout me by me describing the. things I like. I think
wnen the reaoer rea s my mapazine, he/she will know more
about me, and I fee that it is important to really know what
an author is like o reading his/her_ciece of writing. I want
to write things abo t_ 88

2. I think I'm poin to have my theme be SCHOOL. It's
important betause it s part of my. life. I have been poing to
school for about 9 y ars. I have a lot to say -- fun times,
bad times, trips, or sports...School pitfes you so many
OPPORTUNITIES. Some Daces I would have new been able to po
on it it wasn't for school."

3. "My theme is FRIEN'S - GOOD AND BAD. I mean all the pood
things and bad things hat happen between friends. This theme
is important to me bec use I see a lot of thinps going on
between friends and I houpht it would .;)e a nice thing to

. write about. When People finish reading this madazne I want
them to see the differ, ce--between poop thinps and bad things
in friendships."

4. THEME: MUSIC -- "Thi theme's important to me oecause it's
part of me; my whole li is based upon music. Without it I

wouldn't know what to at' When I say, "I love music," it's
more than just liking the tunes and sounds. It's the
experience that poes along with it, learninp how to play it
and my friends that are involved with it and even more that I
can only feel but can't ut into words. I want the audience
to be able to feel aid ex erience just a little off what it
,means to me. and maye th y'll have a different outlook the
newt time they near someo se say "I love music." They micht
think of it riot only liki r the sound of it but of now much
music mipht mean to treat ersort's experiences and life and
how music fits in and strrounos that person's life, how
special it is to tnem."

5. "Since this prooect is very larpe part OT my Drape, I

want to make sure treat it s well done. and tat is wny I'm
so DiCKV MDOUt my theme. A' so pecause I'm'coint to be writing
amout this theme for a ver lona time. I need sometnino that
I will not de pored with after tne first week of writinp, or
the duality of my pieces will slowly decrease."
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Growing In A Pop.
By Jeremy Kropp

It was dark, as usual. EverybOdy was fast asleep,
jampacked, and cramped. Nobody was in the mood to do
anything, just sleep...

Then, all of a sudden, there waS a- light, blinding
light. This was no dream at all, and I *as frightened.
Could this have been the fabled ".Twilight Zone???". Nobody was
moving, we were all too scared., And then appeared a gigantic
shadow, so big that it blocked/out all the light. What a

relief, we thought. But how/; wrong we were.
A thing shaped like a,,hand reached out and grabbed us

all, ripping our glass h,gie off of its foundation. What

were we to do?
The thing shook 40 out Of our house into a large, silver

bowl. We landed in ti is thick oil-like poop covering the
surface of this str nge floor. We lay there, waiting, for

what ever would c e next.
'A yellowish/ ome covered us, but we weren't planning on

going anywhere.' All of us were sharing this strange, foreign
place with a 1 rge, metal rod. We didn't even move at all, .

but the rod started to.
It was 1/ike a beacon of light, hitting some._of_us_, but

just missing%others. The rod pushed us around the surface,
and we could feel ourselves getting hotter and hotter by the

minute. W4 were too scared to even move, but-the rod pushed
us onwards.

After a couple of minutes of this "pushing," I decided
to fight this feeling, because I didn't like being pushed

around. Then I had a feeling my skin began to rip apart.

tried to scream, but couldn't. The pain was_excruciating,
and it was now or never that I put up a fight!

Before I had gotten the chance to do anything about what
was happening, the feeling had stopped. Thank God! But I had
changedi"matured" is a better word. I felt different, more

important. Before everybody looked basically the same, but

now I ( like everybody else ) Look and feel different, I HAVE

INDIVIDUALITY!!!
Everything about me has chanpedtmy apperance, and most

of all the way I look at myself. It's a new road for me, and
for everybody else, and I'm going to make the most of it.

You'd never imagine all this could happen in the lifelof

an ordinary, wild-mannered piece of popcorn!!!

q
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I LIKE TO WRITE -I DON'T LIAE TO WRITE
.0

CD
JADE- I LIKE TO WRITE BECAUSE IT GIVES ME A TIME TO THINK AND

IMAGINE ABOUT THINGS. WRITING HELPS ME TO GET BETTER AT IT. ALSO

WHEN I WRITE THINGS DOWN. IT'S ALWAYS THERE FOR ME, LIKE A

MEMORY. I DON'T LIKE TO WRITE WHEN I HAVE OTHER THINGS ON MY

MIND, OR IF I JUST DON'T HAAVE SOMETHING TO WRITE ABOUT. IT'S .

HARDER FOR ME TO WRITE THEN.

InatazI LIKE TO WRITE IN SILENCE WITHOUT 1NTERuPTIONS, IN WARM

SURROUNDINGS. I WRITE WHEN I HAVE AN IDEA, ON ANY KIND OF PAPER I

CAN FIND, SO THAT I DON'T LOOSE MY THOUGHT. I DON'T LIKE TO WRITE

WHEN MUSIC IS BLASTING OR WHEN SOMEONE IS MING TO TALK TO ME.

IT'S ALSO VERY DISTRACTING WHEN THE LIGHTS AROUND ME AREN'T

BRIGHT ENOUGH, OR MY PENCIL BREAKS, OR MY PEN RUNS OUT OF INK.

Ct
CINDY,- I LIKE TO WRITE FREELY ON A TOPIC - OR SOMETIMES JUST IN

SEARCH OF A TOPIC. I NEED TIME TO FLUSH OUT ALL OF MY IDEAS ONTO

PAPER. THEN I CAN TAKE IT HOME AND ADD ALL OF THE IDEAS THAT HAVE

COME UP OVER THE DAY. I DON'T LIKE TO WRITE WHEN I HAVE TO SE

PERFECT AS THE WORDS HIT THE PAGE. WHEN I HAVE TIME FOR ONLY ONE

COPY, I LOSE MY CREATIVTY. IT JUST DOESN'T WORK.

yi //3 863
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WRITING AND LEARNING

JANINE- LAST FALL OUR CLASS STUDIED ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR.

EACH PERSON TOOK THE ROLE OF EI1HER A RADICAL OR A TORY, i-IND WE

EACH KEPT A COLONIAL DIARY OF THE EVENTS THAT HAPPENED TO CAUSE

THIS WAR. OUR TEACHER GAVE US FACT SHEETS, AND WE USED OUR SKILLS

TO WORK THEM INTO OUR DIARIES. I WAS A TORY, MEANING THAT I WROTE

FROM A BRITISH POINT OF VIEW. THE WRITIN3 OF THE DIARY NOT ONLY

TAUGHT ME TO CREATE A FICTIONAL CHARACTER, BUT BY DOING THIS WE

LEARNED ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN A FUN WAY.

gja/.- WHEN I WRITE, IT COMES FROM MY EXPERIENCE. YOU CAN'T

WRITE WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW. BUT WHAT COMES OUT HELPS ME TO

UNDERSTAND WHATEVER I AM WRITING ABOUT. WRITING HELPS ME TO

UNDERSTAND WHO I AM AND HOW I THINK BY ORGANIZING MY THOUGHTS

INTO WORDS ON PAPER. OFTEN I DISCOVER THAT I REMEMBER SOMETHING

THAT I THOUGHT I HAD FORGOTTEN, AND THERE IT IS OUT ON THE PAPER.

FOR ME WRITING IS LEARNING MOST OF ALL ABOUT MYSELF.

(i)

EL_ ISA - WHEN I HAVE A QUESTION, I WRITE ABOUT MY CONFUSION. DOING

THIS ENABLES ME TO ORGANIZE MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, AND IDEAS. AT

TIMES WRITING HELPS ME TO SEE AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT ASPECT OF MY

PROBLEM, AND BEFORE I KNOW IT, AN ANSWER MATERIALIZES. WRITING

ALLOWS ME TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT MYSELF ....THERAPY!
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DRAFTING AND REVISING
=Mt

JADE- WHEN MY TEACHER TOLD ME I HAD TO DRAFT SOMETHING THAT I

ALREADY WRITTEN, I THOUGHT THAT THAT WAS A WASTE BECAUSE I

ALREADY DID MY PIECE AND I THOUGHT THAT THAT WAS ALL I HAD TO DO.

BUT WHEN I REVISED MY DRAFT, I HAD A LOT OF CHANGES TO MAKE AND

IT WAS GOOD THAT I REVISED BECAUSE I LIKED MY PIECE MUCH BETTER.

DRAFTING IS GOOD FOR ME TO DO, BECAUSE WHEN I DO MY FIRST,

SECOND, AND THIRD DRAFTS, I FEEL LIKE I HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO WORK

ON MY WRITING PIECES.

c2
RICH - FOR ME IN PAST YEARS, DRAFTING AND REVISION HAS BEEN

WRITING'S BIGGEST HASSLE. TO BE HONEST, I HATED IT. DRAFTING AND

REVISING A PIECE OF WRITING USUALLY INVOLVES TASKS SUCH AS

SPELLING CORRECTIONS, SENTENCE AND PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE AND MOST

IMPOtTANT OF ALL, CONSTANTLY ASKING MYSELF, "IS MY IDEA GETTING

ACROSS TO THEM?". I HAVE SINCE CHANGED MY MIND. I FIND THAT

WRITING GROUPS MAKE THE TASK EASIER, AND NOW I CAN SEE THAT ALL

THE WORK DOES PAY OFF WHEN I READ OVER A WELL. REVISED FINAL

DRAFT.

ELISA - WRITING IS LIKE A PIECE OF CLAY THAT IS MOLDED INTO A

BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF ART. I AM CONSTANTLY SHAPING THE WORDS TO FORM

A BETTER PIECE OF WRITING. I WORK ON A PIECE UNTIL I HAVE RELAYED

MY IDEA AS CLEARLY AND STRAIGHT FORWARD AS POSSIBLE. THIS MAY

REQUIRE NUMEROUS DRAFTS AND MUCH FRUSTRATION, BUT IN THE END, IT

IS WORTH IT.

/
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4RITING GROUPS

JADE- I FEEL THAT A WRITING GROUP IS GREAT TO HAVE BECAUSE WHEN I

READ MY WRITING OUT LOUD, I READ IT SO THAT MY WRITING GROUP CAN

TRY AND HELP ME WITH IT, AND WHEN THEY GIVE ME SUGGESTIONS, IT

HELPS MY PIECE, AND IT ALSO HELPS ME SEE THINGS THAT I MIGHT WANT

TO IMPROVE AND EXPAND.

4011)

RICH - IN 8TH GRADE OUR WRITING GROUPS ARE MADE UP OF ABOUT 3 OR

4 AUTHORS AND THE PURPOSE OF OUR WRITING GROUPS IS TO REVISE OUR

WRITING IN A "GROUP EFFORT" WAY. AFTER AN AUTHOR HAS READ HIS OR

HER PIECE THE OTHER GROUP MEMBERS COMMENT AND MAKE SUGGESTIONS

ABOUT THE PIECE SO THAT THE AUTHOR MIGHT CONSIDER THEM AND MAYBE

MAKE SOME CHANGES. I, MYSELF WROTE A PIECE ABOUT MY TRIP TO

SPAIN. AFTER THE FIRST DRAFT, IT WENT THROUGH 2 OR 3 MORE DRAFTS

AND THEN FINALLY TO THE FINAL DRAFT WHICH I WAS VERY PROUD OF

BECAUSE BECAUSE I FELT THAT THE PIECE WAS AS GOOD AS I COULD MAKE

IT. (cAdst lib malt, Vtite ArnroL so*4#'4447)

oci)
ALISON - SHAARIING WRITING CAN BE A FRIGHTFUL EXCPERIENCE, BUT

ONLY WHEN READING TO AN UNRESPONSIVE GROUP. WHEN I'M READING MY

PIECE TO A GROUP I KNOW WILL LISTEN, I CAN READ ANYTHING. THEIR

INTEREST GIVES ME CONFIDENCE, EAARSING THE FEAR THAT MY WRITING

WON'T BE ACCEPTFD OR WILL SOUND AWKWARD. THIS KIND OF SHARING

GIVES ME THE EXCITEMENT NEEDED TO WANT A PERFECT PIECE.



OWNERSHIP

O
RICH - TO MOST PEOPLE OWNING A PIECE OF PAPER WITH INK ON IT

ISN'T ANY BIG DEAL; BUT AFTER PUTTING 4 OR 5 HOURS INTO THAT

PIECE OF WRITING AND FINALLY HAVING A FINAL DRAFT MAKES ME FEEL

A SPECIAL SORT OF OWNERSHIP TOWARDS IT. I FEEL LIKE WHAT EVER

CREDIT IT GETS SHOULD BE MINE BECAUSE I CREATED IT. I FEEL GOOD

WHEN I READ A GOOD PIECE OF WRITING, BUT WHEN I ALSO WROTE IT, I

FEEL GREAT.

ELISA - WHEN I FINISH A PIECE OF WRITING IT IS SOMETHING OF MINE,

SOMETHING THAT I FEEL PROUD OF, THAT I HAVE CREATED. IT IS

TOTALLY MINE. I AM THE ONE AT THE CONTROLS, MOLDING THE WORDS TO

PRODUCE MY VERY BEST PIECE. MANY TIMES THE WORDS WILL NOT FLOW;

THEN I JUST CONCENTRATE ON PUTTING WORDS DOWN ON PAPER WITH

CONFIDENCE THAT SOMETHING WILL COME. WHEN I HAVE FINISHED A PIECE

AND FEEL I HAVE DONE MY BEST , I AM SATISFIED...AT LEAST FOR THE

MOMENT. BUT I AM ALWAYS LOOKING FOR WAYS TO IMPROVE..TO SATISFY

MYSELF BETTER. I LIKE THAT SATISFIED FEELING.

ALISON- WRITING IS A SIEVE FOR MY THOUGHTS AND HELPS ME TO SORT

OUT THE THINGS SWIRLING IN MY HEAD. SINCE MY WRITING REFLECTS MY

THOUGHTS, IT IS VERY PERSONAL, It IS MINE, SOMETHING I CAN SHARE

OR KEEP HIDDEN AWAY, BE PROUD OF OR EMBARRASSED ABOUT, BE

SATISFIED WITH .ND EVEN AFRAID OF.

104tWatikpt-
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JANINE- WHEN I WRITE, I ALWAYS HAVE A MOTIVE. IT MAY BE TO LET MY

FEELINGS OUT, TO GIVE AS A GIFT TO SOMEONE, OR BECAUSE MY TEACHER

WANTS ME TOO. I ALWAYS TRY TO PUT MY BEST INTO WHAT I WRITE, THAT

WAY THE AUDIENCE APPRECIATES IT MORE, AND WHEN THEY APPRECIATE

IT, IT MOTIVATES ME TO WRITE MORE.

ALISON -- WRITING IS AN OUTLET FOR EMOTION, LIKE LAUGHING OR

CRYING. IT IS A MEDICATION, LIFTING MY SPIRITS AND MAKING ME FEEL

CLEAR AND FREE. WRITING IS A FRIEND. WHEN I'M EXCITED, FULL OF

ENERGY AT 2 IN THE MORNING, AND THERE IS NO ONE ELSE AROUND, MY

JOURNAL LISTENS TO ME.

CINDY - MY BEST WRITING COMES OUT WHEN I FEEL VERY EMOTIONAL,

ESPECIALLY WHEN I AM UPSET. I WRITE' TO UNDERSDSTAND w4Y. IF I

CAN'T COMMUNICATE TO SOMEONE, I WRITE. IF I WANT TO REMEMBER

SOMETHING, I WRITE. WHEN I LIKE TO RECREATE A VACATION OR AN

EXPERIENCE, I DO IT NOT ONLY WITH PICTURES BUT WITH WORDS. I

WRITE. WRITING MAKES ME FEEL A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT. THAT'S

WHY I WRITE.
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THE PROCESS MODEL AT WORK - Aspects of a Writing Classroom

Rosa Burkhardt, 8th Grade English Teacher
Shoreham-Wading River Middle School, Shoreham, MY 11786

THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM

In my English class students write regularly on topics of their own choosing.
Twenty-seven students in one class, twenty one in another, began writing on the
first day of school and have written on countless occasions in many modes since
then. Students have written essays, poems, stories, newspaper articles, businessletters, interior monologues, dialogues, journal entries, free writing, and more.Often we use a REHEARSAL - DRAFT -REVISE EDIT - PUBLISH approach. On mostoccasions I write the same assignments that my students do and share my writingwith them, just as they share it with each other.

REHEARSAL

Before assigning a piece of writing, I present examples of that mode to my students.Sometimes these are pieces written by students in previous years: sometimes they
are examples culled from magazines,

newspapers, or anthologies. A class discussionabout a particular mode, say an interior monologue, helps students understand the
:about

and the limitations of that mode as they rehearse their pieces.My students keep process journals in which they document their composing processes,and I encourage them to "rehearse" their pieces by writing about what they wantto write about before they begin composing. These prewriting activities have beenof considerable help to the students in enabling them to write in different and
unfamiliar modes.

DRAFTING

Students produce drafts of work. They know that they do not have to have the
piece perfect, completed, and polished in a rough draft. This enables them toexperiment, to venture where they might otherwise not go. A draft is a work in
progress and is not considered "finished" until the author so decides.

WRITING GROUPS

Students share drafts in small writing groups composed of three or four students.These writing group discussions are taped (they occur all over the building)
so that I can be a presence in the group and give the students constructive
feedback on their discussion skills. Students follow a procedure in which theauthor distributes xerox copies of his piece, reads the piece twice while listenersmake notations on their copies, and then pauses for thirty seconds. In turn, eachlistener "says back" the sense of the piece to the author, focussing on a centralimage or theme. Next, listeners "praise the positive," giving the author a senseof how his audience appreciates the piece. Listeners then ask "questions which
extend," questions which, if responded to by the author in a later draft, mightimprcve the clarity and quality of the piece. Finally, "author's time" allows thewriter tc raise questions he might have about the piece. By following these stepsfor each piece of writing, the students discuss their pieces, receive constructivecriticism. work collaboratively, and get a sense of how to revise.

. . s
REVISION

Following a writing group discussion, a student will revise a piece of writing
based on the feedback he received from his writing group. Often, just reading the
piece aloud to others is powerful enough to provide the writer with a sense of
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the strengths and weaknesses of the piece. Students also detail revisions in theirprocess journals, engaging in writing about writing as they pay attention to theircomposing processes. Revisions are taken back to writing group for future discussionuntil the author determines that the piece says what he wants it to say. Once apiece is "done," the author then goes through an editing process with his group,dealing with issues of grammar and mechanics.

PUBLICATION

Students "publish" their pieces for real audiences. A "Letter to the Principal,"an article for the school newspaper, or a "Letter of Appreciation" all havespecific audiences. In my class we create class booklets, anthologies of studentwriting in which each student contributes a piece of his own choosing. Later thisyear we will meats a class poetry
anthology, and in the spring each studentwill create his own "magazine." This booklet has a theme, at least six original,pieces in at least four different modes, a foreward, an "About the Author" piece,and a cover. Students receive fifteen copies of their booklets for family andfriends. The pieces in this booklet all go through the drafting, revision, writinggroup, editing process. When a student knows his piece of writing will be readby a larger audience than the teacher, he invests more of himself in that piece.

OBSERVATIONS

Students in my classes enjoy writing. They feel good about what they produce,and they have a sense of "ownership." I am clear that I am working towardsthe following goals:

-- that students learn a process approach to writing-- that students learn to draft and revise their pieces-- that students learn to discuss writing in writing groups- - that students publish their writing

My students have taught me many things about writing during the past three yearsthat I have used a process model approach. Among the more significant things theyhave taught me are the following:

-- that when allowed to choose their own topics, studentswrite with more interest, creativity, and enthusiasm-- that eighth grade students can have meaningful
discussionsabout their writing

- - that process journals, pre-writing activities, and writinggroups are techniques that enable students to write- - that paying attention to the content of the piece - the ideasbeing communicated - is crucial when first responding toa piece of writing
-- that given a comfortable enviroment in which writing is takenseriously, students gain "ownership" of their writing andcome to understand their composing processes

What I am also aware of is that when my students write in the context describedaabove, they are engaged in thinking about writing in powerful ways.
a

ti
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER WHEN'WRITINS PROCESS ENTRIES

(taken from class questions - 11/15/83)

1. What made you want to use this topic?

2. Do you usually write about this type of thing?

3. If not, why did you pick this topic?

4. What other ideas did you have to write about?

5. What form/mode are you going to write in?

6. Why that form/mode?
.4

7. How did you get your idea?

8. Why is this udea important to you?

9. What is your main idea?/main message?/main point?

10. Who are the characters in your piece?

11. How do you feel about what you have written?

12. Are you thinking of adding to your piece'

13. Is this what you really want to write about?

14. Will you be able to write a lot about this topic?

15. Did you enjoy writing this? why? why not?

16. Was this your first ideal if not, what were the others?

17. is there anything else you want to write about?

113. Is it true' Did this really happen to you'

19. Are you zr:

20. When does it take place? Where?

Ll. How long dioad it take you to write it?

a2. Would this idea be better in a different mode?

23. Dio you ever pet stuck with your topic?

24. Did you know the "ending" before you started?

Ztri. Wnat oart coP tne piece do vot, like pest'. wnv?
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ENGLISH 8
R. Burkhardt
September 29, 1983

Good afternoon. Here is a memo to help you organize your work for tomorrow, Friday,
September 30. As you know, you are supposed to write a "personal essay" for tomorrow's
class. A personal essay is an essay written in the first person ("I") about some
event or incident in your life, or about someone you know, etc. Remember to refer to
the eamples we read in class if you have questions about what you are supposed to do.

In class tie agreed that a personal essay has the following characteristics:

- - it is true

- - it is written in the first person
-- it is based on personal experience
-- it often contains thoughts and feelings
-- the author "learned" something from the incident, in many 4ases
- - it is often a "looking back" piece or a "reflection"
-- the subject is important to the author

Pay attention as you compose your personal essay to the way you make decisions
and the experience you have of writing it. I would like you to use your process journal
in a way that has often proved helpful to others as they began work on pieces. Here are
some suale process journal entries written last September by 8th graders:

(1) "I have no idea what to write for this essay. This is really tough.
I'm going to read over those examples again. I don't think I'm ever
going to be able to describe anything like those people did in the
samples you gave us. All of those are about realistic things that
happen to kids our age, That won't be hard to do....I have this idea
about practicing the piano. I've been taking lessons for years, and
I still hate to practice. I don't get any better and my mother jokes
that the teacher puts cotton in her ears when it's time for my lesson.
There are some funny things I could write about how I go to my
lesson and haven't even looked at the piano since the last lelson,
and she must know it. But she never says anything mean or sarcastic --
just all these 'too nice' comments about ha, I'm coming along nicely.
I think she's a jerk. I think I'll start and see where to go from
there."

(2)"What should I write? Gosh, I can think of so many things to write
about. but it's just which one? I could write something about (my
friend) and I, or I could write about my Dad. There's always some-
thing to write about my family. Or I could write about how I miss

. I can't really think of what to write. I wish something
good would pop into my head. It seems like everything I have to
write about is had or sad. I knod of want to write something funny.
If I keep writing I know something will pop up, so I'll keep on
babbling here."

(3) "What am I gonna write? Not shoplifting too real! Falling down- a
stairs? Maybe. Hiking accident? YUCK! Top hard. Babvsitting? Yea!
Babysat all day. Pranks and kids are bad, then at end get $20. "I'n
not sure if it was worth it," I think to myself. I can use that.
Kids give dog a bath. Fist fight with boy next door. Avon lady
leaves samnle. Kids draw with lipstick all over the walls."
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Those are three process journal examples from three different students.In each case they are beginning their work on writing a personal essay.They haven't written any of the essay yet. They're writing in their processjournals, babbling their thoughts about what to write, how to begin, etc.

WOULD YOU TRY DOING THIS AS YOU WRITE YOUR PERSONAL ESSAY, PLEASE?

SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENT IN PROCESS JOURNAL (due tomorrow with essay) -.4."41101

a) IF YOU HAVEN'T STARTED YOUR ESSAY YET, just start babling your ideasor lack of ideas in your journal until you get one that you think youwant to write about. Then start writing your personal essay on a separatepiece of paper. Don't cove back to your process journal unless you getstuck or decide to abandon that idea and start another one.

b) IF YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED YOUR PERSONAL ESSAY; just write in your
process journal about what you've already gone and babble about where
you think it will go next, how it will end, etc.

c) IF YOU HAVE FINISHED YOUR ESSAY COMPLETELY, write in your process
journal as much detail as you can remember about how you wrote it, whereyour idea came from, any changes in ideas or plans for it, etc.

Process Journal M 10 -- February a, 1984 ..,743E clogs

Before I start writing I am going to do something a little
different. Do you remember how you once told us to write
about wnats going on around us, and just write about whatever
comes to our minds, well I felt that tnat heloeo me so Pre
posng to do that now first so maybe I can think of who I'm
going to write to. I know that I want to write to a friend, I
don't know who though. The reason wny 1 want to write to a
frieric is because is that I feel tnat they should oe
appreciated. I really don't km"... ..;lat I'm poing to owrite
about vet since I don't know who to write to. I know it won't
oe in tne form of a poem. I want it to be a letter for them
out not to them. It will be about what I appreciate them for.
But I don't know who yet. Maybe I won't write it to a friend.
Maybe even to a teacher. As soon as I find out, I will write
my process journal entry number eleven.

=AI17( wEATHER FRIEND (1/0/84)

by Janine Eldricpe

Vou ask me for nelc. on your scnool t homework,
Nut in return you treat me like e jerk.
Can't you see the hurt look in my eyes?
Is being my friend some kind of disguise?
The secrets I tell you, you tell everyone,
Vou laugh, and make jOKOS, you think that it's fun.
vou are wnat they call a fair weather friend.
YOu OWL MV MO10 Out never talk to me again.
1 will not falI for this trick anymore,
Vou can't use your friendship as some kind of lure.
I tmoupnt I couid trust you, but ;tow I've learned.
Frienosnip is somethinc tnat must tw earned.
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Growing In A Pop
By Jeremy Kropp

It was dark, as usual. Everybody was fast asleep,
jampacked, and cramped. Nobody was in the mood to do
anything, just slyep...

Then, all of a sudden, there was a light, a blinding
light. This was no dream at all, and I was frightened.
Could this have been the fabled "Twilight Zone???" Nobody was
moving, we were all too scared. And then appeared a gigantic
shadow, so big that it blocked out all the light. What a
relief, we thought. But how wrong we were.

A thing shaped like a hand reached out and grabbed us
all, ripping our glass house off of its foundation. What
were we to dol

The thing shook us out of our house into a large, silver
bowl. We landed in this thick oil-like goop covering the
surface of this strange floor. We lay there, waiting, for
what ever would come next.

A yellowish dome covered us, but we weren't planning on
going anywhere. All of us were sharing this strange, foreign
place with a large, metal rod. We didn't even move at all,
but the rod started to.

It was like a beacon of light, hitting some of us, but
just missing others. The rod pushed us around the surface,
ant' we could feel ourselves getting hotter and hotter by the
minute. We were too scared to even move, but the rod pushed
us onwards.

After a couple of minutes of this "Pushing," I decided
to fight this feeling, because I didn't like being pushed
around. Then I nab a feeling my skin organ to rip apart.
tries tc scream. but couldn't. The pain was excruciating,
and it was now or never' that I put up a fight!

Before I had gotten the chance to do anything about what
was happening, the feeling had stopped. Thank Sod! Buy I had
chanped,"matured" is a better word. I felt different, more
important. Before everybody looked basically tne same, but
now I ( like everybody else ) look and feel different, I HAVE
INDIVIDUALITY!!!

Everything about me has changed: my aooerance, and most
pf all the way I look at myself. It's a new road for me, and
for everybody else, and I'm going to make the most of it.

You'd never imagine all this could happer in the life of
an ordinary, mild-mannered piece of popcorn!!!
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SE:_ECTED ENTRIES -- PJ 613 - MAGAZINE THEME - 4/24/84

1. THEMES FAVORITE THINGS "...I picked this theme because I
like to write about the thinps I like. I want the reaaer to
Know about me by me describing the thinps I like. I think
wnen.the reaper reaps my magazine, he /she v,...11 know more
about me, and I feel that it is important to -adlly Unum wnat
an autnor is like by reaming his/ner piece of writing. I wart
to write thingp about"

2. I think I'm going to have my theme be SCHOOL. It's
important because it's part of my life. I have been 'King to
school for about 9 years. I have a lot to say -- fun times,
bad times, trips, or sports School gives you so many
OPPORTUNITIES. Some places I would have never been able to pa
on it it wastrilt for school."

3. "My theme is FRIENDS - GOOD AND BAD. I mean all the 'woo
things and DAM things that happen between friends. This theme
is important to me because 1 see a lot of thinps going on
between friends and I thoupnt it would be a nice thing to
write about. When people finish reading this magazine I want
them to see the difference between pogo tnings and bad things
in friendships."

4. THEMES MUSIC -- "This theme's important to me because it's
part of me; my wnole life is basso upon music. Without it I
wouldn't know what to oo. When 1 say, "1 love music," it's
more tnan just liking tne tunes and sounds. It's tne
experience tnat does along with it, loarImp how to play it
and my friends that are involved with it and even more that
can only reel out can't out into words. I want the audience
to be able to feel and experience Just a little of what it
means to me. and mayor tney'll nave a different out tne
next time they near someone say "I lave music." They morn
think of it not only liking the sound of it but of now mum
music might mean to that person's experiences and life arc
how music fits in and surrounos that Person's life, how
special it is to them."

5. "Since this project is a very lard, part of my grade.
want to mane sure tnat it is well done. and tnat is wnv I'w
so oicmy atiout my tneme. Also oecausr 19M Doing to be writinD
ad...ut this tneme for a very long time. 1 need sometnino
1 will not be poreo witn atte tne first week of writino, or
tne cuality of my pieces will slowly decrease."
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1.

REFLECTIONS ON CREATIVE WRITING CLASS ALEX

I was really fortunate to get into this class. Six of us, and a
professor, everyone a writer. I felt at home and comfortable rightaway. What a different feeling than the Econ 101 lecture halls of 300.
We met at 10 PM. Everyone read everyone elses work. Everyone was
considerate, we were all open to the same vulnerability.

This afforded me with:

a) A situation where I had to write. No and4,ifs or buts, youhave a short story due every two weeks. (Well maybe one or two "ifs"
eacil semester) It could be a revision, maybe it wouldn't be great,
but I had to sit down and write, To ma this was great. It forced me
to discipline myself in a way I hadn't been able to.

b) To continue this afforded me with a situation where I wanted
to do well. Other students encouraged me, but they were also critical.

I'm learning how to rein my creativity. At the same time thoughI'm exploring new styles and voices. I used to aim for the short,
concise, powerful, slightly dramatic sentence. Lately, I've found
myself becoming an old storyteller. I want to entertain. My stories
are becoming longer, exaggerated, and more detailed. For now this is whatI like. Maybe I won't tomorrow. For now, I like it and I like that I'mable to explore.
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EXCERPTS FROM CLASIROOM NOTES: FRESHMAN ENGLISH SUE

September

End of the first full week----we'vt written 4 brief essays.

People are saying they don't fer.1 the same about their papers when
they come back with marks and comments all over it.

I think Professor A wants us to improve technique more than anythina.
That must be why we are using the Oxford Guide Text. These pieces are
short, but amazingly filled with grammatical errors, and she points all
of them out. The grades given are based on technical/mechanical success.
Not too much back on ideas/style yet. This is expository! Actually,
the interview is where we'll probably talk about style, etc.

Today I had my interview with Professor A. I was very upset afterwards...I
wanted to cry. Mostly because I can't read this woman. She said the papers
I was handing in were first drafts. I said we only have time for first
drafts because the assignments are practically overnight.

She said I ought to have, a little more respect for the reader and I should
make an effort even when I write first drafts for my sentences to be
coherent and correct. I told her my prime concern is not grammar after
my first try at something. I don't like to get hung up on that, I make
a note "come back to this" or something or I know mentally that it is
wrong and it bothers me but I want to keep writing.

She also mentioned that I wasn't taking the writing assignments seriously.
How seriously am I supposed to take al-2 page narrative or description piece?

She looked at my draft for the big 3-5 page paper and said looks like
this will need a few drafts. She's kidding me, right? Of course it
needs drafts.

October

Lecture on sentences and word choices. No one is paying attention. Not
one person read the Oxford Guide chapters...

She lectured the entire period...nobody was listening.

I am positive that no one gets anything from these lectures.

Early November

We tried writing groups today. Prof. A pulled up a chair to my group. We
were listening to Mark's piece, The Storm. I asked Mark lots of open
ended questions to find out how he felt about this piece. He really liked
it... At first he was shy about reading but towards the end he read with
no hesitancy. Yes, even confident Yale students are sometimes shaky...
let's see, Prof. A made comments like, "If it were my piece, I'd
which is groovy, respect for ownership and all, but of course if the
teacher says "If it were me" you are going to change it her way for the
grade.
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( November

I don't think Professor A is supportive with her criticism.

She never points out anything good about my papers, so I never know what
I am supposed to be doing, only what I'm not

I don't like getting back papers that have comments like, "a better word
is 11 suggesting that her way is better or The Way, The Word to Choose,
or else it is wrong.

By now I feel like I only know how to revise two ways (1) with my crummy
sentences or (2) her sentences (which will get me the better grade
because it is better) but I never understand on my own why
my sentences are bad, only that hers are better.

At this point, I am really sick of English. I don't know why I can't
write well, I don't know why I can't see mistakes, and I've just spent three
months not improving and getting more frustrated by the paper.

Jan.

Freshman English I hated it. It was a step backwards for me.

y/3e3 860



4.

REFLECTIONS ON FRESHMAN ENGLISH DAVE

The purpose of my freshman English was to make sure that all of
the students had mastered the fundamental skills of English. We began
the semester with a placement test which determined which section we
would take.

I really didn't learn much from the course. We were instructed on
what was expected from our papers. Weeks later, when we got our graded
work back, we spent 1/2 of that days class discussing the teacher's satis-
faction or dissatisfaction on the collective effort of the class. We
never were asked to revise or give any further thought to a piece after
it had been graded.

I was not disappointed with the course but I did not have very high
expectations of it tcystart with.

I wrote the stuff I cared most about for me rather than the course.

The writing I did for English 101 was for the Professor and he
was the intended audience. I suppose that writing for a certain target
audience is an important and useful skill. Perhaps I like what I write
on my own the most because I am the audience, but I really think I write
better when it is something I really want to write. The ideal situation
for me would be if my target audience was interested in what I wanted to
write about, and gave me input on how to revise my writing to bring it
closer to its potential.

8S1
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Audre's Invitation to Students

WONDERINGS MID WANDERINGS

As you are reading keep a daily log where you discuss your response and the ideas in
your book. In this way you will begin to connect these ideas to your own experience,
making the novel your own, a part of your storehouse of knowledge and experience. As
you reflect, ruminate, and question, listen carefully to yourself and attempt to
describe the effect the book is having on you. Let your response connect to an idea,
reject an idea or create an idea. Find associations, see where they lead. To images?
To fantasies? To human experience? Row is the writing speaking to you? This is your
reading process. Examine it and take note of what you do with the material you read.
Respond deeply, write honestly, admit confusion, expand on the author's ideas, attempt
to discover your own.

Try exploring with the following sentence starters:

1. I wonder... 10. I can't really understand

2. I began to think of... 11. I thought

3. I suppose 12. I can't believe

4. I don't see... 13. If I had been...

5. I like the idea... 14. I was reminded of

6; I know the feeling... 15. Why did

7. I notices... 16. Maybe

8. I love the way... 17. I wish..*.

9. I was surprised...

Each time you read, respond by writing in your journal. Enter dr. date of each
response. Your journal will be invaluable to you when discussing ti,a. 1.nok or when
attempting to write about the book. At the end of the year, you will have
accumulated thesis statements and supporting evidence enabling you to write
intelligently about what you have read. But most important, you will have
created something all your own, and you will know and remember what you've read.

883
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From Student's Reading_Logs

REFLECTIONS ON CHARACTERS AND EVENTS

It upset me to know that they have the power to hurt someone like Hester and Pearl
and than say that it is in the name of God. Such hypocrites! Hester's only sin is
in loving someone, someone that she hadn't the right to love. Their sin is in
hating someone and causing such pain in a young woman's life. Their sin is the
greater. And Hester is better than the "unknown" sinners because she is paying for
her sin and becoming stronger. People are embarrassed by her strength and their
weakness.

The Scarlet Letter Eva

I loved Tom's ideas and inventions. I felt very sad when Tom killed himself. It
is the way we are. We kill the part of us that isn't socially acceptable or that
causes pain.

East of Eden Beth

Cal was probably the most human person in the novel. He didn't live in a dream
world like his dad and he was very different from his brother Aron. Cal had
emotions of love, anger, hatred, self pity and more. None ofthe others, Katie,
Adam or Aron ever displayed all these emotions. When Adam died I knew that this
was the chance that Cal could stark his life. He didn't have to worry about trying
to win his dad's approval. Cal realizes at the end probably the most important
thing he'll ever learn. He is human. Not evil. Human. Not perfect.

East of Eden Katy

It's like I'm seeing through a poetic drifter's eye. Which makes me think maybe
all of the drifters aren't bums and derelicts, just poets ..n a lost land knowing
what they like to see and feel 'ut not knowing how to express their feelings like
writers and poets.

On the Road Tony

It reminds me of a book I once read, Johnny Got His Gun. It begins with a hero
type and the guy comes back a nothing at all. The punishment of war is both
sickening and disgraceful. These books scare me. Maybe someday I will be in
the war. I'll leave as a hero but come back a nothing and maybe not come back
at all. It's frightening but that is what war has proven to be, a sickening
test of pain.

Red Badge of Courage Brian

884
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RESPONSES TO THE WAY WRITERS WRITE

"Unquiet darkness." I wonder what Fitzgerald means. Maybe the night sounds anl
a vague unease. It's a striking phrase.

The Great Gataby Karen

I love some of the descriptions that Steinbeck uses in his writing. "A spear of
grass," "Lee watched him waiting for the reaction the way a doctor waits for the
reaction to a hypodermic." There's just something about Steinbeck's metaphors
that make things mean more to me and help me more deeply understand the book. For
example when Samuel Hamilton's wife Liza is making pancakes he says, "the hot cakes
rose like little hassocks, and small volcanoes formed and erupted on them until they
were ready to be turned." Who would think of comparing volcanoes to pancakes? Think
about it. "A spear of grass" is just about my favorite. That's all I need and I
think of green refreshing grass as at. amazingly great thing. I don't know why but it
shows me that his writing really tugs the reins in my brain and pulls out information
or something. This guy is a real first class excellent writer.

East of Eden Kevin

Nick and Daisy cousins. Why did F. Scott do that? I don't think it was a good idea.
I didn't like the way F. Scott delayed on the information on people and who they are,
like Jordan Baker, the other lady mentioned in the beginning of the book. She has to
go to some tournament, but F. Scott doesn't tell us what for. That bothers me....

The Great. GatsbY .Greg

I noticed that almost all of the author's books were written in California, the
place where he lived and grew up and knows well. I liked this because I got very
clear visions whenever he described anything. I find that it is always easier for
the reader to picture something the author has written if the author wrote it with
a real picture in his own mind as well. I know that is how it works for me when I
write.

East of Eden Meaghan

. I love this book! With each page, the plot unfolds a little bit. I get the feeling
that there are an infinite amount of things that will happen. Everything seems to

want to come together. Samuel Hamilton is a really good person. I like the way he

is worked into the story without any jolt. This book really flows. Steinbeck is so

good at setting the stage. Lives parallel and do not touch. At tne same time you
know sooner or later they will meet.

East of Eden Karen

This book deals with reality. Which is different from many books I've read. So

many times I'll be reading a book and I'll be like, is this for real or what! Edith
Wharton writes in the way that I can honestly relate to the feeling of the romance
Charity is going threw, like I'm Charity. I understand the disappointment of

Harney not showing up on time, not calling and I understand even more the happiness
they go through when they're together. When he comes back with the brooch. Now to

me that's love! That's so nice!! How does Edith Wharton make it so real even if it

was like long ago. She knows how people feel and she tells a lot of little details so

you know and you feel it too.

Summer 885 Michelle
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PERSONAL CONNECTIONS

Poor Charity. I felt sc sorry for her...All during the book I was happy at times
when Charity met with Mr. Harney, but when she became pregnant I felt sad and I
wished that her and Harney would be married. He left her and that made me sad...
The way Charity thought - I sometimes think that way. Like when she looked at
other girls and envied certain things about them. Their richness and clothing...
I loved Charity. She daydreamed, which is like me. It was Charity's first time
love. She went through the happiness, the jealousy, the pain, and I went through
it with her.

Summer Lynne

Why didn't I cry when Healy died? I was just sitting there reading, and I just
didn't cry!! As a matter of fact, I didn't cry when anyone died! What's wrong
with me??? I was so into the book and I just didn't cry! This is so annoying.
I was putting myself in everyone's place, making myself be each person and I
didn't even cry!! Maybe because if I was that person who died, I couldn't
have cried for myself. That must be the reason. Rut I usLally put myself in
the place of every single character! At all times: This is the first I've
never Cried! Am I becoming unfeeling? Maybe I was being like Joseph so much
that I felt like him. But then he even cried when Mr. Healy died! UGH'''''

Captains and the Kings Erin

How rstonished I am. Isabel, I feel like ripping her out of the page, roughing
her up and saying, "I told you so." But no, she married and stayed with that
idiot Osmond. Perhaps there is something here which I do not see. But I wonder
why she stays with this man who robbed her of everything that made her significant.

....Quite a blow for the reader who has come to admire our heroine's independence.
At the end it appears as if she has willingly given up even more of her independence
rather than leaving to begin anew. She goes back with her mind not on herself but
on salvaging rummage. Perhaps I misconstrue this however, and the author is awing
Isabel's strength in facing a bad situation rather than running from it. Nevertheless,
I have doubts.

....I wish I could say that I enjoyed the novel as much as I thought I would in the
first few chapters. Yet I see now that I have lost almost my love for the heroine.

Maybe the author has made a point in this.

The Portrait of a Lady Sandra

14]
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Ernest Hemingway seems to think men need sex and women to survive. I could never
go to a whorehouse. It would be a total misinterpretation of love. I don't think
he knows the relationship between love and sex. The whole thing in this beginning
scene is disgusting and I find it depressing. It puts me in a negative mood for
the upcoming events.

Tenerife is falling in love. I know how he feels in the beginning when he isn't
sure if he loves her. I feel that same way sometimes even though I am still quite
young...I'm really interested in their love story.

He fell so much in love I don't think he would mind getting hurt and having to stay
for another six months. I really like the way she devotes herself to him and is
always so considerate. It seems too good to be true though. Tenente has got it
made. He sleeps practically all day and then is able to see Catherine at night.
I wish I had a relationship like that right now. It would make me feel so good.

I think it is terrible that she i3 pregnant because now Tenente will have to worry
about dying constantly and will not be a good soldier. I wish the war would end so
I could just read about love and never have to even imsgine death. This book is
making me very moody and I don't know whether that is good or bad. If a lot of
death comes and depressing things, it could be very tough to read. But at the
moment I'm feeling great because of the book....

Love has changed Tenente...he isn't the same scummy man he used to be....

It's great that he caught the train. I wonder if it'll take him to Catherine. I
hope so. I miss her from the story. He misses her too....

just love Catherine's kindness. It's a perfect love story! It involves adventure
and they fight against the authorities to make their love work

What a sad ending" It's hard to explain how I feel. I'm shocked. I just can't
believe that everything they had is gone. She was so brave and caring throughout
the ordeal. How sad! I feel as if I would not like to grow up and have children
if this sort of thing can happen. How terrifying! I wanted a happy ending, not
something like this. Hemingway should have continued...at least what is Mr. Henry's
reaction??? Something like suicide I suppose. I'm really disappointed. I feel awful.

A Farewell to Arms Dave

(5] 887



ON KiEPING READING LOGS

In writing about reading I find that there are thoughts in me that don't come out
unless I write. These are feelings I have about the book that were invisible tome. Once they come out and I look at them I realize a few more things about my
reading and about my own writing. Only after I have written them are they clearly
visible. This helps me to get closer in touch with my own writing and helps me
know how I want to shape it, and new thoughts and feelings are created in the actof writing. The more writing about reading the more thoughts, the more thoughts
the more knowledge, the more knowledge the better the writing and the understanding
of it.

Elise

I think that writing in my N.J. helps me. It allows me to sort out the story and my
reactions to it. Often I find that my initial feelings are not my only feelings nor
my strongest feelings. I find that by searching with my writing, I locate a greatdeal of hidden emotions and ideas about what I read from deep inside. I usually
don't feel satisfied until I locate these other feelings. 'I know that they are
there and I feel them but until I write them they don't find words and I'm not surewhat I feel. It's kind of like when you hear a voice at the end of a tunnel; you
know someone's there but you don't know who until you get to the end. I also like
to share what I write with friends who do the same thing. This gives me a chance
to see the same situation in many 4ifferent lights and perhaps re-evaluate what Ihave written. I might possibly correct a misconception.

Eva

I don't like to read just to answer Lhe teacher's questions because then I'm always
nervous about what I should pay attention to and I never know the right thing to look
for. Writing in my reading journal helps me pay attention to what I like or don't
like, not what someone else likes or doesn't.

I connect when characters are like me and I love that.

Kevin

Erin

I react when a character does something that I would never have done, and then I keep
trying to figure out why the character acted that way or why the writer wanted the
character to act that way or why the writer wanted the reader to think. I try to
answer those questions myself or ask someone else's opinion. If I can't figure out
an answer that satisfies me I guess I just figure that the writing isn't very good
because it didn't work for me or else I'm too young to appreciate it_ or I just keep
wondering.

* * * *
Katy

I like to learn something new from what I read and then write about it and what it makes
me think about, so I don't forget it. Sometimes I like to just go off and write about
what the story reminds me of. I think most good stories start me thinking and I like
to write what thv4 make me think about.

Scot

Sometimes when I read I just know something feels right or it sounds just right and
agree even though I never ever th:.vT...t of it. It seems like lighting a candle to see
what I only felt before.

Cheryl

I used to find reading boring Most of the time after I'd read a novel I'd forget what
it was about. But when I started to keep a log I began to ask myself questions about whatI was reading...I began to understand what I read. Now I write about everything I read...Writing about reading has opened a whole new world for me.

* * * * 888 Lynneits
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